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PREFACE

Overall functioning of society, industrial competitiveness and whole civilization are dependent on safe, 
secure, sustainable and affordable energy. Past evolution of national systems of electricity production and 
HLONQSÄCDODMCDMBDÄNMÄF@RÄ@MCÄNHKÄL@CDÄ$4ÄBNTMSQHDRÄUTKMDQ@AKD�Ä KDRRÄDEÆBHDMS�Ä HMUDRSLDMSÄTM@SSQ@BSHUDÄ
and environmentally overburdened. Because of that the EU has, for almost 15 years, been adapting its 
legislation, harmonizing markets, limiting allowed emissions, fostering proper investments in energy ef-
ÆBHDMBX�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄATHKCHMFÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄ@MCÄMDVÄOQNCTBSHNMÄB@O@BHSHDRÄNMÄBNMUDMSHNM@KÄ@MCÄQDMDV@AKDÄ
RNTQBDRÄ3GDÄOQNBDRRÄHRÄMNSÄÆMHRGDCÄXDSÄATSÄSGDÄE@BSRÄRGNVÄ@ÄSQDLDMCNTRÄRTBBDRRÄRSNQXÄHMÄRS@AHKHSXÄNEÄRTOOKX�Ä
cheaper common solutions, attractiveness for proper investments and improvements in the environment.

The objective of securing energy all over Europe in a stable, sustainable and competitive way lies at the 
heart of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community, signed some eight years ago. By extending the 
internal energy market beyond the boundaries of the European Union, the Energy Community carries 
forward the success of EU’s energy policy, and ensures that national decisions are mutually supportive and 
avoid negative spillovers. The full scale of the EU’s internal energy market is the best response on challenges 
that emerged in Energy Community Contracting Parties after general liberalisation and after a decline of 
nonmarket-governed energy policy and strategic planning mechanisms. Like the European Union’s, the 
approach taken by the Energy Community is one of legal harmonization. This, with a reasonable delay 
compared to EU countries, translates into binding commitments by each Party to implement the acquis 
communautaire as set out in the provisions of the Treaty and the measures adopted by the Ministerial 
Council of the Energy Community. The present publication compiles that acquis communautaire.

The Energy Community turned out to be a dynamic organization. Its enlargement, with the accession of 
Moldova in 2010 and Ukraine in 2011, as well as Georgia’s application for full membership in 2013, shows 
that its fundamental objectives – market opening and exchange, regional integration, sustainability and 
solidarity – continue to convince countries to engage in a thorough reform process. Besides geographical 
DWO@MRHNMÄ@KRNÄSGDÄKDF@KÄEQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄG@RÄADDMÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄDUNKUHMFÄNUDQÄSGDÄK@RSÄ
eight years. In 2011, the acquis communautaire in energy shifted from the European Union’s second to the 
third package of internal market legislation. The Directives and Regulations comprised by the third package 
are to be implemented by 1 January 2015. In the area of renewable energy, an equally challenging task will 
be the implementation of Directive 2009/28/EC by 1 January 2014, with ambitious binding targets to be 
ETKÆKKDCÄAXÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄTMSHKÄ����Ä(MÄ�����ÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHKÄ@KRNÄ@CNOSDCÄSGDÄ$4Ä@BPTHRÄ
on emergency oil stocks and statistics. The successful incorporation of all these pieces of EU legislation is 
a token of the ambition of the Energy Community Contracting Parties to keep pace with development in 
the European Union. 

Despite the progress being made by the Contracting Parties, implementation of the acquis remains a huge 
challenge. We believe that this third edition of a compilation of the applicable Energy Community legal 
frameworks will provide a useful working tool for all stakeholders involved in the process of consolidating 
and developing the Energy Community.

In editorial terms, it is important to note that the legislation compiled in this volume consists of consolida-
tions done by the editor for the sake of convenience only. In any circumstance, the versions adopted by the 
KDFHRK@STQDÄHMÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@MCÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNQÄNMÄ
the Energy Community website respectively, shall prevail.

)@MDYÄ*NO@BÉ
Director

Energy Community Secretariat

IMPRINT
Energy Community Secretariat
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A-1010 Vienna

Heli Annika Lesjak (Production)
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Considering that this integrated market may involve at a later stage other energy products and 
B@QQHDQR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄKHPTDÆDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄODSQNK�ÄGXCQNFDM�ÄNQÄNSGDQÄDRRDMSH@KÄMDSVNQJÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDR

Determined to create a stable regulatory and market framework capable of attracting investment 
in gas networks, power generation and transmission networks, so that all Parties have access to the 
stable and continuous gas and electricity supply that is essential for economic development and 
social stability,

Determined to create a single regulatory space for trade in gas and electricity that is necessary to 
match the geographic extent of the concerned product markets, 

Recognising that the territories of the Republic of Austria, of the Hellenic Republic, of the Republic of 
Hungary, of the Italian Republic, and of the Republic of Slovenia are naturally integrated or directly 
affected by the functioning of the gas and electricity markets of the Contracting Parties,

Determined to promote high levels of gas and electricity provision to all citizens based on public 
service obligations, and to achieve economic and social progress and a high level of employment as 
well as a balanced and sustainable development through the creation of an area without internal 
frontiers for gas and electricity,

Desiring to enhance the security of supply of the single regulatory space by providing the stable 
regulatory framework necessary for the region in which connections to Caspian, North African and 
Middle East gas reserves can be developed and indigenous reserves of natural gas, coal and hydro-
power can be exploited,

Committed to improving the environmental situation in relation to gas and electricity, related energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

Determined to develop gas and electricity market competition on a broader scale and exploit econo-
mies of scale,

Considering that, to achieve these aims, a broad ranging and integrated market regulatory structure 
needs to be put in place supported by strong institutions and effective supervision, and with the 
adequate involvement of the private sector,

Considering that in order to reduce stress on the state level gas and electricity systems and contrib-
TSDÄSNÄQDRNKUHMFÄKNB@KÄF@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRGNQS@FDR�ÄRODBHÆBÄQTKDRÄRGNTKCÄADÄOTSÄHMÄOK@BDÄSNÄE@BHKHS@SDÄ
F@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄSQ@CD�Ä@MCÄSG@SÄRTBGÄQTKDRÄ@QDÄMDDCDCÄSNÄBQD@SDÄ@ÄRHMFKDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄRO@BDÄENQÄSGDÄ
geographic extent of the concerned product markets, 

Have decided to create an Energy Community.

PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / PREAMBLE

The Parties, being:

The European Community on the one hand, 

And

The following Contracting Parties on the other hand:

lÄ The Republic of Albania, the Republic of Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of 
Croatia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, the Republic of Montenegro, Romania, 
the Republic of Serbia (hereafter referred to as the Adhering Parties),

and

lÄ The United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo  pursuant to the United Nations 
Security Council Resolution 1244,

Consolidating on the Athens Process and the 2002 and 2003 Athens Memoranda of Understanding,

Noting that the Republic of Bulgaria, Romania and the Republic of Croatia are Candidate Countries 
for accession to the European Union, and that the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia has also 
applied for membership,

-NSHMFÄSG@SÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NTMBHKÄHMÄ"NODMG@FDMÄHMÄ#DBDLADQÄ����ÄBNMÆQLDCÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄODQ-
spective of the Republic of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia and Montenegro, as poten-
tial candidates for accession of the European Union, and underlined the determination to support 
their efforts to move closer to the European Union,

Recalling that the European Council in Thessaloniki in June 2003 endorsed “The Thessaloniki Agenda 
for the Western Balkans: moving towards European integration”, which aims to further strengthen 
the privileged relations between the European Union and the Western Balkans and in which the Eu-
ropean Union encouraged the countries of the region to adopt a legally binding South-East Europe 
energy market agreement,

Recalling the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership Process and the European Neighbourhood Policy,

Recalling the contribution of the Stability Pact for South East Europe that has as its core the need 
to strengthen co-operation amongst the states and nations of South East Europe and to foster the 
conditions for peace, stability and economic growth,

Resolved to establish among the Parties an integrated market in natural gas and electricity, based on 
common interest and solidarity,

PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / PREAMBLE
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PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE I

ment, competition and renewables, as described in Title II below, adapted to both the institutional 
EQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄ
(hereinafter referred to as “the extension of the acquis communautaire”), as further described in 
3HSKDÄ((�

�A�ÄSGDÄRDSSHMFÄTOÄNEÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄQDFTK@SNQXÄEQ@LDVNQJÄODQLHSSHMFÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMSÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄ-DSVNQJÄ
Energy markets across the territories of the Contracting Parties and part of the territory of the Euro-
pean Community, and including the creation of a single mechanism for the cross-border transmis-
sion and/or transportation of Network Energy, and the supervision of unilateral safeguard measures 
(hereinafter referred to as “the mechanism for operation of Network Energy markets”), as further 
CDRBQHADCÄHMÄ3HSKDÄ(((�
(c) the creation for the Parties of a market in Network Energy without internal frontiers, including the 
coordination of mutual assistance in case of serious disturbance to the energy networks or external 
disruptions, and which may include the achievement of a common external energy trade policy 
(hereinafter referred to as “the creation of a single energy market”), as further described in Title IV.

Article 4

The Commission of the European Communities (hereinafter referred to as “the European Commis-
sion”) shall act as co-ordinator of the three activities described in Article 3.

Article 5

The Energy Community shall follow the acquis communautaire described in Title II, adapted to both 
SGDÄHMRSHSTSHNM@KÄEQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄSGHRÄ3QD@SXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@Q-
ties, with a view to ensuring high levels of investment security and optimal investments.

Article 6

3GDÄ/@QSHDRÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄ@KKÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄLD@RTQDR�ÄVGDSGDQÄFDMDQ@KÄNQÄO@QSHBTK@Q�ÄSNÄDMRTQDÄETKÆKLDMSÄ
of the obligations arising out of this Treaty. The Parties shall facilitate the achievement of the Energy 
Community’s tasks. The Parties shall abstain from any measure which could jeopardise the attain-
ment of the objectives of this Treaty.

Article 7

Any discrimination within the scope of this Treaty shall be prohibited.

Article 8

Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the rights of a Party to determine the conditions for exploiting its 
energy resources, its choice between different energy sources and the general structure of its energy 
supply.

TITLE I – PRINCIPLES

Article 1

1. By this Treaty, the Parties establish among themselves an Energy Community.

2. Member States of the European Community may become Participants in the Energy Community 
pursuant to Article 95 of this Treaty.

Article 2

1. The task of the Energy Community shall be to organise the relations between the Parties and 
BQD@SDÄ@ÄKDF@KÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄEQ@LDVNQJÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFX�Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä
in order to:

(a) create a stable regulatory and market framework capable of attracting investment in gas net-
works, power generation, and transmission and distribution networks, so that all Parties have access 
to the stable and continuous energy supply that is essential for economic development and social 
stability,

(b) create a single regulatory space for trade in Network Energy that is necessary to match the geo-
graphic extent of the concerned product markets, 

(c) enhance the security of supply of the single regulatory space by providing a stable investment 
climate in which connections to Caspian, North African and Middle East gas reserves can be devel-
oped, and indigenous sources of energy such as natural gas, coal and hydropower can be exploited,

�C�ÄHLOQNUDÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄRHST@SHNMÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFXÄ@MCÄQDK@SDCÄÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�Ä
foster the use of renewable energy, and set out the conditions for energy trade in the single regula-
tory space, 

(e) develop Network Energy market competition on a broader geographic scale and exploit econo-
mies of scale. 

2. “Network Energy” shall include the electricity and gas sectors falling within the scope of the Eu-
ropean Community Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC1.2

Article 3

For the purposes of Article 2, the activities of the Energy Community shall include:
(a) the implementation by the Contracting Parties of the acquis communautaire on energy, environ-

1 Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the 
HMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSX�Ä.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄM�Ä+Ä���ÄNEÄ��Ä)TKXÄ�����ÄOÄ��ÄmÄ���Ä@MCÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ
2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal 
L@QJDSÄHMÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�Ä.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄM�Ä+Ä���ÄNEÄ��Ä)TKXÄ�����ÄOÄ��ÄmÄ��
2 According to Article 1 of Decision 2008/03/MC-EnC of 1 December 2008 concerning the implementa-
tion to the oil sector of certain provisions of the Treaty and the creation of an Energy Community Oil Forum, 
“1. The Treaty is extended to oil under the conditions set by this Article. 
2.’Network Energy’ as mentioned in Article 2 paragraph 2 of the Treaty shall be understood as to include the 
oil sector, i.e. supply, trade, processing and transmission of crude oil and petroleum products falling within the 
SCOPE� OF� THE� $IRECTIVE� ��������%#� AND� THE� RELATED� PIPELINES�� STORAGE�� RElNERIES� AND� IMPORT�EXPORT� FACILITIES� 
… 
4. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article do not apply to Articles 21 to 23 and to Articles 43 to 46 of the Treaty.”

PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE I
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PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE II

Article 15

After the entry into force of this Treaty, the construction and operation of new generating plants 
shall comply with the acquis communautaire on environment.

Article 16

The “acquis communautaire on environment”, for the purpose of this Treaty, shall mean 

(i) Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Council Directive 97/11/EC of 3 March 
1997 and Directive 2003/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 May 2003, 

(ii) Council Directive 1999/32/EC of 26 April 1999 relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels and amending Directive 93/12/EEC, 

(iii) Directive 2001/80/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2001 on the 
limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air from large combustion plants, and 

(iv) Article 4(2) of Directive 79/409/EEC of the Council of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild 
birds.

Article 17

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Chapter shall only apply to Network Energy.

CHAPTER IV – THE ACQUIS ON COMPETITION

Article 18

1. The following shall be incompatible with the proper functioning of the Treaty, insofar as they may 
affect trade of Network Energy between the Contracting Parties:

(a) all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted 
practices which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition,

(b) abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position in the market between the Contract-
ing Parties as a whole or in a substantial part thereof,

(c) any public aid which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings 
or certain energy resources.

2. Any practices contrary to this Article shall be assessed on the basis of criteria arising from the ap-
plication of the rules of Articles 81, 82 and 87 of the Treaty establishing the European Community 
(attached in Annex III).

Article 19

With regard to public undertakings and undertakings to which special or exclusive rights have been 
granted, each Contracting Party shall ensure that as from 6 months following the date of entry force 
of this Treaty, the principles of the Treaty establishing the European Community, in particular Article 
86 (1) and (2) thereof (attached in Annex III), are upheld.

TITLE II – THE EXTENSION OF THE ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE 

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 9

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories of the Adher-
ing Parties, and to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration 
Mission in Kosovo.

CHAPTER II – THE ACQUIS ON ENERGY

Article 10

Each Contracting Party shall implement the acquis communautaire on energy in compliance with the 
timetable for the implementation of those measures set out in Annex I.

Article 11

The “acquis communautaire on energy”, for the purpose of this Treaty, shall mean the acts listed in 
Annex I of this Treaty.3

CHAPTER III – THE ACQUIS ON ENVIRONMENT

Article 12

Each Contracting Party shall implement the acquis communautaire on environment in compliance 
with the timetable for the implementation of those measures set out in Annex II.

Article 13

The Parties recognise the importance of the Kyoto Protocol. Each Contracting Party shall endeavour 
to accede to it. 

Article 14

The Parties recognise the importance of the rules set out in Council Directive 96/61/EC of 24 Sep-
tember 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention and control. Each Contracting Party shall 
endeavour to implement that Directive.

3 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.

PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE II
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PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / TITLE III

Article 25

The Energy Community may take Measures to implement amendments to the acquis communau-
taire described in this Title, in line with the evolution of European Community law.

TITLE III – MECHANISM FOR OPERATION OF 
NETWORK ENERGY MARKETS

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 26

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories of the Adher-
ing Parties, to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration Mis-
sion in Kosovo, and to the territories of the European Community referred to in Article 27.

Article 27

As regard the European Community, the provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall 
apply to the territories of the Republic of Austria, of the Hellenic Republic, of the Republic of Hun-
gary, of the Italian Republic, and of the Republic of Slovenia. Upon accession to the European Union 
of an Adhering Party, the provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall, without any 
further formalities, also apply to the territory of that new Member State.

CHAPTER II – MECHANISM FOR LONG-DISTANCE TRANSPORTATION 
OF NETWORK ENERGY

Article 28

The Energy Community shall take additional Measures establishing a single mechanism for the cross-
border transmission and/or transportation of Network Energy.

CHAPTER III – SECURITY OF SUPPLY

Article 29

The Parties shall, within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, adopt security of 
supply statements describing in particular diversity of supply, technological security, and geographic 
origin of imported fuels. The statements shall be communicated to the Secretariat, and shall be 
available to any Party to this Treaty. They shall be updated every two years. The Secretariat shall give 
guidance and assistance with respect to such statements.

CHAPTER V – THE ACQUIS FOR RENEWABLES

Article 204

Each Contracting Party shall implement Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amend-
ing and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC.

CHAPTER VI – COMPLIANCE WITH GENERALLY APPLICABLE 
STANDARDS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

Article 21

Within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, the Secretariat shall draw up a list of 
the Generally Applicable Standards of the European Community, to be submitted to the Ministerial 
Council for adoption.

Article 22

The Contracting Parties shall, within one year of the adoption of the list, adopt development plans 
to bring their Network Energy sectors into line with these Generally Applicable Standards of the 
European Community. 

Article 23

“Generally Applicable Standards of the European Community” shall refer to any technical system 
standard that is applied within the European Community, and is necessary for operating network 
RXRSDLRÄR@EDKXÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSKX�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄ@RODBSRÄNEÄSQ@MRLHRRHNM�ÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄBNMMDBSHNMR�ÄLNCT-
lation and general technical system security standards issued where applicable via the European 
Committee for Standardization (CEN), the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization 
(CENELEC) and similar normation bodies or as issued by the Union for the Co-ordination of Trans-
mission of Electricity (UCTE) and the European Association for the Streamlining of Energy Exchanges 
(Easeegas) for common rule setting and business practices.

CHAPTER VII – THE ADAPTATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE ACQUIS

Article 24

For the implementation of this Title, the Energy Community shall adopt Measures adapting the ac-
quis communautaire described in this Title, taking into account both the institutional framework of 
SGHRÄ3QD@SXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDR

4 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/28/EC and amending Article 20 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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CHAPTER VII – SAFEGUARD MEASURES 

Article 36

In the event of a sudden crisis on the Network Energy market in the territory of an Adhering Party, 
the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, or 
a territory of the European Community referred to in Article 27, where the physical safety or security 
of persons, or Network Energy apparatus or installations or system integrity is threatened in this ter-
ritory, the concerned Party may temporarily take necessary safeguard measures. 

Article 37

Such safeguard measures shall cause the least possible disturbance in the functioning of the Network 
Energy market of the Parties, and not be wider in scope than is strictly necessary to remedy the sud-
CDMÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄ@QHRDMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄMNSÄCHRSNQSÄBNLODSHSHNMÄNQÄ@CUDQRDKXÄ@EEDBSÄSQ@CDÄHMÄ@Ä
manner which is at variance with the common interest.

Article 38

The Party concerned shall without delay notify these safeguard measures to the Secretariat, which 
shall immediately inform the other Parties. 

Article 39

The Energy Community may decide that the safeguard measures taken by the Party concerned do 
not comply with the provisions of this Chapter, and request that Party to put an end to, or modify, 
those safeguard measures.

TITLE IV – THE CREATION OF A SINGLE ENERGY MARKET 

CHAPTER I – GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

Article 40

The provisions of and the Measures taken under this Title shall apply to the territories to which the 
Treaty establishing the European Community applies under the conditions laid down in that Treaty, 
to the territories of the Adhering Parties and to the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Na-
tions Interim Mission in Kosovo.

Article 30

Article 29 does not imply a necessity to change energy policies or purchasing practices.

CHAPTER IV – PROVISION OF ENERGY TO CITIZENS

Article 31

The Energy Community shall promote high levels of provision of Network Energy to all its citizens 
within the limits of the public service obligations contained in the relevant acquis communautaire 
on energy.

Article 32

For this purpose, the Energy Community may take Measures to:
�@�Ä@KKNVÄENQÄSGDÄTMHUDQR@KÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�
�A�ÄENRSDQÄDEEDBSHUDÄCDL@MCÄL@M@FDLDMSÄONKHBHDR�
(c) ensure fair competition.

Article 33

The Energy Community may also make Recommendations to support effective reform of the Net-
work Energy sectors of the Parties, including inter alia to increase the level of payment for energy by 
all customers, and to foster the affordability of Network Energy prices to consumers.

CHAPTER V – HARMONISATION 

Article 34

The Energy Community may take Measures concerning compatibility of market designs for the op-
eration of Network Energy markets, as well as mutual recognition of licenses and Measures fostering 
free establishment of Network Energy companies.

CHAPTER VI – RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Article 35

The Energy Community may adopt Measures to foster development in the areas of renewable en-
DQFXÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄS@JHMFÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄSGDHQÄ@CU@MS@FDRÄENQÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKX�ÄDMUH-
ronment protection, social cohesion and regional development.
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Article 46

Within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, the Ministerial Council shall adopt a 
Procedural Act for the operation of the mutual assistance obligation under this Chapter, which may 
include the conferral of powers to take interim Measures to the Permanent High Level Group. 

TITLE V – INSTITUTIONS OF THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

CHAPTER I - THE MINISTERIAL COUNCIL

Article 47

The Ministerial Council shall ensure that the objectives set out in this Treaty are attained. It shall:

�@�ÄOQNUHCDÄFDMDQ@KÄONKHBXÄFTHCDKHMDR�

�A�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�

�B�Ä @CNOSÄ /QNBDCTQ@KÄ BSR�ÄVGHBGÄL@XÄ HMBKTCDÄ SGDÄ BNMEDQQ@K�Ä TMCDQÄOQDBHRDÄ BNMCHSHNMR�ÄNEÄ RODBHÆBÄ
tasks, powers and obligations to carry out the policy of the Energy Community on the Permanent 
High Level Group, the Regulatory Board or the Secretariat.

Article 48

The Ministerial Council shall consist of one representative of each Contracting Party and two rep-
resentatives of the European Community. One non-voting representative of each Participant may 
participate in its meetings. 

Article 49

The Ministerial Council shall adopt its internal rules of procedure by Procedural Act.

Article 505

The Presidency shall be held in turn by each Contracting Party for a term of one year in the order 
decided by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council. The Presidency shall convene the Ministerial 
Council in a place decided upon by the Presidency. The Ministerial Council shall meet at least once 
every year. The meetings shall be prepared by the Secretariat.

5 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2009/02/MC-EnC of 18 December 2009 amending the Treaty 
establishing the Energy Community with regard to the frequency of Ministerial Council meetings.

CHAPTER II – INTERNAL ENERGY MARKET

Article 41

1. Customs duties and quantitative restrictions on the import and export of Network Energy and all 
measures having equivalent effect, shall be prohibited between the Parties. This prohibition shall also 
@OOKXÄSNÄBTRSNLRÄCTSHDRÄNEÄ@ÄÆRB@KÄM@STQD

2. Paragraph 1 shall not preclude quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect, 
ITRSHÆDCÄNMÄFQNTMCRÄNEÄOTAKHBÄONKHBXÄNQÄOTAKHBÄRDBTQHSX�ÄSGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄGD@KSGÄ@MCÄKHEDÄNEÄGTL@MR�Ä
animals or plants, or the protection of industrial and commercial property. Such restrictions or mea-
sures shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on 
trade between the Parties. 

Article 42

1. The Energy Community may take Measures with the aim of creating a single market without 
internal frontiers for Network Energy. 

�Ä/@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄRG@KKÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄSNÄÆRB@KÄLD@RTQDR�ÄSNÄSGNRDÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄSGDÄEQDDÄLNUDLDMSÄNEÄODQRNMRÄ
nor to those relating to the rights and interests of employed persons.

CHAPTER III – EXTERNAL ENERGY TRADE POLICY

Article 43

The Energy Community may take Measures necessary for the regulation of imports and exports of 
Network Energy to and from third countries with a view to ensuring equivalent access to and from 
third country markets in respect of basic environmental standards or to ensure the safe operation of 
the internal energy market. 

CHAPTER IV – MUTUAL ASSISTANCE IN THE EVENT OF DISRUPTION

Article 44

In the event of disruption of Network Energy supply affecting a Party and involving another Party or 
a third country, the Parties shall seek an expeditious resolution in accordance with the provisions of 
this Chapter.

Article 45

Upon request of the Party directly affected by the disruption, the Ministerial Council shall meet. The 
Ministerial Council may take the necessary Measures in response to the disruption. 
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Article 57

The Presidency shall chair the Permanent High Level Group and be assisted by one representative of 
the European Community and one representative of the incoming Presidency as Vice-Presidents. The 
Presidency and the Vice-Presidents shall prepare the draft Agenda.

CHAPTER III – THE REGULATORY BOARD 

Article 58

The Regulatory Board shall:

(a) advise the Ministerial Council or the Permanent High Level Group on the details of statutory, 
SDBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄQDFTK@SNQXÄQTKDR�Ä

(b) issue Recommendations on cross-border disputes involving two or more Regulators, upon request 
NEÄ@MXÄNEÄSGDL�Ä

�B�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�ÄHEÄRNÄDLONVDQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�Ä

(d) adopt Procedural Acts.

Article 596

The Regulatory Board shall be composed of one representative of the energy regulator of each Con-
tracting Party, pursuant to the relevant parts of the acquis communautaire on energy. The European 
Union shall be represented by the European Commission, assisted by one regulator of each Partici-
pant, and one representative of the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators.

Article 60

The Regulatory Board shall adopt its internal rules of procedure by Procedural Act. 

Article 61

The Regulatory Board shall elect a President for a term determined by the Regulatory Board. The 
European Commission shall act as Vice-President. The President and the Vice-President shall prepare 
the draft Agenda. 

Article 62

The Regulatory Board shall meet in Athens.

6 Amended by Article 2 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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Article 51

The Presidency shall chair the Ministerial Council and be assisted by one representative of the Euro-
pean Community and one representative of the incoming Presidency as Vice-Presidents. The Presi-
dency and the Vice-Presidents shall prepare the draft Agenda.

Article 52

The Ministerial Council shall submit an annual report on the activities of the Energy Community to 
the European Parliament and to the Parliaments of the Adhering Parties and of the Participants.

CHAPTER II - THE PERMANENT HIGH LEVEL GROUP

Article 53

The Permanent High Level Group shall:

�@�ÄOQDO@QDÄSGDÄVNQJÄNEÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�

(b) give assent to technical assistance requests made by international donor organisations, interna-
SHNM@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSHSTSHNMRÄ@MCÄAHK@SDQ@KÄCNMNQR�

(c) report to the Ministerial Council on progress made toward achievement of the objectives of this 
3QD@SX�Ä

�C�ÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�ÄHEÄRNÄDLONVDQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�

(e) adopt Procedural Acts, not involving the conferral of tasks, powers or obligations on other institu-
SHNMRÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSX�

(f) discuss the development of the acquis communautaire described in Title II on the basis of a report 
that the European Commission shall submit on a regular basis.

Article 54

The Permanent High Level Group shall consist of one representative of each Contracting Party and 
two representatives of the European Community. One non-voting representative of each Participant 
may participate in its meetings. 

Article 55

The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt its internal rules of procedure as a Procedural Act.

Article 56

The Presidency shall convene the Permanent High Level Group at a place to be determined by the 
Presidency. The meetings shall be prepared by the Secretariat. 
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Ministerial Council shall lay down, by Procedural Act, rules for the recruitment, working conditions 
and geographic equilibrium of the Secretariat’s staff. The Director shall select and appoint the staff.

Article 70

In the performance of their duties the Director and the staff shall not seek or receive instructions 
from any Party to this Treaty. They shall act impartially and promote the interests of the Energy Com-
munity.

Article 71

The Director of the Secretariat or a nominated alternate shall assist at the Ministerial Council, the 
Permanent High Level Group, the Regulatory Board and the Fora.

Article 72

The seat of the Secretariat shall be in Vienna. 

CHAPTER VI – BUDGET

Article 73

Each Party shall contribute to the budget of the Energy Community as set out in Annex IV. The level 
NEÄBNMSQHATSHNMRÄL@XÄADÄQDUHDVDCÄDUDQXÄÆUDÄXD@QR�ÄNMÄQDPTDRSÄNEÄ@MXÄ/@QSX�ÄAXÄ@Ä/QNBDCTQ@KÄ BSÄNEÄ
the Ministerial Council.

Article 74

The Ministerial Council shall adopt the budget of the Energy Community by Procedural Act every two 
years. The budget shall cover the operational expenses of the Energy Community necessary for the 
functioning of its institutions. The expenditure of each institution shall be set out in a different part 
of the budget. The Ministerial Council shall adopt a Procedural Act specifying the procedure for the 
implementation of the budget, and for presenting and auditing accounts and inspection.

Article 75

The Director of the Secretariat shall implement the budget in accordance with the Procedural Act 
adopted pursuant to Article 74, and shall report annually to the Ministerial Council on the execu-
tion of the budget. The Ministerial Council may decide by Procedural Act, if appropriate, to entrust 
independent auditors with verifying the proper execution of the budget. 

CHAPTER IV - THE FORA

Article 63

Two Fora, composed of representatives of all interested stakeholders, including industry, regulators, 
industry representative groups and consumers, shall advise the Energy Community. 

Article 64

The Fora shall be chaired by a representative of the European Community.

Article 65

The conclusions of the Fora shall be adopted by consensus. They shall be forwarded to the Perma-
nent High Level Group.

Article 66

The Electricity Forum shall meet in Athens. The Gas Forum shall meet at a place to be determined by 
a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council.

CHAPTER V - THE SECRETARIAT

Article 67

The Secretariat shall:

(a) provide administrative support to the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, the 
1DFTK@SNQXÄ!N@QCÄ@MCÄSGDÄ%NQ@�

(b) review the proper implementation by the Parties of their obligations under this Treaty, and submit 
XD@QKXÄOQNFQDRRÄQDONQSRÄSNÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�Ä

(c) review and assist in the coordination by the European Commission of the donors’ activity in the 
territories of the Adhering Parties and the territory under the jurisdiction of the United Nations In-
SDQHLÄ CLHMHRSQ@SHNMÄ,HRRHNMÄHMÄ*NRNUN�Ä@MCÄOQNUHCDÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄRTOONQSÄSNÄSGDÄCNMNQR�Ä

(d) carry out other tasks conferred on it under this Treaty or by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial 
"NTMBHK�ÄDWBKTCHMFÄSGDÄONVDQÄSNÄS@JDÄ,D@RTQDR�Ä@MC
(e) adopt Procedural Acts.  

Article 68

The Secretariat shall comprise a Director and such staff as the Energy Community may require. 

Article 69

The Director of the Secretariat shall be appointed by a Procedural Act of the Ministerial Council. The 
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Article 83

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall act by a two 
third majority of the votes cast, including a positive vote of the European Community. 

CHAPTER IV – MEASURES UNDER TITLE IV

Article 84

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title IV on a proposal from a Party.

Article 85

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures by unanimity.

CHAPTER V – PROCEDURAL ACTS

Article 86

A Procedural Act shall regulate organizational, budgetary and transparency issues of the Energy 
Community, including the delegation of power from the Ministerial Council to the Permanent High 
Level Group, the Regulatory Board or the Secretariat, and shall have binding force on the institutions 
of the Energy Community, and, if the Procedural Act so provides, on the Parties.

Article 87

Save as provided in Article 88, Procedural Acts shall be adopted in compliance with the Decision 
Making Process set out in Chapter III of this Title.

Article 88

The Procedural Act appointing the Director of the Secretariat provided for in Article 69 shall be 
adopted by simple majority on a proposal from the European Commission. The Procedural Acts on 
budgetary matters provided for in Articles 73 and 74 shall be adopted by unanimity on a proposal 
from the European Commission. The Procedural Acts conferring powers on the Regulatory Board 
provided for in Article 47(c) shall be taken by unanimity on a proposal from a Party or the Secretariat.
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TITLE VI – DECISION MAKING PROCESS

CHAPTER I – GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 76

Measures may take the form of a Decision or a Recommendation.
A Decision is legally binding in its entirety upon those to whom it is addressed.
A Recommendation has no binding force. Parties shall use their best endeavours to carry out Recom-
mendations.

Article 77

Save as provided in Article 80, each Party shall have one vote.

Article 78

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board may act only if 
two third of the Parties are represented. Abstentions in a vote from Parties present shall not count 
as votes cast. 

CHAPTER II – MEASURES UNDER TITLE II

Article 79

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title II on a proposal from the European Commission. The European Commission may 
alter or withdraw its proposal at any time during the procedure leading to adoption of the Measures.

Article 80

Each Contracting Party shall have one vote.

Article 81

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall act by a 
majority of the votes cast.

CHAPTER III – MEASURES UNDER TITLE III

Article 82

The Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group or the Regulatory Board shall take Mea-
sures under Title III on a proposal from a Party or the Secretariat.
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TITLE VIII - INTERPRETATION

Article 94

The institutions shall interpret any term or other concept used in this Treaty that is derived from 
European Community law in conformity with the case law of the Court of Justice or the Court of 
First Instance of the European Communities. Where no interpretation from those Courts is available, 
the Ministerial Council shall give guidance in interpreting this Treaty. It may delegate that task to 
the Permanent High Level Group. Such guidance shall not prejudge any interpretation of the acquis 
communautaire by the Court of Justice or the Court of First Instance at a later stage.

TITLE IX – PARTICIPANTS AND OBSERVERS

Article 95

Upon a request to the Ministerial Council, any Member State of the European Community may be 
represented in the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group and the Regulatory Board 
under the conditions laid down in Articles 48, 54 and 59 as a Participant, and shall be permitted to 
participate in the discussions of the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, the Regula-
tory Board and the Fora.

Article 96

1. Upon a reasoned request of a neighbouring third country, the Ministerial Council may, by unanim-
ity, accept that country as an Observer. Upon a request presented to the Ministerial Council within 
six months of the date of entry into force of this Treaty, Moldova shall be accepted as an Observer.

2. Observers may attend the meetings of the Ministerial Council, the Permanent High Level Group, 
the Regulatory Board and the Fora, without participating in the discussions. 

TITLE X - DURATION

Article 97

This Treaty is concluded for a period of 10 years from the date of entry into force. The Ministerial 
Council, acting by unanimity, may decide to extend its duration. If no such decision is taken, the 
Treaty may continue to apply between those Parties who voted in favour of extension, provided that 
their number amounted to at least two thirds of the Parties to the Energy Community. 
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TITLE VII - IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS AND 
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

Article 89

The Parties shall implement Decisions addressed to them in their domestic legal system within the 
ODQHNCÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄ#DBHRHNMÄ

Article 90

1. Failure by a Party to comply with a Treaty obligation or to implement a Decision addressed to it 
within the required period may be brought to the attention of the Ministerial Council by a reasoned 
request of any Party, the Secretariat or the Regulatory Board. Private bodies may approach the Sec-
retariat with complaints.
2. The Party concerned may make observations in response to the request or complaint. 

Article 91

1. The Ministerial Council may determine the existence of a breach by a Party of its obligations. The 
Ministerial Council shall decide:

�@�ÄAXÄ@ÄRHLOKDÄL@INQHSX�ÄHEÄSGDÄAQD@BGÄQDK@SDRÄSNÄ3HSKDÄ((�

�A�ÄAXÄ@ÄSVN�SGHQCÄL@INQHSX�ÄHEÄSGDÄAQD@BGÄQDK@SDRÄSNÄ3HSKDÄ(((�

(c) by unanimity, if the breach relates to Title IV. 

2. The Ministerial Council may subsequently decide by simple majority to revoke any decisions ad-
opted under this Article.

Article 92

1. At the request of a Party, the Secretariat or the Regulatory Board, the Ministerial Council, acting 
by unanimity, may determine the existence of a serious and persistent breach by a Party of its obliga-
tions under this Treaty and may suspend certain of the rights deriving from application of this Treaty 
to the Party concerned, including the suspension of voting rights and exclusion from meetings or 
mechanisms provided for in this Treaty. 

2. The Ministerial Council may subsequently decide by simple majority to revoke any decisions taken 
under this Article.

Article 93

When adopting the decisions referred to in Articles 91 and 92, the Ministerial Council shall act with-
out taking into account the vote of the representative of the Party concerned.
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Article 103

Any obligations under an agreement between the European Community and its Member States on 
the one hand, and a Contracting Party on the other hand shall not be affected by this Treaty. Any 
commitment taken in the context of negotiations for accession to the European Union shall not be 
affected by this Treaty.

Article 104

Until the adoption of the Procedural Act referred to in Article 50, the 2003 Athens Memorandum of 
Understanding7ÄRG@KKÄCDÆMDÄSGDÄNQCDQÄENQÄGNKCHMFÄSGDÄ/QDRHCDMBXÄ

Article 105

This Treaty shall be approved by the Parties in accordance with their internal procedures.
3GHRÄ3QD@SXÄ RG@KKÄDMSDQÄ HMSNÄ ENQBDÄNMÄ SGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄ SGDÄLNMSGÄ ENKKNVHMFÄ SGDÄC@SDÄNMÄVGHBGÄ SGDÄ
$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@MCÄRHWÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄG@UDÄMNSHÆDCÄSGDÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄ
necessary for this purpose.
-NSHÆB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄRDMSÄSNÄSGDÄ2DBQDS@QX�&DMDQ@KÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄVGNÄRG@KKÄ
be the depositary for this Treaty.

In witness thereof the duly authorised representatives have signed this Treaty. 

7 Memorandum of Understanding on the Regional Energy Market in South East Europe and its Integration into the Eu-
ropean Community Internal Energy Market, signed in Athens on 8 December 2003.

Article 98

Any party may withdraw from this Treaty by giving six months notice, addressed to the Secretariat.

Article 99

Upon accession to the European Community of an Adhering Party, that party shall become a Partici-
pant as provided for in Article 95.

TITLE XI – REVISION AND ACCESSION

Article 100

The Ministerial Council may, by unanimity of its Members:

�H�Ä@LDMCÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄ3HSKDÄ(ÄSNÄ5((�

(ii) decide to implement other parts of the acquis communautaire QDK@SDCÄSNÄ-DSVNQJÄ$MDQFX�Ä

(iii) extend this Treaty to other energy products and carriers or other essential network infrastruc-
STQDR�Ä

(iv) agree on the accession to the Energy Community of a new Party.

TITLE XII - FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 101

Without prejudice to Articles 102 and 103, the rights and obligations arising from agreements con-
cluded by a Contracting Party before the signature of this Treaty shall not be affected by the provi-
sions of this Treaty. To the extent that such agreements are not compatible with this Treaty, the 
Contracting Party concerned shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate the incompatibilities 
established, no later than one year after the date of entry into force of this Treaty.

Article 102

All obligations under this Treaty are without prejudice to existing legal obligations of the Parties 
under the Treaty establishing the World Trade Organisation.  
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ANNEX II

TIMETABLE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACQUIS ON ENVIRONMENT 

1. Each Contracting Party shall implement Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the 
assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment, as amended by 
Council Directives 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 and Directive 2003/35/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 26 May 2003, on the entry into force of this Treaty.

2. Each Contracting Party shall implement Council Directive 1999/32/EC of 26 April 1999 relating to 
a reduction in the sulphur content of certain liquid fuels and amending Directive 93/12/EEC by 31 
December 2011.  

3. Each Contracting Party shall implement Directive 2001/80/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 23 October 2001 on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air from 
large combustion plants by 31 December 2017.    

4. Each Contracting Party shall implement Article 4(2) of Directive 79/409/EEC of the Council of 2 
April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds on the entry into force of this treaty.

ANNEX I8

LIST OF ACTS INCLUDED IN THE “ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE ON ENERGY”

(1) Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(2) Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(3) Regulation (EC) No714/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July
2009 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, as
adopted by Decision No 2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(4) Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July
2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks, as amended by
Commission Decision 2010/685/EU of 10 November 2010, as adopted by Decision No
2011/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 06/10/2011.

(5) Directive 2005/89/ of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 January 2006
concerning measures to safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure
investment, as adopted by Decision No 2007/06/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of
18/12/2007.

(6) Directive 2004/67/EC of 26 April 2004 concerning measures to safeguard security of
natural gas supply, as adopted by Decision No 2007/06/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of 
18/12/2007.

8 Amended by Article 1 of Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on the implementation of 
Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amend-
ing Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty.
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obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.

Article 86(1) and (2) of the EC Treaty

1. In the case of public undertakings and undertakings to which Member States grant special or 
exclusive rights, Member States shall neither enact nor maintain in force any measure contrary to 
the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articles 
81 to 89.

2. Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic interest or having the 
character of a revenue-producing monopoly shall be subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in 
particular to the rules on competition, in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct the 
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The development of trade 
must not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Community.

Article 87 of the EC Treaty

1. Save as otherwise provided in this Treaty, any aid granted by a Member State or through State 
resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring 
certain undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between 
Member States, be incompatible with the common market.

2. The following shall be compatible with the common market:

(a) aid having a social character, granted to individual consumers, provided that such aid is granted 
VHSGNTSÄCHRBQHLHM@SHNMÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄSGDÄNQHFHMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBSRÄBNMBDQMDC�

�A�Ä@HCÄSNÄL@JDÄFNNCÄSGDÄC@L@FDÄB@TRDCÄAXÄM@STQ@KÄCHR@RSDQRÄNQÄDWBDOSHNM@KÄNBBTQQDMBDR�

(c) aid granted to the economy of certain areas of the Federal Republic of Germany affected by the 
division of Germany, in so far as such aid is required in order to compensate for the economic disad-
vantages caused by that division.

3. The following may be considered to be compatible with the common market:

(a) aid to promote the economic development of areas where the standard of living is abnormally 
KNVÄNQÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄRDQHNTRÄTMCDQDLOKNXLDMS�

(b) aid to promote the execution of an important project of common European interest or to remedy 
@ÄRDQHNTRÄCHRSTQA@MBDÄHMÄSGDÄDBNMNLXÄNEÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SD�

(c) aid to facilitate the development of certain economic activities or of certain economic areas, 
where such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common 
HMSDQDRS�

(d) aid to promote culture and heritage conservation where such aid does not affect trading condi-
SHNMRÄ@MCÄBNLODSHSHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄSNÄ@MÄDWSDMSÄSG@SÄHRÄBNMSQ@QXÄSNÄSGDÄBNLLNMÄHMSDQDRS�

�D�ÄRTBGÄNSGDQÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄ@HCÄ@RÄL@XÄADÄRODBHÆDCÄAXÄCDBHRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄ@BSHMFÄAXÄ@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄ
majority on a proposal from the Commission.

ANNEX III

EC COMPETITION RULES

Article 81 of the EC Treaty

1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market: all agreements be-
tween undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which may 
affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restric-
tion or distortion of competition within the common market, and in particular those which:

�@�ÄCHQDBSKXÄNQÄHMCHQDBSKXÄÆWÄOTQBG@RDÄNQÄRDKKHMFÄOQHBDRÄNQÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄSQ@CHMFÄBNMCHSHNMR�

�A�ÄKHLHSÄNQÄBNMSQNKÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄL@QJDSR�ÄSDBGMHB@KÄCDUDKNOLDMS�ÄNQÄHMUDRSLDMS�

�B�ÄRG@QDÄL@QJDSRÄNQÄRNTQBDRÄNEÄRTOOKX�

(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing 
SGDLÄ@SÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄCHR@CU@MS@FD�

(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the 
subject of such contracts.

2. Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this article shall be automatically void.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared inapplicable in the case of:

- any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings,

- any decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings,

- any concerted practice or category of concerted practices,

which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or 
DBNMNLHBÄOQNFQDRR�ÄVGHKDÄ@KKNVHMFÄBNMRTLDQRÄ@ÄE@HQÄRG@QDÄNEÄSGDÄQDRTKSHMFÄADMDÆS�Ä@MCÄVGHBGÄCNDRÄMNS�

(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not indispensable to the attainment 
NEÄSGDRDÄNAIDBSHUDR�

(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a substantial part 
of the products in question.

Article 82 of the EC Treaty

Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the common market or in a 
substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market in so far as it may 
affect trade between Member States.
Such abuse may, in particular, consist in:

�@�ÄCHQDBSKXÄNQÄHMCHQDBSKXÄHLONRHMFÄTME@HQÄOTQBG@RDÄNQÄRDKKHMFÄOQHBDRÄNQÄNSGDQÄTME@HQÄSQ@CHMFÄBNMCHSHNMR�

�A�ÄKHLHSHMFÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄL@QJDSRÄNQÄSDBGMHB@KÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄSNÄSGDÄOQDITCHBDÄNEÄBNMRTLDQR�

(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby plac-
HMFÄSGDLÄ@SÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄCHR@CU@MS@FD�

(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary 
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Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in natural gas

By 31 December 2009

Regulation 1775/2005 on conditions for access to the natural gas trans-
mission networks

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of natu-
ral gas supply

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in electricity

By 31 December 2009

Regulation 1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-
border exchanges in electricity

By 31 December 2010

Commission Decision 2006/770/EC amending the Annex to Regulation nº  
1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border ex-
changes in electricity

By 31 December 2010

Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of elec-
tricity supply and infrastructure investment

By 31 December 2010

Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Directive 97/11/
EC and Directive 2003/35/EC

By 31 December 2010

Directive 1999/32/EC relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels

By 31 December 2014

Directive 2001/80/EC on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants 
into the air from large combustion plants

By 31 December 2017

Directive 79/409/EC, Article 4(2), on the conservation of wild birds By 31 December 2010

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2001/77/EEC on the promotion 
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal elec-
tricity market

By 31 December 2010

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2003/30/EC on the promotion of 
the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport

By 31 December 2010

PROTOCOL 
CONCERNING THE ACCESSION OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

TO THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

The Energy Community, in accordance with the Treaty establishing the Energy Community (herein-
after - the Treaty) on the one hand,

and the Republic of Moldova on the other hand,

Taking note of the outcome of negotiations on the Republic of Moldova’s accession to the Energy 
Community,

Having regard to the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 18 Decem-
ber 2009 approving the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the Energy Community on the 
conditions set out herein (Decision 2009/03/MC-EnC),

AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING:

Article 1

1. The Republic of Moldova accedes to the Energy Community as a Contracting Party under the 
terms and conditions set out in the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 
18 December 2009 on the accession of the Republic of Moldova to the Energy Community (Decision 
2009/03/MC-EnC), as laid down in this Protocol.

�Ä 4MKDRRÄ RODBHÆDCÄ NSGDQVHRDÄ HMÄ SGHRÄ /QNSNBNK�Ä AXÄ C@SDÄ NEÄ @BBDRRHNM�Ä SGDÄ 1DOTAKHBÄ NEÄ,NKCNU@Ä HRÄ
entitled to all rights granted to Contracting Parties and is subject to all obligations imposed on Con-
tracting Parties by the Treaty and by all Decisions and Procedural Acts adopted in application of the 
Treaty since its entry into force.

Article 2

1. For the purpose of compliance with Title II of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community and 
its related Annexes, the timetable for implementation by the Republic of Moldova of the acquis com-
LTM@TS@HQDÄHRÄCDÆMDCÄ@RÄENKKNVR�
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PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / ACCESSION OF UKRAINE

PROTOCOL
CONCERNING THE ACCESSION OF UKRAINE

TO THE TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY

The Energy Community, in accordance with the Treaty establishing the Energy Community (herein-
after - the Treaty) on the one hand,

And Ukraine on the other hand,

Taking note of the outcome of negotiations on Ukraine’s accession to the Energy Community Treaty,

Having regard to the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 18 December 
2009 approving the accession of Ukraine to the Energy Community Treaty on the conditions set out 
herein (Decision 2009/04/MC-EnC),

AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING:

Article 1

1. Ukraine accedes to the Treaty establishing the Energy Community as a Contracting Party under 
the terms and conditions set out in the Decision of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Commu-
nity of 18 December 2009 on the accession of Ukraine to the Energy Community Treaty (Decision 
2009/04/MC-EnC), as laid down in this Protocol.

�Ä4MKDRRÄRODBHÆDCÄNSGDQVHRDÄHMÄSGHRÄ/QNSNBNK�ÄAXÄC@SDÄNEÄ@BBDRRHNM�Ä4JQ@HMDÄHRÄDMSHSKDCÄSNÄ@KKÄQHFGSRÄ
granted to Contracting Parties and is subject to all obligations imposed on Contracting Parties by the 
Treaty and by all Decisions and Procedural Acts adopted in application of the Treaty since its entry 
into force.

Article 2

1. For the purposes of compliance with Title II of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community and 
HSRÄQDK@SDCÄ MMDWDR�ÄSGDÄSHLDS@AKDÄENQÄ HLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ@BPTHRÄBNLLTM@TS@HQDÄ HRÄCDÆMDCÄ@RÄ
follows:

Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in natural gas

By 1st January 2012

Regulation 1775/2005 on conditions for access to the natural gas trans-
mission networks

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of natu-
ral gas supply

By 1st January 2012

PART I TREATY ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY COMMUNITY / ACCESSION OF MOLDOVA

2. The Republic of Moldova must ensure that the eligible customers within the meaning of EC Direc-
tives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC are:

Ä mÄ%QNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MC
 – From 1 January 2015, all customers.

3. In Article 19 of the Treaty, the reference “as from six months following the date of entry into 
force of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “as from six months following the date of ac-
cession of the Republic of Moldova”. In Article 22 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of 
the adoption of the list” shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession 
of the Republic of Moldova”. In Article 29 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the date 
of entry into force of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of 
accession of the Republic of Moldova”.

4. Article 15 of the Treaty shall apply to the Republic of Moldova as from one year following the date 
of accession of the Republic of Moldova.

Article 3

1. The contribution of the Republic of Moldova and of the other Parties to the budget of the Energy 
Community shall be set out in a Procedural Act to be adopted pursuant to Article 73 of the Treaty. 
The methodology to be applied shall be based on a pro-rata calculated in relation to GDP and Total 
Primary Energy Supply.

�Ä3GDÄÆQRSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ1DOTAKHBÄNEÄ,NKCNU@ÄRG@KKÄADÄCTDÄENQÄSGDÄÆQRSÄETKKÄATCFDS@QXÄXD@QÄENK-
lowing accession.

Article 4

1. After adoption by the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of its Decision on the Re-
public of Moldova’s accession to the Energy Community, the Republic of Moldova shall initiate its 
internal procedures required for entry into force of its accession to the Energy Community.

�Ä3GDÄ@BBDRRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄLNMSGÄ
ENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄLNMSGÄNEÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄOQNUHCDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄ@QSHBKD

Done at Vienna, this seventeenth day of March in the year two thousand and ten.

                For the Energy Community   For the Republic of Moldova
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3. In Article 19 of the Treaty, the reference “as from six months following the date of entry into force 
of this Treaty” shall be understood as meaning “as from six months following the date of accession 
of Ukraine”. In Article 22 of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the adoption of the list” 
shall be understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession of Ukraine”. In Article 29 
of the Treaty, the reference “within one year of the date of entry into force of this Treaty” shall be 
understood as meaning “within one year of the date of accession of Ukraine”.

4. Article 15 of the Treaty shall apply to Ukraine as from two years following the date of accession 
of Ukraine.

Article 3

1. The contribution of Ukraine and of the other Parties to the budget of the Energy Community shall 
be set out in a Procedural Act to be adopted pursuant to Article 73 of the Treaty. The methodology 
to be applied shall be based on a pro-rata calculated in relation to GDP and Total Primary Energy 
Supply.

�Ä3GDÄÆQRSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄ4JQ@HMDÄRG@KKÄADÄCTDÄENQÄSGDÄÆQRSÄETKKÄATCFDS@QXÄXD@QÄENKKNVHMFÄ@BBDRRHNM

Article 4

1. After adoption by the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of its Decision on Ukraine’s 
accession to the Energy Community, Ukraine shall initiate its internal procedures required for entry 
into force of its accession to the Energy Community.

�Ä3GDÄ@BBDRRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄLNMSGÄ
ENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄLNMSGÄNEÄBNLOKDSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄOQNUHCDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄ@QSHBKD

Done at Skopje, this twenty fourth day of September in the year two thousand and ten.
                

              For the Energy Community                                     For Ukraine
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Directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 
in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Regulation 1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-
border exchanges in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Commission Decision 2006/770/EC amending the Annex to Regulation  
1228/2003 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border ex-
changes in electricity

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of elec-
tricity supply and infrastructure investment

By 1st January 2012

Directive 85/337/EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public 
and private projects on the environment, as amended by Directive 97/11/
EC and Directive 2003/35/EC.

By 1st January 2013

Directive 1999/32/EC relating to a reduction in the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels

By 1st January 2012

Directive 2001/80/EC on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants 
into the air from large combustion plants

By 1st January 2018

Directive 79/409/EC, Article 4(2), on the conservation of wild birds By 1st January 2015

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2001/77/EEC on the promotion 
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal elec-
tricity market

By 1st July 2011

Plan for the implementation of Directive 2003/30/EC on the promotion of 
the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport

By 1st July 2011

2. Ukraine must ensure that the eligible customers within the meaning of EC Directives 20031541EC 
and 2003/55/EC are:

%QNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MC
From 1 January 2015, all customers.
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Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the inter-
nal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC 

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on 
the implementation of Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 
and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amending Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community 
Treaty.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue, the changes in 

the present Directive in comparison to Directive 2003/54/EC are highlighted in bold.

Whereas:

(1) The internal market in electricity, which has been progressively implemented throughout the 
Community since 1999, aims to deliver real choice for all consumers of the European Union, be they 
citizens or businesses, new business opportunities and more cross-border trade, so as to achieve ef-
ficiency gains, competitive prices, and higher standards of service, and to contribute to security of 
supply and sustainability.

(2) Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning 
common rules for the internal market in electricity has made a significant contribution towards the 
creation of such an internal market in electricity.

(3) The freedoms which the Treaty guarantees the citizens of the Union - inter alia, the free move-
ment of goods, the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services - are achievable 
only in a fully open market, which enables all consumers freely to choose their suppliers and all sup-
pliers freely to deliver to their customers.

(4) However, at present, there are obstacles to the sale of electricity on equal terms and without 
discrimination or disadvantages in the Community. In particular, non-discriminatory network access 
and an equally effective level of regulatory supervision in each Member State do not yet exist.

(5) A secure supply of electricity is of vital importance for the development of European society, the 
implementation of a sustainable climate change policy, and the fostering of competitiveness within 
the internal market. To that end, cross-border interconnections should be further developed in order 
to secure the supply of all energy sources at the most competitive prices to consumers and industry 
within the Community.

(6) A well-functioning internal market in electricity should provide producers with the appropriate 
incentives for investing in new power generation, including in electricity from renewable energy 
sources, paying special attention to the most isolated countries and regions in the Community’s 
energy market. A well-functioning market should also provide consumers with adequate measures 
to promote the more efficient use of energy for which a secure supply of energy is a precondition.

(7) The Communication of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “An Energy Policy for Eu-
rope” highlighted the importance of completing the internal market in electricity and of creating 
a level playing field for all electricity undertakings established in the Community. The Communica-
tions of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “Prospects for the internal gas and electricity 
market” and “Inquiry pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 into the European gas 
and electricity sectors (Final Report)” showed that the present rules and measures do not provide the 
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a generation or supply undertaking.

(16) The setting up of a system operator or a transmission operator that is independent from supply 
and generation interests should enable a vertically integrated undertaking to maintain its ownership 
of network assets whilst ensuring effective separation of interests, provided that such independent 
system operator or such independent transmission operator performs all the functions of a system 
operator and detailed regulation and extensive regulatory control mechanisms are put in place.

(17) Where, on 3 September 2009, an undertaking owning a transmission system is part of a verti-
cally integrated undertaking, Member States should therefore be given a choice between ownership 
unbundling and setting up a system operator or transmission operator which is independent from 
supply and generation interests.

(18) To preserve fully the interests of the shareholders of vertically integrated undertakings, Member 
States should have the choice of implementing ownership unbundling either by direct divestiture or 
by splitting the shares of the integrated undertaking into shares of the network undertaking and 
shares of the remaining supply and generation undertaking, provided that the requirements result-
ing from ownership unbundling are complied with.

(19) The full effectiveness of the independent system operator or independent transmission opera-
tor solutions should be ensured by way of specific additional rules. The rules on the independent 
transmission operator provide an appropriate regulatory framework to guarantee fair competition, 
sufficient investment, access for new market entrants and the integration of electricity markets. Ef-
fective unbundling through the independent transmission operator provisions should be based on 
a pillar of organisational measures and measures relating to the governance of transmission system 
operators and on a pillar of measures relating to investment, connecting new production capacities 
to the network and market integration through regional cooperation. The independence of the 
transmission operator should also, inter alia, be ensured through certain “cooling-off” periods dur-
ing which no management or other relevant activity giving access to the same information as could 
have been obtained in a managerial position is exercised in the vertically integrated undertaking. The 
independent transmission operator model of effective unbundling is in line with the requirements 
laid down by the European Council at its meeting on 8 and 9 March 2007.

(20) In order to develop competition in the internal market in electricity, large non-household cus-
tomers should be able to choose their suppliers and enter into contracts with several suppliers to 
secure their electricity requirements. Such customers should be protected against exclusivity clauses 
the effect of which is to exclude competing or complementary offers.

(21) A Member State has the right to opt for full ownership unbundling in its territory. Where a 
Member State has exercised that right, an undertaking does not have the right to set up an inde-
pendent system operator or an independent transmission operator. Furthermore, an undertaking 
performing any of the functions of generation or supply cannot directly or indirectly exercise control 
or any right over a transmission system operator from a Member State that has opted for full owner-
ship unbundling.

(22) Under this Directive different types of market organisation will exist in the internal market in 
electricity. The measures that Member States could take in order to ensure a level playing field should 
be based on overriding requirements of general interest. The Commission should be consulted on 
the compatibility of the measures with the Treaty and Community law.

(23) The implementation of effective unbundling should respect the principle of non-discrimination 

necessary framework for achieving the objective of a well-functioning internal market.

(8) In order to secure competition and the supply of electricity at the most competitive price, Member 
States and national regulatory authorities should facilitate cross-border access for new suppliers of 
electricity from different energy sources as well as for new providers of power generation.

(9) Without effective separation of networks from activities of generation and supply (effective un-
bundling), there is an inherent risk of discrimination not only in the operation of the network but 
also in the incentives for vertically integrated undertakings to invest adequately in their networks.

(10) The rules on legal and functional unbundling as provided for in Directive 2003/54/EC have not, 
however, led to effective unbundling of the transmission system operators. At its meeting on 8 and 9 
March 2007, the European Council therefore invited the Commission to develop legislative proposals 
for the “effective separation of supply and generation activities from network operations”.

(11) Only the removal of the incentive for vertically integrated undertakings to discriminate against 
competitors as regards network access and investment can ensure effective unbundling. Ownership 
unbundling, which implies the appointment of the network owner as the system operator and its 
independence from any supply and production interests, is clearly an effective and stable way to 
solve the inherent conflict of interests and to ensure security of supply. For that reason, the Euro-
pean Parliament, in its resolution of 10 July 2007 on prospects for the internal gas and electricity 
market referred to ownership unbundling at transmission level as the most effective tool by which 
to promote investments in infrastructure in a non-discriminatory way, fair access to the network for 
new entrants and transparency in the market. Under ownership unbundling, Member States should 
therefore be required to ensure that the same person or persons are not entitled to exercise control 
over a generation or supply undertaking and, at the same time, exercise control or any right over a 
transmission system operator or transmission system. Conversely, control over a transmission system 
or transmission system operator should preclude the possibility of exercising control or any right over 
a generation or supply undertaking. Within those limits, a generation or supply undertaking should 
be able to have a minority shareholding in a transmission system operator or transmission system.

(12) Any system for unbundling should be effective in removing any conflict of interests between 
producers, suppliers and transmission system operators, in order to create incentives for the neces-
sary investments and guarantee the access of new market entrants under a transparent and efficient 
regulatory regime and should not create an overly onerous regulatory regime for national regulatory 
authorities.

(13) The definition of the term “control” is taken from Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 of 20 
January 2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings (the EC Merger Regulation).

(14) Since ownership unbundling requires, in some instances, the restructuring of undertakings, 
Member States that decide to implement ownership unbundling should be granted additional time 
to apply the relevant provisions. In view of the vertical links between the electricity and gas sectors, 
the unbundling provisions should apply across the two sectors.

(15) Under ownership unbundling, to ensure full independence of network operation from supply 
and generation interests and to prevent exchanges of any confidential information, the same person 
should not be a member of the managing boards of both a transmission system operator or a trans-
mission system and an undertaking performing any of the functions of generation or supply. For the 
same reason, the same person should not be entitled to appoint members of the managing boards 
of a transmission system operator or a transmission system and to exercise control or any right over 
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influence of generation or supply interests are generally greater than at distribution level. Moreover, 
legal and functional unbundling of distribution system operators was required, pursuant to Directive 
2003/54/EC, only from 1 July 2007 and its effects on the internal market in electricity still need to 
be evaluated. The rules on legal and functional unbundling currently in place can lead to effective 
unbundling provided they are more clearly defined, properly implemented and closely monitored. 
To create a level playing field at retail level, the activities of distribution system operators should 
therefore be monitored so that they are prevented from taking advantage of their vertical integration 
as regards their competitive position on the market, in particular in relation to household and small 
non-household customers.

(27) Member States should encourage the modernisation of distribution networks, such as through 
the introduction of smart grids, which should be built in a way that encourages decentralised gen-
eration and energy efficiency.

(28) In the case of small systems it may be necessary that the provision of ancillary services is ensured 
by transmission system operators interconnected with small systems.

(29) To avoid imposing a disproportionate financial and administrative burden on small distribution 
system operators, Member States should be able, where necessary, to exempt the undertakings 
concerned from the legal distribution unbundling requirements.

(30) Where a closed distribution system is used to ensure the optimal efficiency of an integrated 
energy supply requiring specific operational standards, or a closed distribution system is maintained 
primarily for the use of the owner of the system, it should be possible to exempt the distribution 
system operator from obligations which would constitute an unnecessary administrative burden 
because of the particular nature of the relationship between the distribution system operator and 
the users of the system. Industrial, commercial or shared services sites such as train station buildings, 
airports, hospitals, large camping sites with integrated facilities or chemical industry sites can include 
closed distribution systems because of the specialised nature of their operations.

(31) Authorisation procedures should not lead to an administrative burden disproportionate to the 
size and potential impact of electricity producers. Unduly lengthy authorisation procedures may 
constitute a barrier to access for new market entrants.

(32) Further measures should be taken in order to ensure transparent and non-discriminatory tariffs 
for access to networks. Those tariffs should be applicable to all system users on a non-discriminatory 
basis.

(33) Directive 2003/54/EC introduced a requirement for Member States to establish regulators with 
specific competences. However, experience shows that the effectiveness of regulation is frequently 
hampered through a lack of independence of regulators from government, and insufficient powers 
and discretion. For that reason, at its meeting on 8 and 9 March 2007, the European Council invited 
the Commission to develop legislative proposals providing for further harmonisation of the powers 
and strengthening of the independence of national energy regulators. It should be possible for those 
national regulatory authorities to cover both the electricity and the gas sectors.

(34) Energy regulators need to be able to take decisions in relation to all relevant regulatory issues if 
the internal market in electricity is to function properly, and to be fully independent from any other 
public or private interests. This precludes neither judicial review nor parliamentary supervision in ac-
cordance with the constitutional laws of the Member States. In addition, approval of the budget of 
the regulator by the national legislator does not constitute an obstacle to budgetary autonomy. The 
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between the public and private sectors. To that end, the same person should not be able to exercise 
control or any right, in violation of the rules of ownership unbundling or the independent system 
operator option, solely or jointly, over the composition, voting or decision of the bodies of both the 
transmission system operators or the transmission systems and the generation or supply undertak-
ings. With regard to ownership unbundling and the independent system operator solution, provided 
that the Member State in question is able to demonstrate that the requirement is complied with, two 
separate public bodies should be able to control generation and supply activities on the one hand 
and transmission activities on the other.

(24) Fully effective separation of network activities from supply and generation activities should apply 
throughout the Community to both Community and non-Community undertakings. To ensure that 
network activities and supply and generation activities throughout the Community remain indepen-
dent from each other, regulatory authorities should be empowered to refuse certification to trans-
mission system operators that do not comply with the unbundling rules. To ensure the consistent ap-
plication of those rules across the Community, the regulatory authorities should take utmost account 
of the Commission’s opinion when the former take decisions on certification. To ensure, in addition, 
respect for the international obligations of the Community, and solidarity and energy security within 
the Community, the Commission should have the right to give an opinion on certification in relation 
to a transmission system owner or a transmission system operator which is controlled by a person or 
persons from a third country or third countries.

(25) The security of energy supply is an essential element of public security and is therefore inher-
ently connected to the efficient functioning of the internal market in electricity and the integration 
of the isolated electricity markets of Member States. Electricity can reach the citizens of the Union 
only through the network. Functioning electricity markets and, in particular, the networks and other 
assets associated with electricity supply are essential for public security, for the competitiveness of 
the economy and for the well-being of the citizens of the Union. Persons from third countries should 
therefore be allowed to control a transmission system or a transmission system operator only if they 
comply with the requirements of effective separation that apply inside the Community. Without 
prejudice to the international obligations of the Community, the Community considers that the elec-
tricity transmission system sector is of high importance to the Community and therefore additional 
safeguards are necessary regarding the preservation of the security of supply of energy to the Com-
munity to avoid any threats to public order and public security in the Community and the welfare of 
the citizens of the Union. The security of supply of energy to the Community requires, in particular, 
an assessment of the independence of network operation, the level of the Community’s and indi-
vidual Member States’ dependence on energy supply from third countries, and the treatment of 
both domestic and foreign trade and investment in energy in a particular third country. Security of 
supply should therefore be assessed in the light of the factual circumstances of each case as well as 
the rights and obligations arising under international law, in particular the international agreements 
between the Community and the third country concerned. Where appropriate the Commission is 
encouraged to submit recommendations to negotiate relevant agreements with third countries ad-
dressing the security of supply of energy to the Community or to include the necessary issues in other 
negotiations with those third countries.

(26) Non-discriminatory access to the distribution network determines downstream access to cus-
tomers at retail level. The scope for discrimination as regards third-party access and investment, 
however, is less significant at distribution level than at transmission level where congestion and the 
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(39) The internal market in electricity suffers from a lack of liquidity and transparency hindering 
the efficient allocation of resources, risk hedging and new entry. There is a need for enhancement 
of competition and security of supply through facilitated integration of new power plants into the 
electricity network in all Member States, in particular encouraging new market entrants. Trust in the 
market, its liquidity and the number of market participants needs to increase, and, therefore, regula-
tory oversight of undertakings active in the supply of electricity needs to be increased. Such require-
ments should be without prejudice to, and compatible with, existing Community law in relation to 
the financial markets. Energy regulators and financial market regulators need to cooperate in order 
to enable each other to have an overview over the markets concerned.

(40) Prior to the adoption by the Commission of Guidelines defining further the record-keeping 
requirements, the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators established by Regulation (EC) 
No 713/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 establishing an Agency 
for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (the “Agency”), and the Committee of European Securi-
ties Regulators (the “CESR”), established by Commission Decision 2009/77/EC, should confer and 
advise the Commission in regard to their content. The Agency and the CESR should also cooperate 
to investigate further and advise on whether transactions in electricity supply contracts and electricity 
derivatives should be subject to pre- or post-trade transparency requirements and, if so, what the 
content of those requirements should be.

(41) Member States or, where a Member State has so provided, the regulatory authority, should 
encourage the development of interruptible supply contracts.

(42) All Community industry and commerce, including small and medium-sized enterprises, and all 
citizens of the Union that enjoy the economic benefits of the internal market should also be able to 
enjoy high levels of consumer protection, and in particular household customers and, where Mem-
ber States deem it appropriate, small enterprises should also be able to enjoy public service guar-
antees, in particular with regard to security of supply and reasonable tariffs, for reasons of fairness, 
competitiveness and, indirectly, to create employment. Those customers should also have access to 
choice, fairness, representation and dispute settlement mechanisms.

(43) Nearly all Member States have chosen to ensure competition in the electricity generation mar-
ket through a transparent authorisation procedure. However, Member States should ensure the 
possibility to contribute to security of supply through the launching of a tendering procedure or an 
equivalent procedure in the event that sufficient electricity generation capacity is not built on the 
basis of the authorisation procedure. Member States should have the possibility, in the interests 
of environmental protection and the promotion of new infant technologies, of tendering for new 
capacity on the basis of published criteria. Such new capacity includes, inter alia, electricity from 
renewable energy sources and combined heat and power.

(44) In the interests of security of supply, the balance between supply and demand in individual 
Member States should be monitored, and such monitoring should be followed by a report on the 
situation at Community level, taking account of interconnection capacity between areas. Such moni-
toring should be carried out sufficiently early to enable appropriate measures to be taken if security 
of supply is compromised. The construction and maintenance of the necessary network infrastruc-
ture, including interconnection capacity, should contribute to ensuring a stable electricity supply. 
The maintenance and construction of the necessary network infrastructure, including interconnec-
tion capacity and decentralised electricity generation, are important elements in ensuring a stable 
electricity supply.
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provisions relating to the autonomy in the implementation of the allocated budget of the regulatory 
authority should be implemented in the framework defined by national budgetary law and rules. 
While contributing to the independence of the national regulatory authority from any political or 
economic interest through an appropriate rotation scheme, it should be possible for Member States 
to take due account of the availability of human resources and of the size of the board.

(35) In order to ensure effective market access for all market players, including new entrants, non-
discriminatory and cost-reflective balancing mechanisms are necessary. As soon as the electricity 
market is sufficiently liquid, this should be achieved through the setting up of transparent market-
based mechanisms for the supply and purchase of electricity, needed in the framework of balancing 
requirements. In the absence of such a liquid market, national regulatory authorities should play an 
active role to ensure that balancing tariffs are non-discriminatory and cost-reflective. At the same 
time, appropriate incentives should be provided to balance the in-put and off-take of electricity and 
not to endanger the system. Transmission system operators should facilitate participation of final 
customers and final customers’ aggregators in reserve and balancing markets.

(36) National regulatory authorities should be able to fix or approve tariffs, or the methodologies 
underlying the calculation of the tariffs, on the basis of a proposal by the transmission system opera-
tor or distribution system operator(s), or on the basis of a proposal agreed between those operator(s) 
and the users of the network. In carrying out those tasks, national regulatory authorities should en-
sure that transmission and distribution tariffs are non-discriminatory and cost-reflective, and should 
take account of the long-term, marginal, avoided network costs from distributed generation and 
demand-side management measures.

(37) Energy regulators should have the power to issue binding decisions in relation to electricity 
undertakings and to impose effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties on electricity undertak-
ings which fail to comply with their obligations or to propose that a competent court impose such 
penalties on them. Energy regulators should also be granted the power to decide, irrespective of 
the application of competition rules, on appropriate measures ensuring customer benefits through 
the promotion of effective competition necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market 
in electricity. The establishment of virtual power plants - electricity release programmes whereby 
electricity undertakings are obliged to sell or to make available a certain volume of electricity or to 
grant access to part of their generation capacity to interested suppliers for a certain period of time 
- is one of the possible measures that can be used to promote effective competition and ensure the 
proper functioning of the market. Energy regulators should also be granted the power to contribute 
to ensuring high standards of universal and public service in compliance with market opening, to the 
protection of vulnerable customers, and to the full effectiveness of consumer protection measures. 
Those provisions should be without prejudice to both the Commission’s powers concerning the ap-
plication of competition rules including the examination of mergers with a Community dimension, 
and the rules on the internal market such as the free movement of capital. The independent body to 
which a party affected by the decision of a national regulator has a right to appeal could be a court 
or other tribunal empowered to conduct a judicial review.

(38) Any harmonisation of the powers of national regulatory authorities should include the powers 
to provide incentives to electricity undertakings, and to impose effective, proportionate and dissua-
sive penalties on electricity undertakings or to propose that a competent court impose such penal-
ties. Moreover, regulatory authorities should have the power to request relevant information from 
electricity undertakings, make appropriate and sufficient investigations and settle disputes.
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change of behaviour. In this respect, full implementation of Directive 2006/32/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on energy end-use efficiency and energy services will 
help consumers to reduce their energy costs.

(51) Consumer interests should be at the heart of this Directive and quality of service should be a 
central responsibility of electricity undertakings. Existing rights of consumers need to be strength-
ened and guaranteed, and should include greater transparency. Consumer protection should ensure 
that all consumers in the wider remit of the Community benefit from a competitive market. Con-
sumer rights should be enforced by Member States or, where a Member State has so provided, the 
regulatory authorities.

(52) Clear and comprehensible information should be made available to consumers concerning their 
rights in relation to the energy sector. The Commission should establish, after consulting relevant 
stakeholders including Member States, national regulatory authorities, consumer organisations and 
electricity undertakings, an accessible, user-friendly energy consumer checklist providing consumers 
with practical information about their rights. That checklist should be provided to all consumers and 
should be made publicly available.

(53) Energy poverty is a growing problem in the Community. Member States which are affected 
and which have not yet done so should therefore develop national action plans or other appropri-
ate frameworks to tackle energy poverty, aiming at decreasing the number of people suffering such 
situation. In any event, Member States should ensure the necessary energy supply for vulnerable 
customers. In doing so, an integrated approach, such as in the framework of social policy, could be 
used and measures could include social policies or energy efficiency improvements for housing. At 
the very least, this Directive should allow national policies in favour of vulnerable customers.

(54) Greater consumer protection is guaranteed by the availability of effective means of dispute 
settlement for all consumers. Member States should introduce speedy and effective complaint han-
dling procedures.

(55) It should be possible to base the introduction of intelligent metering systems on an economic 
assessment. Should that assessment conclude that the introduction of such metering systems is 
economically reasonable and cost-effective only for consumers with a certain amount of electricity 
consumption, Member States should be able to take this into account when implementing intelligent 
metering systems.

(56) Market prices should give the right incentives for the development of the network and for in-
vesting in new electricity generation.

(57) Promoting fair competition and easy access for different suppliers and fostering capacity for 
new electricity generation should be of the utmost importance for Member States in order to allow 
consumers to take full advantage of the opportunities of a liberalised internal market in electricity.

(58) With a view to creating an internal market in electricity, Member States should foster the inte-
gration of their national markets and the cooperation of system operators at Community and region-
al level, also incorporating isolated systems forming electricity islands that persist in the Community.

(59) The development of a true internal market in electricity, through a network connected across 
the Community, should be one of the main goals of this Directive and regulatory issues on cross-
border interconnections and regional markets should, therefore, be one of the main tasks of the 
regulatory authorities, in close cooperation with the Agency where relevant.
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(45) Member States should ensure that household customers and, where Member States deem it 
appropriate, small enterprises, enjoy the right to be supplied with electricity of a specified quality at 
clearly comparable, transparent and reasonable prices. In order to ensure the maintenance of the 
high standards of public service in the Community, all measures taken by Member States to achieve 
the objective of this Directive should be regularly notified to the Commission. The Commission 
should regularly publish a report analysing measures taken at national level to achieve public service 
objectives and comparing their effectiveness, with a view to making recommendations as regards 
measures to be taken at national level to achieve high public service standards. Member States 
should take the necessary measures to protect vulnerable customers in the context of the internal 
market in electricity. Such measures may differ according to the particular circumstances in the 
Member States in question and may include specific measures relating to the payment of electricity 
bills, or more general measures taken in the social security system. Where universal service is also 
provided to small enterprises, measures to ensure that such universal service is provided may differ 
according to whether they are aimed at household customers or small enterprises.

(46) Respect for the public service requirements is a fundamental requirement of this Directive, and 
it is important that common minimum standards, respected by all Member States, are specified in 
this Directive, which take into account the objectives of consumer protection, security of supply, en-
vironmental protection and equivalent levels of competition in all Member States. It is important that 
the public service requirements can be interpreted on a national basis, taking into account national 
circumstances and subject to the respect of Community law.

(47) It should be possible for Member States to appoint a supplier of last resort. That supplier may be 
the sales division of a vertically integrated undertaking, which also performs the functions of distribu-
tion, provided that it meets the unbundling requirements of this Directive.

(48) It should be possible for measures implemented by Member States to achieve the objectives of 
social and economic cohesion to include, in particular, the provision of adequate economic incen-
tives, using, where appropriate, all existing national and Community tools. Such tools may include 
liability mechanisms to guarantee the necessary investment.

(49) To the extent to which measures taken by Member States to fulfil public service obligations 
constitute State aid under Article 87(1) of the Treaty, there is an obligation under Article 88(3) of the 
Treaty to notify them to the Commission.

(50) The public service requirements, including as regards the universal service, and the common 
minimum standards that follow from them need to be further strengthened to make sure that all 
consumers, especially vulnerable ones, are able to benefit from competition and fair prices. The 
public service requirements should be defined at national level, taking into account national circum-
RS@MBDR�Ä"NLLTMHSXÄK@VÄRGNTKC�ÄGNVDUDQ�ÄADÄQDRODBSDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ3GDÄBHSHYDMRÄNEÄSGDÄ
Union and, where Member States deem it appropriate, small enterprises, should be able to enjoy 
public service obligations, in particular with regard to security of supply, and reasonable prices. A key 
aspect of supplying customers is access to objective and transparent consumption data. Thus, con-
sumers should have access to their consumption data and associated prices and services costs so that 
they can invite competitors to make an offer based on those data. Consumers should also have the 
right to be properly informed about their energy consumption. Prepayments should reflect the likely 
consumption of electricity and different payment systems should be non-discriminatory. Information 
on energy costs provided to consumers frequently enough will create incentives for energy savings 
because it will give customers direct feedback on the effects of investment in energy efficiency and 
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CHAPTER I

SUBJECT MATTER, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

Article 1

Subject matter and scope

This Directive establishes common rules for the generation, transmission, distribution and supply 
of electricity, of electricity, together with consumer protection provisions, with a view to 
improving and integrating competitive electricity markets in the Energy Community. It lays 
down the rules relating to the organization and functioning of the electricity sector, open access to 
the market, the criteria and procedures applicable to calls for tenders and the granting of authori-
zations and the operation of systems. It also lays down universal service obligations and the 
rights of electricity consumers and clarifies competition requirements.

Article 2

Definitions

For the purposes of this Directive, the following definitions apply:

�ÄjFDMDQ@SHNMkÄLD@MRÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

�ÄjOQNCTBDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄFDMDQ@SHMFÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

3. “transmission” means the transport of electricity on the extra high-voltage and high-voltage 
interconnected system with a view to its delivery to final customers or to distributors, but does not 
HMBKTCDÄRTOOKX�

4. “transmission system operator” means a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensur-
ing the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a given area and, 
where applicable, its interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of 
SGDÄRXRSDLÄSNÄLDDSÄQD@RNM@AKDÄCDL@MCRÄENQÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

5. “distribution” means the transport of electricity on high-voltage, medium-voltage and low-volt-
@FDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLRÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄHSRÄCDKHUDQXÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�ÄATSÄCNDRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDÄRTOOKX�

6. “distribution system operator” means a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensur-
ing the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the distribution system in a given area and, 
where applicable, its interconnections with other systems and for ensuring the long-term ability of 
SGDÄRXRSDLÄSNÄLDDSÄQD@RNM@AKDÄCDL@MCRÄENQÄSGDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

�ÄjBTRSNLDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄVGNKDR@KDÄNQÄEHM@KÄBTRSNLDQÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

8. “wholesale customer” means a natural or legal person purchasing electricity for the purpose of 
QDR@KDÄHMRHCDÄNQÄNTSRHCDÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄVGDQDÄGDÄHRÄDRS@AKHRGDC�

�ÄjEHM@KÄBTRSNLDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄBTRSNLDQÄOTQBG@RHMFÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄENQÄGHRÄNVMÄTRD�

10. “household customer” means a customer purchasing electricity for his own household con-
RTLOSHNM�ÄDWBKTCHMFÄBNLLDQBH@KÄNQÄOQNEDRRHNM@KÄ@BSHUHSHDR�

11. “non-household customer” means a natural or legal persons purchasing electricity which is not 
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(60) Securing common rules for a true internal market and a broad supply of electricity accessible 
to all should also be one of the main goals of this Directive. To that end, undistorted market prices 
would provide an incentive for cross-border interconnections and for investments in new power 
generation while leading, in the long term, to price convergence.

(61) Regulatory authorities should also provide information on the market to permit the Commis-
sion to exercise its role of observing and monitoring the internal market in electricity and its short, 
medium and long-term evolution, including aspects such as generation capacity, different sources 
of electricity generation, transmission and distribution infrastructure, quality of service, cross-border 
trade, congestion management, investments, wholesale and consumer prices, market liquidity and 
environmental and efficiency improvements. National regulatory authorities should report to the 
competition authorities and the Commission those Member States in which prices impair competi-
tion and proper functioning of the market.

(62) Since the objective of this Directive, namely the creation of a fully operational internal electricity 
market, cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore be better achieved 
at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle of sub-
sidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of proportionality, as 
set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that 
objective.

(63) Under Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 
2009 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, the Com-
mission may adopt Guidelines to achieve the necessary degree of harmonisation. Such Guidelines, 
which constitute binding implementing measures, are, also with regard to certain provisions of this 
Directive, a useful tool which can be adapted quickly where necessary.

(64) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(65) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to adopt the Guidelines necessary for 
providing the minimum degree of harmonisation required to achieve the aim of this Directive. Since 
those measures are of general scope and are designed to amend non-essential elements of this Di-
rective, by supplementing it with new non-essential elements, they must be adopted in accordance 
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 5a of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(66) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making, Member 
States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Community, their own 
tables, illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the transposition 
measures, and to make them public.

(67) Given the scope of the amendments made to Directive 2003/54/EC herein, it is desirable, for 
reasons of clarity and rationalisation, that the provisions in question should be recast by bringing 
them all together in a single text in a new Directive.

(68) This Directive respects the fundamental rights, and observes the principles, recognised in par-
ticular by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
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consumption and peak loads by giving precedence to investments in energy efficiency measures, 
or other measures, such as interruptible supply contracts, over investments to increase generation 
capacity, if the former are the most effective and economical option, taking into account the positive 
environmental impact of reduced energy consumption and the security of supply and distribution 
BNRSÄ@RODBSRÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄHS�

30. “renewable energy sources” means renewable non-fossil energy sources (wind, solar, geother-
L@K�ÄV@UD�ÄSHC@K�ÄGXCQNONVDQ�ÄAHNL@RR�ÄK@MCEHKKÄF@R�ÄRDV@FDÄSQD@SLDMSÄOK@MSÄF@RÄ@MCÄAHNF@RDR��

��ÄjCHRSQHATSDCÄFDMDQ@SHNMkÄLD@MRÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄOK@MSRÄBNMMDBSDCÄSNÄSGDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDL�

32. “electricity supply contract” means a contract for the supply of electricity, but does not 
include an electricity derivative;

33. “electricity derivative” means a financial instrument specified in points 5, 6 or 7 of Sec-
tion C of Annex I to Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 21 April 2004 on markets in financial instruments, where that instrument relates to 
electricity;

34. “control” means rights, contracts or any other means which, either separately or in 
combination and having regard to the considerations of fact or law involved, confer the 
possibility of exercising decisive influence on an undertaking, in particular by:

(a) ownership or the right to use all or part of the assets of an undertaking;

(b) rights or contracts which confer decisive influence on the composition, voting or deci-
sions of the organs of an undertaking;

35. “electricity undertaking” means any natural or legal person carrying out at least one 
of the following functions: generation, transmission, distribution, supply, or purchase of 
electricity, which is responsible for the commercial, technical or maintenance tasks related 
to those functions, but does not include final customers.

CHAPTER II

GENERAL RULES FOR THE ORGANISATION OF THE SECTOR

Article 3

Public service obligations and customer protection

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure, on the basis of their institutional organisation and with due 
regard to the principle of subsidiarity, that, without prejudice to paragraph 2, electricity undertakings 
are operated in accordance with the principles of this Directive with a view to achieving a competi-
tive, secure and environmentally sustainable market in electricity, and shall not discriminate between 
those undertakings as regards either rights or obligations.

2. Having full regard to the relevant provisions of the Energy Community Treaty, in particular 
Annex III thereof, Contracting Parties may impose on undertakings operating in the electricity 
sector, in the general economic interest, public service obligations which may relate to security, 
including security of supply, regularity, quality and price of supplies and environmental protection, 
including energy efficiency, energy from renewable sources and climate protection. Such obligations 
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ENQÄSGDHQÄNVMÄGNTRDGNKCÄTRDÄ@MCÄHMBKTCDRÄOQNCTBDQRÄ@MCÄVGNKDR@KDÄBTRSNLDQR�

12. “eligible customer” means a customer who is free to purchase electricity from the supplier of his 
BGNHBDÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄLD@MHMFÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ���

��ÄjHMSDQBNMMDBSNQkÄLD@MRÄDPTHOLDMSÄTRDCÄSNÄKHMJÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRXRSDLR�

14. “interconnected system” means a number of transmission and distribution systems linked to-
FDSGDQÄAXÄLD@MRÄNEÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQR�

15. “direct line” means either an electricity line linking an isolated generation site with an isolated 
customer or an electricity line linking an electricity producer and an electricity supply undertaking to 
RTOOKXÄCHQDBSKXÄSGDHQÄNVMÄOQDLHRDR�ÄRTARHCH@QHDRÄ@MCÄDKHFHAKDÄBTRSNLDQR�

16. “economic precedence” means the ranking of sources of electricity supply in accordance with 
DBNMNLHBÄBQHSDQH@�

17. “ancillary service” means a service necessary for the operation of a transmission or distribution 
RXRSDL�

18. “system user” means a natural or legal person supplying to, or being supplied by, a transmission 
NQÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDL�

��ÄjRTOOKXkÄLD@MRÄSGDÄR@KD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄQDR@KD�ÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�

��ÄjHMSDFQ@SDCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄTMCDQS@JHMFkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄUDQSHB@KKXÄNQÄGNQHYNMS@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMF�

21. “vertically integrated undertaking” means an electricity undertaking or a group of electricity un-
dertakings where the same person or the same persons are entitled, directly or indirectly, to exercise 
control, and where the undertaking or group of undertakings perform at least one of the functions 
NEÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNQÄCHRSQHATSHNM�Ä@MCÄ@SÄKD@RSÄNMDÄNEÄSGDÄETMBSHNMRÄNEÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄNQÄRTOOKXÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

22. “related undertaking” means affiliated undertakings, within the meaning of Article 41 of the 
Seventh Council Directive 83/349/EEC of 13 June 1983 based on Article 44(2)(g) of the Treaty on 
consolidated accounts, and/or associated undertakings, within the meaning of Article 33(1) of that 
#HQDBSHUD�Ä@MC�NQÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄVGHBGÄADKNMFÄSNÄSGDÄR@LDÄRG@QDGNKCDQR�

23. “horizontally integrated undertaking” means an undertaking performing at least one of the 
functions of generation for sale, or transmission, or distribution, or supply of electricity, and another 
MNM�DKDBSQHBHSXÄ@BSHUHSX�

24. “tendering procedure” means the procedure through which planned additional requirements 
@MCÄQDOK@BDLDMSÄB@O@BHSXÄ@QDÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄRTOOKHDRÄEQNLÄMDVÄNQÄDWHRSHMFÄFDMDQ@SHMFÄB@O@BHSX�

25. “long-term planning” means the planning of the need for investment in generation and trans-
mission and distribution capacity on a long-term basis, with a view to meeting the demand of the 
RXRSDLÄENQÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄ@MCÄRDBTQHMFÄRTOOKHDRÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�

26. “small isolated system” means any system with consumption of less than 3000 GWh in the year 
2006, where less than 5% of annual consumption is obtained through interconnection with other 
RXRSDLR�

27. “micro isolated system” means any system with consumption less than 500 GWh in the year 
2006�ÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄMNÄBNMMDBSHNMÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄRXRSDLR�

��ÄjRDBTQHSXkÄLD@MRÄANSGÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�Ä@MCÄSDBGMHB@KÄR@EDSX�

29. “energy efficiency/demand-side management” means a global or integrated approach aimed 
at influencing the amount and timing of electricity consumption in order to reduce primary energy 
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linked to vulnerable customers are applied. In particular, they shall2 take measures to protect 
final customers in remote areas. They shall ensure high levels of consumer protection, particularly 
with respect to transparency regarding contractual terms and conditions, general information and 
dispute settlement mechanisms. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the eligible customer is in 
fact able easily to switch to a new supplier. As regards at least household customers, those measures 
shall include those set out in Annex I.

8. Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures, such as formulating national energy 
action plans, providing benefits in social security systems to ensure the necessary electric-
ity supply to vulnerable customers, or providing for support for energy efficiency improve-
ments, to address energy poverty where identified, including in the broader context of 
poverty. Such measures shall not impede the effective opening of the market set out in 
Article 33 or market functioning and shall be notified to the Energy Community Secretariat, 
where relevant, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 15 of this Article. Such 
notification may also include measures taken within the general social security system.

9. Contracting Parties shall ensure that electricity suppliers specify in or with the bills and in pro-
motional materials made available to final customers:

(a) the contribution of each energy source to the overall fuel mix of the supplier over the preceding 
XD@QÄHMÄ@ÄBNLOQDGDMRHAKDÄ@MC�Ä@SÄ@ÄM@SHNM@KÄKDUDK�ÄBKD@QKXÄBNLO@Q@AKDÄL@MMDQ�

(b) at least the reference to existing reference sources, such as web pages, where information on the 
environmental impact, in terms of at least CO2 emissions and the radioactive waste resulting from 
the electricity produced by the overall fuel mix of the supplier over the preceding year is publicly 
@U@HK@AKD�

(c) information concerning their rights as regards the means of dispute settlement avail-
able to them in the event of a dispute.

As regards points (a) and (b) of the first subparagraph with respect to electricity obtained via an 
electricity exchange or imported from an undertaking situated outside the Energy Community, 
aggregate figures provided by the exchange or the undertaking in question over the preceding year 
may be used.

The regulatory authority or another competent national authority3 shall take the necessary 
steps to ensure that the information provided by suppliers to their customers pursuant to this Article 
is reliable and is provided, at a national level, in a clearly comparable manner.

10. Contracting Parties shall implement measures to achieve the objectives of social and economic 
cohesion and environmental protection, which shall include energy efficiency/demand-side manage-
ment measures and means to combat climate change, and security of supply, where appropriate. 
Such measures may include, in particular, the provision of adequate economic incentives, using, 
where appropriate, all existing national and Energy Community tools, for the maintenance and 
construction of the necessary network infrastructure, including interconnection capacity.

11. In order to promote energy efficiency, Contracting Parties or, where a Contracting Party 
has so provided, the regulatory authority shall strongly recommend that electricity under-

2  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision, Article 3(5), reads ‘may’ instead 
of ‘shall’.
3  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), this provision reads ‘Contracting Party’ instead of ‘The regu-
latory authority or another competent national authority’.
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shall be clearly defined, transparent, non-discriminatory, verifiable and shall guarantee equality of ac-
cess for electricity undertakings of the Energy Community to national consumers. In relation to se-
curity of supply, energy efficiency/demand-side management and for the fulfilment of environmental 
goals and goals for energy from renewable sources, as referred to in this paragraph, Contracting 
Parties may introduce the implementation of long-term planning, taking into account the possibility 
of third parties seeking access to the system.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that all household customers, and, where Contracting Parties 
deem it appropriate, small enterprises (namely enterprises with fewer than 50 occupied persons and 
an annual turnover or balance sheet not exceeding EUR 10 million), enjoy universal service, that is 
the right to be supplied with electricity of a specified quality within their territory at reasonable, 
easily and clearly comparable, transparent and non-discriminatory prices. To ensure the provision of 
universal service, Contracting Parties may appoint a supplier of last resort. Contracting Parties 
shall impose on distribution companies an obligation to connect customers to their network under 
terms, conditions and tariffs set in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 37(6). Nothing 
in this Directive shall prevent Contracting Parties from strengthening the market position of the 
household, small and medium-sized consumers by promoting the possibilities of voluntary aggrega-
tion of representation for that class of consumers.

The first subparagraph shall be implemented in a transparent and non-discriminatory way and shall 
not impede the opening of the market provided for in Article 33.

4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that all customers are entitled to have their electricity 
provided by a supplier, subject to the supplier’s agreement, regardless of the Contracting 
Party in which the supplier is registered, as long as the supplier follows the applicable trad-
ing and balancing rules. In this regard, Contracting Parties shall take all measures necessary 
to ensure that administrative procedures do not discriminate against supply undertakings 
already registered in another Contracting Party.

5. Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

(a) where a customer, while respecting contractual conditions, wishes to change supplier, 
the change is effected by the operator(s) concerned within three weeks; and

(b) customers are entitled to receive all relevant consumption data.

Contracting Parties shall ensure that the rights referred to in points (a) and (b) are granted 
to customers in a non-discriminatory manner as regards cost, effort or time.

6. Where financial compensation, other forms of compensation and exclusive rights which a Con-
tracting Party grants for the fulfilment of the obligations set out in paragraphs 2 and 3 are pro-
vided, this shall be done in a non-discriminatory and transparent way.

7. Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures to protect final customers, and shall, in 
particular, ensure that there are adequate safeguards to protect vulnerable customers.1 In this con-
text, each Contracting Party shall define the concept of vulnerable customers which may 
refer to energy poverty and, inter alia, to the prohibition of disconnection of electricity to 
such customers in critical times. Contracting Parties shall ensure that rights and obligations 

1 Ä (MÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä�@OOKHB@AKDÄTMSHKÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ������ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRDMSDMBDÄNEÄSGDÄBNQQDRONMCHMFÄOQNUHRHNM�Ä QSHBKDÄ
3(5), additionally includes: ‘including measures to help them avoid disconnection’.
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Article 5

Technical rules

The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Par-
ties shall ensure that technical safety criteria are defined and that technical rules establishing the 
minimum technical design and operational requirements for the connection to the system of gen-
erating installations, distribution systems, directly connected consumers’ equipment, interconnec-
tor circuits and direct lines are developed and made public. Those technical rules shall ensure the 
interoperability of systems and shall be objective and non-discriminatory. …

Article 65

Promotion of regional cooperation

1. Contracting Parties as well as the regulatory authorities shall cooperate with each other 
for the purpose of integrating their national markets at regional levels, as a first step 
towards the creation of a fully liberalized internal market. In particular, the regulatory 
authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Parties shall pro-
mote and facilitate the cooperation of transmission system operators at a regional level, 
including on cross-border issues, with the aim of creating a competitive internal market in 
electricity, foster the consistency of their legal, regulatory and technical framework and 
facilitate integration of the isolated systems forming electricity islands that persist in the 
Energy Community. Such regional cooperation shall concern cooperation in the geographi-
cal area defined under Title III of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community. It may 
cover other geographical areas.

2. The Energy Community Regulatory Board shall cooperate with national regulatory 
authorities and transmission system operators to ensure the compatibility of regulatory 
frameworks with other European regions with the aim of creating a competitive internal 
market in electricity that can be fully integrated with the EU internal market.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure, through the implementation of this Directive, that 
transmission system operators have one or more integrated system(s) at regional level 
covering two or more Contracting Parties for capacity allocation and for checking the se-
curity of the network.

4. Where vertically integrated transmission system operators participate in a joint under-
taking established for implementing such cooperation, the joint undertaking shall establish 
and implement a compliance program which sets out the measures to be taken to ensure 
that discriminatory and anticompetitive conduct is excluded. That compliance programme 
shall set out the specific obligations of employees to meet the objective of excluding dis-
criminatory and anticompetitive conduct. It shall be notified to the Energy Community 
Regulatory Board. Compliance with the programme shall be independently monitored by 
the compliance officers of the vertically integrated transmission system operators.

5  In addition, Article 25 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC reads: ‘Transmission system operators shall promote operational 
arrangements in order to ensure the optimum management of the Energy Community network and shall promote the 
development of energy exchanges, the coordinated allocation of cross-border capacity through non-discriminatory mar-
KETBASED�SOLUTIONS��PAYING�DUE�ATTENTION�TO�THE�SPECIlC�MERITS�OF� IMPLICIT�AUCTIONS�FOR�SHORTTERM�ALLOCATIONS��AND�THE�
integration of balancing and reserve power mechanisms.’
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takings optimize the use of electricity, for example by providing energy management ser-
vices, developing innovative pricing formulas, or introducing intelligent metering systems 
or smart grids, where appropriate.

12. Contracting Parties shall ensure the provision of single points of contact to provide 
consumers with all necessary information concerning their rights, current legislation and 
the means of dispute settlement available to them in the event of a dispute. Such contact 
points may be part of general consumer information points.

13. Contracting Parties shall ensure that an independent mechanism such as an energy 
ombudsman or a consumer body is in place in order to ensure efficient treatment of com-
plaints and out-of-court dispute settlements.

14. Contracting Parties may decide not to apply the provisions of Articles 7, 8, 32 and/or 34 insofar 
as their application would obstruct the performance, in law or in fact, of the obligations imposed 
on electricity undertakings in the general economic interest and insofar as the development of trade 
would not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Energy Com-
munity. The interests of the Energy Community include, inter alia, competition with regard to eli-
gible customers in accordance with this Directive and Annex III of the Energy Community Treaty.

15. Contracting Parties shall, upon implementation of this Directive, inform the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat of all measures adopted to fulfil universal service and public service obligations, 
including consumer protection and environmental protection, and their possible effect on national 
and international competition, whether or not such measures require a derogation from this Direc-
tive. They shall inform the Energy Community Secretariat subsequently every two years of any 
changes to such measures, whether or not they require a derogation from this Directive.

16.4 Contracting Parties shall ensure that electricity … suppliers or distribution system op-
erators, in cooperation with the regulatory authority, take the necessary steps to provide 
their consumers with a copy of the energy consumer checklists established by the Euro-
pean Commission ... .

The checklists shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the proce-
dure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

Article 4

Monitoring of security of supply

Contracting Parties shall ensure the monitoring of security of supply issues. Where Contracting 
Parties consider it appropriate, they may delegate that task to the regulatory authorities referred 
to in Article 35. Such monitoring shall, in particular, cover the balance of supply and demand on 
the national market, the level of expected future demand and envisaged additional capacity being 
planned or under construction, and the quality and level of maintenance of the networks, as well as 
measures to cover peak demand and to deal with shortfalls of one or more suppliers. The competent 
authorities shall publish every two years, by 31 July, a report outlining the findings resulting from the 
monitoring of those issues, as well as any measures taken or envisaged to address them and shall 
forward that report to the Energy Community Secretariat forthwith.

4  Replaced by Article 6 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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Where Contracting Parties have established particular land use permit procedures apply-
ing to major new infrastructure projects in generation capacity, Contracting Parties shall, 
where appropriate, include the construction of new generation capacity within the scope 
of those procedures and shall implement them in a non-discriminatory manner and within 
an appropriate time-frame.

4. The authorisation procedures and criteria shall be made public. Applicants shall be informed of the 
reasons for any refusal to grant an authorisation. Those reasons shall be objective, non-discriminato-
ry, well-founded and duly substantiated. Appeal procedures shall be made available to the applicant.

Article 8 

Tendering for new capacity

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure the possibility, in the interests of security of supply, of provid-
ing for new capacity or energy efficiency/demand-side management measures through a tendering 
procedure or any procedure equivalent in terms of transparency and non-discrimination, on the basis 
of published criteria. Those procedures may, however, be launched only where, on the basis of the 
authorisation procedure, the generating capacity to be built or the energy efficiency/demand-side 
management measures to be taken are insufficient to ensure security of supply.

2. Contracting Parties may ensure the possibility, in the interests of environmental protection and 
the promotion of infant new technologies, of tendering for new capacity on the basis of published 
criteria. Such tendering may relate to new capacity or to energy efficiency/demand-side manage-
ment measures. A tendering procedure may, however, be launched only where, on the basis of the 
authorisation procedure the generating capacity to be built or the measures to be taken, are insuf-
ficient to achieve those objectives.

3. Details of the tendering procedure for means of generating capacity and energy efficiency/de-
mand-side management measures shall be published in a dedicated section of the the web site 
of the Energy Community at least six months prior to the closing date for tenders.

The tender specifications shall be made available to any interested undertaking established in the 
territory of a Contracting Party so that it has sufficient time in which to submit a tender.

With a view to ensuring transparency and non-discrimination, the tender specifications shall contain 
a detailed description of the contract specifications and of the procedure to be followed by all ten-
derers and an exhaustive list of criteria governing the selection of tenderers and the award of the 
contract, including incentives, such as subsidies, which are covered by the tender. Those specifica-
tions may also relate to the fields referred to in Article 7(2).

4. In invitations to tender for the requisite generating capacity, consideration must also be given to 
electricity supply offers with long-term guarantees from existing generating units, provided that ad-
ditional requirements can be met in this way.

5. Contracting Parties shall designate an authority or a public or private body independent from 
electricity generation, transmission, distribution and supply activities, which may be a regulatory 
authority referred to in Article 35(1), to be responsible for the organisation, monitoring and control 
of the tendering procedure referred to in paragraphs 1 to 4 of this Article. Where a transmission 
system operator is fully independent from other activities not relating to the transmission system in 
ownership terms, the transmission system operator may be designated as the body responsible for 
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CHAPTER III

GENERATION

Article 7 

Authorisation procedure for new capacity

1. For the construction of new generating capacity, Contracting Parties shall adopt an authori-
sation procedure, which shall be conducted in accordance with objective, transparent and non-
discriminatory criteria.

2. Contracting Parties shall lay down the criteria for the grant of authorisations for the construction 
of generating capacity in their territory. In determining appropriate criteria, Contracting Parties 
shall consider6:

�@�ÄSGDÄR@EDSXÄ@MCÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄSGDÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRXRSDL�ÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄ@MCÄ@RRNBH@SDCÄDPTHOLDMS�

�A�ÄSGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄOTAKHBÄGD@KSGÄ@MCÄR@EDSX�

�B�ÄSGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS�

�C�ÄK@MCÄTRDÄ@MCÄRHSHMF�

�D�ÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄOTAKHBÄFQNTMC�

�E�ÄDMDQFXÄDEEHBHDMBX�

�F�ÄSGDÄM@STQDÄNEÄSGDÄOQHL@QXÄRNTQBDR�

(h) the characteristics particular to the applicant, such as technical, economic and financial capabili-
SHDR�

�H�ÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄLD@RTQDRÄ@CNOSDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(j) the contribution of the generating capacity to meeting the overall Energy Community 
target of at least a 20% share of energy from renewable sources in the Energy Commu-
nity’s gross final consumption of energy in 2020 referred to in Article 3(1) of Directive 
2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the promo-
tion of the use of energy from renewable sources;7 and

(k) the contribution of generating capacity to reducing emissions.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that specific authorisation procedures exist for small decentral-
ised and/or distributed generation, which take into account their limited size and potential impact.8

Contracting Parties may set guidelines for that specific authorisation procedure. National 
regulatory authorities or other competent national authorities including planning authori-
ties shall review those guidelines and may recommend amendments thereto.

6  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision reads ‘these criteria may relate 
to’ instead of ‘In determining appropriate criteria, Contracting Parties shall consider’.
7  Directive 2009/28/EC was incorporated to the Energy Community acquis and adapted by Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC 
of 18 October 2012. According to Article 4(1) of that Decision, the second sentence of Article 3(1) of Directive 2009/28/
EC shall not be applicable in the Energy Community.
8  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision reads ‘Member States shall en-
sure that authorisation procedures for small and/or distributed generation take into account their limited size and potential 
impact’.
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control or exercise any right over an undertaking performing any of the functions of gen-
eration or supply; and

(d) the same person is not entitled to be a member of the supervisory board, the adminis-
trative board or bodies legally representing the undertaking, of both an undertaking per-
forming any of the functions of generation or supply and a transmission system operator 
or a transmission system.

2. The rights referred to in points (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 shall include, in particular:

(a) the power to exercise voting rights;

(b) the power to appoint members of the supervisory board, the administrative board or 
bodies legally representing the undertaking; or

(c) the holding of a majority share.

3. For the purpose of paragraph 1(b), the notion “undertaking performing any of the func-
tions of generation or supply” shall include “undertaking performing any of the functions 
of production and supply” within the meaning of Directive 2009/73/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal 
market in natural gas, and the terms “transmission system operator” and “transmission 
system” shall include “transmission system operator” and “transmission system” within 
the meaning of that Directive.

4. Contracting Parties may allow for derogations from points (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 
until 1 June 2017, provided that transmission system operators are not part of a vertically 
integrated undertaking.

5. The obligation set out in paragraph 1(a) shall be deemed to be fulfilled in a situation 
where two or more undertakings which own transmission systems have created a joint 
venture which acts as a transmission system operator in two or more Contracting Parties 
for the transmission systems concerned. No other undertaking may be part of the joint 
venture, unless it has been approved under Article 13 as an independent system operator 
or as an independent transmission operator for the purposes of Chapter V.

6. For the implementation of this Article, where the person referred to in points (b), (c) and 
(d) of paragraph 1 is the Contracting Party or another public body, two separate public 
bodies exercising control over a transmission system operator or over a transmission sys-
tem on the one hand, and over an undertaking performing any of the functions of genera-
tion or supply on the other, shall be deemed not to be the same person or persons.

7. Contracting Parties shall ensure that neither commercially sensitive information referred 
to in Article 16 held by a transmission system operator which was part of a vertically inte-
grated undertaking, nor the staff of such a transmission system operator, is transferred to 
undertakings performing any of the functions of generation and supply.

8. Where on 6 October 2011, the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated 
undertaking a Contracting Party may decide not to apply paragraph 1.

In such case, the Contracting Party concerned shall either:

(a) designate an independent system operator in accordance with Article 13; or

(b) comply with the provisions of Chapter V.
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organising, monitoring and controlling the tendering procedure. That authority or body shall take all 
necessary steps to ensure confidentiality of the information contained in the tenders.

CHAPTER IV

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATION

Article 99

Unbundling of transmission systems and transmission system operators

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that from 1 June 2016:

(a) each undertaking which owns a transmission system acts as a transmission system op-
erator;

(b) the same person or persons are entitled neither:

(i) directly or indirectly to exercise control over an undertaking performing any of the func-
tions of generation or supply, and directly or indirectly to exercise control or exercise any 
right over a transmission system operator or over a transmission system; nor

(ii) directly or indirectly to exercise control over a transmission system operator or over a 
transmission system, and directly or indirectly to exercise control or exercise any right over 
an undertaking performing any of the functions of generation or supply;

(c) the same person or persons are not entitled to appoint members of the supervisory 
board, the administrative board or bodies legally representing the undertaking, of a trans-
mission system operator or a transmission system, and directly or indirectly to exercise 

9  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 June 2016), the corresponding provision (Article 10, ‘Unbundling of trans-
mission system operators’) reads 
‘1. Where the transmission system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be independent at least 
in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities not relating to transmission. These rules 
shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of assets of the transmission system from the vertically integrated 
undertaking.
2. In order to ensure the independence of the transmission system operator referred to in paragraph 1, the following 
minimum criteria shall apply:
(a) those persons responsible for the management of the transmission system operator may not participate in company 
structures of the integrated electricity undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the 
generation, distribution and supply of electricity;
(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of the persons responsible for the man-
agement of the transmission system operator are taken into account in a manner that ensures that they are capable of 
acting independently;
(c) the transmission system operator shall have effective decision-making rights, independent from the integrated electric-
ity undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or develop the network. This should not prevent 
the existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the economic and management supervision rights 
of the parent company in respect of return on assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 23(2), in a subsidiary 
ARE�PROTECTED��)N�PARTICULAR��THIS�SHALL�ENABLE�THE�PARENT�COMPANY�TO�APPROVE�THE�ANNUAL�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�
instrument, of the transmission system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness of its subsidiary. It 
shall not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day operations, nor with respect to individual 
decisions concerning the construction or upgrading of transmission lines, that do not exceed the terms of the approved 
lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�INSTRUMENT�
(d) the transmission system operator shall establish a compliance programme, which sets out measures taken to ensure 
that discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is adequately monitored. The programme shall 
SET�OUT�THE�SPECIlC�OBLIGATIONS�OF�EMPLOYEES�TO�MEET�THIS�OBJECTIVE��!N�ANNUAL�REPORT��SETTING�OUT�THE�MEASURES�TAKEN��SHALL�
be submitted by the person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance programme to the regulatory authority 
referred to in Article 23(1) and shall be published.’
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(c) upon a reasoned request from the Energy Community Secretariat.

5. The regulatory authorities shall adopt a decision on the certification of a transmission 
system operator within a period of four months from the date of the notification by the 
transmission system operator or from the date of the Energy Community Secretariat’s re-
quest. After expiry of that period, the certification shall be deemed to be granted. The 
explicit or tacit decision of the regulatory authority shall become effective only after the 
conclusion of the procedure set out in paragraph 6.

6. The explicit or tacit decision on the certification of a transmission system operator shall 
be notified without delay to the Energy Community Secretariat by the regulatory author-
ity, together with all the relevant information with respect to that decision. The Energy 
Community Secretariat shall act in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 3 of 
Regulation (EC) No 714/2009.

7. The regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat may request from 
transmission system operators and undertakings performing any of the functions of gener-
ation or supply any information relevant for the fulfilment of their tasks under this Article. 

8. Regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat shall preserve the confi-
dentiality of commercially sensitive information.

Article 1111

Certification in relation to third countries

1. Where certification is requested by a transmission system owner or a transmission sys-
tem operator which is controlled by a person or persons from a third country or third coun-
tries, the regulatory authority shall notify the Energy Community Secretariat.

The regulatory authority shall also notify to the Energy Community Secretariat without de-
lay any circumstances that would result in a person or persons from a third country or third 
countries acquiring control of a transmission system or a transmission system operator.

2. The transmission system operator shall notify to the regulatory authority any circum-
stances that would result in a person or persons from a third country or third countries 
acquiring control of the transmission system or the transmission system operator.

3. The regulatory authority shall adopt a draft decision on the certification of a transmis-
sion system operator within four months from the date of notification by the transmission 
system operator. It shall refuse the certification if it has not been demonstrated:

(a) that the entity concerned complies with the requirements of Article 9; and

(b) to the regulatory authority or to another competent authority designated by the Con-
tracting Party that granting certification will not put at risk the security of energy supply of 
the Contracting Party and the and the Energy Community.  In considering that question the 
regulatory authority or other competent authority so designated shall take into account:

(i) the rights and obligations of the Energy Community with respect to that third country 
arising under international law, including any agreement concluded with one or more third 
countries to which the Energy Community is a party and which addresses the issues of 

11  According to Article 3(1) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, Article 11 shall apply as from 1 January 2017.
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9. Where, on 6 October 2011, the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated 
undertaking and there are arrangements in place which guarantee more effective indepen-
dence of the transmission system operator than the provisions of Chapter V, a Contracting 
Party may decide not to apply paragraph 1.

10. Before an undertaking is approved and designated as a transmission system operator 
under paragraph 9 of this Article, it shall be certified according to the procedures laid down 
in Article 10(4), (5) and (6) of this Directive and in Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, 
pursuant to which the Energy Community Secretariat, shall verify that the arrangements in 
place clearly guarantee more effective independence of the transmission system operator 
than the provisions of Chapter V.

11. Vertically integrated undertakings which own a transmission system shall not in any 
event be prevented from taking steps to comply with paragraph 1.

12. Undertakings performing any of the functions of generation or supply shall not in 
any event be able to directly or indirectly take control over or exercise any right over un-
bundled transmission system operators in Contracting Parties which apply paragraph 1.

Article 1010

Designation and certification of transmission system operators

1. Before an undertaking is approved and designated as transmission system operator, it 
shall be certified according to the procedures laid down in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of this 
Article and in Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009.

2. Undertakings which own a transmission system and which have been certified by the 
national regulatory authority as having complied with the requirements of Article 9, pursu-
ant to the certification procedure below, shall be approved and designated as transmission 
system operators by the Contracting Parties. The designation of transmission system op-
erators shall be notified to the Energy Community Secretariat and published in a dedicated 
section of the website of the Energy Community.

3. Transmission system operators shall notify to the regulatory authority any planned 
transaction which may require a reassessment of their compliance with the requirements 
of Article 9.

4. Regulatory authorities shall monitor the continuing compliance of transmission system 
operators with the requirements of Article 9. They shall open a certification procedure to 
ensure such compliance:

(a) upon notification by the transmission system operator pursuant to paragraph 3;

(b) on their own initiative where they have knowledge that a planned change in rights or 
influence over transmission system owners or transmission system operators may lead to 
an infringement of Article 9, or where they have reason to believe that such an infringe-
ment may have occurred; or
10  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 June 2016), the corresponding provision, Article 8 (‘Designation of Trans-
mission System Operators’) reads ‘Member States shall designate, or shall require undertakings which own transmission 
systems to designate, for a period of time to be determined by Member States having regard to considerations of ef-
lCIENCY�AND�ECONOMIC�BALANCE��ONE�OR�MORE�TRANSMISSION�SYSTEM�OPERATORS��-EMBER�3TATES�SHALL�ENSURE�THAT�TRANSMISSION�
system operators act in accordance with Articles 9 to 12.’
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ing Party’s security of energy supply or the security of energy supply of another Contract-
ing Party. Where the Contracting Party has designated another competent authority to 
assess paragraph 3(b), it may require the national regulatory authority to adopt its final de-
cision in accordance with the assessment of that competent authority. The national regula-
tory authority’s final decision and the opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat shall 
be published together. Where the final decision diverges from the Secretariat’s opinion, 
the Contracting Party concerned shall provide and publish, together with that decision, the 
reasoning underlying such decision.

9. Nothing in this Article shall affect the right of Contracting Parties to exercise, in com-
pliance with Energy Community law, national legal controls to protect legitimate public 
security interests.

10. Not applicable

11. Not applicable

Article 12

Tasks of transmission system operators

Each transmission system operator shall be responsible for:

(a) ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission of 
electricity, operating, maintaining and developing under economic conditions secure, reli-
able and efficient transmission systems with due regard to the environment;

(b) ensuring adequate means to meet service obligations;

�B�ÄBNMSQHATSHMFÄSNÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKXÄSGQNTFGÄ@CDPT@SDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄB@O@BHSXÄ@MCÄRXRSDLÄQDKH@AHKHSX�

(d) managing electricity flows on the system, taking into account exchanges with other intercon-
nected systems. To that end, the transmission system operator shall be responsible for ensuring a 
secure, reliable and efficient electricity system and, in that context, for ensuring the availability of all 
necessary ancillary services, including those provided by demand response, insofar as such availability 
HRÄHMCDODMCDMSÄEQNLÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄVHSGÄVGHBGÄHSRÄRXRSDLÄHRÄHMSDQBNMMDBSDC�

(e) providing to the operator of any other system with which its system is interconnected sufficient 
information to ensure the secure and efficient operation, coordinated development and interoper-
@AHKHSXÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSDCÄRXRSDL�

(f) ensuring non-discrimination as between system users or classes of system users, particularly in 
E@UNTQÄNEÄHSRÄQDK@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFR�

�F�ÄOQNUHCHMFÄRXRSDLÄTRDQRÄVHSGÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSGDXÄMDDCÄENQÄDEEHBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDL�Ä@MC

(h) collecting congestion rents and payments under the inter-transmission system operator 
compensation mechanism, in compliance with Article 13 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, 
granting and managing third-party access and giving reasoned explanations when it de-
nies such access, which shall be monitored by the national regulatory authorities; in carry-
ing out their tasks under this Article transmission system operators shall primarily facilitate 
market integration.
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security of energy supply

(ii) the rights and obligations of the Contracting Party with respect to that third country 
arising under agreements concluded with it, insofar as they are in compliance with Energy 
Community law; and

(iii) other specific facts and circumstances of the case and the third country concerned.12

4. The regulatory authority shall notify the decision to the Energy Community Secretariat 
without delay, together with all the relevant information with respect to that decision.

5. Contracting Parties shall provide for the regulatory authority or the designated com-
petent authority referred to in paragraph 3(b), before the regulatory authority adopts a 
decision on the certification, to request an opinion from the Energy Community Secretariat 
on whether:

(a) the entity concerned complies with the requirements of Article 9; and

(b) granting certification will not put at risk the security of energy supply to the Energy 
Community.

6. The Energy Community Secretariat shall examine the request referred to in paragraph 5 
as soon as it is received. Within a period of two months after receiving the request, it shall 
deliver its opinion to the national regulatory authority or, if the request was made by the 
designated competent authority, to that authority.

In preparing its opinion, the Energy Community Secretariat shall request the views of the 
Energy Community Regulatory Board. It may also request the views of the Contracting Par-
ty concerned, and interested parties. In the event that the Energy Community Secretariat 
makes such a request, the two-month period shall be extended by two months.

In the absence of an opinion by the Energy Community Secretariat within the period re-
ferred to in the first and second subparagraphs, the Energy Community Secretariat shall be 
deemed not to raise objections to the decision of the regulatory authority.

7. When assessing whether the control by a person or persons from a third country or third 
countries will put at risk the security of energy supply to the Energy Community, the En-
ergy Community Secretariat shall take into account:

(a) the specific facts of the case and the third country or third countries concerned; and

(b) the rights and obligations of the Energy Community with respect to that third country 
arising under international law, including any agreement concluded with one or more third 
countries to which the Energy Community is a party and which addresses the issues of 
security of energy supply.13

8. The national regulatory authority shall, within a period of two months after the expiry 
of the period referred to in paragraph 6, adopt its final decision on the certification. In 
adopting its final decision the national regulatory authority shall take utmost account of 
the opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat. In any event Contracting Parties shall 
have the right to refuse certification where granting certification puts at risk the Contract-

12  According to Article 10(1) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, ‘the regulatory authority or other competent authority desig-
nated shall also take into account the rights and obligations resulting from association or trade agreements between the 
Contracting Party and the European Union’.
13 Article 10(1) of Decision 2011/02/Mc-EnC applies.
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(b) finance the investments decided by the independent system operator and approved by 
the regulatory authority, or give its agreement to financing by any interested party includ-
ing the independent system operator. The relevant financial arrangements shall be subject 
to approval by the regulatory authority. Prior to such approval, the regulatory authority 
shall consult the transmission system owner together with the other interested parties;

(c) provide for the coverage of liability relating to the network assets, excluding the liabil-
ity relating to the tasks of the independent system operator; and

(d) provide guarantees to facilitate financing any network expansions with the exception 
of those investments where, pursuant to point (b), it has given its agreement to financing 
by any interested party including the independent system operator.

6. In close cooperation with the regulatory authority, the relevant national competition 
authority shall be granted all relevant powers to effectively monitor compliance of the 
transmission system owner with its obligations under paragraph 5.

Article 14 

Unbundling of transmission system owners

1. A transmission system owner, where an independent system operator has been appoint-
ed, which is part of a vertically integrated undertaking shall be independent at least in 
terms of its legal form, organization and decision making from other activities not relating 
to transmission.

2. In order to ensure the independence of the transmission system owner referred to in 
paragraph 1, the following minimum criteria shall apply:

(a) persons responsible for the management of the transmission system owner shall not 
participate in company structures of the integrated electricity undertaking responsible, 
directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the generation, distribution and sup-
ply of electricity;

(b) appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that the professional interests of persons 
responsible for the management of the transmission system owner are taken into account 
in a manner that ensures that they are capable of acting independently; and

(c) the transmission system owner shall establish a compliance program, which sets out 
measures taken to ensure that discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that obser-
vance of it is adequately monitored. The compliance program shall set out the specific obli-
gations of employees to meet those objectives. An annual report, setting out the measures 
taken, shall be submitted by the person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance 
program to the regulatory authority and shall be published.

3. …
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Article 13

Independent system operator

1. Where the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated undertaking on 6 Oc-
tober 2011, Contracting Parties may decide not to apply Article 9(1) and designate an in-
dependent system operator upon a proposal from the transmission system owner. Such 
designation shall be subject to the opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat.

2. The Contracting Party may approve and designate an independent system operator only 
where:

(a) the candidate operator has demonstrated that it complies with the requirements of 
Article 9(1)(b), (c) and (d);

(b) the candidate operator has demonstrated that it has at its disposal the required finan-
cial, technical, physical and human resources to carry out its tasks under Article 12;

(c) the candidate operator has undertaken to comply with a ten-year network develop-
ment plan monitored by the regulatory authority;

(d) the transmission system owner has 

demonstrated its ability to comply with its obligations under paragraph 5. To that end, it 
shall provide all the draft contractual arrangements with the candidate undertaking and 
any other relevant entity; and

(e) the candidate operator has demonstrated its ability to comply with its obligations un-
der Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, including the cooperation of transmission system opera-
tors at European and regional level.

3. Undertakings which have been certified by the regulatory authority as having complied 
with the requirements of Article 11 and paragraph 2 of this Article shall be approved and 
designated as independent system operators by Contracting Parties. The certification pro-
cedure in either Article 10 of this Directive and Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, or 
in Article 11 of this Directive shall be applicable.

4. Each independent system operator shall be responsible for granting and managing third-
party access, including the collection of access charges, congestion charges, and payments 
under the inter-transmission system operator compensation mechanism in compliance 
with Article 13 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, as well as for operating, maintaining and 
developing the transmission system, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system 
to meet reasonable demand through investment planning. When developing the transmis-
sion system, the independent system operator shall be responsible for planning (including 
authorization procedure), construction and commissioning of the new infrastructure. For 
this purpose, the independent system operator shall act as a transmission system operator 
in accordance with this Chapter. The transmission system owner shall not be responsible 
for granting and managing third-party access, nor for investment planning.

5. Where an independent system operator has been designated, the transmission system 
owner shall:

(a) provide all the relevant cooperation and support to the independent system operator 
for the fulfillment of its tasks, including in particular all relevant information;
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formation to the remaining parts of the undertaking, unless this is necessary for carrying 
out a business transaction. In order to ensure the full respect of the rules on information 
unbundling, Contracting Parties shall ensure that the transmission system owner and the 
remaining part of the undertaking do not use joint services, such as joint legal services, 
apart from purely administrative or IT functions.

2. Transmission system operators shall not, in the context of sales or purchases of electric-
ity by related undertakings, misuse commercially sensitive information obtained from third 
parties in the context of providing or negotiating access to the system.

3. Information necessary for effective competition and the efficient functioning of the mar-
ket shall be made public. That obligation shall be without prejudice to preserving the con-
fidentiality of commercially sensitive information.

CHAPTER V

INDEPENDENT TRANSMISSION OPERATOR

Article 17

Assets, equipment, staff and identity

1. Transmission system operators shall be equipped with all human, technical, physical and 
financial resources necessary for fulfilling their obligations under this Directive and carry-
ing out the activity of electricity transmission, in particular:

(a) assets that are necessary for the activity of electricity transmission, including the trans-
mission system, shall be owned by the transmission system operator;

(b) personnel, necessary for the activity of electricity transmission, including the perfor-
mance of all corporate tasks, shall be employed by the transmission system operator;

(c) leasing of personnel and rendering of services, to and from any other parts of the ver-
tically integrated undertaking shall be prohibited. A transmission system operator may, 
however, render services to the vertically integrated undertaking as long as:

(i) the provision of those services does not discriminate between system users, is available 
to all system users on the same terms and conditions and does not restrict, distort or pre-
vent competition in generation or supply; and

(ii) the terms and conditions of the provision of those services are approved by the regula-
tory authority;

(d) without prejudice to the decisions of the Supervisory Body under Article 20, appropri-
ate financial resources for future investment projects and/or for the replacement of exist-
ing assets shall be made available to the transmission system operator in due time by the 
vertically integrated undertaking following an appropriate request from the transmission 
system operator.

2. The activity of electricity transmission shall include at least the following tasks in addi-
tion to those listed in Article 12:

(a) the representation of the transmission system operator and contacts to third parties 
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Article 15 

Dispatching and balancing

1. Without prejudice to the supply of electricity on the basis of contractual obligations, including 
those which derive from the tendering specifications, the transmission system operator shall, where 
it has such a function, be responsible for dispatching the generating installations in its area and for 
determining the use of interconnectors with other systems.

2. The dispatching of generating installations and the use of interconnectors shall be determined on 
the basis of criteria which shall be approved by national regulatory authorities where competent and 
which must be objective, published and applied in a non-discriminatory manner, ensuring the proper 
functioning of the internal market in electricity. The criteria shall take into account the economic 
precedence of electricity from available generating installations or interconnector transfers and the 
technical constraints on the system.

3. A Contracting Party shall14 require system operators to act in accordance with Article 16 of 
Directive 2009/28/EC, when dispatching generating installations using renewable energy sources. 
They also may require the system operator to give priority when dispatching generating installations 
producing combined heat and power.

4. A Contracting Party may, for reasons of security of supply, direct that priority be given to the 
dispatch of generating installations using indigenous primary energy fuel sources, to an extent not 
exceeding, in any calendar year, 15% of the overall primary energy necessary to produce the electric-
ity consumed in the Contracting Party concerned.

5. The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting 
Parties shall require transmission system operators to comply with minimum standards for the main-
tenance and development of the transmission system, including interconnection capacity.

6. Transmission system operators shall procure the energy they use to cover energy losses and re-
serve capacity in their system according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market-based proce-
dures, whenever they have such a function.

7. Rules adopted by transmission system operators for balancing the electricity system shall be objec-
tive, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules for charging system users of their networks 
for energy imbalance. The terms and conditions, including the rules and tariffs, for the provision 
of such services by transmission system operators shall be established pursuant to a methodology 
compatible with Article 37(6) in a non-discriminatory and cost-reflective way and shall be published.

Article 16 

Confidentiality for transmission system operators and transmission system owners

1. Without prejudice to Article 30 or any other legal duty to disclose information, each transmis-
sion system operator and each transmission system owner shall preserve the confidentiality of com-
mercially sensitive information obtained in the course of carrying out its activities, and shall prevent 
information about its own activities which may be commercially advantageous from being disclosed 
in a discriminatory manner. In particular it shall not disclose any commercially sensitive in-

14  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision, Article 11, reads ‘may’ instead 
of  ‘shall’.
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tion or supply shall not have any direct or indirect shareholding in the transmission system 
operator. The transmission system operator shall neither have any direct or indirect share-
holding in any subsidiary of the vertically integrated undertaking performing functions 
of generation or supply, nor receive dividends or any other financial benefit from that 
subsidiary.

4. The overall management structure and the corporate statutes of the transmission sys-
tem operator shall ensure effective independence of the transmission system operator in 
compliance with this Chapter. The vertically integrated undertaking shall not determine, 
directly or indirectly, the competitive behaviour of the transmission system operator in 
relation to the day to day activities of the transmission system operator and management 
of the network, or in relation to activities necessary for the preparation of the ten-year 
network development plan developed pursuant to Article 22.

5. In fulfilling their tasks in Article 12 and Article 17(2) of this Directive, and in complying 
with Articles 14, 15 and 16 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, transmission system operators 
shall not discriminate against different persons or entities and shall not restrict, distort or 
prevent competition in generation or supply.

6. Any commercial and financial relations between the vertically integrated undertaking 
and the transmission system operator, including loans from the transmission system op-
erator to the vertically integrated undertaking, shall comply with market conditions. The 
transmission system operator shall keep detailed records of such commercial and financial 
relations and make them available to the regulatory authority upon request.

7. The transmission system operator shall submit for approval by the regulatory authority 
all commercial and financial agreements with the vertically integrated undertaking.

8. The transmission system operator shall inform the regulatory authority of the financial 
resources, referred to in Article 17(1) (d), available for future investment projects and/or for 
the replacement of existing assets.

9. The vertically integrated undertaking shall refrain from any action impeding or prejudic-
ing the transmission system operator from complying with its obligations in this Chapter 
and shall not require the transmission system operator to seek permission from the verti-
cally integrated undertaking in fulfilling those obligations.

10. An undertaking which has been certified by the regulatory authority as being in compli-
ance with the requirements of this Chapter shall be approved and designated as a trans-
mission system operator by the Contracting Party concerned. The certification procedure in 
either Article 10 of this Directive and Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, or in Article 
11 of this Directive shall apply.
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and the regulatory authorities; 

(b) … 

(c) granting and managing third-party access on a non-discriminatory basis between sys-
tem users or classes of system users;

(d) the collection of all the transmission system related charges including access charges, 
balancing charges for ancillary services such as purchasing of services (balancing costs, 
energy for losses);

(e) the operation, maintenance and development of a secure, efficient and economic trans-
mission system;

(f) investment planning ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable 
demand and guaranteeing security of supply;

(g) the setting up of appropriate joint ventures, including with one or more transmission 
system operators, power exchanges, and the other relevant actors pursuing the objectives 
to develop the creation of regional markets or to facilitate the liberalisation process; and

(h) all corporate services, including legal services, accountancy and IT services.

3. Transmission system operators shall be organized in a legal form as referred to in Article 
1 of Council Directive 68/151/EEC.

4. The transmission system operator shall not, in its corporate identity, communication, 
branding and premises, create confusion in respect of the separate identity of the vertically 
integrated undertaking or any part thereof.

5. The transmission system operator shall not share IT systems or equipment, physical 
premises and security access systems with any part of the vertically integrated undertak-
ing nor use the same consultants or external contractors for IT systems or equipment, and 
security access systems.

6. The accounts of transmission system operators shall be audited by an auditor other than 
the one auditing the vertically integrated undertaking or any part thereof.

Article 18

Independence of the transmission system operator

1. Without prejudice to the decisions of the Supervisory Body under Article 20, the trans-
mission system operator shall have:

(a) effective decision-making rights, independent from the vertically integrated undertak-
ing, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or develop the transmission 
system; and

(b) the power to raise money on the capital market in particular through borrowing and 
capital increase.

2. The transmission system operator shall at all times act so as to ensure it has the resources 
it needs in order to carry out the activity of transmission properly and efficiently and de-
velop and maintain an efficient, secure and economic transmission system.

3. Subsidiaries of the vertically integrated undertaking performing functions of genera-
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responsible for its management and/or members of its administrative bodies shall have no 
professional position or responsibility, interest or business relationship with any part of 
the vertically integrated undertaking other than the transmission system operator, or with 
its controlling shareholders for a period of not less than four years.

8. Paragraph 3 shall apply to the majority of the persons responsible for the management 
and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator.

The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative bodies 
of the transmission system operator who are not subject to paragraph 3 shall have exer-
cised no management or other relevant activity in the vertically integrated undertaking for 
a period of at least six months before their appointment.

The first subparagraph of this paragraph and paragraphs 4 to 7 shall be applicable to all the 
persons belonging to the executive management and to those directly reporting to them 
on matters related to the operation, maintenance or development of the network. 

Article 20

Supervisory Body

1. The transmission system operator shall have a Supervisory Body which shall be in charge 
of taking decisions which may have a significant impact on the value of the assets of the 
shareholders within the transmission system operator, in particular decisions regarding the 
approval of the annual and longer-term financial plans, the level of indebtedness of the 
transmission system operator and the amount of dividends distributed to shareholders. 
The decisions falling under the remit of the Supervisory Body shall exclude those that are 
related to the day to day activities of the transmission system operator and management 
of the network, and to activities necessary for the preparation of the ten-year network 
development plan developed pursuant to Article 22.

2. The Supervisory Body shall be composed of members representing the vertically inte-
grated undertaking, members representing third party shareholders and, where the rele-
vant legislation of a Contracting Party so provides, members representing other interested 
parties such as employees of the transmission system operator.

3. The first subparagraph of Article 19(2) and Article 19(3) to (7) shall apply to at least half 
of the members of the Supervisory Body minus one.

Point (b) of the second subparagraph of Article 19(2) shall apply to all the members of the 
Supervisory Body.
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Article 19

Independence of the staff and the management of the transmission system operator

1. Decisions regarding the appointment and renewal, working conditions including remu-
neration, and termination of the term of office of the persons responsible for the manage-
ment and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator 
shall be taken by the Supervisory Body of the transmission system operator appointed in 
accordance with Article 20.

2. The identity and the conditions governing the term, the duration and the termination of 
office of the persons nominated by the Supervisory Body for appointment or renewal as 
persons responsible for the executive management and/or as members of the administra-
tive bodies of the transmission system operator, and the reasons for any proposed decision 
terminating such term of office, shall be notified to the regulatory authority. Those condi-
tions and the decisions referred to in paragraph 1 shall become binding only if the regula-
tory authority has raised no objections within three weeks of notification.

The regulatory authority may object to the 

decisions referred to in paragraph 1 where:

(a) doubts arise as to the professional independence of a nominated person responsible for 
the management and/or member of the administrative bodies; or

(b) in the case of premature termination of a term of office, doubts exist regarding the 
justification of such premature termination.

3. No professional position or responsibility, interest or business relationship, directly or 
indirectly, with the vertically integrated undertaking or any part of it or its controlling 
shareholders other than the transmission system operator shall be exercised for a period 
of three years before the appointment of the persons responsible for the management 
and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator who are 
subject to this paragraph.

4. The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative 
bodies, and employees of the transmission system operator shall have no other profession-
al position or responsibility, interest or business relationship, directly or indirectly, with 
any other part of the vertically integrated undertaking or with its controlling shareholders.

5. The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative 
bodies, and employees of the transmission system operator shall hold no interest in or re-
ceive any financial benefit, directly or indirectly, from any part of the vertically integrated 
undertaking other than the transmission system operator. Their remuneration shall not 
depend on activities or results of the vertically integrated undertaking other than those of 
the transmission system operator.

6. Effective rights of appeal to the regulatory authority shall be guaranteed for any com-
plaints by the persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administra-
tive bodies of the transmission system operator against premature terminations of their 
term of office.

7. After termination of their term of office in the transmission system operator, the persons 
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7. The compliance officer shall report regularly, either orally or in writing, to the regula-
tory authority and shall have the right to report regularly, either orally or in writing, to the 
Supervisory Body of the transmission system operator.

8. The compliance officer may attend all meetings of the management or administrative 
bodies of the transmission system operator, and those of the Supervisory Body and the 
general assembly. The compliance officer shall attend all meetings that address the follow-
ing matters:

(a) conditions for access to the network, as defined in Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, in 
particular regarding tariffs, third party access services, capacity allocation and congestion 
management, transparency, balancing and secondary markets;

(b) projects undertaken in order to operate, maintain and develop the transmission system, 
including interconnection and connection investments;

(c) energy purchases or sales necessary for the operation of the transmission system.

9. The compliance officer shall monitor the compliance of the transmission system operator 
with Article 16.

10. The compliance officer shall have access to all relevant data and to the offices of the 
transmission system operator and to all the information necessary for the fulfilment of his 
task.

11. After prior approval by the regulatory authority, the Supervisory Body may dismiss the 
compliance officer. It shall dismiss the compliance officer for reasons of lack of indepen-
dence or professional capacity upon request of the regulatory authority.

12. The compliance officer shall have access to the offices of the transmission system op-
erator without prior announcement.

Article 22

Network development and powers to make investment decisions

1. Every year, transmission system operators shall submit to the regulatory authority a 
ten-year network development plan based on existing and forecast supply and demand 
after having consulted all the relevant stakeholders. That network development plan shall 
contain efficient measures in order to guarantee the adequacy of the system and the se-
curity of supply.

2. The ten-year network development plan shall in particular:

(a) indicate to market participants the main transmission infrastructure that needs to be 
built or upgraded over the next ten years;

(b) contain all the investments already decided and identify new investments which have 
to be executed in the next three years; and

(c) provide for a time frame for all investment projects.

3. When elaborating the ten-year network development plan, the transmission system op-
erator shall make reasonable assumptions about the evolution of the generation, supply, 
consumption and exchanges with other countries, taking into account investment plans for 
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Article 21

Compliance programme and compliance officer

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission system operators establish and implement a 
compliance programme which sets out the measures taken in order to ensure that discriminatory 
conduct is excluded, and ensure that the compliance with that programme is adequately monitored. 
The compliance programme shall set out the specific obligations of employees to meet those objec-
tives. It shall be subject to approval by the regulatory authority. Without prejudice to the 
powers of the national regulator, compliance with the program shall be independently 
monitored by a compliance officer.

2. The compliance officer shall be appointed by the Supervisory Body, subject to the ap-
proval by the regulatory authority. The regulatory authority may refuse the approval of 
the compliance officer only for reasons of lack of independence or professional capacity. 
The compliance officer may be a natural or legal person. Article 19(2) to (8) shall apply to 
the compliance officer.

3. The compliance officer shall be in charge of:

(a) monitoring the implementation of the compliance programme;

(b) elaborating an annual report, setting out the measures taken in order to implement the 
compliance programme and submitting it to the regulatory authority;

(c) reporting to the Supervisory Body and issuing recommendations on the compliance 
programme and its implementation;

(d) notifying the regulatory authority on any substantial breaches with regard to the im-
plementation of the compliance programme; and

(e) reporting to the regulatory authority on any commercial and financial relations be-
tween the vertically integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator.

4. The compliance officer shall submit the proposed decisions on the investment plan or on 
individual investments in the network to the regulatory authority. This shall occur at the 
latest when the management and/or the competent administrative body of the transmis-
sion system operator submits them to the Supervisory Body.

5. Where the vertically integrated undertaking, in the general assembly or through the 
vote of the members of the Supervisory Body it has appointed, has prevented the adop-
tion of a decision with the effect of preventing or delaying investments, which under the 
ten-year network development plan was to be executed in the following three years, the 
compliance officer shall report this to the regulatory authority, which then shall act in ac-
cordance with Article 22.

6. The conditions governing the mandate or the employment conditions of the compliance 
officer, including the duration of its mandate, shall be subject to approval by the regulatory 
authority. Those conditions shall ensure the independence of the compliance officer, in-
cluding by providing him with all the resources necessary for fulfilling his duties. During his 
mandate, the compliance officer shall have no other professional position, responsibility or 
interest, directly or indirectly, in or with any part of the vertically integrated undertaking 
or with its controlling shareholders.
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Article 23

Decision-making powers regarding the connection of  
new power plant to the transmission system

1. The transmission system operator shall establish and publish transparent and efficient 
procedures for non-discriminatory connection of new power plants to the transmission 
system. Those procedures shall be subject to the approval of national regulatory authori-
ties.

2. The transmission system operator shall not be entitled to refuse the connection of a new 
power plant on the grounds of possible future limitations to available network capacities, 
such as congestion in distant parts of the transmission system. The transmission system 
operator shall supply necessary information.

3. The transmission system operator shall not be entitled to refuse a new connection point, 
on the ground that it will lead to additional costs linked with necessary capacity increase 
of system elements in the close-up range to the connection point.

CHAPTER VI

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATION

Article 24 

Designation of distribution system operators

Contracting Parties shall designate or shall require undertakings that own or are responsible for 
distribution systems to designate, for a period of time to be determined by Contracting Parties 
having regard to considerations of efficiency and economic balance, one or more distribution system 
operators. Contracting Parties shall ensure that distribution system operators act in accordance 
with Articles 25, 26 and 27.

Article 25 

Tasks of distribution system operators

1. The distribution system operator shall be responsible for ensuring the long-term ability of the sys-
tem to meet reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity, for operating, maintaining and 
developing under economic conditions a secure, reliable and efficient electricity distribution system 
in its area with due regard for the environment and energy efficiency.

2. In any event, it must not discriminate between system users or classes of system users, particularly 
in favour of its related undertakings.

3. The distribution system operator shall provide system users with the information they need for 
efficient access to, including use of the system.

4. A Contracting Party may require the distribution system operator, when dispatching generating 
installations, to give priority to generating installations using renewable energy sources or waste or 
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regional and Energy Community-wide networks.

4. The regulatory authority shall consult all actual or potential system users on the ten-year 
network development plan in an open and transparent manner. Persons or undertakings 
claiming to be potential system users may be required to substantiate such claims. The 
regulatory authority shall publish the result of the consultation process, in particular pos-
sible needs for investments.

5. The regulatory authority shall examine whether the ten-year network development plan 
covers all investment needs identified during the consultation process ... . The regulatory 
authority may require the transmission system operator to amend its ten-year network 
development plan.

6. The regulatory authority shall monitor and evaluate the implementation of the ten-year 
network development plan.

7. In circumstances where the transmission system operator, other than for overriding 
reasons beyond its control, does not execute an investment, which, under the ten-year 
network development plan, was to be executed in the following three years, Contracting 
Parties shall ensure that the regulatory authority is required to take at least one of the fol-
lowing measures to ensure that the investment in question is made if such investment is 
still relevant on the basis of the most recent ten-year network development plan:

(a) to require the transmission system operator to execute the investments in question;

(b) to organise a tender procedure open to any investors for the investment in question; or

(c) to oblige the transmission system operator to accept a capital increase to finance the 
necessary investments and allow independent investors to participate in the capital.

Where the regulatory authority has made use of its powers under point (b) of the first 
subparagraph, it may oblige the transmission system operator to agree to one or more of 
the following:

(a) financing by any third party;

(b) construction by any third party;

(c) building the new assets concerned itself;

(d) operating the new asset concerned itself.

The transmission system operator shall provide the investors with all information needed 
to realise the investment, shall connect new assets to the transmission network and shall 
generally make its best efforts to facilitate the implementation of the investment project.

The relevant financial arrangements shall be subject to approval by the regulatory author-
ity.

8. Where the regulatory authority has made use of its powers under the first subparagraph 
of paragraph 7, the relevant tariff regulations shall cover the costs of the investments in 
question.
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distribution lines, that do not exceed the terms of the approved financial plan, or any equivalent 
HMRSQTLDMS�Ä@MC

(d) the distribution system operator must establish a compliance programme, which sets out mea-
sures taken to ensure that discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is ad-
equately monitored. The compliance programme shall set out the specific obligations of employees 
to meet that objective. An annual report, setting out the measures taken, shall be submitted by the 
person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance programme, the compliance officer of 
the distribution system operator, to the regulatory authority referred to in Article 35(1) and shall 
be published. The compliance officer of the distribution system operator shall be fully inde-
pendent and shall have access to all the necessary information of the distribution system 
operator and any affiliated undertaking to fulfil his task.

3. Where the distribution system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, 
the Contracting Parties shall ensure that the activities of the distribution system opera-
tor are monitored by regulatory authorities or other competent bodies so that it cannot 
take advantage of its vertical integration to distort competition. In particular, vertically 
integrated distribution system operators shall not, in their communication and branding, 
create confusion in respect of the separate identity of the supply branch of the vertically 
integrated undertaking.

4. Contracting Parties may decide not to apply paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 to integrated electricity un-
dertakings serving less than 100000 connected customers, or serving small isolated systems.

Article 27 

Confidentiality obligation of distribution system operators

Without prejudice to Article 30 or any other legal duty to disclose information, the distribution sys-
tem operator must preserve the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information obtained in the 
course of carrying out its business, and shall prevent information about its own activities which may 
be commercially advantageous being disclosed in a discriminatory manner.

Article 28

Closed distribution systems

1. Contracting Parties may provide for national regulatory authorities or other competent 
authorities to classify a system which distributes electricity within a geographically con-
fined industrial, commercial or shared services site and does not, without prejudice to para-
graph 4, supply household customers, as a closed distribution system if:

(a) for specific technical or safety reasons, the operations or the production process of the 
users of that system are integrated; or

(b) that system distributes electricity primarily to the owner or operator of the system or 
their related undertakings.

2. Contracting Parties may provide for national regulatory authorities to exempt the opera-
tor of a closed distribution system from:
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producing combined heat and power.

5. Each distribution system operator shall procure the energy it uses to cover energy losses and 
reserve capacity in its system according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market based proce-
dures, whenever it has such a function. That requirement shall be without prejudice to using electric-
ity acquired under contracts concluded before 1 January 2006.

6. Where a distribution system operator is responsible for balancing the distribution system, rules 
adopted by it for that purpose shall be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules 
for the charging of system users of their networks for energy imbalance. Terms and conditions, 
including rules and tariffs, for the provision of such services by distribution system operators shall 
be established in accordance with Article 37(6) in a non-discriminatory and cost-reflective way and 
shall be published.

7. When planning the development of the distribution network, energy efficiency/demand-side man-
agement measures or distributed generation that might supplant the need to upgrade or replace 
electricity capacity shall be considered by the distribution system operator.

Article 26 

Unbundling of distribution system operators

1. Where the distribution system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be 
independent at least in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities 
not relating to distribution. Those rules shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of 
assets of the distribution system operator from the vertically integrated undertaking.

2. In addition to the requirements under paragraph 1, where the distribution system operator is 
part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be independent in terms of its organisation and 
decision-making from the other activities not related to distribution. In order to achieve this, the fol-
lowing minimum criteria shall apply:

(a) those persons responsible for the management of the distribution system operator must not 
participate in company structures of the integrated electricity undertaking responsible, directly or 
HMCHQDBSKX�ÄENQÄSGDÄC@X�SN�C@XÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄFDMDQ@SHNM�ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNQÄRTOOKXÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of the persons 
responsible for the management of the distribution system operator are taken into account in a 
L@MMDQÄSG@SÄDMRTQDRÄSG@SÄSGDXÄ@QDÄB@O@AKDÄNEÄ@BSHMFÄHMCDODMCDMSKX�

(c) the distribution system operator must have effective decision-making rights, independent from 
the integrated electricity undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or de-
velop the network. In order to fulfil those tasks, the distribution system operator shall have 
at its disposal the necessary resources including human, technical, physical and financial 
resources. This should not prevent the existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure 
that the economic and management supervision rights of the parent company in respect of return 
on assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 37(6), in a subsidiary are protected. In par-
ticular, this shall enable the parent company to approve the annual financial plan, or any equivalent 
instrument, of the distribution system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness 
of its subsidiary. It shall not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day 
operations, nor with respect to individual decisions concerning the construction or upgrading of 
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CHAPTER VII

UNBUNDLING AND TRANSPARENCY OF ACCOUNTS

Article 30 

Right of access to accounts

1. Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate, including the regulatory authori-
ties referred to in Article 35, shall, insofar as necessary to carry out their functions, have right of 
access to the accounts of electricity undertakings as set out in Article 31.

2. Contracting Parties and any designated competent authority, including the regulatory authori-
ties, shall preserve the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information. Contracting Parties 
may provide for the disclosure of such information where this is necessary in order for the competent 
authorities to carry out their functions.

Article 31 

Unbundling of accounts

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary steps to ensure that the accounts of electricity un-
dertakings are kept in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3.

2. Electricity undertakings, whatever their system of ownership or legal form, shall draw up, submit 
to audit and publish their annual accounts in accordance with the rules of national law concerning 
the annual accounts of limited liability companies adopted pursuant to the Fourth Council Directive 
78/660/EEC of 25 July 1978 based on Article 44(2)(g) of the Treaty on the annual accounts of certain 
types of companies.

Undertakings which are not legally obliged to publish their annual accounts shall keep a copy of 
these at the disposal of the public in their head office.

3. Electricity undertakings shall, in their internal accounting, keep separate accounts for each of their 
transmission and distribution activities as they would be required to do if the activities in question 
were carried out by separate undertakings, with a view to avoiding discrimination, cross-subsidisa-
tion and distortion of competition. They shall also keep accounts, which may be consolidated, for 
other electricity activities not relating to transmission or distribution. Until 1 January 2015, they 
shall keep separate accounts for supply activities for eligible customers and supply activities for 
non-eligible customers. Revenue from ownership of the transmission or distribution system shall be 
specified in the accounts. Where appropriate, they shall keep consolidated accounts for other, non-
electricity activities. The internal accounts shall include a balance sheet and a profit and loss account 
for each activity.

4. The audit referred to in paragraph 2 shall, in particular, verify that the obligation to avoid discrimi-
nation and cross-subsidies referred to in paragraph 3 is respected.
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(a) the requirement under Article 25(5) to procure the energy it uses to cover energy losses 
and reserve capacity in its system according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market 
based procedures;

(b) the requirement under Article 32(1) that tariffs, or the methodologies underlying their 
calculation, are approved prior to their entry into force in accordance with Article 37.

3. Where an exemption is granted under paragraph 2, the applicable tariffs, or the meth-
odologies underlying their calculation, shall be reviewed and approved in accordance with 
Article 37 upon request by a user of the closed distribution system.

4. Incidental use by a small number of households with employment or similar associations 
with the owner of the distribution system and located within the area served by a closed 
distribution system shall not preclude an exemption under paragraph 2 being granted.

Article 2915

Combined operator

Article 26(1) shall not prevent the operation of a combined transmission and distribution system op-
erator provided that operator complies with Articles 9(1), or 13 and 14, or Chapter V or falls under 
Article 44(2).

15  In Directive 2003/54/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision, Article 17 (Combined opera-
tor’), reads ‘The rules in Articles 10(1) and 15(1) do not prevent the operation of a combined transmission and distribution 
system operator, which is independent in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities 
not relating to transmission or distribution system operation and which meets the requirements set out in points (a) to (d). 
These rules shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of assets of the combined system from the vertically 
integrated undertaking:
(a) those persons responsible for the management of the combined system operator may not participate in company 
structures of the integrated electricity undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the 
generation, or supply of electricity;
(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of the persons responsible for the 
management of the combined system operator are taken into account in a manner that ensures that they are capable of 
acting independently;
(c) the combined system operator shall have effective decision-making rights, independent from the integrated electricity 
undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain and develop the network. This should not prevent the 
existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the economic and management supervision rights of 
the parent company in respect of return on assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 23(2), in a subsidiary 
ARE�PROTECTED��)N�PARTICULAR��THIS�SHALL�ENABLE�THE�PARENT�COMPANY�TO�APPROVE�THE�ANNUAL�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�
instrument, of the combined system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness of its subsidiary. It shall 
not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day operations, nor with respect to individual deci-
sions concerning the construction or upgrading of transmission and distribution lines, that do not exceed the terms of the 
APPROVED�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�INSTRUMENT�
(d) the combined system operator shall establish a compliance programme which sets out measures taken to ensure that 
discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is adequately monitored. The programme shall set 
OUT�THE�SPECIlC�OBLIGATIONS�OF�EMPLOYEES�TO�MEET�THIS�OBJECTIVE��!N�ANNUAL�REPORT��SETTING�OUT�THE�MEASURES�TAKEN��SHALL�
be submitted by the person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance programme to the regulatory authority 
referred to in Article 23(1) and published.’
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Article 34 

Direct lines

1. Contracting Parties shall take the measures necessary to enable:

(a) all electricity producers and electricity supply undertakings established within their territory to 
RTOOKXÄSGDHQÄNVMÄOQDLHRDR�ÄRTARHCH@QHDRÄ@MCÄDKHFHAKDÄBTRSNLDQRÄSGQNTFGÄ@ÄCHQDBSÄKHMD�Ä@MC

(b) all eligible customers within their territory to be supplied through a direct line by a producer and 
supply undertakings.

2. Contracting Parties shall lay down the criteria for the grant of authorisations for the construction 
of direct lines in their territory. Those criteria shall be objective and non-discriminatory.

3. The possibility of supplying electricity through a direct line as referred to in paragraph 1 of this 
Article shall not affect the possibility of contracting electricity in accordance with Article 32.

4. Contracting Parties may issue an authorisation to construct a direct line subject either to the 
refusal of system access on the basis, as appropriate, of Article 32 or to the opening of a dispute 
settlement procedure under Article 37.

5. Contracting Parties may refuse to authorise a direct line if the granting of such an authorisation 
would obstruct the provisions of Article 3. Duly substantiated reasons shall be given for such refusal.

CHAPTER IX

NATIONAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES

Article 3517

Designation and independence of regulatory authorities

1. Each Contracting Party shall designate a single national regulatory authority at national level.

2. Paragraph 1 of this Article shall be without prejudice to the designation of other regu-
latory authorities at regional level within Contracting Parties, provided that there is one 
senior representative for representation and contact purposes at Energy Community level.

3. By way of derogation from paragraph 1 of this Article, a Contracting Party may desig-
nate regulatory authorities for small systems on a geographically separate region whose 
consumption, in 2008, accounted for less than 3% of the total consumption of the Contract-
ing Party of which it is part. This derogation shall be without prejudice to the appointment 
of one senior representative for representation and contact purposes at Energy Commu-
nity level.

4. Contracting Parties shall guarantee the independence of the regulatory authority and shall en-
sure that it exercises its powers impartially and transparently. For this purpose, Contracting Party 
shall ensure that, when carrying out the regulatory tasks conferred upon it by this Directive 
and related legislation, the regulatory authority:
17 Ä(MÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä�@OOKHB@AKDÄTMSHKÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ������ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRDMSDMBDÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä�h1DFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRi��Ä
reads ‘1. Contracting Parties shall designate one or more competent bodies with the function of regulatory authorities. 
These authorities shall be wholly independent from the interests of the electricity industry.’
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CHAPTER VIII

ORGANISATION OF ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM

Article 32 

Third-party access

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure the implementation of a system of third party access to the 
transmission and distribution systems based on published tariffs, applicable to all eligible customers 
and applied objectively and without discrimination between system users. Contracting Parties shall 
ensure that those tariffs, or the methodologies underlying their calculation, are approved prior to 
their entry into force in accordance with Article 37 and that those tariffs, and the methodologies - 
where only methodologies are approved - are published prior to their entry into force.

2. The transmission or distribution system operator may refuse access where it lacks the necessary 
capacity. Duly substantiated reasons must be given for such refusal, in particular having regard to 
Article 3, and based on objective and technically and economically justified criteria. The reg-
ulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Parties shall 
ensure that those criteria are consistently applied and that the system user who has been 
refused access can make use of a dispute settlement procedure. The regulatory authorities 
shall also ensure, where appropriate and when refusal of access takes place, that the transmission 
or distribution system operator provides relevant information on measures that would be necessary 
to reinforce the network. The party requesting such information may be charged a reasonable fee 
reflecting the cost of providing such information.

Article 33 

Market opening and reciprocity

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the eligible customers comprise16:

�@�Äa�

(b) from 1 January 2008�Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�

(c) from 1 January 2015, all customers.

2. To avoid imbalance in the opening of electricity markets:

(a) contracts for the supply of electricity with an eligible customer in the system of another Contract-
ing PartyÄRG@KKÄMNSÄADÄOQNGHAHSDCÄHEÄSGDÄBTRSNLDQÄHRÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@RÄDKHFHAKDÄHMÄANSGÄRXRSDLRÄHMUNKUDC�Ä
and

(b) ....

16  According to Article 17(2) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, the following deadlines @SHALL�APPLY�WITHOUT�PREJUDICE� TO�
special deadlines agreed in the Protocols of Accession to the Energy Community’.
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Energy Community;

(d) helping to achieve, in the most cost-effective way, the development of secure, reliable 
and efficient non-discriminatory systems that are consumer oriented, and promoting sys-
tem adequacy and, in line with general energy policy objectives, energy efficiency as well 
as the integration of large and small-scale production of electricity from renewable energy 
sources and distributed generation in both transmission and distribution networks;

(e) facilitating access to the network for new generation capacity, in particular removing 
barriers that could prevent access for new market entrants and of electricity from renew-
able energy sources;

(f) ensuring that system operators and system users are granted appropriate incentives, in 
both the short and the long term, to increase efficiencies in system performance and foster 
market integration;

(g) ensuring that customers benefit through the efficient functioning of their national mar-
ket, promoting effective competition and helping to ensure consumer protection;

(h) helping to achieve high standards of universal and public service in electricity supply, 
contributing to the protection of vulnerable customers and contributing to the compatibil-
ity of necessary data exchange processes for customer switching.

Article 37

Duties and powers of the regulatory authority

1. The regulatory authority shall have the following duties:

(a) fixing or approving, in accordance with transparent criteria, transmission or distribution tariffs or 
SGDHQÄLDSGNCNKNFHDR�

(b) ensuring compliance of transmission and distribution system operators and, where relevant, sys-
tem owners, as well as of any electricity undertakings, with their obligations under this Directive and 
other relevant Energy CommunityÄKDFHRK@SHNM�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄ@RÄQDF@QCRÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄHRRTDR�

(c) cooperating in regard to cross-border issues with the regulatory authority or authorities 
of the Contracting Parties concerned and with the Energy Community Regulatory Board;

(d) complying with, and implementing, any relevant legally binding decisions of the Energy 
Community Regulatory Board …;

(e) reporting annually on its activity and the fulfilment of its duties to the relevant authorities of 
the Contracting Parties, Energy Community Regulatory Board and the Energy Community 
Secretariat. Such reports shall cover the steps taken and the results obtained as regards each of the 
S@RJRÄKHRSDCÄHMÄSGHRÄ QSHBKD�

(f) ensuring that there are no cross-subsidies between transmission, distribution, and supply activi-
SHDR�

(g) monitoring investment plans of the transmission system operators, and providing in its 
annual report an assessment of the investment plans of the transmission system operators 
…; such assessment may, which may include recommendations to amend those investment 
plans;
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(a) is legally distinct and functionally independent from any other public or private entity;

(b) ensures that its staff and the persons responsible for its management:

(i) act independently from any market interest; and

(ii) do not seek or take direct instructions from any government or other public or private 
entity when carrying out the regulatory tasks. This requirement is without prejudice to 
close cooperation, as appropriate, with other relevant national authorities or to general 
policy guidelines issued by the government not related to the regulatory powers and du-
ties under Article 37.

5. In order to protect the independence of the regulatory authority, Contracting Parties 
shall in particular ensure that:

(a) the regulatory authority can take autonomous decisions, independently from any politi-
cal body, and has separate annual budget allocations, with autonomy in the implementa-
tion of the allocated budget, and adequate human and financial resources to carry out its 
duties; and

(b) the members of the board of the regulatory authority or, in the absence of a board, the 
regulatory authority’s top management are appointed for a fixed term of five up to seven 
years, renewable once.

In regard to point (b) of the first subparagraph, Contracting Parties shall ensure an appro-
priate rotation scheme for the board or the top management. The members of the board 
or, in the absence of a board, members of the top management may be relieved from office 
during their term only if they no longer fulfil the conditions set out in this Article or have 
been guilty of misconduct under national law.

Article 36

General objectives of the regulatory authority

In carrying out the regulatory tasks specified in this Directive, the regulatory authority shall 
take all reasonable measures in pursuit of the following objectives within the framework 
of their duties and powers as laid down in Article 37, in close consultation with other rel-
evant national authorities including competition authorities, as appropriate, and without 
prejudice to their competencies:

(a) promoting, in close cooperation with the Energy Community Regulatory Board, regu-
latory authorities of other Contracting Parties and the Energy Community Secretariat, a 
competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable internal market in electricity within 
the Energy Community, and effective market opening for all customers and suppliers in 
the Energy Community and ensuring appropriate conditions for the effective and reliable 
operation of electricity networks, taking into account long-term objectives;

(b) developing competitive and properly functioning regional markets within the Energy 
Community in view of the achievement of the objectives referred to in point (a);

(c) eliminating restrictions on trade in electricity between Contracting Parties, including 
developing appropriate cross-border transmission capacities to meet demand and enhanc-
ing the integration of national markets which may facilitate electricity flows across the 
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and consistent with the principles of better regulation, the regulatory authority shall, as 
appropriate, consult transmission system operators and, as appropriate, closely cooperate 
with other relevant national authorities when carrying out the duties set out in paragraph 
1.

Any approvals given by a regulatory authority or the Energy Community Regulatory Board 
under this Directive are without prejudice to any duly justified future use of its powers by 
the regulatory authority under this Article or to any penalties imposed by other relevant 
authorities ... .

3. In addition to the duties conferred upon it under paragraph 1 of this Article, when an 
independent system operator has been designated under Article 13, the regulatory author-
ity shall:

(a) monitor the transmission system owner’s and the independent system operator’s com-
pliance with their obligations under this Article, and issue penalties for non-compliance in 
accordance with paragraph 4(d);

(b) monitor the relations and communications between the independent system operator 
and the transmission system owner so as to ensure compliance of the independent system 
operator with its obligations, and in particular approve contracts and act as a dispute set-
tlement authority between the independent system operator and the transmission system 
owner in respect of any complaint submitted by either party pursuant to paragraph 11;

(c) without prejudice to the procedure under Article 13(2)(c), for the first ten-year network 
development plan, approve the investments planning and the multi-annual network devel-
opment plan presented annually by the independent system operator;

(d) ensure that network access tariffs collected by the independent system operator in-
clude remuneration for the network owner or network owners, which provides for ad-
equate remuneration of the network assets and of any new investments made therein, 
provided they are economically and efficiently incurred;

(e) have the powers to carry out inspections, including unannounced inspections, at the 
premises of transmission system owner and independent system operator; and

(f) monitor the use of congestion charges collected by the independent system operator in 
accordance with Article 16(6) of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009.

4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that regulatory authorities are granted the powers enabling 
them to carry out the duties referred to in paragraphs 1, 3 and 6 in an efficient and expeditious 
manner. For this purpose, the regulatory authority shall have at least the following powers:

(a) to issue binding decisions on electricity undertakings;

(b) to carry out investigations into the functioning of the electricity markets, and to decide 
upon and impose any necessary and proportionate measures to promote effective compe-
tition and ensure the proper functioning of the market. Where appropriate, the regulatory 
authority shall also have the power to cooperate with the national competition authority 
and the financial market regulators or the Energy Community Secretariat in conducting an 
investigation relating to competition law;

(c) to require any information from electricity undertakings relevant for the fulfilment of 
its tasks, including the justification for any refusal to grant third-party access, and any in-
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(h) monitoring compliance with and reviewing the past performance of network security 
and reliability rules and setting or approving standards and requirements for quality of 
service and supply or contributing thereto together with other competent authorities;

(i) monitoring the level of transparency, including of wholesale prices, and ensuring compliance of 
DKDBSQHBHSXÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄVHSGÄSQ@MRO@QDMBXÄNAKHF@SHNMR�

(j) monitoring the level and effectiveness of market opening and competition at whole-
sale and retail levels, including on electricity exchanges, prices for household customers 
including prepayment systems, switching rates, disconnection rates, charges for and the 
execution of maintenance services, and complaints by household customers, as well as any 
distortion or restriction of competition, including providing any relevant information, and 
bringing any relevant cases to the relevant competition authorities;

(k) monitoring the occurrence of restrictive contractual practices, including exclusivity 
clauses which may prevent large non-household customers from contracting simultane-
ously with more than one supplier or restrict their choice to do so, and, where appropriate, 
informing the national competition authorities of such practices;

(l) respecting contractual freedom with regard to interruptible supply contracts and with 
regard to long-term contracts provided that they are compatible with Energy Community 
law;

(m) monitoring the time taken by transmission and distribution system operators to make connec-
SHNMRÄ@MCÄQDO@HQR�

(n) helping to ensure, together with other relevant authorities, that the consumer protec-
tion measures, including those set out in Annex I, are effective and enforced;

(o) publishing recommendations, at least annually, in relation to compliance of supply pric-
es with Article 3, and providing these to the competition authorities, where appropriate;

(p) ensuring access to customer consumption data, the provision, for optional use, of an 
easily understandable harmonised format at national level for consumption data, and 
prompt access for all customers to such data under point (h) of Annex I;

(q) monitoring the implementation of rules relating to the roles and responsibilities of transmission 
system operators, distribution system operators, suppliers and customers and other market parties 
OTQRT@MSÄSNÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ���������

(r) monitoring investment in generation capacities in relation to security of supply;

(s) monitoring technical cooperation between Energy Community and third-country trans-
mission system operators;

(t) monitoring the implementation of safeguards measures as referred to in Article 42; and

(u) contributing to the compatibility of data exchange processes for the most important 
market processes at regional level.

2. Where a Contracting Party has so provided, the monitoring duties set out in paragraph 
1 may be carried out by other authorities than the regulatory authority. In such a case, 
the information resulting from such monitoring shall be made available to the regulatory 
authority as soon as possible.

While preserving their independence, without prejudice to their own specific competencies 
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their methodologies. Those tariffs or methodologies shall allow the necessary investments in the 
networks to be carried out in a manner allowing those investments to ensure the viability of the 
MDSVNQJR�

(b) the provision of balancing services which shall be performed in the most economic manner 
possible and provide appropriate incentives for network users to balance their input and 
off-takes. The balancing services shall be provided in a fair and non-discriminatory manner 
and be based on objective criteria; and

(c) access to cross-border infrastructures, including the procedures for the allocation of capacity 
and congestion management.

7. The methodologies or the terms and conditions referred to in paragraph 6 shall be published.

8. In fixing or approving the tariffs or methodologies and the balancing services, the reg-
ulatory authorities shall ensure that transmission and distribution system operators are 
granted appropriate incentive, over both the short and long term, to increase efficiencies, 
foster market integration and security of supply and support the related research activities.

9. The regulatory authorities shall monitor congestion management of national electricity systems 
including interconnectors, and the implementation of congestion management rules. To that end, 
transmission system operators or market operators shall submit their congestion manage-
ment rules, including capacity allocation, to the national regulatory authorities. National 
regulatory authorities may request amendments to those rules.

10. Regulatory authorities shall have the authority to require transmission and distribution system 
operators, if necessary, to modify the terms and conditions, including tariffs or methodologies re-
ferred to in this Article, to ensure that they are proportionate and applied in a non-discriminatory 
manner. In the event of delay in the fixing of transmission and distribution tariffs, regula-
tory authorities shall have the power to fix or approve provisional transmission and distri-
bution tariffs or methodologies and to decide on the appropriate compensatory measures 
if the final transmission and distribution tariffs or methodologies deviate from those pro-
visional tariffs or methodologies.

11. Any party having a complaint against a transmission or distribution system operator in relation 
to that operator’s obligations under this Directive may refer the complaint to the regulatory authority 
which, acting as dispute settlement authority, shall issue a decision within a period of two months 
after receipt of the complaint. That period may be extended by two months where additional infor-
mation is sought by the regulatory authority. That extended period may be further extended with the 
agreement of the complainant. The regulatory authority’s decision shall have binding effect unless 
and until overruled on appeal.

12. Any party who is affected and who has a right to complain concerning a decision on methodolo-
gies taken pursuant to this Article or, where the regulatory authority has a duty to consult, concern-
ing the proposed tariffs or methodologies, may, at the latest within two months, or a shorter time 
period as provided by Contracting Parties, following publication of the decision or proposal for a 
decision, submit a complaint for review. Such a complaint shall not have suspensive effect.

13. Contracting Parties shall create appropriate and efficient mechanisms for regulation, control 
and transparency so as to avoid any abuse of a dominant position, in particular to the detriment of 
consumers, and any predatory behaviour. Those mechanisms shall take account the provisions of the 
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formation on measures necessary to reinforce the network;

(d) to impose effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties on electricity undertakings 
not complying with their obligations under this Directive or any relevant legally binding 
decisions of the regulatory authority or the Energy Community Regulatory Board, or to 
propose that a competent court impose such penalties. This shall include the power to 
impose or propose the imposition of penalties of up to 10% of the annual turnover of 
the transmission system operator on the transmission system operator or of up to 10% of 
the annual turnover of the vertically integrated undertaking on the vertically integrated 
undertaking, as the case may be, for non-compliance with their respective obligations pur-
suant to this Directive; and

(e) appropriate rights of investigations and relevant powers of instructions for dispute 
settlement under paragraphs 11 and 12.

5. In addition to the duties and powers conferred on it under paragraphs 1 and 4 of this Ar-
ticle, when a transmission system operator has been designated in accordance with Chap-
ter V, the regulatory authority shall be granted at least the following duties and powers:

(a) to issue penalties in accordance with paragraph 4(d) for discriminatory behaviour in 
favour of the vertically integrated undertaking;

(b) to monitor communications between the transmission system operator and the verti-
cally integrated undertaking so as to ensure compliance of the transmission system opera-
tor with its obligations;

(c) to act as dispute settlement authority between the vertically integrated undertaking 
and the transmission system operator in respect of any complaint submitted pursuant to 
paragraph 11;

(d) to monitor commercial and financial relations including loans between the vertically 
integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator;

(e) to approve all commercial and financial agreements between the vertically integrated 
undertaking and the transmission system operator on the condition that they comply with 
market conditions;

(f) to request justification from the vertically integrated undertaking when notified by the 
compliance officer in accordance with Article 21(4). Such justification shall, in particular, 
include evidence to the end that no discriminatory behaviour to the advantage of the verti-
cally integrated undertaking has occurred;

(g) to carry out inspections, including unannounced ones, on the premises of the vertically 
integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator; and

(h) to assign all or specific tasks of the transmission system operator to an independent sys-
tem operator appointed in accordance with Article 13 in case of a persistent breach by the 
transmission system operator of its obligations under this Directive, in particular in case of 
repeated discriminatory behaviour to the benefit of the vertically integrated undertaking.

6. The regulatory authorities shall be responsible for fixing or approving sufficiently in advance of 
their entry into force at least the methodologies used to calculate or establish the terms and condi-
tions for:

(a) connection and access to national networks, including transmission and distribution tariffs or 
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Article 39

Compliances with the Guidelines19

The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the Guidelines adopted by the European 
Commission under Directive 2009/72/EC, [and] Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 ... .

These Guidelines, which may need to be adapted to the institutional framework of the 
Energy Community, shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the 
procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a Procedural Act on application of this arti-
cle.20

Article 40

Record keeping

1. Contracting Parties shall require supply undertakings to keep at the disposal of the na-
tional authorities, including the national regulatory authority, the national competition au-
thorities and of the Energy Community Secretariat, for the fulfilment of their tasks, for at 
least five years, the relevant data relating to all transactions in electricity supply contracts 
and electricity derivatives with wholesale customers and transmission system operators.

2. The data shall include details on the characteristics of the relevant transactions such as 
duration, delivery and settlement rules, the quantity, the dates and times of execution and 
the transaction prices and means of identifying the wholesale customer concerned, as well 
as specified details of all unsettled electricity supply contracts and electricity derivatives.

3. The regulatory authority may decide to make available to market participants elements 
of that information provided that commercially sensitive information on individual market 
players or individual transactions is not released. ….

4. …

5. With respect to transactions in electricity derivatives of supply undertakings with whole-
sale customers and transmission system operators, this Article shall apply only once the 
Permanent High Level Group has endorsed the Guidelines referred to in paragraph 4.

6. …

7. …

19  Not applicable. The following text corresponds to Article 27 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
20  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
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Treaty, and in particular Article 82 thereof.18

14. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the appropriate measures are taken, including administra-
tive action or criminal proceedings in conformity with their national law, against the natural or legal 
persons responsible where confidentiality rules imposed by this Directive have not been respected.

15. Complaints referred to in paragraphs 11 and 12 shall be without prejudice to the exercise of 
rights of appeal under national law.

16. Decisions taken by regulatory authorities shall be fully reasoned and justified to allow 
for judicial review. The decisions shall be available to the public while preserving the con-
fidentiality of commercially sensitive information.

17. Contracting Parties shall ensure that suitable mechanisms exist at national level under 
which a party affected by a decision of a regulatory authority has a right of appeal to a 
body independent of the parties involved and of any government.

Article 38

Regulatory regime for cross-border issues

1. Regulatory authorities shall closely consult and cooperate with each other, and shall 
provide each other and the Energy Community Regulatory Board with any information 
necessary for the fulfilment of their tasks under this Directive. In respect of the information 
exchanged, the receiving authority shall ensure the same level of confidentiality as that 
required of the originating authority.

2. Regulatory authorities shall cooperate at least at a regional level to:

(a) foster the creation of operational arrangements in order to enable an optimal manage-
ment of the network, promote joint electricity exchanges and the allocation of cross-border 
capacity, and to enable an adequate level of interconnection capacity, including through 
new interconnection, within the region and between regions to allow for development 
of effective competition and improvement of security of supply, without discriminating 
between supply undertakings in different Contracting Parties;

(b) coordinate the development of all network codes for the relevant transmission system 
operators and other market actors; and

(c) coordinate the development of the rules governing the management of congestion.

3. National regulatory authorities shall have the right to enter into cooperative arrange-
ments with each other to foster regulatory cooperation.

4. The actions referred to in paragraph 2 shall be carried out, as appropriate, in close con-
sultation with other relevant national authorities and without prejudice to their specific 
competencies.

5. ...

18  In the Energy Community Treaty, Article 82 of the EC Treaty is incorporated through Article 18 and Annex III.
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3. The Energy Community Secretariat shall act on the notification referred to in paragraph 
2 within two months of the receipt of the notification. That period shall begin on the day 
following receipt of the complete information. In the event that the Energy Community 
Secretariat has not acted within that two-month period, it shall be deemed not to have 
raised objections to the notified measures.

Article 44

Derogations

1. Not applicable

2. ... For the purposes of Article 9(1)(b), the notion “undertaking performing any of the functions of 
generation or supply” shall not include final customers who perform any of the functions of genera-
tion and/or supply of electricity, either directly or via undertakings over which they exercise control, 
either individually or jointly, provided that the final customers including their shares of the electricity 
produced in controlled undertakings are, on an annual average, net consumers of electricity and 
provided that the economic value of the electricity they sell to third parties is insignificant in propor-
tion to their other business operations.

Article 45

Review procedure
…

Article 46

Committee
…

Article 47 

Reporting22

1. The Secretariat shall monitor and review application of this Decision in the Contracting 
Parties.

2. The Secretariat shall submit an overall progress report to the Ministerial Council for the 
first time by 30 June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis. The progress report shall 
reflect the progress made on creating a complete and fully operational internal market in 
electricity and gas and the obstacles that remain in this respect, including aspects of market 
dominance, market concentration, predatory or anti-competitive behaviour and the effect 
thereof in terms of market distortion. It shall in particular consider:

– the implementation by each Contracting Party of the provisions on unbundling, certifica-
tion and on independence of the national regulatory authorities and application of these 
provisions in practice,

– the existence of non-discriminatory network access,

22  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 31 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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CHAPTER X

RETAIL MARKETS

Article 41

Retail markets

In order to facilitate the emergence of well functioning and transparent retail markets in 
the Energy Community, Contracting Parties shall ensure that the roles and responsibilities 
of transmission system operators, distribution system operators, supply undertakings and 
customers and if necessary other market participants are defined with respect to contrac-
tual arrangements, commitment to customers, data exchange and settlement rules, data 
ownership and metering responsibility.

Those rules shall be made public, be designed with the aim to facilitate customers’ and sup-
pliers’ access to networks, and they shall be subject to review by the regulatory authorities 
or other relevant national authorities.

Large non-household customers shall have the right to contract simultaneously with sev-
eral suppliers.

CHAPTER XI

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 42 

Safeguard measures

In the event of a sudden crisis in the energy market and where the physical safety or security of 
persons, apparatus or installations or system integrity is threatened, a Contracting Party may tem-
porarily take the necessary safeguard measures.

Instead of the second and third subparagraphs, Articles 36 to 39 of the Energy Community 
Treaty apply.

Article 43

Level playing field

1. Measures that the Contracting Parties may take pursuant to this Directive in order to 
ensure a level playing field shall be compatible with the Treaty, notably Article 30 thereof,21 
and with Energy Community law.

2. The measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall be proportionate, non-discriminatory and 
transparent. Those measures may be put into effect only following the notification to the 
Energy Community Secretariat, which shall issue an opinion.

21  The equivalent provision under the Energy Community Treaty is Article 41(2) EnC.
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Articles 50 and 51

Entry into force and Addressees24

This Decision [2011/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

24  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 32 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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– effective regulation,

– the development of interconnection infrastructure and the security of supply situation in 
the Energy Community,

– the extent to which the full benefits of the opening of markets are accruing to small 
enterprises and household customers, notably with respect to public service and universal 
service standards,

– the extent to which markets are in practice open to effective competition, including as-
pects of market dominance, market concentration and predatory or anti-competitive be-
haviour,

– the extent to which customers are actually switching suppliers and renegotiating tariffs,

– price developments, including supply prices, in relation to the degree of opening of the 
markets, and

– the experience gained from application of this Decision as far as effective independence 
of system operators in vertically integrated undertakings is concerned and whether other 
measures in addition to functional independence and separation of accounts have been 
developed which have effects equivalent to legal unbundling.

3. The Secretariat shall present a report to the Ministerial Council for the first time by 30 
June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis, summarising the opinions issued by the 
Secretariat in application of the acts referred to in Article 1, as adapted by this Decision.

Article 48

Repeal
...

Article 49

Implementation of the energy acquis23

1. Each Contracting Party shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with Directive 2009/72/EC..., as adapted by this Decision, 
by 1 January 2015. They shall forthwith inform the Energy Community Secretariat thereof.

The Contracting Parties shall apply the measures referred to in the previous paragraph 
with effect from 1 January 2015 with the following exceptions:

– Article 11 of Directive 2009/72/EC, which they shall apply from 1 January 2017;

– ...

2. The Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Energy Community Secretariat the 
text of the main provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this 
Decision. 

23  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 3 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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(f) benefit from transparent, simple and inexpensive procedures for dealing with their complaints. In 
particular, all consumers shall have the right to a good standard of service and complaint handling 
by their electricity service provider. Such out-of-court dispute settlements procedures shall enable 
disputes to be settled fairly and promptly, preferably within three months, with provision, where 
warranted, for a system of reimbursement and/or compensation They should, wherever possible, be 
in line with the principles set out in Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC of 30 March 1998 on 
SGDÄOQHMBHOKDRÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄSNÄSGDÄANCHDRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄNTS�NE�BNTQSÄRDSSKDLDMSÄNEÄBNMRTLDQÄCHROTSDR�

(g) when having access to universal service under the provisions adopted by Contracting Parties pur-
RT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä@QDÄHMENQLDCÄ@ANTSÄSGDHQÄQHFGSRÄQDF@QCHMFÄTMHUDQR@KÄRDQUHBD�

(h) have at their disposal their consumption data, and shall be able to, by explicit agree-
ment and free of charge, give any registered supply undertaking access to its metering 
data. The party responsible for data management shall be obliged to give those data to 
the undertaking. Contracting Parties shall define a format for the data and a procedure for 
suppliers and consumers to have access to the data. No additional costs shall be charged to 
the consumer for that service;

(i) are properly informed of actual electricity consumption and costs frequently enough 
to enable them to regulate their own electricity consumption. That information shall be 
given by using a sufficient time frame, which takes account of the capability of customer’s 
metering equipment and the electricity product in question. Due account shall be taken of 
the cost-efficiency of such measures. No additional costs shall be charged to the consumer 
for that service;

(j) receive a final closure account following any change of electricity supplier no later than 
six weeks after the change of supplier has taken place.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure the implementation of intelligent metering systems that 
shall assist the active participation of consumers in the electricity supply market. The imple-
mentation of those metering systems may be subject to an economic assessment of all the 
long-term costs and benefits to the market and the individual consumer or which form of 
intelligent metering is economically reasonable and cost-effective and which timeframe is 
feasible for their distribution.

Such assessment shall take place by 1 January 2014.

Subject to that assessment, Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate 
shall prepare a timetable with a target of up to 10 years for the implementation of intel-
ligent metering systems.

Where roll-out of smart meters is assessed positively, at least 80% of consumers shall be 
equipped with intelligent metering systems by 2020.

The Contracting Parties, or any competent authority they designate, shall ensure the in-
teroperability of those metering systems to be implemented within their territories and 
shall have due regard to the use of appropriate standards and best practice and the impor-
tance of the development of the internal market in electricity.
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ANNEX I

MEASURES ON CONSUMER PROTECTION

1. Without prejudice to Energy Community rules on consumer protection ... the measures 
referred to in Article 3 are to ensure that customers:

(a) have a right to a contract with their electricity service provider that specifies:

- the identity and address of the supplier,

- the services provided, the service quality levels offered, as well as the time for the initial connection,

- the types of maintenance service offered,

- the means by which up-to-date information on all applicable tariffs and maintenance charges may 
be obtained,

- the duration of the contract, the conditions for renewal and termination of services and of the 
contract and whether withdrawal from the contract without charge is permitted,

- any compensation and the refund arrangements which apply if contracted service quality levels are 
not met, including inaccurate and delayed billing,

- the method of initiating procedures for settlement of disputes in accordance with point (f),

- information relating to consumer rights, including on the complaint handling and all of 
the information referred to in this point, clearly communicated through billing or the elec-
tricity undertaking’s web site,

Conditions shall be fair and well-known in advance. In any case, this information should be provided 
prior to the conclusion or confirmation of the contract. Where contracts are concluded through in-
termediaries, the information relating to the matters set out in this point shall also be provided prior 
SNÄSGDÄBNMBKTRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄBNMSQ@BS�

(b) are given adequate notice of any intention to modify contractual conditions and are informed 
about their right of withdrawal when the notice is given. Service providers shall notify their subscrib-
ers directly of any increase in charges, at an appropriate time no later than one normal billing period 
after the increase comes into effect in a transparent and comprehensible manner. The Contracting 
Parties shall ensure that customers are free to withdraw from contracts if they do not accept the 
MDVÄBNMCHSHNMRÄMNSHEHDCÄSNÄSGDLÄAXÄSGDHQÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRDQUHBDÄOQNUHCDQ�

(c) receive transparent information on applicable prices and tariffs and on standard terms and condi-
SHNMR�ÄHMÄQDRODBSÄNEÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄ@MCÄTRDÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRDQUHBDR�

(d) are offered a wide choice of payment methods, which do not unduly discriminate between cus-
tomers. Prepayment systems shall be fair and adequately reflect likely consumption. Any 
difference in terms and conditions shall reflect the costs to the supplier of the different payment 
systems. General terms and conditions shall be fair and transparent. They shall be given in clear 
and comprehensible language and shall not include non-contractual barriers to the exercise 
of customers’ rights, for example excessive contractual documentation. Customers shall be 
OQNSDBSDCÄ@F@HMRSÄTME@HQÄNQÄLHRKD@CHMFÄRDKKHMFÄLDSGNCR�

�D�Ä@QDÄMNSÄBG@QFDCÄENQÄBG@MFHMFÄRTOOKHDQ�
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / ELECTRICITY / Regulation 714/2009

Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 of 13 July 2009 on conditions for access to the 
network for cross-border exchanges in electricity and repealing Regulation 
(EC) No 1228/2003

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on 
the implementation of Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 
and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amending Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community 
Treaty.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue, the changes in 

the present Regulation in comparison to Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 are highlighted in bold.

Whereas:

(1) The internal market in electricity, which has been progressively implemented since 1999, aims to 
deliver real choice for all consumers in the Community, be they citizens or businesses, new business 
opportunities and more cross-border trade, so as to achieve efficiency gains, competitive prices and 
higher standards of service, and to contribute to security of supply and sustainability.

(2) Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concern-
ing common rules for the internal market in electricity and Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 on conditions for access to the network 
for cross-border exchanges in electricity have made significant contributions towards the creation of 
such an internal market in electricity.

(3) However, at present, there are obstacles to the sale of electricity on equal terms, without discrimi-
nation or disadvantage in the Community. In particular, non-discriminatory network access and an 
equally effective level of regulatory supervision do not yet exist in each Member State, and isolated 
markets persist.

(4) The Communication of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “An Energy Policy for Eu-
rope” highlighted the importance of completing the internal market in electricity and creating a 
level playing field for all electricity undertakings in the Community. The Communications of the 
Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “Prospects for the internal gas and electricity market” and 
“Inquiry pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 into the European gas and electricity 
sectors (Final Report)” demonstrated that the present rules and measures neither provide the neces-
sary framework nor provide for the creation of interconnection capacities to achieve the objective of 
a well-functioning, efficient and open internal market.

(5) In addition to thoroughly implementing the existing regulatory framework, the regulatory frame-
work for the internal market in electricity set out in Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 should be adapt-
ed in line with those communications.

(6) In particular, increased cooperation and coordination among transmission system operators is 
required to create network codes for providing and managing effective and transparent access to the 
transmission networks across borders, and to ensure coordinated and sufficiently forward-looking 
planning and sound technical evolution of the transmission system in the Community, including the 
creation of interconnection capacities, with due regard to the environment. Those network codes 
should be in line with framework guidelines, which are non-binding in nature (framework guide-
lines) and which are developed by the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators established 
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necessary in order to avoid distortions of trade.

(14) A proper system of long-term locational signals is necessary, based on the principle that the level 
of the network access charges should reflect the balance between generation and consumption of 
the region concerned, on the basis of a differentiation of the network access charges on producers 
and/or consumers.

(15) It would not be appropriate to apply distance-related tariffs or, provided appropriate locational 
signals are in place, a specific tariff to be paid only by exporters or importers in addition to the gen-
eral charge for access to the national network.

(16) The precondition for effective competition in the internal market in electricity is non-discrimi-
natory and transparent charges for network use including interconnecting lines in the transmission 
system. The available capacity of those lines should be set at the maximum levels consistent with the 
safety standards of secure network operation.

(17) It is important to avoid distortion of competition resulting from the differing safety, operational 
and planning standards used by transmission system operators in Member States. Moreover, there 
should be transparency for market participants concerning available transfer capacities and the secu-
rity, planning and operational standards that affect the available transfer capacities.

(18) Market monitoring undertaken over recent years by the national regulatory authorities and by 
the Commission has shown that current transparency requirements and rules on access to infrastruc-
ture are not sufficient to secure a genuine, well-functioning, open and efficient internal market in 
electricity.

(19) Equal access to information on the physical status and efficiency of the system is necessary to 
enable all market participants to assess the overall demand and supply situation and identify the 
reasons for movements in the wholesale price. This includes more precise information on electricity 
generation, supply and demand including forecasts, network and interconnection capacity, flows 
and maintenance, balancing and reserve capacity.

(20) To enhance trust in the market, its participants need to be sure that those engaging in abusive 
behaviour can be subject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties. The competent au-
thorities should be given the competence to investigate effectively allegations of market abuse. To 
that end, it is necessary that competent authorities have access to data that provides information on 
operational decisions made by supply undertakings. In the electricity market, many relevant decisions 
are made by the generators, which should keep information in relation thereto available to and easily 
accessible by the competent authorities for a fixed period of time. The competent authorities should, 
furthermore, regularly monitor the compliance of the transmission system operators with the rules. 
Small generators with no real ability to distort the market should be exempt from that obligation.

(21) There should be rules on the use of revenues flowing from congestion-management procedures, 
unless the specific nature of the interconnector concerned justifies an exemption from those rules.

(22) The management of congestion problems should provide correct economic signals to transmis-
sion system operators and market participants and should be based on market mechanisms.

(23) Investments in major new infrastructure should be promoted strongly while ensuring the proper 
functioning of the internal market in electricity. In order to enhance the positive effect of exempted 
direct current interconnectors on competition and security of supply, market interest during the 
project-planning phase should be tested and congestion-management rules should be adopted. 
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by Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 
establishing an Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (the Agency). The Agency should 
have a role in reviewing, based on matters of fact, draft network codes, including their compliance 
with the framework guidelines, and it should be enabled to recommend them for adoption by the 
Commission. The Agency should assess proposed amendments to the network codes and it should 
be enabled to recommend them for adoption by the Commission. Transmission system operators 
should operate their networks in accordance with those network codes.

(7) In order to ensure optimal management of the electricity transmission network and to allow trad-
ing and supplying electricity across borders in the Community, a European Network of Transmission 
System Operators for Electricity (the ENTSO for Electricity), should be established. The tasks of the 
ENTSO for Electricity should be carried out in compliance with Community competition rules which 
remain applicable to the decisions of the ENTSO for Electricity. The tasks of the ENTSO for Electricity 
should be well-defined and its working method should ensure efficiency, transparency and the rep-
resentative nature of the ENTSO for Electricity. The network codes prepared by the ENTSO for Elec-
tricity are not intended to replace the necessary national network codes for non-cross-border issues. 
Given that more effective progress may be achieved through an approach at regional level, trans-
mission system operators should set up regional structures within the overall cooperation structure, 
whilst ensuring that results at regional level are compatible with network codes and non-binding 
ten-year network development plans at Community level. Member States should promote coopera-
tion and monitor the effectiveness of the network at regional level. Cooperation at regional level 
should be compatible with progress towards a competitive and efficient internal market in electricity.

(8) All market participants have an interest in the work expected of the ENTSO for Electricity. An ef-
fective consultation process is therefore essential and existing structures that are set up to facilitate 
and streamline the consultation process, such as the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of 
Electricity, national regulators or the Agency, should play an important role.

(9) In order to ensure greater transparency regarding the entire electricity transmission network in 
the Community, the ENTSO for Electricity should draw up, publish and regularly update a non-bind-
ing Community-wide ten-year network development plan (Community-wide network development 
plan). Viable electricity transmission networks and necessary regional interconnections, relevant from 
a commercial or security of supply point of view, should be included in that network development 
plan.

(10) This Regulation should lay down basic principles with regard to tarification and capacity alloca-
tion, whilst providing for the adoption of Guidelines detailing further relevant principles and meth-
odologies, in order to allow rapid adaptation to changed circumstances.

(11) In an open, competitive market, transmission system operators should be compensated for costs 
incurred as a result of hosting cross-border flows of electricity on their networks by the operators 
of the transmission systems from which cross-border flows originate and the systems where those 
flows end.

(12) Payments and receipts resulting from compensation between transmission system operators 
should be taken into account when setting national network tariffs.

(13) The actual amount payable for cross-border access to the system can vary considerably, depend-
ing on the transmission system operator involved and as a result of differences in the structure of 
the tarification systems applied in Member States. A certain degree of harmonisation is therefore 
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Article 1

Subject-matter and scope

This Regulation aims at:

(a) setting fair rules for cross-border exchanges in electricity, thus enhancing competition within 
the internal market in electricity, taking into account the particular characteristics of national and 
regional markets. This will involve the establishment of a compensation mechanism for cross-border 
flows of electricity and the setting of harmonised principles on cross-border transmission charges 
@MCÄSGDÄ@KKNB@SHNMÄNEÄ@U@HK@AKDÄB@O@BHSHDRÄNEÄHMSDQBNMMDBSHNMRÄADSVDDMÄM@SHNM@KÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLR�

(b) facilitating the emergence of a well-functioning and transparent wholesale market 
with a high level of security of supply in electricity. It provides for mechanisms to harmon-
ise the rules for cross-border exchanges in electricity.

Article 2

Definitions

1. For the purpose of this Regulation, the definitions contained in Article 2 of Directive 2009/72/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the 
internal market in electricity apply, with the exception of the definition of “interconnector” which 
shall be replaced by the following:

- “interconnector” means a transmission line which crosses or spans a border between Contracting 
Parties and which connects the national transmission systems of the Contracting Parties.

2. The following definitions shall apply:

(a) “regulatory authorities” means the regulatory authorities referred to in Article 35(1) of Directive 
��������$"�

(b) “cross-border flow” means a physical flow of electricity on a transmission network of a Contract-
ing Party that results from the impact of the activity of producers and/or consumers outside that 
Contracting PartyÄNMÄHSRÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄMDSVNQJ�1

(c) “congestion” means a situation in which an interconnection linking national transmission net-
works cannot accommodate all physical flows resulting from international trade requested by market 
participants, because of a lack of capacity of the interconnectors and/or the national transmission 
RXRSDLRÄBNMBDQMDC�

(d) “declared export” means the dispatch of electricity in one Contracting Party on the basis of 
an underlying contractual arrangement to the effect that the simultaneous corresponding take-up 
(declared import) of electricity will take place in another Contracting PartyÄNQÄ@ÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQX�

(e) “declared transit” means a circumstance where a declared export of electricity occurs and where 

1  In Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 2(2)(b) contains the following second and third 
sentences:
“If transmission networks of two or more Member States form part, entirely or partly, of a single control block, for the 
purpose of the inter-transmission system operator (TSO) compensation mechanism referred to in Article 3 only, the control 
block as a whole shall be considered as forming part of the transmission network of one of the Member States concerned, 
IN�ORDER� TO�AVOID�mOWS�WITHIN�CONTROL�BLOCKS�BEING�CONSIDERED�AS�CROSSBORDER�mOWS�AND�GIVING� RISE� TO�COMPENSATION�
payments under Article 3. The regulatory authorities of the Member States concerned may decide which of the Member 
States concerned shall be the one of which the control block as a whole shall be considered to form part of;”
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Where direct current interconnectors are located in the territory of more than one Member State, 
the Agency should handle as a last resort the exemption request in order to take better account 
of its cross-border implications and to facilitate its administrative handling. Moreover, given the 
exceptional risk profile of constructing those exempt major infrastructure projects, undertakings 
with supply and production interests should be able to benefit from a temporary derogation from 
the full unbundling rules for the projects concerned. Exemptions granted under Regulation (EC) No 
1228/2003 continue to apply until the scheduled expiry date as decided in the granted exemption 
decision.

(24) To ensure the smooth functioning of the internal market in electricity, provision should be 
made for procedures which allow the adoption of decisions and Guidelines with regard, inter alia, to 
tarification and capacity allocation by the Commission whilst ensuring the involvement of Member 
States’ regulatory authorities in that process, where appropriate through their European associa-
tion. Regulatory authorities, together with other relevant authorities in the Member States, have an 
important role to play in contributing to the proper functioning of the internal market in electricity.

(25) National regulatory authorities should ensure compliance with the rules contained in this Regu-
lation and the Guidelines adopted pursuant thereto.

(26) The Member States and the competent national authorities should be required to provide rel-
evant information to the Commission. Such information should be treated confidentially by the 
Commission. Where necessary, the Commission should have an opportunity to request relevant 
information directly from undertakings concerned, provided that the competent national authorities 
are informed.

(27) Member States should lay down rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the provisions 
of this Regulation and ensure that they are implemented. Those penalties must be effective, propor-
tionate and dissuasive.

(28) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Regulation should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(29) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to establish or adopt the Guidelines nec-
essary for providing the minimum degree of harmonisation required to achieve the aims of this 
Regulation. Since those measures are of general scope and are designed to amend non-essential 
elements of this Regulation, by supplementing it with new non-essential elements, they must be 
adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 5a of 
Decision 1999/468/EC.

(30) Since the objective of this Regulation, namely the provision of a harmonised framework for 
cross-border exchanges of electricity, cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and 
can therefore be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in ac-
cordance with the principle of subsidiarity, as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with 
the principle of proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Regulation does not go beyond what is 
necessary in order to achieve that objective.

(31) Given the scope of the amendments that are being made herein to Regulation (EC) No 
1228/2003, it is desirable, for reasons of clarity and rationalisation, that the provisions in question 
should be recast by bringing them all together in a single text in a new Regulation.
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tariat shall issue an opinion relating to certification. The regulatory authority shall take the 
utmost account of that opinion. Where the final decision diverges from the Secretariat’s 
opinion, the regulatory authority concerned shall provide and publish, together with that 
decision, the reasoning underlying such decision. Diverting decisions shall be included in 
the agenda of the first meeting of the Ministerial Council following the date of the deci-
sion, for information and discussion.

Article 4

European network of transmission system operators for electricity 
...

Article 5

Establishment of the ENTSO for Electricity
...

Article 6

Establishment of network codes2

1. The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the network codes developed at Euro-
pean Union level ... .

2. The relevant network codes shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, fol-
lowing the procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty. Before taking a decision, the 
Permanent High Level Group shall seek the opinion of the Energy Community Regulatory 
Board.

3. The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a procedural act on application of this 
Article.3

Article 7

Amendments of network codes  
...

Article 8

Tasks of the ENTSO for Electricity  
 ...

Article 9

Monitoring by the Agency  
 ...

2  The following text corresponds to Article 28 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
3  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
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the nominated path for the transaction involves a country in which neither the dispatch nor the 
RHLTKS@MDNTRÄBNQQDRONMCHMFÄS@JD�TOÄNEÄSGDÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄVHKKÄS@JDÄOK@BD�

(f) “declared import” means the take-up of electricity in a Contracting Party or a third country 
simultaneously with the dispatch of electricity (declared export) in another Contracting Party�

(g) “new interconnector” means an interconnector not completed by 1 July 2007.

For the purpose of the inter-transmission system operator compensation mechanism re-
ferred to in Article 13 only, where transmission networks of two or more Contracting Par-
ties form part, in whole or in part, of a single control block, the control block as a whole 
shall be considered as forming part of the transmission network of one of the Contracting 
Parties concerned, in order to avoid flows within control blocks being considered as cross-
border flows under point (b) of the first subparagraph of this paragraph and giving rise 
to compensation payments under Article 13. The regulatory authorities of the Contracting 
Parties concerned may decide which of the Contracting Parties concerned shall be that of 
which the control block as a whole is to be considered to form part. 

Article 3

Certification of transmission system operators

1. The Energy Community Secretariat shall examine any notification of a decision on the 
certification of a transmission system operator as laid down in Article 10(6) of Directive 
2009/72/EC as soon as it is received. Within four months of the day of receipt of such noti-
fication, the Energy Community Secretariat shall deliver its opinion to the relevant national 
regulatory authority as to its compatibility with Article 10(2) or Article 11, and Article 9 of 
Directive 2009/72/EC.
When preparing the opinion referred to in the first subparagraph, the Secretariat shall 
request the Energy Community Regulatory Board to provide its opinion on the national 
regulatory authority’s decision.
In the absence of an opinion by the Energy Community Secretariat within the periods re-
ferred to in the first subparagraph, the Energy Community Secretariat shall be deemed not 
to raise objections to the regulatory authority’s decision. 
2. Within two months of receiving an opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat, the 
national regulatory authority shall adopt its final decision regarding the certification of the 
transmission system operator, taking the utmost account of that opinion. The regulatory 
authority’s decision and the Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion shall be published 
together.
3. At any time during the procedure, regulatory authorities and/or the Energy Commu-
nity Secretariat may request from a transmission system operator and/or an undertaking 
performing any of the functions of generation or supply any information relevant to the 
fulfilment of their tasks under this Article.  
4. Regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat shall preserve the confi-
dentiality of commercially sensitive information.
5.  ...
6. Where the Energy Community Secretariat has received notification of the certification 
of a transmission system operator under Article 9(10) of Directive 2009/72/EC, the Secre-
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standard-costing methodologies shall be used. Benefits that a network incurs as a result of hosting 
cross-border flows shall be taken into account to reduce the compensation received.

Article 14

Charges for access to networks

1. Charges applied by network operators for access to networks shall be transparent, take into 
account the need for network security and reflect actual costs incurred insofar as they correspond 
to those of an efficient and structurally comparable network operator and are applied in a non-
discriminatory manner. Those charges shall not be distance-related.  

2. Where appropriate, the level of the tariffs applied to producers and/or consumers shall provide 
locational signals at Energy Community level, and take into account the amount of network losses 
and congestion caused, and investment costs for infrastructure.6

3. When setting the charges for network access, the following shall be taken into account:

(a) payments and receipts resulting from the inter-transmission system operator compensation 
LDBG@MHRL�

(b) actual payments made and received as well as payments expected for future periods of time, 
estimated on the basis of past periods.

4. Setting the charges for network access under this Article shall be without prejudice to charges on 
declared exports and declared imports resulting from congestion management referred to in Article 
16.7

5. There shall be no specific network charge on individual transactions for declared transits of elec-
tricity.

Article 15

Provision of information

1. Transmission system operators shall put in place coordination and information exchange mecha-
nisms to ensure the security of the networks in the context of congestion management.

2. The safety, operational and planning standards used by transmission system operators shall be 
made public. The information published shall include a general scheme for the calculation of the 
total transfer capacity and the transmission reliability margin based upon the electrical and physical 
features of the network. Such schemes shall be subject to the approval of the regulatory authorities.

6  In Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 4(2) reads as follows:
“Producers and consumers (“load”) may be charged for access to networks. The proportion of the total amount of the 
NETWORK�CHARGES�BORNE�BY�PRODUCERS�SHALL��SUBJECT�TO�THE�NEED�TO�PROVIDE�APPROPRIATE�AND�EFlCIENT�LOCATIONAL�SIGNALS��BE�
lower than the proportion borne by consumers. Where appropriate, the level of the tariffs applied to producers and/or 
consumers shall provide locational signals at European level, and take into account the amount of network losses and 
congestion caused, and investment costs for infrastructure. This shall not prevent Member States from providing locational 
signals within their territory or from applying mechanisms to ensure that network access charges borne by consumers 
(“load”) are uniform throughout their territory.”
7  In Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 4(4) reads as follows:
h0ROVIDING�THAT�APPROPRIATE�AND�EFlCIENT�LOCATIONAL�SIGNALS�ARE�IN�PLACE��IN�ACCORDANCE�WITH�PARAGRAPH����CHARGES�FOR�ACCESS�
to networks applied to producers and consumers shall be applied regardless of the countries of destination and, origin, 
RESPECTIVELY��OF�THE�ELECTRICITY��AS�SPECIlED�IN�THE�UNDERLYING�COMMERCIAL�ARRANGEMENT��4HIS�SHALL�BE�WITHOUT�PREJUDICE�TO�
charges on declared exports and declared imports resulting from congestion management referred to in Article 6.”
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Article 10

Consultations
...

Article 11

Costs
...

Article 124

Regional cooperation of transmission system operators

Transmission system operators shall promote operational arrangements in order to en-
sure the optimum management of the Energy Community network and shall promote the 
development of energy exchanges, the coordinated allocation of cross-border capacity 
through non-discriminatory market-based solutions, paying due attention _to the specific 
merits of implicit auctions for short-term allocations, and the integration of balancing and 
reserve power mechanisms.

Article 13

Inter-transmission system operator compensation mechanism

1. Transmission system operators shall receive compensation for costs incurred as a result of hosting 
cross-border flows of electricity on their networks.

2. The compensation referred to in paragraph 1 shall be paid by the operators of national transmis-
sion systems from which cross-border flows originate and the systems where those flows end.

3. Compensation payments shall be made on a regular basis with regard to a given period of time in 
the past. Ex-post adjustments of compensation paid shall be made where necessary, to reflect costs 
actually incurred.

...

4. ...5

5. The magnitude of cross-border flows hosted and the magnitude of cross-border flows designated 
as originating and/or ending in national transmission systems shall be determined on the basis of the 
physical flows of electricity actually measured during a given period of time. 

6. The costs incurred as a result of hosting cross-border flows shall be established on the basis of 
the forward-looking long-run average incremental costs, taking into account losses, investment in 
new infrastructure, and an appropriate proportion of the cost of existing infrastructure, in so far as 
such infrastructure is used for the transmission of cross-border flows, in particular taking into ac-
count the need to guarantee security of supply. When establishing the costs incurred, recognized 

4  In accordance with Article 7(3) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, Article 25 of that Decision is displayed here.
5  Not applicable in accordance with Article 12(1) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC. According to Article 12(2) of that Deci-
sion, ”[t]he Energy Community shall endeavour to adopt as soon as possible Commission Regulation (EU) No 774/2010 of 
2 September 2010 on laying down guidelines relating to inter-transmission system operator compensation and a common 
regulatory approach to transmission charging.”
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5. Transmission system operators shall, as far as technically possible, net the capacity requirements 
of any power flows in opposite direction over the congested interconnection line in order to use that 
line to its maximum capacity. Having full regard to network security, transactions that relieve the 
congestion shall never be denied. 

6. Any revenues resulting from the allocation of interconnection shall be used for the following 
purposes:

�@�ÄFT@Q@MSDDHMFÄSGDÄ@BST@KÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄSGDÄ@KKNB@SDCÄB@O@BHSX�Ä@MC�NQÄÄ

(b) maintaining or increasing interconnection capacities through network investments, in particular 
in new interconnectors.

If the revenues cannot be efficiently used for the purposes set out in points (a) and/or (b) of 
the first subparagraph, they may be used, subject to approval by the regulatory authorities 
of the Contracting Parties concerned, up to a maximum amount to be decided by those reg-
ulatory authorities, as income to be taken into account by the regulatory authorities when 
approving the methodology for calculating network tariffs and/or fixing network tariffs.

The rest of revenues shall be placed on a separate internal account line until such time as 
it can be spent on the purposes set out in points (a) and/or (b) of the first subparagraph. 
The regulatory authority shall inform the Energy Community Secretariat of the approval 
referred to in the second subparagraph.8

Article 17

New interconnectors
 

1. New direct current interconnectors may, upon request, be exempted, for a limited period of time, 
from the provisions of Article 16(6) of this Regulation and Articles 9, 32 and Article 37(6) and (10) of 
Directive 2009/72/EC under the following conditions:

�@�ÄSGDÄHMUDRSLDMSÄLTRSÄDMG@MBDÄBNLODSHSHNMÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRTOOKX�

(b) the level of risk attached to the investment is such that the investment would not take place un-
KDRRÄ@MÄDWDLOSHNMÄHRÄFQ@MSDC�

(c) the interconnector must be owned by a natural or legal person which is separate at least in terms 
NEÄHSRÄKDF@KÄENQLÄEQNLÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄHMÄVGNRDÄRXRSDLRÄSG@SÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQÄVHKKÄADÄATHKS�

�C�ÄBG@QFDRÄ@QDÄKDUHDCÄNMÄTRDQRÄNEÄSG@SÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQ�

(e) since 1 July 2007, no part of the capital or operating costs of the interconnector has been recov-
ered from any component of charges made for the use of transmission or distribution systems linked 
AXÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQ�Ä@MC

(f) the exemption must not be to the detriment of competition or the effective functioning of the 
internal market in electricity, or the efficient functioning of the regulated system to which the inter-
connector is linked.

2. Paragraph 1 shall also apply, in exceptional cases, to alternating current interconnectors provided 
that the costs and risks of the investment in question are particularly high when compared with the 

8  In Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 6(6)(c) reads as follows:
“(c) as an income to be taken into account by regulatory authorities when approving the methodology for calculating 
NETWORK�TARIFFS��AND�OR�IN�ASSESSING�WHETHER�TARIFFS�SHOULD�BE�MODIlED�v
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3. Transmission system operators shall publish estimates of available transfer capacity for each day, 
indicating any available transfer capacity already reserved. Those publications shall be made at speci-
fied intervals before the day of transport and shall include, in any event, week-ahead and month-
ahead estimates, as well as a quantitative indication of the expected reliability of the available capac-
ity. 

4. Transmission system operators shall publish relevant data on aggregated forecast and 
actual demand, on availability and actual use of generation and load assets, on availability 
and use of the networks and interconnections, and on balancing power and reserve capac-
ity. For availability and actual use of small generation and load units, aggregated estimate 
data may be used. 

5. The market participants concerned shall provide the transmission system operators with 
the relevant data.  

6. Generation undertakings which own or operate generation assets, where at least one 
generation asset has an installed capacity of at least 250 MW, shall keep at the disposal 
of the national regulatory authority, the national competition authority and the Energy 
Community Secretariat, for five years all hourly data per plant that is necessary to verify 
all operational dispatching decisions and the bidding behaviour at power exchanges, in-
terconnection auctions, reserve markets and over-the-counter-markets.  The per-plant and 
per hour information to be stored shall include, but shall not be limited to, data on avail-
able generation capacity and committed reserves, including allocation of those committed 
reserves on a per-plant level, at the times the bidding is carried out and when production 
takes place.

Article 16

General principles of congestion management

1. Network congestion problems shall be addressed with non-discriminatory market-based solutions 
which give efficient economic signals to the market participants and transmission system operators 
involved. Network congestion problems shall preferentially be solved with non-transaction based 
methods, i.e. methods that do not involve a selection between the contracts of individual market 
participants.  

2. Transaction curtailment procedures shall only be used in emergency situations where the transmis-
sion system operator must act in an expeditious manner and re-dispatching or countertrading is not 
possible. Any such procedure shall be applied in a non-discriminatory manner. 

Except in cases of force majeure, market participants who have been allocated capacity shall be 
compensated for any curtailment.

3. The maximum capacity of the interconnections and/or the transmission networks affecting cross-
border flows shall be made available to market participants, complying with safety standards of 
secure network operation.

4. Market participants shall inform the transmission system operators concerned a reasonable time 
in advance of the relevant operational period whether they intend to use allocated capacity. Any 
allocated capacity that will not be used shall be reattributed to the market, in an open, transparent 
and non-discriminatory manner.  
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(b) upon a joint request from the regulatory authorities concerned.

Before taking such a decision, the Energy Community Regulatory Board shall consult the 
regulatory authorities concerned and the applicants.

6. Notwithstanding paragraphs 4 and 5, Contracting Parties may provide for the regulatory 
authority or the Energy Community Regulatory Board, as the case may be, to submit, for 
formal decision, to the relevant body in the Contracting Party, its opinion on the request 
for an exemption. That opinion shall be published together with the decision. 

7. A copy of every request for exemption shall be transmitted for information without 
delay by the regulatory authorities to the Energy Community Regulatory Board and to 
the Energy Community Secretariat on receipt. The decision shall be notified, without delay, by 
the regulatory authorities concerned or by the Energy Community Regulatory Board (notifying 
bodies), to the Energy Community Secretariat, together with all the relevant information with 
respect to the decision. That information may be submitted to the Energy Community Secretariat 
in aggregate form, enabling the Energy Community Secretariat to reach a well-founded decision. 
In particular, the information shall contain:

(a) the detailed reasons on the basis of which the exemption was granted or refused, including the 
EHM@MBH@KÄHMENQL@SHNMÄITRSHEXHMFÄSGDÄMDDCÄENQÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNM�

(b) the analysis undertaken of the effect on competition and the effective functioning of the internal 
L@QJDSÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄQDRTKSHMFÄEQNLÄSGDÄFQ@MSÄNEÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNM�

(c) the reasons for the time period and the share of the total capacity of the interconnector in ques-
SHNMÄENQÄVGHBGÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNMÄHRÄFQ@MSDC�Ä@MC

(d) the result of the consultation of the regulatory authorities concerned.

8. Within a period of two months from the day following receipt of notification under para-
graph 7, the Energy Community Secretariat may issue an opinion inviting the notifying bodies 
to amend or withdraw the decision to grant an exemption. That two-month period may be extended 
by an additional period of two months where further information is sought by the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat. That additional period shall begin on the day following receipt of the 
complete information. The initial two-month period may also be extended by consent of 
both the Energy Community Secretariat and the notifying bodies.

When the requested information is not provided within the period set out in the request, 
the notification shall be deemed to be withdrawn unless, before the expiry of that period, 
either the period is extended by consent of both the Secretariat and the notifying bodies, 
or the notifying bodies, in a duly reasoned statement, inform the Secretariat that they 
consider the notification to be complete.

The notifying bodies shall take the utmost account of a Secretariat opinion that recom-
mends amending or withdrawing the exemption decision. Where the final decision di-
verges from the Secretariat’s opinion, the regulatory authority concerned shall provide and 
publish, together with that decision, the reasoning underlying such decision.  Diverting 
decisions shall be included in the agenda of the first meeting of the Ministerial Council fol-
lowing the date of the decision, for information and discussion.

The Energy Community Secretariat shall preserve the confidentiality of commercially sensitive 
information.
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costs and risks normally incurred when connecting two neighbouring national transmission systems 
by an alternating current interconnector. 

3. Paragraph 1 shall also apply to significant increases of capacity in existing interconnectors. 

4. The decision on the exemption under paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall be taken on a case-by-case basis 
by the regulatory authorities of the Contracting Parties concerned. An exemption may cover all or 
part of the capacity of the new interconnector, or of the existing interconnector with significantly 
increased capacity.

Within two months from the date on which the request for exemption was received by the 
last of the regulatory authorities concerned, the Energy Community Regulatory Board may 
submit an advisory opinion to those regulatory authorities which could provide a basis for 
their decision. 

In deciding to grant an exemption, consideration shall be given, on a case-by-case basis, to the need 
to impose conditions regarding the duration of the exemption and non-discriminatory access to the 
interconnector. When deciding those conditions, account shall, in particular, be taken of additional 
capacity to be built or the modification of existing capacity, the time-frame of the project and na-
tional circumstances.

Before granting an exemption, the regulatory authorities of the Contracting Parties concerned 
shall decide upon the rules and mechanisms for management and allocation of capacity. 

Congestion-management rules shall include the obligation to offer unused capacity on the 
market and users of the facility shall be entitled to trade their contracted capacities on the 
secondary market. In the assessment of the criteria referred to in points (a), (b) and (f) of 
paragraph 1, the results of the capacity-allocation procedure shall be taken into account. 

Where all the regulatory authorities concerned have reached agreement on the exemption decision 
within six months, they shall inform the Energy Community Regulatory Board of that decision. 

The exemption decision, including any conditions referred to in the second subparagraph of this 
paragraph, shall be duly reasoned and published.9

5. The decision referred to in paragraph 4 shall be taken by the Energy Community Regula-
tory Board:

(a) where all the regulatory authorities concerned have not been able to reach an agree-
ment within six months from the date the exemption was requested before the last of 
those regulatory authorities; or

9  In Regulation (EC) 1228/2003 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 7(4) reads as follows:
“4. (a) The regulatory authority may, on a case by case basis, decide on the exemption referred to in paragraphs 1 and 
2. However, Member States may provide that the regulatory authorities shall submit, for formal decision, to the relevant 
body in the Member State its opinion on the request for an exemption. This opinion shall be published together with the 
decision.
(b) (i) The exemption may cover all or part of the capacity of the new interconnector, or of the existing interconnector with 
SIGNIlCANTLY�INCREASED�CAPACITY�
(ii) In deciding to grant an exemption, consideration shall be given, on a case by case basis, to the need to impose condi-
tions regarding the duration of the exemption and non discriminatory access to the interconnector.
(iii) When deciding on the conditions in (i) and (ii) account shall, in particular, be taken of the additional capacity to be built, 
THE�EXPECTED�TIME�HORIZON�OF�THE�PROJECT�AND�NATIONAL�CIRCUMSTANCES�
�C	�7HEN�GRANTING�AN�EXEMPTION�THE�RELEVANT�AUTHORITY�MAY�APPROVE�OR�lX�THE�RULES�AND�OR�MECHANISMS�ON�THE�MANAGE-
ment and allocation of capacity.
(d) The exemption decision, including any conditions referred to in (b), shall be duly reasoned and published.
(e) Any exemption decision shall be taken after consultation with other Member States or regulatory authorities con-
cerned.”
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The Energy Community Secretariat shall fix a reasonable time limit within which the information 
is to be provided, taking into account the complexity of the information required and the urgency 
with which the information is needed. 

2. If the Contracting Party or the regulatory authority concerned does not provide the information 
referred to in paragraph 1 within the given time-limit pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article, the 
Energy Community Secretariat may request all information necessary for the purpose of ... Article 
18 directly from the undertakings concerned.

When sending a request for information to an undertaking, the Energy Community Secretariat 
shall at the same time forward a copy of the request to the regulatory authorities of the Contracting 
Party in whose territory the seat of the undertaking is situated.

3. In its request for information under paragraph 1, the Energy Community Secretariat shall state 
the legal basis of the request, the time-limit within which the information is to be provided, the 
purpose of the request .... .14 The Energy Community Secretariat shall fix a reasonable time-limit 
taking into account the complexity of the information required and the urgency with which the 
information is needed.

4. The owners of the undertakings or their representatives and, in the case of legal persons, the 
persons authorised to represent them by law or by their instrument of incorporation, shall supply the 
information requested. Where lawyers duly authorised so to act supply the information on behalf 
of their clients, the client shall remain fully responsible in the event that the information supplied is 
incomplete, incorrect or misleading.

5. ...

6. The information referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be used only for the purposes of ... Article 
18.

The Energy Community Secretariat shall not disclose information acquired pursuant to this Regu-
lation of the kind covered by the obligation of professional secrecy.

Article 21

Right of Contracting Parties to provide for more detailed measures

This Regulation shall be without prejudice to the rights of Contracting Parties to maintain or intro-
duce measures that contain more detailed provisions than those set out herein or in the Guidelines 
referred to in Article 18.15

14  According to Article 19(2) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, Article 22(2) of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 shall not be 
applicable.
15  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
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The Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion on an exemption decision shall expire two years 
after the date of its adoption in the event that construction of the interconnector has not yet started 
by that date, and five years after the date of its adoption if the interconnector has not become 
operational by that date, unless the Energy Community Secretariat considers that any delay is 
due to major obstacles beyond the control of the person to whom the exemption has been granted.  

9. ...

Article 18

Guidelines10

The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the Guidelines adopted by the European 
Commission under ... Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 ... .

These Guidelines, which may need to be adapted to the institutional framework of the 
Energy Community, shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the 
procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a Procedural Act on the application of this 
article. 11

Article 19

Regulatory authorities

The regulatory authorities, when carrying out their responsibilities, shall ensure compliance with this 
Regulation and the Guidelines adopted pursuant to Article 18.12

Where appropriate to fulfil the aims of this Regulation the regulatory authorities shall cooperate with 
each other, with the Energy Community Secretariat and the Energy Community Regulatory 
Board in compliance with Chapter IX of Directive 2009/72/EC.

Article 20

Provision of information and confidentiality

1. Contracting Parties and the regulatory authorities shall, on request, provide to the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat all information necessary for the purposes of ... Article 18.13

In particular, for the purposes of Article 13 ... (6), regulatory authorities shall, on a regular basis, 
provide information on the actual costs incurred by national transmission system operators, as well 
as data and all relevant information relating to the physical flows in transmission system operators’ 
networks and the cost of the networks. 

10  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 27 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
11  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
12  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High 
Level Group.
13  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High 
Level Group.
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haviour,

– the extent to which customers are actually switching suppliers and renegotiating tariffs,

– price developments, including supply prices, in relation to the degree of opening of the 
markets, and

– the experience gained from application of this Decision as far as effective independence 
of system operators in vertically integrated undertakings is concerned and whether other 
measures in addition to functional independence and separation of accounts have been 
developed which have effects equivalent to legal unbundling.

3. The Secretariat shall present a report to the Ministerial Council for the first time by 30 
June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis, summarising the opinions issued by the 
Secretariat in application of the acts referred to in Article 1, as adapted by this Decision.

Article 25

Repeal 
...

Article 26

Entry into force18

This Decision [2011/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Article 3 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC

Each Contracting Party shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions necessary to comply with … Regulation (EC) 714/2009 …, as adapted by this Decision, 
by 1 January 2015. They shall forthwith inform the Energy Community Secretariat thereof.

...

The Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Energy Community Secretariat the text of 
the main provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Decision.  

18  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 32 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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Article 22

Penalties16

1. Contracting Parties shall lay down rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the 
provisions of this Regulation and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that those 
provisions are implemented. The penalties provided for must be effective, proportionate 
and dissuasive. Contracting Parties shall notify these provisions to the Secretariat by 1 
January 2015 and shall notify the Secretariat without delay of any subsequent amendment 
affecting them.

2.  ...

3. Penalties provided for pursuant to paragraph 1 shall not be of a criminal law nature.

Article 23

Committee procedure
...

Article 24

Secretariat report17

1. The Secretariat shall monitor and review the application of this Decision in the Contract-
ing Parties.

2. The Secretariat shall submit an overall progress report to the Ministerial Council for the 
first time by 30 June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis. The progress report shall 
reflect the progress made on creating a complete and fully operational internal market in 
electricity and gas and the obstacles that remain in this respect, including aspects of market 
dominance, market concentration, predatory or anti-competitive behaviour and the effect 
thereof in terms of market distortion. It shall in particular consider:

– the implementation by each Contracting Party of the provisions on unbundling, certifica-
tion and on independence of the national regulatory authorities and application of these 
provisions in practice,

– the existence of non-discriminatory network access,

– effective regulation,

– the development of interconnection infrastructure and the security of supply situation in 
the Energy Community,

– the extent to which the full benefits of the opening of markets are accruing to small 
enterprises and household customers, notably with respect to public service and universal 
service standards,

– the extent to which markets are in practice open to effective competition, including as-
pects of market dominance, market concentration and predatory or anti-competitive be-

16  As adapted by Article 19 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
17  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 31 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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1.9. By 31 December 200919, mechanisms for the intra-day congestion management of intercon-
nector capacity shall be established in a coordinated way and under secure operational conditions, in 
order to maximise opportunities for trade and to provide for cross-border balancing.

1.10. The national regulatory authorities shall regularly evaluate the congestion-management meth-
ods, paying particular attention to compliance with the principles and rules established in this Regu-
lation and those Guidelines and with the terms and conditions set by the regulatory authorities 
themselves under those principles and rules. Such evaluation shall include consultation of all market 
participants and dedicated studies.

2. Congestion-management methods

2.1. Congestion-management methods shall be market-based in order to facilitate efficient cross-
border trade. For that purpose, capacity shall be allocated only by means of explicit (capacity) or 
implicit (capacity and energy) auctions. Both methods may coexist on the same interconnection. For 
intra-day trade continuous trading may be used.

2.2. Depending on competition conditions, the congestion-management mechanisms may need to 
allow for both long and short-term transmission capacity allocation.

2.3. Each capacity-allocation procedure shall allocate a prescribed fraction of the available intercon-
nection capacity plus any remaining capacity not previously allocated and any capacity released by 
capacity holders from previous allocations.

2.4. TSOs shall optimise the degree to which capacity is firm, taking into account the obligations and 
rights of the TSOs involved and the obligations and rights of market participants, in order to facilitate 
effective and efficient competition. A reasonable fraction of capacity may be offered to the market 
at a reduced degree of firmness, but the exact conditions for transport over cross-border lines shall, 
at all times, be made known to market participants.

2.5. The access rights for long and medium-term allocations shall be firm transmission capacity rights. 
They shall be subject to the use-it-or-lose-it or use-it-or-sell-it principles at the time of nomination.

2.6. TSOs shall define an appropriate structure for the allocation of capacity between different time-
frames. This may include an option for reserving a minimum percentage of interconnection capacity 
for daily or intra-daily allocation. Such an allocation structure shall be subject to review by the respec-
tive regulatory authorities. In drawing up their proposals, the TSOs shall take into account:

�@�ÄSGDÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÄNEÄSGDÄL@QJDSR�

�A�ÄSGDÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄBNMCHSHNMR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄSGDÄHLOKHB@SHNMRÄNEÄMDSSHMFÄEHQLKXÄCDBK@QDCÄRBGDCTKDR�

(c) the level of harmonisation of the percentages and timeframes adopted for the different capacity-
allocation mechanisms in place.

2.7. Capacity allocation shall not discriminate between market participants that wish to use their 
rights to make use of bilateral supply contracts or to bid into power exchanges. The highest value 
bids, whether implicit or explicit in a given timeframe, shall be successful.

2.8. In regions where forward financial electricity markets are well developed and have shown their 
efficiency, all interconnection capacity may be allocated through implicit auctioning.

2.9. Other than in the case of new interconnectors which benefit from an exemption under Article 
7 of Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 or Article 17 of this Regulation, establishing reserve prices in 

19  Adapted by Article 2(2) of Decision 2008/02/MC-EnC.
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ANNEX I

GUIDELINES ON THE MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATION OF AVAILABLE 
TRANSFER CAPACITY OF INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN NATIONAL SYSTEMS

1. General Provisions

1.1. Transmission system operators (TSOs) shall endeavour to accept all commercial transactions, 
including those involving cross-border-trade.

1.2. When there is no congestion, there shall be no restriction of access to the interconnection. 
Where this is usually the case, there need be no permanent general allocation procedure for access 
to a cross-border transmission service.

1.3. Where scheduled commercial transactions are not compatible with secure network operation, 
the TSOs shall alleviate congestion in compliance with the requirements of network operational 
security while endeavouring to ensure that any associated costs remain at an economically efficient 
level. Curative re-dispatching or countertrading shall be envisaged in case lower cost measures can-
not be applied.

1.4. If structural congestion appears, appropriate congestion-management methods and arrange-
ments defined and agreed upon in advance shall be implemented immediately by the TSOs. The 
congestion-management methods shall ensure that the physical power flows associated with all 
allocated transmission capacity comply with network security standards.

1.5. The methods adopted for congestion management shall give efficient economic signals to mar-
ket participants and TSOs, promote competition and be suitable for regional and Community-wide 
application.

1.6. No transaction-based distinction shall be applied in congestion management. A particular re-
quest for transmission service shall be denied only when the following cumulative conditions are 
fulfilled:

(a) the incremental physical power flows resulting from the acceptance of that request imply that 
secure operation of the power system may no longer be guaranteed, and

(b) the monetary value of the request in the congestion-management procedure is lower than all 
other requests intended to be accepted for the same service and conditions.

1.7. When defining appropriate network areas in and between which congestion management is 
to apply, TSOs shall be guided by the principles of cost-effectiveness and minimisation of negative 
impacts on the internal market in electricity. Specifically, TSOs shall not limit interconnection capacity 
in order to solve congestion inside their own control area, save for the abovementioned reasons and 
reasons of operational security [1]. If such a situation occurs, this shall be described and transparently 
presented by the TSOs to all the system users. Such a situation shall be tolerated only until a long-
term solution is found. The methodology and projects for achieving the long-term solution shall be 
described and transparently presented by the TSOs to all the system users.

1.8. When balancing the network inside the control area through operational measures in the net-
work and through re-dispatching, the TSO shall take into account the effect of those measures on 
neighbouring control areas.
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- The territories of the Republic of Bulgaria, of the Hellenic Republic, of the Republic of 
Hungary, of Romania and of the Republic of Slovenia;

- The territory of the Republic of Italy with regard to the interconnections between the Ital-
ian Republic and the territories of the Adhering Parties.

At an interconnection involving countries belonging to more than one region, the congestion-man-
agement method applied may differ in order to ensure the compatibility with the methods applied in 
the other regions to which those countries belong. In that case, the relevant TSOs shall propose the 
method which shall be subject to review by the relevant regulatory authorities.

3.3. The regions referred to in point 2.8. may allocate all interconnection capacity through day-
ahead allocation.

3.4. Compatible congestion-management procedures shall be defined in all those seven regions with 
a view to forming a truly integrated internal market in electricity. Market participants shall not be 
confronted with incompatible regional systems.

3.5. With a view to promoting fair and efficient competition and cross-border trade, coordination 
between TSOs within the regions set out in point 3.2. shall include all the steps from capacity calcu-
lation and optimisation of allocation to secure operation of the network, with clear assignments of 
responsibility. Such coordination shall include, in particular:

(a) the use of a common transmission model dealing efficiently with interdependent physical loop-
flows and having regard to discrepancies between physical and commercial flows, 

(b) allocation and nomination of capacity to deal efficiently with interdependent physical loop-flows,

(c) identical obligations on capacity holders to provide information on their intended use of the ca-
pacity, i.e. nomination of capacity (for explicit auctions),

(d) identical timeframes and closing times,

(e) identical structure for the allocation of capacity among different timeframes (for example, 1 day, 
3 hours, 1 week, etc.) and in terms of blocks of capacity sold (amount of power in MW, MWh, etc.),

(f) consistent contractual framework with market participants,

(g) verification of flows to comply with the network security requirements for operational planning 
and for real-time operation,

(h) accounting and settlement of congestion-management actions.

3.6. Coordination shall also include the exchange of information between TSOs. The nature, time 
and frequency of information exchange shall be compatible with the activities set out in point 3.5 
and the functioning of the electricity markets. That information exchange shall, in particular, enable 
the TSOs to make the best possible forecast of the global network situation in order to assess the 
flows in their network and the available interconnection capacities. Any TSO collecting information 
on behalf of other TSOs shall give back to the participating TSO the results of the collection of data.

4. Timetable for market operations

4.1. The allocation of the available transmission capacity shall take place sufficiently in advance. 
Prior to each allocation, the involved TSOs shall, jointly, publish the capacity to be allocated, taking 
into account where appropriate the capacity released from any firm transmission rights and, where 
relevant, associated netted nominations, along with any time periods during which the capacity will 
be reduced or not available (for the purpose of maintenance, for example).
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capacity-allocation methods shall not be allowed.

2.10. In principle, all potential market participants shall be permitted to participate in the allocation 
process without restriction. To avoid creating or aggravating problems related to the potential use 
of dominant position of any market player, the relevant regulatory and/or competition authorities, 
where appropriate, may impose restrictions in general or on an individual company on account of 
market dominance.

2.11. Market participants shall firmly nominate their use of the capacity to the TSOs by a defined 
deadline for each timeframe. That deadline shall be such that TSOs are able to reassign unused ca-
pacity for reallocation in the next relevant timeframe - including intra-day sessions.

2.12. Capacity shall be freely tradable on a secondary basis, provided that the TSO is informed suf-
ficiently in advance. Where a TSO refuses any secondary trade (transaction), this must be clearly and 
transparently communicated and explained to all the market participants by that TSO and notified 
to the regulatory authority.

2.13. The financial consequences of failure to honour obligations associated with the allocation of 
capacity shall be attributed to those who are responsible for such a failure. Where market partici-
pants fail to use the capacity that they have committed to use, or, in the case of explicitly auctioned 
capacity, fail to trade on a secondary basis or give the capacity back in due time, they shall lose the 
rights to such capacity and pay a cost-reflective charge. Any cost-reflective charges for the non-use 
of capacity shall be justified and proportionate. Likewise, if a TSO does not fulfil its obligation, it shall 
be liable to compensate the market participant for the loss of capacity rights. No consequential losses 
shall be taken into account for that purpose. The key concepts and methods for the determination of 
liabilities that accrue upon failure to honour obligations shall be set out in advance in respect of the 
financial consequences, and shall be subject to review by the relevant national regulatory authority 
or authorities.

3. Coordination

3.1. Capacity allocation at an interconnection shall be coordinated and implemented using com-
mon allocation procedures by the TSOs involved. In cases where commercial exchanges between 
two countries (TSOs) are expected to affect physical flow conditions in any third-country (TSO) sig-
nificantly, congestion-management methods shall be coordinated between all the TSOs so affected 
through a common congestion-management procedure. National regulatory authorities and TSOs 
shall ensure that no congestion-management procedure with significant effects on physical electric 
power flows in other networks is devised unilaterally.

3.2.20

1. For the territories referred to in paragraph 1, the common coordinated congestion man-
agement method and procedure for the allocation of capacity to the market at least yearly, 
monthly and day-ahead shall be applied by not later than 31 December 2009.

2. The implementation of the common coordinated congestion management method and 
procedure for the allocation of capacity to the market, as foreseen at Article 3 paragraph 2 
of the Annex to Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003, shall cover the following territories:

- The territories of the Adhering Parties, the territory under the jurisdiction of the United 
Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo;

20  Adapted by Article 2(1) and (2) of Decision 2008/02/MC-EnC of 27 June 2008.
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time unit, taking into account all netted day-ahead nominations, day-ahead production schedules, 
CDL@MCÄENQDB@RSRÄ@MCÄOK@MMDCÄMDSVNQJÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄVNQJ�

(e) total capacity already allocated, by market time unit, and all relevant conditions under which that 
capacity may be used (for example, auction clearing price, obligations on how to use the capacity, 
DSB��ÄRNÄ@RÄSNÄHCDMSHEXÄ@MXÄQDL@HMHMFÄB@O@BHSX�

�E�Ä@KKNB@SDCÄB@O@BHSXÄ@RÄRNNMÄ@RÄONRRHAKDÄ@ESDQÄD@BGÄ@KKNB@SHNM�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄ@MÄHMCHB@SHNMÄNEÄOQHBDRÄO@HC�

�F�ÄSNS@KÄB@O@BHSXÄTRDC�ÄAXÄL@QJDSÄSHLDÄTMHS�ÄHLLDCH@SDKXÄ@ESDQÄMNLHM@SHNM�

(h) as closely as possible to real time: aggregated realised commercial and physical flows, by market 
time unit, including a description of the effects of any corrective actions taken by the TSOs (such as 
BTQS@HKLDMS�ÄENQÄRNKUHMFÄMDSVNQJÄNQÄRXRSDLÄOQNAKDLR�

(i) ex-ante information on planned outages and ex-post information for the previous day on planned 
and unplanned outages of generation units larger than 100 MW.

5.6. All relevant information shall be available for the market in due time for the negotiation of all 
transactions (such as the time of negotiation of annual supply contracts for industrial customers or 
the time when bids have to be sent into organised markets).

5.7. The TSO shall publish the relevant information on forecast demand and on generation according 
to the timeframes referred to in points 5.5 and 5.6. The TSO shall also publish the relevant informa-
tion necessary for the cross-border balancing market.

5.8. When forecasts are published, the ex post realised values for the forecast information shall also 
be published in the time period following that to which the forecast applies or at the latest on the 
following day (D + 1).

5.9. All information published by the TSOs shall be made freely available in an easily accessible form. 
All data shall also be accessible through adequate and standardised means of information exchange, 
to be defined in close cooperation with market participants. The data shall include information on 
past time periods with a minimum of two years, so that new market entrants may also have access 
to such data.

5.10. TSOs shall exchange regularly a set of sufficiently accurate network and load flow data in 
order to enable load flow calculations for each TSO in their relevant area. The same set of data shall 
be made available to the regulatory authorities and to the Energy Community Secretariat upon 
request. The regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat shall ensure the con-
fidential treatment of that set of data, by themselves and by any consultant carrying out analytical 
work for them on the basis of those data.21

6. Use of congestion income

6.1. Congestion-management procedures associated with a pre-specified timeframe may generate 
revenue only in the event of congestion which arises for that timeframe, except in the case of new 
interconnectors which benefit from an exemption under Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 
or Article 17 of this Regulation. The procedure for the distribution of those revenues shall be subject 
to review by the regulatory authorities and shall neither distort the allocation process in favour of any 
party requesting capacity or energy nor provide a disincentive to reduce congestion.

6.2. National regulatory authorities shall be transparent regarding the use of revenues resulting from 

21  Adapted by Article 2(3) of Decision 2008/02/MC-EnC.
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4.2. Having full regard to network security, the nomination of transmission rights shall take place 
sufficiently in advance, before the day-ahead sessions of all the relevant organised markets and 
before the publication of the capacity to be allocated under the day-ahead or intra-day allocation 
mechanism. Nominations of transmission rights in the opposite direction shall be netted in order to 
make efficient use of the interconnection.

4.3. Successive intra-day allocations of available transmission capacity for day D shall take place on 
days D-1 and D, after the issuing of the indicated or actual day-ahead production schedules.

4.4. When preparing day-ahead network operation, the TSOs shall exchange information with neigh-
bouring TSOs, including their forecast network topology, the availability and forecasted production 
of generation units, and load flows in order to optimise the use of the overall network through 
operational measures in compliance with the rules for secure network operation.

5. Transparency

5.1. TSOs shall publish all relevant data related to network availability, network access and network 
use, including a report on where and why congestion exists, the methods applied for managing the 
congestion and the plans for its future management.

5.2. TSOs shall publish a general description of the congestion-management method applied under 
different circumstances for maximising the capacity available to the market, and a general scheme 
for the calculation of the interconnection capacity for the different timeframes, based upon the elec-
trical and physical realities of the network. Such a scheme shall be subject to review by the regulatory 
authorities of the Contracting Parties concerned.

5.3. The congestion management and capacity-allocation procedures in use, together with the times 
and procedures for applying for capacity, a description of the products offered and the obligations 
and rights of both the TSOs and the party obtaining the capacity, including the liabilities that accrue 
upon failure to honour obligations, shall be described in detail and made available in a transparent 
manner to all potential network users by TSOs.

5.4. The operational and planning security standards shall form an integral part of the information 
that TSOs publish in an open and public document. That document shall also be subject to review of 
the national regulatory authorities.

5.5. TSOs shall publish all relevant data concerning cross-border trade on the basis of the best pos-
sible forecast. In order to fulfil that obligation the market participants concerned shall provide the 
TSOs with the relevant data. The manner in which such information is published shall be subject to 
review by the regulatory authorities. TSOs shall publish at least:

(a) annually: information on the long-term evolution of the transmission infrastructure and its impact 
NMÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄB@O@BHSX�

(b) monthly: month- and year-ahead forecasts of the transmission capacity available to the market, 
taking into account all relevant information available to the TSO at the time of the forecast calcula-
tion (for example, impact of summer and winter seasons on the capacity of lines, maintenance of the 
MDSVNQJ�Ä@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄOQNCTBSHNMÄTMHSR�ÄDSB��

(c) weekly: week-ahead forecasts of the transmission capacity available to the market, taking into 
account all relevant information available to the TSOs at the time of calculation of the forecast, such 
@RÄSGDÄVD@SGDQÄENQDB@RS�ÄOK@MMDCÄMDSVNQJÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄVNQJ�Ä@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄOQNCTBSHNMÄTMHSR�ÄDSB�

(d) daily: day-ahead and intra-day transmission capacity available to the market for each market 
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the allocation of interconnection capacity.

6.3. The congestion income shall be shared among the TSOs involved in accordance with criteria 
agreed between the TSOs involved and reviewed by the respective regulatory authorities.

6.4. TSOs shall clearly establish beforehand the use they will make of any congestion income they 
may obtain and report on the actual use of that income. Regulatory authorities shall verify that such 
use complies with this Regulation and those Guidelines,22 and that the total amount of congestion 
income resulting from the allocation of interconnection capacity is devoted to one or more of the 
three purposes set out in Article 16(6) of this Regulation.

6.5. On an annual basis, and by 31 July each year, the regulatory authorities shall publish a report 
setting out the amount of revenue collected for the 12-month period up to 30 June of the same year 
and the use made of the revenues in question, together with verification that that use complies with 
this Regulation and those Guidelines,23 and that the total amount of congestion income is devoted 
to one or more of the three prescribed purposes.

6.6. The use of congestion income for investment to maintain or increase interconnection capacity 
shall preferably be assigned to specific predefined projects which contribute to relieving the existing 
associated congestion and which may also be implemented within a reasonable time, particularly as 
regards the authorisation process.

[1] Operational security means “keeping the transmission system within agreed security limits”.

22  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
23  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
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Directive 2005/89/EC of 18 January 2006 concerning measures to safeguard 
security of electricity supply and infrastructure investment 

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC of 18 December 2007 on 
the Implementation of Directive 2005/89/EC, Directive 2004/67/EC and Regulation No 1775/2005.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas:

(1) Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concern-
ing common rules for the internal market in electricity, has made a very important contribution 
towards the creation of the internal market for electricity. The guarantee of a high level of security 
of electricity supply is a key objective for the successful operation of the internal market and that 
Directive gives the Member States the possibility of imposing public service obligations on electricity 
undertakings, inter alia, in relation to security of supply. Those public service obligations should be 
defined as precisely and strictly as possible, and should not result in the creation of generation capac-
ity that goes beyond what is necessary to prevent undue interruption of distribution of electricity to 
final customers.

(2) Demand for electricity is usually forecast over a medium-term period on the basis of scenarios 
elaborated by transmission system operators or by other organisations capable of constructing them 
at the request of a Member State.

(3) A competitive single EU electricity market necessitates transparent and non-discriminatory poli-
cies on security of electricity supply compatible with the requirements of such a market. The absence 
of such policies in individual Member States, or significant differences between the policies of the 
Member States would lead to distortions of competition. The definition of clear roles and responsi-
bilities of the competent authorities, as well as of Member States themselves and all relevant market 
actors, is therefore crucial in safeguarding security of electricity supply and the proper functioning 
of the internal market while at the same time avoiding creating obstacles to market entrants, such 
as companies generating or supplying electricity in a Member State that have recently started their 
operations in that Member State, and avoiding creating distortions of the internal market for electric-
ity or significant difficulties for market actors, including companies with small market shares, such as 
generators or suppliers with a very small share in the relevant Community market.

(4) Decision No 1229/2003/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, sets out a series of 
guidelines for Community policy on trans-European energy networks. Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 on conditions for access to the net-
work for cross-border exchanges in electricity sets out, inter alia, the general principles and detailed 
rules relating to congestion management.

(5) When promoting electricity from renewable energy sources, it is necessary to ensure the avail-
ability of associated back-up capacity, where technically necessary, in order to maintain the reliability 
and security of the network.

(6) In order to meet the Community’s environmental commitments and to reduce its dependence on 
imported energy, it is important to take account of the long-term effects of growth of electricity demand.

(7) Cooperation between national transmission system operators in issues relating to network se-
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for security of supply including transmission system operators’ intention to invest in the network. In 
compiling such a report, Member States will be expected to refer to information and assessments 
already being undertaken by transmission system operators both on an individual and collective 
basis, including at European level.

(17) Member States should ensure the effective implementation of this Directive.

(18) Since the objectives of the proposed action, namely secure electricity supplies based on fair 
competition and the creation of a fully operational internal electricity market, cannot be sufficiently 
achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale and effects of the action, 
be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with 
the principles of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of 
proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order 
to achieve those objectives.

Article 1

Scope

1. This Directive establishes measures aimed at safeguarding security of electricity supply so as to 
ensure the proper functioning of the internal market for electricity and to ensure:

�@�Ä@MÄ@CDPT@SDÄKDUDKÄNEÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄB@O@BHSX�

�A�Ä@MÄ@CDPT@SDÄA@K@MBDÄADSVDDMÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄCDL@MC�

and

(c) an appropriate level of interconnection between Contracting Parties for the development of 
the internal market.

2. It establishes a framework within which Contracting Parties are to define transparent, stable 
and non-discriminatory policies on security of electricity supply compatible with the requirements of 
a competitive internal market for electricity.

Article 2

Definitions

For the purposes of this Directive, the definitions contained in Article 2 of Directive 2003/54/EC shall 
apply. In addition, the following definitions shall apply:

(a) "regulatory authority" means the regulatory authorities in Contracting Parties, as designated in 
@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"�

(b) "security of electricity supply" means the ability of an electricity system to supply final customers 
VHSGÄDKDBSQHBHSX�Ä@RÄOQNUHCDCÄENQÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

(c) "operational network security" means the continuous operation of the transmission and, where 
@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄSGDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄMDSVNQJÄTMCDQÄENQDRDD@AKDÄBHQBTLRS@MBDR�

(d) "balance between supply and demand" means the satisfaction of foreseeable demands of con-
sumers to use electricity without the need to enforce measures to reduce consumption.
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curity including definition of transfer capacity, information provision and network modelling is vital 
to the development of a well-functioning internal market and could be further improved. A lack of 
coordination regarding network security is detrimental to the development of equal conditions for 
competition.

(8) The main intention of the relevant technical rules and recommendations, such as those contained 
in the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) Operation handbook, similar 
rules and recommendations developed by Nordel, the Baltic Grid Code and those for the United 
Kingdom and Irish systems, is to provide support for the technical operation of the interconnected 
network, thus contributing to meeting the need for continued operation of the network in the event 
of system failure at an individual point or points in the network and minimising the costs related to 
mitigating such supply disruption.

(9) Transmission and distribution system operators should be required to deliver a high level of ser-
vice to final customers in terms of the frequency and duration of interruptions.

(10) Measures which may be used to ensure that appropriate levels of generation reserve capacity 
are maintained should be market-based and non-discriminatory and could include measures such as 
contractual guarantees and arrangements, capacity options or capacity obligations. These measures 
could also be supplemented by other non-discriminatory instruments such as capacity payments.

(11) In order to ensure that appropriate prior information is available, Member States should publish 
measures taken to maintain the balance between supply and demand among actual and potential 
investors in generation and among electricity consumers.

(12) Without prejudice to Articles 86, 87 and 88 of the Treaty, it is important for Member States 
to lay down an unambiguous, appropriate and stable framework which will facilitate security of 
electricity supply and is conducive to investments in generation capacity and demand management 
techniques. It is also important that appropriate measures are taken to ensure a regulatory frame-
work that encourages investment in new transmission interconnection, especially between Member 
States.

(13) The European Council in Barcelona on 15 and 16 March 2002 agreed on a level of intercon-
nection between Member States. Low levels of interconnection have the effect of fragmenting the 
market and are an obstacle to the development of competition. The existence of adequate physical 
transmission interconnection capacity, whether cross-border or not, is crucial but it is not a sufficient 
condition for competition to be fully effective. In the interest of final customers, the relation between 
the potential benefits of new interconnection projects and the costs for such projects should be 
reasonably balanced.

(14) While it is important to determine the maximum available transfer capacities without breaching 
the requirements of secure network operation, it is also important to ensure full transparency of 
the capacity calculation and allocation procedure in the transmission system. In this way, it could be 
possible to make better use of existing capacity, and no false shortage signals will be given to the 
market, which will support the achievement of a fully competitive internal market as envisaged in 
Directive 2003/54/EC.

(15) Transmission and distribution system operators need an appropriate and stable regulatory 
framework for investment, and for maintenance and renewal of the networks.

(16) Article 4 of Directive 2003/54/EC requires Member States to monitor and submit a report on 
security of electricity supply. This report should cover short, medium and long-term factors relevant 
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5. In ensuring an appropriate level of interconnection between Contracting Parties, as referred to 
in Article 1(1)(c), special consideration shall be given:

(a) each Contracting Party’sÄRODBHEHBÄFDNFQ@OGHB@KÄRHST@SHNM�

(b) maintaining a reasonable balance between the costs of building new interconnectors and the 
ADMDEHSÄSNÄEHM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�

and

(c) ensuring that existing interconnectors are used as efficiently as possible.

Article 4

Operational network security

1. (a) Contracting Parties or the competent authorities shall ensure that transmission system opera-
tors set the minimum operational rules and obligations on network security.

Before setting such rules and obligations, they shall consult with the relevant actors in the countries 
VHSGÄVGHBGÄHMSDQBNMMDBSHNMÄDWHRSR�

(b) notwithstanding the first subparagraph of point (a), Contracting Parties may require transmis-
RHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄSNÄRTALHSÄRTBGÄQTKDRÄ@MCÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSXÄENQÄ@OOQNU@K�

(c) Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission and, where appropriate, distribution system 
NODQ@SNQRÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGDÄLHMHLTLÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄQTKDRÄ@MCÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄNMÄMDSVNQJÄRDBTQHSX�

(d) Contracting Parties shall require transmission system operators to maintain an appropriate level 
of operational network security.

To that effect, transmission system operators shall maintain an appropriate level of technical trans-
mission reserve capacity for operational network security and cooperate with the transmission sys-
tem operators concerned to which they are interconnected.

The level of foreseeable circumstances in which security shall be maintained is defined in the opera-
SHNM@KÄMDSVNQJÄRDBTQHSXÄQTKDR�

(e) Contracting Parties shall, in particular, ensure that interconnected transmission and, where ap-
propriate, distribution system operators exchange information relating to the operation of networks 
in a timely and effective fashion in line with the minimum operational requirements. The same 
requirements shall, where appropriate, apply to transmission and distribution system operators that 
are interconnected with system operators outside the Energy Community.

2. Contracting Parties or the competent authorities shall ensure that transmission and, where 
appropriate, distribution system operators set and meet quality of supply and network security per-
formance objectives. These objectives shall be subject to approval by the Contracting Parties or 
competent authorities and their implementation shall be monitored by them. They shall be objective, 
transparent and non-discriminatory and shall be published.

3. In taking the measures referred to in Article 24 of Directive 2003/54/EC and in Article 6 of Regula-
tion (EC) No 1228/2003, Contracting Parties shall not discriminate between cross-border contracts 
and national contracts.
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Article 3

General provisions

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure a high level of security of electricity supply by taking the neces-
sary measures to facilitate a stable investment climate and by defining the roles and responsibilities 
of competent authorities, including regulatory authorities where relevant, and all relevant market ac-
tors and publishing information thereon. The relevant market actors include, inter alia, transmission 
and distribution system operators, electricity generators, suppliers and final customers.

2. In implementing the measures referred to in paragraph 1, Contracting Parties shall take account 
of:

�@�ÄSGDÄHLONQS@MBDÄNEÄDMRTQHMFÄBNMSHMTHSXÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRTOOKHDR�

�A�ÄSGDÄHLONQS@MBDÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄ@MCÄRS@AKDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄEQ@LDVNQJ�

(c) the internal market and the possibilities for cross-border cooperation in relation to security of 
DKDBSQHBHSXÄRTOOKX�

(d) the need for regular maintenance and, where necessary, renewal of the transmission and distri-
ATSHNMÄMDSVNQJRÄSNÄL@HMS@HMÄSGDÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄMDSVNQJ�

(e) the importance of ensuring proper implementation of Directive 2001/77/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 27 September 2001 on the promotion of electricity produced from 
renewable energy sources in the internal electricity market and Directive 2004/8/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 11 February 2004 on the promotion of cogeneration based on a 
useful heat demand in the internal energy market, insofar as their provisions are related to security 
NEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRTOOKX�

�E�ÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄDMRTQDÄRTEEHBHDMSÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ@MCÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄQDRDQUDÄB@O@BHSXÄENQÄRS@AKDÄNODQ@SHNM�

and

(g) the importance of encouraging the establishment of liquid wholesale markets.

3. In implementing the measures referred to in paragraph 1, Contracting Parties may also take 
account of:

�@�ÄSGDÄCDFQDDÄNEÄCHUDQRHSXÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄ@SÄM@SHNM@KÄNQÄQDKDU@MSÄQDFHNM@KÄKDUDK�

�A�ÄSGDÄHLONQS@MBDÄNEÄQDCTBHMFÄSGDÄKNMF�SDQLÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄSGDÄFQNVSGÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄCDL@MC�

(c) the importance of encouraging energy efficiency and the adoption of new technologies, in partic-
TK@QÄCDL@MCÄL@M@FDLDMSÄSDBGMNKNFHDR�ÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄSDBGMNKNFHDRÄ@MCÄCHRSQHATSDCÄFDMDQ@SHNM�

and

(d) the importance of removing administrative barriers to investments in infrastructure and genera-
tion capacity.

4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that any measures adopted in accordance with this Directive are 
non-discriminatory and do not place an unreasonable burden on the market actors, including market 
entrants and companies with small market shares. Contracting Parties shall also take into account, 
before their adoption, the impact of the measures on the cost of electricity to final customers.
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chant investments in interconnection.

Contracting Parties shall ensure that decisions on investments in interconnection are taken in close 
cooperation between relevant transmission system operators.

Article 7

Reporting

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the report referred to in Article 4 of Directive 2003/54/EC 
covers the overall adequacy of the electricity system to supply current and projected demands for 
electricity, comprising:

�@�ÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄMDSVNQJÄRDBTQHSX�

�A�ÄSGDÄOQNIDBSDCÄA@K@MBDÄNEÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄCDL@MCÄENQÄSGDÄMDWSÄEHUD�XD@QÄODQHNC�

(c) the prospects for security of electricity supply for the period between five and 15 years from the 
C@SDÄNEÄSGDÄQDONQS�Ä@MC

(d) the investment intentions, for the next five or more calendar years, of transmission system opera-
tors and those of any other party of which they are aware, as regards the provision of cross-border 
interconnection capacity.

2. Contracting Parties or the competent authorities shall prepare the report in close cooperation 
with transmission system operators. Transmission system operators shall, if appropriate, consult with 
neighbouring transmission system operators.

3. The section of the report relating to interconnection investment intentions, referred to in para-
graph 1(d), shall take account of:

�@�ÄSGDÄOQHMBHOKDRÄNEÄBNMFDRSHNMÄL@M@FDLDMS�Ä@RÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ����������

�A�ÄDWHRSHMFÄ@MCÄOK@MMDCÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄKHMDR�

(c) expected patterns of generation, supply, cross-border exchanges and consumption, allowing for 
demand management measures, and

(d) regional, national and European sustainable development objectives, including those projects 
forming part of the Axes for priority projects set out in Annex I to Decision No 1229/2003/EC.

Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission system operators provide information on their 
investment intentions or those of any other party of which they are aware as regards the provision 
of cross-border interconnection capacity.

Contracting Parties may also require transmission system operators to provide information on in-
vestments related to the building of internal lines that materially affect the provision of cross-border 
interconnection.

4. Contracting Parties or the competent authorities shall ensure that the necessary means for ac-
cess to the relevant data are facilitated to the transmission system operators and/or to the competent 
authorities where relevant in the development of this task.

The non-disclosure of confidential information shall be ensured.

5. On the basis of the information referred to in paragraph 1(d), received from the competent au-
thorities, the Commission shall report to the Contracting Parties, the competent authorities and the 
European Regulators Group on Electricity and Gas established by Commission Decision 2003/796/
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4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that curtailment of supply in emergency situations shall be 
based on predefined criteria relating to the management of imbalances by transmission system op-
erators. Any safeguard measures shall be taken in close consultation with other relevant transmission 
system operators, respecting relevant bilateral agreements, including agreements on the exchange 
of information.

Article 5

Maintaining balance between supply and demand

1. Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures to maintain a balance between the demand 
for electricity and the availability of generation capacity.

In particular, Contracting Parties shall:

(a) without prejudice to the particular requirements of small isolated systems, encourage the estab-
lishment of a wholesale market framework that provides suitable price signals for generation and 
BNMRTLOSHNM�

(b) require transmission system operators to ensure that an appropriate level of generation reserve 
capacity is available for balancing purposes and/or to adopt equivalent market based measures.

2. Without prejudice to Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty, Contracting Parties may also take ad-
ditional measures, including but not limited to the following:

(a) provisions facilitating new generation capacity and the entry of new generation companies to 
SGDÄL@QJDS�

�A�ÄQDLNU@KÄNEÄA@QQHDQRÄSG@SÄOQDUDMSÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄHMSDQQTOSHAKDÄBNMSQ@BSR�

(c) removal of barriers that prevent the conclusion of contracts of varying lengths for both producers 
@MCÄBTRSNLDQR�

(d) encouragement of the adoption of real-time demand management technologies such as ad-
U@MBDCÄLDSDQHMFÄRXRSDLR�

�D�ÄDMBNTQ@FDLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄBNMRDQU@SHNMÄLD@RTQDR�

(f) tendering procedures or any procedure equivalent in terms of transparency and non-discrimina-
tion in accordance with Article 7(1) of Directive 2003/54/EC.

3. Contracting Parties shall publish the measures to be taken pursuant to this Article and shall 
ensure the widest possible dissemination thereof.

Article 6

Network investment

1. Contracting Parties shall establish a regulatory framework that:

(a) provides investment signals for both the transmission and distribution system network operators 
SNÄCDUDKNOÄSGDHQÄMDSVNQJRÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄLDDSÄENQDRDD@AKDÄCDL@MCÄEQNLÄSGDÄL@QJDS�

and

(b) facilitates maintenance and, where necessary, renewal of their networks.

2. Without prejudice to Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003, Contracting Parties may allow for mer-
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EC [8] on the investments planned and their contribution to the objectives set out in Article 1(1).

This report may be combined with the reporting provided for in point (c) of Article 28(1) of Directive 
2003/54/EC and shall be published.

Article 8

Transposition

Each Contracting Parties shall implement Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to 
safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure investment before 31 December 
2009.1

…
When Member States adopt those measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be 
accompanied by such reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making 
such reference shall be laid down by Member States.

Article 9

Reporting2

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the implementation of Directive 2005/89/EC in the 
Contracting Parties and shall submit a progress report to the Permanent High Level Group 
by 30 June 2010.

Articles 10 and 11

Entry into force and Addressees3

This Decision [2007/06/MC-EnC] enters into force on the day of its adoption and is ad-
dressed to the Contracting Parties.

1 The text displayed here corresponds to Article 1(1) of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC. For the Republic of Moldova, the 
corresponding date is 31 December 2010 and for Ukraine 1 January 2012.
2  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 1(3) of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC.
3  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC.
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / GAS / Directive 2009/73/EC

Directive 2009/73/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the inter-
nal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC 

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on 
the implementation of Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 
and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amending Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community 
Treaty.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue, the changes in 

the present Directive in comparison to Directive 2003/55/EC are highlighted in bold.

Whereas:

(1) The internal market in natural gas, which has been progressively implemented throughout the 
Community since 1999, aims to deliver real choice for all consumers of the European Union, be they 
citizens or businesses, new business opportunities and more cross-border trade, so as to achieve ef-
ÆBHDMBXÄF@HMR�ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄOQHBDR�Ä@MCÄGHFGDQÄRS@MC@QCRÄNEÄRDQUHBD�Ä@MCÄSNÄBNMSQHATSDÄSNÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄ
supply and sustainability.

(2) Directive 2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning 
BNLLNMÄQTKDRÄENQÄSGDÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄG@RÄL@CDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄSNV@QCRÄSGDÄ
creation of such an internal market in natural gas.

(3) The freedoms which the Treaty guarantees the citizens of the Union - inter alia, the free move-
ment of goods, the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services - are achievable 
only in a fully open market, which enables all consumers freely to choose their suppliers and all sup-
pliers freely to deliver to their customers.

(4) However, at present, there are obstacles to the sale of gas on equal terms and without discrimi-
nation or disadvantages in the Community. In particular, non-discriminatory network access and an 
equally effective level of regulatory supervision in each Member State do not yet exist.

(5) The Communication of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “An Energy Policy for Eu-
rope” highlighted the importance of completing the internal market in natural gas and of creating 
@ÄKDUDKÄOK@XHMFÄÆDKCÄENQÄ@KKÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ3GDÄ"NLLTMHB@-
tions of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “Prospects for the internal gas and electricity 
market” and “Inquiry pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 into the European gas 
and electricity sectors (Final Report)” showed that the present rules and measures do not provide the 
necessary framework for achieving the objective of a well-functioning internal market.

(6) Without effective separation of networks from activities of production and supply (effective un-
bundling), there is a risk of discrimination not only in the operation of the network but also in the 
incentives for vertically integrated undertakings to invest adequately in their networks.

(7) The rules on legal and functional unbundling as provided for in Directive 2003/55/EC have not, 
however, led to effective unbundling of the transmission system operators. At its meeting on 8 and 9 
March 2007, the European Council therefore invited the Commission to develop legislative proposals 
for the “effective separation of supply and production activities from network operations”.

(8) Only the removal of the incentive for vertically integrated undertakings to discriminate against 
competitors as regards network access and investment can ensure effective unbundling. Ownership 
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shares of the remaining supply and production undertaking, provided that the requirements result-
ing from ownership unbundling are complied with.

(16) The full effectiveness of the independent system operator or independent transmission opera-
SNQÄRNKTSHNMRÄRGNTKCÄADÄDMRTQDCÄAXÄV@XÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄQTKDRÄ3GDÄQTKDRÄNMÄSGDÄHMCDODMCDMSÄ
transmission operator provide an appropriate regulatory framework to guarantee fair competition, 
RTEÆBHDMSÄHMUDRSLDMS�Ä@BBDRRÄENQÄMDVÄL@QJDSÄDMSQ@MSRÄ@MCÄSGDÄHMSDFQ@SHNMÄNEÄF@RÄL@QJDSRÄ$EEDBSHUDÄ
unbundling through the independent transmission operator provisions should be based on a pillar of 
organisational measures and measures relating to the governance of transmission system operators 
and on a pillar of measures relating to investment, connecting new production capacities to the net-
work and market integration through regional cooperation. The independence of the transmission 
operator should also, inter alia, be ensured through certain “cooling-off” periods during which no 
management or other relevant activity giving access to the same information as could have been ob-
tained in a managerial position is exercised in the vertically integrated undertaking. The independent 
transmission operator model of effective unbundling is in line with the requirements laid down by 
the European Council at its meeting on 8 and 9 March 2007.

(17) In order to develop competition in the internal market in gas, large non-household customers 
should be able to choose their suppliers and enter into contracts with several suppliers to secure 
their gas requirements. Such customers should be protected against exclusivity clauses, the effect of 
which is to exclude competing or complementary offers.

(18) A Member State has the right to opt for full ownership unbundling in its territory. Where a 
Member State has exercised that right, an undertaking does not have the right to set up an inde-
pendent system operator or an independent transmission operator. Furthermore, an undertaking 
performing any of the functions of production or supply cannot directly or indirectly exercise control 
or any right over a transmission system operator from a Member State that has opted for full owner-
ship unbundling.

(19) Under this Directive different types of market organisation will exist in the internal market in nat-
TQ@KÄF@RÄ3GDÄLD@RTQDRÄSG@SÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄBNTKCÄS@JDÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄDMRTQDÄ@ÄKDUDKÄOK@XHMFÄÆDKCÄRGNTKCÄ
be based on overriding requirements of general interest. The Commission should be consulted on 
the compatibility of the measures with the Treaty and Community law.

(20) The implementation of effective unbundling should respect the principle of non-discrimination 
between the public and private sectors. To that end, the same person should not be able to exercise 
control or any right, in violation of the rules of ownership unbundling or the independent system 
operator option, solely or jointly, over the composition, voting or decision of the bodies of both the 
transmission system operators or the transmission systems and the production or supply undertak-
ings. With regard to ownership unbundling and the independent system operator solution, provided 
that the Member State in question is able to demonstrate that the requirement is complied with, two 
separate public bodies should be able to control production and supply activities on the one hand 
and transmission activities on the other.

(21) Fully effective separation of network activities from supply and production activities should ap-
ply throughout the Community to both Community and non-Community undertakings. To ensure 
that network activities and supply and production activities throughout the Community remain in-
CDODMCDMSÄEQNLÄD@BGÄNSGDQ�ÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRGNTKCÄADÄDLONVDQDCÄSNÄQDETRDÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄSNÄ
transmission system operators that do not comply with the unbundling rules. To ensure the consis-
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unbundling, which implies the appointment of the network owner as the system operator and its 
independence from any supply and production interests, is clearly an effective and stable way to 
RNKUDÄSGDÄHMGDQDMSÄBNMÇHBSÄNEÄHMSDQDRSRÄ@MCÄSNÄDMRTQDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKXÄ%NQÄSG@SÄQD@RNM�ÄSGDÄ$TQN-
pean Parliament, in its resolution of 10 July 2007 on prospects for the internal gas and electricity 
market referred to ownership unbundling at transmission level as the most effective tool by which 
to promote investments in infrastructure in a non-discriminatory way, fair access to the network for 
new entrants and transparency in the market. Under ownership unbundling, Member States should 
therefore be required to ensure that the same person or persons are not entitled to exercise control 
over a production or supply undertaking and, at the same time, exercise control or any right over a 
transmission system operator or transmission system. Conversely, control over a transmission system 
or transmission system operator should preclude the possibility of exercising control or any right over 
a production or supply undertaking. Within those limits, a production or supply undertaking should 
be able to have a minority shareholding in a transmission system operator or transmission system.

���Ä MXÄ RXRSDLÄENQÄTMATMCKHMFÄRGNTKCÄADÄDEEDBSHUDÄ HMÄ QDLNUHMFÄ@MXÄBNMÇHBSÄNEÄ HMSDQDRSRÄADSVDDMÄ
producers, suppliers and transmission system operators, in order to create incentives for the neces-
R@QXÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄ@MCÄFT@Q@MSDDÄSGDÄ@BBDRRÄNEÄMDVÄL@QJDSÄDMSQ@MSRÄTMCDQÄ@ÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄ
regulatory regime and should not create an overly onerous regulatory regime for national regulatory 
authorities.

����Ä3GDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄSDQLÄjBNMSQNKkÄHRÄS@JDMÄEQNLÄ"NTMBHKÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ��������ÄNEÄ��Ä
January 2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings (the EC Merger Regulation).

(11) Since ownership unbundling requires, in some instances, the restructuring of undertakings, 
Member States that decide to implement ownership unbundling should be granted additional time 
to apply the relevant provisions. In view of the vertical links between the electricity and gas sectors, 
the unbundling provisions should apply across the two sectors.

(12) Under ownership unbundling, to ensure full independence of network operation from supply 
@MCÄOQNCTBSHNMÄHMSDQDRSRÄ@MCÄSNÄOQDUDMSÄDWBG@MFDRÄNEÄ@MXÄBNMÆCDMSH@KÄHMENQL@SHNM�ÄSGDÄR@LDÄODQRNMÄ
should not be a member of the managing boards of both a transmission system operator or a trans-
mission system and an undertaking performing any of the functions of production or supply. For the 
same reason, the same person should not be entitled to appoint members of the managing boards 
of a transmission system operator or a transmission system and to exercise control or any right over 
a production or supply undertaking.

(13) The setting up of a system operator or a transmission operator that is independent from supply 
and production interests should enable a vertically integrated undertaking to maintain its ownership 
of network assets whilst ensuring an effective separation of interests, provided that such indepen-
dent system operator or such independent transmission operator performs all the functions of a sys-
tem operator and detailed regulation and extensive regulatory control mechanisms are put in place.

(14) Where, on 3 September 2009, an undertaking owning a transmission system is part of a verti-
cally integrated undertaking, Member States should therefore be given a choice between ownership 
unbundling and setting up a system operator or transmission operator which is independent from 
supply and production interests.

(15) To preserve fully the interests of the shareholders of vertically integrated undertakings, Member 
States should have the choice of implementing ownership unbundling either by direct divestiture or 
by splitting the shares of the integrated undertaking into shares of the network undertaking and 
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tomers at retail level. The scope for discrimination as regards third party access and investment, 
GNVDUDQ�Ä HRÄ KDRRÄ RHFMHÆB@MSÄ @SÄ CHRSQHATSHNMÄ KDUDKÄ SG@MÄ @SÄ SQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ KDUDKÄVGDQDÄ BNMFDRSHNMÄ @MCÄ
SGDÄHMÇTDMBDÄNEÄOQNCTBSHNMÄHMSDQDRSRÄ@QDÄFDMDQ@KKXÄFQD@SDQÄSG@MÄ@SÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄKDUDKÄ,NQDNUDQ�ÄKD-
gal and functional unbundling of distribution system operators was required, pursuant to Directive 
2003/55/EC, only from 1 July 2007 and its effects on the internal market in natural gas still need to 
be evaluated. The rules on legal and functional unbundling currently in place can lead to effective 
TMATMCKHMFÄOQNUHCDCÄSGDXÄ@QDÄLNQDÄBKD@QKXÄCDÆMDC�ÄOQNODQKXÄHLOKDLDMSDCÄ@MCÄBKNRDKXÄLNMHSNQDCÄ
3NÄBQD@SDÄ@Ä KDUDKÄOK@XHMFÄÆDKCÄ@SÄ QDS@HKÄ KDUDK�Ä SGDÄ@BSHUHSHDRÄNEÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄ RGNTKCÄ
therefore be monitored so that they are prevented from taking advantage of their vertical integration 
as regards their competitive position on the market, in particular in relation to household and small 
non-household customers.

(26) Member States should take concrete measures to assist the wider use of biogas and gas from 
biomass, the producers of which should be granted non-discriminatory access to the gas system, 
provided that such access is compatible with the relevant technical rules and safety standards on an 
ongoing basis.

����Ä3NÄ@UNHCÄHLONRHMFÄ@ÄCHROQNONQSHNM@SDÄÆM@MBH@KÄ@MCÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄATQCDMÄNMÄRL@KKÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ
system operators, Member States should be able, where necessary, to exempt the undertakings 
concerned from the legal distribution unbundling requirements.

����Ä6GDQDÄ@ÄBKNRDCÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄHRÄTRDCÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄNOSHL@KÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄ@MÄ HMSDFQ@SDCÄ
DMDQFXÄRTOOKXÄQDPTHQHMFÄRODBHÆBÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄRS@MC@QCR�ÄNQÄ@ÄBKNRDCÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄHRÄL@HMS@HMDCÄ
primarily for the use of the owner of the system, it should be possible to exempt the distribution 
system operator from obligations which would constitute an unnecessary administrative burden 
because of the particular nature of the relationship between the distribution system operator and 
the users of the system. Industrial, commercial or shared services sites such as train station buildings, 
airports, hospitals, large camping sites with integrated facilities or chemical industry sites can include 
closed distribution systems because of the specialised nature of their operations.

(29) Directive 2003/55/EC introduced a requirement for Member States to establish regulators with 
RODBHÆBÄBNLODSDMBDRÄ'NVDUDQ�ÄDWODQHDMBDÄRGNVRÄSG@SÄSGDÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄNEÄQDFTK@SHNMÄHRÄEQDPTDMSKXÄ
G@LODQDCÄSGQNTFGÄ@ÄK@BJÄNEÄHMCDODMCDMBDÄNEÄQDFTK@SNQRÄEQNLÄFNUDQMLDMS�Ä@MCÄHMRTEÆBHDMSÄONVDQRÄ
and discretion. For that reason, at its meeting on 8 and 9 March 2007, the European Council invited 
the Commission to develop legislative proposals providing for further harmonisation of the powers 
and strengthening of the independence of national energy regulators. It should be possible for those 
national regulatory authorities to cover both the electricity and the gas sectors.

(30) Energy regulators need to be able to take decisions in relation to all relevant regulatory issues 
if the internal market in natural gas is to function properly, and to be fully independent from any 
other public or private interests. This precludes neither judicial review nor parliamentary supervision 
in accordance with the constitutional law of the Member States. In addition, approval of the budget 
of the regulator by the national legislator does not constitute an obstacle to budgetary autonomy. 
The provisions relating to autonomy in the implementation of the allocated budget of the regulatory 
@TSGNQHSXÄRGNTKCÄADÄHLOKDLDMSDCÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄEQ@LDVNQJÄCDÆMDCÄAXÄM@SHNM@KÄATCFDS@QXÄK@VÄ@MCÄQTKDRÄ
While contributing to the independence of the national regulatory authority from any political or 
economic interest through an appropriate rotation scheme, it should be possible for Member States 
to take due account of the availability of human resources and of the size of the board.
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tent application of those rules across the Community, the regulatory authorities should take utmost 
@BBNTMSÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMiRÄNOHMHNMÄVGDMÄSGDÄENQLDQÄS@JDÄCDBHRHNMRÄNMÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄ3NÄDMRTQD�ÄHMÄ
addition, respect for the international obligations of the Community and solidarity and energy secu-
QHSXÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRGNTKCÄG@UDÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄFHUDÄ@MÄNOHMHNMÄNMÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄ
in relation to a transmission system owner or a transmission system operator which is controlled by 
a person or persons from a third country or third countries.

(22) The security of energy supply is an essential element of public security and is therefore inherently 
BNMMDBSDCÄSNÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMSÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄF@RÄ@MCÄSGDÄHMSDFQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHRNK@S-
ed gas markets of Member States. Gas can reach the citizens of the Union only through the network. 
Functioning open gas markets and, in particular, the networks and other assets associated with gas 
supply are essential for public security, for the competitiveness of the economy and for the well-
being of the citizens of the Union. Persons from third countries should therefore only be allowed to 
control a transmission system or a transmission system operator if they comply with the requirements 
of effective separation that apply inside the Community. Without prejudice to the international 
obligations of the Community, the Community considers that the gas transmission system sector is 
of high importance to the Community and therefore additional safeguards are necessary regarding 
the preservation of the security of supply of energy to the Community to avoid any threats to public 
order and public security in the Community and the welfare of the citizens of the Union. The security 
of supply of energy to the Community requires, in particular, an assessment of the independence 
of network operation, the level of the Community’s and individual Member States’ dependence 
on energy supply from third countries, and the treatment of both domestic and foreign trade and 
investment in energy in a particular third country. Security of supply should therefore be assessed in 
the light of the factual circumstances of each case as well as the rights and obligations arising under 
international law, in particular the international agreements between the Community and the third 
country concerned. Where appropriate the Commission is encouraged to submit recommendations 
to negotiate relevant agreements with third countries addressing the security of supply of energy to 
the Community or to include the necessary issues in other negotiations with those third countries.

(23) Further measures should be taken in order to ensure transparent and non-discriminatory tariffs 
for access to transport. Those tariffs should be applicable to all users on a non-discriminatory basis. 
6GDQDÄ@ÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSX�ÄKHMDO@BJÄNQÄ@MBHKK@QXÄRDQUHBDÄNODQ@SDRÄHMÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄBNLODSHSHUDÄL@QJDS�Ä@B-
cess could be allowed on the basis of transparent and non-discriminatory market-based mechanisms.

(24) It is necessary to ensure the independence of storage system operators in order to improve 
third-party access to storage facilities that are technically and/or economically necessary for providing 
DEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄENQÄSGDÄRTOOKXÄNEÄBTRSNLDQRÄ(SÄHRÄSGDQDENQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄSG@SÄRSNQ@FDÄE@-
cilities are operated through legally separate entities that have effective decision-making rights with 
respect to assets necessary to maintain, operate and develop storage facilities. It is also necessary to 
increase transparency in respect of the storage capacity that is offered to third parties, by obliging 
,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ SNÄCDÆMDÄ@MCÄOTAKHRGÄ@ÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQX�Ä BKD@QÄ EQ@LDVNQJÄ SG@SÄCDSDQLHMDRÄ SGDÄ
appropriate regulatory regime applicable to storage facilities. That obligation should not require a 
new decision on access regimes but should improve the transparency regarding the access regime to 
RSNQ@FDÄ"NMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄENQÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ@QDÄO@QSHBTK@QKXÄHLONQ-
tant where data of a strategic nature are concerned or where there is only a single user of a storage 
facility.

(25) Non-discriminatory access to the distribution network determines downstream access to cus-
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SGDÄ DWBDOSHNM@KÄ QHRJÄ OQNÆKDÄ NEÄ BNMRSQTBSHMFÄ SGNRDÄ DWDLOSÄL@INQÄ HMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄ OQNIDBSR�Ä HSÄ RGNTKCÄ
be possible temporarily to grant partial derogations to undertakings with supply and production 
interests in respect of the unbundling rules for the projects concerned. The possibility of temporary 
derogations should apply, for security of supply reasons, in particular, to new pipelines within the 
Community transporting gas from third countries into the Community. Exemptions granted under 
Directive 2003/55/EC continue to apply until the scheduled expiry date as decided in the granted 
exemption decision.

(36) The internal market in natural gas suffers from a lack of liquidity and transparency hindering the 
DEÆBHDMSÄ@KKNB@SHNMÄNEÄQDRNTQBDR�ÄQHRJÄGDCFHMFÄ@MCÄMDVÄDMSQXÄ3QTRSÄHMÄSGDÄL@QJDS�ÄHSRÄKHPTHCHSXÄ@MCÄSGDÄ
number of market participants needs to increase, and, therefore, regulatory oversight of undertak-
ings active in the supply of gas needs to be increased. Such requirements should be without preju-
CHBDÄSN�Ä@MCÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSG�ÄDWHRSHMFÄ"NLLTMHSXÄK@VÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄSGDÄÆM@MBH@KÄL@QJDSRÄ$MDQFXÄ
QDFTK@SNQRÄ@MCÄÆM@MBH@KÄL@QJDSÄQDFTK@SNQRÄMDDCÄSNÄBNNODQ@SDÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄDM@AKDÄD@BGÄNSGDQÄSNÄG@UDÄ
an overview of the markets concerned.

(37) Natural gas is mainly, and increasingly, imported into the Community from third countries. 
Community law should take account of the characteristics of natural gas, such as certain structural 
rigidities arising from the concentration of suppliers, the long-term contracts or the lack of down-
stream liquidity. Therefore, more transparency is needed, including in regard to the formation of 
prices.

����Ä /QHNQÄ SNÄ SGDÄ @CNOSHNMÄAXÄ SGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄNEÄ&THCDKHMDRÄ CDÆMHMFÄ ETQSGDQÄ SGDÄ QDBNQC�JDDOHMFÄ
requirements, the Agency and the Committee of European Securities Regulators (the “CESR”), es-
tablished by Commission Decision 2009/77/EC, should confer and advise the Commission in regard 
to their content. The Agency and the CESR should also cooperate to investigate further and advise 
on whether transactions in gas supply contracts and gas derivatives should be subject to pre- and/or 
post-trade transparency requirements and, if so, what the content of those requirements should be.

(39) Member States or, where a Member State has so provided, the regulatory authority, should 
encourage the development of interruptible supply contracts.

(40) In the interests of security of supply, the balance between supply and demand in individual 
Member States should be monitored, and such monitoring should be followed by a report on the 
situation at Community level, taking account of interconnection capacity between areas. Such moni-
SNQHMFÄRGNTKCÄADÄB@QQHDCÄNTSÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄD@QKXÄSNÄDM@AKDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄADÄS@JDMÄHEÄRDBTQHSXÄ
of supply is compromised. The construction and maintenance of the necessary network infrastruc-
ture, including interconnection capacity, should contribute to ensuring a stable gas supply.

(41) Member States should ensure that, taking into account the necessary quality requirements, 
biogas and gas from biomass or other types of gas are granted non-discriminatory access to the gas 
system, provided such access is permanently compatible with the relevant technical rules and safety 
standards. Those rules and standards should ensure that those gases can technically and safely be 
injected into, and transported through the natural gas system and should also address their chemical 
characteristics.

(42) Long-term contracts will continue to be an important part of the gas supply of Member States 
and should be maintained as an option for gas supply undertakings in so far as they do not under-
mine the objective of this Directive and are compatible with the Treaty, including the competition 
rules. It is therefore necessary to take into account long-term contracts in the planning of supply and 
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(31) In order to ensure effective market access for all market players, including new entrants, non-
CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ @MCÄ BNRS�QDÇDBSHUDÄ A@K@MBHMFÄ LDBG@MHRLRÄ @QDÄ MDBDRR@QXÄ 3GHRÄ RGNTKCÄ ADÄ @BGHDUDCÄ
through the setting up of transparent market-based mechanisms for the supply and purchase of 
gas, needed in the framework of balancing requirements. National regulatory authorities should 
OK@XÄ@MÄ@BSHUDÄQNKDÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄA@K@MBHMFÄS@QHEERÄ@QDÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ@MCÄBNRS�QDÇDBSHUDÄ SÄSGDÄ
same time, appropriate incentives should be provided to balance the in-put and off-take of gas and 
not to endanger the system.

����Ä-@SHNM@KÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRGNTKCÄADÄ@AKDÄSNÄÆWÄNQÄ@OOQNUDÄS@QHEER�ÄNQÄSGDÄLDSGNCNKNFHDRÄ
underlying the calculation of the tariffs, on the basis of a proposal by the transmission system opera-
SNQÄNQÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�R�ÄNQÄKHPTDÆDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄ�+-&�ÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�ÄNQÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄ
of a proposal agreed between those operator(s) and the users of the network. In carrying out those 
tasks, national regulatory authorities should ensure that transmission and distribution tariffs are 
MNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ@MCÄBNRS�QDÇDBSHUD�Ä@MCÄRGNTKCÄS@JDÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄSGDÄKNMF�SDQL�ÄL@QFHM@K�Ä@UNHCDCÄ
network costs from demand-side management measures.

(33) Energy regulators should have the power to issue binding decisions in relation to natural gas 
undertakings and to impose effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties on natural gas under-
takings which fail to comply with their obligations or to propose that a competent court impose such 
penalties on them. Energy regulators should also be granted the power to decide, irrespective of the 
@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄBNLODSHSHNMÄQTKDR�ÄNMÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄLD@RTQDRÄDMRTQHMFÄBTRSNLDQÄADMDÆSRÄSGQNTFGÄSGDÄ
promotion of effective competition necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market in 
natural gas. The establishment of gas-release programmes is one of the possible measures that can 
be used to promote effective competition and ensure the proper functioning of the market. Energy 
regulators should also be granted the powers to contribute to ensuring high standards of public 
service in compliance with market opening, to the protection of vulnerable customers, and to the 
full effectiveness of consumer protection measures. Those provisions should be without prejudice 
to both the Commission’s powers concerning the application of competition rules including the 
examination of mergers with a Community dimension, and the rules on the internal market such as 
the free movement of capital. The independent body to which a party affected by the decision of a 
national regulator has a right to appeal could be a court or other tribunal empowered to conduct a 
judicial review.

(34) Any harmonisation of the powers of national regulatory authorities should include the powers 
to provide incentives to natural gas undertakings and to impose effective, proportionate and dis-
suasive penalties on natural gas undertakings or to propose that a competent court impose such 
penalties. Moreover, regulatory authorities should have the power to request relevant information 
EQNLÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFR�ÄL@JDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ@MCÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMUDRSHF@SHNMRÄ@MCÄRDSSKDÄCHROTSDR

(35) Investments in major new infrastructure should be strongly promoted while ensuring the proper 
functioning of the internal market in natural gas. In order to enhance the positive effect of exempted 
infrastructure projects on competition and security of supply, market interest during the project plan-
ning phase should be tested and congestion management rules should be implemented. Where an 
infrastructure is located in the territory of more than one Member State, the Agency for the Cooper-
ation of Energy Regulators established by Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 13 July 2009 establishing an Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators 
(the “Agency”) should handle as a last resort the exemption request in order to take better ac-
count of its cross-border implications and to facilitate its administrative handling. Moreover, given 
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(49) Clear and comprehensible information should be made available to consumers concerning their 
rights in relation to the energy sector. The Commission should establish, after consulting relevant 
stakeholders including Member States, national regulatory authorities, consumer organisations and 
natural gas undertakings, an accessible, user-friendly energy consumer checklist providing consum-
ers with practical information about their rights. That energy consumer checklist should be provided 
to all consumers and should be made publicly available.

(50) Energy poverty is a growing problem in the Community. Member States which are affected and 
which have not yet done so should, therefore, develop national action plans or other appropriate 
frameworks to tackle energy poverty, aiming at decreasing the number of people suffering such 
situation. In any event, Member States should ensure the necessary energy supply for vulnerable 
customers. In doing so, an integrated approach, such as in the framework of social policy, could be 
TRDCÄ@MCÄLD@RTQDRÄBNTKCÄHMBKTCDÄRNBH@KÄONKHBHDRÄNQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSRÄENQÄGNTRHMFÄ SÄ
the very least, this Directive should allow national policies in favour of vulnerable customers.

(51) Greater consumer protection is guaranteed by the availability of effective means of dispute 
settlement for all consumers. Member States should introduce speedy and effective complaint han-
dling procedures.

(52) It should be possible to base the introduction of intelligent metering systems on an economic 
assessment. Should that assessment conclude that the introduction of such metering systems is 
economically reasonable and cost-effective only for consumers with a certain amount of gas con-
sumption, Member States should be able to take this into account when implementing intelligent 
metering systems.

(53) Market prices should give the right incentives for the development of the network.

(54) Promoting fair competition and easy access for different suppliers should be of the utmost im-
portance for Member States in order to allow consumers to take full advantage of the opportunities 
of a liberalised internal market in natural gas.

(55) In order to contribute to security of supply whilst maintaining a spirit of solidarity between Mem-
ber States, notably in the event of an energy supply crisis, it is important to provide a framework for 
regional cooperation in a spirit of solidarity. Such cooperation may rely, if Member States so decide, 
ÆQRSÄ@MCÄENQDLNRSÄNMÄL@QJDS�A@RDCÄLDBG@MHRLRÄ"NNODQ@SHNMÄENQÄSGDÄOQNLNSHNMÄNEÄQDFHNM@KÄ@MCÄ
bilateral solidarity should not impose a disproportionate burden on or discriminate between market 
participants.

(56) With a view to creating an internal market in natural gas, Member States should foster the inte-
gration of their national markets and the cooperation of system operators at Community and region-
al level, also incorporating the isolated systems forming gas islands that persist in the Community.

(57) The development of a true internal market in natural gas, through a network connected across 
the Community, should be one of the main goals of this Directive and regulatory issues on cross 
border interconnections and regional markets should, therefore, be one of the main tasks of the 
regulatory authorities, in close cooperation with the Agency where relevant.

(58) Securing common rules for a true internal market and a broad supply of gas should also be one 
of the main goals of this Directive. To that end, undistorted market prices would provide an incentive 
for cross-border interconnections while leading, in the long term, to price convergence.

(59) The regulatory authorities should also provide information on the market to permit the Commis-
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transport capacity of natural gas undertakings.

(43) In order to ensure the maintenance of high standards of public service in the Community, all 
measures taken by Member States to achieve the objectives of this Directive should be regularly noti-
ÆDCÄSNÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRGNTKCÄQDFTK@QKXÄOTAKHRGÄ@ÄQDONQSÄ@M@KXRHMFÄLD@RTQDRÄS@JDMÄ
at national level to achieve public service objectives and comparing their effectiveness, with a view 
to making recommendations as regards measures to be taken at national level to achieve high public 
service standards. Member States should ensure that when they are connected to the gas system 
BTRSNLDQRÄ@QDÄHMENQLDCÄ@ANTSÄSGDHQÄQHFGSRÄSNÄADÄRTOOKHDCÄVHSGÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄNEÄ@ÄRODBHÆDCÄPT@KHSXÄ@SÄ
QD@RNM@AKDÄOQHBDRÄ,D@RTQDRÄS@JDMÄAXÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄSNÄOQNSDBSÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄL@XÄCHEEDQÄ@BBNQCHMFÄ
to whether they are aimed at household customers or small and medium-sized enterprises.

(44) Respect for the public service requirements is a fundamental requirement of this Directive, and 
HSÄHRÄHLONQS@MSÄSG@SÄBNLLNMÄLHMHLTLÄRS@MC@QCR�ÄQDRODBSDCÄAXÄ@KKÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDR�Ä@QDÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄ
this Directive, which take into account the objectives of common protection, security of supply, envi-
ronmental protection and equivalent levels of competition in all Member States. It is important that 
the public service requirements can be interpreted on a national basis, taking into account national 
circumstances and subject to the respect of Community law.

(45) It should be possible for measures implemented by Member States to achieve the objectives of 
social and economic cohesion to include, in particular, the provision of adequate economic incen-
tives, using, where appropriate, all existing national and Community tools. It should be possible for 
such tools to include liability mechanisms to guarantee the necessary investment.

����Ä3NÄSGDÄDWSDMSÄ SNÄVGHBGÄLD@RTQDRÄ S@JDMÄAXÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ SNÄ ETKÆKÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBDÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄ
constitute State aid under Article 87(1) of the Treaty, there is an obligation under Article 88(3) of the 
Treaty to notify them to the Commission.

(47) The public service requirements and the common minimum standards that follow from them 
need to be further strengthened to make sure that all consumers, especially vulnerable ones, can 
ADMDÆSÄEQNLÄBNLODSHSHNMÄ@MCÄE@HQÄOQHBDRÄ3GDÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄRGNTKCÄADÄCDÆMDCÄ@SÄM@-
SHNM@KÄ KDUDK�Ä S@JHMFÄ HMSNÄ@BBNTMSÄM@SHNM@KÄBHQBTLRS@MBDR�Ä"NLLTMHSXÄ K@VÄRGNTKC�ÄGNVDUDQ�ÄADÄ QD-
spected by the Member States. The citizens of the Union and, where Member States deem it to be 
appropriate, small enterprises, should be able to enjoy public service obligations, in particular with 
regard to security of supply and reasonable tariffs. A key aspect in supplying customers is access to 
objective and transparent consumption data. Thus, consumers should have access to their consump-
tion data and associated prices and services costs so that they can invite competitors to make an 
offer based on those data. Consumers should also have the right to be properly informed about their 
DMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄ/QDO@XLDMSRÄRGNTKCÄQDÇDBSÄSGDÄKHJDKXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄ@MCÄCHEEDQDMSÄ
payment systems should be non-discriminatory. Information on energy costs provided to consum-
ers frequently enough will create incentives for energy savings because it will give customers direct 
EDDCA@BJÄNMÄSGDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄHMUDRSLDMSÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄBG@MFDÄNEÄADG@UHNTQ

(48) Consumer interests should be at the heart of this Directive and quality of service should be a 
central responsibility of natural gas undertakings. Existing rights of consumers need to be strength-
ened and guaranteed, and should include greater transparency. Consumer protection should ensure 
SG@SÄ@KKÄBNMRTLDQRÄHMÄSGDÄVHCDQÄQDLHSÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄADMDÆSÄEQNLÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄL@QJDSÄ"NM-
sumer rights should be enforced by Member States or, where a Member State has so provided, the 
regulatory authorities.
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CHAPTER I

SUBJECT MATTER, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

Article 1

Subject matter and scope

1. This Directive establishes common rules for the transmission, distribution, supply and storage of 
natural gas. It lays down the rules relating to the organisation and functioning of the natural gas 
sector, access to the market, the criteria and procedures applicable to the granting of authorisations 
for transmission, distribution, supply and storage of natural gas and the operation of systems.

2. The rules established by this Directive for natural gas, including LNG, shall also apply in a non-
discriminatory way to biogas and gas from biomass or other types of gas in so far as such gases can 
technically and safely be injected into, and transported through, the natural gas system.

Article 2

Definitions

%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄ@OOKX�

(1) “natural gas undertaking” means a natural or legal person carrying out at least one of the fol-
lowing functions: production, transmission, distribution, supply, purchase or storage of natural gas, 
including LNG, which is responsible for the commercial, technical and/or maintenance tasks related 
SNÄSGNRDÄETMBSHNMR�ÄATSÄRG@KKÄMNSÄHMBKTCDÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�

(2) “upstream pipeline network” means any pipeline or network of pipelines operated and/or con-
structed as part of an oil or gas production project, or used to convey natural gas from one or more 
RTBGÄOQNIDBSRÄSNÄ@ÄOQNBDRRHMFÄOK@MSÄNQÄSDQLHM@KÄNQÄÆM@KÄBN@RS@KÄK@MCHMFÄSDQLHM@K�

(3) “transmission” means the transport of natural gas through a network, which mainly contains 
high-pressure pipelines, other than an upstream pipeline network and other than the part of high-
pressure pipelines primarily used in the context of local distribution of natural gas, with a view to its 
CDKHUDQXÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�ÄATSÄMNSÄHMBKTCHMFÄRTOOKX�

(4) “transmission system operator” means a natural or legal person who carries out the function 
of transmission and is responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of, and, if necessary, 
developing the transmission system in a given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with 
other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for 
SGDÄSQ@MRONQSÄNEÄF@R�

(5) “distribution” means the transport of natural gas through local or regional pipeline networks 
VHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄHSRÄCDKHUDQXÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�ÄATSÄMNSÄHMBKTCHMFÄRTOOKX�

(6) “distribution system operator” means a natural or legal person who carries out the function of 
distribution and is responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of, and, if necessary, devel-
oping the distribution system in a given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with other 
systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the 
CHRSQHATSHNMÄNEÄF@R�
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sion to exercise its role of observing and monitoring the internal market in natural gas and its short, 
medium and long-term evolution, including aspects such as supply and demand, transmission and 
distribution infrastructure, quality of service, cross-border trade, congestion management, invest-
LDMSR�ÄVGNKDR@KDÄ@MCÄBNMRTLDQÄOQHBDR�ÄL@QJDSÄKHPTHCHSXÄ@MCÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUD-
ments. National regulatory authorities should report to the competition authorities and the Commis-
sion those Member States in which prices impair competition and proper functioning of the market.

(60) Since the objective of this Directive, namely the creation of a fully operational internal market 
HMÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄB@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@MCÄB@MÄSGDQDENQDÄADÄADSSDQÄ
achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle 
of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of proportional-
ity, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve 
that objective.

(61) Under Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 
2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks, the Commission may adopt 
Guidelines to achieve the necessary degree of harmonisation. Such Guidelines, which constitute 
binding implementing measures, are, also with regard to certain provisions of this Directive, a useful 
tool which can be adapted quickly where necessary.

(62) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(63) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to adopt the Guidelines necessary for 
providing the minimum degree of harmonisation required to achieve the aim of this Directive. Since 
those measures are of general scope and are designed to amend non-essential elements of this Di-
rective, by supplementing it with new non-essential elements, they must be adopted in accordance 
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 5a of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(64) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making, Member 
States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Community, their own 
tables, illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the transposition 
measures, and to make them public.

(65) Given the scope of the amendments made to Directive 2003/55/EC herein, it is desirable, for 
reasons of clarity and rationalisation, that the provisions in question should be recast by bringing 
them all together in a single text in a new Directive.

(66) This Directive respects the fundamental rights, and observes the principles, recognised in par-
ticular by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
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Seventh Council Directive 83/349/EEC of 13 June 1983 based on the Article 44(2)(g) of the Treaty on 
consolidated accounts and/or an associated undertaking, within the meaning of Article 33(1) of that 
#HQDBSHUD�Ä@MC�NQÄ@MÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄVGHBGÄADKNMFÄSNÄSGDÄR@LDÄRG@QDGNKCDQR�

����ÄjRXRSDLÄTRDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄRTOOKXHMFÄSN�ÄNQÄADHMFÄRTOOKHDCÄAX�ÄSGDÄRXRSDL�

����ÄjBTRSNLDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄVGNKDR@KDÄNQÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄNQÄ@ÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄ
VGHBGÄOTQBG@RDRÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�

(25) “household customer” means a customer purchasing natural gas for his own household con-
RTLOSHNM�

(26) “non-household customer” means a customer purchasing natural gas which is not for his own 
GNTRDGNKCÄTRD�

����ÄjÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄBTRSNLDQÄOTQBG@RHMFÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄENQÄGHRÄNVMÄTRD�

(28) “eligible customer” means a customer who is free to purchase gas from the supplier of his 
BGNHBD�ÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄLD@MHMFÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ���

(29) “wholesale customer” means a natural or legal person other than a transmission system opera-
tor or distribution system operator who purchases natural gas for the purpose of resale inside or 
NTSRHCDÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄVGDQDÄGDÄHRÄDRS@AKHRGDC�

(30) “long-term planning” means the planning of supply and transport capacity of natural gas un-
dertakings on a long-term basis with a view to meeting the demand for natural gas of the system, 
CHUDQRHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄRDBTQHMFÄRTOOKHDRÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�

(31) “emergent market means a Contracting PartyÄHMÄVGHBGÄSGDÄÆQRSÄBNLLDQBH@KÄRTOOKXÄNEÄHSRÄÆQRSÄ
KNMF�SDQLÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄRTOOKXÄBNMSQ@BSÄV@RÄL@CDÄMNSÄLNQDÄSG@MÄ��ÄXD@QRÄD@QKHDQ�

����ÄjRDBTQHSXkÄLD@MRÄANSGÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKXÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄ@MCÄSDBGMHB@KÄR@EDSX�

(33) “new infrastructure” means an infrastructure not completed by 1 July 2007�

(34) “gas supply contract” means a contract for the supply of natural gas, but does not 
include a gas derivative;

����ÄjF@RÄCDQHU@SHUDkÄLD@MRÄ@Ä×M@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSÄRODBH×DCÄHMÄONHMSRÄ��Ä�ÄNQÄ�ÄNEÄ2DBSHNMÄ
C of Annex I to Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 
 OQHKÄ����ÄNMÄL@QJDSRÄHMÄ×M@MBH@KÄ HMRSQTLDMSR�ÄVGDQDÄSG@SÄHMRSQTLDMSÄQDK@SDRÄSNÄM@STQ@KÄ
gas;

(36) “control” means any rights, contracts or any other means which, either separately or 
in combination and having regard to the considerations of fact or law involved, confer the 
ONRRHAHKHSXÄNEÄDWDQBHRHMFÄCDBHRHUDÄHMØTDMBDÄNMÄ@MÄTMCDQS@JHMF�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄAX�

(a) ownership or the right to use all or part of the assets of an undertaking;

�A�ÄQHFGSRÄNQÄBNMSQ@BSRÄVGHBGÄBNMEDQÄCDBHRHUDÄHMØTDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄBNLONRHSHNM�ÄUNSHMFÄNQÄCDBH-
sions of the organs of an undertaking.
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���ÄjRTOOKXkÄLD@MRÄSGDÄR@KD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄQDR@KD�ÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄ+-&�ÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�

���ÄjRTOOKXÄTMCDQS@JHMFkÄLD@MRÄ@MXÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄVGNÄB@QQHDRÄNTSÄSGDÄETMBSHNMÄNEÄRTOOKX�

(9) “storage facility” means a facility used for the stocking of natural gas and owned and/or operated 
by a natural gas undertaking, including the part of LNG facilities used for storage but excluding the 
portion used for production operations, and excluding facilities reserved exclusively for transmission 
RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄHMÄB@QQXHMFÄNTSÄSGDHQÄETMBSHNMR�

(10) “storage system operator” means a natural or legal person who carries out the function of stor-
@FDÄ@MCÄHRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄNODQ@SHMFÄ@ÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSX�

(11) “LNG facility” means a terminal which is used for the liquefaction of natural gas or the importa-
SHNM�ÄNEÇN@CHMF�Ä@MCÄQD�F@RHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄ+-&�Ä@MCÄHMBKTCDRÄ@MBHKK@QXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄSDLONQ@QXÄRSNQ@FDÄ
MDBDRR@QXÄ ENQÄ SGDÄ QD�F@RHÆB@SHNMÄOQNBDRRÄ@MCÄRTARDPTDMSÄCDKHUDQXÄ SNÄ SGDÄ SQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDL�ÄATSÄ
CNDRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDÄ@MXÄO@QSÄNEÄ+-&ÄSDQLHM@KRÄTRDCÄENQÄRSNQ@FD�

(12) “LNG system operator” means a natural or legal person who carries out the function of liquefac-
SHNMÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄNQÄSGDÄHLONQS@SHNM�ÄNEÇN@CHMF�Ä@MCÄQD�F@RHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄ+-&Ä@MCÄHRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄ
NODQ@SHMFÄ@Ä+-&ÄE@BHKHSX�

(13) “system” means any transmission networks, distribution networks, LNG facilities and/or storage 
facilities owned and/or operated by a natural gas undertaking, including linepack and its facilities 
supplying ancillary services and those of related undertakings necessary for providing access to trans-
LHRRHNM�ÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ@MCÄ+-&�

(14) “ancillary services” means all services necessary for access to and the operation of transmission 
networks, distribution networks, LNG facilities, and/or storage facilities, including load balancing, 
blending and injection of inert gases, but not including facilities reserved exclusively for transmission 
RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄB@QQXHMFÄNTSÄSGDHQÄETMBSHNMR�

(15) “linepack” means the storage of gas by compression in gas transmission and distribution sys-
tems, but not including facilities reserved for transmission system operators carrying out their func-
SHNMR�

����ÄjHMSDQBNMMDBSDCÄRXRSDLkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄMTLADQÄNEÄRXRSDLRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄKHMJDCÄVHSGÄD@BGÄNSGDQ�

(17) “interconnector” means a transmission line which crosses or spans a border between Contract-
ing Parties for the sole purpose of connecting the national transmission systems of those Contract-
ing Parties�

����ÄjCHQDBSÄKHMDkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄOHODKHMDÄBNLOKDLDMS@QXÄSNÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSDCÄRXRSDL�

����ÄjHMSDFQ@SDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFkÄLD@MRÄ@ÄUDQSHB@KKXÄNQÄGNQHYNMS@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMF�

(20) “vertically integrated undertaking” means a natural gas undertaking or a group of natural 
gas undertakings where the same person or the same persons are entitled, directly or indirectly, to 
exercise control, and where the undertaking or group of undertakings perform at least one of the 
functions of transmission, distribution, LNG or storage, and at least one of the functions of produc-
SHNMÄNQÄRTOOKXÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�

(21) “horizontally integrated undertaking” means an undertaking performing at least one of the 
functions of production, transmission, distribution, supply or storage of natural gas, and a non-gas 
@BSHUHSX�

����ÄjQDK@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFkÄLD@MRÄ@MÄ@EÆKH@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMF�ÄVHSGHMÄ SGDÄLD@MHMFÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄNEÄ
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L@QJDSÄETMBSHNMHMFÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSH×DCÄSNÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat, where rel-
DU@MS�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��ÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄ2TBGÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄRG@KKÄMNSÄHMBKTCDÄ
measures taken within the general social security system.

5. Contracting Parties shall ensure that all customers connected to the gas network are 
entitled to have their gas provided by a supplier, subject to the supplier’s agreement, re-
gardless of the Contracting Party in which the supplier is registered, as long as the sup-
plier follows the applicable trading and balancing rules and subject to security of supply 
requirements. In this regard, Contracting Parties shall take all measures necessary to ensure 
that administrative procedures do not constitute a barrier for supply undertakings already 
registered in another Contracting Party.

6. Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

(a) where a customer, while respecting the contractual conditions, wishes to change sup-
plier, the change is effected by the operator(s) concerned within three weeks; and

(b) customers are entitled to receive all relevant consumption data.

Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDÄQHFGSRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄONHMSRÄ�@�Ä@MCÄ�A�ÄNEÄSGDÄ×QRSÄ
subparagraph are granted to customers in a non-discriminatory manner as regards cost, 
effort or time.

7. Contracting Parties shall implement appropriate measures to achieve the objectives of social 
and economic cohesion and environmental protection, which may include means to combat climate 
change, and security of supply. Such measures may include, in particular, the provision of adequate 
DBNMNLHBÄHMBDMSHUDR�ÄTRHMF�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�Ä@KKÄDWHRSHMFÄM@SHNM@KÄSNNKR�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄÆM@MBHMFÄEQNLÄ
the international donors, for the maintenance and construction of necessary network infrastructure, 
including interconnection capacity.

�Ä(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄDMDQFXÄDE×BHDMBX�ÄContracting Parties or, where a Contracting Party 
has so provided, the regulatory authority shall strongly recommend that natural gas un-
dertakings optimise the use of gas, for example by providing energy management ser-
vices, developing innovative pricing formulas or introducing intelligent metering systems 
or smart grids where appropriate

9. Contracting Parties shall ensure the provision of single points of contact to provide con-
sumers with all necessary information concerning their rights, current legislation and the 
means of dispute settlement available to them in the event of a dispute. Such contact 
points may be part of general consumer information points.

Contracting Parties shall ensure that an independent mechanism such as an energy om-
ATCRL@MÄNQÄ@Ä BNMRTLDQÄANCXÄ HRÄ HMÄOK@BDÄ HMÄNQCDQÄ SNÄDMRTQDÄDE×BHDMSÄ SQD@SLDMSÄNEÄ BNL-
plaints and out-of-court dispute settlements.

10. Contracting Parties may decide not to apply the provisions of Article 4 with respect to distribu-
tion insofar as their application would obstruct, in law or in fact, the performance of the obligations 
imposed on natural gas undertakings in the general economic interest and insofar as the develop-
ment of trade would not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the 
Energy Community. The interests of the Energy Community include, inter alia, competition with 
regard to eligible customers in accordance with this Directive and Annex III of the Energy Com-
munity Treaty.
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CHAPTER II

GENERAL RULES FOR THE ORGANISATION OF THE SECTOR

Article 3

Public service obligations and customer protection

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure, on the basis of their institutional organisation and with due 
regard to the principle of subsidiarity, that, without prejudice to paragraph 2, natural gas under-
takings are operated in accordance with the principles of this Directive with a view to achieving a 
competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable market in natural gas, and shall not discriminate 
between those undertakings as regards their rights or obligations.

2. Having full regard to the relevant provisions of the Energy Community Treaty, in particular 
Article 19 thereof, Contracting Parties may impose on undertakings operating in the gas sector, 
in the general economic interest, public service obligations which may relate to security, including 
security of supply, regularity, quality and price of supplies, and environmental protection, including 
DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄBKHL@SDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄ2TBGÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄRG@KKÄADÄ
BKD@QKXÄCDÆMDC�ÄSQ@MRO@QDMS�ÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQX�ÄUDQHÆ@AKDÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄFT@Q@MSDDÄDPT@KHSXÄNEÄ@BBDRRÄENQÄ
natural gas undertakings of the Energy Community to national consumers. In relation to security 
NEÄRTOOKX�ÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�CDL@MC�RHCDÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ@MCÄENQÄSGDÄETKÆKLDMSÄNEÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄFN@KRÄ
and goals for energy from renewable sources, as referred to in this paragraph, Contracting Parties 
may introduce the implementation of long-term planning, taking into account the possibility of third 
parties seeking access to the system.

3. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄOQNSDBSÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MCÄRG@KK�ÄHMÄO@Q-
ticular, ensure that there are adequate safeguards to protect vulnerable customers1. In this context, 
each Contracting PartyÄRG@KKÄCD×MDÄSGDÄBNMBDOSÄNEÄUTKMDQ@AKDÄBTRSNLDQRÄVGHBGÄL@XÄQDEDQÄSNÄ
energy poverty and, inter alia, to the prohibition of disconnection of gas to such custom-
ers in critical times. Contracting Parties shall ensure that rights and obligations linked to 
vulnerable customers are applied. In particular, they shall2 take appropriate measures to protect 
ÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ HMÄQDLNSDÄ@QD@RÄVGNÄ@QDÄBNMMDBSDCÄSNÄSGDÄF@RÄRXRSDLÄContracting Parties may 
appoint a supplier of last resort for customers connected to the gas system. They shall ensure high 
levels of consumer protection, particularly with respect to transparency regarding contractual terms 
and conditions, general information and dispute settlement mechanisms. Contracting Parties shall 
ensure that the eligible customer is in fact able easily to switch to a new supplier. As regards at least 
household customers those measures shall include those set out in Annex I.

4. Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures, such as formulating national en-
DQFXÄ@BSHNMÄOK@MR�ÄOQNUHCHMFÄRNBH@KÄRDBTQHSXÄADMD×SRÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄMDBDRR@QXÄF@RÄRTOOKXÄSNÄ
UTKMDQ@AKDÄBTRSNLDQR�ÄNQÄOQNUHCHMFÄENQÄRTOONQSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDE×BHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSR�ÄSNÄ@C-
CQDRRÄDMDQFXÄONUDQSXÄVGDQDÄHCDMSH×DC�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄHMÄSGDÄAQN@CDQÄBNMSDWSÄNEÄONUDQSXÄ2TBGÄ
measures shall not impede the effective opening of the market set out in Article 37 and 

1 Ä (MÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä�@OOKHB@AKDÄTMSHKÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ������ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRDMSDMBDÄNEÄSGDÄBNQQDRONMCHMFÄOQNUHRHNM�Ä QSHBKDÄ
3(3), additionally includes: ‘including appropriate measures to help them avoid disconnection’.
2  In Directive 2003/55/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision, Article 3(3), reads ‘may’ instead 
of ‘shall’. 
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Article 5

Monitoring of security of supply

Contracting Parties shall ensure the monitoring of security of supply issues. Where Contracting 
Parties consider it appropriate, they may delegate that task to the regulatory authorities referred to 
in Article 39(1). Such monitoring shall, in particular, cover the balance of supply and demand on the 
national market, the level of expected future demand and available supplies, envisaged additional 
capacity being planned or under construction, and the quality and level of maintenance of the 
networks, as well as measures to cover peak demand and to deal with shortfalls of one or more sup-
OKHDQRÄ3GDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRG@KKÄOTAKHRG�ÄAXÄ��Ä)TKXÄD@BGÄXD@Q�Ä@ÄQDONQSÄNTSKHMHMFÄSGDÄÆMCHMFRÄ
resulting from the monitoring of those issues, as well as any measures taken or envisaged to address 
them and shall forward that report to the Energy Community Secretariat forthwith.

Article 6

Regional solidarity

1. In order to safeguard a secure supply on the internal market in natural gas, Contracting 
Parties shall cooperate in order to promote regional and bilateral solidarity.

2. Such cooperation shall cover situations resulting or likely to result in the short term in a 
severe disruption of supply affecting a Contracting Party. It shall include:

(a) coordination of national emergency measures referred to in Article 8 of Council Direc-
tive 2004/67/EC of 26 April 2004 concerning measures to safeguard security of natural gas 
supply, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty;

�A�ÄHCDMSH×B@SHNMÄ@MC�ÄVGDQDÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNQÄTOFQ@CHMFÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄ@MCÄM@ST-
ral gas interconnections; and

(c) conditions and practical modalities for mutual assistance.

3. The Energy Community Secretariat and the other Contracting Parties shall be kept in-
formed of such cooperation.

4. ...

Article 7

 Promotion of regional cooperation4

1. Contracting Parties as well as the regulatory authorities shall cooperate with each oth-
DQÄENQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄ HMSDFQ@SHMFÄSGDHQÄM@SHNM@KÄL@QJDSRÄ@SÄQDFHNM@KÄ KDUDK�Ä@RÄ@Ä×QRSÄRSDOÄ
towards the creation of a fully liberalised internal market. In particular, the regulatory 
authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Parties shall pro-
mote and facilitate the cooperation of transmission system operators at a regional level, 
including on cross-border issues with the aim of creating a competitive internal market in 
4  In addition, Article 25 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC reads: ‘Transmission system operators shall promote operational 
arrangements in order to ensure the optimum management of the Energy Community network and shall promote the 
development of energy exchanges, the coordinated allocation of cross-border capacity through non-discriminatory mar-
KETBASED�SOLUTIONS��PAYING�DUE�ATTENTION�TO�THE�SPECIlC�MERITS�OF� IMPLICIT�AUCTIONS�FOR�SHORTTERM�ALLOCATIONS��AND�THE�
integration of balancing and reserve power mechanisms.’
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11. Contracting Parties shall, upon implementation of this Directive, inform the Energy Com-
munity SecretariatÄNEÄ@KKÄLD@RTQDRÄ@CNOSDCÄSNÄETKÆKKÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBDÄNAKHF@SHNMR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄBNMRTLDQÄ
and environmental protection, and their possible effect on national and international competition, 
whether or not such measures require a derogation from the provisions of this Directive. They shall 
notify the Energy Community Secretariat subsequently every two years of any changes to such 
measures, whether or not they require a derogation from this Directive.

12.3 Contracting Parties shall ensure that ... gas suppliers or distribution system operators, 
in cooperation with the regulatory authority, take the necessary steps to provide their 
consumers with a copy of the energy consumer checklists established by the European 
Commission ... .

The checklists shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the proce-
dure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

Article 4

Authorisation procedure

1. In circumstances where an authorisation (for example, licence, permission, concession, consent 
or approval) is required for the construction or operation of natural gas facilities, the Contracting 
Parties or any competent authority they designate shall grant authorisations to build and/or operate 
such facilities, pipelines and associated equipment on their territory, in accordance with paragraphs 
2 to 4. Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate may also grant authorisa-
tions on the same basis for the supply of natural gas and for wholesale customers.

2. Where Contracting Parties have a system of authorisation, they shall lay down objective and 
non-discriminatory criteria which shall be met by an undertaking applying for an authorisation to 
build and/or operate natural gas facilities or applying for an authorisation to supply natural gas. The 
non-discriminatory criteria and procedures for the granting of authorisations shall be made public. 
Contracting Parties shall ensure that authorisation procedures for facilities, pipelines and 
associated equipment take into account the importance of the project for the internal mar-
ket in natural gas where appropriate.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the reasons for any refusal to grant an authorisation are 
objective and non-discriminatory and that they are given to the applicant. Reasons for such refusals 
RG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGD Energy Community Secretariat for information. Contracting Parties shall 
establish a procedure enabling the applicant to appeal against such refusals.

�Ä%NQÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄMDVKXÄRTOOKHDCÄ@QD@RÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄNODQ@SHNMÄFDMDQ@KKX�Ä@MCÄVHSGNTSÄOQDIT-
dice to Article 38, Contracting Parties may decline to grant a further authorisation to build and 
operate distribution pipeline systems in any particular area once such pipeline systems have been or 
are proposed to be built in that area and if existing or proposed capacity is not saturated.

3  Replaced by Article 6 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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CHAPTER III

TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND LNG

Article 95

Unbundling of transmission systems and transmission system operators

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that from 1 June 20166:

(a) each undertaking which owns a transmission system acts as a transmission system op-
erator;

(b) the same person or persons are entitled neither:

(i) directly or indirectly to exercise control over an undertaking performing any of the func-
tions of production or supply, and directly or indirectly to exercise control or exercise any 
right over a transmission system operator or over a transmission system; nor

(ii) directly or indirectly to exercise control over a transmission system operator or over a 
transmission system, and directly or indirectly to exercise control or exercise any right over 
an undertaking performing any of the functions of production or supply;

(c) the same person or persons are not entitled to appoint members of the supervisory 
board, the administrative board or bodies legally representing the undertaking, of a trans-
mission system operator or a transmission system, and directly or indirectly to exercise 
control or exercise any right over an undertaking performing any of the functions of pro-
duction or supply; and

5  In Directive 2003/55/EC (applicable until 1 June 2016), the corresponding provision (Article 9, ‘Unbundling of transmis-
sion system operators’) reads
‘1. Where the transmission system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be independent at least 
in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities not relating to transmission. These rules 
shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of assets of the transmission system from the vertically integrated 
undertaking.
2. In order to ensure the independence of the transmission system operator referred to in paragraph 1, the following 
minimum criteria shall apply:
(a) those persons responsible for the management of the transmission system operator may not participate in company 
structures of the integrated natural gas undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the 
production, distribution and supply of natural gas;
(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of persons responsible for the manage-
ment of the transmission system operator are taken into account in a manner that ensures that they are capable of acting 
independently;
(c) the transmission system operator shall have effective decision-making rights, independent from the integrated gas 
undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or develop the network. This should not prevent the 
existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the economic and management supervision rights of 
the parent company in respect of return on assets regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 25(2) in a subsidiary 
ARE�PROTECTED��)N�PARTICULAR��THIS�SHALL�ENABLE�THE�PARENT�COMPANY�TO�APPROVE�THE�ANNUAL�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�
instrument, of the transmission system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness of its subsidiary. It 
shall not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day operations, nor with respect to individual 
decisions concerning the construction or upgrading of transmission lines, that do not exceed the terms of the approved 
lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�INSTRUMENT�
(d) the transmission system operator shall establish a compliance programme, which sets out measures taken to ensure 
that discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is adequately monitored. The programme shall 
SET�OUT�THE�SPECIlC�OBLIGATIONS�OF�EMPLOYEES�TO�MEET�THIS�OBJECTIVE��!N�ANNUAL�REPORT��SETTING�OUT�THE�MEASURES�TAKEN��SHALL�
be submitted by the person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance programme to the regulatory authority 
referred to in Article 25(1) and shall be published.’
6  According to Ministerial Council Decision 2012/05/MC-EnC of 5 December 2012, this date is replaced by 1 January 
2020 for the Republic of Moldova.
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natural gas, foster the consistency of their legal, regulatory and technical framework and 
facilitate integration of the isolated systems forming gas islands that persist in the Energy 
Community. ...

2. The Energy Community Regulatory Board shall cooperate with national regulatory 
authorities and transmission system operators to ensure the compatibility of regulatory 
frameworks with other European regions with the aim of creating a competitive internal 
market in natural gas. ...

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure, through the implementation of this Directive, that 
transmission system operators have one or more integrated system(s) at regional level 
covering two or more Contracting Parties for capacity allocation and for checking the se-
curity of the network.

4. Where vertically integrated transmission system operators participate in a joint under-
taking established for implementing such cooperation, the joint undertaking shall estab-
lish and implement a compliance programme which sets out the measures to be taken to 
ensure that discriminatory and anticompetitive conduct is excluded. That compliance pro-
FQ@LLDÄRG@KKÄRDSÄNTSÄSGDÄRODBH×BÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄNEÄDLOKNXDDRÄSNÄLDDSÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDÄNEÄDWBKTC-
HMFÄCHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ@MCÄ@MSHBNLODSHSHUDÄBNMCTBSÄ(SÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSH×DCÄSNÄSGDÄEnergy Commu-
nity Regulatory Board. Compliance with the programme shall be independently monitored 
AXÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQRÄNEÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQR

Article 8

Technical rules

The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Parties 
RG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSDBGMHB@KÄR@EDSXÄBQHSDQH@Ä@QDÄCDÆMDCÄ@MCÄSG@SÄSDBGMHB@KÄQTKDRÄDRS@AKHRGHMFÄSGDÄLHMH-
mum technical design and operational requirements for the connection to the system of LNG facili-
ties, storage facilities, other transmission or distribution systems, and direct lines, are developed and 
made public. Those technical rules shall ensure the interoperability of systems and shall be objective 
and non-discriminatory. ...
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Party may decide not to apply paragraph 1.

10. Before an undertaking is approved and designated as a transmission system operator 
TMCDQÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKD�ÄHSÄRG@KKÄADÄBDQSH×DCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄK@HCÄCNVMÄ
in Article 10(4), (5) and (6) of this Directive and in Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, 
as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, pursuant to which the En-
ergy Community Secretariat shall verify that the arrangements in place clearly guarantee 
more effective independence of the transmission system operator than the provisions of 
Chapter IV.

11. Vertically integrated undertakings which own a transmission system shall not in any 
event be prevented from taking steps to comply with paragraph 1.

12. Undertakings performing any of the functions of production or supply shall not in 
any event be able to directly or indirectly take control over or exercise any right over un-
bundled transmission system operators in Contracting Parties which apply paragraph 1.

Article 10

Designation and certification of transmission system operators

1. Before an undertaking is approved and designated as transmission system operator, it 
RG@KKÄADÄBDQSH×DCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄSGDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄK@HCÄCNVMÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGRÄ��Ä�Ä@MCÄ�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ
Article and in Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted under Article 24 of the 
Energy Community Treaty.

�Ä4MCDQS@JHMFRÄVGHBGÄNVMÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄ@MCÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄADDMÄBDQSH×DCÄAXÄSGDÄM@-
tional regulatory authority as having complied with the requirements of Article 9, pursuant 
SNÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄOQNBDCTQD�ÄRG@KKÄADÄ@OOQNUDCÄ@MCÄCDRHFM@SDCÄ@RÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄ
operators by Contracting Parties. The designation of transmission system operators shall 
ADÄMNSH×DCÄSNÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat and published in a dedicated section of 
the website of the Energy Community.

3. Transmission system operators shall notify to the regulatory authority any planned 
transaction which may require a reassessment of their compliance with the requirements 
of Article 9.

4. The regulatory authorities shall monitor the continuing compliance of transmission sys-
SDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�Ä3GDXÄRG@KKÄNODMÄ@ÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄOQNBDCTQDÄ
to ensure such compliance:

�@�ÄTONMÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄAXÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��

(b) on their own initiative where they have knowledge that a planned change in rights or 
HMØTDMBDÄNUDQÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNVMDQRÄNQÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄL@XÄKD@CÄSNÄ
an infringement of Article 9, or where they have reason to believe that such an infringe-
ment may have occurred; or

(c) upon a reasoned request from the Energy Community Secretariat.

�Ä3GDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRG@KKÄ@CNOSÄ@ÄCDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ
RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄVHSGHMÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄENTQÄLNMSGRÄEQNLÄSGDÄC@SDÄNEÄSGDÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄAXÄSGDÄ
transmission system operator or from the date of the Energy Community Secretariat re-
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(d) the same person is not entitled to be a member of the supervisory board, the adminis-
trative board or bodies legally representing the undertaking, of both an undertaking per-
forming any of the functions of production or supply and a transmission system operator 
or a transmission system.

2. The rights referred to in points (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 shall include, in particular:

(a) the power to exercise voting rights;

(b) the power to appoint members of the supervisory board, the administrative board or 
bodies legally representing the undertaking; or

(c) the holding of a majority share.

3. For the purpose of paragraph 1(b), the notion “undertaking performing any of the func-
tions of production or supply” shall include “undertaking performing any of the functions 
of generation and supply” within the meaning of Directive 2009/72/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal 
market in electricity, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, and the 
terms “transmission system operator” and “transmission system” shall include “transmis-
sion system operator” and “transmission system” within the meaning of that Directive.

4. Contracting Parties may allow for derogations from points (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 
unti1 1 June 2017, provided that transmission system operators are not part of a vertically 
integrated undertaking.

�Ä3GDÄNAKHF@SHNMÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��@�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄRG@KKÄADÄCDDLDCÄSNÄADÄETK×KKDCÄHMÄ@Ä
situation where two or more undertakings which own transmission systems have created a 
joint venture which acts as a transmission system operator in two or more Contracting Par-
ties for the transmission systems concerned. No other undertaking may be part of the joint 
venture, unless it has been approved under Article 14 as an independent system operator 
or as an independent transmission operator for the purposes of Chapter IV.

6. For the implementation of this Article, where the person referred to in points (b), (c) and 
(d) of paragraph 1 is the Contracting Party or another public body, two separate public 
bodies exercising control over a transmission system operator or over a transmission sys-
tem on the one hand, and over an undertaking performing any of the functions of produc-
tion or supply on the other, shall be deemed not to be the same person or persons.

7. Contracting Parties shall ensure that neither commercially sensitive information referred 
to in Article 16 held by a transmission system operator which was part of a vertically inte-
grated undertaking, nor the staff of such a transmission system operator, is transferred to 
undertakings performing any of the functions of production and supply.

8. Where on 6 October 2011, the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated 
undertaking a Contracting Party may decide not to apply paragraph 1.

In such case, the Contracting Party concerned shall either:

(a) designate an independent system operator in accordance with Article 14, or

(b) comply with the provisions of Chapter IV.

9. Where on 6 October 2011, the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated 
undertaking and there are arrangements in place which guarantee more effective indepen-
dence of the transmission system operator than the provisions of Chapter IV, a Contracting 
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Community law; and

�HHH�ÄNSGDQÄRODBH×BÄE@BSRÄ@MCÄBHQBTLRS@MBDRÄNEÄSGDÄB@RDÄ@MCÄSGDÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQXÄBNMBDQMDC8

4. The regulatory authority shall notify the decision to the Energy Community Secretariat 
without delay, together with all the relevant information with respect to that decision.

5. Contracting Parties shall provide for the regulatory authority or the designated com-
petent authority referred to in paragraph 3(b), before the regulatory authority adopts a 
CDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNM�ÄSNÄQDPTDRSÄ@MÄNOHMHNMÄEQNLÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat 
on whether:

(a) the entity concerned complies with the requirements of Article 9; and

�A�ÄFQ@MSHMFÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄVHKKÄMNSÄOTSÄ@SÄQHRJÄSGDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRTOOKXÄSNÄSGDÄEnergy 
Community.

6. The Energy Community Secretariat shall examine the request referred to in paragraph 5 
as soon as it is received. Within a period of two months after receiving the request, it shall 
deliver its opinion to the national regulatory authority or, if the request was made by the 
designated competent authority, to that authority. 

In preparing its opinion, the Secretariat shall request the views of the Energy Community 
Regulatory Board. It may also request the views of the Contracting Party concerned and in-
terested parties. In the event that the Energy Community Secretariat makes such a request, 
the two-month period shall be extended by two months.

In the absence of an opinion by the Energy Community Secretariat within the period 
QDEDQQDCÄ SNÄ HMÄ SGDÄ×QRSÄ@MCÄRDBNMCÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGR�Ä SGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat is 
deemed not to raise objections to the decision of the regulatory authority.

7. When assessing whether the control by a person or persons from a third country or third 
countries will put at risk the security of energy supply to the Energy Community, the En-
ergy Community Secretariat shall take into account:

�@�ÄSGDÄRODBH×BÄE@BSRÄNEÄSGDÄB@RDÄ@MCÄSGDÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQXÄNQÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQHDRÄBNMBDQMDC�Ä@MC

(b) the rights and obligations of the Energy Community with respect to that third country 
arising under international law, including any agreement concluded with one or more third 
countries to which the Energy Community is a party and which addresses the issues of 
security of energy supply.9

8. The national regulatory authority shall, within a period of two months after the expiry 
NEÄ SGDÄODQHNCÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄ HMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä@CNOSÄ HSRÄ×M@KÄCDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄ (MÄ
@CNOSHMFÄHSRÄ×M@KÄCDBHRHNMÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄTSLNRSÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄ
the the Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion. In any event Contracting Parties shall 
G@UDÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄQDETRDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄVGDQDÄFQ@MSHMFÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄOTSRÄ@SÄQHRJÄSGDÄContract-
ing Party’s security of energy supply or the security of energy supply of another Contract-
ing Party. Where the Contracting Party has designated another competent authority to 
@RRDRRÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��A��ÄHSÄL@XÄQDPTHQDÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄSNÄ@CNOSÄHSRÄ×M@KÄ
decision in accordance with the assessment of that competent authority. The regulatory 
8  According to Article 10(1) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, ‘the regulatory authority or other competent authority desig-
nated shall also take into account the rights and obligations resulting from association or trade agreements between the 
Contracting Party and the European Union’.
9 Article 10(1) of Decision 2011/02/Mc-EnC applies.
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PTDRSÄ ESDQÄDWOHQXÄNEÄ SG@SÄODQHNC�Ä SGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄCDDLDCÄSNÄADÄFQ@MSDCÄ3GDÄ
explicit or tacit decision of the regulatory authority shall become effective only after the 
conclusion of the procedure set out in paragraph 6.

�Ä3GDÄDWOKHBHSÄNQÄS@BHSÄCDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄ
ADÄMNSH×DCÄVHSGNTSÄCDK@XÄSNÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat by the regulatory author-
ity, together with all the relevant information with respect to that decision. The Energy 
Community Secretariat shall act in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 3 of 
Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty.

7. The regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat may request from 
transmission system operators and undertakings performing any of the functions of pro-
CTBSHNMÄNQÄ RTOOKXÄ @MXÄ HMENQL@SHNMÄ QDKDU@MSÄ ENQÄ SGDÄ ETK×KKLDMSÄNEÄ SGDHQÄ S@RJRÄTMCDQÄ SGHRÄ
Article.

8. The regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat shall preserve the con-
×CDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUDÄHMENQL@SHNM

Article 117

Certification in relation to third countries

�Ä6GDQDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄHRÄQDPTDRSDCÄAXÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNVMDQÄNQÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXR-
tem operator which is controlled by a person or persons from a third country or third coun-
tries, the regulatory authority shall notify the Energy Community Secretariat.

The regulatory authority shall also notify to the Energy Community Secretariat without de-
lay any circumstances that would result in a person or persons from a third country or third 
countries acquiring control of a transmission system or a transmission system operator.

2. The transmission system operator shall notify to the regulatory authority any circum-
stances that would result in a person or persons from a third country or third countries 
acquiring control of the transmission system or the transmission system operator.

�Ä3GDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄRG@KKÄ@CNOSÄ@ÄCQ@ESÄCDBHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHR-
RHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄVHSGHMÄENTQÄLNMSGRÄEQNLÄSGDÄC@SDÄNEÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄAXÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ
RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ(SÄRG@KKÄQDETRDÄSGDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄHEÄHSÄG@RÄMNSÄADDMÄCDLNMRSQ@SDC�

(a) that the entity concerned complies with the requirements of Article 9; and

(b) to the regulatory authority or to another competent authority designated by the Con-
tracting PartyÄSG@SÄFQ@MSHMFÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄVHKKÄMNSÄOTSÄ@SÄQHRJÄSGDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRTOOKXÄNEÄ
the Contracting Party and the Energy Community. In considering that question the regula-
tory authority or other competent authority so designated shall take into account:

(i) the rights and obligations of the Energy Community with respect to that third country 
arising under international law, including any agreement concluded with one or more third 
countries to which the Energy Community is a party and which addresses the issues of 
security of energy supply

(ii) the rights and obligations of the Contracting Party with respect to that third country 
arising under agreements concluded with it, insofar as they are in compliance with Energy 

7  According to Article 3(1) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, Article 11 shall apply as from 1 January 2017.
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4. The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting 
Parties may require transmission system operators to comply with minimum standards for the main-
tenance and development of the transmission system, including interconnection capacity.

5. Transmission system operators shall procure the energy they use for the carrying out of their func-
tions according to transparent, non-discriminatory and market based procedures.

Article 14

Independent system operators

1. Where the transmission system belongs to a vertically integrated undertaking on 6 Oc-
tober 2011, Contracting Parties may decide not to apply Article 9(1) and designate an in-
dependent system operator upon a proposal from the transmission system owner. Such 
designation shall be subject to the opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat.

2. The Contracting Party may approve and designate an independent system operator only 
where:

(a) the candidate operator has demonstrated that it complies with the requirements of 
Article 9(1)(b), (c) and (d);

�A�ÄSGDÄB@MCHC@SDÄNODQ@SNQÄG@RÄCDLNMRSQ@SDCÄSG@SÄHSÄG@RÄ@SÄHSRÄCHRONR@KÄSGDÄQDPTHQDCÄ×M@M-
cial, technical, physical and human resources to carry out its tasks under Article 13;

(c) the candidate operator has undertaken to comply with a ten-year network develop-
ment plan monitored by the regulatory authority;

(d) the transmission system owner has demonstrated its ability to comply with its obliga-
tions under paragraph 5. To that end, it shall provide all the draft contractual arrangements 
with the candidate undertaking and any other relevant entity; and

(e) the candidate operator has demonstrated its ability to comply with its obligations un-
der Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community 
Treaty, including the cooperation of transmission system operators at regional level.

�Ä4MCDQS@JHMFRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄADDMÄBDQSH×DCÄAXÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄ@RÄG@UHMFÄBNLOKHDCÄ
with the requirements of Article 11 and of paragraph 2 of this Article shall be approved 
@MCÄCDRHFM@SDCÄ@RÄHMCDODMCDMSÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄAXÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄ3GDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄ
procedure in either Article 10 of this Directive and Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, 
as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, or in Article 11 of this Direc-
tive shall be applicable.

4. Each independent system operator shall be responsible for granting and managing third-
party access, including the collection of access charges and congestion charges, for oper-
ating, maintaining and developing the transmission system, as well as for ensuring the 
long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable demand through investment planning. 
When developing the transmission system the independent system operator shall be re-
sponsible for planning (including authorisation procedure), construction and commission-
ing of the new infrastructure. For this purpose, the independent system operator shall 
act as a transmission system operator in accordance with this Chapter. The transmission 
system owner shall not be responsible for granting and managing third-party access, nor 
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@TSGNQHSXiRÄ×M@KÄCDBHRHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄNOHMHNMÄNEÄ SGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat shall be 
OTAKHRGDCÄSNFDSGDQÄ6GDQDÄSGDÄ×M@KÄCDBHRHNMÄCHUDQFDRÄEQNLÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secre-
tariat’s opinion, the Contracting Party concerned shall provide and publish, together with 
that decision, the reasoning underlying such decision.

9. Nothing in this Article shall affect the right of Contracting Parties to exercise, in com-
pliance with Energy Community law, national legal controls to protect legitimate public 
security interests.

10. ...

11. ...

Article 12

Designation of storage and LNG system operators

Contracting Parties shall designate, or shall require natural gas undertakings which own storage 
or LNG facilities to designate, for a period of time to be determined by Contracting Parties, having 
QDF@QCÄSNÄBNMRHCDQ@SHNMRÄNEÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄA@K@MBD�ÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄRSNQ@FDÄ@MCÄ+-&ÄRXRSDLÄ
operators.

Article 13

Tasks of transmission, storage and/or LNG system operators

1. Each transmission, storage and/or LNG system operator shall:

�@�ÄNODQ@SD�ÄL@HMS@HMÄ@MCÄCDUDKNOÄTMCDQÄDBNMNLHBÄBNMCHSHNMRÄRDBTQD�ÄQDKH@AKDÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄSQ@MRLHR-
sion, storage and/or LNG facilities to secure an open market, with due regard to the environment, 
ensure adequate means to meet service obligations�

(b) refrain from discriminating between system users or classes of system users, particularly in favour 
NEÄHSRÄQDK@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFR�

(c) provide any other transmission system operator, any other storage system operator, any other 
+-&ÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ@MC�NQÄ@MXÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄ
the transport and storage of natural gas may take place in a manner compatible with the secure and 
DEÆBHDMSÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSDCÄRXRSDL�Ä@MC

�C�ÄOQNUHCDÄRXRSDLÄTRDQRÄVHSGÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSGDXÄMDDCÄENQÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDL

�Ä$@BGÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄATHKCÄRTE×BHDMSÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄB@O@BHSXÄSNÄ HMSD-
grate European transmission infrastructure accommodating all economically reasonable 
and technically feasible demands for capacity and taking into account security of gas sup-
ply.

3. Rules adopted by transmission system operators for balancing the gas transmission system shall 
be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules for the charging of system users 
of their networks for energy imbalance. Terms and conditions, including rules and tariffs, for the 
provision of such services by transmission system operators shall be established pursuant to a meth-
NCNKNFXÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄHMÄ@ÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ@MCÄBNRS�QDÇDBSHUDÄV@XÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄADÄ
published.
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ate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the economic and management supervision 
rights of the parent company in respect of return on assets regulated indirectly in accor-
dance with Article 41(6) in a subsidiary are protected. In particular, this shall enable the 
O@QDMSÄBNLO@MXÄSNÄ@OOQNUDÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄ×M@MBH@KÄOK@M�ÄNQÄ@MXÄDPTHU@KDMSÄHMRSQTLDMS�ÄNEÄSGDÄ
storage system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness of its sub-
sidiary. It shall not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day 
operations, nor with respect to individual decisions concerning the construction or upgrad-
HMFÄNEÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSHDR�ÄSG@SÄCNÄMNSÄDWBDDCÄSGDÄSDQLRÄNEÄSGDÄ@OOQNUDCÄ×M@MBH@KÄOK@M�ÄNQÄ@MXÄ
equivalent instrument; and

(d) the transmission system owner and the storage system operator shall establish a com-
pliance programme, which sets out measures taken to ensure that discriminatory conduct 
is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is adequately monitored. The compliance 
OQNFQ@LLDÄRG@KKÄRDSÄNTSÄSGDÄRODBH×BÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄNEÄDLOKNXDDRÄSNÄLDDSÄSGNRDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄ MÄ
annual report, setting out the measures taken, shall be submitted by the person or body 
responsible for monitoring the compliance programme to the regulatory authority and 
shall be published.

3. ...

Article 16

Confidentiality for transmission system operators and transmission system owners

1. Without prejudice to Article 30 or any other legal duty to disclose information, each transmission, 
RSNQ@FDÄ@MC�NQÄ+-&ÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�Ä@MCÄD@BGÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNVMDQ�ÄRG@KKÄOQDRDQUDÄSGDÄBNMÆ-
dentiality of commercially sensitive information obtained in the course of carrying out its activities, 
and shall prevent information about its own activities which may be commercially advantageous 
from being disclosed in a discriminatory manner. In particular, it shall not disclose any commer-
cially sensitive information to the remaining parts of the undertaking, unless this is neces-
sary for carrying out a business transaction. In order to ensure the full respect of the rules 
on information unbundling, Contracting Parties shall ensure that the transmission system 
owner including, in the case of a combined operator, the distribution system operator, and 
the remaining part of the undertaking do not use joint services, such as joint legal services, 
apart from purely administrative or IT functions.

2. Transmission, storage and/or LNG system operators shall not, in the context of sales or purchases 
of natural gas by related undertakings, misuse commercially sensitive information obtained from 
third parties in the context of providing or negotiating access to the system.

�Ä(MENQL@SHNMÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄDEEDBSHUDÄBNLODSHSHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄDE×BHDMSÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄL@Q-
ket shall be made public. That obligation shall be without prejudice to protecting commer-
cially sensitive information.
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for investment planning.

5. Where an independent system operator has been designated, the transmission system 
owner shall:

(a) provide all the relevant cooperation and support to the independent system operator 
ENQÄSGDÄETK×KKLDMSÄNEÄHSRÄS@RJR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄ@KKÄQDKDU@MSÄHMENQL@SHNM�

�A�Ä×M@MBDÄSGDÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄCDBHCDCÄAXÄSGDÄHMCDODMCDMSÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ@MCÄ@OOQNUDCÄAXÄ
SGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSX�ÄNQÄFHUDÄHSRÄ@FQDDLDMSÄSNÄ×M@MBHMFÄAXÄ@MXÄHMSDQDRSDCÄO@QSXÄHMBKTC-
HMFÄSGDÄHMCDODMCDMSÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ3GDÄQDKDU@MSÄ×M@MBHMFÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSRÄRG@KKÄADÄRTAIDBSÄ
to approval by the regulatory authority. Prior to such approval, the regulatory authority 
shall consult the transmission system owner together with other interested parties;

(c) provide for the coverage of liability relating to the network assets, excluding the liabil-
ity relating to the tasks of the independent system operator; and

�C�ÄOQNUHCDÄFT@Q@MSDDRÄSNÄE@BHKHS@SDÄ×M@MBHMFÄ@MXÄMDSVNQJÄDWO@MRHNMRÄVHSGÄSGDÄDWBDOSHNMÄ
NEÄSGNRDÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄVGDQD�ÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄONHMSÄ�A��ÄHSÄG@RÄFHUDMÄHSRÄ@FQDDLDMSÄSNÄ×M@MBHMFÄ
by any interested party including the independent system operator.

6. In close cooperation with the regulatory authority, the relevant national competition 
authority shall be granted all relevant powers to effectively monitor compliance of the 
transmission system owner with its obligations under paragraph 5.

Article 15

Unbundling of transmission system owners and storage system operators

1. A transmission system owner, where an independent system operator has been appoint-
ed, and a storage system operator which are part of vertically integrated undertakings 
shall be independent at least in terms of their legal form, organisation and decision making 
from other activities not relating to transmission, distribution and storage.

This Article shall apply only to storage facilities that are technically and/or economically 
MDBDRR@QXÄENQÄOQNUHCHMFÄDE×BHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄENQÄSGDÄRTOOKXÄNEÄBTRSNLDQRÄOTQRT@MSÄ
to Article 33.

2. In order to ensure the independence of the transmission system owner and storage sys-
tem operator referred to in paragraph 1, the following minimum criteria shall apply:

(a) persons responsible for the management of the transmission system owner and storage 
system operator shall not participate in company structures of the integrated natural gas 
undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the produc-
tion and supply of natural gas;

(b) appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that the professional interests of persons 
responsible for the management of the transmission system owner and storage system 
operator are taken into account in a manner that ensures that they are capable of acting 
independently;

(c) the storage system operator shall have effective decision-making rights, independent 
from the integrated natural gas undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, 
maintain or develop the storage facilities. This shall not preclude the existence of appropri-
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3. Transmission system operators shall be organised in a legal form as referred to in Article 
1 of Council Directive 68/151/EEC.
4. The transmission system operator shall not, in its corporate identity, communication, 
branding and premises, create confusion in respect of the separate identity of the vertically 
integrated undertaking or any part thereof.
5. The transmission system operator shall not share IT systems or equipment, physical 
premises and security access systems with any part of the vertically integrated undertak-
ing, nor use the same consultants or external contractors for IT systems or equipment, and 
security access systems.
6. The accounts of transmission system operators shall be audited by an auditor other than 
the one auditing the vertically integrated undertaking or any part thereof.

Article 18

Independence of the transmission system operator

1. Without prejudice to the decisions of the Supervisory Body under Article 20, the trans-
mission system operator shall have:

(a) effective decision-making rights, independent from the vertically integrated undertak-
ing, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or develop the transmission 
system; and

(b) the power to raise money on the capital market in particular through borrowing and 
capital increase.

2. The transmission system operator shall at all times act so as to ensure it has the resources 
HSÄMDDCRÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄB@QQXÄNTSÄSGDÄ@BSHUHSXÄNEÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄOQNODQKXÄ@MCÄDE×BHDMSKXÄ@MCÄCD-
UDKNOÄ@MCÄL@HMS@HMÄ@MÄDE×BHDMS�ÄRDBTQDÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDL

3. Subsidiaries of the vertically integrated undertaking performing functions of produc-
tion or supply shall not have any direct or indirect shareholding in the transmission system 
operator. The transmission system operator shall neither have any direct or indirect share-
holding in any subsidiary of the vertically integrated undertaking performing functions 
NEÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNQÄ RTOOKX�Ä MNQÄ QDBDHUDÄCHUHCDMCRÄNQÄ @MXÄNSGDQÄ×M@MBH@KÄ ADMD×SÄ EQNLÄ SG@SÄ
subsidiary.

4. The overall management structure and the corporate statutes of the transmission sys-
tem operator shall ensure effective independence of the transmission system operator in 
compliance with this Chapter. The vertically integrated undertaking shall not determine, 
directly or indirectly, the competitive behaviour of the transmission system operator in 
relation to the day to day activities of the transmission system operator and management 
of the network, or in relation to activities necessary for the preparation of the ten-year 
network development plan developed pursuant to Article 22.

�Ä(MÄETK×KKHMFÄSGDHQÄS@RJRÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��Ä@MCÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�Ä@MCÄHMÄBNLOKXHMFÄ
with Article 13(1), Article 14(1)(a), Article 16(2), (3) and (5), Article 18(6) and Article 21(1) of 
Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, 
transmission system operators shall not discriminate against different persons or entities 
and shall not restrict, distort or prevent competition in production or supply.
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CHAPTER IV

INDEPENDENT TRANSMISSION OPERATOR

Article 17 

Assets, equipment, staff and identity

1. Transmission system operators shall be equipped with all human, technical, physical and 
×M@MBH@KÄQDRNTQBDRÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄETK×KKHMFÄSGDHQÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MCÄB@QQX-
ing out the activity of gas transmission, in particular:
(a) assets that are necessary for the activity of gas transmission, including the transmission 
system, shall be owned by the transmission system operator;
(b) personnel necessary for the activity of gas transmission, including the performance of 
all corporate tasks, shall be employed by the transmission system operator;
(c) leasing of personnel and rendering of services, to and from any other parts of the ver-
tically integrated undertaking shall be prohibited. A transmission system operator may, 
however, render services to the vertically integrated undertaking as long as:
(i) the provision of those services does not discriminate between system users, is available 
to all system users on the same terms and conditions and does not restrict, distort or pre-
vent competition in production or supply; and
(ii) the terms and conditions of the provision of those services are approved by the regula-
tory authority;
(d) without prejudice to the decisions of the Supervisory Body under Article 20, appropri-
@SDÄ×M@MBH@KÄQDRNTQBDRÄENQÄETSTQDÄHMUDRSLDMSÄOQNIDBSRÄ@MC�NQÄENQÄSGDÄQDOK@BDLDMSÄNEÄDWHRS-
ing assets shall be made available to the transmission system operator in due time by the 
vertically integrated undertaking following an appropriate request from the transmission 
system operator.
2. The activity of gas transmission shall include at least the following tasks in addition to 
those listed in Article 13:
(a) the representation of the transmission system operator and contacts to third parties 
and the regulatory authorities;
(b) ...
(c) granting and managing third-party access on a non-discriminatory basis between sys-
tem users or classes of system users;
(d) the collection of all the transmission system related charges including access charges, 
balancing charges for ancillary services such as gas treatment, purchasing of services (bal-
ancing costs, energy for losses);
�D�ÄSGDÄNODQ@SHNM�ÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄ@MCÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄ@ÄRDBTQD�ÄDE×BHDMSÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄSQ@MR-
mission system;
(f) investment planning ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable 
demand and guaranteeing security of supply;
(g) the setting up of appropriate joint ventures, including with one or more transmission 
system operators, gas exchanges, and the other relevant actors pursuing the objective to 
develop the creation of regional markets or to facilitate the liberalisation process; and
(h) all corporate services, including legal services, accountancy and IT services.
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indirectly, with the vertically integrated undertaking or any part of it or its controlling 
shareholders other than the transmission system operator shall be exercised for a period 
of three years before the appointment of the persons responsible for the management 
and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator who are 
subject to this paragraph.

4. The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative 
bodies, and employees of the transmission system operator shall have no other profession-
al position or responsibility, interest or business relationship, directly or indirectly, with 
any other part of the vertically integrated undertaking or with its controlling shareholders.

5. The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative 
bodies, and employees of the transmission system operator shall hold no interest in or re-
BDHUDÄ@MXÄ×M@MBH@KÄADMD×S�ÄCHQDBSKXÄNQÄHMCHQDBSKX�ÄEQNLÄ@MXÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄ
undertaking other than the transmission system operator. Their remuneration shall not 
depend on activities or results of the vertically integrated undertaking other than those of 
the transmission system operator

6. Effective rights of appeal to the regulatory authority shall be guaranteed for any com-
plaints by the persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administra-
tive bodies of the transmission system operator against premature terminations of their 
SDQLÄNEÄNE×BD

�Ä ESDQÄSDQLHM@SHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄSDQLÄNEÄNE×BDÄHMÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�ÄSGDÄODQRNMRÄ
responsible for its management and/or members of its administrative bodies shall have no 
professional position or responsibility, interest or business relationship with any part of 
the vertically integrated undertaking other than the transmission system operator, or with 
its controlling shareholders for a period of not less than four years.

8. Paragraph 3 shall apply to the majority of the persons responsible for the management 
and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator.

The persons responsible for the management and/or members of the administrative bodies 
of the transmission system operator who are not subject to paragraph 3 shall have exer-
cised no management or other relevant activity in the vertically integrated undertaking for 
a period of at least six months before their appointment.

3GDÄ×QRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ@MCÄO@Q@FQ@OGRÄ�ÄSNÄ�ÄRG@KKÄADÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄSNÄ@KKÄSGDÄ
persons belonging to the executive management and to those directly reporting to them 
on matters related to the operation, maintenance or development of the network.

Article 20

Supervisory Body

1. The transmission system operator shall have a Supervisory Body which shall be in charge 
NEÄS@JHMFÄCDBHRHNMRÄVGHBGÄL@XÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMH×B@MSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄSGDÄU@KTDÄNEÄSGDÄ@RRDSRÄNEÄSGDÄ
shareholders within the transmission system operator, in particular decisions regarding the 
@OOQNU@KÄNEÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄ@MCÄKNMFDQ�SDQLÄ×M@MBH@KÄOK@MR�ÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄHMCDASDCMDRRÄNEÄSGDÄ
transmission system operator and the amount of dividends distributed to shareholders. 
The decisions falling under the remit of the Supervisory Body shall exclude those that are 
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�Ä MXÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄQDK@SHNMRÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄ
and the transmission system operator, including loans from the transmission system op-
erator to the vertically integrated undertaking shall comply with market conditions. The 
SQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄJDDOÄCDS@HKDCÄQDBNQCRÄNEÄRTBGÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄ
relations and make them available to the regulatory authority upon request

7. The transmission system operator shall submit for approval by the regulatory authority 
@KKÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄ@FQDDLDMSRÄVHSGÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMF

�Ä3GDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄHMENQLÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄNEÄSGDÄ×M@MBH@KÄ
resources, referred to in Article 17(1)(d), available for future investment projects and/or for 
the replacement of existing assets.

9. The vertically integrated undertaking shall refrain from any action impeding or prejudic-
ing the transmission system operator from complying with its obligations in this Chapter 
and shall not require the transmission system operator to seek permission from the verti-
B@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄHMÄETK×KKHMFÄSGNRDÄNAKHF@SHNMR

��Ä MÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄVGHBGÄG@RÄADDMÄBDQSH×DCÄAXÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄ@RÄADHMFÄHMÄBNLOKH-
ance with the requirements of this Chapter shall be approved and designated as a trans-
mission system operator by the Contracting PartyÄBNMBDQMDCÄ3GDÄBDQSH×B@SHNMÄOQNBDCTQDÄHMÄ
either Article 10 of this Directive and Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted 
under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, or in Article 11 of this Directive shall 
apply.

Article 19

Independence of the staff and the management of the transmission system operator

1. Decisions regarding the appointment and renewal, working conditions including remu-
MDQ@SHNM�Ä@MCÄSDQLHM@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄSDQLÄNEÄNE×BD�ÄNEÄSGDÄODQRNMRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄSGDÄL@M@FD-
ment and/or members of the administrative bodies of the transmission system operator 
shall be taken by the Supervisory Body of the transmission system operator appointed in 
accordance with Article 20.

2. The identity of, and the conditions governing the term, the duration and the termination 
NEÄNE×BDÄNE�ÄSGDÄODQRNMRÄMNLHM@SDCÄAXÄSGDÄ2TODQUHRNQXÄ!NCXÄENQÄ@OONHMSLDMSÄNQÄQDMDV@KÄ
as persons responsible for the executive management and/or as members of the adminis-
trative bodies of the transmission system operator, and the reasons for any proposed deci-
RHNMÄSDQLHM@SHMFÄRTBGÄSDQLÄNEÄNE×BD�ÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSH×DCÄSNÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄ3GNRDÄ
conditions and the decisions referred to in paragraph 1 shall become binding only if the 
QDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄG@RÄQ@HRDCÄMNÄNAIDBSHNMRÄVHSGHMÄSGQDDÄVDDJRÄNEÄMNSH×B@SHNM

The regulatory authority may object to the decisions referred to in paragraph 1 where:

(a) doubts arise as to the professional independence of a nominated person responsible for 
the management and/or member of the administrative bodies; or

�A�Ä HMÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄOQDL@STQDÄSDQLHM@SHNMÄNEÄ@ÄSDQLÄNEÄNE×BD�ÄCNTASRÄDWHRSÄQDF@QCHMFÄSGDÄ
ITRSH×B@SHNMÄNEÄRTBGÄOQDL@STQDÄSDQLHM@SHNM

3. No professional position or responsibility, interest or business relationship, directly or 
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5. Where the vertically integrated undertaking, in the general assembly or through the 
vote of the members of the Supervisory Body it has appointed, has prevented the adop-
tion of a decision with the effect of preventing or delaying investments, which under the 
ten-year network development plan, was to be executed in the following three years, the 
BNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄQDONQSÄSGHRÄSNÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSX�ÄVGHBGÄSGDMÄRG@KKÄ@BSÄHMÄ@B-
cordance with Article 22.

6. The conditions governing the mandate or the employment conditions of the compliance 
NE×BDQ�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄCTQ@SHNMÄNEÄGHRÄL@MC@SD�ÄRG@KKÄADÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄ@OOQNU@KÄAXÄSGDÄQDFTK@-
SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄ3GNRDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄHMCDODMCDMBDÄNEÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQ�Ä
HMBKTCHMFÄAXÄOQNUHCHMFÄHSÄVHSGÄ@KKÄSGDÄQDRNTQBDRÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄETK×KKHMFÄGHRÄCTSHDRÄ#TQHMFÄGHRÄ
L@MC@SD�ÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄMNÄNSGDQÄOQNEDRRHNM@KÄONRHSHNM�ÄQDRONMRHAHKHSXÄNQÄ
interest, directly or indirectly, in or with any part of the vertically integrated undertaking 
or with its controlling shareholders.

�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄQDONQSÄQDFTK@QKX�ÄDHSGDQÄNQ@KKXÄNQÄHMÄVQHSHMF�ÄSNÄSGDÄQDFTK@-
tory authority and shall have the right to report regularly, either orally or in writing, to the 
Supervisory Body of the transmission system operator.

�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄL@XÄ@SSDMCÄ@KKÄLDDSHMFRÄNEÄSGDÄL@M@FDLDMSÄNQÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄ
bodies of the transmission system operator, and those of the Supervisory Body and the 
FDMDQ@KÄ@RRDLAKXÄ3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄ@SSDMCÄ@KKÄLDDSHMFRÄSG@SÄ@CCQDRRÄSGDÄENKKNV-
ing matters:

�@�Ä BNMCHSHNMRÄ ENQÄ@BBDRRÄ SNÄ SGDÄMDSVNQJ�Ä @RÄCD×MDCÄ HMÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ �$"�Ä-NÄ���������Äas 
adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Community Treaty, in particular regarding tariffs, 
third party access services, capacity allocation and congestion management, transparency, 
balancing and secondary markets;

(b) projects undertaken in order to operate, maintain and develop the transmission system, 
including investments in new transport connections, in expansion of capacity and in opti-
misation of existing capacity;

(c) energy purchases or sales necessary for the operation of the transmission system.

�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄLNMHSNQÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ
with Article 16.

��Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄ@KKÄQDKDU@MSÄC@S@Ä@MCÄSNÄSGDÄNE×BDRÄNEÄSGDÄ
SQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄ@MCÄSNÄ@KKÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄSGDÄETK×KKLDMSÄNEÄ
his task.

11. After prior approval by the regulatory authority, the Supervisory Body may dismiss the 
BNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄ(SÄRG@KKÄCHRLHRRÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄENQÄQD@RNMRÄNEÄK@BJÄNEÄHMCDODM-
dence or professional capacity upon request of the regulatory authority.

��Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄNE×BDRÄNEÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNO-
erator without prior announcement.
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related to the day to day activities of the transmission system operator and management 
of the network, and in relation to activities necessary for the preparation of the ten-year 
network development plan developed pursuant to Article 22.

2. The Supervisory Body shall be composed of members representing the vertically inte-
grated undertaking, members representing third party shareholders and, where the rele-
vant legislation of a Contracting Party so provides, members representing other interested 
parties such as employees of the transmission system operator.

�Ä3GDÄ×QRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä@MCÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄSNÄ���ÄRG@KKÄ@OOKXÄSNÄ@SÄKD@RSÄG@KEÄ
of the members of the Supervisory Body minus one.

Point (b) of the second subparagraph of Article 19(2) shall apply to all the members of the 
Supervisory Body.

Article 21

Compliance programme and compliance officer

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission system operators establish and implement a 
compliance programme which sets out the measures taken in order to ensure that discriminatory 
conduct is excluded, and ensure that the compliance with that programme is adequately monitored. 
3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄOQNFQ@LLDÄRG@KKÄRDSÄNTSÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄNEÄDLOKNXDDRÄSNÄLDDSÄSGNRDÄNAIDB-
tives. It shall be subject to approval by the regulatory authority. Without prejudice to the 
powers of the national regulator, compliance with the program shall be independently 
LNMHSNQDCÄAXÄ@ÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQ

�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄADÄ@OONHMSDCÄAXÄSGDÄ2TODQUHRNQXÄ!NCX�ÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄSGDÄ@O-
proval by the regulatory authority. The regulatory authority may refuse the approval of 
SGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄNMKXÄENQÄQD@RNMRÄNEÄK@BJÄNEÄHMCDODMCDMBDÄNQÄOQNEDRRHNM@KÄB@O@BHSXÄ
3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄL@XÄADÄ@ÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄSNÄ���ÄRG@KKÄ@OOKXÄSNÄ
SGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQ

�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄADÄHMÄBG@QFDÄNE�

(a) monitoring the implementation of the compliance programme;

(b) elaborating an annual report, setting out the measures taken in order to implement the 
compliance programme and 

submitting it to the regulatory authority;

(c) reporting to the Supervisory Body and issuing recommendations on the compliance 
programme and its implementation;

(d) notifying the regulatory authority on any substantial breaches with regard to the im-
plementation of the compliance programme; and

�D�Ä QDONQSHMFÄ SNÄ SGDÄ QDFTK@SNQXÄ @TSGNQHSXÄ NMÄ @MXÄ BNLLDQBH@KÄ @MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄ QDK@SHNMRÄ AD-
tween the vertically integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator. 
�Ä3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄRG@KKÄRTALHSÄSGDÄOQNONRDCÄCDBHRHNMRÄNMÄSGDÄHMUDRSLDMSÄOK@MÄNQÄNMÄ
individual investments in the network to the regulatory authority. This shall occur at the 
latest when the management and/or the competent administrative body of the transmis-
sion system operator submits them to the Supervisory Body
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low independent investors to participate in the capital.

6GDQDÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄG@RÄL@CDÄTRDÄNEÄ HSRÄONVDQRÄTMCDQÄONHMSÄ �A�ÄNEÄ SGDÄ×QRSÄ
subparagraph, it may oblige the transmission system operator to agree to one or more of 
the following:

�@�Ä×M@MBHMFÄAXÄ@MXÄSGHQCÄO@QSX�

(b) construction by any third party;

(c) building the new assets concerned itself;

(d) operating the new asset concerned itself.

The transmission system operator shall provide the investors with all information needed 
to realise the investment, shall connect new assets to the transmission network and shall 
generally make its best efforts to facilitate the implementation of the investment project.

3GDÄQDKDU@MSÄ×M@MBH@KÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSRÄRG@KKÄADÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄ@OOQNU@KÄAXÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQ-
ity.

�Ä6GDQDÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄG@RÄL@CDÄTRDÄNEÄHSRÄONVDQRÄTMCDQÄSGDÄ×QRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄ
of paragraph 7, the relevant tariff regulations shall cover the costs of the investments in 
question.

Article 23

Decision-making powers regarding the connection of storage facilities, LNG  
regasification facilities and industrial customers to the transmission system

�Ä3GDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄDRS@AKHRGÄ@MCÄOTAKHRGÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄ@MCÄDE×BHDMSÄ
OQNBDCTQDRÄ@MCÄS@QHEERÄENQÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄBNMMDBSHNMÄNEÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSHDR�Ä+-&ÄQDF@RH×-
cation facilities and industrial customers to the transmission system. Those procedures 
shall be subject to approval by the regulatory authority.

2. The transmission system operator shall not be entitled to refuse the connection of a 
MDVÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSX�Ä+-&ÄQDF@RH×B@SHNMÄE@BHKHSXÄNQÄHMCTRSQH@KÄBTRSNLDQÄNMÄSGDÄFQNTMCRÄNEÄ
possible future limitations to available network capacities or additional costs linked with 
MDBDRR@QXÄB@O@BHSXÄHMBQD@RDÄ3GDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄRTE×BHDMSÄDMSQXÄ
and exit capacity for the new connection.

CHAPTER V

DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY

Article 24 

Designation of distribution system operators

Contracting Parties shall designate, or shall require undertakings which own or are responsible for 
distribution systems to designate, for a period of time to be determined by Contracting Parties, 
G@UHMFÄQDF@QCÄSNÄBNMRHCDQ@SHNMRÄNEÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄA@K@MBD�ÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄ
operators and shall ensure that those operators act in accordance with Articles 25, 26 and 27.
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Article 22

Network development and powers to make investment decisions

1. Every year, transmission system operators shall submit to the regulatory authority a 
ten-year network development plan based on existing and forecast supply and demand 
after having consulted all the relevant stakeholders. That network development plan shall 
BNMS@HMÄDE×BHDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄFT@Q@MSDDÄSGDÄ@CDPT@BXÄNEÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄ@MCÄSGDÄRD-
curity of supply.

2. The ten-year network development plan shall, in particular:

(a) indicate to market participants the main transmission infrastructure that needs to be 
built or upgraded over the next ten years;

(b) contain all the investments already decided and identify new investments which have 
to be executed in the next three years; and

(c) provide for a time frame for all investment projects.

3. When elaborating the ten-year network development plan, the transmission system op-
erator shall make reasonable assumptions about the evolution of the production, supply, 
consumption and exchanges with other countries, taking into account investment plans for 
regional and Energy Community-wide networks, as well as investment plans for storage 
@MCÄ+-&ÄQDF@RH×B@SHNMÄE@BHKHSHDR

4. The regulatory authority shall consult all actual or potential system users on the ten-year 
network development plan in an open and transparent manner. Persons or undertakings 
claiming to be potential system users may be required to substantiate such claims. The 
regulatory authority shall publish the result of the consultation process, in particular pos-
sible needs for investments.

5. The regulatory authority shall examine whether the ten-year network development plan 
BNUDQRÄ@KKÄHMUDRSLDMSÄMDDCRÄHCDMSH×DCÄCTQHMFÄSGDÄBNMRTKS@SHNMÄOQNBDRRÄÄ3GDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ
authority may require the transmission system operator to amend its ten-year network 
development plan.

6. The regulatory authority shall monitor and evaluate the implementation of the ten-year 
network development plan.

7. In circumstances where the transmission system operator, other than for overriding 
reasons beyond its control, does not execute an investment, which, under the ten-year 
network development plan, was to be executed in the following three years, Contracting 
Parties shall ensure that the regulatory authority is required to take at least one of the fol-
lowing measures to ensure that the investment in question is made if such investment is 
still relevant on the 

basis of the most recent ten-year network development plan:

(a) to require the transmission system operator to execute the investments in question;

(b) to organise a tender procedure open to any investors for the investment in question; or

(c) to oblige the transmission 

RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄSNÄ@BBDOSÄ@ÄB@OHS@KÄHMBQD@RDÄSNÄ×M@MBDÄSGDÄMDBDRR@QXÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄ@MCÄ@K-
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@SÄHSRÄCHRONR@KÄSGDÄMDBDRR@QXÄQDRNTQBDRÄHMBKTCHMFÄGTL@M�ÄSDBGMHB@K�Ä×M@MBH@KÄ@MCÄOGXRHB@KÄ
resources. This should not prevent the existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure 
that the economic and management supervision rights of the parent company in respect of return 
on assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 41(6) in a subsidiary are protected. In par-
SHBTK@Q�ÄSGHRÄRG@KKÄDM@AKDÄSGDÄO@QDMSÄBNLO@MXÄSNÄ@OOQNUDÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄOK@M�ÄNQÄ@MXÄDPTHU@KDMSÄ
instrument, of the distribution system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness 
of its subsidiary. It shall not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day 
operations, nor with respect to individual decisions concerning the construction or upgrading of 
CHRSQHATSHNMÄ KHMDR�ÄSG@SÄCNÄMNSÄDWBDDCÄSGDÄSDQLRÄNEÄSGDÄ@OOQNUDCÄÆM@MBH@KÄOK@M�ÄNQÄ@MXÄDPTHU@KDMSÄ
HMRSQTLDMS�Ä@MC

(d) the distribution system operator must establish a compliance programme, which sets out mea-
sures taken to ensure that discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is 
@CDPT@SDKXÄLNMHSNQDCÄ3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄOQNFQ@LLDÄRG@KKÄRDSÄNTSÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄNEÄDLOKNX-
ees to meet that objective. An annual report, setting out the measures taken, shall be submitted by 
SGDÄODQRNMÄNQÄANCXÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄLNMHSNQHMFÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄOQNFQ@LLD�ÄSGDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNEÆBDQÄ
of the distribution system operator, to the regulatory authority referred to in Article 39(1) and shall 
be published. 3GDÄBNLOKH@MBDÄNE×BDQÄNEÄSGDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄADÄETKKXÄHMCD-
pendent and shall have access to all the necessary information of the distribution system 
NODQ@SNQÄ@MCÄ@MXÄ@E×KH@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄSNÄETK×KKÄGHRÄS@RJ

3. Where the distribution system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, 
the Contracting Parties shall ensure that the activities of the distribution system opera-
tor are monitored by regulatory authorities or other competent bodies so that it cannot 
take advantage of its vertical integration to distort competition. In particular, vertically 
integrated distribution system operators shall not, in their communication and branding, 
create confusion in respect of the separate identity of the supply branch of the vertically 
integrated undertaking.

4. Contracting Parties may decide not to apply paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 to integrated natural gas 
undertakings serving less than 100000 connected customers.

Article 27

Confidentiality obligations of distribution system operators

1. Without prejudice to Article 30 or any other legal duty to disclose information, each distribution 
RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄOQDRDQUDÄSGDÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNAS@HMDCÄHMÄ
the course of carrying out its business, and shall prevent information about its own activities which 
may be commercially advantageous from being disclosed in a discriminatory manner.

2. Distribution system operators shall not, in the context of sales or purchases of natural gas by 
related undertakings, abuse commercially sensitive information obtained from third parties in the 
context of providing or negotiating access to the system.
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Article 25

Tasks of distribution system operators

1. Each distribution system operator shall be responsible for ensuring the long-term ability of the 
system to meet reasonable demands for the distribution of gas, and for operating, maintaining and 
CDUDKNOHMFÄTMCDQÄDBNMNLHBÄBNMCHSHNMRÄ@ÄRDBTQD�ÄQDKH@AKDÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄRXRSDLÄHMÄHSRÄ@QD@�ÄVHSGÄCTDÄ
regard for the environment @MCÄDMDQFXÄDE×BHDMBX.

2. In any event, the distribution system operator shall not discriminate between system users or 
classes of system users, particularly in favour of its related undertakings.

3. Each distribution system operator shall provide any other distribution, transmission, LNG, and/
NQÄRSNQ@FDÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄVHSGÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDÄSQ@MRONQSÄ@MCÄRSNQ@FDÄNEÄ
M@STQ@KÄF@RÄS@JDRÄOK@BDÄHMÄ@ÄL@MMDQÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄSGDÄRDBTQDÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQ-
connected system.

4. Each distribution system operator shall provide system users with the information they need for 
DEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSN�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄTRDÄNE�ÄSGDÄRXRSDL

5. Where a distribution system operator is responsible for balancing the distribution system, rules 
adopted by it for that purpose shall be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules 
for the charging of system users for energy imbalance. Terms and conditions, including rules and 
tariffs, for the provision of such services by distribution system operators shall be established pursu-
@MSÄSNÄ@ÄLDSGNCNKNFXÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄHMÄ@ÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄ@MCÄBNRS�QDÇDBSHUDÄV@XÄ
and shall be published.

Article 26

Unbundling of distribution system operators

1. Where the distribution system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be 
independent at least in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities 
not relating to distribution. Those rules shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of 
assets of the distribution system from the vertically integrated undertaking.

2. In addition to the requirements under paragraph 1, where the distribution system operator is 
part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be independent in terms of its organisation and 
decision-making from the other activities not related to distribution. In order to achieve this, the fol-
lowing minimum criteria shall apply:

(a) those persons responsible for the management of the distribution system operator must not 
participate in company structures of the integrated natural gas undertaking responsible, directly or 
HMCHQDBSKX�ÄENQÄSGDÄC@X�SN�C@XÄNODQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ@MCÄRTOOKXÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�

(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of persons respon-
sible for the management of the distribution system operator are taken into account in a manner 
SG@SÄDMRTQDRÄSG@SÄSGDXÄ@QDÄB@O@AKDÄNEÄ@BSHMFÄHMCDODMCDMSKX�

(c) the distribution system operator must have effective decision-making rights, independent from 
the integrated natural gas undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain or de-
velop the network. (MÄNQCDQÄSNÄETK×KKÄSGNRDÄS@RJR�ÄSGDÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄ
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Article 26(1) shall not prevent the operation of a combined transmission, LNG, storage and 
distribution system operator provided that operator complies with Articles 9(1), or 14 and 
15, or Chapter IV or falls under Article 49(6).

CHAPTER VI

UNBUNDLING AND TRANSPARENCY OF ACCOUNTS

Article 30

Right of access to accounts

1. Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate, including the regulatory authori-
ties referred to in Article 39(1) and the dispute settlement authorities referred to in Article 34(3) shall, 
insofar as necessary to carry out their functions, have right of access to the accounts of natural gas 
undertakings as set out in Article 31.

2. Contracting Parties and any designated competent authority, including the regulatory authori-
SHDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä@MCÄSGDÄCHROTSDÄRDSSKDLDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDR�ÄRG@KKÄOQDRDQUDÄSGDÄBNMÆCDM-
tiality of commercially sensitive information. Contracting Parties may provide for the disclosure of 
such information where this is necessary in order for the competent authorities to carry out their 
functions.

Article 31

Unbundling of accounts

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary steps to ensure that the accounts of natural gas 
undertakings are kept in accordance with paragraphs 2 to 5 of this Article. Where natural gas under-
S@JHMFRÄADMDÆSÄEQNLÄ@ÄCDQNF@SHNMÄEQNLÄSGHRÄOQNUHRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä@MCÄ����ÄSGDXÄRG@KKÄ
at least keep their internal accounts in accordance with this Article.

2. Natural gas undertakings, whatever their system of ownership or legal form, shall draw up, submit 
to audit and publish their annual accounts in accordance with the rules of national law concerning 
the annual accounts of limited liability companies which should comply with the Fourth Council 
Directive 78/660/EEC of 25 July 1978 based on Article 44(2)(g) of the Treaty on the annual accounts 
of certain types of companies.

Undertakings which are not legally obliged to publish their annual accounts shall keep a copy thereof 
@SÄSGDÄCHRONR@KÄNEÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄ@SÄSGDHQÄGD@CÄNEÆBD

3. Natural gas undertakings shall, in their internal accounting, keep separate accounts for each of 
their transmission, distribution, LNG and storage activities as they would be required to do if the 
activities in question were carried out by separate undertakings, with a view to avoiding discrimina-
tion, cross-subsidisation and distortion of competition. They shall also keep accounts, which may be 
consolidated, for other gas activities not relating to transmission, distribution, LNG and storage. Until 
1 January 2015, they shall keep separate accounts for supply activities for eligible customers and 
supply activities for non-eligible customers. Revenue from ownership of the transmission or distribu-
SHNMÄMDSVNQJÄRG@KKÄADÄRODBHÆDCÄ HMÄ SGDÄ@BBNTMSRÄ6GDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�Ä SGDXÄRG@KKÄJDDOÄBNMRNKHC@SDCÄ
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Article 28

Closed distribution systems

1. Contracting Parties may provide for national regulatory authorities or other competent 
@TSGNQHSHDRÄSNÄBK@RRHEXÄ@ÄRXRSDLÄVGHBGÄCHRSQHATSDRÄF@RÄVHSGHMÄ@ÄFDNFQ@OGHB@KKXÄBNM×MDCÄHM-
dustrial, commercial or shared services site and does not, without prejudice to paragraph 
4, supply household customers, as a closed distribution system if:

�@�ÄENQÄRODBH×BÄSDBGMHB@KÄNQÄR@EDSXÄQD@RNMR�ÄSGDÄNODQ@SHNMRÄNQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄOQNBDRRÄNEÄSGDÄ
users of that system are integrated; or

(b) that system distributes gas primarily to the owner or operator of the system or to their 
related undertakings.

2. Contracting Parties may provide for national regulatory authorities to exempt the opera-
tor of a closed distribution system from the requirement under Article 32(1) that tariffs, or 
the methodologies underlying their calculation, are approved prior to their entry into force 
in accordance with Article 41.

3. Where an exemption is granted under paragraph 2, the applicable tariffs, or the meth-
odologies underlying their calculation, shall be reviewed and approved in accordance with 
Article 41 upon request by a user of the closed distribution system.

4. Incidental use by a small number of households with employment or similar associations 
with the owner of the distribution system and located within the area served by a closed 
distribution system shall not preclude an exemption under paragraph 2 being granted.

Article 2910

Combined operator

10  In Directive 2003/55/EC (applicable until 1 January 2015), the corresponding provision, Article 15 (‘Çombined opera-
tor’), reads ‘The rules in Articles 9(1) and 13(1) shall not prevent the operation of a combined transmission and distribution 
system operator, which is independent in terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities 
not relating to transmission, LNG, storage or distribution system operation and which meets the requirements set out in 
points (a) to (d). These rules shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of assets of the combined system 
from the vertically integrated undertaking:
(a) those persons responsible for the management of the combined system operator may not participate in company 
structures of the integrated natural gas undertaking responsible, directly or indirectly, for the day-to-day operation of the 
generation, or supply of natural gas;
(b) appropriate measures must be taken to ensure that the professional interests of the persons responsible for the 
management of the combined system operator are taken into account in a manner that ensures that they are capable of 
acting independently;
(c) the combined system operator shall have effective decision-making rights, independent from the integrated natural 
gas undertaking, with respect to assets necessary to operate, maintain and develop the network. This should not prevent 
the existence of appropriate coordination mechanisms to ensure that the economic and management supervision rights 
of the parent company in respect of return on assets, regulated indirectly in accordance with Article 25(2), in a subsidiary 
ARE�PROTECTED��)N�PARTICULAR��THIS�SHALL�ENABLE�THE�PARENT�COMPANY�TO�APPROVE�THE�ANNUAL�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�
instrument, of the combined system operator and to set global limits on the levels of indebtedness of its subsidiary. It shall 
not permit the parent company to give instructions regarding day-to-day operations, nor with respect to individual deci-
sions concerning the construction or upgrading of transmission and distribution lines, that do not exceed the terms of the 
APPROVED�lNANCIAL�PLAN��OR�ANY�EQUIVALENT�INSTRUMENT�
(d) the combined system operator shall establish a compliance programme which sets out measures taken to ensure that 
discriminatory conduct is excluded, and ensure that observance of it is adequately monitored. The programme shall set 
OUT�THE�SPECIlC�OBLIGATIONS�OF�EMPLOYEES�TO�MEET�THIS�OBJECTIVE��!N�ANNUAL�REPORT��SETTING�OUT�THE�MEASURES�TAKEN��SHALL�
be submitted by the person or body responsible for monitoring the compliance programme to the regulatory authority 
referred to in Article 25(1) and shall be published.’
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age and transmission system operators to make public, which storage facilities, or which 
parts of those storage facilities, and which linepack is offered under the different proce-
dures referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4.

The obligation referred to in the second sentence of the second subparagraph shall be 
without prejudice to the right of choice granted to Contracting PartiesÄHMÄSGDÄ×QRSÄRTAO@Q@-
graph.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not apply to ancillary services and temporary storage that are 
QDK@SDCÄSNÄ+-&ÄE@BHKHSHDRÄ@MCÄ@QDÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄSGDÄQD�F@RHÆB@SHNMÄOQNBDRRÄ@MCÄRTARDPTDMSÄCDKHUDQXÄSNÄ
the transmission system.

3. In the case of negotiated access, Contracting Parties or, where Contracting Parties have so 
provided, the regulatory authorities shall take the necessary measures for natural gas under-
takings and eligible customers either inside or outside the territory covered by the interconnected 
system to be able to negotiate access to storage facilities and linepack, when technically and/or 
DBNMNLHB@KKXÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄOQNUHCHMFÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDL�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄENQÄSGDÄNQF@MHR@SHNMÄNEÄ
access to other ancillary services. The parties shall be obliged to negotiate access to storage, linepack 
and other ancillary services in good faith.

Contracts for access to storage, linepack and other ancillary services shall be negotiated with the 
relevant storage system operator or natural gas undertakings. The regulatory authorities where Con-
tracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Parties shall require storage system operators 
and natural gas undertakings to publish their main commercial conditions for the use of storage, 
linepack and other ancillary services 1 January 2007 and on an annual basis every year thereafter. 

When developing the conditions referred to in the second subparagraph, storage opera-
tors and natural gas undertakings shall consult system users.

4. In the case of regulated access, the regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have 
so provided or Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to give natural gas under-
takings and eligible customers either inside or outside the territory covered by the interconnected 
system a right to access to storage, linepack and other ancillary services, on the basis of published 
tariffs and/or other terms and obligations for use of that storage and linepack, when technically and/
NQÄDBNMNLHB@KKXÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄOQNUHCHMFÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDL�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄENQÄSGDÄNQF@MHR@SHNMÄ
of access to other ancillary services. The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have 
so provided or Contracting Parties shall consult system users when developing those tariffs 
or the methodologies for those tariffs. The right of access for eligible customers may be given 
by enabling them to enter into supply contracts with competing natural gas undertakings other than 
the owner and/or operator of the system or a related undertaking.

Article 34

Access to upstream pipeline networks

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that natural gas undertakings 
and eligible customers, wherever they are located, are able to obtain access to upstream pipeline 
networks, including facilities supplying technical services incidental to such access, in accordance 
with this Article, except for the parts of such networks and facilities which are used for local produc-
SHNMÄNODQ@SHNMRÄ@SÄSGDÄRHSDÄNEÄ@ÄÆDKCÄVGDQDÄSGDÄF@RÄHRÄOQNCTBDCÄ3GDÄLD@RTQDRÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGDÄ
Energy Community Secretariat.
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@BBNTMSRÄENQÄNSGDQ�ÄMNM�F@RÄ@BSHUHSHDRÄ3GDÄHMSDQM@KÄ@BBNTMSRÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄ@ÄA@K@MBDÄRGDDSÄ@MCÄ@ÄOQNÆSÄ
and loss account for each activity.

4. The audit, referred to in paragraph 2, shall, in particular, verify that the obligation to avoid dis-
crimination and cross-subsidies referred to in paragraph 3 is respected.

5. Undertakings shall specify in their internal accounting the rules for the allocation of assets and 
liabilities, expenditure and income as well as for depreciation, without prejudice to nationally ap-
plicable accounting rules, which they follow in drawing up the separate accounts referred to in 
paragraph 3. Those internal rules may be amended only in exceptional cases. Such amendments shall 
be mentioned and duly substantiated.

6. The annual accounts shall indicate in notes any transaction of a certain size conducted with related 
undertakings.

CHAPTER VII

ORGANISATION OF ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM

Article 32

Third-party access

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure the implementation of a system of third party access to the 
transmission and distribution system, and LNG facilities based on published tariffs, applicable to all 
eligible customers, including supply undertakings, and applied objectively and without discrimination 
between system users. Contracting Parties shall ensure that those tariffs, or the methodologies 
underlying their calculation are approved prior to their entry into force in accordance with Article 41 
by a regulatory authority referred to in Article 39(1) and that those tariffs - and the methodologies, 
where only methodologies are approved - are published prior to their entry into force.

2. Transmission system operators shall, if necessary for the purpose of carrying out their functions 
including in relation to cross-border transmission, have access to the network of other transmission 
system operators.

3. The provisions of this Directive shall not prevent the conclusion of long-term contracts in so far as 
they comply with Energy Community competition rules.

Article 33

Access to storage

1. For the organisation of access to storage facilities and linepack when technically and/or economi-
B@KKXÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄOQNUHCHMFÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄENQÄSGDÄRTOOKXÄNEÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄENQÄ
the organisation of access to ancillary services, Contracting Parties may choose either or both of the 
procedures referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4. Those procedures shall operate in accordance with 
objective, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria.

The regulatory authorities where Contracting Parties have so provided or Contracting Par-
tiesÄ RG@KKÄCD×MDÄ@MCÄOTAKHRGÄBQHSDQH@Ä@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄVGHBGÄ SGDÄ@BBDRRÄ QDFHLDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄ SNÄ
storage facilities and linepack may be determined. They shall make public, or oblige stor-
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Article 36

New infrastructure

1. Major new gas infrastructure, i.e. interconnectors, LNG and storage facilities, may, upon request, 
ADÄDWDLOSDC�ÄENQÄ@ÄCDÆMDCÄODQHNCÄNEÄSHLD�ÄEQNLÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄ QSHBKDRÄ��Ä���Ä��Ä@MCÄ��Ä@MCÄ
Article 41(6), (8) and (10) under the following conditions:

�@�ÄSGDÄHMUDRSLDMSÄLTRSÄDMG@MBDÄBNLODSHSHNMÄHMÄF@RÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄDMG@MBDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKX�

(b) the level of risk attached to the investment must be such that the investment would not take 
OK@BDÄTMKDRRÄ@MÄDWDLOSHNMÄV@RÄFQ@MSDC�

(c) the infrastructure must be owned by a natural or legal person which is separate at least in terms 
NEÄHSRÄKDF@KÄENQLÄEQNLÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄHMÄVGNRDÄRXRSDLRÄSG@SÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄVHKKÄADÄATHKS�

�C�ÄBG@QFDRÄLTRSÄADÄKDUHDCÄNMÄTRDQRÄNEÄSG@SÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQD�Ä@MC

(e) the exemption must not be detrimental to competition or the effective functioning of the internal 
L@QJDSÄHMÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄNQÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMSÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄQDFTK@SDCÄRXRSDLÄSNÄVGHBGÄSGDÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄ
is connected.

�Ä/@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄRG@KKÄ@KRNÄ@OOKXÄSNÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄHMBQD@RDRÄNEÄB@O@BHSXÄHMÄDWHRSHMFÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄ@MCÄSNÄ
LNCHÆB@SHNMRÄNEÄRTBGÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄVGHBGÄDM@AKDÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄMDVÄRNTQBDRÄNEÄF@RÄRTOOKX

3. The regulatory authority referred to in Chapter VIII may, on a case-by-case basis, decide on the 
exemption referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2.

4. Where the infrastructure in question is located in the territory of more than one Con-
tracting Party, the Energy Community Regulatory Board may submit an advisory opinion 
to the regulatory authorities of the Contracting Parties concerned, which may be used as a 
basis for their decision, within two months from the date on which the request for exemp-
tion was received by the last of those regulatory authorities.

Where all the regulatory authorities concerned agree on the request for exemption within 
six months of the date on which it was received by the last of the regulatory authorities, 
they shall inform the Energy Community Regulatory Board of their decision.

The Energy Community Regulatory Board shall exercise the tasks conferred on the regula-
tory authorities of the Contracting Parties concerned by the present Article:

(a) where all regulatory authorities concerned have not been able to reach an agreement 
within a period of six months from the date on which the request for exemption was re-
ceived by the last of those regulatory authorities; or

(b) upon a joint request from the regulatory authorities concerned.

All regulatory authorities concerned may, jointly, request that the period referred to in 
point (a) of the third subparagraph is extended by up to three months.

5. Before taking a decision, the Energy Community Regulatory Board shall consult the rel-
evant regulatory authorities and the applicants.

6. An exemption may cover all or part of the capacity of the new infrastructure, or of the existing 
HMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄVHSGÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄHMBQD@RDCÄB@O@BHSX

In deciding to grant an exemption, consideration shall be given, on a case-by-case basis, to the need 
to impose conditions regarding the duration of the exemption and non-discriminatory access to the 
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2. The access referred to in paragraph 1 shall be provided in a manner determined by the Contract-
ing Party in accordance with the relevant legal instruments. Contracting Parties shall apply the 
objectives of fair and open access, achieving a competitive market in natural gas and avoiding any 
abuse of a dominant position, taking into account security and regularity of supplies, capacity which 
is or can reasonably be made available, and environmental protection. The following matters may 
be taken into account:

�@�ÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄQDETRDÄ@BBDRRÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄ@MÄHMBNLO@SHAHKHSXÄNEÄSDBGMHB@KÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄVGHBGÄB@M-
MNSÄQD@RNM@AKXÄADÄNUDQBNLD�

�A�ÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄ@UNHCÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄVGHBGÄB@MMNSÄQD@RNM@AKXÄADÄNUDQBNLDÄ@MCÄBNTKCÄOQDITCHBDÄSGDÄDEÆ-
BHDMS�ÄBTQQDMSÄ@MCÄOK@MMDCÄETSTQDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄGXCQNB@QANMR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSG@SÄEQNLÄÆDKCRÄNEÄL@QFHM@KÄ
DBNMNLHBÄUH@AHKHSX�

(c) the need to respect the duly substantiated reasonable needs of the owner or operator of the up-
stream pipeline network for the transport and processing of gas and the interests of all other users of 
SGDÄTORSQD@LÄOHODKHMDÄMDSVNQJÄNQÄQDKDU@MSÄOQNBDRRHMFÄNQÄG@MCKHMFÄE@BHKHSHDRÄVGNÄL@XÄADÄ@EEDBSDC�Ä@MC

(d) the need to apply their laws and administrative procedures, in conformity with Energy Commu-
nity law, for the grant of authorisation for production or upstream development.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that they have in place dispute-settlement arrangements, in-
cluding an authority independent of the parties with access to all relevant information, to enable 
disputes relating to access to upstream pipeline networks to be settled expeditiously, taking into 
account the criteria in paragraph 2 and the number of parties which may be involved in negotiating 
access to such networks.

4. In the event of cross-border disputes, the dispute-settlement arrangements for the Contracting 
Party having jurisdiction over the upstream pipeline network which refuses access shall be applied. 
Where, in cross-border disputes, more than one Contracting Party covers the network concerned, 
the Contracting Parties concerned shall consult each other with a view to ensuring that the provi-
sions of this Directive are applied consistently.

Article 35

Refusal of access

1. Natural gas undertakings may refuse access to the system on the basis of lack of capacity or where 
the access to the system would prevent them from carrying out the public service obligations re-
EDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄ@RRHFMDCÄSNÄSGDLÄNQÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄRDQHNTRÄDBNMNLHBÄ@MCÄÆM@MBH@KÄ
CHEÆBTKSHDRÄVHSGÄS@JD�NQ�O@XÄBNMSQ@BSRÄG@UHMFÄQDF@QCÄSNÄSGDÄBQHSDQH@Ä@MCÄOQNBDCTQDRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ
48 and the alternative chosen by the Contracting Party in accordance with paragraph 1 of that 
Article. Duly substantiated reasons shall be given for any such a refusal.

2. Contracting Parties may take the measures necessary to ensure that the natural gas undertak-
ing refusing access to the system on the basis of lack of capacity or a lack of connection makes the 
necessary enhancements as far as it is economic to do so or when a potential customer is willing to 
pay for them. In circumstances where Contracting Parties apply Article 4(4), Contracting Parties 
shall take such measures.
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the Energy Community Secretariat and the regulatory authority.

Where the requested information is not provided within the period set out in the request, 
SGDÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄCDDLDCÄSNÄADÄVHSGCQ@VMÄTMKDRR�ÄADENQDÄSGDÄDWOHQXÄNEÄSG@SÄODQHNC�Ä
either the period has been extended with the consent of both the Energy Community 
Secretariat and the regulatory authority, or the regulatory authority, in a duly reasoned 
statement, has informed the Energy Community SecretariatÄSG@SÄHSÄBNMRHCDQRÄSGDÄMNSH×B@-
tion to be complete.

The notifying bodies shall take the utmost account of a Secretariat opinion that recom-
LDMCRÄSNÄ@LDMCÄNQÄVHSGCQ@VÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNMÄCDBHRHNMÄ6GDQDÄSGDÄ×M@KÄCDBHRHNMÄCHUDQFDRÄ
from the Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion, the regulatory authority concerned shall 
provide and publish, together with that decision, the reasoning underlying such decision. 
#HUDQSHMFÄCDBHRHNMRÄRG@KKÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄ@FDMC@ÄNEÄSGDÄ×QRSÄLDDSHMFÄNEÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ
Council following the date of the decision, for information and discussion.

The Energy Community Secretariat RG@KKÄ OQDRDQUDÄ SGDÄ BNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄ NEÄ BNLLDQBH@KKXÄ RDMRHSHUDÄ
information.

The Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion on an exemption decision shall lose its effect 
two years from its adoption in the event that construction of the infrastructure has not 
XDSÄRS@QSDC�Ä@MCÄ×UDÄXD@QRÄEQNLÄHSRÄ@CNOSHNMÄHMÄSGDÄDUDMSÄSG@SÄSGDÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄG@RÄMNSÄ
become operational unless the Energy Community Secretariat considers that any delay is 
due to major obstacles beyond control of the person to whom the exemption has been 
granted.

10. ...

Article 37

Market opening and reciprocity

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the eligible customers comprise11:

(a) ...�

(b) from 1 January 2008�Ä@KKÄMNM�GNTRDGNKCÄBTRSNLDQR�

(c) from 1 January 2015, all customers.

2. To avoid imbalance in the opening of the gas markets:

(a) contracts for the supply with an eligible customer in the system of another Contracting Party 
RG@KKÄMNSÄADÄOQNGHAHSDCÄHEÄSGDÄBTRSNLDQÄHRÄDKHFHAKDÄHMÄANSGÄRXRSDLRÄHMUNKUDC�Ä@MC

(b) ....

11  According to Article 17(2) of Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC, the following deadlines�@SHALL�APPLY�WITHOUT�PREJUDICE�TO�
special deadlines agreed in the Protocols of Accession to the Energy Community’.
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infrastructure. When deciding on those conditions, account shall, in particular, be taken of the ad-
CHSHNM@KÄB@O@BHSXÄSNÄADÄATHKSÄNQÄSGDÄLNCHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄDWHRSHMFÄB@O@BHSX�ÄSGDÄSHLDÄGNQHYNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNIDBSÄ
and national circumstances.

Before granting an exemption, the regulatory authority shall decide upon the rules and mechanisms 
for management and allocation of capacity. The rules shall require that all potential users of 
the infrastructure are invited to indicate their interest in contracting capacity before capac-
ity allocation in the new infrastructure, including for own use, takes place. The regulatory 
authority shall require congestion management rules to include the obligation to offer un-
used capacity on the market, and shall require users of the infrastructure to be entitled to 
trade their contracted capacities on the secondary market. In its assessment of the criteria 
referred to in points (a), (b) and (e) of paragraph 1, the regulatory authority shall take into 
account the results of that capacity allocation procedure.

The exemption decision, including any conditions referred to in the second subparagraph of this 
paragraph, shall be duly reasoned and published.

7. Notwithstanding paragraph 3, Contracting Parties may provide that their regulatory 
authority or the Energy Community Regulatory Board, as the case may be, shall submit, 
for the purposes of the formal decision, to the relevant body in the Contracting Party its 
opinion on the request for an exemption. That opinion shall be published together with 
the decision.

8. The regulatory authority shall transmit to the Energy Community Secretariat, without delay, a 
BNOXÄNEÄDUDQXÄQDPTDRSÄENQÄDWDLOSHNMÄ@RÄNEÄHSRÄQDBDHOSÄ3GDÄCDBHRHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDC�ÄVHSGNTSÄCDK@X�Ä
by the competent authority to the Energy Community Secretariat, together with all the relevant 
information with respect to the decision. That information may be submitted to the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat in aggregate form, enabling the Energy Community Secretariat to reach a 
well-founded decision. In particular, the information shall contain:

(a) the detailed reasons on the basis of which the regulatory authority, or Contracting Party, grant-
ed or refused the exemption together with a reference to paragraph 1 including the relevant point 
NQÄONHMSRÄNEÄ SG@SÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNMÄVGHBGÄ RTBGÄCDBHRHNMÄ HRÄA@RDC�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄ SGDÄÆM@MBH@KÄ HMENQL@SHNMÄ
ITRSHEXHMFÄSGDÄMDDCÄENQÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNM�

(b) the analysis undertaken of the effect on competition and the effective functioning of the internal 
L@QJDSÄHMÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄQDRTKSHMFÄEQNLÄSGDÄFQ@MSÄNEÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNM�

(c) the reasons for the time period and the share of the total capacity of the gas infrastructure in 
PTDRSHNMÄENQÄVGHBGÄSGDÄDWDLOSHNMÄHRÄFQ@MSDC�

(d) in case the exemption relates to an interconnector, the result of the consultation with the regula-
SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄBNMBDQMDC�Ä@MC

�D�ÄSGDÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÄSNÄSGDÄCHUDQRHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄF@RÄRTOOKX

�Ä6HSGHMÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄSVNÄLNMSGRÄEQNLÄSGDÄC@XÄENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄQDBDHOSÄNEÄ@ÄMNSHÆB@SHNM�ÄSGDÄEnergy 
Community Secretariat may issue an opinion inviting the regulatory authority to amend or with-
draw the decision to grant an exemption. That two-month period may be extended by an additional 
period of two months where further information is sought by the Energy Community Secre-
tariat. That additional period shall begin on the day following the receipt of the complete 
information. The initial two-month period may also be extended with the consent of both 
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(i) act independently from any market interest; and

(ii) do not seek or take direct instructions from any government or other public or private 
entity when carrying out the regulatory tasks. That requirement is without prejudice to 
close cooperation, as appropriate, with other relevant national authorities or to general 
policy guidelines issued by the government not related to the regulatory powers and du-
ties under Article 41.

5. In order to protect the independence of the regulatory authority, Contracting Parties 
shall in particular ensure that:

(a) the regulatory authority can take autonomous decisions, independently from any politi-
cal body, and has separate annual budget allocations, with autonomy in the implementa-
SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ@KKNB@SDCÄATCFDS�Ä@MCÄ@CDPT@SDÄGTL@MÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄQDRNTQBDRÄSNÄB@QQXÄNTSÄHSRÄ
duties; and

(b) the members of the board of the regulatory authority or, in the absence of a board, the 
QDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXiRÄSNOÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ@QDÄ@OONHMSDCÄENQÄ@Ä×WDCÄSDQLÄNEÄ×UDÄTOÄSNÄRDUDMÄ
years, renewable once.

(MÄQDF@QCÄSNÄONHMSÄ�A�ÄNEÄSGDÄ×QRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OG�ÄContracting Parties shall ensure an appro-
priate rotation scheme for the board or the top management. The members of the board 
NQ�ÄHMÄSGDÄ@ARDMBDÄNEÄ@ÄAN@QC�ÄLDLADQRÄNEÄSGDÄSNOÄL@M@FDLDMSÄL@XÄADÄQDKHDUDCÄEQNLÄNE×BDÄ
CTQHMFÄSGDHQÄSDQLÄNMKXÄHEÄSGDXÄMNÄKNMFDQÄETK×KKÄSGDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄNQÄG@UDÄ
been guilty of misconduct under national law.

Article 40 

General objectives of the regulatory authority

(MÄB@QQXHMFÄNTSÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄS@RJRÄRODBH×DCÄHMÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSXÄRG@KKÄ
take all reasonable measures in pursuit of the following objectives within the framework 
of their duties and powers as laid down in Article 41, in close consultation with other rel-
evant national authorities, including competition authorities, as appropriate, and without 
prejudice to their competencies:

(a) promoting, in close cooperation with the Energy Community Regulatory Board, regu-
latory authorities of other Contracting Parties and the Energy Community Secretariat, a 
competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable internal market in natural gas within 
the Energy Community, and effective market opening for all customers and suppliers in 
the Energy Community, and ensuring appropriate conditions for the effective and reliable 
operation of gas networks, taking into account long-term objectives;

(b) developing competitive and properly functioning regional markets within the Energy 
Community in view of the achievement of the objectives referred to in point (a);

(c) eliminating restrictions on trade in natural gas between Contracting Parties, including 
developing appropriate cross-border transmission capacities to meet demand and enhanc-
HMFÄSGDÄHMSDFQ@SHNMÄNEÄM@SHNM@KÄL@QJDSRÄVGHBGÄL@XÄE@BHKHS@SDÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄØNVÄ@BQNRRÄSGDÄ
Energy Community;

(d) helping to achieve, in the most cost-effective way, the development of secure, reli-
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Article 38

Direct lines

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to enable:

(a) natural gas undertakings established within their territory to supply the eligible customers through 
@ÄCHQDBSÄKHMD�Ä@MC

(b) any such eligible customer within their territory to be supplied through a direct line by natural 
gas undertakings

2. In circumstances where an authorisation (for example, licence, permission, concession, consent or 
approval) is required for the construction or operation of direct lines, the Contracting Parties or any 
competent authority they designate shall lay down the criteria for the grant of authorisations for the 
construction or operation of such lines in their territory. Those criteria shall be objective, transparent 
and non-discriminatory.

3. Contracting Parties may issue an authorisation to construct a direct line subject either to the 
refusal of system access on the basis of Article 35 or to the opening of a dispute-settlement proce-
dure under Article 41.

CHAPTER VIII

NATIONAL REGULATORY AUTHORITIES

Article 3912

Designation and independence of regulatory authorities

1. Each Contracting Party shall designate a single national regulatory authority at national level.

2. Paragraph 1 of this Article shall be without prejudice to the designation of other regu-
latory authorities at regional level within Contracting Parties, provided that there is one 
senior representative for representation and contact purposes at Energy Community level.

3. By way of derogation from paragraph 1 of this Article, a Contracting Party may desig-
nate regulatory authorities for small systems on a geographically separate region whose 
consumption, in 2008, accounted for less than 3% of the total consumption of the Contract-
ing Party of which it is part. That derogation shall be without prejudice to the appointment 
of one senior representative for representation and contact purposes at Energy Commu-
nity level. 

4. Contracting Parties shall guarantee the independence of the regulatory authority and shall 
ensure that it exercises its powers impartially and transparently. For this purpose, Contracting 
Parties shall ensure that, when carrying out the regulatory tasks conferred upon it by this 
Directive and related legislation, the regulatory authority:

(a) is legally distinct and functionally independent from any other public or private entity;

(b) ensures that its staff and the persons responsible for its management:

12 Ä(MÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä�@OOKHB@AKDÄTMSHKÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ������ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRDMSDMBDÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä�h1DFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRi��Ä
reads ‘1. Contracting Parties shall designate one or more competent bodies with the function of regulatory authorities. 
These authorities shall be wholly independent from the interests of the gas industry.’
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NEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄVHSGÄSQ@MRO@QDMBXÄNAKHF@SHNMR�

(j) monitoring the level and effectiveness of market opening and competition at whole-
sale and retail levels, including on natural gas exchanges, prices for household customers 
including prepayment systems, switching rates, disconnection rates, charges for and the 
execution of maintenance services and complaints by household customers, as well as any 
distortion or restriction of competition, including providing any relevant information, and 
bringing any relevant cases to the relevant competition authorities;

(k) monitoring the occurrence of restrictive contractual practices, including exclusivity 
clauses which may prevent large non-household customers from contracting simultane-
ously with more than one supplier or restrict their choice to do so, and, where appropriate, 
informing the national competition authorities of such practices;

(l) respecting contractual freedom with regard to interruptible supply contracts as well as 
with regard to long-term contracts provided that they are compatible with Energy Com-
munity law;

(m) monitoring the time taken by transmission and distribution system operators to make connec-
SHNMRÄ@MCÄQDO@HQR�

(n) monitoring and reviewing the access conditions to storage, linepack and other ancillary services 
@RÄOQNUHCDCÄENQÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��Ä(MÄSGDÄDUDMSÄSG@SÄSGDÄ@BBDRRÄQDFHLDÄSNÄRSNQ@FDÄHRÄCDÆMDCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄ
 QSHBKDÄ������ÄSG@SÄS@RJÄRG@KKÄDWBKTCDÄSGDÄQDUHDVHMFÄNEÄS@QHEER�

(o) helping to ensure, together with other relevant authorities, that the consumer protec-
tion measures, including those set out in Annex I, are effective and enforced;

(p) publishing recommendations, at least annually, in relation to compliance of supply pric-
es with Article 3, and providing those to the competition authorities, where appropriate;

(q) ensuring access to customer consumption data, the provision for optional use, of an 
easily understandable harmonised format at national level for consumption data and 
prompt access for all customers to such data under point (h) of Annex I;

(r) monitoring the implementation of rules relating to the roles and responsibilities of transmission 
system operators, distribution system operators, suppliers and customers and other market parties 
pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, as adapted under Article 24 of the Energy Commu-
nity Treaty�

(s) monitoring the correct application of the criteria that determine whether a storage facility falls 
TMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄNQÄ����Ä@MC

(t) monitoring the implementation of safeguards measures as referred to in Article 46;

(u) contributing to the compatibility of data exchange processes for the most important 
market processes at regional level.

2. Where a Contracting Party has so provided, the monitoring duties set out in paragraph 
1 may be carried out by other authorities than the regulatory authority. In such a case, 
the information resulting from such monitoring shall be made available to the regulatory 
authority as soon as possible.

6GHKDÄOQDRDQUHMFÄSGDHQÄHMCDODMCDMBD�ÄVHSGNTSÄOQDITCHBDÄSNÄSGDHQÄNVMÄRODBH×BÄBNLODSDMBHDRÄ
and consistent with the principles of better regulation, the regulatory authority shall, as 
appropriate, consult transmission system operators and, as appropriate, closely cooperate 
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@AKDÄ@MCÄDE×BHDMSÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄRXRSDLRÄSG@SÄ@QDÄBNMRTLDQÄNQHDMSDC�Ä@MCÄOQNLNSHMFÄ
RXRSDLÄ@CDPT@BXÄ@MC�ÄHMÄKHMDÄVHSGÄFDMDQ@KÄDMDQFXÄONKHBXÄNAIDBSHUDR�ÄDMDQFXÄDE×BHDMBXÄ@RÄ
well as the integration of large and small scale production of gas from renewable energy 
sources and distributed production in both transmission and distribution networks;

(e) facilitating access to the network for new production capacity, in particular removing 
barriers that could prevent access for new market entrants and of gas from renewable 
energy sources;

(f) ensuring that system operators and system users are granted appropriate incentives, in 
ANSGÄSGDÄRGNQSÄ@MCÄSGDÄKNMFÄSDQL�ÄSNÄHMBQD@RDÄDE×BHDMBHDRÄHMÄRXRSDLÄODQENQL@MBDÄ@MCÄENRSDQÄ
market integration;

�F�ÄDMRTQHMFÄSG@SÄBTRSNLDQRÄADMD×SÄSGQNTFGÄSGDÄDE×BHDMSÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDHQÄM@SHNM@KÄL@Q-
ket, promoting effective competition and helping to ensure consumer protection;

(h) helping to achieve high standards of public service for natural gas, contributing to the 
protection of vulnerable customers and contributing to the compatibility of necessary data 
exchange processes for customer switching.

Article 41

Duties and powers of the regulatory authority

1. The regulatory authority shall have the following duties:

�@�ÄÆWHMFÄNQÄ@OOQNUHMF�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄBQHSDQH@�ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNQÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄS@QHEERÄNQÄ
SGDHQÄLDSGNCNKNFHDR�

(b) ensuring compliance of transmission and distribution system operators, and where relevant, sys-
tem owners, as well as of any natural gas undertakings, with their obligations under this Directive 
and other relevant Energy Community lDFHRK@SHNM�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄ@RÄQDF@QCRÄBQNRR�ANQCDQÄHRRTDR�

(c) cooperating in regard to cross-border issues with the regulatory authority or authorities 
of the Contracting Parties concerned and with the Energy Community Regulatory Board;

(d) complying with, and implementing, any relevant legally binding decisions of the Energy 
Community Regulatory Board ...;

�D�ÄQDONQSHMFÄ@MMT@KKXÄNMÄHSRÄ@BSHUHSXÄ@MCÄSGDÄETKÆKKLDMSÄNEÄHSRÄCTSHDRÄSNÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄNEÄSGDÄ
Contracting Parties, to the Energy Community Regulatory Board and the Energy Commu-
nity Secretariat. Such reports shall cover the steps taken and the results obtained as regards each 
NEÄSGDÄS@RJRÄKHRSDCÄHMÄSGHRÄ QSHBKD�

(f) ensuring that there are no cross-subsidies between transmission, distribution, storage, LNG and 
RTOOKXÄ@BSHUHSHDR�

(g) monitoring investment plans of the transmission system operators, and providing in its 
annual report an assessment of the investment plans of the transmission system operators 
…; which may include recommendations to amend those investment plans;

(h) monitoring compliance with and reviewing the past performance of network security 
and reliability rules and setting or approving standards and requirements for quality of 
service and supply or contributing thereto together with other competent authorities;

(i) monitoring the level of transparency, including of wholesale prices, and ensuring compliance 
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ing decisions of the regulatory authority or of the Energy Community Regulatory Board, 
or to propose to a competent court to impose such penalties. This shall include the power 
to impose or propose the imposition of penalties of up to 10% of the annual turnover of 
the transmission system operator or of up to 10% of the annual turnover of the vertically 
integrated undertaking on the transmission system operator or on the vertically integrated 
undertaking, as the case may be, for non compliance with their respective obligations pur-
suant to this Directive; and

(e) appropriate rights of investigations and relevant powers of instructions for dispute 
settlement under paragraphs 11 and 12.

5. In addition to the duties and powers conferred on it under paragraphs 1 and 4 of this Ar-
ticle, when a transmission system operator has been designated in accordance with Chap-
ter IV, the regulatory authority shall be granted at least the following duties and powers:

(a) to issue penalties in accordance with paragraph 4(d) for discriminatory behaviour in 
favour of the vertically integrated undertaking;

(b) to monitor communications between the transmission system operator and the verti-
cally integrated undertaking so as to ensure compliance of the transmission system opera-
tor with its obligations;

(c) to act as dispute settlement authority between the vertically integrated undertaking 
and the transmission system operator in respect of any complaint submitted pursuant to 
paragraph 11;

�C�Ä SNÄLNMHSNQÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄ QDK@SHNMRÄ HMBKTCHMFÄ KN@MRÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄ
integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator;

�D�ÄSNÄ@OOQNUDÄ@KKÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ@MCÄ×M@MBH@KÄ@FQDDLDMSRÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄ
undertaking and the transmission system operator, on the condition that they comply with 
market conditions;

�E�ÄSNÄQDPTDRSÄITRSH×B@SHNMÄEQNLÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄVGDMÄMNSH×DCÄAXÄSGDÄ
BNLOKH@MBDÄ NE×BDQÄ HMÄ @BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ �����Ä 2TBGÄ ITRSH×B@SHNMÄ RG@KKÄ HMÄ O@QSHBTK@QÄ
include evidence to the end that no discriminatory behaviour to the advantage of the verti-
cally integrated undertaking has occurred;

(g) to carry out inspections, including unannounced inspections, on the premises of the 
vertically integrated undertaking and the transmission system operator; and

�G�ÄSNÄ@RRHFMÄ@KKÄNQÄRODBH×BÄS@RJRÄNEÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄSNÄ@MÄHMCDODMCDMSÄRXR-
tem operator appointed in accordance with Article 14 in case of a persistent breach by the 
transmission system operator of its obligations under this Directive, in particular in case of 
QDOD@SDCÄCHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄADG@UHNTQÄSNÄSGDÄADMD×SÄNEÄSGDÄUDQSHB@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄTMCDQS@JHMF

�Ä 3GDÄ QDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄ RG@KKÄ ADÄ QDRONMRHAKDÄ ENQÄ×WHMFÄNQÄ @OOQNUHMFÄ RTE×BHDMSKXÄ HMÄ
advance of their entry into force at least the methodologies used to calculate or establish 
the terms and conditions for:

(a) connection and access to national networks, including transmission and distribution 
tariffs, and terms, conditions and tariffs for access to LNG facilities. Those tariffs or meth-
odologies shall allow the necessary investments in the networks and LNG facilities to be 
carried out in a manner allowing those investments to ensure the viability of the networks 
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with other relevant national authorities when carrying out the duties set out in paragraph 
1.

Any approvals given by a regulatory authority or the Energy Community Regulatory Board 
TMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@QDÄVHSGNTSÄOQDITCHBDÄSNÄ@MXÄCTKXÄITRSH×DCÄETSTQDÄTRDÄNEÄHSRÄONVDQRÄAXÄ
the regulatory authority under this Article or to any penalties imposed by other relevant 
authorities ... .

3. In addition to the duties conferred upon it under paragraph 1 of this Article, when an 
independent system operator has been designated under Article 14, the regulatory author-
ity shall:

(a) monitor the transmission system owner’s and the independent system operator’s com-
pliance with their obligations under this Article, and issue penalties for non compliance in 
accordance with paragraph 4(d);

(b) monitor the relations and communications between the independent system operator 
and the transmission system owner so as to ensure compliance of the independent system 
operator with its obligations, and in particular approve contracts and act as a dispute set-
tlement authority between the independent system operator and the transmission system 
owner in respect of any complaint submitted by either party pursuant to paragraph 11;

(c) without prejudice to the procedure under Article 

������B��ÄENQÄSGDÄ×QRSÄSDM�XD@QÄMDSVNQJÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄOK@M�Ä@OOQNUDÄSGDÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄOK@M-
ning and the multi-annual network development plan presented annually by the indepen-
dent system operator;

(d) ensure that network access tariffs collected by the independent system operator in-
clude remuneration for the network owner or network owners, which provides for ad-
equate remuneration of the network assets and of any new investments made therein, 
OQNUHCDCÄSGDXÄ@QDÄDBNMNLHB@KKXÄ@MCÄDE×BHDMSKXÄHMBTQQDC�Ä@MC

(e) have the powers to carry out inspections, including unannounced inspections, at the 
premises of transmission system owner and independent system operator.

4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that regulatory authorities are granted the powers enabling 
SGDLÄSNÄB@QQXÄNTSÄSGDÄCTSHDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä�Ä@MCÄ�ÄHMÄ@MÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@MCÄDWODCHSHNTRÄL@M-
ner. For this purpose, the regulatory authority shall have at least the following powers:

(a) to issue binding decisions on natural gas undertakings;

(b) to carry out investigations into the functioning of the gas markets, and to decide upon 
and impose any necessary and proportionate measures to promote effective competition 
and ensure the proper functioning of the market. Where appropriate, the regulatory au-
thority shall also have the power to cooperate with the national competition authority 
@MCÄSGDÄ×M@MBH@KÄL@QJDSÄQDFTK@SNQRÄNQÄSGDÄEnergy Community Secretariat in conducting an 
investigation relating to competition law;

�B�ÄSNÄQDPTHQDÄ@MXÄHMENQL@SHNMÄEQNLÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄQDKDU@MSÄENQÄSGDÄETK×KKLDMSÄ
NEÄHSRÄS@RJR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄITRSH×B@SHNMÄENQÄ@MXÄQDETR@KÄSNÄFQ@MSÄSGHQC�O@QSXÄ@BBDRR�Ä@MCÄ@MXÄ
information on measures necessary to reinforce the network;

(d) to impose effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties on natural gas undertak-
ings not complying with their obligations under this Directive or any relevant legally bind-
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Treaty, and in particular Article 82 thereof.13

14. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the appropriate measures are taken, including administra-
tive action or criminal proceedings in conformity with their national law, against the natural or legal 
ODQRNMRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄVGDQDÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄQTKDRÄHLONRDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄG@UDÄMNSÄADDMÄQDRODBSDC

15. Complaints referred to in paragraphs 11 and 12 shall be without prejudice to the exercise of 
rights of appeal under national law.

��Ä#DBHRHNMRÄS@JDMÄAXÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRG@KKÄADÄETKKXÄQD@RNMDCÄ@MCÄITRSH×DCÄSNÄ@KKNVÄ
for judicial review. The decisions shall be available to the public while preserving the con-
×CDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ

17. Contracting Parties shall ensure that suitable mechanisms exist at national level under 
which a party affected by a decision of a regulatory authority has a right of appeal to a 
body independent of the parties involved and of any government.

Article 42

Regulatory regime for cross-border issues

1. Regulatory authorities shall closely consult and cooperate with each other, and shall 
provide each other and the Energy Community Regulatory Board with any information 
MDBDRR@QXÄENQÄSGDÄETK×KKLDMSÄNEÄSGDHQÄS@RJRÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ(MÄQDRODBSÄNEÄSGDÄHMENQL@-
SHNMÄDWBG@MFDC�ÄSGDÄQDBDHUHMFÄ@TSGNQHSXÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄR@LDÄKDUDKÄNEÄBNM×CDMSH@KHSXÄ@RÄ
that required of the originating authority.

2. Regulatory authorities shall cooperate at least at a regional level to:

(a) foster the creation of operational arrangements in order to enable an optimal man-
agement of the network, promote joint gas exchanges and the allocation of cross-border 
capacity, and to enable an adequate level of interconnection capacity, including through 
new interconnections, within the region and between regions to allow for development 
of effective competition and improvement of security of supply without discriminating 
between supply undertakings in different Contracting Parties;

(b) coordinate the development of all network codes for the relevant transmission system 
operators and other market actors; and

(c) coordinate the development of the rules governing the management of congestion.

3. National regulatory authorities shall have the right to enter into cooperative arrange-
ments with each other to foster regulatory cooperation.

4. The actions referred to in paragraph 2 shall be carried out, as appropriate, in close con-
RTKS@SHNMÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄQDKDU@MSÄM@SHNM@KÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄ@MCÄVHSGNTSÄOQDITCHBDÄSNÄSGDHQÄRODBH×BÄ
competencies.

5. ...

13  In the Energy Community Treaty, Article 82 of the EC Treaty is incorporated through Article 18 and Annex III.
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and LNG facilities;

(b) the provision of balancing services which shall be performed in the most economic 
manner and provide appropriate incentives for network users to balance their input and 
off-takes. The balancing services shall be provided in a fair and non-discriminatory manner 
and be based on objective criteria; and

(c) access to cross-border infrastructures, including the procedures for the allocation of 
capacity and congestion management.

7. The methodologies or the terms and conditions referred to in paragraph 6 shall be pub-
lished.

�Ä(MÄ×WHMFÄNQÄ@OOQNUHMFÄSGDÄS@QHEERÄNQÄLDSGNCNKNFHDRÄ@MCÄSGDÄA@K@MBHMFÄRDQUHBDR�ÄSGDÄQDF-
ulatory authorities shall ensure that transmission and distribution system operators are 
FQ@MSDCÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄHMBDMSHUD�ÄNUDQÄANSGÄSGDÄRGNQSÄ@MCÄKNMFÄSDQL�ÄSNÄHMBQD@RDÄDE×BHDMBHDR�Ä
foster market integration and security of supply and support the related research activities

9. The regulatory authorities shall monitor congestion management of national gas transmission 
networks including interconnectors, and the implementation of congestion management rules. To 
that end, transmission system operators or market operators shall submit their congestion manage-
ment rules, including capacity allocation, to the national regulatory authorities. National regulatory 
authorities may request amendments to those rules.

10. Regulatory authorities shall have the authority to require transmission, storage, LNG and dis-
tribution system operators, if necessary, to modify the terms and conditions, including tariffs and 
methodologies referred to in this Article, to ensure that they are proportionate and applied in a non-
CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄL@MMDQÄ(MÄSGDÄDUDMSÄSG@SÄSGDÄ@BBDRRÄQDFHLDÄSNÄRSNQ@FDÄHRÄCDÆMDCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ
������ÄSG@SÄS@RJÄRG@KKÄDWBKTCDÄSGDÄLNCHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄS@QHEERÄ (MÄSGDÄDUDMSÄNEÄCDK@XÄHMÄSGDÄ×WHMFÄNEÄ
SQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ@MCÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄS@QHEER�ÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄSGDÄONVDQÄSNÄ×WÄNQÄ
approve provisional transmission and distribution tariffs or methodologies and to decide 
NMÄSGDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄBNLODMR@SNQXÄLD@RTQDRÄ HEÄ SGDÄ×M@KÄS@QHEERÄNQÄLDSGNCNKNFHDRÄCDUH@SDÄ
from those provisional tariffs or methodologies.

11. Any party having a complaint against a transmission, storage, LNG or distribution system op-
erator in relation to that operator’s obligations under this Directive may refer the complaint to the 
regulatory authority which, acting as dispute settlement authority, shall issue a decision within a 
period of two months after receipt of the complaint. That period may be extended by two months 
where additional information is sought by the regulatory authorities. That extended period may be 
further extended with the agreement of the complainant. The regulatory authority’s decision shall 
have binding effect unless and until overruled on appeal.

12. Any party who is affected and who has a right to complain concerning a decision on methodolo-
gies taken pursuant to this Article or, where the regulatory authority has a duty to consult, concern-
ing the proposed tariffs or methodologies, may, at the latest within two months, or a shorter time 
period as provided by Contracting Parties, following publication of the decision or proposal for a 
decision, submit a complaint for review. Such a complaint shall not have suspensive effect.

13. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄBQD@SDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄLDBG@MHRLRÄENQÄQDFTK@SHNM�ÄBNMSQNKÄ
and transparency so as to avoid any abuse of a dominant position, in particular to the detriment of 
consumers, and any predatory behaviour. Those mechanisms shall take account the provisions of the 
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CHAPTER IX

RETAIL MARKETS

Article 45

Retail markets

In order to facilitate the emergence of well functioning and transparent retail markets in 
the Energy Community, Contracting Parties shall ensure that the roles and responsibilities 
of transmission system operators, distribution system operators, supply undertakings and 
BTRSNLDQRÄ@MCÄHEÄMDBDRR@QXÄNSGDQÄL@QJDSÄO@QSHDRÄ@QDÄCD×MDCÄVHSGÄQDRODBSÄSNÄBNMSQ@BST@KÄ
arrangements, commitment to customers, data exchange and settlement rules, data own-
ership and metering responsibility.

Those rules shall be made public, be designed with the aim to facilitate customers’ and sup-
pliers’ access to networks and they shall be subject to review by the regulatory authorities 
or other relevant national authorities.

CHAPTER X

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 46

Safeguard measures

1. In the event of a sudden crisis in the energy market or where the physical safety or security of per-
sons, apparatus or installations or system integrity is threatened, a Contracting Party may temporarily 
take the necessary safeguard measures.

Instead of the second and third subparagraphs, Articles 36 to 39 of the Energy Community 
Treaty apply.

Article 47

Level playing field

1. Measures that the Contracting Parties may take pursuant to this Directive in order to 
DMRTQDÄ@ÄKDUDKÄOK@XHMFÄ×DKCÄRG@KKÄADÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄSGDÄ3QD@SX�ÄMNS@AKXÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄSGDQDNE�16 

and with Energy Community law.

2. The measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall be proportionate, non-discriminatory and 
transparent. Those measures may be put into effect only ENKKNVHMFÄSGDÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ
Energy Community Secretariat, which shall issue an opinion. 

3. The Energy Community Secretariat RG@KKÄ@BSÄNMÄSGDÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ
�ÄVHSGHMÄSVNÄLNMSGRÄNEÄSGDÄQDBDHOSÄNEÄSGDÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄ3G@SÄODQHNCÄRG@KKÄADFHMÄNMÄSGDÄC@XÄ
following receipt of the complete information. In the event that the Energy Community 

16  The equivalent provisions under the Energy Community Treaty is Article 41(2) EnC.
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Article 43

Compliances with the Guidelines14

The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the Guidelines adopted by the European 
Commission under ... Directive 2009/73/EC, ... [and] Regulation (EC) No 715/2009.

These Guidelines, which may need to be adapted to the institutional framework of the 
Energy Community, shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the 
procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a Procedural Act on application of this article.15

Article 44

Record keeping

1. Contracting Parties shall require supply undertakings to keep at the disposal of the na-
tional authorities, including the regulatory authority, the national competition authorities 
and the Energy Community Secretariat�ÄENQÄSGDÄETK×KKLDMSÄNEÄSGDHQÄS@RJR�ÄENQÄ@SÄKD@RSÄ×UDÄ
years, the relevant data relating to all transactions in gas supply contracts and gas deriva-
tives with wholesale customers and transmission system operators as well as storage and 
LNG operators.

2. The data shall include details on the characteristics of the relevant transactions such as 
duration, delivery and settlement rules, the quantity, the dates and times of execution and 
the transaction prices and means of identifying the wholesale customer concerned, as well 
@RÄRODBH×DCÄCDS@HKRÄNEÄ@KKÄTMRDSSKDCÄF@RÄRTOOKXÄBNMSQ@BSRÄ@MCÄF@RÄCDQHU@SHUDR

3. The regulatory authority may decide to make available to market participants elements 
of this information provided that commercially sensitive information on individual market 
players or individual transactions is not released. This paragraph shall not apply to infor-
L@SHNMÄ@ANTSÄ×M@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄVGHBGÄE@KKÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄRBNODÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"

4. …

5. With respect to transactions in gas derivatives of supply undertakings with wholesale 
customers and transmission system operators as well as storage and LNG operators, this 
Article shall apply only once the Permanent High Level Group has endorsed the Guidelines 
referred to in paragraph 4.

6. …

7. …

14  Not applicable. The following text corresponds to Article 27 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
15  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
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could reasonably have foreseen, having regard to the provisions of this Directive, that serious dif-
ÆBTKSHDRÄVDQDÄKHJDKXÄSNÄ@QHRD�

(h) the level of connection of the system with other systems and the degree of interoperability of 
SGNRDÄRXRSDLR�Ä@MC

(i) the effects the granting of a derogation would have on the correct application of this Directive as 
regards the smooth functioning of the internal market in natural gas.

A decision on a request for a derogation concerning take-or-pay contracts concluded before 1 July 
2006ÄRGNTKCÄMNSÄKD@CÄSNÄ@ÄRHST@SHNMÄHMÄVGHBGÄHSÄHRÄHLONRRHAKDÄSNÄÆMCÄDBNMNLHB@KKXÄUH@AKDÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄ
NTSKDSRÄ2DQHNTRÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄRG@KKÄHMÄ@MXÄB@RDÄADÄCDDLDCÄMNSÄSNÄDWHRSÄVGDMÄSGDÄR@KDRÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄ
do not fall below the level of minimum offtake guarantees contained in gas-purchase take-or-pay 
contracts or in so far as the relevant gas-purchase take-or-pay contract can be adapted or the natural 
F@RÄTMCDQS@JHMFÄHRÄ@AKDÄSNÄÆMCÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄNTSKDSR

4. Natural gas undertakings which have not been granted a derogation as referred to in paragraph 
1 of this Article shall not refuse, or shall no longer refuse, access to the system because of take-or-
pay commitments accepted in a gas purchase contract. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the 
relevant provisions of Articles 32 to 44 are complied with.

5. Any derogation granted under the above provisions shall be duly substantiated. The Energy 
Community Secretariat shall publish the decision in a dedicated section of the website of the 
Energy Community.

6. ...

Article 49

Emergent and isolated markets
...

Article 50

Review procedure
...

Article 51

Committee
...

Article 5217

Reporting

1. The Secretariat shall monitor and review application of this Decision in the Contracting 
Parties.

2. The Secretariat shall submit an overall progress report to the Ministerial Council for the 
×QRSÄSHLDÄAXÄ��Ä)TMDÄ�����Ä@MCÄSGDQD@ESDQÄNMÄ@MÄ@MMT@KÄA@RHRÄ3GDÄOQNFQDRRÄQDONQSÄRG@KKÄ
QDØDBSÄSGDÄOQNFQDRRÄL@CDÄNMÄBQD@SHMFÄ@ÄBNLOKDSDÄ@MCÄETKKXÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄ

17  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 31 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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Secretariat has not acted within that two-month period, it shall be deemed not to have 
Q@HRDCÄNAIDBSHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄMNSH×DCÄLD@RTQDR

Article 48

Derogations in relation to take-or-pay commitments

1. If a natural gas undertaking encounters, or considers it would encounter, serious economic and 
ÆM@MBH@KÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄADB@TRDÄNEÄHSRÄS@JD�NQ�O@XÄBNLLHSLDMSRÄ@BBDOSDCÄHMÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄF@R�OTQBG@RDÄ
contracts, it may send an application for a temporary derogation from Article 32 to the Contracting 
Party concerned or the designated competent authority. Applications shall, in accordance with the 
choice of Contracting Parties, be presented on a case-by-case basis either before or after refusal of 
access to the system. Contracting Parties may also give the natural gas undertaking the choice of 
presenting an application either before or after refusal of access to the system. Where a natural gas 
undertaking has refused access, the application shall be presented without delay. The applications 
shall be accompanied by all relevant information on the nature and extent of the problem and on 
the efforts undertaken by the natural gas undertaking to solve the problem.

If alternative solutions are not reasonably available, and taking into account paragraph 3, the Con-
tracting Party or the designated competent authority may decide to grant a derogation.

2. The Contracting Party, or the designated competent authority, shall notify the Energy Commu-
nity Secretariat without delay of its decision to grant a derogation, together with all the relevant 
information with respect to the derogation. That information may be submitted to the Energy 
Community Secretariat in an aggregated form, enabling the Energy Community Secretariat 
SNÄ QD@BGÄ@ÄVDKK�ENTMCDCÄCDBHRHNMÄ6HSGHMÄDHFGSÄVDDJRÄNEÄ QDBDHOSÄNEÄ SG@SÄMNSHÆB@SHNM�Ä SGDÄEnergy 
Community Secretariat shall issue an opinion, inviting, as the case may be, the Contracting 
Party or the designated competent authority concerned to amend or withdraw the decision to grant 
a derogation.

...

The Energy CommunityÄ2DBQDS@QH@SÄRG@KKÄOQDRDQUDÄSGDÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUDÄHM-
formation.

3. When deciding on the derogations referred to in paragraph 1, the Contracting Party, or the 
designated competent authority, and the Energy Community Secretariat shall take into account, 
in particular, the following criteria:

�@�ÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDÄNEÄ@BGHDUHMFÄ@ÄBNLODSHSHUDÄF@RÄL@QJDS�

�A�ÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄETKÆKKÄOTAKHB�RDQUHBDÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄ@MCÄSNÄDMRTQDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKX�

(c) the position of the natural gas undertaking in the gas market and the actual state of competition 
HMÄSG@SÄL@QJDS�

�C�ÄSGDÄRDQHNTRMDRRÄNEÄSGDÄDBNMNLHBÄ@MCÄÆM@MBH@KÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄDMBNTMSDQDCÄAXÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄTMCDQS@J-
HMFRÄ@MCÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄNQÄDKHFHAKDÄBTRSNLDQR�

(e) the dates of signature and terms of the contract or contracts in question, including the extent to 
VGHBGÄSGDXÄ@KKNVÄENQÄL@QJDSÄBG@MFDR�

�E�ÄSGDÄDEENQSRÄL@CDÄSNÄÆMCÄ@ÄRNKTSHNMÄSNÄSGDÄOQNAKDL�

(g) the extent to which, when accepting the take-or-pay commitments in question, the undertaking 
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– ...;

– Article 11 of Directive 2009/73/EC, which they shall apply from 1 January 2017.

2. The Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Energy Community Secretariat the 
SDWSÄNEÄSGDÄL@HMÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄM@SHNM@KÄK@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄ×DKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ
Decision. 

Articles 55 and 5619

Entry into force and Addressees

This Decision [2011/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

19  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 32 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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electricity and gas and the obstacles that remain in this respect, including aspects of market 
dominance, market concentration, predatory or anti-competitive behaviour and the effect 
thereof in terms of market distortion. It shall in particular consider:

mÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄAXÄD@BGÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSXÄNEÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNMÄTMATMCKHMF�ÄBDQSH×B@-
tion and on independence of the national regulatory authorities and application of these 
provisions in practice,

– the existence of non-discriminatory network access,

– effective regulation,

– the development of interconnection infrastructure and the security of supply situation in 
the Energy Community,

mÄ SGDÄDWSDMSÄ SNÄVGHBGÄ SGDÄ ETKKÄADMD×SRÄNEÄ SGDÄNODMHMFÄNEÄL@QJDSRÄ@QDÄ@BBQTHMFÄSNÄRL@KKÄ
enterprises and household customers, notably with respect to public service and universal 
service standards,

– the extent to which markets are in practice open to effective competition, including as-
pects of market dominance, market concentration and predatory or anti-competitive be-
haviour,

– the extent to which customers are actually switching suppliers and renegotiating tariffs,

– price developments, including supply prices, in relation to the degree of opening of the 
markets, and

– the experience gained from application of this Decision as far as effective independence 
of system operators in vertically integrated undertakings is concerned and whether other 
measures in addition to functional independence and separation of accounts have been 
developed which have effects equivalent to legal unbundling.

�Ä3GDÄ2DBQDS@QH@SÄRG@KKÄOQDRDMSÄ@ÄQDONQSÄSNÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHKÄENQÄSGDÄ×QRSÄSHLDÄAXÄ��Ä
June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis, summarising the opinions issued by the 
Secretariat in application of the acts referred to in Article 1, as adapted by this Decision.

Article 53

Repeal
...

Article 5418

Implementation of the energy acquis

1. Each Contracting Party shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with ... Directive 2009/73/EC, ... and Regulation (EC) No 
715/2009, as adapted by this Decision, by 1 January 2015. They shall forthwith inform the 
Energy Community Secretariat thereof.

The Contracting Parties shall apply the measures referred to in the previous paragraph 
with effect from 1 January 2015 with the following exceptions:

18  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 3 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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particular, all consumers shall have the right to a good standard of service and complaint handling by 
their gas service provider. Such out-of-court dispute settlements procedures shall enable disputes to 
be settled fairly and promptly, preferably within three months, with provision, where warranted, for 
a system of reimbursement and/or compensation. They should, wherever possible, be in line with the 
principles set out in Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC of 30 March 1998 on the principles 
@OOKHB@AKDÄSNÄSGDÄANCHDRÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄNTS�NE�BNTQSÄRDSSKDLDMSÄNEÄBNMRTLDQÄCHROTSDR�

(g) connected to the gas system are informed about their rights to be supplied, under the national 
KDFHRK@SHNMÄ@OOKHB@AKD�ÄVHSGÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄNEÄ@ÄRODBHÆDCÄPT@KHSXÄ@SÄQD@RNM@AKDÄOQHBDR�

(h) have at their disposal their consumption data, and shall be able to, by explicit agree-
ment and free of charge, give any registered supply undertaking access to its metering 
data. The party responsible for data management shall be obliged to give those data to 
the undertaking. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄCD×MDÄ@ÄENQL@SÄENQÄSGDÄC@S@Ä@MCÄ@ÄOQNBDCTQDÄENQÄ
suppliers and consumers to have access to the data. No additional costs shall be charged to 
the consumer for that service;

(i) are properly informed of actual gas consumption and costs frequently enough to enable 
them to regulate their own gas consumption. That information shall be given by using a 
RTE×BHDMSÄSHLDÄEQ@LD�ÄVGHBGÄS@JDRÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄSGDÄB@O@AHKHSXÄNEÄBTRSNLDQiRÄLDSDQHMFÄDPTHO-
LDMSÄ#TDÄ@BBNTMSÄRG@KKÄADÄS@JDMÄNEÄSGDÄBNRS�DE×BHDMBXÄNEÄRTBGÄLD@RTQDRÄ-NÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄ
costs shall be charged to the consumer for that service;

�I�ÄQDBDHUDÄ@Ä×M@KÄBKNRTQDÄ@BBNTMSÄENKKNVHMFÄ@MXÄBG@MFDÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄRTOOKHDQÄMNÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄ
six weeks after the change of supplier has taken place.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure the implementation of intelligent metering systems that 
shall assist the active participation of consumers in the gas supply market. The implemen-
tation of those metering systems may be subject to an economic assessment of all the 
KNMF�SDQLÄBNRSRÄ@MCÄADMD×SRÄSNÄSGDÄL@QJDSÄ@MCÄSGDÄHMCHUHCT@KÄBNMRTLDQÄNQÄVGHBGÄENQLÄNEÄ
intelligent metering is economically reasonable and cost-effective and which timeframe is 
feasible for their distribution.

Such assessment shall take place by 1 January 2014.

Subject to that assessment, Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate, 
shall prepare a timetable for the implementation of intelligent metering systems.

The Contracting Parties or any competent authority they designate, shall ensure the in-
teroperability of those metering systems to be implemented within their territories and 
shall have due regard to the use of appropriate standards and best practice and the impor-
tance of the development of the internal market in natural gas.
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ANNEX I

MEASURES ON CONSUMER PROTECTION

1. Without prejudice to Energy Community rules on consumer protection .. the measures 
referred to in Article 3 are to ensure that customers:

Ä�@�ÄG@UDÄ@ÄQHFGSÄSNÄ@ÄBNMSQ@BSÄVHSGÄSGDHQÄF@RÄRDQUHBDÄOQNUHCDQÄSG@SÄRODBHÆDR�

- the identity and address of the supplier,

- the services provided, the service quality levels offered, as well as the time for the initial connection,

- the types of maintenance service offered,

- the means by which up-to-date information on all applicable tariffs and maintenance charges may 
be obtained,

- the duration of the contract, the conditions for renewal and termination of services and of the 
contract, and whether withdrawal from the contract without charge is permitted,

- any compensation and the refund arrangements which apply if contracted service quality levels are 
not met including inaccurate and delayed billing,

�ÄSGDÄLDSGNCÄNEÄHMHSH@SHMFÄOQNBDCTQDRÄENQÄRDSSKDLDMSÄNEÄCHROTSDRÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄONHMSÄ�E��Ä@MC�

- information relating to consumer rights, including on the complaint handling and all of 
the information referred to in this point, clearly communicated through billing or the natu-
ral gas undertaking’s web site,

Conditions shall be fair and well-known in advance. In any event, that information should be provid-
DCÄOQHNQÄSNÄSGDÄBNMBKTRHNMÄNQÄBNMÆQL@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄBNMSQ@BSÄ6GDQDÄBNMSQ@BSRÄ@QDÄBNMBKTCDCÄSGQNTFGÄ
intermediaries, the information relating to the matters set out in this point shall also be provided 
OQHNQÄSNÄSGDÄBNMBKTRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄBNMSQ@BS�

(b) are given adequate notice of any intention to modify contractual conditions and are informed 
about their right of withdrawal when the notice is given. Service providers shall notify their subscrib-
ers directly of any increase in charges, at an appropriate time no later than one normal billing period 
after the increase comes into effect in a transparent and comprehensible manner. Contracting Par-
ties shall ensure that customers are free to withdraw from contracts if they do not accept the new 
BNMCHSHNMRÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGDLÄAXÄSGDHQÄF@RÄRDQUHBDÄOQNUHCDQ�

(c) receive transparent information on applicable prices and tariffs and on standard terms and condi-
SHNMR�ÄHMÄQDRODBSÄNEÄ@BBDRRÄSNÄ@MCÄTRDÄNEÄF@RÄRDQUHBDR�

(d) are offered a wide choice of payment methods, which do not unduly discriminate between cus-
tomers. /QDO@XLDMSÄRXRSDLRÄRG@KKÄADÄE@HQÄ@MCÄ@CDPT@SDKXÄQDØDBSÄ KHJDKXÄBNMRTLOSHNM Any 
CHEEDQDMBDÄ HMÄSDQLRÄ@MCÄBNMCHSHNMRÄRG@KKÄ QDÇDBSÄSGDÄBNRSRÄSNÄSGDÄRTOOKHDQÄNEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄO@XLDMSÄ
systems. General terms and conditions shall be fair and transparent. They shall be given in clear 
and comprehensible language and shall not include non-contractual barriers to the exercise 
of customers’ rights, for example excessive contractual documentation. Customers shall be 
OQNSDBSDCÄ@F@HMRSÄTME@HQÄNQÄLHRKD@CHMFÄRDKKHMFÄLDSGNCR�

�D�Ä@QDÄMNSÄBG@QFDCÄENQÄBG@MFHMFÄRTOOKHDQ�

�E�ÄADMDÆSÄEQNLÄSQ@MRO@QDMS�ÄRHLOKDÄ@MCÄHMDWODMRHUDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄENQÄCD@KHMFÄVHSGÄSGDHQÄBNLOK@HMSRÄ(MÄ
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Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 of 13 July 2009 on conditions for access to 
the natural gas transmission networks and repealing Regulation (EC) No 
1775/2005 

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC of 6 October 2011 on 
the implementation of Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 
and Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 and amending Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community 
Treaty.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue, the changes in 

the present Regulation in comparison to Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003 are highlighted in bold.

Whereas:

(1) The internal market in natural gas, which has been progressively implemented since 1999, aims to 
deliver real choice for all consumers in the Community, be they citizens or businesses, new business 
opportunities and more cross-border trade, so as to achieve efficiency gains, competitive prices and 
higher standards of service, and to contribute to security of supply and sustainability.

(2) Directive 2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concern-
ing common rules for the internal market in natural gas and Regulation (EC) No 1775/2005 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 28 September 2005 on conditions for access to the 
natural gas transmission networks have made significant contributions towards the creation of such 
an internal market in natural gas.

(3) Experience gained in the implementation and monitoring of a first set of Guidelines for Good 
Practice, adopted by the European Gas Regulatory Forum (the Madrid Forum) in 2002, demonstrates 
that in order to ensure the full implementation of the rules set out in those guidelines in all Member 
States, and in order to provide a minimum guarantee of equal market access conditions in practice, 
it is necessary to provide for them to become legally enforceable.

(4) A second set of common rules entitled “the Second Guidelines for Good Practice” was adopted 
at the meeting of the Madrid Forum on 24 and 25 September 2003 and the purpose of this Regula-
tion is to lay down, on the basis of those guidelines, basic principles and rules regarding network 
access and third party access services, congestion management, transparency, balancing and the 
trading of capacity rights.

(5) Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concern-
ing common rules for the internal market in natural gas provides for the possibility of a combined 
transmission and distribution system operator. The rules set out in this Regulation do not therefore 
require modification of the organisation of national transmission and distribution systems that are 
consistent with the relevant provisions of that Directive.

(6) High-pressure pipelines linking up local distributors to the gas network which are not primarily 
used in the context of local distribution are included in the scope of this Regulation.

(7) It is necessary to specify the criteria according to which tariffs for access to the network are de-
termined, in order to ensure that they fully comply with the principle of non-discrimination and the 
needs of a well-functioning internal market and take fully into account the need for system integrity 
and reflect the actual costs incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an efficient and 
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with the framework guidelines, and it should be enabled to recommend them for adoption by the 
Commission. The Agency should assess proposed amendments to the network codes and it should 
be enabled to recommend them for adoption by the Commission. Transmission system operators 
should operate their networks in accordance with those network codes.

(16) In order to ensure optimal management of the gas transmission network in the Community a 
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (the ENTSO for Gas), should be estab-
lished. The tasks of the ENTSO for Gas should be carried out in compliance with Community compe-
tition rules which remain applicable to the decisions of the ENTSO for Gas. The tasks of the ENTSO 
for Gas should be well-defined and its working method should ensure efficiency, transparency and 
the representative nature of the ENTSO for Gas. The network codes prepared by the ENTSO for Gas 
are not intended to replace the necessary national network codes for non cross-border issues. Given 
that more effective progress may be achieved through an approach at regional level, transmission 
system operators should set up regional structures within the overall cooperation structure, whilst 
ensuring that results at regional level are compatible with network codes and non-binding ten-year 
network development plans at Community level. Cooperation within such regional structures pre-
supposes effective unbundling of network activities from production and supply activities. In the 
absence of such unbundling, regional cooperation between transmission system operators gives rise 
to a risk of anti-competitive conduct. Member States should promote cooperation and monitor the 
effectiveness of the network operations at regional level. Cooperation at regional level should be 
compatible with progress towards a competitive and efficient internal market in gas.

(17) All market participants have an interest in the work expected of the ENTSO for Gas. An effective 
consultation process is therefore essential and existing structures set up to facilitate and streamline 
the consultation process, such as the European Association for the Streamlining of Energy Exchange, 
national regulators or the Agency should play an important role.

(18) In order to ensure greater transparency regarding the development of the gas transmission 
network in the Community, the ENTSO for Gas should draw up, publish and regularly update a non-
binding Community-wide ten-year network development plan (Community-wide network develop-
ment plan). Viable gas transmission networks and necessary regional interconnections, relevant from 
a commercial or security of supply point of view, should be included in that network development 
plan.

(19) To enhance competition through liquid wholesale markets for gas, it is vital that gas can be 
traded independently of its location in the system. The only way to do this is to give network users 
the freedom to book entry and exit capacity independently, thereby creating gas transport through 
zones instead of along contractual paths. The preference for entry-exit systems to facilitate the de-
velopment of competition was already expressed by most stakeholders at the 6th Madrid Forum on 
30 and 31 October 2002. Tariffs should not be dependent on the transport route. The tariff set for 
one or more entry points should therefore not be related to the tariff set for one or more exit points, 
and vice versa.

(20) References to harmonised transport contracts in the context of non-discriminatory access to 
the network of transmission system operators do not mean that the terms and conditions of the 
transport contracts of a particular system operator in a Member State must be the same as those 
of another transmission system operator in that Member State or in another Member State, unless 
minimum requirements are set which must be met by all transport contracts.
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structurally comparable network operator and are transparent, whilst including appropriate return 
on investments, and, where appropriate, taking account of the benchmarking of tariffs by the regu-
latory authorities.

(8) In calculating tariffs for access to networks, it is important to take account of the actual costs 
incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an efficient and structurally comparable net-
work operator, and are transparent, as well as of the need to provide appropriate return on invest-
ments and incentives to construct new infrastructure, including special regulatory treatment for new 
investments as provided for in Directive 2009/73/EC. In that respect, and in particular if effective 
pipeline-to-pipeline competition exists, the benchmarking of tariffs by the regulatory authorities will 
be a relevant consideration.

(9) The use of market-based arrangements, such as auctions, to determine tariffs has to be compat-
ible with the provisions laid down in Directive 2009/73/EC.

(10) A common minimum set of third-party access services is necessary to provide a common mini-
mum standard of access in practice throughout the Community, to ensure that third party access 
services are sufficiently compatible and to allow the benefits accruing from a well-functioning inter-
nal market in natural gas to be exploited.

(11) At present, there are obstacles to the sale of gas on equal terms, without discrimination or 
disadvantage in the Community. In particular, non-discriminatory network access and an equally 
effective level of regulatory supervision do not yet exist in each Member State, and isolated markets 
persist.

(12) A sufficient level of cross-border gas interconnection capacity should be achieved and market 
integration fostered in order to complete the internal market in natural gas.

(13) The Communication of the Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “An Energy Policy for 
Europe” highlighted the importance of completing the internal market in natural gas and creating 
a level playing field for all natural gas undertakings in the Community. The Communications of the 
Commission of 10 January 2007 entitled “Prospects for the internal gas and electricity market” and 
“Inquiry pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 into the European gas and electricity 
sectors (Final Report)” demonstrated that the present rules and measures neither provide the neces-
sary framework nor provide for the creation of interconnection capacities to achieve the objective of 
a well-functioning, efficient and open internal market.

(14) In addition to thoroughly implementing the existing regulatory framework, the regulatory 
framework for the internal market in natural gas set out in Regulation (EC) No 1775/2005 should be 
adapted in line with those communications.

(15) In particular, increased cooperation and coordination among transmission system operators is 
required to create network codes for providing and managing effective and transparent access to 
the transmission networks across borders, and to ensure coordinated and sufficiently forward look-
ing planning and sound technical evolution of the transmission system in the Community, including 
the creation of interconnection capacities, with due regard to the environment. The network codes 
should be in line with framework guidelines which are non-binding in nature (framework guidelines) 
and which are developed by the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators established by 
Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 es-
tablishing an Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (the Agency). The Agency should 
have a role in reviewing, based on matters of fact, draft network codes, including their compliance 
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market. It is therefore necessary to lay down rules to ensure that transmission system operators op-
erate such mechanisms in a manner compatible with non-discriminatory, transparent and effective 
access conditions to the network.

(29) The trading of primary capacity rights is an important part of developing a competitive market 
and creating liquidity. This Regulation should therefore lay down basic rules relating to such trading.

(30) National regulatory authorities should ensure compliance with the rules contained in this Regu-
lation and the Guidelines adopted pursuant thereto.

(31) In the Guidelines annexed to this Regulation, specific detailed implementing rules are defined 
on the basis of the Second Guidelines for Good Practice. Where appropriate, those rules will evolve 
over time, taking into account the differences of national gas systems.

(32) When proposing to amend the Guidelines annexed to this Regulation, the Commission should 
ensure prior consultation of all relevant parties concerned with the Guidelines, represented by the 
professional organisations, and of the Member States within the Madrid Forum.

(33) The Member States and the competent national authorities should be required to provide rel-
evant information to the Commission. Such information should be treated confidentially by the 
Commission.

(34) This Regulation and the Guidelines adopted in accordance with it are without prejudice to the 
application of the Community rules on competition.

(35) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Regulation should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(36) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to establish or adopt the Guidelines nec-
essary for providing the minimum degree of harmonisation required to achieve the aims of this 
Regulation. Since those measures are of general scope and are designed to amend non-essential 
elements of this Regulation, inter alia by supplementing it with new non-essential elements, they 
must be adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 
5a of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(37) Since the objective of this Regulation, namely the setting of fair rules for access conditions to 
natural gas transmission networks, storage and LNG facilities cannot be sufficiently achieved by the 
Member States and can therefore be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt 
measures, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In ac-
cordance with the principle of proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Regulation does not go 
beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that objective.

(38) Given the scope of the amendments that are being made herein to Regulation (EC) No 
1775/2005, it is desirable, for reasons of clarity and rationalisation, that the provisions in question 
should be recast by bringing them all together in a single text in a new Regulation.
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(21) There is substantial contractual congestion in the gas networks. The congestion-management 
and capacity-allocation principles for new or newly negotiated contracts are therefore based on the 
freeing-up of unused capacity by enabling network users to sublet or resell their contracted capaci-
ties and the obligation of transmission system operators to offer unused capacity to the market, at 
least on a day-ahead and interruptible basis. Given the large proportion of existing contracts and the 
need to create a true level playing field between users of new and existing capacity, those principles 
should be applied to all contracted capacity, including existing contracts.

(22) Although physical congestion of networks is, at present, rarely a problem in the Community, it 
may become one in the future. It is important, therefore, to provide the basic principle for the alloca-
tion of congested capacity in such circumstances.

(23) Market monitoring undertaken over recent years by the national regulatory authorities and by 
the Commission has shown that current transparency requirements and rules on access to infra-
structure are not sufficient to secure a genuine, well-functioning, open and efficient internal market 
in gas.

(24) Equal access to information on the physical status and efficiency of the system is necessary to 
enable all market participants to assess the overall demand and supply situation and to identify the 
reasons for movements in the wholesale price. This includes more precise information on supply and 
demand, network capacity, flows and maintenance, balancing and availability and usage of storage. 
The importance of that information for the functioning of the market requires alleviating existing 
limitations to publication for confidentiality reasons.

(25) Confidentiality requirements for commercially sensitive information are, however, particularly 
relevant where data of a commercially strategic nature for the company are concerned, where there 
is only one single user for a storage facility, or where data are concerned regarding exit points within 
a system or subsystem that is not connected to another transmission or distribution system but to a 
single industrial final customer, where the publication of such data would reveal confidential infor-
mation as to the production process of that customer.

(26) To enhance trust in the market, its participants need to be sure that those engaging in abusive 
behaviour can be subjected to effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties. The competent 
authorities should be given the competence to investigate effectively allegations of market abuse. 
To that end, it is necessary that competent authorities have access to data that provides informa-
tion on operational decisions made by supply undertakings. In the gas market, all those decisions 
are communicated to the system operators in the form of capacity reservations, nominations and 
realised flows. System operators should keep information in relation thereto available to and easily 
accessible by the competent authorities for a fixed period of time. The competent authorities should, 
furthermore, regularly monitor the compliance of the transmission system operators with the rules.

(27) Access to gas storage facilities and liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities is insufficient in some 
Member States, and therefore the implementation of the existing rules needs to be improved. Moni-
toring by the European Regulators’ Group for Electricity and Gas concluded that the voluntary guide-
lines for good third-party access practice for storage system operators, agreed by all stakeholders at 
the Madrid Forum, are being insufficiently applied and therefore need to be made binding.

(28) Non-discriminatory and transparent balancing systems for gas, operated by transmission system 
operators, are important mechanisms, particularly for new market entrants which may have more 
difficulty balancing their overall sales portfolio than companies already established within a relevant 
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system operator with a view to optimal and maximum use of the technical capacity and the timely 
CDSDBSHNMÄNEÄETSTQDÄBNMFDRSHNMÄ@MCÄR@STQ@SHNMÄONHMSR�

6) “secondary market” means the market of the capacity traded otherwise than on the primary 
L@QJDS�

7) “nomination” means the prior reporting by the network user to the transmission system operator 
NEÄSGDÄ@BST@KÄEKNVÄSG@SÄSGDÄMDSVNQJÄTRDQÄVHRGDRÄSNÄHMIDBSÄHMSNÄNQÄVHSGCQ@VÄEQNLÄSGDÄRXRSDL�

��ÄjQD�MNLHM@SHNMkÄLD@MRÄSGDÄRTARDPTDMSÄQDONQSHMFÄNEÄ@ÄBNQQDBSDCÄMNLHM@SHNM�

9) “system integrity” means any situation in respect of a transmission network including necessary 
transmission facilities in which the pressure and the quality of the natural gas remain within the mini-
mum and maximum limits laid down by the transmission system operator, so that the transmission 
NEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄHRÄFT@Q@MSDDCÄEQNLÄ@ÄSDBGMHB@KÄRS@MCONHMS�

10) “balancing period” means the period within which the off-take of an amount of natural gas, 
expressed in units of energy, must be offset by every network user by means of the injection of the 
same amount of natural gas into the transmission network in accordance with the transport contract 
NQÄSGDÄMDSVNQJÄBNCD�

11) “network user” means a customer or a potential customer of a transmission system operator, 
and transmission system operators themselves in so far as it is necessary for them to carry out their 
ETMBSHNMRÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄSQ@MRLHRRHNM�

12) “interruptible services” means services offered by the transmission system operator in relation 
SNÄHMSDQQTOSHAKDÄB@O@BHSX�

13) “interruptible capacity” means gas transmission capacity that may be interrupted by the trans-
LHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄRSHOTK@SDCÄHMÄSGDÄSQ@MRONQSÄBNMSQ@BS�

14) “long-term services” means services offered by the transmission system operator with a duration 
NEÄNMDÄXD@QÄNQÄLNQD�

15) “short-term services” means services offered by the transmission system operator with a dura-
SHNMÄNEÄKDRRÄSG@MÄNMDÄXD@Q�

16) “firm capacity” means gas transmission capacity contractually guaranteed as uninterruptible by 
SGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�

17) “firm services” mean services offered by the transmission system operator in relation to firm 
B@O@BHSX�

18) “technical capacity” means the maximum firm capacity that the transmission system operator 
can offer to the network users, taking account of system integrity and the operational requirements 
NEÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄMDSVNQJ�

19) “contracted capacity” means capacity that the transmission system operator has allocated to a 
MDSVNQJÄTRDQÄAXÄLD@MRÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRONQSÄBNMSQ@BS�

20) “available capacity” means the part of the technical capacity that is not allocated and is still avail-
@AKDÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄ@SÄSG@SÄLNLDMS�

21) “contractual congestion” means a situation where the level of firm capacity demand exceeds 
SGDÄSDBGMHB@KÄB@O@BHSX�

22) “primary market” means the market of the capacity traded directly by the transmission system 
NODQ@SNQ�
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Article 1

Subject matter and scope

This Regulation aims at:

(a) setting non-discriminatory rules for access conditions to natural gas transmission systems taking 
into account the special characteristics of national and regional markets with a view to ensuring the 
OQNODQÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄHMÄF@R�

(b) setting non-discriminatory rules for access conditions to LNG facilities and storage facili-
ties taking into account the special characteristics of national and regional markets; and

(c) facilitating the emergence of a well-functioning and transparent wholesale market with 
a high level of security of supply in gas and providing mechanisms to harmonise the net-
work access rules for cross-border exchanges in gas.

The objectives referred to in the first subparagraph shall include the setting of harmonised principles 
for tariffs, or the methodologies underlying their calculation, for access to the network, but not to 
storage facilities, the establishment of third-party access services and harmonised principles for 
capacity-allocation and congestion-management, the determination of transparency requirements, 
balancing rules and imbalance charges, and the facilitation of capacity trading.

This Regulation, with the exception of Article 19(4), shall apply only to storage facilities 
falling under Article 33(3) or (4) of Directive 2009/73/EC.

The Contracting Parties may establish an entity or body set up in compliance with Directive 
2009/73/EC for the purpose of carrying out one or more functions typically attributed to the trans-
mission system operator, which shall be subject to the requirements of this Regulation. That entity 
or body shall be subject to certification in accordance with Article 3 of this Regulation and 
shall be subject to designation in accordance with Article 10 of Directive 2009/73/EC.

Article 2

Definitions

1. For the purpose of this Regulation, the following definitions apply:

1) “transmission” means the transport of natural gas through a network, which mainly contains 
high-pressure pipelines, other than an upstream pipeline network and other than the part of high-
pressure pipelines primarily used in the context of local distribution of natural gas, with a view to its 
CDKHUDQXÄSNÄBTRSNLDQR�ÄATSÄMNSÄHMBKTCHMFÄRTOOKX�

2) “transport contract” means a contract which the transmission system operator has concluded 
VHSGÄ@ÄMDSVNQJÄTRDQÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄB@QQXHMFÄNTSÄSQ@MRLHRRHNM�

3) “capacity” means the maximum flow, expressed in normal cubic meters per time unit or in energy 
unit per time unit, to which the network user is entitled in accordance with the provisions of the 
SQ@MRONQSÄBNMSQ@BS�

4) “unused capacity” means firm capacity which a network user has acquired under a transport 
BNMSQ@BSÄATSÄVGHBGÄSG@SÄTRDQÄG@RÄMNSÄMNLHM@SDCÄAXÄSGDÄCD@CKHMDÄRODBHEHDCÄHMÄSGDÄBNMSQ@BS�

5) “congestion management” means management of the capacity portfolio of the transmission 
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4. Regulatory authorities and the Energy Community Secretariat shall preserve the confi-
dentiality of commercially sensitive information.

5. …

6. Where the Energy Community Secretariat has received notification of the certification 
of a transmission system operator under Article 9(10) of Directive 2009/73/EC, the Energy 
Community Secretariat shall issue an opinion relating to certification. The regulatory au-
thority shall take the utmost account of that opinion. Where the final decision diverges 
from the Secretariat’s opinion, the regulatory authority concerned shall provide and pub-
lish, together with that decision, the reasoning underlying such decision. Diverting deci-
sions shall be included in the agenda of the first meeting of the Ministerial Council follow-
ing the date of the decision, for information and discussion.

Article 4

European network of transmission system operators for gas
...

Article 5

Establishment of the ENTSO for Gas
…

Article 6

Establishment of network codes1

1. The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the network codes developed at Euro-
pean Union level ... .

2. The relevant network codes shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, fol-
lowing the procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty. Before taking a decision, the 
Permanent High Level Group shall seek the opinion of the Energy Community Regulatory 
Board.

3. The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a procedural act on application of this 
Article 2

1  The following text corresponds to Article 28 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
2  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
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23) “physical congestion” means a situation where the level of demand for actual deliveries exceeds 
SGDÄSDBGMHB@KÄB@O@BHSXÄ@SÄRNLDÄONHMSÄHMÄSHLD�

24) “LNG facility capacity” means capacity at an LNG terminal for the liquefaction of natural 
gas or the importation, offloading, ancillary services, temporary storage and re-gasifica-
tion of LNG;

25) “space” means the volume of gas which a user of a storage facility is entitled to use for 
the storage of gas;

26) “deliverability” means the rate at which the storage facility user is entitled to withdraw 
gas from the storage facility;

27) “injectability” means the rate at which the storage facility user is entitled to inject gas 
into the storage facility;

28) “storage capacity” means any combination of space, injectability and deliverability.

2. Without prejudice to the definitions in paragraph 1 of this Article, the definitions contained in 
Article 2 of Directive 2009/73/EC which are relevant for the application of this Regulation, also apply, 
with the exception of the definition of transmission in point 3 of that Article.

The definitions in points 3 to 23 of paragraph 1 of this Article in relation to transmission 
apply by analogy in relation to storage and LNG facilities.

Article 3

Certification of transmission system operators

1. The Energy Community Secretariat shall examine any notification of a decision on the 
certification of a transmission system operator as laid down in Article 10(6) of Directive 
2009/73/EC as soon as it is received. Within four months of the day of receipt of such 
notification, the Energy Community Secretariat shall deliver its opinion to the relevant 
national regulatory authority in regard to its compatibility with Article 10(2) or Article 11, 
and Article 9 of Directive 2009/73/EC.

When preparing the opinion referred to in the first subparagraph, the Energy Community 
Secretariat shall request the Energy Community Regulatory Board to provide its opinion on 
the national regulatory authority’s decision.

In the absence of an opinion by the Energy Community Secretariat within the periods re-
ferred to in the first subparagraph, the Energy Community Secretariat shall be deemed not 
to raise objections against the regulatory authority’s decision.

2. Within two months of receiving an opinion of the Energy Community Secretariat, the 
national regulatory authority shall adopt its final decision regarding the certification of the 
transmission system operator, taking the utmost account of that opinion. The regulatory 
authority’s decision and the Energy Community Secretariat’s opinion shall be published 
together.

3. At any time during the procedure regulatory authorities and/or the Energy Commu-
nity Secretariat may request from a transmission system operator and/or an undertaking 
performing any of the functions of production or supply any information relevant to the 
fulfillment of their tasks under this Article.
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Contracting Parties may decide that tariffs may also be determined through market-based arrange-
ments, such as auctions, provided that such arrangements and the revenues arising there from are 
approved by the regulatory authority.

Tariffs, or the methodologies used to calculate them, shall facilitate efficient gas trade and competi-
tion, while at the same time avoiding cross-subsidies between network users and providing incen-
tives for investment and maintaining or creating interoperability for transmission networks.

Tariffs for network users shall be non-discriminatory and set separately for every entry 
point into or exit point out of the transmission system. Cost-allocation mechanisms and 
rate setting methodology regarding entry points and exit points shall be approved by the 
national regulatory authorities. By 3 September 2011, the Contracting Parties shall ensure 
that, after a transitional period, network charges shall not be calculated on the basis of 
contract paths.

2. Tariffs for network access shall neither restrict market liquidity nor distort trade across borders of 
different transmission systems. Where differences in tariff structures or balancing mechanisms would 
hamper trade across transmission systems, and notwithstanding Article 41(6) of Directive 2009/73/
EC, transmission system operators shall, in close cooperation with the relevant national authorities, 
actively pursue convergence of tariff structures and charging principles, including in relation to bal-
ancing.

Article 14 

Third-party access services concerning transmission system operators

1. Transmission system operators shall:

�@�ÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDXÄNEEDQÄRDQUHBDRÄNMÄ@ÄMNM�CHRBQHLHM@SNQXÄA@RHRÄSNÄ@KKÄMDSVNQJÄTRDQR�

(b) provide both firm and interruptible third-party access services. The price of interruptible capacity 
RG@KKÄQDEKDBSÄSGDÄOQNA@AHKHSXÄNEÄHMSDQQTOSHNM�

(c) offer to network users both long and short-term services.

In regard to point (a) of the first subparagraph, where a transmission system operator offers the 
same service to different customers, it shall do so under equivalent contractual terms and conditions, 
either using harmonised transport contracts or a common network code approved by the competent 
authority in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 41 of Directive 2009/73/EC.

2. Transport contracts signed with non-standard start dates or with a shorter duration than a stan-
dard annual transport contract shall not result in arbitrarily higher or lower tariffs that do not reflect 
the market value of the service, in accordance with the principles laid down in Article 13(1).

3. Where appropriate, third-party access services may be granted subject to appropriate guarantees 
from network users with respect to the creditworthiness of such users. Such guarantees shall not 
constitute undue market-entry barriers and shall be non-discriminatory, transparent and proportion-
ate.
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Article 7

Amendments of network codes
...

Article 8

Tasks of the ENTSO for Gas
...

Article 9

Monitoring by the Agency
...

Article 10

Consultations
...

Article 11

Costs
...

Article 123

Regional cooperation of transmission system operators

Transmission system operators shall promote operational arrangements in order to en-
sure the optimum management of the Energy Community network and shall promote the 
development of energy exchanges, the coordinated allocation of cross-border capacity 
through non-discriminatory market-based solutions, paying due attention to the specific 
merits of implicit auctions for short-term allocations, and the integration of balancing and 
reserve power mechanisms.

Article 13

Tariffs for access to networks

1. Tariffs, or the methodologies used to calculate them, applied by the transmission system operators 
and approved by the regulatory authorities pursuant to Article 41(6) of Directive 2009/73/EC, as well 
as tariffs published pursuant to Article 32(1) of that Directive, shall be transparent, take into account 
the need for system integrity and its improvement and reflect the actual costs incurred, insofar as 
such costs correspond to those of an efficient and structurally comparable network operator and are 
transparent, whilst including an appropriate return on investments, and, where appropriate, taking 
account of the benchmarking of tariffs by the regulatory authorities. Tariffs, or the methodologies 
used to calculate them, shall be applied in a non-discriminatory manner.

3  In accordance with Article 7(3) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC, Article 25 of that Decision is displayed here.
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(b) be compatible with the market mechanisms including spot markets and trading hubs, while being 
EKDWHAKDÄ@MCÄB@O@AKDÄNEÄ@C@OSHMFÄSNÄDUNKUHMFÄL@QJDSÄBHQBTLRS@MBDR�Ä@MC

(c) be compatible with the network access systems of the Contracting Parties.

3. The transmission system operator shall implement and publish non-discriminatory and 
transparent congestion-management procedures which facilitate cross-border exchanges 
in natural gas on a non-discriminatory basis and which shall be based on the following 
principles:

(a) in the event of contractual congestion, the transmission system operator shall offer 
unused capacity on the primary market at least on a day-ahead and interruptible basis; and

(b) network users who wish to re-sell or sublet their unused contracted capacity on the 
secondary market shall be entitled to do so.

In regard to point (b) of the first subparagraph, a Contracting Party may require notifica-
tion or information of the transmission system operator by network users.4

4. In the event that physical congestion exists, non-discriminatory, transparent capacity-allocation 
mechanisms shall be applied by the transmission system operator or, as appropriate, by the regula-
tory authorities.

5. Transmission system operators shall regularly assess market demand for new invest-
ment. When planning new investments, transmission system operators shall assess market 
demand and take into account security of supply.

Article 17

Principles of capacity-allocation mechanisms and congestion-management  
procedures concerning storage and LNG facilities

1. The maximum storage and LNG facility capacity shall be made available to market par-
ticipants, taking into account system integrity and operation.

2. LNG and storage system operators shall implement and publish non-discriminatory and 
transparent capacity-allocation mechanisms which shall:

(a) provide appropriate economic signals for the efficient and maximum use of capacity 
and facilitate investment in new infrastructure;

(b) be compatible with the market mechanism including spot markets and trading hubs, 
while being flexible and capable of adapting to evolving market circumstances; and

4  In Regulation (EC) 1775/2005 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 5(3) and (4) reads as follows:
“3. When transmission system operators conclude new transportation contracts or renegotiate existing transportation 
contracts, these contracts shall take into account the following principles:
(a) in the event of contractual congestion, the transmission system operator shall offer unused capacity on the primary 
market at least on a day-ahead and interruptible basis;
(b) network users who wish to re-sell or sublet their unused contracted capacity on the secondary market shall be entitled 
to do so. Contracting Parties�MAY�REQUIRE�NOTIlCATION�OR�INFORMATION�OF�THE�TRANSMISSION�SYSTEM�OPERATOR�BY�NETWORK�
users.
4. When capacity contracted under existing transportation contracts remains unused and contractual congestion occurs, 
transmission system operators shall apply paragraph 3 unless this would infringe the requirements of the existing trans-
portation contracts. Where this would infringe the existing transportation contracts, transmission system operators shall, 
following consultation with the competent authorities, submit a request to the network user for the use on the secondary 
market of unused capacity in accordance with paragraph 3.”
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Article 15

Third-party access services concerning storage and LNG facilities

1. LNG and storage system operators shall:

(a) offer services on a non-discriminatory basis to all network users that accommodate mar-
ket demand; in particular, where an LNG or storage system operator offers the same service 
to different customers, it shall do so under equivalent contractual terms and conditions;

(b) offer services that are compatible with the use of the interconnected gas transport sys-
tems and facilitate access through cooperation with the transmission system operator; and

(c) make relevant information public, in particular data on the use and availability of ser-
vices, in a time-frame compatible with the LNG or storage facility users’ reasonable com-
mercial needs, subject to the monitoring of such publication by the national regulatory 
authority.

2. Each storage system operator shall:

(a) provide both firm and interruptible third-party access services; the price of interruptible 
capacity shall reflect the probability of interruption;

(b) offer to storage facility users both long and short-term services; and

(c) offer to storage facility users both bundled and unbundled services of storage space, 
injectability and deliverability.

3. LNG and storage facility contracts shall not result in arbitrarily higher tariffs in cases in 
which they are signed:

(a) outside a natural gas year with non-standard start dates; or

(b) with a shorter duration than a standard LNG and storage facility contract on an annual basis.

5. Contractual limits on the required minimum size of LNG facility capacity and storage ca-
pacity shall be justified on the basis of technical constrains and shall permit smaller storage 
users to gain access to storage services.

4. Where appropriate, third-party access services may be granted subject to appropriate 
guarantees from network users with respect to the creditworthiness of such users. Such 
guarantees shall not constitute undue market-entry barriers and shall be non-discriminato-
ry, transparent and proportionate.

Article 16

Principles of capacity-allocation mechanisms and congestion-management procedures 
concerning transmission system operators

1. The maximum capacity at all relevant points referred to in Article 18(3) shall be made available to 
market participants, taking into account system integrity and efficient network operation.

2. The transmission system operator shall implement and publish non-discriminatory and transparent 
capacity-allocation mechanisms, which shall:

(a) provide appropriate economic signals for the efficient and maximum use of technical capacity, 
facilitate investment in new infrastructure and facilitate cross-border exchanges in natural gas;
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Article 19

Transparency requirements concerning storage facilities and LNG facilities

1. LNG and storage system operators shall make public detailed information regarding the 
services it offers and the relevant conditions applied, together with the technical informa-
tion necessary for LNG and storage facility users to gain effective access to the LNG and 
storage facilities.

2. For the services provided, LNG and storage system operators shall make public informa-
tion on contracted and available storage and LNG facility capacities on a numerical basis on 
a regular and rolling basis and in a user-friendly standardised manner.

3. LNG and storage system operators shall always disclose the information required by 
this Regulation in a meaningful, quantifiably clear and easily accessible way and on a non-
discriminatory basis.

4. LNG and storage system operators shall make public the amount of gas in each storage 
or LNG facility, or group of storage facilities if that corresponds to the way in which the 
access is offered to system users, inflows and outflows, and the available storage and 
LNG facility capacities, including for those facilities exempted from third-party access. That 
information shall also be communicated to the transmission system operator, which shall 
make it public on an aggregated level per system or subsystem defined by the relevant 
points. The information shall be updated at least daily.

In cases in which a storage system user is the only user of a storage facility, the storage 
system user may submit to the national regulatory authority a reasoned request for con-
fidential treatment of the data referred to in the first subparagraph. Where the national 
regulatory authority comes to the conclusion that such a request is justified, taking into 
account, in particular, the need to balance the interest of legitimate protection of business 
secrets, the disclosure of which would negatively affect the overall commercial strategy of 
the storage user, with the objective of creating a competitive internal gas market, it may 
allow the storage system operator not to make public the data referred to in the first sub-
paragraph, for a duration of up to one year.

The second subparagraph shall apply without prejudice to the obligations of communica-
tion to and publication by the transmission system operator referred to in the first sub-
paragraph, unless the aggregated data are identical to the individual storage system data 
for which the national regulatory authority has approved non-publication.

5. In order to ensure transparent, objective and non-discriminatory tariffs and facilitate ef-
ficient utilisation of the infrastructures, the LNG and storage facility operators or relevant 
regulatory authorities shall make public sufficiently detailed information on tariff deri-
vation, the methodologies and the structure of tariffs for infrastructure under regulated 
third-party access.
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(c) be compatible with the connected network access systems.

3. LNG and storage facility contracts shall include measures to prevent capacity-hoarding, 
by taking into account the following principles, which shall apply in cases of contractual 
congestion:

(a) the system operator must offer unused LNG facility and storage capacity on the primary 
market without delay; for storage facilities this must be at least on a day-ahead and inter-
ruptible basis;

(b) LNG and storage facility users who wish to re-sell their contracted capacity on the sec-
ondary market must be entitled to do so.

Article 18 

Transparency requirements concerning transmission system operators

1. The transmission system operator shall make public detailed information regarding the services 
it offers and the relevant conditions applied, together with the technical information necessary for 
network users to gain effective network access.

2. In order to ensure transparent, objective and non-discriminatory tariffs and facilitate efficient utili-
sation of the gas network, transmission system operators or relevant national authorities shall pub-
lish reasonably and sufficiently detailed information on tariff derivation, methodology and structure.

3. For the services provided, each transmission system operator shall make public information on 
technical, contracted and available capacities on a numerical basis for all relevant points including 
entry and exit points on a regular and rolling basis and in a user-friendly and standardised manner.

4. The relevant points of a transmission system on which the information is to be made public shall 
be approved by the competent authorities after consultation with network users.

5. The transmission system operator shall always disclose the information required by this Regulation 
in a meaningful, quantifiably clear and easily accessible manner and on a non-discriminatory basis.5

6. The transmission system operator shall make public ex-ante and ex-post supply and 
demand information, based on nominations, forecasts and realised flows in and out of the 
system. The national regulatory authority shall ensure that all such information is made 
public. The level of detail of the information that is made public shall reflect the informa-
tion available to the transmission system operator.

The transmission system operator shall make public measures taken as well as costs in-
curred and revenue generated to balance the system.

The market participants concerned shall provide the transmission system operator with the 
data referred to in this Article.
5  In Regulation (EC) 1775/2005 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 6(5) reads as follows:
h���7HERE�A�TRANSMISSION�SYSTEM�OPERATOR�CONSIDERS�THAT�IT�IS�NOT�ENTITLED�FOR�CONlDENTIALITY�REASONS�TO�MAKE�PUBLIC�ALL�THE�
data required, it shall seek the authorisation of the competent authorities to limit publication with respect to the point or 
points in question.
The competent authorities shall grant or refuse the authorisation on a case by case basis, taking into account in particular 
THE�NEED�TO�RESPECT�LEGITIMATE�COMMERCIAL�CONlDENTIALITY�AND�THE�OBJECTIVE�OF�CREATING�A�COMPETITIVE�INTERNAL�GAS�MARKET��
If the authorisation is granted, available capacity shall be published without indicating the numerical data that would 
CONTRAVENE�CONlDENTIALITY�
No such authorisation as referred to in this paragraph shall be granted where three or more network users have contracted 
capacity at the same point.”
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Article 22

Trading of capacity rights

Each transmission, storage and LNG system operator shall take reasonable steps to allow capacity 
rights to be freely tradable and to facilitate such trade in a transparent and non-discriminatory 
manner. Every such operator shall develop harmonised transport, LNG facility and storage con-
tracts and procedures on the primary market to facilitate secondary trade of capacity and shall rec-
ognise the transfer of primary capacity rights where notified by system users.

The harmonised transport, LNG facility and storage contracts and procedures shall be notified to the 
regulatory authorities.

Article 23 

Guidelines8

1. The Energy Community shall endeavour to apply the Guidelines adopted by the Euro-
pean Commission under ... Regulation (EC) No 715/2009.

2. These Guidelines, which may need to be adapted to the institutional framework of the 
Energy Community, shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following the 
procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

3. The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a Procedural Act on application of this 
article.9

Article 24

Regulatory authorities

When carrying out their responsibilities under this Regulation, the regulatory authorities shall ensure 
compliance with this Regulation and the Guidelines adopted pursuant to Article 18.10

Where appropriate, they shall cooperate with each other, with the Energy Community Secre-
tariat and the Energy Community Regulatory Board in compliance with Chapter VIII of 
Directive 2009/73/EC.

8  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 27 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
9  Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 
laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community was adopted 
on 21 June 2012, see page 519.
10  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
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Article 20

Record keeping by system operators

Transmission system operators, storage system operators and LNG system operators shall 
keep at the disposal of the national authorities, including the national regulatory author-
ity, the national competition authority and of the Energy Community Secretariat, all infor-
mation referred to in Articles 18 and 19, and in Part 3 of Annex I for a period of five years.

Article 21

Balancing rules and imbalance charges

1. Balancing rules shall be designed in a fair, non-discriminatory and transparent manner and shall be 
based on objective criteria. Balancing rules shall reflect genuine system needs taking into account the 
resources available to the transmission system operator. Balancing rules shall be market-based.

2. In order to enable network users to take timely corrective action, the transmission system operator 
shall provide sufficient, well-timed and reliable on-line based information on the balancing status of 
network users.

The information provided shall reflect the level of information available to the transmission system 
operator and the settlement period for which imbalance charges are calculated.

No charge shall be made for the provision of information under this paragraph.6

3. Imbalance charges shall be cost-reflective to the extent possible, whilst providing appropriate 
incentives on network users to balance their input and off-take of gas. They shall avoid cross-subsidi-
sation between network users and shall not hamper the entry of new market entrants.

Any calculation methodology for imbalance charges as well as the final tariffs shall be made public 
by the competent authorities or the transmission system operator, as appropriate.

4. Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission system operators endeavour to harmonise 
balancing regimes and streamline structures and levels of balancing charges in order to facilitate 
gas trade.7

6 In Regulation (EC) 1775/2005 (applicable until 1 January 2015), the last sentence of Article 7(6) reads as follows:
“Where they exist, charges for the provision of such information shall be approved by the competent authorities and shall 
be made public by the transmission system operator.”
7 In Regulation (EC) 1775/2005 (applicable until 1 January 2015), Article 7(2), (4) and (5) reads as follows:
h��� )N�THE�CASE�OF�NONMARKET�BASED�BALANCING�SYSTEMS��TOLERANCE�LEVELS�SHALL�BE�DESIGNED�IN�A�WAY�THAT�EITHER�REmECTS�
SEASONALITY�OR�RESULTS�IN�A�TOLERANCE�LEVEL�HIGHER�THAN�THAT�RESULTING�FROM�SEASONALITY��AND�THAT�REmECTS�THE�ACTUAL�TECHNI-
CAL�CAPABILITIES�OF� THE�TRANSMISSION�SYSTEM��4OLERANCE� LEVELS�SHALL� REmECT�GENUINE�SYSTEM�NEEDS�TAKING� INTO�ACCOUNT�THE�
resources available to the transmission system operator.
4. Transmission system operators may impose penalty charges on network users whose input into and offtake from the 
transmission system is not in balance according to the balancing rules referred to in paragraph 1.
5. Penalty charges which exceed the actual balancing costs incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an ef-
lCIENT�AND�STRUCTURALLY�COMPARABLE�NETWORK�OPERATOR�AND�ARE�TRANSPARENT��SHALL�BE�TAKEN�INTO�ACCOUNT�WHEN�CALCULATING�
tariffs in a way that does not reduce the interest in balancing and shall be approved by the competent authorities.”
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Article 29

Secretariat report14

1. The Secretariat shall monitor and review application of this Decision in the Contracting 
Parties.

2. The Secretariat shall submit an overall progress report to the Ministerial Council for the 
first time by 30 June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis. The progress report shall 
reflect the progress made on creating a complete and fully operational internal market in 
electricity and gas and the obstacles that remain in this respect, including aspects of market 
dominance, market concentration, predatory or anti-competitive behaviour and the effect 
thereof in terms of market distortion. It shall in particular consider:

– the implementation by each Contracting Party of the provisions on unbundling, certifica-
tion and on independence of the national regulatory authorities and application of these 
provisions in practice,

– the existence of non-discriminatory network access,

– effective regulation,

– the development of interconnection infrastructure and the security of supply situation in 
the Energy Community,

– the extent to which the full benefits of the opening of markets are accruing to small 
enterprises and household customers, notably with respect to public service and universal 
service standards,

– the extent to which markets are in practice open to effective competition, including as-
pects of market dominance, market concentration and predatory or anti-competitive be-
haviour,

– the extent to which customers are actually switching suppliers and renegotiating tariffs,

– price developments, including supply prices, in relation to the degree of opening of the 
markets, and

– the experience gained from application of this Decision as far as effective independence 
of system operators in vertically integrated undertakings is concerned and whether other 
measures in addition to functional independence and separation of accounts have been 
developed which have effects equivalent to legal unbundling.

3. The Secretariat shall present a report to the Ministerial Council for the first time by 30 
June 2012, and thereafter on an annual basis, summarising the opinions issued by the 
Secretariat in application of the acts referred to in Article 1, as adapted by this Decision.

14  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 31 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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Article 25

Provision of information

Contracting Parties and the regulatory authorities shall, on request, provide to the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat all information necessary for the purposes of Article 23.11

The Energy Community Secretariat shall set a reasonable time limit within which the information 
is to be provided, taking into account the complexity of the information required and the urgency 
with which the information is needed. 

Article 26 

Right of Contracting Parties to provide for more detailed measures

This Regulation shall be without prejudice to the rights of Contracting Parties to maintain or intro-
duce measures that contain more detailed provisions than those set out herein or in the Guidelines 
referred to in Article 23.12

Article 27

Penalties13

1. Contracting Parties shall lay down rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the 
provisions of this Regulation and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that those 
provisions are implemented. The penalties provided for must be effective, proportionate 
and dissuasive. Contracting Parties shall notify these provisions to the Secretariat by 1 
January 2015 and shall notify the Secretariat without delay of any subsequent amendment 
affecting them.

2. Penalties provided for pursuant to paragraph 1 shall not be of a criminal law nature.

Article 28

Committee procedure
...

11  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
12  As adopted by the Permanent High Level Group under Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC.
13  As adapted by Article 19 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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ANNEX I

GUIDELINES ON

1. Third-party access services concerning transmission system operators

1. Transmission system operators shall offer firm and interruptible services down to a minimum 
period of one day.

2. Harmonised transport contracts and common network codes shall be designed in a manner that 
facilitates trading and re-utilisation of capacity contracted by network users without hampering 
capacity release.

3. Transmission system operators shall develop network codes and harmonised contracts following 
proper consultation with network users.

4. Transmission system operators shall implement standardised nomination and re-nomination pro-
cedures. They shall develop information systems and electronic communication means to provide 
adequate data to network users and to simplify transactions, such as nominations, capacity contract-
ing and transfer of capacity rights between network users.

5. Transmission system operators shall harmonise formalised request procedures and response times 
according to best industry practice with the aim of minimising response times. They shall provide for 
online screen-based capacity booking and confirmation systems and nomination and re-nomination 
procedures no later than 1 January 2010 after consultation with the relevant network users.

6. Transmission system operators shall not separately charge network users for information requests 
and transactions associated with their transport contracts and which are carried out according to 
standard rules and procedures.

7. Information requests that require extraordinary or excessive expenses such as feasibility studies 
may be charged separately, provided the charges can be duly substantiated.

8. Transmission system operators shall cooperate with other transmission system operators in coor-
dinating the maintenance of their respective networks in order to minimise any disruption of trans-
mission services to network users and transmission system operators in other areas and in order to 
ensure equal benefits with respect to security of supply including in relation to transit.

9. Transmission system operators shall publish at least annually, by a predetermined deadline, all 
planned maintenance periods that might affect network users’ rights from transport contracts and 
corresponding operational information with adequate advance notice. This shall include publishing 
on a prompt and non-discriminatory basis any changes to planned maintenance periods and notifica-
tion of unplanned maintenance, as soon as that information becomes available to the transmission 
system operator. During maintenance periods, transmission system operators shall publish regularly 
updated information on the details of and expected duration and effect of the maintenance.

10. Transmission system operators shall maintain and make available to the competent authority 
upon request a daily log of the actual maintenance and flow disruptions that have occurred. Infor-
mation shall also be made available on request to those affected by any disruption.

2. Principles of capacity-allocation mechanisms and congestion-management procedures 
concerning transmission system operators and their application in the event of 
contractual congestion
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Article 30

Derogations and exemptions

This Regulation shall not apply to:

(a) …15

(b) major new infrastructure, i.e. interconnectors, LNG and storage facilities, and significant increases 
of capacity in existing infrastructure and modifications of such infrastructure which enable the de-
velopment of new sources of gas supply referred to in Article 36(1) and (2) of Directive 2009/73/EC 
which are exempt from the provisions of Articles 9, 14, 32, 33, 34 or Article 41(6), (8) and (10) of 
that Directive as long as they are exempt from the provisions referred to in this subparagraph, with 
SGDÄDWBDOSHNMÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄNEÄSGHRÄ1DFTK@SHNM�ÄNQ

(c) natural gas transmission systems which have been granted derogations under Article 48 of Direc-
tive 2009/73/EC.

…16

Article 31

Repeal
...

Article 3217

Entry into force

This Decision [2011/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Article 3 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC

Each Contracting Party shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions necessary to comply with … Regulation (EC) 715/2009, as adapted by this Decision, 
by 1 January 2015. They shall forthwith inform the Energy Community Secretariat thereof.

...

The Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Energy Community Secretariat the text of 
the main provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Decision. 

15  Not applicable in accordance with Article 24(4) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
16  Not applicable in accordance with Article 24(4) of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
17  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 32 of Decision 2011/02/MC-EnC.
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�@�Ä@ÄCDS@HKDCÄ@MCÄBNLOQDGDMRHUDÄCDRBQHOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄRDQUHBDRÄNEEDQDCÄ@MCÄSGDHQÄBG@QFDR�

(b) the different types of transport contracts available for those services and, as applicable, the 
network code and/or the standard conditions outlining the rights and responsibilities of all network 
TRDQRÄHMBKTCHMFÄG@QLNMHRDCÄSQ@MRONQSÄBNMSQ@BSRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄQDKDU@MSÄCNBTLDMSR�

(c) the harmonised procedures applied when using the transmission system, including the definition 
NEÄJDXÄSDQLR�

(d) provisions on capacity allocation, congestion management, and anti-hoarding and re-utilisation 
OQNBDCTQDR�

(e) the rules applicable to capacity trade on the secondary market as regards the transmission system 
NODQ@SNQ�

(f) if applicable, the flexibility and tolerance levels included in transport and other services without 
RDO@Q@SDÄBG@QFD�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄ@MXÄEKDWHAHKHSXÄNEEDQDCÄHMÄ@CCHSHNMÄSGDQDSNÄ@MCÄSGDÄBNQQDRONMCHMFÄBG@QFDR�

(g) a detailed description of the gas system of the transmission system operator indicating all rel-
evant points interconnecting its system with that of other transmission system operators and/or gas 
infrastructure such as liquefied natural gas (LNG) and infrastructure necessary for providing ancillary 
RDQUHBDRÄ@RÄCDEHMDCÄAXÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄONHMSÄ��ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"�

�G�ÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄF@RÄPT@KHSXÄ@MCÄOQDRRTQDÄQDPTHQDLDMSR�

�H�ÄSGDÄQTKDRÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄENQÄBNMMDBSHNMÄSNÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SDCÄAXÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�

(j) any information, in a timely manner, as regards proposed and/or actual changes to the services or 
conditions, including the items listed in points (a) to (i).

3.2. Definition of all relevant points for transparency requirements

Relevant points shall include at least:

�@�Ä@KKÄDMSQXÄONHMSRÄSNÄ@ÄMDSVNQJÄNODQ@SDCÄAXÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQ�

(b) the most important exit points and exit zones covering at least 50% of total exit capacity of the 
network of a given transmission system operator, including all exit points or exit zones covering more 
SG@MÄ��ÄNEÄSNS@KÄDWHSÄB@O@BHSXÄNEÄSGDÄMDSVNQJ�

�B�Ä@KKÄONHMSRÄBNMMDBSHMFÄCHEEDQDMSÄMDSVNQJRÄNEÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQR�

�C�Ä@KKÄONHMSRÄBNMMDBSHMFÄSGDÄMDSVNQJÄNEÄ@ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQÄVHSGÄ@MÄ+-&ÄSDQLHM@K�

(e) all essential points within the network of a given transmission system operator including points 
connecting to gas hubs. All points are considered essential which, based on experience, are likely to 
DWODQHDMBDÄOGXRHB@KÄBNMFDRSHNM�

(f) all points connecting the network of a given transmission system operator to infrastructure neces-
sary for providing ancillary services as defined by Article 2, point 14 of Directive 2009/73/EC.

3.3. Information to be published at all relevant points and the time schedule according to 
which that information should be published

1. At all relevant points, transmission system operators shall publish the following information about 
the capacity situation down to daily periods on the Internet on a regular/rolling basis and in a user-
friendly standardised manner:

�@�ÄSGDÄL@WHLTLÄSDBGMHB@KÄB@O@BHSXÄENQÄEKNVRÄHMÄANSGÄCHQDBSHNMR�

�A�ÄSGDÄSNS@KÄBNMSQ@BSDCÄ@MCÄHMSDQQTOSHAKDÄB@O@BHSX�Ä@MC
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2.1. Principles of capacity-allocation mechanisms and congestion-management procedures 
concerning transmission system operators

1. Capacity-allocation mechanisms and congestion-management procedures shall facilitate the de-
velopment of competition and liquid trading of capacity and shall be compatible with market mecha-
nisms including spot markets and trading hubs. They shall be flexible and capable of adapting to 
evolving market circumstances.

2. Those mechanisms and procedures shall take into account the integrity of the system concerned 
as well as security of supply.

3. Those mechanisms and procedures shall neither hamper the entry of new market participants nor 
create undue barriers to market entry. They shall not prevent market participants, including new 
market entrants and companies with a small market share, from competing effectively.

4. Those mechanisms and procedures shall provide appropriate economic signals for efficient and 
maximum use of technical capacity and facilitate investment in new infrastructure.

5. Network users shall be advised about the type of circumstance that could affect the availability of 
contracted capacity. Information on interruption should reflect the level of information available to 
the transmission system operator.

6. Should difficulties in meeting contractual delivery obligations arise due to system integrity reasons, 
transmission system operators should notify network users and seek a non-discriminatory solution 
without delay.

Transmission system operators shall consult network users regarding procedures prior to their imple-
mentation and agree them with the regulatory authority.

2.2. Congestion-management procedures in the event of contractual congestion

1. In the event that contracted capacity goes unused, transmission system operators shall make that 
capacity available on the primary market on an interruptible basis via contracts of differing duration, 
as long as that capacity is not offered by the relevant network user on the secondary market at a 
reasonable price.

2. Revenues from released interruptible capacity shall be split according to rules laid down or ap-
proved by the relevant regulatory authority. Those rules shall be compatible with the requirement of 
an effective and efficient use of the system.

3. A reasonable price for released interruptible capacity may be determined by the relevant regula-
tory authorities taking into account the specific circumstances prevailing.

4. Where appropriate, transmission system operators shall make reasonable endeavours to offer at 
least parts of the unused capacity to the market as firm capacity.

3. Definition of the technical information necessary for network users to gain effective 
access to the system, the definition of all relevant points for transparency requirements 
and the information to be published at all relevant points and the time schedule 
according to which that information shall be published 

3.1. Definition of the technical information necessary for network users to gain effective 
access to the system

Transmission system operators shall publish at least the following information about their systems 
and services:
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(c) the available capacity.

2. For all relevant points, transmission system operators shall publish available capacities for a period 
of at least 18 months ahead and shall update that information at least every month or more fre-
quently, if new information becomes available.

3. Transmission system operators shall publish daily updates of availability of short-term services 
(day-ahead and week-ahead) based, inter alia, on nominations, prevailing contractual commitments 
and regular long-term forecasts of available capacities on an annual basis for up to ten years for all 
relevant points.

4. Transmission system operators shall publish historical maximum and minimum monthly capacity 
utilisation rates and annual average flows at all relevant points for the past three years on a rolling 
basis.

5. Transmission system operators shall keep a daily log of actual aggregated flows for at least three 
months.

6. Transmission system operators shall keep effective records of all capacity contracts and all other 
relevant information in relation to calculating and providing access to available capacities, to which 
relevant national authorities shall have access to fulfil their duties.

7. Transmission system operators shall provide user-friendly instruments for calculating tariffs for the 
services available and for verifying on-line the capacity available.

8. Where transmission system operators are unable to publish information in accordance with points 
1, 3 and 7, they shall consult their relevant national authorities and set up an action plan for imple-
mentation as soon as possible, but no later than 31 July 2012.

PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / GAS / Regulation (EC) No 715/2009
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / GAS / Directive 2004/67/EC

Directive 2004/67/EC of 26 April 2004 concerning measures to safeguard 
security of natural gas supply 

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC of 18 December 2007 on 
the Implementation of Directive 2005/89/EC, Directive 2004/67/EC and Regulation No 1775/2005.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas:

(1) Natural gas (gas) is becoming an increasingly important component in Community energy supply, 
and, as indicated in the Green Paper "Towards a European strategy for the security of energy sup-
ply", the European Union is expected in the longer term to become increasingly dependent on gas 
imported from non-EU sources of supply.

(2) Following Directive 98/30/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 
concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas(4) and Directive 2003/55/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal 
market in natural gas and repealing Directive 98/30/EC(5), the Community gas market is being lib-
eralised. Consequently, regarding security of supply, any difficulty having the effect of reducing gas 
RTOOKXÄBNTKCÄB@TRDÄRDQHNTRÄCHRSTQA@MBDRÄHMÄSGDÄDBNMNLHBÄ@BSHUHSXÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄENQÄSGHRÄQD@RNM�Ä
there is a growing need to ensure security of gas supply.

(3) The completion of the internal gas market necessitates a minimum common approach to security 
of supply, in particular through transparent and non-discriminatory security of supply policies com-
patible with the requirements of such a market, in order to avoid market distortions. Definition of 
clear roles and responsibilities of all market players is therefore crucial in safeguarding security of gas 
supply and the well-functioning of the internal market.

(4) Security of supply obligations imposed on companies should not impede the well functioning 
of the internal market and should not impose unreasonable and disproportionate burden on gas 
market players, including new market entrants and small market players.

(5) In view of the growing gas market in the Community, it is important that the security of gas sup-
ply is maintained, in particular as regards household customers.

(6) A large choice of instruments are available for the industry and, if appropriate, for Member 
States, to comply with the security of supply obligations. Bilateral agreements between Member 
States could be one of the means to contribute to the achievement of the minimum security of sup-
ply standards, having due regard to the Treaty and secondary legislation, in particular Article 3(2) of 
Directive 2003/55/EC.

(7) Indicative minimum targets for gas storage could be set either at national level or by the industry. 
It is understood that this should not create any additional investment obligations.

(8) Considering the importance of securing gas supply, i.e. on the basis of long-term contracts, 
the Commission should monitor the developments on the gas market on the basis of reports from 
Member States.

(9) In order to meet growing demand for gas and diversify gas supplies as a condition for a competi-
tive internal gas market, the Community will need to mobilise significant additional volumes of gas 
over the coming decades much of which will have to come from distant sources and transported 
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Article 1

Objective

This Directive establishes measures to safeguard an adequate level for the security of gas supply. 
These measures also contribute to the proper functioning of the internal gas market. It establishes a 
common framework within which Contracting Parties shall define general, transparent and non-
discriminatory security of supply policies compatible with the requirements of a competitive internal 
F@RÄL@QJDS�ÄBK@QHEXÄSGDÄFDMDQ@KÄQNKDRÄ@MCÄQDRONMRHAHKHSHDRÄNEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄL@QJDSÄOK@XDQRÄ@MCÄHLOKD-
ment specific non-discriminatory procedures to safeguard security of gas supply.

Article 2

Definitions

For the purpose of this Directive:

1. "long-term gas supply contract" means a gas supply contract with a duration of more than 10 
XD@QR�

2. "major supply disruption" shall mean a situation where the Community would risk to lose more 
than 20% of its gas supply from third countries and the situation at Community level is not likely to 
be adequately managed with national measures.

Article 3

Policies for securing gas supply

1. In establishing their general policies with respect to ensuring adequate levels of security of gas 
supply, Contracting Parties shall define the roles and responsibilities of the different gas market 
players in achieving these policies, and specify adequate minimum security of supply standards that 
must be complied with by the players on the gas market of the Contracting Party in question. The 
standards shall be implemented in a non-discriminatory and transparent way and shall be published.

2. Contracting Parties shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that the measures referred to in 
this Directive do not place an unreasonable and disproportionate burden on gas market players and 
are compatible with the requirements of a competitive internal gas market.

3. A non-exhaustive list of instruments for the security of gas supply is given in the Annex.

Article 4

Security of supply for specific customers

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that supplies for household customers inside their territory are 
protected to an appropriate extent at least in the event of:

(a) a partial disruption of national gas supplies during a period to be determined by Contracting 
PartiesÄS@JHMFÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMSÄM@SHNM@KÄBHQBTLRS@MBDR�

�A�ÄDWSQDLDKXÄBNKCÄSDLODQ@STQDRÄCTQHMFÄ@ÄM@SHNM@KKXÄCDSDQLHMDCÄOD@JÄODQHNC�
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over long distances.

(10) The Community has a strong common interest with gas supplying and transit countries in ensur-
ing continued investments in gas supply infrastructure.

(11) Long-term contracts have played a very important role in securing gas supplies for Europe and 
will continue to do so. The current level of long term contracts is adequate on the Community level, 
and it is believed that such contracts will continue to make a significant contribution to overall gas 
supplies as companies continue to include such contracts in their overall supply portfolio.

(12) Considerable progress has been made in developing liquid trading platforms and through gas 
release programmes at national level. This trend is expected to continue.

(13) The establishment of genuine solidarity between Member States in major emergency supply 
situations is essential, even more so as Member States become increasingly interdependent regard-
ing security of supply.

(14) The sovereign rights of Member States over their own natural resources are not affected by this 
Directive.

(15) A Gas Coordination Group should be established, which should facilitate coordination of secu-
rity of supply measures at Community level in the event of a major supply disruption, and may also 
assist member States in coordinating measures taken at a national level. In addition, it should ex-
change information on security of gas supply on a regular basis, and should consider aspects relevant 
in the context of a major supply disruption.

(16) Member States should adopt and publish national emergency provisions.

����Ä 3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ RGNTKCÄOQNUHCDÄ QTKDRÄ @OOKHB@AKDÄ HMÄ SGDÄDUDMSÄNEÄ @ÄL@INQÄ RTOOKXÄCHRQTOSHNM�Ä SGDÄ
foreseeable length of such a supply disruption should cover a significant period of time of at least 
eight weeks.

(18) Regarding the handling of a major supply disruption, this Directive should provide for a mecha-
nism based on a three step approach. The first step would involve the reactions of the industry to 
SGDÄRTOOKXÄCHRQTOSHNM�ÄHEÄSGHRÄVDQDÄMNSÄRTEEHBHDMS�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRGNTKCÄS@JDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄRNKUDÄSGDÄ
supply disruption. Only if the measures taken at stage one and two have failed should appropriate 
measures be taken at Community level.

(19) Since the objective of this Directive, namely ensuring an adequate level for the security of gas 
supply, in particular in the event of a major supply disruption, whilst contributing to the proper 
functioning of the internal gas market, cannot, in all circumstances, be sufficiently achieved by the 
Member States, particularly in light of the increasing interdependency of the Member States regard-
ing security of gas supply, and can therefore, by reason of the scale and effects of the action, be 
better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with the 
principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of pro-
portionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order 
to achieve that objective.
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Article 6

Monitoring

1. The Commission shall monitor, on the basis of the reports referred to in Article 5(1):

�@�ÄSGDÄCDFQDDÄNEÄMDVÄKNMF�SDQLÄF@RÄRTOOKXÄHLONQSÄBNMSQ@BSRÄEQNLÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQHDR�

�A�ÄSGDÄDWHRSDMBDÄNEÄ@CDPT@SDÄKHPTHCHSXÄNEÄF@RÄRTOOKHDR�

�B�ÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄVNQJHMFÄF@RÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄVHSGCQ@V@KÄB@O@BHSXÄNEÄF@RÄRSNQ@FD�

(d) the level of interconnection of the national gas systems of Contracting Parties�

(e) the foreseeable gas supply situation in function of demand, supply autonomy and available supply 
sources at Community level concerning specific geographic areas in the Community.

2. Where the Commission concludes that gas supplies in the Community will be insufficient to meet 
foreseeable gas demand in the long term, it may submit proposals in accordance with the Treaty.

3. By 19 May 2008 the Commission shall submit a review report to the European Parliament and the 
Council on the experience gained from the application of this Article.

Article 7

Gas Coordination Group1

For the implementation of Directive 2004/67/EC in the Contracting Parties, the coordina-
tion group referred to at its Article 7 will be set up by a Procedural Act to be adopted by 
the Permanent High Level Group.

Article 8

National emergency measures

1. Contracting Parties shall prepare in advance and, if appropriate, update national emergency 
measures and shall communicate these to the Commission. Contracting Parties shall publish their 
national emergency measures.

2. Contracting Parties' emergency measures shall ensure, where appropriate, that market players 
are given sufficient opportunity to provide an initial response to the emergency situation.

3. Subject to Article 4(1), Contracting Parties may indicate to the Chair of the Group events which 
they consider, because of their magnitude and exceptional character, cannot be adequately man-
aged with national measures.

Article 9

Community mechanism

1. If an event occurs that is likely to develop into a major supply disruption for a significant period 
of time, or in the case of an event indicated by a Contracting Party according to Article 8(3), the 

1  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 2(3) of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC. The Procedural Act referred to in this 
Article is Procedural Act 2008/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of the Energy Community of 11 December 2008 on 
the Establishment of a Security of Supply Coordination Group, see page 515.
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(c) periods of exceptionally high gas demand during the coldest weather periods statistically occur-
ring every 20 years,

These criteria are referred to in this Directive as "security of supply standards".

2. Contracting Parties may extend the scope of paragraph 1 in particular to small and medium-
sized enterprises and other customers that cannot switch their gas consumption to other energy 
sources, including measures for the security of their national electricity system if it depends on gas 
supplies.

3. A non-exhaustive list in the Annex sets out examples of instruments which may be used in order 
to achieve the security of supply standards.

4. Contracting Parties, having due regard to the geological conditions of their territory and the 
economic and technical feasibility, may also take the necessary measures to ensure that gas storage 
facilities located within their territory contribute to an appropriate degree to achieving the security 
of supply standards.

5. If an adequate level of interconnection is available, Contracting Parties may take the appro-
priate measures in cooperation with another Contracting Party, including bilateral agreements, 
to achieve the security of supply standards using gas storage facilities located within that other 
Contracting Party. These measures, in particular bilateral agreements, shall not impede the proper 
functioning of the internal gas market.

6. Contracting Parties may set or require the industry to set indicative minimum targets for a 
possible future contribution of storage, either located within or outside the Contracting Party, to 
security of supply. These targets shall be published.

Article 5

Reporting

1. In the report published by Contracting Parties pursuant to Article 5 of Directive 2003/55/EC, 
Contracting Parties shall also cover the following:

(a) the competitive impact of the measures taken pursuant to Articles 3 and 4 on all gas market 
OK@XDQR�

�A�ÄSGDÄKDUDKRÄNEÄRSNQ@FDÄB@O@BHSX�

(c) the extent of long-term gas supply contracts concluded by companies established and registered 
on their territory, and in particular their remaining duration, based on information provided by the 
companies concerned, but excluding commercially sensitive information, and the degree of liquidity 
NEÄSGDÄF@RÄL@QJDS�

(d) the regulatory frameworks to provide adequate incentives for new investment in exploration and 
production, storage, LNG and transport of gas, taking into account Article 22 of Directive 2003/55/
EC as far as implemented by the Contracting Party.

2. This information shall be considered by the Commission in the reports that it issues pursuant to 
Article 31 of Directive 2003/55/EC in the light of the consequences of that Directive for the Com-
munity as a whole and the overall efficient and secure operation of the internal gas market.

PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / GAS / Directive 2004/67/EC
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Article 12 and 13

Entry into force and Addressees4

This Decision [2007/06/MC-EnC] enters into force on the day of its adoption and is ad-
dressed to the Contracting Parties.

4  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC.
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Commission shall convene the Group as soon as possible, at the request of a Contracting Party or 
on its own initiative.

2. The Group shall examine, and, where appropriate, assist the Contracting Parties in coordinating 
the measures taken at national level to deal with the major supply disruption.

3. In carrying out its work, the Group shall take full account of:

�@�ÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄS@JDMÄAXÄSGDÄF@RÄHMCTRSQXÄ@RÄ@ÄEHQRSÄQDRONMRDÄSNÄSGDÄL@INQÄRTOOKXÄCHRQTOSHNM�

(b) the measures taken by Contracting Parties, such as those taken pursuant to Article 4, including 
relevant bilateral agreements.

4. Where the measures taken at national level referred to in paragraph 3 are inadequate to deal 
with the effects of an event referred to in paragraph 1, the Commission may, in consultation with 
the Group, provide guidance to Contracting Parties regarding further measures to assist those 
Contracting Parties particularly affected by the major supply disruption.

5. Where the measures taken at national level pursuant to paragraph 4 are inadequate to deal with 
the effects of an event referred to in paragraph 1, the Commission may submit a proposal to the 
Council regarding further necessary measures.

6. Any measures at Community level referred to in this Article shall contain provisions aimed at en-
suring fair and equitable compensation of the undertakings concerned by the measures to be taken.

Article 10

Monitoring of implementation2

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the implementation of Directive 2004/67/EC in the 
Contracting Parties and shall submit a progress report to the Permanent High Level Group 
by 30 June 2010.

Article 11

Transposition

Each Contracting Parties shall implement Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to 
safeguard security of natural gas supply before 31 December 2009.3

…

When Member States adopt these measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be ac-
companied by such a reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making 
such reference shall be laid down by Member States.

2  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 2(4) of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC.
3 The text displayed here corresponds to Article 2(1) of Decision 2007/06/MC-EnC. For the Republic of Moldova, the 
corresponding date is 31 December 2010 and for Ukraine 1 January 2012. 
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ANNEX

NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF INSTRUMENTS TO ENHANCE THE SECURITY OF 
GAS SUPPLY REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3(3) AND ARTICLE 4(3)

- working gas in storage capacity,

- withdrawal capacity in gas storage,

- provision of pipeline capacity enabling diversion of gas supplies to affected areas,

- liquid tradable gas markets,

- system flexibility,

- development of interruptible demand,

- use of alternative back-up fuels in industrial and power generation plants,

- cross-border capacities,

- cooperation between transmission system operators of neighbouring Contracting Parties 
for coordinated dispatching,

- coordinated dispatching activities between distribution and transmission system operators,

- domestic production of gas,

- production flexibility,

- import flexibility,

- diversification of sources of gas supply,

- long term contracts,

- investments in infrastructure for gas import via regasification terminals and pipelines.
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / OIL / Directive 2009/119/EC

Directive 2009/119/EC of 14 September 2009 imposing an obligation on Mem-
ber States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products

Incorporated by Ministerial Council Decision 2012/03/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 on the imple-
mentation of Council Directive 2009/119/EC in the Energy Community.

Whereas:

(1) The supply of crude oil and petroleum products to the Community remains very important, par-
ticularly for the transport sector and the chemicals industry.

(2) The increasing concentration of production, dwindling oil reserves and growing worldwide con-
RTLOSHNMÄNEÄODSQNKDTLÄOQNCTBSRÄ@QDÄ@KKÄBNMSQHATSHMFÄSNÄ@MÄHMBQD@RDCÄQHRJÄNEÄRTOOKXÄCHEÆBTKSHDR

(3) The European Council, in its Action Plan (2007 to 2009), entitled "Energy Policy for Europe", 
underlined the need to enhance security of supply for the European Union (EU) as a whole and for 
each Member State, inter alia, by reviewing the Union’s oil stocks mechanisms, with special reference 
to the availability of oil in the event of a crisis.

(4) That objective requires, among other things, greater convergence between the Community sys-
tem and the system provided for by the International Energy Agency (hereinafter "the IEA").

(5) Under Council Directive 2006/67/EC of 24 July 2006 imposing an obligation on Member States 
to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products [4], stocks are calculated on the 
basis of average daily inland consumption during the previous calendar year. However, stockhold-
ing obligations under the Agreement on an International Energy Programme of 18 November 1974 
(hereinafter "the IEA Agreement") are calculated on the basis of net imports of oil and petroleum 
products. For that reason, and owing to other differences in methodology, the way in which stock-
holding obligations and Community emergency stocks are calculated should be brought more into 
line with the calculation methods used under the IEA Agreement, notwithstanding the facts that 
the IEA calculation methods may have to be evaluated in light of technological improvements dur-
ing the last decades, and that non-IEA members that are fully dependent on imports may require 
a longer period for adapting their stockholding obligations. Further amendments to the methods 
@MCÄOQNBDCTQDRÄENQÄB@KBTK@SHMFÄRSNBJÄKDUDKRÄL@XÄOQNUDÄMDBDRR@QXÄ@MCÄADMDÆBH@KÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄETQSGDQÄ
increase coherence with IEA practice, including, for example, changes that lead to a lowering for 
certain Member States of the reduction percentage of 10% applied in the calculation of stocks, that 
would allow a different treatment of naphtha stocks, or that would allow the stocks held in tankers 
in territorial waters of a Member State to be counted.

(6) Indigenous production of oil can in itself contribute to security of supply and might therefore pro-
UHCDÄITRSHÆB@SHNMÄENQÄNHK�OQNCTBHMFÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄSNÄGNKCÄKNVDQÄRSNBJRÄSG@MÄNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ Ä
derogation of that kind should not, however, result in stockholding obligations that differ substan-
tially from those that apply under Directive 2006/67/EC. It therefore follows that the stockholding 
obligation for certain Member States should be set on the basis of inland oil consumption and not 
on the basis of imports.

(7) The Presidency Conclusions of the Brussels European Council of 8 and 9 March 2007 show that 
it is becoming increasingly vital and pressing for the Community to put in place an integrated energy 
policy, combining action at European and Member State level. It is therefore essential to ensure 
greater convergence in the standards secured by the stockholding mechanisms in place in the vari-
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(14) Ownership of a substantial part of those stocks by the Member States or the CSEs set up by the 
various national authorities should make it possible to increase the level of control and transparency, 
at least for that part of the stocks.

����Ä3NÄGDKOÄDMG@MBDÄRDBTQHSXÄNEÄRTOOKXÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄSGDÄRSNBJR�ÄJMNVMÄ@RÄ�RODBHÆBÄRSNBJR��Ä
purchased by the Member States or the CSEs and constituted on the basis of decisions taken by the 
Member States should correspond to actual needs in the event of a crisis. They should also have 
separate legal status to ensure full availability should such a crisis occur. To that end, the Member 
States concerned should ensure that appropriate steps are taken to protect those stocks uncondi-
tionally against all enforcement measures.

(16) At this stage, the volumes to be owned by the CSEs or the Member States should be set at a 
level determined independently and voluntarily by each of the Member States concerned.

(17) Given the need to increase the level of control and transparency, emergency stocks that are not 
RODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄRGNTKCÄADÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄHMBQD@RDCÄLNMHSNQHMFÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄ@MC�ÄHMÄBDQS@HMÄB@RDR�Ä,DL-
ber States should be required to notify measures governing the availability of emergency stocks and 
any changes in the arrangements for maintaining them.

����Ä%KTBST@SHNMRÄ HMÄ SGDÄUNKTLDÄNEÄ RODBHÆBÄ RSNBJRÄCTDÄ SNÄ HMCHUHCT@KÄ RSNBJÄ QDOK@BDLDMSÄNODQ@SHNMRÄ
could be permissible in order to allow necessary operations such as those required for ensuring 
EQDRGMDRRÄNEÄSGDÄRSNBJR�ÄENQÄDMRTQHMFÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄBG@MFDCÄOQNCTBSÄRODBHÆB@SHNMR�ÄNQÄENQÄHRRTHMFÄ
new tenders for storage.

����Ä6GDQDÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄBNLLHMFKDCÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄRSNBJRÄGDKCÄAXÄDBN-
nomic operators, transparency of emergency stock levels should be emphasised.

(20) The frequency with which stock summaries are drawn up and the deadline for their submission, 
as laid down by Directive 2006/67/EC, seem to be out of step with various oil stockholding systems 
that have been set up in other parts of the world. In a resolution on the macroeconomic impact of 
the increase in the price of energy, the European Parliament voiced its support for more frequent 
reporting.

(21) In order to prevent double reporting with regard to the information to be provided by Member 
States on the different product categories, Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008 of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council of 22 October 2008 on energy statistics should serve as a point of reference 
for the different categories of petroleum products referred to in this Directive.

(22) In order to enhance security of supply, provide the markets with fuller information, reassure 
consumers about the state of oil stocks and optimise the way in which information is transmitted, 
OQNUHRHNMÄRGNTKCÄADÄL@CDÄENQÄONRRHAKDÄRTARDPTDMSÄ@LDMCLDMSÄNQÄBK@QHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄQTKDRÄENQÄSGDÄ
preparation and submission of statistical summaries.

(23) With the same objectives in mind, the preparation and submission of statistical summaries 
RGNTKCÄ@KRNÄADÄDWSDMCDCÄSNÄRSNBJRÄNSGDQÄSG@MÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJR�ÄVHSGÄSGNRDÄRTL-
maries to be submitted on a monthly basis.

(24) As there may be errors or discrepancies in the summaries submitted to the Commission, the 
Commission’s employees or authorised agents should be able to review the emergency prepared-
ness and stockholding of Member States. Member States' national regimes should be relied upon 
to secure that such reviews can be conducted effectively in accordance with national procedures.

(25) Complex electronic and statistical data processing should be carried out for the data received or 
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ous Member States.

(8) The availability of oil stocks and the safeguarding of energy supply are essential elements of pub-
lic security for Member States and for the Community. The existence of central stockholding entities 
(CSEs) in the Community brings those goals closer. In order to allow the Member States concerned 
SNÄL@JDÄNOSHL@KÄTRDÄNEÄM@SHNM@KÄK@VÄSNÄCDÆMDÄSGDÄSDQLRÄNEÄQDEDQDMBDÄENQÄSGDHQÄ"2$RÄVGHKDÄD@RHMFÄSGDÄ
ÆM@MBH@KÄATQCDMÄOK@BDCÄNMÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQRÄ@RÄ@ÄQDRTKSÄNEÄRTBGÄRSNBJGNKCHMFÄ@BSHUHSHDR�ÄHSÄHRÄRTEÆBHDMSÄSNÄ
prohibit the use of stocks for commercial purposes, while allowing stocks to be held in any location 
across the Community and by any CSE set up for that purpose.

(9) Given the objectives of the Community legislation on oil stocks, possible security concerns which 
may be expressed by some Member States and the desire to make mechanisms for solidarity amongst 
Member States more rigorous and more transparent, it is necessary to focus as much as possible the 
operation of CSEs to their national territories.

(10) It should be possible for oil stocks to be held at any location across the Community, provided 
that due account is taken of their physical accessibility. Consequently, economic operators on which 
such stockholding obligations fall should be able to discharge their obligations by delegation to 
other economic operators or any one of the CSEs. Furthermore, provided those obligations can be 
delegated to a freely chosen CSE located within the Community on payment of an amount limited to 
the cost of the services provided, the risk of discriminatory practices at national level will be reduced. 
The right of an economic operator to delegate should not imply an obligation on the part of any 
actor to accept the delegation, unless this Directive requires otherwise. When Member States decide 
to limit operators' delegation rights, they should ensure that operators are guaranteed the right to 
CDKDF@SDÄ@ÄBDQS@HMÄLHMHLTLÄODQBDMS@FDÄNEÄSGDHQÄNAKHF@SHNM�ÄSGNRDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRGNTKCÄSGDQDENQDÄ
ensure that their CSE will accept the delegation of the stockholding obligation in respect of the 
amount needed to guarantee that minimum percentage.

(11) Member States should ensure full availability of all stocks held pursuant to Community legisla-
tion. In order to guarantee that availability, there should be no restrictions or limitations on the right 
of ownership of those stocks that could hamper their use in case of oil supply disruption. Petroleum 
OQNCTBSRÄNVMDCÄAXÄBNLO@MHDRÄ E@BHMFÄ@Ä RHFMHÆB@MSÄ QHRJÄNEÄDMENQBDLDMSÄOQNBDDCHMFRÄ@F@HMRSÄ SGDHQÄ
assets should not be taken into account. Where a stockholding obligation has been imposed on 
operators, initiation of bankruptcy or settlement proceedings could be considered to demonstrate 
the existence of such a risk.

(12) In order to allow Member States to react quickly to cases of particular urgency or to local crises 
it might be appropriate to allow them to use a part of their stocks for such situations. Such urgent 
cases or local crises would not include situations caused by price developments of crude oil or petro-
leum products, but could include disruptions in the supply of natural gas which require fuel switch-
ing, i.e. using crude oil or petroleum products as fuel for energy production.

(13) In view of what is required in connection with setting up emergency policies, bringing about 
convergence in the standards secured by national stockholding mechanisms and ensuring a better 
overview of stock levels, particularly in the event of a crisis, Member States and the Community 
should have the means for reinforced control of those stocks. Stocks held under bilateral agree-
LDMSR�ÄNQÄBNMSQ@BST@KÄQHFGSRÄSNÄOTQBG@RDÄBDQS@HMÄUNKTLDRÄNEÄRSNBJRÄ�SHBJDSR�ÄSG@SÄETKÆKÄ@KKÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄ
set by the current Directive, should form useful instruments compatible with this aim of greater 
convergence.
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20 December 1968 on the conclusion and implementation of individual agreements between Gov-
ernments relating to the obligation of Member States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/
or petroleum products [9]. That Decision therefore no longer serves any purpose.

(33) Since the objective of this Directive, namely to maintain a high level of security of oil supply in 
the Community through reliable and transparent mechanisms based on solidarity amongst Mem-
ADQÄ2S@SDRÄVGHKDÄBNLOKXHMFÄVHSGÄSGDÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄ@MCÄBNLODSHSHNMÄQTKDR�ÄB@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ
achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of its scale and effects, be better 
achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures in accordance with the principle 
of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of proportional-
ity, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve 
that objective.

(34) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission [10].

(35) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making, Member 
States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Community, their own 
tables, illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the transposition 
measures, and to make them public.

(36) Directives 73/238/EEC and 2006/67/EC and Decision 68/416/EEC should therefore be repealed.

Article 1

Objective

This Directive lays down rules aimed at ensuring a high level of security of oil supply in the Com-
munity through reliable and transparent mechanisms based on solidarity amongst Member States, 
maintaining minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products and putting in place the neces-
sary procedural means to deal with a serious shortage.

Article 2

Definitions

For the purposes of this Directive:

(a) "reference year" means the calendar year of the consumption or of the net import data used to 
B@KBTK@SDÄDHSGDQÄSGDÄRSNBJRÄSNÄADÄGDKCÄNQÄSGDÄRSNBJRÄ@BST@KKXÄGDKCÄ@SÄ@ÄFHUDMÄSHLD�

(b) "additives" means non-hydrocarbon compounds added to or blended with a product to modify 
HSRÄOQNODQSHDR�

(c) "biofuel" means liquid or gaseous fuel for transport produced from biomass, "biomass" being 
the biodegradable fraction of products, waste and residues from agriculture (including vegetable 
and animal substances), forestry and related industries, as well as the biodegradable fraction of 
HMCTRSQH@KÄ@MCÄLTMHBHO@KÄV@RSD�

(d) "inland consumption" means the total quantities, calculated according to Annex II, delivered 
VHSGHMÄ @Ä BNTMSQXÄ ENQÄ ANSGÄ DMDQFXÄ @MCÄ MNM�DMDQFXÄ TRD�Ä SGHRÄ @FFQDF@SDÄ HMBKTCDRÄ CDKHUDQHDRÄ SNÄ SGDÄ
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collected. This requires the use of integrated tools and procedures. The Commission should there-
fore be able to take all appropriate measures to that effect, in particular developing new computer 
systems.

(26) The protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by the Member 
States is governed by Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 Oc-
tober 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on 
the free movement of such data, while the protection of individuals with regard to the processing 
of personal data by the Commission is governed by Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2000 on the protection of individuals with regard to 
the processing of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free move-
LDMSÄNEÄRTBGÄC@S@Ä(MÄO@QSHBTK@Q�ÄSGNRDÄ@BSRÄQDPTHQDÄSGDÄOQNBDRRHMFÄNEÄODQRNM@KÄC@S@ÄSNÄADÄITRSHÆDCÄ
by a legitimate purpose and stipulate that any personal data gathered accidentally must be deleted 
immediately.

(27) Biofuels and certain additives are often blended with petroleum products. When blended or 
intended to be blended with those products, it should be possible to take them into account both 
when calculating the stockholding obligation and when calculating the stocks held.

����Ä3GDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄBNMBDQMDCÄRGNTKCÄADÄ@KKNVDCÄSNÄETKÆKÄ@MXÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄSGDXÄL@XÄADÄRTAIDBSÄ
to as a result of a decision to release stocks taken pursuant to the IEA Agreement or its implement-
HMFÄLD@RTQDRÄ ÄOQNODQÄ@MCÄSHLDKXÄDWDBTSHNMÄNEÄ($ ÄCDBHRHNMRÄHRÄ@ÄJDXÄE@BSNQÄENQÄDEÆBHDMSÄQDRONMRDÄ
SNÄB@RDRÄNEÄRTOOKXÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄ (MÄNQCDQÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSGHR�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRGNTKCÄQDKD@RDÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDHQÄ
emergency stocks to the extent provided for in the IEA decision in question. The Commission should 
cooperate closely with IEA and base action at Community level on the IEA methodology. In particu-
lar, the Commission should be in a position to recommend stock releases by all Member States, as 
appropriate to complement, and facilitate the implementation of, the IEA decision inviting its mem-
bers to release stocks. It is appropriate for Member States to respond positively to such Commission 
recommendations in the interest of a strong Community-wide solidarity and cohesion, between 
those Member States that are members of the IEA and those that are not, in response to a supply 
disruption.

����Ä"NTMBHKÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"ÄNEÄ��Ä)TKXÄ����ÄNMÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄLHSHF@SDÄSGDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄ
in the supply of crude oil and petroleum products is intended, in particular, to offset, or at least to 
CHLHMHRG�ÄSGDÄ@CUDQRDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄ@MXÄCHEÆBTKSHDR�ÄDUDMÄSDLONQ@QX�ÄG@UHMFÄSGDÄDEEDBSÄNEÄBNMRHCDQ@AKXÄ
reducing supplies of crude oil or petroleum products, including the serious disruption to the eco-
nomic activity of the Community that such a reduction could cause. This Directive should include 
similar measures.

(30) Directive 73/238/EEC also aims to set up a consultative body to facilitate the coordination of 
OQ@BSHB@KÄLD@RTQDRÄS@JDMÄNQÄOQNONRDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ HMÄSGHRÄÆDKCÄ2TBGÄ@ÄANCXÄRGNTKCÄADÄ
provided for in this Directive. It remains necessary for each Member State to draw up a plan that 
BNTKCÄADÄTRDCÄHMÄSGDÄDUDMSÄNEÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄ@QHRHMFÄHMÄSGDÄRTOOKXÄNEÄBQTCDÄNHKÄ@MCÄODSQNKDTLÄOQNCTBSRÄ
Each Member State should also make arrangements with regard to the organisational measures to 
be taken in the event of a crisis.

(31) Given that this Directive introduces a number of new mechanisms, its implementation and 
functioning should be reviewed.

(32) This Directive replaces or covers all of the aspects dealt with in Council Decision 68/416/EEC of 
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4. The methods and procedures for calculating stockholding obligations, as referred to in this Article, 
may be amended in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2).

Article 4

Calculating stock levels

1. The levels of stocks held shall be calculated using the methods set out in Annex III. When calculat-
ing stock levels for each category held pursuant to Article 9, those methods shall apply only to the 
products in the category in question.

2. The levels of stocks held at a given time shall be calculated using data from the reference year 
determined in accordance with the rules set out in Article 3.

3. Any oil stocks may be included simultaneously in both the calculation of a Member State’s emer-
FDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄSGDÄB@KBTK@SHNMÄNEÄHSRÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄOQNUHCDCÄSG@SÄSGNRDÄNHKÄRSNBJRÄR@SHREXÄ@KKÄSGDÄ
conditions laid down in this Directive for both types of stocks.

4. The methods and procedures for calculating stock levels, as referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, may 
be amended in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2). In particular, 
HSÄL@XÄOQNUDÄMDBDRR@QXÄ@MCÄADMDÆBH@KÄSNÄ@LDMCÄSGNRDÄLDSGNCRÄ@MCÄOQNBDCTQDR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄ@O-
plication of the reduction provided for in Annex III, in order to ensure coherence with IEA practice.

Article 5

Availability of stocks

�Ä SÄ@KKÄSHLDR�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄ@U@HK@AKDÄ
and physically accessible for the purposes of this Directive. They shall establish arrangements for the 
HCDMSHÆB@SHNM�Ä@BBNTMSHMFÄ@MCÄBNMSQNKÄNEÄSGNRDÄRSNBJRÄRNÄ@RÄSNÄ@KKNVÄSGDLÄSNÄADÄUDQHÆDCÄ@SÄ@MXÄSHLDÄ
3GHRÄQDPTHQDLDMSÄ@KRNÄ@OOKHDRÄSNÄ@MXÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄSG@SÄ@QDÄBNLLHMFKDCÄVHSGÄ
other stocks held by economic operators.

Member States shall take all necessary measures to prevent all obstacles and encumbrances that 
BNTKCÄG@LODQÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ$@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄL@XÄRDSÄ
KHLHSRÄNQÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄBNMCHSHNMRÄNMÄSGDÄONRRHAHKHSXÄNEÄ HSRÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄADHMFÄ
held outside its territory.

2. Where there is reason to implement the emergency procedures provided for in Article 20, Member 
States shall prohibit, and refrain from taking, any measure hindering the transfer, use or release of 
DLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄNQÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄGDKCÄVHSGHMÄSGDHQÄSDQQHSNQXÄNMÄADG@KEÄNEÄ@MNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SD

Article 6

Register of emergency stocks - Annual report

1. Each Member State shall keep a continually updated and detailed register of all emergency stocks 
GDKCÄENQÄHSRÄADMDÆSÄVGHBGÄCNÄMNSÄBNMRSHSTSDÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ3G@SÄQDFHRSDQÄRG@KKÄBNMS@HM�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@Q�Ä
HMENQL@SHNMÄMDDCDCÄSNÄOHMONHMSÄSGDÄCDONS�ÄQDÆMDQXÄNQÄRSNQ@FDÄE@BHKHSXÄVGDQDÄSGDÄRSNBJRÄHMÄPTDRSHNMÄ
are located, as well as the quantities involved, the owner of the stocks and their nature, with refer-
DMBDÄSNÄSGDÄB@SDFNQHDRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ2DBSHNMÄ��ÄNEÄ MMDWÄ"ÄSNÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä
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SQ@MRENQL@SHNMÄRDBSNQÄ@MCÄCDKHUDQHDRÄSNÄHMCTRSQX�ÄSQ@MRONQS�ÄGNTRDGNKCRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄRDBSNQRÄENQÄ�ÆM@K�Ä
BNMRTLOSHNM�ÄHSÄ@KRNÄHMBKTCDRÄSGDÄNVMÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRDBSNQÄ�DWBDOSÄQDÆMDQXÄETDK��

(e) "effective international decision to release stocks" means any decision in force taken by the Gov-
erning Board of the International Energy Agency to make crude oil or petroleum products available 
SNÄSGDÄL@QJDSÄAXÄ@ÄQDKD@RDÄNEÄHSRÄLDLADQRÄ�RSNBJRÄ@MC�NQÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄLD@RTQDR�

(f) "central stockholding entity" (CSE) means the body or service upon which powers may be con-
EDQQDCÄSNÄ@BSÄSNÄ@BPTHQD�ÄL@HMS@HMÄNQÄRDKKÄNHKÄRSNBJR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJR�

(g) "major supply disruption" means a substantial and sudden drop in the supply of crude oil or 
petroleum products to the Community or to a Member State, irrespective of whether or not it has 
KDCÄSNÄ@MÄDEEDBSHUDÄHMSDQM@SHNM@KÄCDBHRHNMÄSNÄQDKD@RDÄRSNBJR�

(h) "international marine bunkers" has the meaning given in Section 2.1 of Annex A to Regulation 
�$"�Ä-NÄ����������

�H�Ä�NHKÄRSNBJR�ÄLD@MRÄRSNBJRÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBSRÄKHRSDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ2DBSHNMÄ��ÄNEÄ
 MMDWÄ"ÄSNÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ����������

(j) "emergency stocks" means the oil stocks that each Member State is required to maintain pursu-
@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(k) "commercial stocks" means those oil stocks held by economic operators which are not a require-
LDMSÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

�K�Ä�RODBHÆBÄRSNBJR�ÄLD@MRÄNHKÄRSNBJRÄSG@SÄLDDSÄSGDÄBQHSDQH@ÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(m) "physical accessibility" means arrangements for locating and transporting stocks to ensure their 
release or effective delivery to end users and markets within time frames and conditions conducive 
to alleviating the supply problems which may have arisen.

3GDÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄL@XÄADÄBK@QHÆDCÄNQÄ@LDMCDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ
procedure referred to in Article 23(2).

Article 3

Emergency stocks - Calculating stockholding obligations

1. Member States shall adopt such laws, regulations or administrative provisions as may be appropri-
ate in order to ensure, by 31 December 2012, that the total oil stocks maintained at all times within 
SGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄENQÄSGDHQÄADMDÆSÄBNQQDRONMC�Ä@SÄSGDÄUDQXÄKD@RS�ÄSNÄ��ÄC@XRÄNEÄ@UDQ@FDÄC@HKXÄMDSÄHLONQSRÄ
or 61 days of average daily inland consumption, whichever of the two quantities is greater.

2. The average daily net imports to be taken into account shall be calculated on the basis of the 
crude oil equivalent of imports during the previous calendar year, determined in accordance with the 
method and procedures set out in Annex I.

The average daily inland consumption to be taken into account shall be calculated on the basis of 
the crude oil equivalent of inland consumption during the previous calendar year, established and 
calculated in accordance with the method and procedures set out in Annex II.

3. However, notwithstanding paragraph 2, the daily averages of net imports and inland consump-
tion, as referred to in that paragraph, shall be determined, as regards the period from 1 January to 
31 March of each calendar year, on the basis of the quantities imported or consumed during the last 
year but one before the calendar year in question.
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CSEs shall accept such delegations under objective, transparent and non-discriminatory conditions. 
Payments by the operators for the services of the CSE shall not exceed the full costs of the services 
rendered and may not be required until the stocks are constituted. The CSE may make its accep-
tance of a delegation conditional upon the operator’s provision of a guarantee or some other form 
of security.

Article 8

Economic operators

1. Each Member State shall ensure that any economic operator on which it imposes stockholding 
NAKHF@SHNMRÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄETKÆKÄHSRÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄTMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄHRÄFHUDMÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄCDKDF@SDÄSGNRDÄNAKHF@-
tions at least in part and at the choice of the economic operator, but only to:

�@�ÄSGDÄ"2$ÄNEÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄNMÄVGNRDÄ@BBNTMSÄRTBGÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄGDKC�

(b) one or more other CSEs which have in advance declared themselves willing to hold such stocks, 
provided that such delegations have been authorised in advance both by the Member State on 
whose account such stocks are held and by all Member States within whose territories the stocks 
VHKKÄADÄGDKC�

(c) other economic operators which have surplus stocks or available stockholding capacity outside 
of the territory of the Member State on whose account the stocks are held within the Community, 
provided that such delegation has been authorised in advance both by the Member State on whose 
account such stocks are held and by all Member States within whose territories the stocks will be 
GDKC�Ä@MC�NQ

(d) other economic operators which have surplus stocks or available stockholding capacity within 
the territory of the Member State on whose account the stocks are held, provided that such delega-
tion has been communicated in advance to the Member State. Member States may impose limits or 
conditions on such delegations.

Obligations delegated in accordance with points (c) and (d) may not be subdelegated. Any change 
to or extension of a delegation referred to in points (b) and (c) shall only take effect if authorised 
in advance by all Member States which authorised the delegation. Any change to or extension of a 
delegation referred to in point (d) shall be treated as a new delegation.

2. Each Member State may restrict the delegation rights of the economic operators on which it im-
poses or has imposed stockholding obligations.

However, where such restrictions limit the delegation rights of an economic operator to amounts 
corresponding to less than 10% of the stockholding obligation imposed on it, the Member State 
shall ensure that it has set up a CSE that is required to accept delegations in respect of the amount 
needed to safeguard the right of an economic operator to delegate at least 10% of the stockholding 
obligation imposed on it.

The minimum percentage referred to in this paragraph shall be increased from 10% to 30% by 31 
December 2017.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2, a Member State may impose an obligation 
on an economic operator to delegate at least part of its stockholding obligation to the CSE of the 
Member State.
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No 1099/2008.

2. By the 25th February each year, each Member State shall send the Commission a summary copy 
of the stock register referred to in paragraph 1 showing at least the quantities and nature of the 
emergency stocks included in the register on the last day of the preceding calendar year.

3. Member States shall also send the Commission a full copy of the register within 15 days of a 
QDPTDRSÄAXÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNM�ÄHMÄSGHRÄBNOXÄRDMRHSHUDÄC@S@ÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄSGDÄKNB@SHNMÄNEÄRSNBJRÄL@XÄADÄVHSG-
held. Such requests may be made no later than 5 years after the date to which the requested data 
relate, and may not bear upon data relating to any period preceding 1 January 2013.

Article 7

Central stockholding entities

1. Member States may set up CSEs.

No Member State may set up more than one CSE or any other similar body. A Member State may set 
up its CSE at any location within the Community.

6GDQDÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRDSRÄTOÄ@Ä"2$�ÄHSÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄSGDÄENQLÄNEÄ@ÄANCXÄNQÄRDQUHBDÄVHSGNTSÄOQNÆSÄNAIDB-
tive and acting in the general interest and shall not be considered to be an economic operator within 
the meaning of this Directive.

2. The main purpose of the CSE shall be to acquire, maintain and sell oil stocks for the purposes of 
this Directive or for the purpose of complying with international agreements concerning the main-
tenance of oil stocks. It is the only body or service upon which powers may be conferred to acquire 
NQÄRDKKÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJR

�Ä"2$RÄNQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄL@X�ÄENQÄ@ÄRODBHÆDCÄODQHNC�ÄCDKDF@SDÄS@RJRÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄSGDÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ
NEÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MC�ÄVHSGÄSGDÄDWBDOSHNMÄNEÄR@KDÄ@MCÄ@BPTHRHSHNM�ÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJR�ÄATSÄNMKXÄSN�

(a) another Member State within whose territory such stocks are located or the CSE set up by that 
Member State. Tasks thus delegated may not be subdelegated to other Member States or to CSEs set 
up by them. The Member State that set up the CSE, as well as each Member State within whose ter-
QHSNQXÄSGDÄRSNBJRÄVHKKÄADÄGDKC�ÄG@RÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄL@JDÄSGDÄCDKDF@SHNMÄBNMCHSHNM@KÄTONMÄHSRÄ@TSGNQHR@SHNM�

(b) economic operators. Tasks thus delegated may not be subdelegated. Where such a delegation, 
or any change or extension to that delegation, involves tasks relating to the management of emer-
FDMBXÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄGDKCÄHMÄ@MNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SD�ÄHSÄLTRSÄADÄ@TSGNQHRDCÄHMÄ@CU@MBDÄANSGÄAXÄ
the Member State on whose account the stocks are held and by all Member States within whose 
territories the stocks will be held.

4. Each Member State having a CSE shall require it, for the purposes of Article 8(1) and (2), to pub-
lish:

(a) on an ongoing basis, full information, broken down by product category, on the stock volumes 
SG@SÄHSÄB@MÄTMCDQS@JDÄSNÄL@HMS@HMÄENQÄDBNMNLHBÄNODQ@SNQR�ÄNQ�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄHMSDQDRSDCÄ"2$R�

(b) at least 7 months in advance, the conditions subject to which it is willing to provide services re-
K@SDCÄSNÄL@HMS@HMHMFÄSGDÄRSNBJRÄENQÄDBNMNLHBÄNODQ@SNQRÄ�GDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄTMCDQÄVGHBGÄRDQUHBDRÄL@XÄADÄ
provided, including conditions relating to scheduling, may also be determined by competent national 
authorities or following a competitive procedure intended to determine the best bid among opera-
tors or, where appropriate, interested CSEs.
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in Article 3.

3GDÄBQTCDÄNHKÄDPTHU@KDMSRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ@MCÄRDBNMCÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGRÄ@QDÄB@KBTK@SDCÄAXÄLTKSHOKX-
HMFÄAXÄ@ÄE@BSNQÄNEÄ��ÄSGDÄRTLÄNEÄSGDÄ@FFQDF@SDÄ�NARDQUDCÄFQNRRÄHMK@MCÄCDKHUDQHDR��Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ2DB-
tion 3.2.1 of Annex C to Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008, for the products included in the categories 
used or concerned. International marine bunkers are not included in the calculation.

�Ä$@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄSG@SÄG@RÄCDBHCDCÄSNÄL@HMS@HMÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄRG@KKÄRDMCÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ@ÄMN-
SHBDÄSNÄADÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNM�ÄRODBHEXHMFÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄRTBGÄRSNBJRÄ
that it has undertaken to maintain and the duration of such undertaking which shall be at least 1 
XD@QÄ3GDÄMNSHÆDCÄLHMHLTLÄKDUDKÄRG@KKÄ@OOKXÄDPT@KKXÄSNÄ@KKÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄTRDCÄAXÄSGDÄ
Member State.

3GDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄRTBGÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄGDKCÄSGDÄETKKÄKDMFSGÄNEÄSGDÄMNSHÆDCÄODQHNCÄVHSGNTSÄ
prejudice to the right of the Member State to undergo temporary reductions due solely to individual 
stock replacement operations.

The list of categories used by a Member State shall remain in effect for at least 1 year and may be 
@LDMCDCÄNMKXÄVHSGÄDEEDBSÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄC@XÄNEÄ@ÄB@KDMC@QÄLNMSG

5. Each Member State that has not made a commitment for the full length of a given calendar year 
SNÄL@HMS@HMÄ@SÄKD@RSÄ��ÄC@XRÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄ@SÄKD@RSÄNMD�SGHQCÄNEÄSGDHQÄRSNBJGNKCHMFÄ
obligation is held in the form of products composed in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3.

 Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄENQÄVGHBGÄ KDRRÄSG@MÄ��ÄC@XRÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄGDKCÄRG@KKÄCQ@VÄTOÄ@MÄ@MMT@KÄ
report analysing the measures taken by its national authorities to ensure and verify the availability 
and physical accessibility of its emergency stocks as referred to in Article 5 and shall document in the 
same report arrangements made to allow the Member State to control the use of these stocks in case 
NEÄNHKÄRTOOKXÄCHRQTOSHNMRÄ3G@SÄQDONQSÄRG@KKÄADÄRDMSÄSNÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄAXÄSGDÄDMCÄNEÄSGDÄÆQRSÄLNMSGÄ
of the calendar year to which it relates.

Article 10

Managing specific stocks

�Ä$@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRG@KKÄJDDOÄ@ÄBNMSHMT@KKXÄTOC@SDCÄ@MCÄCDS@HKDCÄQDFHRSDQÄNEÄ@KKÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄGDKCÄ
within its territory. That register shall contain, in particular, all information needed to pinpoint the 
exact location of the stocks in question.

Member States shall also send the Commission a copy of the register within 15 days of a request 
by the Commission. In this copy, sensitive data relating to the location of stocks may be withheld. 
Such requests may be made no later than 5 years after the date to which the requested data relate.

�Ä6GDQDÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄBNLLHMFKDCÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄNHKÄRSNBJR�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄNQÄSGDHQÄ"2$RÄRG@KKÄ
make the necessary arrangements to prevent those commingled products from being moved, to 
SGDÄDWSDMSÄNEÄSGDÄOQNONQSHNMÄBNMRSHSTSHMFÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJR�ÄVHSGNTSÄOQHNQÄVQHSSDMÄ@TSGNQHR@SHNMÄAXÄSGDÄ
NVMDQÄNEÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄAXÄSGDÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄNE�ÄNQÄSGDÄ"2$ÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄAX�ÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄ
in whose territory the stocks are located.

3. Member States shall take the necessary measures to confer unconditional immunity from enforce-
LDMSÄ@BSHNMÄNMÄ@KKÄ RODBHÆBÄ RSNBJRÄL@HMS@HMDCÄNQÄ SQ@MRONQSDCÄVHSGHMÄ SGDHQÄ SDQQHSNQX�Ä HQQDRODBSHUDÄNEÄ
whether those stocks are owned by them or by other Member States.
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4. Member States shall take the necessary measures to inform economic operators of the modalities 
to be used to calculate the stockholding obligations imposed on them no later than 200 days prior to 
the start of the period to which the obligation in question relates. Economic operators shall exercise 
their right to delegate stockholding obligations to CSEs no later than 170 days prior to the start of 
the period to which the obligation in question relates.

Where economic operators are informed less than 200 days before the start of the period to which 
the stockholding obligation relates, they may exercise their right to delegate that obligation at any 
time.

Article 9

Specific stocks

1. Each Member State may undertake to maintain a minimum level of oil stocks, calculated in terms 
of number of days of consumption, in accordance with the conditions set out in this Article.
2ODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄRG@KKÄADÄNVMDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄNQÄSGDÄ"2$ÄRDSÄTOÄAXÄHSÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄADÄL@HMS@HMDCÄ
on the territory of the Community.

�Ä2ODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄB@MÄNMKXÄADÄBNLONRDCÄNEÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄNEÄ SGDÄ ENKKNVHMFÄOQNCTBSÄB@SDFNQHDR�Ä@RÄ
CDÆMDCÄHMÄ2DBSHNMÄ�ÄNEÄ MMDWÄ!ÄSNÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ����������

- Ethane

- LPG

- Motor gasoline

- Aviation gasoline

- Gasoline-type jet fuel (naphtha-type jet fuel or JP4)

- Kerosene-type jet fuel

- Other kerosene

- Gas/diesel oil (distillate fuel oil)

- Fuel oil (high sulphur content and low sulphur content)

- White spirit and SBP

- Lubricants

- Bitumen

�Ä/@Q@EÆMÄV@WDR

- Petroleum coke

�Ä/DSQNKDTLÄOQNCTBSRÄBNMRSHSTSHMFÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄRG@KKÄADÄHCDMSHÆDCÄAXÄD@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄNMÄSGDÄ
basis of the categories listed in paragraph 2. Member States shall ensure that, for the reference year 
determined in accordance with the rules set out in Article 3 and concerning the products included in 
the categories used, the crude oil equivalent of quantities consumed in the Member State is at least 
equal to 75% of inland consumption calculated using the method set out in Annex II.

%NQÄD@BGÄNEÄSGDÄB@SDFNQHDRÄBGNRDMÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SD�ÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄHSÄTMCDQS@JDRÄSNÄL@HMS@HMÄ
shall correspond to a given number of days of average daily consumption measured on the basis of 
their crude oil equivalent during the reference year determined in accordance with the rules set out 
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rules for submitting those summaries to the Commission may also be amended in accordance with 
the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2).

Article 14

Summaries of commercial stocks

1. Member States shall send the Commission a monthly statistical summary of the levels of commer-
cial stocks held within their national territory. When doing so, they shall ensure that sensitive data 
are protected and shall abstain from mentioning the names of the owners of the stocks concerned.
2. Using aggregate levels, the Commission shall publish a monthly statistical summary of the com-
mercial stocks in the Community on the basis of the summaries submitted by the Member States.
3. The rules for submitting and publishing the statistical summaries, as well as for their frequency, 
may be amended in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2).

Article 15

Data processing

The Commission shall be responsible for developing, hosting, managing and maintaining the IT 
resources needed to receive, store and carry out any processing of the data provided in the statisti-
cal summaries, all other information submitted by Member States or gathered by the Commis-
sion pursuant to this Directive and any data on oil stocks gathered pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 
1099/2008 and needed for the purpose of drawing up the summaries required by this Directive.

Article 16

Biofuels and additives

1. When calculating stockholding obligations under Articles 3 and 9 biofuels and additives shall be 
taken into account only where they have been blended with the petroleum products concerned.

2. When calculating the stock levels actually maintained, biofuels and additives shall be taken into 
account when:

�@�ÄSGDXÄG@UDÄADDMÄAKDMCDCÄVHSGÄODSQNKDTLÄOQNCTBSRÄBNMBDQMDC�ÄNQ

(b) they are stored on the territory of the Member State concerned, provided that the Member State 
has adopted rules ensuring that they are to be blended with petroleum products held pursuant to 
stockholding requirements set out in this Directive and that they are to be used in transportation.

3. The rules for taking biofuels and additives into account when calculating stockholding obligations 
and stock levels, as laid down in paragraph 1 and 2, may be amended in accordance with the regula-
tory procedure referred to in Article 23(2).
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Article 11

The effect of delegations

The delegations referred to in Articles 7 and 8 shall in no way alter the obligations incumbent upon 
each Member State pursuant to this Directive.

Article 12

Statistical summaries of stocks covered by Article 3

1. With regard to the levels of stocks to be held pursuant to Article 3, each Member State shall draw 
up statistical summaries and submit them to the Commission in accordance with the rules set out 
in Annex IV.

2. The rules for drawing up the summaries referred to in paragraph 1, their scope, content and fre-
quency and the deadlines for their submission may be amended in accordance with the regulatory 
procedure referred to in Article 23(2). The rules for submitting those summaries to the Commission 
may also be amended in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2).

3. Member States may not include quantities of crude oil or petroleum products which are subject 
to a seizure order or enforcement action in their statistical summaries of emergency stocks. This also 
applies to stocks owned by companies that are bankrupt or have entered into an arrangement with 
creditors.

Article 13

Statistical summaries of specific stocks

1. Each Member State concerned shall draw up and submit to the Commission a statistical summary, 
ENQÄD@BGÄOQNCTBSÄ B@SDFNQX�Ä RGNVHMFÄ SGDÄ RODBHÆBÄ RSNBJRÄDWHRSHMFÄNMÄ SGDÄ K@RSÄC@XÄNEÄD@BGÄB@KDMC@QÄ
month and specifying the quantities and the number of days of average consumption in the refer-
DMBDÄXD@QÄVGHBGÄSGNRDÄRSNBJRÄQDOQDRDMSÄ(EÄRNLDÄNEÄSGNRDÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄGDKCÄNTSRHCDÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ
State’s territory, it shall provide details of the stocks maintained in or by the various Member States 
and CSEs concerned. It shall also provide a detailed indication of whether it owns all of those stocks 
or whether they are owned, in whole or in part, by its CSE.

2. Each Member State concerned shall also draw up and submit to the Commission a summary of the 
RODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄKNB@SDCÄVHSGHMÄHSRÄSDQQHSNQXÄ@MCÄNVMDCÄAXÄNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄNQÄ"2$R�ÄRGNVHMFÄSGDÄ
stocks existing on the last day of each calendar month and broken down into the product categories 
HCDMSHÆDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä(MÄSG@SÄRTLL@QX�ÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRG@KKÄ@KRNÄHMCHB@SD�ÄHMÄD@BGÄ
case, the Member State or CSE concerned and the quantities involved.

3. The statistical summaries referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be submitted during the calendar 
month following that to which they relate.

4. Copies of the statistical summaries shall also be sent immediately upon request by the Commis-
sion. Such requests may be made no later than 5 years after the date to which the data in question 
relate.

5. The scope, content and frequency of the statistical summaries and the deadlines for their submis-
sion may be amended in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 23(2). The 
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Article 19

Protection of individuals with regard to the processing of data

This Directive is without prejudice to, and in no way affects, the level of protection of individuals with 
regard to the processing of personal data under the provisions of Community and national law and, 
in particular, does not alter Member States' obligations with regard to the processing of personal 
data, as laid down by Directive 95/46/EC, or the obligations incumbent upon Community institutions 
and bodies under Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 with regard to the processing of personal data by 
them in the course of their duties.

Article 20

Emergency procedures

1. Member States shall ensure that they have procedures in place and take such measures as may 
be necessary, in order to enable their competent authorities to release quickly, effectively and trans-
O@QDMSKXÄRNLDÄNQÄ@KKÄNEÄSGDHQÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ HMÄSGDÄDUDMSÄNEÄ@ÄL@INQÄRTOOKXÄ
CHRQTOSHNM�Ä@MCÄSNÄHLONRDÄFDMDQ@KÄNQÄRODBHÆBÄQDRSQHBSHNMRÄNMÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄHMÄKHMDÄVHSGÄSGDÄDRSHL@SDCÄ
shortages, inter alia, by allocating petroleum products to certain groups of users on a priority basis.

2. Member States shall at all times have contingency plans to be implemented in the event of a major 
supply disruption and shall provide for organisational measures to be taken to allow those plans to 
be implemented. Upon request, Member States shall inform the Commission of their contingency 
plans and the corresponding organisational arrangements.

3. In the event of an effective international decision to release stocks affecting one or more Member 
States:

�@�ÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄBNMBDQMDCÄL@XÄTRDÄSGDHQÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄSNÄETKÆKÄSGDHQÄ
international obligations under that decision. Any Member State so doing shall notify the Commis-
sion immediately, so that the Commission can call a meeting of the Coordination Group or consult 
HSRÄLDLADQRÄAXÄDKDBSQNMHBÄLD@MRÄSNÄ@RRDRR�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@Q�ÄSGDÄHLO@BSÄNEÄSG@SÄQDKD@RD�

(b) the Commission should recommend to Member States to release some or all of their emergency 
RSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄNQÄSNÄS@JDÄNSGDQÄLD@RTQDRÄNEÄDPTHU@KDMSÄDEEDBSÄ@RÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ
The Commission may act only after consulting the Coordination Group.

�Ä(MÄSGDÄ@ARDMBDÄNEÄ@MÄDEEDBSHUDÄHMSDQM@SHNM@KÄCDBHRHNMÄSNÄQDKD@RDÄRSNBJRÄATSÄVGDMÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄ@QHRDÄ
in the supply of crude oil or petroleum products to the Community or to a Member State, the Com-
mission shall inform the IEA where applicable, and coordinate with it as appropriate, and arrange a 
consultation of the Coordination Group as soon as possible, either at the request of a Member State 
or on its own initiative. When a consultation of the Coordination Group is requested by a Member 
State, it shall be arranged within 4 days of the request at most, unless the Member State agrees to 
a longer period. On the basis of the results of the examination of the situation by the Coordination 
Group, the Commission shall determine whether a major supply disruption has occurred.

If a major supply disruption is deemed to have occurred, the Commission shall authorise the release 
NEÄRNLDÄNQÄ@KKÄNEÄSGDÄPT@MSHSHDRÄNEÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄSG@SÄG@UDÄADDMÄOTSÄENQV@QCÄ
for that purpose by the Member States concerned.

�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄL@XÄQDKD@RDÄDLDQFDMBXÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄADKNVÄSGDÄBNLOTKRNQXÄLHMHLTLÄKDUDKÄ
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Article 17

Coordination Group for oil and petroleum products

1. A Coordination Group for oil and petroleum products is hereby set up (hereinafter the "Coordina-
tion Group"). The Coordination Group is a consultative Group that shall contribute to analysing the 
situation within the Community with regard to security of supply for oil and petroleum products and 
E@BHKHS@SDÄSGDÄBNNQCHM@SHNMÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄLD@RTQDRÄHMÄSG@SÄÆDKC

2. The Coordination Group shall be made up of representatives of the Member States. It shall be 
chaired by the Commission. Representative bodies from the sector concerned may take part in the 
work of the Coordination Group at the invitation of the Commission.

Article 18

Reviews of emergency preparedness and stockholding

1. The Commission may, in coordination with Member States, carry out reviews to verify their emer-
gency preparedness and, if considered appropriate by the Commission, related stockholding. When 
preparing for such reviews, the Commission shall take into account efforts undertaken by other 
institutions and international organisations and consult the Coordination Group.

2. The Coordination Group may agree on the participation of authorised agents and representatives 
NEÄNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄHMÄSGDÄQDUHDVRÄ#DRHFM@SDCÄM@SHNM@KÄNEÆBH@KRÄNEÄSGDÄQDUHDVDCÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄ
may accompany the persons performing the review. Within 1 week following the announcement of 
a review referred to in paragraph 1, any Member State concerned that has not provided the Com-
mission with sensitive data relating to the location of stocks pursuant Articles 6 and 9 shall place this 
information at the disposal of the Commission’s employees or authorised agents.

3. Member States shall ensure that their authorities and those responsible for maintaining and man-
@FHMFÄDLDQFDMBXÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@FQDDÄSNÄHMRODBSHNMRÄ@MCÄOQNUHCDÄ@RRHRS@MBDÄSNÄSGDÄODQRNMRÄ@T-
thorised by the Commission to perform those reviews. Member States shall in particular ensure that 
these persons are granted the right to consult all documents and registers relating to the stocks and 
have right of access to all sites on which stocks are held and to all related documents.

�Ä3GDÄNTSBNLDÄNEÄQDUHDVRÄB@QQHDCÄNTSÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄ
reviewed and may be forwarded to the Coordination Group.

�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@MCÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄNEÆBH@KR�Ä@FDMSRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄODQRNMRÄVNQJ-
ing under Commission supervision and members of the Coordination Group may not disclose any 
information which has been gathered or exchanged pursuant to this Article and which, by its nature, 
is covered by professional secrecy, such as the identity of the owners of stocks.

6. The objectives of the reviews referred to in paragraph 1 may not include the processing of per-
sonal data. Any personal data found or uncovered during those reviews may not be gathered or 
taken into consideration and, if gathered accidentally, shall be destroyed immediately.

7. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that all data, records, summaries and 
CNBTLDMSRÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄDLDQFDMBXÄRSNBJRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄJDOSÄENQÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄ@SÄKD@RSÄ�ÄXD@QR
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Article 25

Transposition

1. Each Contracting Party shall implement Council Directive 2009/119/EC of 14 Septem-
ber2009 imposing an obligation on Member States to maintain minimum stocks of crude 
oil and/or petroleum products not later than 1 January 2023.2

When Member States adopt measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or shall be ac-
BNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄQDEDQDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄNBB@RHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDÄLDSGNCRÄNEÄL@JHMFÄ
such a reference shall be laid down by the Member States.

2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of national 
K@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 26 and 27

Entry into force and Addressees3

This Decision [2012/03/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

2  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 1 of Decision 2012/03/MC-EnC.
3  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2012/03/MC-EnC.
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set by this Directive in amounts immediately necessary for an initial response in cases of particular 
urgency or in order to meet local crises. In the event of such release, Member States shall inform the 
Commission immediately of the amount released. The Commission shall transmit this information to 
the members of the Coordination Group.

6. Where paragraphs 3, 4 or 5 are applied, Member States may temporarily hold stocks at levels 
lower than those stipulated in this Directive. In that case, the Commission shall determine, on the 
basis of the results of the consultation of the Coordination Group and, where applicable, in coor-
dination with the IEA, and notably by taking into account the situation on the international oil and 
petroleum products markets, a reasonable time frame within which Member States must bring their 
stocks back up to the minimum required levels.

7. Decisions taken by the Commission by virtue of this Article shall be without prejudice to any other 
international obligations on the Member States concerned.

Article 21

Penalties

Member States shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the national 
provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take such measures as may be necessary to 
ensure that they are applied. Such penalties shall be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. The 
Member States shall notify those provisions to the Commission by 31 December 2012 and shall 
notify it without delay of any subsequent amendment affecting them.

Article 22

Review1

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the preparation of the implementation of Direc-
tive 2009/119/EC in the Contracting Parties and shall submit an annual progress report to 
SGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�ÄSGDÄ×QRSÄNEÄVGHBGÄRG@KKÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄHMÄ����

Article 23

Committee procedure

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a Committee.

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Articles 5 and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply.

Article 24

Repeal

Directive 73/238/EEC, Directive 2006/67/EC and Decision 68/416/EEC are hereby repealed with ef-
fect from 31 December 2012.

References to the repealed Directives and to the repealed Decision shall be construed as references 
to this Directive.

1  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 3 of Decision 2012/03/MC-EnC.
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ANNEX II

METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE CRUDE OIL EQUIVALENT OF 
INLAND CONSUMPTION

For the purpose of Article 3, the crude oil equivalent of inland consumption must be calculated using 
the following method:

(MK@MCÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄHRÄSGDÄRTLÄNEÄSGDÄ@FFQDF@SDÄ�NARDQUDCÄFQNRRÄHMK@MCÄCDKHUDQHDR��Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ
Section 3.2.1 of Annex C to Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008, of the following products only: motor 
gasoline, aviation gasoline, gasoline-type jet fuel (naphtha-type jet fuel or JP4), kerosene-type jet 
fuel, other kerosene, gas/diesel oil (distillate fuel oil) and fuel oil (high sulphur content and low sul-
OGTQÄBNMSDMS�Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ2DBSHNMÄ�ÄNEÄ MMDWÄ!ÄSNÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ���������

International marine bunkers are not included in the calculation.

The crude oil equivalent of inland consumption is calculated by multiplying by a factor of 1.2.
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ANNEX I

METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE CRUDE OIL EQUIVALENT OF IMPORTS OF 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

The crude oil equivalent of imports of petroleum products, as referred to in Article 3, must be calcu-
lated using the following method:

The crude oil equivalent of imports of petroleum products is obtained by calculating the sum of the 
MDSÄHLONQSRÄNEÄBQTCDÄNHK�Ä-&+�ÄQDÆMDQXÄEDDCRSNBJRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄGXCQNB@QANMRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ2DBSHNMÄ�ÄNEÄ
Annex B to Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008, adjusting the result to take account of any stock changes, 
deducting 4% for naphtha yield (or, if the average naphtha yield within the national territory is 
greater than 7%, deducting the net actual consumption of naphtha or the average naphtha yield) 
and adding this to the net imports of all other petroleum products excluding naphtha, also adjusted 
to take account of stock changes and multiplied by a factor of 1.065.

International marine bunkers are not included in the calculation.
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- in seagoing ships’ bunkers,

- in service stations and retail stores,

- by other consumers,

- in tankers at sea,

- as military stocks.

When calculating their stocks, Member States must reduce the quantities of stocks calculated as set 
out above by 10%. That reduction applies to all quantities included in a given calculation.

'NVDUDQ�ÄMNÄ���ÄQDCTBSHNMÄHRÄSNÄADÄ@OOKHDCÄVGDMÄB@KBTK@SHMFÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄNQÄSGDÄKDUDKRÄ
NEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄVGDQDÄSGNRDÄRSNBJRÄNQÄB@SDFNQHDRÄ@QDÄBNMRHCDQDCÄRDO@-
rately from the emergency stocks, particularly with a view to verifying compliance with the minimum 
levels laid down by Article 9.
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ANNEX III

METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE LEVEL OF STOCKS HELD

The following methods must be used to calculate stock levels:

Without prejudice to the case addressed in Article 4(3), no quantity may be counted as stock more 
than once.

Crude oil stocks are reduced by 4%, which corresponds to the average naphtha yield.

Stocks of naphtha and petroleum products for international marine bunkers are not included.

Other petroleum products are included in the stock count using one of the two methods set out 
below. Member States must continue to use the method they have chosen throughout the whole 
calendar year in question.

Member States may:

�@�ÄHMBKTCDÄ@KKÄNSGDQÄRSNBJRÄNEÄSGDÄODSQNKDTLÄOQNCTBSRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ2DBSHNMÄ��Ä
of Annex C to Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008 and calculate the crude oil equivalent by multiplying 
SGDÄPT@MSHSHDRÄAXÄ@ÄE@BSNQÄNEÄ�����ÄNQ

(b) include stocks of only the following products: motor gasoline, aviation gasoline, gasoline-type jet 
fuel (naphtha-type jet fuel or JP4), kerosene-type jet fuel, other kerosene, gas/diesel oil (distillate fuel 
oil) and fuel oil (high sulphur content and low sulphur content) and calculate the crude oil equivalent 
by multiplying the quantities by a factor of 1.2.

The calculation may include quantities held:

�ÄHMÄQDÆMDQXÄS@MJR�

- in bulk terminals,

- in pipeline tankage,

- in barges,

- in intercoastal tankers,

- in oil tankers in port,

- in inland ship bunkers,

- in storage tank bottoms,

- as working stocks,

- by large consumers as required by law or otherwise controlled by governments.

'NVDUDQ�ÄSGNRDÄPT@MSHSHDRÄDWBDOSÄENQÄ@MXÄGDKCÄHMÄQDÆMDQXÄS@MJR�ÄHMÄOHODKHMDÄS@MJ@FDÄNQÄHMÄATKJÄSDQLH-
M@KR�ÄL@XÄMNSÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄVGDMÄB@KBTK@SHMFÄKDUDKRÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄRSNBJRÄVGDQDÄRTBGÄRSNBJRÄ@QDÄB@KBTK@SDCÄ
separately from emergency stocks.

The calculation may never include:

�@�ÄBQTCDÄNHKÄMNSÄXDSÄOQNCTBDC�

(b) quantities held:

- in pipelines,

- in rail tank cars,
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ANNEX IV

RULES FOR THE PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION TO THE COMMISSION OF 
STATISTICAL SUMMARIES OF STOCKS TO BE HELD PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 3

$@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄLTRSÄCQ@VÄTOÄ@MCÄRTALHSÄSNÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNM�ÄNMÄ@ÄLNMSGKXÄA@RHR�Ä@ÄCDÆMHSHUDÄ
statistical summary of the level of stocks actually held on the last day of the calendar month, calcu-
lated either on the basis of the number of days of net oil imports or on the basis of the number of 
days of inland oil consumption, in accordance with Article 3. The statistical summary must provide 
precise details of why the calculation is based on the number of days of imports or, conversely, on 
the number of days of consumption and must specify which of the calculation methods set out in 
Annex III was used.

If some of the stocks included when calculating the level of stocks held pursuant to Article 3 are held 
outside national territory, each summary shall give details of the stocks held by the various Member 
States and CSEs concerned on the last day of the period to which it relates. In its summary, each 
Member State must also indicate, in each case, whether the stocks are being held pursuant to a 
delegation request made by one or more economic operators or whether they are being held at its 
request or at the request of its CSE.

For any stocks held by a Member State within its territory on behalf of other Member States or CSEs, 
that Member State must draw up and submit to the Commission a summary showing the stocks 
existing on the last day of each calendar month, broken down by product category. In that sum-
mary, the Member State must also indicate, in particular, the Member State or CSE concerned and 
the quantities involved in each case.

The statistical summaries referred to in this Annex must be submitted to the Commission within 55 
days of the end of the month to which they relate. Those same summaries must also be submitted 
within 2 months of a request by the Commission. Such requests may be made no later than 5 years 
after the date to which the data relate.
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Directive 85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment, as amended by 
Directive 97/11/EC of 3 March 1997 and Directive 2003/35/EC of 26 May 2003

Whereas the 1973 and 1977 action programmes of the European Communities on the environment, 
as well as the 1983 action programme, the main outlines of which have been approved by the Coun-
cil of the European Communities and the representatives of the Governments of the Member States, 
stress that the best environmental policy consists in preventing the creation of pollution or nuisances 
@SÄRNTQBD�ÄQ@SGDQÄSG@MÄRTARDPTDMSKXÄSQXHMFÄSNÄBNTMSDQ@BSÄSGDHQÄDEEDBSR�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDXÄ@EÆQLÄSGDÄMDDCÄ
to take effects on the environment into account at the earliest possible stage in all the technical 
OK@MMHMFÄ@MCÄCDBHRHNM�L@JHMFÄOQNBDRRDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄSNÄSG@SÄDMC�ÄSGDXÄOQNUHCDÄENQÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄ
NEÄOQNBDCTQDRÄSNÄDU@KT@SDÄRTBGÄDEEDBSR�

Whereas the disparities between the laws in force in the various Member States with regard to the 
assessment of the environmental effects of public and private projects may create unfavourable 
BNLODSHSHUDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄ@MCÄSGDQDAXÄCHQDBSKXÄ@EEDBSÄSGDÄETMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄBNLLNMÄL@QJDS�ÄVGDQD@R�Ä
SGDQDENQD�Ä HSÄ HRÄMDBDRR@QXÄSNÄ@OOQNWHL@SDÄM@SHNM@KÄ K@VRÄ HMÄSGHRÄÆDKCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ���ÄNEÄSGDÄ
3QD@SX�

Whereas, in addition, it is necessary to achieve one of the Community’s objectives in the sphere of 
SGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄ@MCÄSGDÄPT@KHSXÄNEÄKHED�

Whereas, since the Treaty has not provided the powers required for this end, recourse should be had 
SNÄ QSHBKDÄ���ÄNEÄSGDÄ3QD@SX�

Whereas general principles for the assessment of environmental effects should be introduced with 
a view to supplementing and coordinating development consent procedures governing public and 
OQHU@SDÄOQNIDBSRÄKHJDKXÄSNÄG@UDÄ@ÄL@INQÄDEEDBSÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS�

6GDQD@RÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄBNMRDMSÄENQÄOTAKHBÄ@MCÄOQHU@SDÄOQNIDBSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄ KHJDKXÄ SNÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄ
DEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄRGNTKCÄADÄFQ@MSDCÄNMKXÄ@ESDQÄOQHNQÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄKHJDKXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄ
DMUHQNMLDMS@KÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄSGDRDÄOQNIDBSRÄG@RÄADDMÄB@QQHDCÄNTS�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGHRÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄLTRSÄADÄBNM-
ducted on the basis of the appropriate information supplied by the developer, which may be supple-
LDMSDCÄAXÄSGDÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄ@MCÄAXÄSGDÄODNOKDÄVGNÄL@XÄADÄBNMBDQMDCÄAXÄSGDÄOQNIDBSÄHMÄPTDRSHNM�

Whereas the principles of the assessment of environmental effects should be harmonized, in particu-
lar with reference to the projects which should be subject to assessment, the main obligations of the 
CDUDKNODQRÄ@MCÄSGDÄBNMSDMSÄNEÄSGDÄ@RRDRRLDMS�

6GDQD@RÄOQNIDBSRÄADKNMFHMFÄSNÄBDQS@HMÄSXODRÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄ@MCÄSGDRDÄ
OQNIDBSRÄLTRSÄ@RÄ@ÄQTKDÄADÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄRXRSDL@SHBÄ@RRDRRLDMS�

6GDQD@RÄOQNIDBSRÄNEÄNSGDQÄSXODRÄL@XÄMNSÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄHMÄDUDQXÄB@RDÄ
and whereas these projects should be assessed where the Member States consider that their char-
@BSDQHRSHBRÄRNÄQDPTHQD�
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have an adverse effect on these purposes.

�Ä3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄSNÄOQNIDBSRÄSGDÄCDS@HKRÄNEÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄ@CNOSDCÄAXÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄ@BSÄNEÄM@-
tional legislation, since the objectives of this Directive, including that of supplying information, are 
achieved through the legislative process.

Article 2

1. Member States shall adopt all measures necessary to ensure that, before consent is given, projects 
KHJDKXÄSNÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄAXÄUHQSTD�ÄHMSDQÄ@KH@�ÄNEÄSGDHQÄM@STQD�ÄRHYDÄNQÄKNB@-
tion are made subject to a requirement for development consent and an assessment with regard to 
SGDHQÄDEEDBSRÄ3GDRDÄOQNIDBSRÄ@QDÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�

2. The environmental impact assessment may be integrated into the existing procedures for consent 
to projects in the Member States, or, failing this, into other procedures or into procedures to be 
established to comply with the aims of this Directive.

�@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄL@XÄOQNUHCDÄ ENQÄ@ÄRHMFKDÄOQNBDCTQDÄ HMÄNQCDQÄ SNÄ ETKÆKÄ SGDÄ QDPTHQDLDMSRÄNEÄ SGHRÄ
Directive and the requirements of Council Directive 96/61/EC of 24 September 1996 on integrated 
pollution prevention and control.

�Ä6HSGNTSÄOQDITCHBDÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄL@X�ÄHMDWBDOSHNM@KÄB@RDR�ÄDWDLOSÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄOQNIDBSÄ
in whole or in part from the provisions laid down in this Directive.

In this event, the Member States shall:

�@�ÄBNMRHCDQÄVGDSGDQÄ@MNSGDQÄENQLÄNEÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄVNTKCÄADÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�Ä

(b) make available to the public concerned the information obtained

under other forms of assessment referred to in point (a), the information relating to the exemption 
CDBHRHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄQD@RNMRÄENQÄFQ@MSHMFÄHS�

(c) inform the Commission, prior to granting consent, of the reasons justifying the exemption grant-
ed, and provide it with the information made available, where applicable to their own nationals.

The Commission shall immediately forward the documents received to the other Member States.

The Commission shall report annually to the Council on the application of this paragraph.

Article 3

The environmental impact assessment shall identify, describe and assess in an appropriate manner, 
in the light of each individual case and in accordance with Articles 4 to 11, the direct and indirect 
effects of a project on the following factors:

 - GTL@MÄADHMFR�ÄE@TM@Ä@MCÄÇNQ@�

 - RNHK�ÄV@SDQ�Ä@HQ�ÄBKHL@SDÄ@MCÄSGDÄK@MCRB@OD�

 - L@SDQH@KÄ@RRDSRÄ@MCÄSGDÄBTKSTQ@KÄGDQHS@FD�

 - SGDÄHMSDQ@BSHNMÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄE@BSNQRÄLDMSHNMDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRS�ÄRDBNMCÄ@MCÄSGHQCÄHMCDMSR
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Whereas, for projects which are subject to assessment, a certain minimal amount of information 
LTRSÄADÄRTOOKHDC�ÄBNMBDQMHMFÄSGDÄOQNIDBSÄ@MCÄHSRÄDEEDBSR�

Whereas the effects of a project on the environment must be assessed in order to take account of 
concerns to protect human health, to contribute by means of a better environment to the quality of 
life, to ensure maintenance of the diversity of species and to maintain the reproductive capacity of 
SGDÄDBNRXRSDLÄ@RÄ@ÄA@RHBÄQDRNTQBDÄENQÄKHED�

Whereas, however, this Directive should not be applied to projects the details of which are adopted 
AXÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄ@BSÄNEÄM@SHNM@KÄKDFHRK@SHNM�ÄRHMBDÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSG@SÄNEÄRTOOKX-
HMFÄHMENQL@SHNM�Ä@QDÄ@BGHDUDCÄSGQNTFGÄSGDÄKDFHRK@SHUDÄOQNBDRR�

6GDQD@R�ÄETQSGDQLNQD�ÄHSÄL@XÄADÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄHMDWBDOSHNM@KÄB@RDRÄSNÄDWDLOSÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄOQNIDBSÄEQNLÄ
the assessment procedures laid down by this Directive, subject to appropriate information being 
supplied to the Commission.

Article 1

1. This Directive shall apply to the assessment of the environmental effects of those public and pri-
U@SDÄOQNIDBSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄKHJDKXÄSNÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS

2. For the purposes of this Directive:

‘project’ means:

 - the execution of construction works or of other installations or schemes,

 - other interventions in the natural surroundings and landscape including those involving the ex-
SQ@BSHNMÄNEÄLHMDQ@KÄQDRNTQBDR�

‘developer’ means:

SGDÄ@OOKHB@MSÄENQÄ@TSGNQHY@SHNMÄENQÄ@ÄOQHU@SDÄOQNIDBSÄNQÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄ@TSGNQHSXÄVGHBGÄHMHSH@SDRÄ@ÄOQNIDBS�

‘development consent’ means:

the decision of the competent authority or authorities which entitles the developer to proceed with 
SGDÄOQNIDBS�

‘public’ means:

one or more natural or legal persons and, in accordance with national legislation or practice, their 
@RRNBH@SHNMR�ÄNQF@MHR@SHNMRÄNQÄFQNTOR�

‘public concerned’ means:

the public affected or likely to be affected by, or having an interest in, the environmental decision-
L@JHMFÄOQNBDCTQDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄENQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄSGHRÄCDÆMHSHNM�ÄMNM�FNUDQMLDMS@KÄ
organizations promoting environmental protection and meeting any requirements under national 
law shall be deemed to have an interest.

3. The competent authority or authorities shall be that or those which the Member States designate 
as responsible for performing the duties arising from this Directive.

4. Member States may decide, on a case-by-case basis if so provided under national law, not to apply 
this Directive to projects serving national defense purposes, if they deem that such application would 
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 - an outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer and an indication of the main reasons 
for his choice, taking into account the environmental effects,

 - a non-technical summary of the information mentioned in the previous indents.

4. Member States shall, if necessary, ensure that any authorities holding relevant information, with 
particular reference to Article 3, shall make this information available to the developer.

Article 6

1. Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the authorities likely to be con-
BDQMDCÄAXÄSGDÄOQNIDBSÄAXÄQD@RNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄRODBHÆBÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄQDRONMRHAHKHSHDRÄ@QDÄFHUDMÄ@MÄNOONQ-
tunity to express their opinion on the information supplied by the developer and on the request for 
development consent. To this end, Member States shall designate the authorities to be consulted, 
either in general terms or on a case-by-case basis. The information gathered pursuant to Article 5 
shall be forwarded to those authorities. Detailed arrangements for consultation shall be laid down 
by the Member States.

2. The public shall be informed, whether by public notices or other appropriate means such as elec-
tronic media where available, of the following matters early in the environmental decision-making 
procedures referred to in Article 2(2) and, at the latest, as soon as information can reasonably be 
provided:

�@�ÄSGDÄQDPTDRSÄENQÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄBNMRDMS�

(b) the fact that the project is subject to an environmental impact assessment procedure and, where 
QDKDU@MS�ÄSGDÄE@BSÄSG@SÄ QSHBKDÄ�Ä@OOKHDR�

(c) details of the competent authorities responsible for taking the decision, those from which relevant 
information can be obtained, those to which comments or questions can be submitted, and details 
NEÄSGDÄSHLDÄRBGDCTKDÄENQÄSQ@MRLHSSHMFÄBNLLDMSRÄNQÄPTDRSHNMR�

�C�ÄSGDÄM@STQDÄNEÄONRRHAKDÄCDBHRHNMRÄNQ�ÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄNMD�ÄSGDÄCQ@ESÄCDBHRHNM�

�D�Ä@MÄHMCHB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄF@SGDQDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(f) an indication of the times and places where and means by which the relevant information will be 
L@CDÄ@U@HK@AKD�

(g) details of the arrangements for public participation made pursuant to paragraph 5 of this Article.

3. Member States shall ensure that, within reasonable time-frames, the following is made available 
to the public concerned:

�@�Ä@MXÄHMENQL@SHNMÄF@SGDQDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(b) in accordance with national legislation, the main reports and advice issued to the competent 
authority or authorities at the time when the public concerned is informed in accordance with para-
FQ@OGÄ�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKD�

(c) in accordance with the provisions of Directive 2003/4/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 28 January 2003 on public access to environmental information, information other than 
that referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article which is relevant for the decision in accordance with 
Article 8 and which only becomes available after the time the public concerned was informed in ac-
cordance with paragraph 2 of this Article.
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Article 4

1. Subject to Article 2 (3), projects listed in Annex I shall be made subject to an assessment in ac-
cordance with Articles 5 to 10.

2. Subject to Article 2 (3), for projects listed in Annex II, the Member States shall determine through:

(a) a case-by-case examination, or

(b) thresholds or criteria set by the Member State 

whether the project shall be made subject to an assessment in accordance with Articles 5 to 10.

Member States may decide to apply both procedures referred to in (a) and (b).

3. When a case-by-case examination is carried out or thresholds or criteria are set for the purpose of 
paragraph 2, the relevant selection criteria set out in Annex III shall be taken into account.

4. Member States shall ensure that the determination made by the competent authorities under 
paragraph 2 is made available to the public.

Article 5

1. In the case of projects which, pursuant to Article 4, must be subjected to an environmental impact 
assessment in accordance with Articles 5 to 10, Member States shall adopt the necessary measures 
SNÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDÄCDUDKNODQÄRTOOKHDRÄHMÄ@MÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄENQLÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(5Ä
inasmuch as:

(a) the Member States consider that the information is relevant to a given stage of the consent 
OQNBDCTQDÄ@MCÄ SNÄ SGDÄ RODBHÆBÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÄNEÄ@ÄO@QSHBTK@QÄOQNIDBSÄNQÄ SXODÄNEÄOQNIDBSÄ@MCÄNEÄ SGDÄ
DMUHQNMLDMS@KÄED@STQDRÄKHJDKXÄSNÄADÄ@EEDBSDC�

(b) the Member States consider that a developer may reasonably be required to compile this informa-
tion having regard inter alia to current knowledge and methods of assessment.

2. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that, if the developer so requests 
before submitting an application for development consent, the competent authority shall give an 
opinion on the information to be supplied by the developer in accordance with paragraph 1. The 
competent authority shall consult the developer and authorities referred to in Article 6 (1) before 
it gives its opinion. The fact that the authority has given an opinion under this paragraph shall not 
preclude it from subsequently requiring the developer to submit further information.

Member States may require the competent authorities to give such an opinion, irrespective of 
whether the developer so requests.

3. The information to be provided by the developer in accordance with paragraph 1 shall include at 
least:

 - a description of the project comprising information on the site, design and size of the project,

 - @ÄCDRBQHOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄDMUHR@FDCÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄ@UNHC�ÄQDCTBDÄ@MC�ÄHEÄONRRHAKD�ÄQDLDCXÄRHFMHÆ-
cant adverse effects,

 - the data required to identify and assess the main effects which the project is likely to have on the 
environment,
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Member State to participate effectively in the environmental decision-making procedures referred to 
in Article 2(2) for the project.

Article 8

The results of consultations and the information gathered pursuant to Articles 5, 6 and 7 must be 
taken into consideration in the development consent procedure.

Article 9

1. When a decision to grant or refuse development consent has been taken, the competent authority 
or authorities shall inform the public thereof in accordance with the appropriate procedures and shall 
make available to the public the following information:

 - the content of the decision and any conditions attached thereto,

 - having examined the concerns and opinions expressed by the public concerned, the main rea-
sons and considerations on which the decision is based, including information about the public 
participation process,

 - a description, where necessary, of the main measures to avoid, reduce and, if possible, offset the 
major adverse effects.

2. The competent authority or authorities shall inform any Member State which has been consulted 
pursuant to Article 7, forwarding to it the information referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article.

The consulted Member States shall ensure that that information is made available in an appropriate 
manner to the public concerned in their own territory.

Article 10

The provisions of this Directive shall not affect the obligation on the competent authorities to respect 
the limitations imposed by national regulations and administrative provisions and accepted legal 
OQ@BSHBDRÄVHSGÄ QDF@QCÄ SNÄ BNLLDQBH@KÄ @MCÄ HMCTRSQH@KÄ BNMÆCDMSH@KHSX�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄ HMSDKKDBST@KÄOQNODQSX�Ä
and the safeguarding of the public interest.

Where Article 7 applies, the transmission of information to another Member State and the receipt 
of information by another Member State shall be subject to the limitations in force in the Member 
State in which the project is proposed.

Article 10a

Member States shall ensure that, in accordance with the relevant national legal system, members of 
the public concerned:

�@�ÄG@UHMFÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMSDQDRS�ÄNQÄ@KSDQM@SHUDKX�

(b) maintaining the impairment of a right, where administrative procedural law of a Member State 
requires this as a precondition, 

have access to a review procedure before a court of law or another independent and impartial body 
established by law to challenge the substantive or procedural legality of decisions, acts or omissions 
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4. The public concerned shall be given early and effective opportunities to participate in the environ-
mental decision-making procedures referred to in Article 2(2) and shall, for that purpose, be entitled 
to express comments and opinions when all options are open to the competent authority or authori-
ties before the decision on the request for development consent is taken.

5. The detailed arrangements for informing the public (for example by bill posting within a certain 
radius or publication in local newspapers) and for consulting the public concerned (for example by 
written submissions or by way of a public inquiry) shall be determined by the Member States.

�Ä1D@RNM@AKDÄSHLD�EQ@LDRÄENQÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄOG@RDRÄRG@KKÄADÄOQNUHCDC�Ä@KKNVHMFÄRTEÆBHDMSÄSHLDÄENQÄ
informing the public and for the public concerned to prepare and participate effectively in environ-
mental decision-making subject to the provisions of this Article.

Article 7

�Ä6GDQDÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄ HRÄ@V@QDÄSG@SÄ@ÄOQNIDBSÄ HRÄ KHJDKXÄSNÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUH-
QNMLDMSÄHMÄ@MNSGDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄNQÄVGDQDÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄKHJDKXÄSNÄADÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ@EEDBSDCÄRNÄ
requests, the Member State in whose territory the project is intended to be carried out shall send 
to the affected Member State as soon as possible and no later than when informing its own public, 
inter alia:

(a) a description of the project, together with any available information on its possible transboundary 
HLO@BS�

(b) information on the nature of the decision which may be taken,

and shall give the other Member State a reasonable time in which to indicate whether it wishes to 
participate in the environmental decision-making procedures referred to in Article 2(2), and may 
include the information referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article.

2. If a Member State which receives information pursuant to paragraph 1 indicates that it intends to 
participate in the environmental decision-making procedures referred to in Article 2(2), the Member 
State in whose territory the project is intended to be carried out shall, if it has not already done so, 
send to the affected Member State the information required to be given pursuant to Article 6(2) and 
made available pursuant to Article 6(3)(a) and (b).

3. The Member States concerned, each insofar as it is concerned, shall also:

(a) arrange for the information referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 to be made available, within a rea-
sonable time, to the authorities referred to in Article 6 (1) and the public concerned in the territory 
NEÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄKHJDKXÄSNÄADÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ@EEDBSDC�Ä@MC

(b) ensure that those authorities and the public concerned are given an opportunity, before develop-
ment consent for the project is granted, to forward their opinion within a reasonable time on the 
information supplied to the competent authority in the Member State in whose territory the project 
is intended to be carried out.

4. The Member States concerned shall enter into consultations regarding, inter alia, the potential 
transboundary effects of the project and the measures envisaged to reduce or eliminate such effects 
and shall agree on a reasonable time frame for the duration of the consultation period.

5. The detailed arrangements for implementing this Article may be determined by the Member 
States concerned and shall be such as to enable the public concerned in the territory of the affected 
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ANNEX I

PROJECTS SUBJECT TO ARTICLE 4(1)

�Ä"QTCD�NHKÄ QDÆMDQHDRÄ �DWBKTCHMFÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄL@MTE@BSTQHMFÄNMKXÄ KTAQHB@MSRÄ EQNLÄBQTCDÄNHK�Ä@MCÄ
HMRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄF@RHÆB@SHNMÄ@MCÄKHPTDE@BSHNMÄNEÄ���ÄSNMMDRÄNQÄLNQDÄNEÄBN@KÄNQÄAHSTLHMNTRÄRG@KDÄ
per day.

2. 

 - Thermal power stations and other combustion installations with a heat output of 300 megawatts 
or more, and

 - nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors including the dismantling or decommissioning 
of such power stations or reactors2 (except research installations for the production and conver-
RHNMÄ NEÄ ÆRRHNM@AKDÄ @MCÄ EDQSHKDÄL@SDQH@KR�ÄVGNRDÄL@WHLTLÄ ONVDQÄ CNDRÄ MNSÄ DWBDDCÄ �Ä JHKNV@SSÄ
continuous thermal load).

3. 
(a) Installations for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel. 

(b) Installations designed:

 - for the production or enrichment of nuclear fuel,

 - for the processing of irradiated nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive waste,

 - ENQÄSGDÄÆM@KÄCHRONR@KÄNEÄHQQ@CH@SDCÄMTBKD@QÄETDK�

 - RNKDKXÄENQÄSGDÄÆM@KÄCHRONR@KÄNEÄQ@CHN@BSHUDÄV@RSD�

 - solely for the storage (planned for more than 10 years) of irradiated nuclear fuels or radioactive 
waste in a different site than the production site.

4. 

 - (MSDFQ@SDCÄVNQJRÄENQÄSGDÄHMHSH@KÄRLDKSHMFÄNEÄB@RS�HQNMÄ@MCÄRSDDK�

 - Installations for the production of non-ferrous crude metals from ore, concentrates or secondary 
raw materials by metallurgical, chemical or electrolytic processes.

5. Installations for the extraction of asbestos and for the processing and transformation of asbestos 
and products containing asbestos: for asbestos-cement products, with an annual production of more 
SG@MÄ�����ÄSNMMDRÄNEÄÆMHRGDCÄOQNCTBSR�ÄENQÄEQHBSHNMÄL@SDQH@K�ÄVHSGÄ@MÄ@MMT@KÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄLNQDÄ
SG@MÄ��ÄSNMMDRÄNEÄÆMHRGDCÄOQNCTBSR�Ä@MCÄENQÄNSGDQÄTRDRÄNEÄ@RADRSNR�ÄTSHKHY@SHNMÄNEÄLNQDÄSG@MÄ���Ä
tonnes per year.

6. Integrated chemical installations, i.e. those installations for the manufacture on an industrial scale 
of substances using chemical conversion processes, in which several units are juxtaposed and are 
functionally linked to one another and which are:

�H�ÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄA@RHBÄNQF@MHBÄBGDLHB@KR�Ä

�HH�ÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄA@RHBÄHMNQF@MHBÄBGDLHB@KR�

(iii) for the production of phosphorous-, nitrogen- or potassium-based fertilizers (simple or com-
ONTMCÄEDQSHKHYDQR��

2  Nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors cease to be such an installation when all nuclear fuel and other 
radioactively contaminated elements have been removed permanently from the installation site.
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subject to the public participation provisions of this Directive.

Member States shall determine at what stage the decisions, acts or omissions may be challenged.

6G@SÄBNMRSHSTSDRÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMSDQDRSÄ@MCÄHLO@HQLDMSÄNEÄ@ÄQHFGSÄRG@KKÄADÄCDSDQLHMDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DL-
ber States, consistently with the objective of giving the public concerned wide access to justice. To 
this end, the interest of any non-governmental organisation meeting the requirements referred to 
HMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄRG@KKÄADÄCDDLDCÄRTEÆBHDMSÄENQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�@�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄ2TBGÄ
organisations shall also be deemed to have rights capable of being impaired for the purpose of sub-
paragraph (b) of this Article.

The provisions of this Article shall not exclude the possibility of a preliminary review procedure be-
fore an administrative authority and shall not affect the requirement of exhaustion of administrative 
review procedures prior to recourse to judicial review procedures, where such a requirement exists 
under national law.

Any such procedure shall be fair, equitable, timely and not prohibitively expensive.

In order to further the effectiveness of the provisions of this article, Member States shall ensure that 
practical information is made available to the public on access to administrative and judicial review 
procedures.

Article 11

1. The Member States and the Commission shall exchange information on the experience gained in 
applying this Directive.

2. In particular, Member States shall inform the Commission of any criteria and/or thresholds ad-
opted for the selection of the projects in question, in accordance with Article 4 (2)

�Ä%HUDÄXD@QRÄ@ESDQÄMNSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄRDMCÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ/@QKH@LDMSÄ
and the Council a report on its application and effectiveness. The report shall be based on the afore-
mentioned exchange of information.

4. On the basis of this exchange of information, the Commission shall submit to the Council addi-
SHNM@KÄOQNONR@KR�ÄRGNTKCÄSGHRÄADÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDiRÄADHMFÄ@OOKHDCÄHMÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ
coordinated manner.

Article 12

1. Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with this Directive within three years 
NEÄHSRÄMNSHÆB@SHNM1.

2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the provisions of national law 
VGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 14

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.

1 Ä3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄV@RÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄNMÄ�Ä)TKXÄ����
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16. Pipelines for the transport of gas, oil or chemicals with a diameter of more than 800 mm and a 
length of more than 40 km.

17. Installations for the intensive rearing of poultry or pigs with more than: 

�@�Ä�����ÄOK@BDRÄENQÄAQNHKDQR�Ä�����ÄOK@BDRÄENQÄGDMR�

�A�Ä����ÄOK@BDRÄENQÄOQNCTBSHNMÄOHFRÄ�NUDQÄ��ÄJF��ÄNQ

(c) 900 places for sows.

18. Industrial plants for the

�@�ÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄOTKOÄEQNLÄSHLADQÄNQÄRHLHK@QÄÆAQNTRÄL@SDQH@KR�

(b) production of paper and board with a production capacity exceeding 200 tonnes per day.

19. Quarries and open-cast mining where the surface of the site exceeds 25 hectares, or peat extrac-
tion, where the surface of the site exceeds 150 hectares.

20. Construction of overhead electrical power lines with a voltage of 220 kV or more and a length 
of more than 15 km.

21. Installations for storage of petroleum, petrochemical, or chemical products with a capacity of 
200.000 tonnes or more.

22. Any change to or extension of projects listed in this Annex where such a change or extension in 
itself meets the thresholds, if any, set out in this Annex.

ANNEX II

PROJECTS SUBJECT TO ARTICLE 4 (2)

1. Agriculture, silviculture and aquaculture

�@�Ä/QNIDBSRÄENQÄSGDÄQDRSQTBSTQHMFÄNEÄQTQ@KÄK@MCÄGNKCHMFR�

�A�Ä/QNIDBSRÄENQÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄTMBTKSHU@SDCÄK@MCÄNQÄRDLH�M@STQ@KÄ@QD@RÄENQÄHMSDMRHUDÄ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÄOTQONRDR�

�B�Ä6@SDQÄL@M@FDLDMSÄOQNIDBSRÄENQÄ@FQHBTKSTQD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄHQQHF@SHNMÄ@MCÄK@MCÄCQ@HM@FDÄOQNIDBSR�

�C�Ä(MHSH@KÄ@EENQDRS@SHNMÄ@MCÄCDENQDRS@SHNMÄENQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄBNMUDQRHNMÄSNÄ@MNSGDQÄSXODÄNEÄK@MCÄTRD�

�D�Ä(MSDMRHUDÄKHUDRSNBJÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�E�Ä(MSDMRHUDÄÆRGÄE@QLHMF�

(g) Reclamation of land from the sea.

2. Extractive industry

(a) Quarries, open-cast mining and peat extraction (projects not included in

 MMDWÄ(��

�A�Ä4MCDQFQNTMCÄLHMHMF�

�B�Ä$WSQ@BSHNMÄNEÄLHMDQ@KRÄAXÄL@QHMDÄNQÄÇTUH@KÄCQDCFHMF�Ä

(d) Deep drillings, in particular:
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�HU�ÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄA@RHBÄOK@MSÄGD@KSGÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄNEÄAHNBHCDR�

�U�ÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄA@RHBÄOG@QL@BDTSHB@KÄOQNCTBSRÄTRHMFÄ@ÄBGDLHB@KÄNQÄAHNKNFHB@KÄOQNBDRR�

(vi) for the production of explosives.

7. 

�@�Ä"NMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄKHMDRÄENQÄKNMF�CHRS@MBDÄQ@HKV@XÄSQ@EÆBÄ@MCÄNEÄ@HQONQSR3 with a basic runway length 
NEÄ����ÄLÄNQÄLNQD�

(b) Construction of motorways and express roads4

(c) Construction of a new road of four or more lanes, or realignment and/or widening of an existing 
road of two lanes or less so as to provide four or more lanes, where such new road, or realigned and/
or widened section of road would be 10 km or more in a continuous length.

8. 

�@�Ä(MK@MCÄV@SDQV@XRÄ@MCÄONQSRÄENQÄHMK@MC�V@SDQV@XÄSQ@EÆBÄVGHBGÄODQLHSÄSGDÄO@RR@FDÄNEÄUDRRDKRÄNEÄ
NUDQÄ����ÄSNMMDR�

(b) Trading ports, piers for loading and unloading connected to land and outside ports (excluding 
ferry piers) which can take vessels of over 1.350 tonnes.

�Ä6@RSDÄCHRONR@KÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄHMBHMDQ@SHNM�ÄBGDLHB@KÄSQD@SLDMSÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(( ÄSNÄ
#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"ÄTMCDQÄGD@CHMFÄ#��ÄNQÄK@MCÆKKÄNEÄG@Y@QCNTRÄV@RSDÄ�HDÄV@RSDÄSNÄVGHBGÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ
91/689/EEC applies).

��Ä6@RSDÄCHRONR@KÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄHMBHMDQ@SHNMÄNQÄBGDLHB@KÄSQD@SLDMSÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(( Ä
to Directive 75/442/EEC under heading D9 of non- hazardous waste with a capacity exceeding 100 
tonnes per day.

��Ä&QNTMCV@SDQÄ@ARSQ@BSHNMÄNQÄ@QSHÆBH@KÄFQNTMCV@SDQÄQDBG@QFDÄRBGDLDRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄUNKTLDÄ
of water abstracted or recharged is equivalent to or exceeds 10 million cubic metres.

12. 

(a) Works for the transfer of water resources between river basins where this transfer aims at pre-
venting possible shortages of water and where the amount of water transferred exceeds 100 million 
BTAHBÄLDSQDRÄ�ÄXD@Q�

(b) In all other cases, works for the transfer of water resources between river basins where the multi-
@MMT@KÄ@UDQ@FDÄÇNVÄNEÄSGDÄA@RHMÄNEÄ@ARSQ@BSHNMÄDWBDDCRÄ����ÄLHKKHNMÄBTAHBÄLDSQDRÄ�ÄXD@QÄ@MCÄVGDQDÄ
SGDÄ@LNTMSÄNEÄV@SDQÄSQ@MREDQQDCÄDWBDDCRÄ��ÄNEÄSGHRÄÇNV

In both cases transfers of piped drinking water are excluded.

13. Waste water treatment plants with a capacity exceeding 150.000 population equivalent as de-
ÆMDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄONHMSÄ���ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"

14. Extraction of petroleum and natural gas for commercial purposes where the amount extracted 
exceeds 500 tonnes / day in the case of petroleum and 500.000 m3 / day in the case of gas.

15. Dams and other installations designed for the holding back or permanent storage of water, 
where a new or additional amount of water held back or stored exceeds 10 million cubic metres.

3 %NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�Äh@HQONQSiÄLD@MRÄ@HQONQSRÄVGHBGÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ����Ä"GHB@FNÄ"NM-
vention setting up the International Civil Aviation Organization (Annex 14).
4 %NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄSGDÄ#HQDBSHUD�Ä hDWOQDRRÄQN@CiÄLD@MRÄ@ÄQN@CÄVGHBGÄBNLOKHDRÄVHSGÄSGDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄ HMÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ
 FQDDLDMSÄNMÄ,@HMÄ(MSDQM@SHNM@KÄ3Q@EÆBÄ QSDQHDRÄNEÄ��Ä-NUDLADQÄ����
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(c) Installations for the production of asbestos and the manufacture of asbestos-products (projects 
MNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�C�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄL@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄFK@RRÄHMBKTCHMFÄFK@RRÄÆAQD�

�D�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄRLDKSHMFÄLHMDQ@KÄRTARS@MBDRÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄLHMDQ@KÄÆAQDR�

�E�Ä,@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄBDQ@LHBÄOQNCTBSRÄAXÄATQMHMF�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄQNNÆMFÄSHKDR�ÄAQHBJR�ÄQDEQ@BSNQXÄAQHBJR�Ä
tiles, stoneware or porcelain.

6. Chemical industry (Projects not included in Annex I)

�@�Ä3QD@SLDMSÄNEÄHMSDQLDCH@SDÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄBGDLHB@KR�

(b) Production of pesticides and pharmaceutical products, paint and varnishes, elastomers and per-
NWHCDR�

(c) Storage facilities for petroleum, petrochemical and chemical products.

7. Food industry

�@�Ä,@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄUDFDS@AKDÄ@MCÄ@MHL@KÄNHKRÄ@MCÄE@SR�

�A�Ä/@BJHMFÄ@MCÄB@MMHMFÄNEÄ@MHL@KÄ@MCÄUDFDS@AKDÄOQNCTBSR�Ä

�B�Ä,@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄC@HQXÄOQNCTBSR�

�C�Ä!QDVHMFÄ@MCÄL@KSHMF�

�D�Ä"NMEDBSHNMDQXÄ@MCÄRXQTOÄL@MTE@BSTQD�

�E�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄRK@TFGSDQÄNEÄ@MHL@KR�

�F�Ä(MCTRSQH@KÄRS@QBGÄL@MTE@BSTQHMFÄHMRS@KK@SHNMR�Ä

�G�Ä%HRG�LD@KÄ@MCÄÆRG�NHKÄE@BSNQHDR�

(i) Sugar factories.

8. Textile, leather, wood and paper industries

�@�Ä(MCTRSQH@KÄOK@MSRÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄO@ODQÄ@MCÄAN@QCÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

(b) Plants for the pretreatment (operations such as washing, bleaching, mercerization) or dyeing of 
ÆAQDRÄNQÄSDWSHKDR�

�B�Ä/K@MSRÄENQÄSGDÄS@MMHMFÄNEÄGHCDRÄ@MCÄRJHMR�

(d) Cellulose-processing and production installations.

9. Rubber industry

Manufacture and treatment of elastomer - based products.

10. Infrastructure projects

�@�Ä(MCTRSQH@KÄDRS@SDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄOQNIDBSR�

�A�Ä4QA@MÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄOQNIDBSR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄRGNOOHMFÄBDMSQDRÄ@MCÄB@QÄO@QJR�

(c) Construction of railways and intermodal transshipment facilities, and of intermodal terminals 
�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�C�Ä"NMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄ@HQÆDKCRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�D�Ä"NMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄQN@CR�ÄG@QANTQRÄ@MCÄONQSÄHMRS@KK@SHNMR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄÆRGHMFÄG@QANTQRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄ
HMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�E�Ä(MK@MC�V@SDQV@XÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(�ÄB@M@KHY@SHNMÄ@MCÄÇNNC�QDKHDEÄVNQJR�
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 - geothermal drilling,

 - drilling for the storage of nuclear waste material,

 - drilling for water supplies,

VHSGÄSGDÄDWBDOSHNMÄNEÄCQHKKHMFRÄENQÄHMUDRSHF@SHMFÄSGDÄRS@AHKHSXÄNEÄSGDÄRNHK�Ä�D�Ä2TQE@BDÄHMCTRSQH@KÄHMRS@KK@-
tion for the extraction of coal, petroleum, natural gas and ores, as well as bituminous shale.

3. Energy industry

(a) Industrial installations for the production of electricity, steam and hot water (projects not included 
HMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�A�Ä(MCTRSQH@KÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄB@QQXHMFÄF@R�ÄRSD@LÄ@MCÄGNSÄV@SDQ�ÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHB@KÄDMDQFXÄAXÄ
NUDQGD@CÄB@AKDRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�B�Ä2TQE@BDÄRSNQ@FDÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�

�C�Ä4MCDQFQNTMCÄRSNQ@FDÄNEÄBNLATRSHAKDÄF@RDR�Ä

�D�Ä2TQE@BDÄRSNQ@FDÄNEÄENRRHKÄETDKR�

�E�Ä(MCTRSQH@KÄAQHPTDSSHMFÄNEÄBN@KÄ@MCÄKHFMHSD�

�F�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄOQNBDRRHMFÄ@MCÄRSNQ@FDÄNEÄQ@CHN@BSHUDÄV@RSDÄ�TMKDRRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�G�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄGXCQNDKDBSQHBÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBSHNM�

(i) Installations for the harnessing of wind power for energy production (wind farms).

4. Production and processing of metals

(a) Installations for the production of pig iron or steel (primary or secondary fusion) including con-
SHMTNTRÄB@RSHMF�

(b) Installations for the processing of ferrous metals: 

�H�ÄGNS�QNKKHMFÄLHKKR�

�HH�ÄRLHSGDQHDRÄVHSGÄG@LLDQR�

�HHH�Ä@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄOQNSDBSHUDÄETRDCÄLDS@KÄBN@SR�Ä

�B�Ä%DQQNTRÄLDS@KÄENTMCQHDR�

(d) Installations for the smelting, including the alloyage of non-ferrous metals, excluding precious 
LDS@KR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄQDBNUDQDCÄOQNCTBSRÄ�QDÆMHMF�ÄENTMCQXÄB@RSHMF�ÄDSB��

(e) Installations for surface treatment of metals and plastic materials using an electrolytic or chemical 
OQNBDRR�

Ä�E�Ä,@MTE@BSTQDÄ@MCÄ@RRDLAKXÄNEÄLNSNQÄUDGHBKDRÄ@MCÄL@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄLNSNQ�ÄUDGHBKDÄDMFHMDR�

�F�Ä2GHOX@QCR�

�G�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄ@MCÄQDO@HQÄNEÄ@HQBQ@ES�Ä

�H�Ä,@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄQ@HKV@XÄDPTHOLDMS�

�I�Ä2V@FHMFÄAXÄDWOKNRHUDR�

(k) Installations for the roasting and sintering of metallic ores.

5. Mineral industry

�@�Ä"NJDÄNUDMRÄ�CQXÄBN@KÄCHRSHKK@SHNM��

�A�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄL@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄBDLDMS�
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ANNEX III

SELECTION CRITERIA REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 4(3)

1. Characteristics of projects

The characteristics of projects must be considered having regard, in particular, to:

 - the size of the project,

 - the cumulation with other projects,

 - the use of natural resources,

 - the production of waste,

 - pollution and nuisances,

 - the risk of accidents, having regard in particular to substances or technologies used.

2. Location of projects

The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected by projects must be consid-
ered, having regard, in particular, to:

 - the existing land use,

 - the relative abundance, quality and regenerative capacity of natural resources in the area,

 - the absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular attention to the following 
areas:

�@�ÄVDSK@MCR�

�A�ÄBN@RS@KÄYNMDR�

�B�ÄLNTMS@HMÄ@MCÄENQDRSÄ@QD@R�Ä

�C�ÄM@STQDÄQDRDQUDRÄ@MCÄO@QJR�

�D�Ä@QD@RÄBK@RRHÆDCÄNQÄOQNSDBSDCÄTMCDQÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRiÄKDFHRK@SHNM�ÄRODBH@KÄOQNSDBSHNMÄ@QD@RÄCDRHFM@SDCÄ
AXÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"Ä@MCÄ������$$"�

(f) areas in which the environmental quality standards laid down in Community legislation have 
@KQD@CXÄADDMÄDWBDDCDC�

�F�ÄCDMRDKXÄONOTK@SDCÄ@QD@R�

�G�ÄK@MCRB@ODRÄNEÄGHRSNQHB@K�ÄBTKSTQ@KÄNQÄ@QBG@DNKNFHB@KÄRHFMHÆB@MBD

3. Characteristics of the potential impact

3GDÄONSDMSH@KÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄOQNIDBSRÄLTRSÄADÄBNMRHCDQDCÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄBQHSDQH@ÄRDSÄNTSÄTMCDQÄ�Ä
and 2 above, and having regard in particular to:

 - the extent of the impact (geographical area and size of the affected population),

 - the transfrontier nature of the impact,

 - the magnitude and complexity of the impact,

 - the probability of the impact,

 - the duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact.
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(g) Dams and other installations designed to hold water or store it on a long-term basis (projects not 
HMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

(h) Tramways, elevated and underground railways, suspended lines or similar lines of a particular 
SXOD�ÄTRDCÄDWBKTRHUDKXÄNQÄL@HMKXÄENQÄO@RRDMFDQÄSQ@MRONQS�

�H�Ä.HKÄ@MCÄF@RÄOHODKHMDÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��Ä

�I�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄNEÄKNMF�CHRS@MBDÄ@PTDCTBSR�

(k) Coastal work to combat erosion and maritime works capable of altering the coast through the 
construction, for example, of dykes, moles, jetties and other sea defence works, excluding the main-
SDM@MBDÄ@MCÄQDBNMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄRTBGÄVNQJR�

�K�Ä&QNTMCV@SDQÄ@ARSQ@BSHNMÄ@MCÄ@QSHÆBH@KÄFQNTMCV@SDQÄQDBG@QFDÄRBGDLDRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(�

(m) Works for the transfer of water resources between river basins not included in Annex I.

11. Other projects

�@�Ä/DQL@MDMSÄQ@BHMFÄ@MCÄSDRSÄSQ@BJRÄENQÄLNSNQHYDCÄUDGHBKDR�

�A�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄCHRONR@KÄNEÄV@RSDÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��

�B�Ä6@RSD�V@SDQÄSQD@SLDMSÄOK@MSRÄ�OQNIDBSRÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(��Ä

�C�Ä2KTCFD�CDONRHSHNMÄRHSDR�

�D�Ä2SNQ@FDÄNEÄRBQ@OÄHQNM�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄRBQ@OÄUDGHBKDR�Ä

�E�Ä3DRSÄADMBGDRÄENQÄDMFHMDR�ÄSTQAHMDRÄNQÄQD@BSNQR�

�F�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄL@MTE@BSTQDÄNEÄ@QSHÆBH@KÄLHMDQ@KÄÆAQDR�

�G�Ä(MRS@KK@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄQDBNUDQXÄNQÄCDRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄDWOKNRHUDÄRTARS@MBDR�Ä

(i) Knackers’ yards.

12. Tourism and leisure

�@�Ä2JH�QTMR�ÄRJH�KHESRÄ@MCÄB@AKD�B@QRÄ@MCÄ@RRNBH@SDCÄCDUDKNOLDMSR�Ä

�A�Ä,@QHM@R�

�B�Ä'NKHC@XÄUHKK@FDRÄ@MCÄGNSDKÄBNLOKDWDRÄNTSRHCDÄTQA@MÄ@QD@RÄ@MCÄ@RRNBH@SDCÄCDUDKNOLDMSR�

�C�Ä/DQL@MDMSÄB@LOÄRHSDRÄ@MCÄB@Q@U@MÄRHSDR�Ä

(e) Theme parks.

13. 

 - Any change or extension of projects listed in Annex I or Annex II, already authorized, executed or 
HMÄSGDÄOQNBDRRÄNEÄADHMFÄDWDBTSDC�ÄVGHBGÄL@XÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄ@CUDQRDÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄ
�BG@MFDÄNQÄDWSDMRHNMÄMNSÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(�Ä�

 - Projects in Annex I, undertaken exclusively or mainly for the development and testing of new 
methods or products and not used for more than two years.
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ANNEX IV

INFORMATION REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 5(1)

1. Description of the project, including in particular:

 - a description of the physical characteristics of the whole project and the land-use requirements 
during the construction and operational phases,

 - a description of the main characteristics of the production processes, for instance, nature and 
quantity of the materials used,

 - an estimate, by type and quantity, of expected residues and emissions (water, air and soil pol-
lution, noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, etc.) resulting from the operation of the proposed 
project.

2. An outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer and an indication of the main reasons 
for this choice, taking into account the environmental effects.

�Ä ÄCDRBQHOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ@RODBSRÄNEÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄKHJDKXÄSNÄADÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ@EEDBSDCÄAXÄSGDÄOQNONRDCÄ
OQNIDBS�Ä HMBKTCHMF�Ä HMÄO@QSHBTK@Q�ÄONOTK@SHNM�ÄE@TM@�ÄÇNQ@�ÄRNHK�ÄV@SDQ�Ä@HQ�ÄBKHL@SHBÄE@BSNQR�ÄL@SDQH@KÄ
assets, including the architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship 
between the above factors.

4. A description5 NEÄSGDÄKHJDKXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄSGDÄOQNONRDCÄOQNIDBSÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄQDRTKS-
ing from:

 - the existence of the project,

 - the use of natural resources,

 - the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste,

and the description by the developer of the forecasting methods used to assess the effects on the 
environment.

�Ä ÄCDRBQHOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄDMUHR@FDCÄSNÄOQDUDMS�ÄQDCTBDÄ@MCÄVGDQDÄONRRHAKDÄNEERDSÄ@MXÄRHFMHÆ-
cant adverse effects on the environment.

6. A non-technical summary of the information provided under the above headings.

�Ä MÄHMCHB@SHNMÄNEÄ@MXÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄ�SDBGMHB@KÄCDÆBHDMBHDRÄNQÄK@BJÄNEÄJMNV�GNV�ÄDMBNTMSDQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ
developer in compiling the required information.

5 This description should cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and long-term, 
permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects of the project.
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Directive 1999/32/EC of 26 April 1999 relating to a reduction in the sulphur 
content of certain liquid fuels and amending Directive 93/12/EEC

(1) Whereas the objectives and principles of the Community’s environmental policy as set out in 
the action programmes on the environment and in particular the Fifth Environmental Action Pro-
gramme(4) on the basis of principles enshrined in Article 130r of the Treaty, aim in particular to 
ensure the effective protection of all people from the recognised risks from sulphur dioxide emissions 
@MCÄSNÄOQNSDBSÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄAXÄOQDUDMSHMFÄRTKOGTQÄCDONRHSHNMÄDWBDDCHMFÄBQHSHB@KÄKN@CRÄ@MCÄKDUDKR�

(2) Whereas Article 129 of the Treaty provides that health protection requirements are to form a 
BNMRSHSTDMSÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXiRÄNSGDQÄONKHBHDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄ QSHBKDÄ��N�ÄNEÄSGDÄ3QD@SXÄ@KRNÄOQNUHCDRÄ
that the activities of the Community should include a contribution to the attainment of a high level 
NEÄGD@KSGÄOQNSDBSHNM�

���Ä6GDQD@RÄ DLHRRHNMRÄ NEÄ RTKOGTQÄ CHNWHCDÄ BNMSQHATSDÄ RHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ SNÄ SGDÄ OQNAKDLÄNEÄ @BHCHÆB@SHNMÄ
HMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄVGDQD@RÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄ@KRNÄG@RÄ@ÄCHQDBSÄDEEDBSÄNMÄGTL@MÄGD@KSGÄ@MCÄNMÄSGDÄ
DMUHQNMLDMS�

���Ä6GDQD@RÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄ@MCÄ@SLNROGDQHBÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄC@L@FDÄRDMRHSHUDÄDBNRXRSDLR�ÄQDCTBDÄAHN-
diversity and reduce amenity value as well as detrimentally affecting crop production and the growth 
NEÄENQDRSR�ÄVGDQD@RÄ@BHCÄQ@HMÄE@KKHMFÄHMÄBHSHDRÄL@XÄB@TRDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄC@L@FDÄSNÄATHKCHMFRÄ@MCÄSGDÄ@QBGH-
SDBSTQ@KÄGDQHS@FD�ÄVGDQD@RÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄONKKTSHNMÄL@XÄ@KRNÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSÄTONMÄGTL@MÄ
GD@KSG�ÄO@QSHBTK@QKXÄ@LNMFÄSGNRDÄRDBSNQRÄNEÄSGDÄONOTK@SHNMÄRTEEDQHMFÄEQNLÄQDROHQ@SNQXÄCHRD@RDR�

���Ä6GDQD@RÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄHRÄ@ÄSQ@MRANTMC@QXÄOGDMNLDMNMÄQDPTHQHMFÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄM@SHNM@KÄ
NQÄKNB@KÄRNKTSHNMR�

(6) Whereas emissions of sulphur dioxide contribute to the formation of particulate matter in the 
@SLNROGDQD�

(7) Whereas the Community and the individual Member States are Contracting Parties to the UN-
$"$Ä"NMUDMSHNMÄNMÄ+NMF�1@MFDÄ3Q@MRANTMC@QXÄ HQÄ/NKKTSHNM�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄ4-�$"$Ä/QNSNBNKÄ
on transboundary pollution by sulphur dioxide foresees that the Contracting Parties should reduce 
RTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄDLHRRHNMRÄHMÄKHMDÄVHSGÄNQÄADXNMCÄSGDÄ���ÄQDCTBSHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ/QNSNBNKÄ@MCÄ
whereas the second UN-ECE Protocol is based on the premise that critical loads and levels will con-
SHMTDÄSNÄADÄDWBDDCDCÄHMÄRNLDÄRDMRHSHUDÄ@QD@R�ÄVGDQD@RÄETQSGDQÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄQDCTBDÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄ
emissions will still be required if the objectives in the Fifth Environmental Action Programme are to 
ADÄQDRODBSDC�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄ"NMSQ@BSHMFÄ/@QSHDRÄRGNTKCÄSGDQDENQDÄL@JDÄETQSGDQÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄQDCTBSHNMRÄ
HMÄDLHRRHNMRÄNEÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCD�

(8) Whereas sulphur which is naturally present in small quantities in oil and coal has for decades 
been recognised as the dominant source of sulphur dioxide emissions which are one of the main 
causes of “acid rain” and one of the major causes of the air pollution experienced in many urban 
@MCÄHMCTRSQH@KÄ@QD@R�

(9) Whereas the Commission has recently published a communication on a cost-effective strategy to 
BNLA@SÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄBNMSQNKÄNEÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄDLHRRHNMRÄNQHFHM@S-
HMFÄEQNLÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄNEÄBDQS@HMÄKHPTHCÄETDKRÄV@RÄHCDMSHÆDCÄ@RÄADHMFÄ@MÄHMSDFQ@KÄBNLONMDMSÄNEÄ
SGHRÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄRSQ@SDFX�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄQDBNFMHRDRÄSGDÄMDDCÄENQÄLD@RTQDRÄQDF@QCHMFÄ@KKÄ
NSGDQÄETDKR�

����Ä6GDQD@RÄRSTCHDRÄG@UDÄRGNVMÄSG@SÄADMDÆSRÄEQNLÄQDCTBHMFÄRTKOGTQÄDLHRRHNMRÄAXÄQDCTBSHNMRÄ HMÄ
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(20) Whereas the limit values of 0.2% (from the year 2000) and of 0.1% (from the year 2008) for 
the sulphur content of gas oils intended for marine use in sea-going ships may present technical 
and economic problems for Greece throughout its territory, for Spain with regard to the Canary 
Islands, for France with regard to the French Overseas Departments, and for Portugal with regard 
SNÄSGDÄ@QBGHODK@FNDRÄNEÄ,@CDHQ@Ä@MCÄ YNQDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄ@ÄCDQNF@SHNMÄENQÄ&QDDBD�ÄSGDÄ"@M@QXÄ(RK@MCR�Ä
the French Overseas Departments and the Archipelagoes of Madeira and Azores should not have a 
negative effect upon the market in gas oil intended for marine use and given that exports of gas oil 
for marine use from Greece, the Canary Islands, the French Overseas Departments and the Archi-
pelagoes of Madeira and Azores to other Member States should satisfy the requirements in force in 
SGDÄHLONQSHMFÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SD�ÄVGDQD@RÄ&QDDBD�ÄSGDÄ"@M@QXÄ(RK@MCR�ÄSGDÄ%QDMBGÄ.UDQRD@RÄ#DO@QSLDMSRÄ
and the Archipelagoes of Madeira and Azores should therefore be afforded a derogation from the 
KHLHSÄU@KTDRÄNEÄRTKOGTQÄAXÄVDHFGSÄENQÄF@RÄNHKÄTRDCÄENQÄL@QHMDÄOTQONRDR�

(21) Whereas sulphur emissions from shipping due to the combustion of bunker fuels with a high 
RTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄBNMSQHATSDÄSNÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄONKKTSHNMÄ@MCÄOQNAKDLRÄNEÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNM�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄ
Community will be advocating more effective protection of areas sensitive to SOx emissions and a 
reduction in the normal limit value for bunker fuel oil (from the present 4.5%) at the continuing 
and future negotiations on the MARPOL Convention within the International Maritime Organisation 
�(,.��ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄHMHSH@SHUDRÄSNÄG@UDÄSGDÄ-NQSGÄ2D@�"G@MMDKÄCDBK@QDCÄ@ÄRODBH@KÄKNVÄ2.WÄ
DLHRRHNMÄBNMSQNKÄ@QD@ÄRGNTKCÄADÄBNMSHMTDC�

����Ä6GDQD@RÄLNQDÄOQNENTMCÄQDRD@QBGÄHMSNÄSGDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄNMÄDBNRXRSDLRÄ@MCÄSGDÄGT-
L@MÄANCXÄHRÄMDDCDC�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄHRÄ@RRHRSHMFÄRTBGÄQDRD@QBGÄTMCDQÄSGDÄ%HESGÄ%Q@LDVNQJÄ
1DRD@QBGÄ/QNFQ@LLD�

(23) Whereas in the case of a disruption in the supply of crude oil, petroleum products or other 
hydrocarbons, the Commission may authorise application of a higher limit within a Member State’s 
SDQQHSNQX�

(24) Whereas Member States should establish the appropriate mechanisms for monitoring compli-
@MBDÄVHSGÄ SGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄ SGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄVGDQD@RÄ QDONQSRÄNMÄSGDÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄNEÄ KHPTHCÄ ETDKRÄ
RGNTKCÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄSNÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNM�

(25) Whereas, for reasons of clarity, it will be necessary to amend Directive 93/12/EEC.

Article 1

Purpose and scope

1. The purpose of this Directive is to reduce the emissions of sulphur dioxide resulting from the com-
bustion of certain types of liquid fuels and thereby to reduce the harmful effects of such emissions 
on man and the environment.

2. Reductions in the emissions of sulphur dioxide resulting from the combustion of certain petro-
leum-derived liquid fuels shall be achieved by imposing limits on the sulphur content of such fuels as 
a condition for their use within the territory of the Member States.

The limitations on the sulphur content of certain petroleum-derived liquid fuels as laid down in this 
Directive shall not, however, apply to:

(a) - petroleum derived liquid fuels used by seagoing ships, except those fuels falling within the 
CDÆMHSHNMÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����
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the sulphur content of fuels will often be considerably greater than the estimated costs to industry 
in this Directive and whereas the technology exists and is well established for reducing the sulphur 
KDUDKÄNEÄKHPTHCÄETDKR�

(11) Whereas, in conformity with the principle of subsidiarity and the principle of proportionality re-
ferred to in Article 3b of the Treaty, the objective of reducing the emissions of sulphur dioxide arising 
from the combustion of certain types of liquid fuels cannot be achieved effectively by Member States 
@BSHMFÄHMCHUHCT@KKX�ÄVGDQD@RÄTMBNMBDQSDCÄ@BSHNMÄNEEDQRÄMNÄFT@Q@MSDDÄNEÄ@BGHDUHMFÄSGDÄCDRHQDCÄNAIDB-
tive, is potentially counterproductive and will result in considerable uncertainty in the market for the 
ETDKÄOQNCTBSRÄ@EEDBSDC�ÄVGDQD@R�ÄHMÄUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄQDCTBDÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄDLHRRHNMRÄ@BQNRRÄSGDÄ
"NLLTMHSX�ÄHSÄHRÄSGDQDENQDÄLNQDÄDEEDBSHUDÄSNÄS@JDÄ@BSHNMÄ@SÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGHRÄ
#HQDBSHUDÄKHLHSRÄHSRDKEÄSNÄSGDÄLHMHLTLÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄMDBDRR@QXÄSNÄ@BGHDUDÄSGDÄCDRHQDCÄNAIDBSHUD�

(12) Whereas in Council Directive 93/12/EEC of 23 March 1993 relating to the sulphur content of 
certain liquid fuels the Commission was asked to submit to the Council a proposal prescribing lower 
KHLHSRÄENQÄSGDÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄHMÄF@RÄNHKÄ@MCÄMDVÄKHLHSRÄENQÄ@UH@SHNMÄJDQNRDMD�ÄVGDQD@RÄHSÄVNTKCÄADÄ
appropriate to lay down limits for the sulphur content of other liquid fuels, in particular heavy fuel 
NHKR�ÄATMJDQÄETDKÄNHKR�ÄL@QHMDÄF@RÄNHKRÄ@MCÄF@RÄNHKR�ÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄBNRSÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄRSTCHDR�

(13) Whereas, in accordance with Article 130t of the Treaty, this Directive should not prevent any 
,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄEQNLÄL@HMS@HMHMFÄNQÄHMSQNCTBHMFÄLNQDÄRSQHMFDMSÄOQNSDBSHUDÄLD@RTQDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄRTBGÄ
LD@RTQDRÄLTRSÄADÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄSGDÄ3QD@SXÄ@MCÄRGNTKCÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNM�

(14) Whereas a Member State, before introducing new, more stringent protective measures, should 
notify the draft measures to the Commission in accordance with Council Directive 83/189/EEC of 
��Ä,@QBGÄ����ÄK@XHMFÄCNVMÄ@ÄOQNBDCTQDÄENQÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄNEÄSDBGMHB@KÄ
RS@MC@QCRÄ@MCÄQDFTK@SHNMR�

(15) Whereas, with regard to the limit on the sulphur content of heavy fuel oil, it is appropriate to 
OQNUHCDÄENQÄCDQNF@SHNMRÄHMÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@MCÄQDFHNMRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄBNMCHSHNMRÄ@KKNV�

(16) Whereas, with regard to the limit on the sulphur content of heavy fuel oil, it is also appropri-
ate to provide for derogations for their use in combustion plants which comply with the emission 
limit values laid down in Council Directive 88/609/EEC of 24 November 1988 on the limitation of 
DLHRRHNMRÄNEÄBDQS@HMÄONKKTS@MSRÄHMSNÄSGDÄ@HQÄEQNLÄK@QFDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSR�ÄVGDQD@RÄHMÄSGDÄKHFGSÄNEÄSGDÄ
forthcoming revision of Directive 88/609/EEC, it may be necessary to review and, if appropriate, to 
QDUHRDÄBDQS@HMÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

����Ä6GDQD@RÄENQÄQDÆMDQXÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄDWBKTCDCÄEQNLÄSGDÄRBNODÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����H��B�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDB-
tive the emissions of sulphur dioxide averaged over such plants should not exceed the limits set out 
HMÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"ÄNQÄ@MXÄETSTQDÄQDUHRHNMÄNEÄSG@SÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄVGDQD@R�ÄHMÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ
Directive, Member States should bear in mind that substitution by fuels other than those pursuant to 
 QSHBKDÄ�ÄRGNTKCÄMNSÄOQNCTBDÄ@MÄHMBQD@RDÄHMÄDLHRRHNMRÄNEÄ@BHCHEXHMFÄONKKTS@MSR�

(18) Whereas a limit value of 0.2% for the sulphur content of gas oils has already been established 
OTQRT@MSÄSNÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ������$$"�ÄVGDQD@RÄSG@SÄKHLHSÄU@KTDÄRGNTKCÄADÄBG@MFDCÄSNÄ���ÄTMSHKÄ�Ä)@MT-
@QXÄ�����

(19) Whereas, in accordance with the 1994 Act of Accession, Austria and Finland have a derogation 
for a period of four years from the date of accession regarding the provisions in Directive 93/12/EEC 
BNMBDQMHMFÄSGDÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄNEÄF@RÄNHK�
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any Community legislation which repeals and replaces these standards and other relevant Commu-
nity provisions are respected and the emissions do not contribute to critical loads being exceeded in 
any Member State, a Member State may authorise heavy fuel oils with a sulphur content of between 
1.00 and 3.00% by mass to be used in part or the whole of its territory. Such authorisation shall 
apply only while emissions from a Member State do not contribute to critical loads being exceeded 
in any Member State.

3. (i) Subject to appropriate monitoring of emissions by competent authorities paragraphs 1 and 2 
shall not apply to heavy fuel oils used:

(a) in combustion plants which fall within the scope of Directive 88/609/EEC, which are considered 
MDVÄOK@MSRÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄFHUDMÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄNEÄSG@SÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MCÄVGHBGÄBNLOKXÄ
with the sulphur dioxide emission limits for such plants set out in Article 4 of and Annex IV to that 
#HQDBSHUD�

(b) in other combustion plants, which do not fall under the scope of (a), where the emissions of 
sulphur dioxide from the plant are less than or equal to 1700 mg/Nm3 at an oxygen content in the 
ÇTDÄF@RÄNEÄ��ÄAXÄUNKTLDÄNMÄ@ÄCQXÄA@RHR�

�B�ÄENQÄBNLATRSHNMÄHMÄQDÆMDQHDR�ÄVGDQDÄSGDÄLNMSGKXÄ@UDQ@FDÄNEÄDLHRRHNMRÄNEÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄ@UDQ-
@FDCÄNUDQÄ@KKÄOK@MSRÄHMÄSGDÄQDÆMDQXÄ�DWBKTCHMFÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄVGHBGÄE@KKÄTMCDQÄSGDÄRBNODÄNEÄ�@���Ä
irrespective of the type of fuel or fuel combination used, are within a limit to be set by each Member 
State, which shall not exceed 1700 mg/Nm3.

(ii) Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that any combustion plant using 
heavy fuel oil with a sulphur concentration greater than that referred to in paragraph 1 shall not 
ADÄNODQ@SDCÄVHSGNTSÄ@ÄODQLHSÄHRRTDCÄAXÄ@ÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSX�ÄVGHBGÄRODBHÆDRÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSR

4. The provisions of paragraph 3 shall be reviewed and, if appropriate, revised in the light of any 
future revision of Directive 88/609/EEC.

5. If a Member State avails itself of the possibilities referred to in paragraph 2, it shall, at least 12 
LNMSGRÄADENQDG@MC�ÄHMENQLÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄ3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄFHUDMÄRTEÆ-
cient information to assess whether the criteria mentioned in paragraph 2 are met. The Commission 
shall inform the other Member States.

Within six months of the date on which it receives the information from the Member State, the 
Commission shall examine the measures envisaged and, in accordance with the procedure set out 
in Article 9, take a decision which it shall communicate to the Member States. This decision shall 
be reviewed every eight years on the basis of information to be provided to the Commission by the 
Member States concerned in accordance with the procedure set out in Article 9.

Article 4

Maximum sulphur content in gas oil

1. Member States shall take all necessary steps to ensure that gas oils, including marine gas oils, are 
not used within their territory as from:

- July 2000 if their sulphur content exceeds 0.20% by mass,

- 1 January 2008 if their sulphur content exceeds 0.10% by mass.

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Spain, for the Canary Islands, France, for the French Over-
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�ÄL@QHMDÄF@RÄNHKÄTRDCÄAXÄRGHORÄBQNRRHMFÄ@ÄEQNMSHDQÄADSVDDMÄ@ÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQXÄ@MCÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SD�

�A�ÄETDKRÄHMSDMCDCÄENQÄOQNBDRRHMFÄOQHNQÄSNÄÆM@KÄBNLATRSHNM�

�B�ÄETDKRÄSNÄADÄOQNBDRRDCÄHMÄSGDÄQDÆMHMFÄHMCTRSQX

Article 2

Definitions

For the purpose of this Directive:

1. heavy fuel oil means:

- any petroleum-derived liquid fuel falling within CN code 2710 00 71 to 2710 00 78, or

�Ä@MXÄODSQNKDTL�CDQHUDCÄKHPTHCÄETDK�ÄNSGDQÄSG@MÄF@RÄNHKÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄONHMSRÄ�Ä@MCÄ��ÄVGHBG�ÄAXÄQD@RNMÄ
of its distillation limits, falls within the category of heavy oils intended for use as fuel and of which 
KDRRÄSG@MÄ���ÄAXÄUNKTLDÄ�HMBKTCHMFÄKNRRDR�ÄCHRSHKRÄ@SÄ���Ä�"ÄAXÄSGDÄ 23,Ä#��ÄLDSGNCÄ(EÄSGDÄCHRSHKK@-
tion cannot be determined by the ASTM D86 method, the petroleum product is likewise categorised 
@RÄ@ÄGD@UXÄETDKÄNHK�

2. gas oil means:

- any petroleum-derived liquid fuel falling within CN code 2710 00 67 or 2710 00 68, or

- any petroleum-derived liquid fuel which, by reason of its distillation limits, falls within the category 
of middle distillates intended for use as fuel and of which at least 85% by volume (including losses) 
CHRSHKRÄ@SÄ���Ä�"ÄAXÄSGDÄ 23,Ä#��ÄLDSGNC

#HDRDKÄETDKRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ������$"ÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ/@QKH@LDMSÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄ
Council of 13 October 1998 relating to the quality of petrol and diesel fuels and amending Council 
#HQDBSHUDÄ������$$"Ä@QDÄDWBKTCDCÄEQNLÄSGHRÄCDÆMHSHNMÄ%TDKRÄTRDCÄHMÄMNM�QN@CÄLNAHKDÄL@BGHMDQXÄ@MCÄ
@FQHBTKSTQ@KÄSQ@BSNQRÄ@QDÄ@KRNÄDWBKTCDCÄEQNLÄSGHRÄCDÆMHSHNM�

�ÄL@QHMDÄF@RÄNHKÄLD@MRÄETDKRÄHMSDMCDCÄENQÄL@QHMDÄTRDÄVGHBGÄLDDSÄSGDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄHMÄONHMSÄ�ÄNQÄVGHBGÄ
G@UDÄ@ÄUHRBNRHSXÄNQÄCDMRHSXÄE@KKHMFÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄQ@MFDRÄNEÄUHRBNRHSXÄNQÄCDMRHSXÄCDÆMDCÄENQÄL@QHMDÄCHRSHK-
K@SDRÄHMÄ3@AKDÄ(ÄNEÄ(2.Ä����Ä�������

4. ASTM method means the methods laid down by the American Society for Testing and Materials in 
SGDÄ����ÄDCHSHNMÄNEÄRS@MC@QCÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄ@MCÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄENQÄODSQNKDTLÄ@MCÄKTAQHB@SHMFÄOQNCTBSR�

5. combustion plant means any technical apparatus in which fuels are oxidised in order to use the 
GD@SÄFDMDQ@SDC�

6. critical load means a quantitative estimate of exposure to one or more pollutants below which 
RHFMHÆB@MSÄG@QLETKÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄRDMRHSHUDÄDKDLDMSRÄNEÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMSÄCNÄMNSÄNBBTQÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄBTQ-
rent knowledge.

Article 3

Maximum sulphur content of heavy fuel oil

1. Member States shall take all necessary steps to ensure that as from 1 January 2003 within their 
territory heavy fuel oils are not used if their sulphur content exceeds 1.00% by mass.

2. Provided that the air quality standards for sulphur dioxide laid down in Directive 80/779/EEC or in 
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Article 7

Reporting and review

1. On the basis of the results of the sampling and analysis carried out in accordance with Article 
6, Member States shall by 30 June of each year supply the Commission with a short report on the 
sulphur content of the liquid fuels falling within the scope of this Directive and used within their ter-
ritory during the preceding calendar year. This report shall include a summary of derogations granted 
pursuant to Article 3(3).

2. On the basis inter alia of the annual reports submitted in accordance with paragraph 1 and the 
NARDQUDCÄSQDMCRÄHMÄ@HQÄPT@KHSXÄ@MCÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNM�ÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KK�ÄAXÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����ÄRTALHSÄ
a report to the European Parliament and to the Council. The Commission may submit with its report 
proposals aimed at revising this Directive and in particular the limit values laid down for each fuel 
category and the exceptions and derogations provided for in Article 3(2) and (3), and Article 4(2) 
and (3).

3. The Commission shall consider which measures could be taken to reduce the contribution to 
@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄNEÄL@QHMDÄETDKRÄNSGDQÄSG@MÄSGNRDÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä@MC�ÄHEÄ@O-
propriate, make a proposal by the end of 2000.

Article 8

Amendments to Directive 93/12/EEC

1. Directive 93/12/EEC is amended as follows:

�@�ÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��@�Ä@MCÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�Ä@QDÄCDKDSDC�

�A�ÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�Ä@MCÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�Ä@QDÄCDKDSDC�

(c) Articles 3 and 4 are deleted.

2. Paragraph 1 shall apply as from 1 July 2000.

Article 9

Advisory Committee

The Commission shall be assisted by a committee of an advisory nature composed of the representa-
tives of the Member States and chaired by the representative of the Commission.

The representative of the Commission shall submit to the committee a draft of the measures to be 
taken. The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft, within a time limit which the chairman 
may lay down according to the urgency of the matter, if necessary by taking a vote.

3GDÄNOHMHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄQDBNQCDCÄHMÄSGDÄLHMTSDR�ÄHMÄ@CCHSHNM�ÄD@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄ
ask to have its position recorded in the minutes.

The Commission shall take the utmost account of the opinion delivered by the committee. It shall 
inform the committee of the manner in which its opinion has been taken into account.
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seas Departments, Greece, for the whole or part of its territory, and Portugal, for the archipelagoes 
of Madeira and Azores may authorise the use of gas oils for marine use with a sulphur content in 
excess of the limits set out in paragraph 1.

3. Provided that the air quality standards for sulphur dioxide laid down in Directive 80/779/EEC or 
in any Community legislation which repeals and replaces these standards and other relevant Com-
munity provisions are respected and the emissions do not contribute to critical loads being exceeded 
in any Member State, a Member State may authorise gas oil with a sulphur content between 0.10 
and 0.20% by mass to be used in part or the whole of its territory. Such authorisation shall apply 
only while emissions from a Member State do not contribute to critical loads being exceeded in any 
Member State and shall not extend beyond 1 January 2013.

4. If a Member State avails itself of the possibilities referred to in paragraph 3, it shall, at least 12 
LNMSGRÄADENQDG@MC�ÄHMENQLÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄ3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄFHUDMÄRTEÆ-
cient information to assess whether the criteria mentioned in paragraph 3 are met. The Commission 
shall inform the other Member States.

Within six months of the date on which it receives the information from the Member State, the 
Commission shall examine the measures envisaged and, in accordance with the procedure set out in 
Article 9, take a decision which it shall communicate to the Member States.

Article 5

Change in the supply of fuels

If, as a result of a sudden change in the supply of crude oil, petroleum products or other hydrocar-
ANMR�ÄHSÄADBNLDRÄCHEÆBTKSÄENQÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄSNÄ@OOKXÄSGDÄKHLHSRÄNMÄSGDÄL@WHLTLÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄ
referred to in Articles 3 and 4, that Member State shall inform the Commission thereof. The Com-
mission may authorise a higher limit to be applicable within the territory of that Member State for a 
ODQHNCÄMNSÄDWBDDCHMFÄRHWÄLNMSGR�ÄHSÄRG@KKÄMNSHEXÄHSRÄCDBHRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄ@MCÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ
Any Member State may refer that decision to the Council within one month. The Council, acting by 
@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄL@INQHSX�ÄL@XÄ@CNOSÄ@ÄCHEEDQDMSÄCDBHRHNMÄVHSGHMÄSVNÄLNMSGR

Article 6

Sampling and analysis

1. Member States shall take all necessary measures to check by sampling that the sulphur content 
of fuels used complies with Articles 3 and 4. The sampling shall commence within six months of the 
date on which the relevant limit for maximum sulphur content in the fuel comes into force. It shall 
ADÄB@QQHDCÄNTSÄVHSGÄRTEÆBHDMSÄEQDPTDMBXÄ@MCÄHMÄRTBGÄ@ÄV@XÄSG@SÄSGDÄR@LOKDRÄ@QDÄQDOQDRDMS@SHUDÄNEÄSGDÄ
fuel examined.
�Ä3GDÄQDEDQDMBDÄLDSGNCÄ@CNOSDCÄENQÄCDSDQLHMHMFÄSGDÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄRG@KKÄADÄSG@SÄCDÆMDCÄAX�

�@�Ä(2.ÄLDSGNCÄ����Ä������Ä@MCÄ/Q$-Ä(2.Ä�����ÄENQÄGD@UXÄETDKÄNHKÄ@MCÄL@QHMDÄF@RÄNHK�

(b) EN method 24260 (1987), ISO 8754 (1992) and PrEN ISO 14596 for gas oil.

3GDÄ@QAHSQ@SHNMÄLDSGNCÄVHKKÄADÄ/Q$-Ä(2.Ä�����Ä3GDÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄHMSDQOQDS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄUDQHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄ
the sulphur content of the gas oils used shall be carried out in accordance with ISO standard 4259 
(1992).
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Article 10

Transposition

Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary 
to comply with this Directive before 1 July 2000. They shall immediately inform the Commission 
thereof.

When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to this Directive or shall 
ADÄ@BBNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄQDEDQDMBDÄ@SÄSGDÄSHLDÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDÄOQNBDCTQDÄENQÄRTBGÄ
reference shall be adopted by Member States.

Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the provisions of national law 
VGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 11

Penalties

Member States shall determine the penalties applicable to breaches of the national provisions ad-
opted pursuant to this Directive. The penalties determined must be effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive.

Article 12

Entry into force

3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄC@XÄNEÄHSRÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQN-
pean Communities.

Article 13

Addressees

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
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Directive 2001/80/EC of 23 October 2001 on the limitation of emissions of 
certain pollutants into the air from large combustion plants

Whereas:

(1) Council Directive 88/609/EEC of 24 November 1988 on the limitation of emissions of certain 
pollutants into the air from large combustion plants has contributed to the reduction and control of 
atmospheric emissions from large combustion plants. It should be recast in the interests of clarity.

(2) The Fifth Environmental Action Programme sets as objectives that the critical loads and levels 
of certain acidifying pollutants such as sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) should not 
be exceeded at any time and, as regards air quality, that all people should be effectively protected 
against recognised health risks from air pollution.

(3) All Member States have signed the Gothenburg Protocol of 1 December 1999 to the 1979 Con-
vention of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) on long-range transbound-
@QXÄ@HQÄONKKTSHNMÄSNÄ@A@SDÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNM�ÄDTSQNOGHB@SHNMÄ@MCÄFQNTMC�KDUDKÄNYNMD�ÄVGHBGÄHMBKTCDR�ÄHMSDQÄ
alia, commitments to reduce emissions of sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen.

���Ä3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄG@RÄOTAKHRGDCÄ@Ä"NLLTMHB@SHNMÄNMÄ@Ä"NLLTMHSXÄRSQ@SDFXÄSNÄBNLA@SÄ@BHCHÆB@-
SHNMÄHMÄVGHBGÄSGDÄQDUHRHNMÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ�������$$"ÄV@RÄHCDMSHÆDCÄ@RÄADHMFÄ@MÄHMSDFQ@KÄBNLONMDMSÄNEÄ
that strategy with the long term aim of reducing emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides 
RTEÆBHDMSKXÄSNÄAQHMFÄCDONRHSHNMRÄ@MCÄBNMBDMSQ@SHNMRÄCNVMÄSNÄKDUDKRÄADKNVÄSGDÄBQHSHB@KÄKN@CRÄ@MCÄKDUDKR

(5) In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty, the objective 
NEÄ QDCTBHMFÄ@BHCHEXHMFÄDLHRRHNMRÄ EQNLÄ K@QFDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄB@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄ
the Member States acting individually and unconcerted action offers no guarantee of achieving the 
CDRHQDCÄNAIDBSHUD�ÄHMÄUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄQDCTBDÄ@BHCHEXHMFÄDLHRRHNMRÄ@BQNRRÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�ÄHSÄHRÄLNQDÄ
effective to take action at Community level.

���Ä$WHRSHMFÄK@QFDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄ@QDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄBNMSQHATSNQRÄSNÄDLHRRHNMRÄNEÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄ@MCÄ
nitrogen oxides in the Community and it is necessary to reduce these emissions. It is therefore neces-
sary to adapt the approach to the different characteristics of the large combustion plant sector in 
the Member States.

(7) Council Directive 96/61/EC of 24 September 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention 
and control sets out an integrated approach to pollution prevention and control in which all the 
@RODBSRÄ NEÄ @MÄ HMRS@KK@SHNMiRÄ DMUHQNMLDMS@KÄ ODQENQL@MBDÄ @QDÄ BNMRHCDQDCÄ HMÄ @MÄ HMSDFQ@SDCÄL@MMDQ�Ä
combustion installations with a rated thermal input exceeding 50 MW are included within the scope 
NEÄSG@SÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄNEÄSG@SÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MÄHMUDMSNQXÄNEÄSGDÄOQHMBHO@KÄDLHRRHNMRÄ
and sources responsible is to be published every three years by the Commission on the basis of data 
supplied by the Member States. Pursuant to Article 18 of that Directive, acting on a proposal from 
the Commission, the Council will set emission limit values in accordance with the procedures laid 
CNVMÄHMÄSGDÄ3QD@SXÄENQÄVGHBGÄSGDÄMDDCÄENQÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@BSHNMÄG@RÄADDMÄHCDMSHÆDC�ÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHR�ÄHMÄ
particular, of the exchange of information provided for in Article 16 of that Directive.

(8) Compliance with the emission limit values laid down by this Directive should be regarded as a nec-
DRR@QXÄATSÄMNSÄRTEÆBHDMSÄBNMCHSHNMÄENQÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ������$"ÄQDF@QC-
ing the use of best available techniques. Such compliance may involve more stringent emission limit 
values, emission limit values for other substances and other media, and other appropriate conditions.

(9) Industrial experience in the implementation of techniques for the reduction of polluting emissions 
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Article 2

For the purpose of this Directive:

���ÄjDLHRRHNMkÄLD@MRÄSGDÄCHRBG@QFDÄNEÄRTARS@MBDRÄEQNLÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSÄHMSNÄSGDÄ@HQ�

���Ä jV@RSDÄF@RDRkÄLD@MRÄF@RDNTRÄCHRBG@QFDRÄ BNMS@HMHMFÄ RNKHC�Ä KHPTHCÄNQÄ F@RDNTRÄ DLHRRHNMR�Ä SGDHQÄ
UNKTLDSQHBÄÇNVÄQ@SDRÄRG@KKÄADÄDWOQDRRDCÄHMÄBTAHBÄLDSQDRÄODQÄGNTQÄ@SÄRS@MC@QCÄSDLODQ@STQDÄ����Ä*�Ä
and pressure (101.3 kPa) after correction for the water vapour content, hereinafter referred to as 
�-L��G��

(3) “emission limit value” means the permissible quantity of a substance contained in the waste 
F@RDRÄEQNLÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSÄVGHBGÄL@XÄADÄCHRBG@QFDCÄHMSNÄSGDÄ@HQÄCTQHMFÄ@ÄFHUDMÄODQHNC�ÄHSÄRG@KKÄ
be calculated in terms of mass per volume of the waste gases expressed in mg/Nm3, assuming an 
oxygen content by volume in the waste gas of 3% in the case of liquid and gaseous fuels, 6% in the 
B@RDÄNEÄRNKHCÄETDKRÄ@MCÄ���ÄHMÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄF@RÄSTQAHMDR�

(4) “rate of desulphurisation” means the ratio of the quantity of sulphur which is not emitted into 
the air at the combustion plant site over a given period to the quantity of sulphur contained in the 
ETDKÄVGHBGÄHRÄHMSQNCTBDCÄHMSNÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSÄE@BHKHSHDRÄ@MCÄVGHBGÄHRÄTRDCÄNUDQÄSGDÄR@LDÄODQHNC�

(5) “operator” means any natural or legal person who operates the combustion plant, or who has or 
G@RÄADDMÄCDKDF@SDCÄCDBHRHUDÄDBNMNLHBÄONVDQÄNUDQÄHS�

���ÄjETDKkÄLD@MRÄ@MXÄRNKHC�ÄKHPTHCÄNQÄF@RDNTRÄBNLATRSHAKDÄL@SDQH@KÄTRDCÄSNÄÆQDÄSGDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSÄ
with the exception of waste covered by Council Directive 89/369/EEC of 8 June 1989 on the preven-
tion of air pollution from new municipal waste incineration plants, Council Directive 89/429/EEC of 
21 June 1989 on the reduction of air pollution from existing municipal waste incineration plants, and 
Council Directive 94/67/EC of 16 December 1994 concerning the incineration of hazardous waste or 
@MXÄRTARDPTDMSÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@BSÄQDOD@KHMFÄ@MCÄQDOK@BHMFÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄNEÄSGDRDÄ#HQDBSHUDR�

(7) “combustion plant” means any technical apparatus in which fuels are oxidised in order to use 
the heat thus generated.

This Directive shall apply only to combustion plants designed for production of energy with the ex-
ception of those which make direct use of the products of combustion in manufacturing processes. 
In particular, this Directive shall not apply to the following combustion plants:

(a) plants in which the products of combustion are used for the direct heating, drying, or any other 
SQD@SLDMSÄNEÄNAIDBSRÄNQÄL@SDQH@KRÄDFÄQDGD@SHMFÄETQM@BDR�ÄETQM@BDRÄENQÄGD@SÄSQD@SLDMS�

(b) post-combustion plants i.e. any technical apparatus designed to purify the waste gases by com-
ATRSHNMÄVGHBGÄHRÄMNSÄNODQ@SDCÄ@RÄ@MÄHMCDODMCDMSÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MS�

�B�ÄE@BHKHSHDRÄENQÄSGDÄQDFDMDQ@SHNMÄNEÄB@S@KXSHBÄBQ@BJHMFÄB@S@KXRSR�

�C�ÄE@BHKHSHDRÄENQÄSGDÄBNMUDQRHNMÄNEÄGXCQNFDMÄRTKOGHCDÄHMSNÄRTKOGTQ�

�D�ÄQD@BSNQRÄTRDCÄHMÄSGDÄBGDLHB@KÄHMCTRSQX�

�E�ÄBNJDÄA@SSDQXÄETQM@BDR�

�F�ÄBNVODQR�

�G�Ä@MXÄSDBGMHB@KÄ@OO@Q@STRÄTRDCÄHMÄSGDÄOQNOTKRHNMÄNEÄ@ÄUDGHBKD�ÄRGHOÄNQÄ@HQBQ@ES�

�H�ÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄTRDCÄNMÄNEERGNQDÄOK@SENQLR�

(j) gas turbines licensed before 27 November 2002 or which in the view of the competent author-
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from large combustion plants has been acquired over a period of 15 years.

(10) The Protocol on heavy metals to the UNECE Convention on long-range transboundary air pollu-
tion recommends the adoption of measures to reduce heavy metals emitted by certain installations. 
(SÄHRÄJMNVMÄSG@SÄADMDÆSRÄEQNLÄQDCTBHMFÄCTRSÄDLHRRHNMRÄAXÄCTRSÄ@A@SDLDMSÄDPTHOLDMSÄVHKKÄOQNUHCDÄ
ADMDÆSRÄNMÄQDCTBHMFÄO@QSHBKD�ANTMCÄGD@UXÄLDS@KÄDLHRRHNMR

(11) Installations for the production of electricity represent an important part of the large combus-
tion plant sector.

(12) Directive 96/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 December 1996 con-
cerning common rules for the internal market in electricity is intended inter alia to have the effect of 
distributing new production capacity among new arrivals in the sector.

(13) The Community is committed to a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions. Where it is feasible 
SGDÄBNLAHMDCÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄGD@SÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄQDOQDRDMSRÄ@ÄU@KT@AKDÄNOONQSTMHSXÄENQÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ
HLOQNUHMFÄNUDQ@KKÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄETDKÄTRD

����Ä ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄHMBQD@RDÄHMÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄENQÄOQNCTBHMFÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄHRÄ@KQD@CXÄTMCDQV@XÄ@MCÄ
is likely to continue, in particular through the use of gas turbines.

����Ä(MÄUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄHMBQD@RDÄHMÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBSHNMÄEQNLÄAHNL@RR�ÄRODBHÆBÄDLHRRHNMÄRS@MC@QCRÄENQÄSGHRÄ
ETDKÄ@QDÄITRSHÆDC

(16) The Council Resolution of 24 February 1997 on a Community strategy for waste management 
emphasises the need for promoting waste recovery and states that appropriate emission standards 
should apply to the operation of facilities in which waste is incinerated in order to ensure a high level 
of protection for the environment.

(17) Industrial experience has been gained concerning techniques and equipment for the measure-
LDMSÄNEÄSGDÄOQHMBHO@KÄONKKTS@MSRÄDLHSSDCÄAXÄK@QFDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSR�ÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLHSSDDÄENQÄ
Standardisation (CEN) has undertaken work with the aim of providing a framework securing com-
parable measurement results within the Community and guaranteeing a high level of quality of such 
measurements.

(18) There is a need to improve knowledge concerning the emission of the principal pollutants 
from large combustion plants. In order to be genuinely representative of the level of pollution of 
an installation, such information should also be associated with knowledge concerning its energy 
consumption.

(19) This Directive is without prejudice to the time limits within which the Member States must trans-
pose and implement Directive 88/609/EEC.

Article 1

This Directive shall apply to combustion plants, the rated thermal input of which is equal to or greater 
than 50 MW, irrespective of the type of fuel used (solid, liquid or gaseous).
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3. When the programmes are being carried out, Member States shall also determine the total annual 
emissions in accordance with Annex VIII(C).

4. If a substantial and unexpected change in energy demand or in the availability of certain fuels 
NQÄBDQS@HMÄFDMDQ@SHMFÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄBQD@SDRÄRDQHNTRÄSDBGMHB@KÄCHEÆBTKSHDRÄENQÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄAXÄ@Ä
Member State of its programme drawn up under paragraph 1, the Commission shall, at the request 
of the Member State concerned and taking into account the terms of the request, take a decision to 
modify, for that Member State, the emission ceilings and/or the dates set out in Annexes I and II and 
communicate its decision to the Council and to the Member States. Any Member State may within 
SGQDDÄLNMSGRÄQDEDQÄSGDÄCDBHRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄ3GDÄ"NTMBHK�Ä@BSHMFÄAXÄ@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄ
majority, may within three months take a different decision.

Article 4

1. Without prejudice to Article 17 Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that all 
licences for the construction or, in the absence of such a procedure, for the operation of new plants 
which in the view of the competent authority are the subject of a full request for a licence before 
27 November 2002, provided that the plant is put into operation no later than 27 November 2003 
contain conditions relating to compliance with the emission limit values laid down in part A of An-
nexes III to VII in respect of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust.

2. Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that all licences for the construction or, 
in the absence of such a procedure, for the operation of new plants, other than those covered by 
paragraph 1, contain conditions relating to compliance with the emission limit values laid down in 
part B of Annexes III to VII in respect of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust.

3. Without prejudice to Directive 96/61/EC and Council Directive 96/62/EC of 27 September 1996 
on ambient air quality assessment and management, Member States shall, by 1 January 2008 at the 
K@SDRS�Ä@BGHDUDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDLHRRHNMÄQDCTBSHNMRÄAX�

(a) taking appropriate measures to ensure that all licences for the operation of existing plants contain 
conditions relating to compliance with the emission limit values established for new plants referred 
SNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��ÄNQ

(b) ensuring that existing plants are subject to the national emission reduction plan referred to in 
O@Q@FQ@OGÄ��

and, where appropriate, applying Articles 5, 7 and 8.

4. Without prejudice to Directives 96/61/EC and 96/62/EC, existing plants may be exempted from 
compliance with the emission limit values referred to in paragraph 3 and from their inclusion in the 
national emission reduction plan on the following conditions:

(a) the operator of an existing plant undertakes, in a written declaration submitted by 30 June 2004 
at the latest to the competent authority, not to operate the plant for more than 20000 operational 
GNTQRÄRS@QSHMFÄEQNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ����Ä@MCÄDMCHMFÄMNÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����

(b) the operator is required to submit each year to the competent authority a record of the used and 
unused time allowed for the plants’ remaining operational life.

5. Member States may require compliance with emission limit values and time limits for implementa-
tion which are more stringent than those set out in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 and in Article 10. They 
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ity are the subject of a full request for a licence before 27 November 2002 provided that the plant 
is put into operation no later than 27 November 2003 without prejudice to Article 7(1) and Annex 
5(((� �Ä@MCÄ�!��

Plants powered by diesel, petrol and gas engines shall not be covered by this Directive.

Where two or more separate new plants are installed in such a way that, taking technical and eco-
nomic factors into account, their waste gases could, in the judgement of the competent authorities, 
be discharged through a common stack, the combination formed by such plants shall be regarded 
@RÄ@ÄRHMFKDÄTMHS�

���ÄjLTKSH�ETDKÄÆQHMFÄTMHSkÄLD@MRÄ@MXÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSÄVGHBGÄL@XÄADÄÆQDCÄRHLTKS@MDNTRKXÄNQÄ@KSDQ-
M@SDKXÄAXÄSVNÄNQÄLNQDÄSXODRÄNEÄETDK�

(9) “new plant” means any combustion plant for which the original construction licence or, in the 
@ARDMBDÄNEÄRTBGÄ@ÄOQNBDCTQD�ÄSGDÄNQHFHM@KÄNODQ@SHMFÄKHBDMBDÄV@RÄFQ@MSDCÄNMÄNQÄ@ESDQÄ�Ä)TKXÄ�����

(10) “existing plant” means any combustion plant for which the original construction licence or, in 
SGDÄ@ARDMBDÄNEÄRTBGÄ@ÄOQNBDCTQD�ÄSGDÄNQHFHM@KÄNODQ@SHMFÄKHBDMBDÄV@RÄFQ@MSDCÄADENQDÄ�Ä)TKXÄ�����

(11) “biomass” means products consisting of any whole or part of a vegetable matter from agricul-
ture or forestry which can be used as a fuel for the purpose of recovering its energy content and the 
following waste used as a fuel:

�@�ÄUDFDS@AKDÄV@RSDÄEQNLÄ@FQHBTKSTQDÄ@MCÄENQDRSQX�

�A�ÄUDFDS@AKDÄV@RSDÄEQNLÄSGDÄENNCÄOQNBDRRHMFÄHMCTRSQX�ÄHEÄSGDÄGD@SÄFDMDQ@SDCÄHRÄQDBNUDQDC�

�B�ÄÆAQNTRÄUDFDS@AKDÄV@RSDÄEQNLÄUHQFHMÄOTKOÄOQNCTBSHNMÄ@MCÄEQNLÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄO@ODQÄEQNLÄOTKO�ÄHEÄ
HSÄHRÄBN�HMBHMDQ@SDCÄ@SÄSGDÄOK@BDÄNEÄOQNCTBSHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄGD@SÄFDMDQ@SDCÄHRÄQDBNUDQDC�

�C�ÄBNQJÄV@RSD�

(e) wood waste with the exception of wood waste which may contain halogenated organic com-
pounds or heavy metals as a result of treatment with wood preservatives or coating, and which 
HMBKTCDRÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄRTBGÄVNNCÄV@RSDÄNQHFHM@SHMFÄEQNLÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄ@MCÄCDLNKHSHNMÄV@RSD�

(12) “gas turbine” means any rotating machine which converts thermal energy into mechanical 
work, consisting mainly of a compressor, a thermal device in which fuel is oxidised in order to heat 
SGDÄVNQJHMFÄÇTHC�Ä@MCÄ@ÄSTQAHMD

(13) “Outermost Regions” means the French Overseas Departments with regard to France, the 
Azores and Madeira with regard to Portugal and the Canary Islands with regard to Spain.

Article 3

1. Not later than 1 July 1990 Member States shall draw up appropriate programmes for the pro-
gressive reduction of total annual emissions from existing plants. The programmes shall set out the 
timetables and the implementing procedures.

2. In accordance with the programmes mentioned in paragraph 1, Member States shall continue to 
comply with the emission ceilings and with the corresponding percentage reductions laid down for 
sulphur dioxide in Annex I, columns 1 to 6, and for oxides of nitrogen in Annex II, columns 1 to 4, 
AXÄSGDÄC@SDRÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGNRDÄ MMDWDR�ÄTMSHKÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMRÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄSG@SÄ
apply to existing plants.
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sions for indigenous solid fuels, and the competition situation in the energy market, on the environ-
LDMSÄ@MCÄSGDÄHMSDQM@KÄL@QJDS�

(f) any national emission reduction plans provided by Member States in accordance with paragraph 
6.

The Commission shall include in its report an appropriate proposal of possible end dates or of lower 
limit values for the derogation contained in footnote 2 to Annex VI A.

8. The report referred to in paragraph 7 shall, as appropriate, be accompanied by related proposals, 
having regard to Directive 96/61/EC.

Article 5

By way of derogation from Annex III:

(1) Plants, of a rated thermal input equal to or greater than 400 MW, which do not operate more 
SG@MÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄMTLADQRÄNEÄGNTQRÄ@ÄXD@QÄ�QNKKHMFÄ@UDQ@FDÄNUDQÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄÆUDÄXD@QR��

�ÄTMSHKÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����Ä����ÄGNTQR�

�ÄEQNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä����ÄGNTQR�

shall be subject to a limit value for sulphur dioxide emissions of 800 mg/Nm3.

This provision shall not apply to new plants for which the licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(2).

(2) Until 31 December 1999, the Kingdom of Spain may authorise new power plants with a rated 
thermal input equal to or greater than 500 MW burning indigenous or imported solid fuels, commis-
sioned before the end of 2005 and complying with the following requirements:

�@�ÄHMÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄHLONQSDCÄRNKHCÄETDKR�Ä@ÄRTKOGTQÄCHNWHCDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDÄNEÄ���ÄLF�-L��

(b) in the case of indigenous solid fuels, at least a 60% rate of desulphurisation,

provided that the total authorised capacity of such plants to which this derogation applies does not 
exceed:

�Ä����Ä,6DÄHMÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄOK@MSRÄATQMHMFÄHMCHFDMNTRÄRNKHCÄETDKR�

- in the case of plants burning imported solid fuels either 7500 or 50% of all the new capacity of all 
plants burning solid fuels authorised up to 31 December 1999, whichever is the lower.

Article 6

In the case of new plants for which the licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(2) or plants covered 
by Article 10, Member States shall ensure that the technical and economic feasibility of providing for 
SGDÄBNLAHMDCÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄNEÄGD@SÄ@MCÄONVDQÄHRÄDW@LHMDCÄ6GDQDÄSGHRÄED@RHAHKHSXÄHRÄBNMÆQLDC�ÄAD@Q-
ing in mind the market and the distribution situation, installations shall be developed accordingly.

Article 7

1. Member States shall ensure that provision is made in the licences or permits referred to in Article 
4 for procedures relating to malfunction or breakdown of the abatement equipment. In case of a 
breakdown the competent authority shall in particular require the operator to reduce or close down 
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may include other pollutants, and they may impose additional requirements or adaptation of plant 
to technical progress.

6. Member States may, without prejudice to this Directive and Directive 96/61/EC, and taking into 
BNMRHCDQ@SHNMÄSGDÄBNRSRÄ@MCÄADMDÆSRÄ@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄSGDHQÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄTMCDQÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"ÄNEÄSGDÄ
European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2001 on national emission ceilings for certain 
@SLNROGDQHBÄONKKTS@MSRÄ@MCÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ������$"�ÄCDÆMDÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSÄ@ÄM@SHNM@KÄDLHRRHNMÄQDCTBSHNMÄ
plan for existing plants, taking into account, inter alia, compliance with the ceilings as set out in 
Annexes I and II.

The national emission reduction plan shall reduce the total annual emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
sulphur dioxide (SO2) and dust from existing plants to the levels that would have been achieved by 
applying the emission limit values referred to in paragraph 3 to the existing plants in operation in the 
year 2000, (including those existing plants undergoing a rehabilitation plan in 2000, approved by 
the competent authority, to meet emission reductions required by national legislation) on the basis 
NEÄD@BGÄOK@MSiRÄ@BST@KÄ@MMT@KÄNODQ@SHMFÄSHLD�ÄETDKÄTRDCÄ@MCÄSGDQL@KÄHMOTS�Ä@UDQ@FDCÄNUDQÄSGDÄK@RSÄÆUDÄ
years of operation up to and including 2000.

The closure of a plant included in the national emission reduction plan shall not result in an increase 
in the total annual emissions from the remaining plants covered by the plan.

The national emission reduction plan may under no circumstances exempt a plant from the provi-
sions laid down in relevant Community legislation, including inter alia Directive 96/61/EC.

The following conditions shall apply to national emission reduction plans:

(a) the plan shall comprise objectives and related targets, measures and timetables for reaching these 
NAIDBSHUDRÄ@MCÄS@QFDSR�Ä@MCÄ@ÄLNMHSNQHMFÄLDBG@MHRL�

(b) Member States shall communicate their national emission reduction plan to the Commission no 
K@SDQÄSG@MÄ��Ä-NUDLADQÄ�����

(c) within six months of the communication referred to in point (b) the Commission shall evaluate 
whether or not the plan meets the requirements of this paragraph. When the Commission considers 
that this is not the case, it shall inform the Member State and within the subsequent three months 
the Member State shall communicate any measures it has taken in order to ensure that the require-
LDMSRÄNEÄSGHRÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ@QDÄLDS�

(d) the Commission shall, no later than 27 November 2002, develop guidelines to assist Member 
States in the preparation of their plans.

7. Not later than 31 December 2004 and in the light of progress towards protecting human health 
@MCÄ@SS@HMHMFÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXiRÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄNAIDBSHUDRÄENQÄ@BHCHÆB@SHNMÄ@MCÄENQÄ@HQÄPT@KHSXÄOTQRT@MSÄ
to Directive 96/62/EC, the Commission shall submit a report to the European Parliament and the 
Council in which it shall assess:

�@�ÄSGDÄMDDCÄENQÄETQSGDQÄLD@RTQDR�

�A�ÄSGDÄ@LNTMSRÄNEÄGD@UXÄLDS@KRÄDLHSSDCÄAXÄK@QFDÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSR�

(c) the cost-effectiveness and costs and advantages of further emission reductions in the combustion 
OK@MSRÄRDBSNQÄHMÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄBNLO@QDCÄSNÄNSGDQÄRDBSNQR�

�C�ÄSGDÄSDBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄED@RHAHKHSXÄNEÄRTBGÄDLHRRHNMÄQDCTBSHNMR�

(e) the effects of both the standards set for the large combustion plants sector including the provi-
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(b) secondly by calculating the emission limit value of the determinative fuel (fuel with the highest 
emission limit value according to Annexes III to VII and, in the case of two fuels having the same 
DLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTD�ÄSGDÄETDKÄVHSGÄSGDÄGHFGDQÄSGDQL@KÄHMOTS��ÄSGHRÄU@KTDÄHRÄNAS@HMDCÄAXÄLTKSHOKXHMFÄSGDÄ
emission limit value laid down in Annexes III to VII for that fuel by a factor of two, and subtracting 
from this product the emission limit value of the fuel with the lowest emission limit value,

(c) thirdly by determining the fuel-weighted emission limit values, which are obtained by multiplying 
the calculated fuel emission limit value by the thermal input of the determinative fuel and the other 
individual emission limit values by the thermal input delivered by each fuel, the product of multiplica-
tion being divided by the sum of the thermal inputs delivered by all fuels,

(d) fourthly by aggregating the fuel-weighted emission limit values.

3. As an alternative to paragraph 2, the following average emission limit values for sulphur dioxide 
may be applied (irrespective of the fuel combination used):

(a) for plants referred to in Article 4(1) and (3): 1000 mg/Nm3, averaged over all such plants within 
SGDÄQDÆMDQX�

(b) for new plants referred to in Article 4(2): 600 mg/Nm3, averaged over all such plants within the 
QDÆMDQX�ÄVHSGÄSGDÄDWBDOSHNMÄNEÄF@RÄSTQAHMDR

The competent authorities shall ensure that the application of this provision does not lead to an 
increase in emissions from existing plants.

�Ä(MÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄOK@MSRÄVHSGÄ@ÄLTKSH�ÆQHMFÄTMHSÄHMUNKUHMFÄSGDÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄTRDÄNEÄSVNÄNQÄLNQDÄETDKR�Ä
when granting the licence referred to in Article 4(1) and (2), and in the case of such plants covered 
by Articles 4(3) or 10, the emission limit values set out in Annexes III to VII corresponding to each 
fuel used shall be applied.

Article 9

Waste gases from combustion plants shall be discharged in controlled fashion by means of a stack. 
The licence referred to in Article 4 and licences for combustion plants covered by Article 10 shall 
lay down the discharge conditions. The competent authority shall in particular ensure that the stack 
height is calculated in such a way as to safeguard health and the environment.

Article 10

Where a combustion plant is extended by at least 50 MW, the emission limit values as set in part 
!ÄNEÄ MMDWDRÄ(((ÄSNÄ5((ÄRG@KKÄ@OOKXÄSNÄSGDÄMDVÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄOK@MSÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄADÄÆWDCÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ
thermal capacity of the entire plant. This provision shall not apply in the cases referred to in Article 
8(2) and (3).

Where the operator of a combustion plant is envisaging a change according to Articles 2(10)(b) 
and 12(2) of Directive 96/61/EC, the emission limit values as set out in part B of Annexes III to VII in 
respect of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust shall apply.
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operations if a return to normal operation is not achieved within 24 hours, or to operate the plant 
TRHMFÄKNVÄONKKTSHMFÄETDKRÄ(MÄ@MXÄB@RDÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSXÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄVHSGHMÄ��ÄGNTQRÄ(MÄ
no circumstances shall the cumulative duration of unabated operation in any twelve-month period 
exceed 120 hours. The competent authority may allow exceptions to the limits of 24 hours and 120 
hours above in cases where, in their judgement:

(a) there is an overriding need to maintain energy supplies, or

(b) the plant with the breakdown would be replaced for a limited period by another plant which 
would cause an overall increase in emissions.

2. The competent authority may allow a suspension for a maximum of six months from the obliga-
tion to comply with the emission limit values provided for in Article 4 for sulphur dioxide in respect 
of a plant which to this end normally uses low-sulphur fuel, in cases where the operator is unable to 
comply with these limit values because of an interruption in the supply of low-sulphur fuel resulting 
from a serious shortage. The Commission shall immediately be informed of such cases.

3. The competent authority may allow a derogation from the obligation to comply with the emission 
limit values provided for in Article 4 in cases where a plant which normally uses only gaseous fuel, 
@MCÄVGHBGÄVNTKCÄNSGDQVHRDÄMDDCÄSNÄADÄDPTHOODCÄVHSGÄ@ÄV@RSDÄF@RÄOTQHÆB@SHNMÄE@BHKHSX�ÄG@RÄSNÄQDRNQSÄ
exceptionally, and for a period not exceeding 10 days except where there is an overriding need to 
maintain energy supplies, to the use of other fuels because of a sudden interruption in the supply 
NEÄF@RÄ3GDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSXÄ RG@KKÄ HLLDCH@SDKXÄADÄ HMENQLDCÄNEÄD@BGÄRODBHÆBÄB@RDÄ@RÄ HSÄ@QHRDRÄ
Member States shall inform the Commission immediately of the cases referred to in this paragraph.

Article 8

�Ä(MÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄOK@MSRÄVHSGÄ@ÄLTKSH�ÆQHMFÄTMHSÄHMUNKUHMFÄSGDÄRHLTKS@MDNTRÄTRDÄNEÄSVNÄNQÄLNQDÄETDKR�Ä
when granting the licence referred to in Articles 4(1) or 4(2), and in the case of such plants covered 
by Articles 4(3) or 10, the competent authority shall set the emission limit values as follows:

�@�ÄÆQRSKXÄAXÄS@JHMFÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDÄQDKDU@MSÄENQÄD@BGÄHMCHUHCT@KÄETDKÄ@MCÄONKKTS@MSÄBNQQDRONMC-
ing to the rated thermal input of the combustion plant as given in Annexes III to VII,

(b) secondly by determining fuel-weighted emission limit values, which are obtained by multiplying 
the above individual emission limit value by the thermal input delivered by each fuel, the product of 
multiplication being divided by the sum of the thermal inputs delivered by all fuels,

(c) thirdly by aggregating the fuel-weighted limit values.

�Ä(MÄLTKSH�ÆQHMFÄTMHSRÄTRHMFÄSGDÄCHRSHKK@SHNMÄ@MCÄBNMUDQRHNMÄQDRHCTDRÄEQNLÄBQTCD�NHKÄQDÆMHMFÄENQÄNVMÄ
consumption, alone or with other fuels, the provisions for the fuel with the highest emission limit 
value (determinative fuel) shall apply, notwithstanding paragraph 1 above, if during the operation 
of the combustion plant the proportion contributed by that fuel to the sum of the thermal inputs 
delivered by all fuels is at least 50%.

Where the proportion of the determinative fuel is lower than 50%, the emission limit value is deter-
mined on a pro rata basis of the heat input supplied by the individual fuels in relation to the sum of 
the thermal inputs delivered by all fuels as follows:

�@�ÄÆQRSKXÄAXÄS@JHMFÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDÄQDKDU@MSÄENQÄD@BGÄHMCHUHCT@KÄETDKÄ@MCÄONKKTS@MSÄBNQQDRONMC-
ing to the rated heat input of the combustion plant as given in Annexes III to VII,
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The periods referred to in Article 7 as well as start-up and shut-down periods shall be disregarded.

4. For new plants for which the licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(2), the emission limit values 
shall be regarded, for operating hours within a calendar year, as complied with if:

�@�ÄMNÄU@KHC@SDCÄC@HKXÄ@UDQ@FDÄU@KTDÄDWBDDCRÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄÆFTQDRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄO@QSÄ!ÄNEÄ MMDWDRÄ(((ÄSNÄ
VII, and

(b) 95% of all the validated hourly average values over the year do not exceed 200% of the relevant 
ÆFTQDRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄO@QSÄ!ÄNEÄ MMDWDRÄ(((ÄSNÄ5((

The “validated average values” are determined as set out in point A.6 of Annex VIII.

The periods referred to in Article 7 as well as start up and shut down periods shall be disregarded.

Article 15

1. Member States shall, not later than 31 December 1990, inform the Commission of the pro-
grammes drawn up in accordance with Article 3(1).

At the latest one year after the end of the different phases for reduction of emissions from existing 
plants, the Member States shall forward to the Commission a summary report on the results of the 
implementation of the programmes.

An intermediate report is required as well in the middle of each phase.

2. The reports referred to in paragraph 1 shall provide an overall view of:

(a) all the combustion plants covered by this Directive,

(b) emissions of sulphur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen expressed in tonnes per annum and as con-
centrations of these substances in the waste gases,

(c) measures already taken or envisaged with a view to reducing emissions, and of changes in the 
choice of fuel used,

(d) changes in the method of operation already made or envisaged,

�D�ÄCDÆMHSHUDÄBKNRTQDRÄNEÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄ@KQD@CXÄDEEDBSDCÄNQÄDMUHR@FDC�Ä@MC

(f) where appropriate, the emission limit values imposed in the programmes in respect of existing 
plants.

When determining the annual emissions and concentrations of pollutants in the waste gases, Mem-
ber States shall take account of Articles 12, 13 and 14.

3. Member States applying Article 5 or the provisions of the Nota Bene in Annex III or the footnotes 
in Annex VI.A shall report thereon annually to the Commission.

Article 16

The Member States shall determine the penalties applicable to breaches of the national provisions 
adopted pursuant to this Directive. The penalties thus provided for shall be effective, proportionate 
and dissuasive.
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Article 11

(MÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄKHJDKXÄSNÄG@UDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDEEDBSRÄNMÄSGDÄ
environment in another Member State, the Member States shall ensure that all appropriate informa-
tion and consultation takes place, in accordance with Article 7 of Council Directive 85/337/EEC of 
27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environ-
ment.

Article 12

Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure the monitoring, in accordance with An-
nex VIII(A), of emissions from the combustion plants covered by this Directive and of all other values 
required for the implementation of this Directive. Member States may require that such monitoring 
shall be carried out at the operator’s expense.

Article 13

Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that the operator informs the competent 
authorities within reasonable time limits about the results of the continuous measurements, the 
checking of the measuring equipment, the individual measurements and all other measurements 
carried out in order to assess compliance with this Directive.

Article 14

1. In the event of continuous measurements, the emission limit values set out in part A of Annexes 
III to VII shall be regarded as having been complied with if the evaluation of the results indicates, for 
operating hours within a calendar year, that:

�@�ÄMNMDÄNEÄSGDÄB@KDMC@QÄLNMSGKXÄLD@MÄU@KTDRÄDWBDDCRÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDR�Ä@MC

(b) in the case of:

(i) sulphur dioxide and dust: 97% of all the 48 hourly mean values do not exceed 110% of the emis-
sion limit values,

(ii) nitrogen oxides: 95% of all the 48 hourly mean values do not exceed 110% of the emission limit 
values.

The periods referred to in Article 7 as well as start-up and shut-down periods shall be disregarded.

2. In cases where only discontinuous measurements or other appropriate procedures for determina-
tion are required, the emission limit values set out in Annexes III to VII shall be regarded as having 
been complied with if the results of each of the series of measurements or of the other procedures 
CDÆMDCÄ@MCÄCDSDQLHMDCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄSGDÄQTKDRÄK@HCÄCNVMÄAXÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄCNÄMNSÄDW-
ceed the emission limit values.

3. In the cases referred to in Article 5(2) and (3), the rates of desulphurisation shall be regarded as 
having been complied with if the evaluation of measurements carried out pursuant to Annex VIII, 
point A.3, indicates that all of the calendar monthly mean values or all of the rolling monthly mean 
values achieve the required desulphurisation rates.
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ANNEX I

CEILINGS AND REDUCTION TARGETS FOR EMISSIONS OF SO2 
FROM EXISTING PLANTS(1)(2)

(1) Additional emissions may arise from capacity authorised on or after 1 July 1987.

(2) Emissions coming from combustion plants authorised before 1 July 1987 but not yet in operation 
before that date and which have not been taken into account in establishing the emission ceilings 
ÆWDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ MMDWÄRG@KKÄDHSGDQÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄENQÄMDVÄ
plants or be accounted for in the overall emissions from existing plants that must not exceed the 
BDHKHMFRÄÆWDCÄHMÄSGHRÄ MMDW
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Member 
State

SO2 
emissions 
by large 

combustion 
plants 1980 

ktonnes

Emission ceiling 
(ktonnes/year)

% reduction over 1980 
emissions

% reduction over adjusted 
1980 emissions

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

1993 1998 2003 1993 1998 2003 1993 1998 2003

Belgium 530 318 212 159 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Denmark 323 213 141 106 - 34 - 56 - 67 - 40 - 60 - 70

Germany 2225 1335 890 668 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Greece 303 320 320 320 + 6 + 6 + 6 - 45 - 45 - 45

Spain 2290 2290 1730 1440 0 - 24 - 37 - 21 - 40 - 50

France 1910 1146 764 573 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Ireland 99 124 124 124 + 25 + 25 + 25 - 29 - 29 - 29

Italy 2450 1800 1500 900 - 27 - 39 - 63 - 40 - 50 - 70

Luxembourg 30 1.8 1.5 1.5 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 40 - 50 - 50

Netherlands 299 180 120 90 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Portugal 115 232 270 206 + 102 + 135 + 79 - 25 - 13 - 34

United 

Kingdom

3883 3106 2330 1553 - 20 - 40 - 60 - 20 - 40 - 60

Austria 90 54 36 27 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Finland 171 102 68 51 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Sweden 112 67 45 34 - 40 - 60 - 70 - 40 - 60 - 70

Article 17

1. Directive 88/609/EEC shall be repealed with effect from 27 November 2002, without prejudice to 
paragraph 2 or to the obligations of Member States concerning the time limits for transposition and 
application of that Directive listed in Annex IX hereto.

2. In the case of new plants licensed before 27 November 2002 Article 4(1) of this Directive, Article 
4(1), Article 5(2), Article 6, Article 15(3), Annexes III, VI, VIII and point A.2 of Annex IX to Directive 
88/609/EEC as amended by Directive 94/66/EC shall remain in effect until 1 January 2008 after which 
they shall be repealed.

3. References to Directive 88/609/EEC shall be construed as references to this Directive and shall be 
read in accordance with the correlation table in Annex X hereto.

Article 18

1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary 
to comply with this Directive before 27 November 2002. They shall forthwith inform the Commis-
sion thereof.

When Member States adopt these provisions, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or shall 
ADÄ@BBNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄQDEDQDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄNBB@RHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDÄLDSGNCRÄNEÄL@J-
ing such reference shall be laid down by Member States.

2. For existing plant, and for new plant for which a licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(1), the 
provisions of point A.2 of Annex VIII shall be applied from 27 November 2004.

3. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the provisions of national law 
VGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 19

3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄENQBDÄNMÄSGDÄC@XÄNEÄHSRÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQN-
pean Communities.

Article 20

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
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ANNEX III

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR SO2

Solid fuel

A. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 6%) to be applied by new and existing 
plants pursuant to Article 4(1) and 4(3) respectively:

NB.  Where the emission limit values above cannot be met due to the characteristics of the fuel, 
a rate of desulphurisation of at least 60% shall be achieved in the case of plants with a 
rated thermal input of less than or equal to 100 MWth, 75% for plants greater than 100 
MWth and less than or equal to 300 MWth and 90% for plants greater than 300 MWth. 
or plants greater than 500 MWth, a desulphurisation rate of at least 94% shall apply or of 
@SÄKD@RSÄ���ÄVGDQDÄ@ÄBNMSQ@BSÄENQÄSGDÄÆSSHMFÄNEÄÇTDÄF@RÄCDRTKOGTQHR@SHNMÄNQÄKHLDÄHMIDBSHNMÄ
equipment has been entered into, and work on its installation has commenced, before 1 
January 2001.
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ANNEX II

CEILINGS AND REDUCTION TARGETS FOR EMISSIONS OF NOX 
FROM EXISTING PLANTS(1)(2)

(1) Additional emissions may arise from capacity authorised on or after 1 July 1987.

(2) Emissions coming from combustion plants authorised before 1 July 1987 but not yet in operation 
before that date and which have not been taken into account in establishing the emission ceilings 
ÆWDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ MMDWÄRG@KKÄDHSGDQÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄENQÄMDVÄ
plants or be accounted for in the overall emissions from existing plants that must not exceed the 
BDHKHMFRÄÆWDCÄHMÄSGHRÄ MMDW
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Member State NOX emissions 
(as NO2) by large 

combustion 
plants 1980 

ktonnes

NOX emission ceilings 
(ktonnes/year)

% reduction over 1980 
emissions

% reduction over 
adjusted 1980 emissions

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2

1993(*) 1998 1993(*) 1998 1993(*) 1998

Belgium 110 88 66 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Denmark 124 121 81 - 3 - 35 - 10 - 40

Germany 870 696 522 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Greece 36 70 70 + 94 + 94 0 0 

Spain 366 368 277 + 1 - 24 - 20 - 40

France 400 320 240 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Ireland 28 50 50 + 79 + 79 0 0

Italy 580 570 428 - 2 - 26 - 20 - 40

Luxembourg 3 2.4 1.8 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Netherlands 122 98 73 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Portugal 23 59 64 + 157 + 178 - 8 0

United Kingdom 1016 864 711 - 15 - 30 - 15 - 30

Austria 19 15 11 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Finland 81 65 48 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

Sweden 31 25 19 - 20 - 40 - 20 - 40

(*) Member States may for technical reasons delay for up to two years the phase 1 date for reduction in NOX emissions 
AXÄMNSHEXHMFÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄVHSGHMÄNMDÄLNMSGÄNEÄSGDÄMNSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄ#HQDBSHUD
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ANNEX IV

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR SO2

Liquid fuels

A. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 3%) to be applied by new and existing 
plants pursuant to Article 4(1) and 4(3), respectively:

B. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 3%) to be applied by new plants pursu-
ant to Article 4(2) with the exception of gas turbines

50 to 100 MWth 100 to 300 MWth > 300 MWth

850
400 to 200

(linear decrease) (1)
200

(1) Except in the case of the ‘Outermost Regions’ where 850 to 200 mg/Nm3 (linear decrease) shall apply.

In the case of two installations with a rated thermal input of 250 MWth on Crete and Rhodos to 
be licensed before 31 December 2007 the emission limit value of 1700 mg/Nm3 shall apply.
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B. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 6%) to be applied by new plants pursu-
ant to Article 4(2) with the exception of gas turbines.

Type of fuel 50 to 100 MWth 50 to 100 MWth > 300 MWth

Biomass 200 200 200

General case 850 200 (1) 200

(1) Except in the case of the ‘Outermost Regions’ where 850 to 200 mg/Nm3 (linear decrease) shall apply.

NB.  Where the emission limit values above cannot be met due to the characteristics of the fuel, 
installations shall achieve 300 mg/Nm3 SO2, or a rate of desulphurisation of at least 92% 
shall be achieved in the case of plants with a rated thermal input of less than or equal to 
300 MWth and in the case of plants with a rated thermal input greater than 300 MWth 
a rate of desulphurisation of at least 95% together with a maximum permissible emission 
limit value of 400 mg/Nm3 shall apply.
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ANNEX VI

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR NOX (MEASURED AS NO2)

A. NOX emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 6% for solid fuels, 3% for liquid and 
gaseous fuels) to be applied by new and existing plants pursuant to Article 4(1) and 4(3), respectively:

Type of fuel Limit values (1)
(mg/Nm3)

Solid (2), (3):

50 to 500 MWth: 
>500 MWth:

From 1 January 2016

50 to 500 MWth: 
>500 MWth:

600
500

600
200

Liquid:

50 to 500 MWth: 
>500 MWth:

400
450

Gaseous:

50 to 500 MWth: 
>500 MWth:

300
200

(1) Except in the case of the ‘Outermost Regions’ where the following values shall apply:
Solid in general: 650
Solid with < 10% vol comps: 1300
Liquid: 450
Gaseous: 350

(2) Until 31 December 2015 plants of a rated thermal input greater than 500 MW, which from 2008 
onwards do not operate more than 2000 hours a year (rolling avergae over a period of five years), 
shall:
- in the case of plant licensed in accordance with Article 4(3)(a), be subject to a limit value for nitro-
gen oxide emissions (measured as NO2) of 600 mg/Nm3�
- in the case of plant subject to a national plan  under Article 4(6), have their contribution to the 
national plan assessed on the basis of a limit value of 600 mg/Nm3.
From 1 January 2016 such plants. which do not operate more than 1500 hours a year (rolling aver-
age over a period of five years), shall be subject to a limit value for nitrogen oxide emissions (mea-
sured as NO2) of 450 mg/Nm3.
(3) Until 1 January 2018 in the case of plants that in the 12 month period ending on 1 January 2001 
operated on, and continue to operate on, solid fuels whose volatile content is less than 10%, 1200 
mg/Nm3 shall apply.
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ANNEX V

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR SO2

Gaseous fuels

A. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 3%) to be applied by new and existing 
plants pursuant to Article 4(1) and 4(3), respectively:

Type of fuel Limit values (mg/Nm3)

Gaseous fuels in general 35

+HPTDÆDCÄF@R 5

+NVÄB@KNQHBÄF@RDRÄEQNLÄF@RHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄQDÆMDQXÄ
residues coke oven gas, blast-furnace gas

800

&@RÄEQNLÄF@RHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄBN@K (1)

(1�Ä3GDÄ"NTMBHKÄVHKKÄÆWÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDRÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄSNÄRTBGÄF@RÄ@SÄ@ÄK@SDQÄRS@FDÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄOQNONR@KRÄEQNLÄSGDÄ

Commission to be made in the light of further technical experience.

B. SO2 emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 3%) to be applied by new plants pursu-
ant to Article 4(2):

Gaseous fuels in general 35

+HPTDÆDCÄF@R 5

+NVÄB@KNQHÆBÄF@RDRÄEQNLÄBNJDÄNUDM 400

Low caloric gases from blast furnace 200
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�ÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄTRDCÄHMÄBNLAHMDCÄBXBKDÄOK@MSRÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄ@MMT@KÄ@UDQ@FDÄNUDQ@KKÄDKDBSQHB@KÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
FQD@SDQÄSG@MÄ����

- gas turbines for mechanical drives.

%NQÄRHMFKDÄBXBKDÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄMNSÄE@KKHMFÄHMSNÄ@MXÄNEÄSGDÄ@ANUDÄB@SDFNQHDR�ÄATSÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
greater than 35% - determined at ISO base load conditions - the emission limit value shall be 50*!/35 
where !ÄHRÄSGDÄF@RÄSTQAHMDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄDWOQDRRDCÄ@RÄ@ÄODQBDMS@FDÄ�@MCÄ@SÄ(2.ÄA@RDÄKN@CÄBNMCHSHNMR�

-NSDÄ��Ä3GHRÄDLHRRHNMÄKHLHSÄU@KTDÄNMKXÄ@OOKHDRÄSNÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄÆQHMFÄKHFGSÄ@MCÄLHCCKDÄCHRSHKK@SDR
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B. NOX emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 to be applied by new plants pursuant to Article 
4(2) with the exception of gas turbines

Solid fuels (O2 content 6%)

Type of fuel 50 to 100 MWth 100 to 300 MWth > 300 MWth

Biomass 400 300 200

General case 400 200 (1) 200

(1) Except in the case of the ‘Outermost Regions’ where 300 mg/Nm3 (linear decrease) shall apply.

Liquid fuels (O2 content 3%)

50 to 100 MWth 100 to 300 MWth > 300 MWth

400 200 (1) 200

(1) Except in the case of the ‘Outermost Regions’ where 300 mg/Nm3 (linear decrease) shall apply.

In the case of two installations with a rated thermal input of 250 MWth on Crete and Rhodos to be 
licensed before 31 December 2007 the emission limit value of 400 mg/Nm3 shall apply.

Gaseous fuels (O2 content 3%)

50 to 300 MWth > 300 MWth

Natural gas (Note 1) 150 100

Other gases 200 200

Gas Turbines

NOX emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 15%) to be applied by a single gas tur-
bine unit pursuant to Article 4(2) (the limit values apply only above 70% load):

> 50 MWth
(thermal input at ISO conditions)

Natural gas (Note 1) 50 (Note 2)

Liquid fuels (Note 3) 120

Gaseous fuels (other than natural gas) 120

Gas turbines for emergency use that operate less than 500 hours per year are excluded from these 
limit values. The operator of such plants is required to submit each year to the competent authority 
a record of such used time.

Note 1: Natural gas is naturally occurring methane with not more than 20% (by volume) of inerts 
and other constituents.

Note 2: 75 mg/Nm3ÄHMÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄB@RDR�ÄVGDQDÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄSGDÄF@RÄSTQAHMDÄHRÄCDSDQLHMDCÄ@SÄ
ISO base load conditions:

�ÄF@RÄSTQAHMDR�ÄTRDCÄHMÄBNLAHMDCÄGD@SÄ@MCÄONVDQÄRXRSDLRÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄNUDQ@KKÄDEÆBHDMBXÄFQD@SDQÄSG@MÄ
����
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ANNEX VIII

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT OF EMISSIONS

A. Procedures for measuring and evaluating emissions from combustion plants.

1. Until 27 November 2004

Concentrations of SO2, dust, NOx shall be measured continuously in the case of new plants for 
which a licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(1) with a rated thermal input of more than 300 MW. 
However, monitoring of SO2Ä@MCÄCTRSÄL@XÄADÄBNMÆMDCÄSNÄCHRBNMSHMTNTRÄLD@RTQDLDMSRÄNQÄNSGDQÄ@O-
propriate determination procedures in cases where such measurements or procedures, which must 
ADÄUDQHÆDCÄ@MCÄ@OOQNUDCÄAXÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDR�ÄL@XÄADÄTRDCÄSNÄNAS@HMÄBNMBDMSQ@SHNM

In the case of new plants for which a licence is granted pursuant to Article 4(1) not covered by the 
ÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OG�ÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄL@XÄQDPTHQDÄBNMSHMTNTRÄLD@RTQDLDMSRÄNEÄSGNRDÄSGQDDÄ
pollutants to be carried out where considered necessary. Where continuous measurements are not 
required, discontinuous measurements or appropriate determination procedures as approved by 
the competent authorities shall be used regularly to evaluate the quantity of the above-mentioned 
substances present in the emissions.

2. From 27 November 2002 and without prejudice to Article 18(2)

Competent authorities shall require continuous measurements of concentrations of SO2, NOx, and 
dust from waste gases from each combustion plant with a rated thermal input of 100 MW or more.

!XÄV@XÄNEÄCDQNF@SHNMÄEQNLÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OG�ÄBNMSHMTNTRÄLD@RTQDLDMSRÄL@XÄMNSÄADÄQDPTHQDCÄ
in the following cases:

�ÄENQÄBNLATRSHNMÄOK@MSRÄVHSGÄ@ÄKHEDÄRO@MÄNEÄKDRRÄSG@MÄ�����ÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄGNTQR�

- for SO2Ä@MCÄCTRSÄEQNLÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄATQMHMFÄANHKDQRÄNQÄEQNLÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄÆQHMFÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�

- for SO2ÄEQNLÄF@RÄSTQAHMDRÄNQÄANHKDQRÄÆQHMFÄNHKÄVHSGÄJMNVMÄRTKOGTQÄBNMSDMSÄHMÄB@RDRÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄHRÄ
MNÄCDRTKOGTQHR@SHNMÄDPTHOLDMS�

- for SO2ÄEQNLÄAHNL@RRÄÆQHMFÄANHKDQRÄHEÄSGDÄNODQ@SNQÄB@MÄOQNUDÄSG@SÄSGDÄ2.2 emissions can under no 
circumstances be higher than the prescribed emission limit values.

Where continuous measurements are not required, discontinuous measurements shall be required at 
least every six months. As an alternative, appropriate determination procedures, which must be veri-
ÆDCÄ@MCÄ@OOQNUDCÄAXÄSGDÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSHDR�ÄL@XÄADÄTRDCÄSNÄDU@KT@SDÄSGDÄPT@MSHSXÄNEÄSGDÄ@ANUDÄ
mentioned pollutants present in the emissions. Such procedures shall use relevant CEN standards as 
soon as they are available. If CEN standards are not available ISO standards, national or international 
RS@MC@QCRÄVGHBGÄVHKKÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄC@S@ÄNEÄ@MÄDPTHU@KDMSÄRBHDMSHÆBÄPT@KHSXÄRG@KKÄ@OOKX

�Ä(MÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄOK@MSRÄVGHBGÄLTRSÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGDÄCDRTKOGTQHR@SHNMÄQ@SDRÄÆWDCÄAXÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä@MCÄ
and Annex III, the requirements concerning SO2 emission measurements established under para-
graph 2 of this point shall apply. Moreover, the sulphur content of the fuel which is introduced into 
the combustion plant facilities must be regularly monitored.

4. The competent authorities shall be informed of substantial changes in the type of fuel used or 
in the mode of operation of the plant. They shall decide whether the monitoring requirements laid 
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ANNEX VII

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR DUST

A. Dust emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 (O2 content 6% for solid fuels, 3% for liquid and 
gaseous fuels) to be applied by new and existing plants pursuant to Article 4(1) and 4(3), respectively:

Type of fuel Rated thermal input (MW) Emission limit values (mg/Nm3)

Solid * 500
< 500

300

Liquid (1) all plants 50

Gaseous all plants   5 as a rule
10 for blast furnace
50  for gases produced by the 

steel industry which can be 
used elsewhere

(1) A limit value of 100 mg/Nm3 may be applied to plants with a rated thermal input less than 500 
MWth burning liquid fuel wuth an ash content of more than 0.06%.

(2) A limit value of 100 mg/Nm3 may be applied to plants licensed persuant to Article 4(3) with a 
rated thermal input greater than or equal to 500 MWth burning solid fuel with a heat content of less 
SG@MÄ����ÄJ)�JFÄ�MDSÄB@KNQHÆBÄU@KTD��Ä@ÄLNHRSTQDÄBNMSDMSÄFQD@SDQÄSG@MÄ���ÄAXÄVDHFGS�Ä@ÄBNLAHMDCÄ
moisture and ash content greater than 60% by weight and a calcium oxide content greater than 
10%.

B. Dust emission limit values expressed in mg/Nm3 to be applied by new plants, pursuant to Article 
4(2) with the exception of gas turbines:

Solid fuels (O2 content 6%)

50 to 100 MWth > 100 MWth

50 30

Liquid fuels (O2 content 3%)

50 to 100 MWth > 100 MWth

50 30

In the case of two installations with a rated thermal input of 250 MWth on Crete and Rhodos to be 
licensed before 31 December 2007 the emission limit value of 50 mg/Nm3 shall apply.

Gaseous fuels (O2 content 3%)

As a rule 5

For blast furnace 10

For gases produced by the steel industry which 
can be used elsewhere

30
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SGDÄÆUDÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄETDK�ÄAHNL@RR�ÄNSGDQÄRNKHCÄETDKR�ÄKHPTHCÄETDKR�ÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄNSGDQÄF@RDR

 ÄRTLL@QXÄNEÄSGDÄQDRTKSRÄNEÄSGHRÄHMUDMSNQXÄSG@SÄRGNVRÄSGDÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄQDÆMDQHDRÄRDO@Q@SDKXÄRG@KKÄ
be communicated to the Commission every three years within twelve months from the end of the 
three-year period considered. The yearly plant-by-plant data shall be made available to the Com-
mission upon request. The Commission shall make available to the Member States a summary of 
the comparison and evaluation of the national inventories within twelve months of receipt of the 
national inventories.

Commencing on 1 January 2008 Member States shall report annually to the Commission on those 
existing plants declared for eligibility under Article 4(4) along with the record of the used and unused 
time allowed for the plants’ remaining operational life.

C. Determination of the total annual emissions of existing plants until and including 2003.

1. Member States shall establish, starting in 1990 and for each subsequent year until and including 
2003, a complete emission inventory for existing plants covering SO2 and NOX:

�ÄNMÄ@ÄOK@MSÄAXÄOK@MSÄA@RHRÄENQÄOK@MSRÄ@ANUDÄ���Ä,6SGÄ@MCÄENQÄQDÆMDQHDR�

- on an overall basis for other combustion plants to which this Directive applies.

2. The methodology used for these inventories shall be consistent with that used to determine SO2 

and NOX emissions from combustion plants in 1980.

3. The results of this inventory shall be communicated to the Commission in a conveniently ag-
gregated form within nine months from the end of the year considered. The methodology used for 
establishing such emission inventories and the detailed base information shall be made available to 
the Commission at its request.

4. The Commission shall organise a systematic comparison of such national inventories and, if ap-
propriate, shall submit proposals to the Council aiming at harmonising emission inventory method-
ologies, for the needs of an effective implementation of this Directive.
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down in paragraph 2 are still adequate or require adaptation.

5. The continuous measurements carried out in compliance with paragraph 2 shall include the rel-
evant process operation parameters of oxygen content, temperature, pressure and water vapour 
content. The continuous measurement of the water vapour content of the exhaust gases shall not be 
necessary, provided that the sampled exhaust gas is dried before the emissions are analysed.

Representative measurements, i.e. sampling and analysis, of relevant pollutants and process param-
eters as well as reference measurement methods to calibrate automated measurement systems shall 
be carried out in accordance with CEN standards as soon as they are available. If CEN standards are 
not available ISO standards, national or international standards which will ensure the provision of 
C@S@ÄNEÄ@MÄDPTHU@KDMSÄRBHDMSHÆBÄPT@KHSXÄRG@KKÄ@OOKX

Continuous measuring systems shall be subject to control by means of parallel measurements with 
the reference methods at least every year.

�Ä3GDÄU@KTDRÄNEÄSGDÄ���ÄBNMÆCDMBDÄHMSDQU@KRÄNEÄ@ÄRHMFKDÄLD@RTQDRÄQDRTKSRÄRG@KKÄMNSÄDWBDDCÄSGD

following percentages of the emission limit values:

Sulphur dioxide 20%

Nitrogen oxides 20%

Dust 30%

The validated hourly and daily average values shall be determined from the measured valid hourly 
@UDQ@FDÄU@KTDRÄ@ESDQÄG@UHMFÄRTASQ@BSDCÄSGDÄU@KTDÄNEÄSGDÄBNMÆCDMBDÄHMSDQU@KÄRODBHÆDCÄ@ANUD

Any day in which more than three hourly average values are invalid due to malfunction or main-
tenance of the continuous measurement system shall be invalidated. If more than ten days over a 
year are invalidated for such situations the competent authority shall require the operator to take 
adequate measures to improve the reliability of the continuous monitoring system.

B. Determination of total annual emissions of combustion plants

Until and including 2003 the competent authorities shall obtain determination of the total annual 
emissions of SO2 and NOX from new combustion plants. When continuous monitoring is used, the 
operator of the combustion plant shall add up separately for each pollutant the mass of pollutant 
DLHSSDCÄD@BGÄC@X�ÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄSGDÄUNKTLDSQHBÄÇNVÄQ@SDRÄNEÄV@RSDÄF@RDRÄ6GDQDÄBNMSHMTNTRÄLNMH-
toring is not in use, estimates of the total annual emissions shall be determined by the operator on 
the basis of paragraph A.1 to the satisfaction of the competent authorities.

Member States shall communicate to the Commission the total annual SO2 and NOX emissions of 
new combustion plants at the same time as the communication required under paragraph C.3 con-
cerning the total annual emissions of existing plants.

Member States shall establish, starting in 2004 and for each subsequent year, an inventory of SO2, 
NOX and dust emissions from all combustion plants with a rated thermal input of 50 MW or more. 
The competent authority shall obtain for each plant operated under the control of one operator at 
a given location the following data:

- the total annual emissions of SO2, NOX and dust (as total suspended particles).

�ÄSGDÄSNS@KÄ@MMT@KÄ@LNTMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄHMOTS�ÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄSGDÄMDSÄB@KNQHÆBÄU@KTD�ÄAQNJDMÄCNVMÄHMÄSDQLRÄNEÄ
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / ENVIRONMENT / Directive 79/409/EEC

Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds 

Whereas the Council declaration of 22 November 1973 on the programme of action of the European 
"NLLTMHSHDRÄ NMÄ SGDÄ DMUHQNMLDMSÄ B@KKRÄ ENQÄ RODBHÆBÄ @BSHNMÄ SNÄOQNSDBSÄ AHQCR�Ä RTOOKDLDMSDCÄAXÄ SGDÄ
resolution of the Council of the European Communities and of the representatives of the Govern-
ments of the Member States meeting within the Council of 17 May 1977 on the continuation and 
HLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄ@Ä$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSXÄONKHBXÄ@MCÄ@BSHNMÄOQNFQ@LLDÄNMÄSGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS�

Whereas a large number of species of wild birds naturally occurring in the European territory of the 
,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@QDÄCDBKHMHMFÄHMÄMTLADQ�ÄUDQXÄQ@OHCKXÄHMÄRNLDÄB@RDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄSGHRÄCDBKHMDÄQDOQDRDMSRÄ@Ä
serious threat to the conservation of the natural environment, particularly because of the biological 
A@K@MBDRÄSGQD@SDMDCÄSGDQDAX�

Whereas the species of wild birds naturally occurring in the European territory of the Member States 
@QDÄL@HMKXÄLHFQ@SNQXÄ RODBHDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄ RTBGÄ RODBHDRÄ BNMRSHSTSDÄ @Ä BNLLNMÄ GDQHS@FDÄ @MCÄVGDQD@RÄ
effective bird protection is typically a trans-frontier environment problem entailing common respon-
RHAHKHSHDR�

Whereas the conditions of life for birds in Greenland are fundamentally different from those in the 
other regions of the European territory of the Member States on account of the general circum-
stances and in particular the climate, the low density of population and the exceptional size and 
FDNFQ@OGHB@KÄRHST@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHRK@MC�

6GDQD@RÄSGDQDENQDÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRGNTKCÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄSNÄ&QDDMK@MC�

Whereas the conservation of the species of wild birds naturally occurring in the European territory of 
the Member States is necessary to attain, within the operation of the common market, of the Com-
munity’s objectives regarding the improvement of living conditions, a harmonious development of 
economic activities throughout the Community and a continuous and balanced expansion, but the 
MDBDRR@QXÄRODBHÆBÄONVDQRÄSNÄ@BSÄG@UDÄMNSÄADDMÄOQNUHCDCÄENQÄHMÄSGDÄ3QD@SX�

Whereas the measures to be taken must apply to the various factors which may affect the numbers 
of birds, namely the repercussions of man’s activities and in particular the destruction and pollution 
NEÄSGDHQÄG@AHS@SR�ÄB@OSTQDÄ@MCÄJHKKHMFÄAXÄL@MÄ@MCÄSGDÄSQ@CDÄQDRTKSHMFÄEQNLÄRTBGÄOQ@BSHBDR�ÄVGDQD@RÄ
the stringency of such measures should be adapted to the particular situation of the various species 
VHSGHMÄSGDÄEQ@LDVNQJÄNEÄ@ÄBNMRDQU@SHNMÄONKHBX�

Whereas conservation is aimed at the long-term protection and management of natural resources 
@RÄ@MÄHMSDFQ@KÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄGDQHS@FDÄNEÄSGDÄODNOKDRÄNEÄ$TQNOD�ÄVGDQD@RÄHSÄL@JDRÄHSÄONRRHAKDÄSNÄBNMSQNKÄ
natural resources and governs their use on the basis of the measures necessary for the maintenance 
@MCÄ@CITRSLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄM@STQ@KÄA@K@MBDRÄADSVDDMÄRODBHDRÄ@RÄE@QÄ@RÄHRÄQD@RNM@AKXÄONRRHAKD�

6GDQD@RÄSGDÄOQDRDQU@SHNM�ÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄNQÄQDRSNQ@SHNMÄNEÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄCHUDQRHSXÄ@MCÄ@QD@ÄNEÄG@AHS@SRÄ
HRÄDRRDMSH@KÄSNÄSGDÄBNMRDQU@SHNMÄNEÄ@KKÄRODBHDRÄNEÄAHQCR�ÄVGDQD@RÄBDQS@HMÄRODBHDRÄNEÄAHQCRÄRGNTKCÄADÄSGDÄ
subject of special conservation measures concerning their habitats in order to ensure their survival 
@MCÄQDOQNCTBSHNMÄ HMÄSGDHQÄ@QD@ÄNEÄCHRSQHATSHNM�ÄVGDQD@RÄRTBGÄLD@RTQDRÄLTRSÄ@KRNÄS@JDÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄ
LHFQ@SNQXÄRODBHDRÄ@MCÄADÄBNNQCHM@SDCÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄRDSSHMFÄTOÄ@ÄBNGDQDMSÄVGNKD�

Whereas, in order to prevent commercial interests from exerting a possible harmful pressure on 
exploitation levels it is necessary to impose a general ban on marketing and to restrict all derogation 
SNÄSGNRDÄRODBHDRÄVGNRDÄAHNKNFHB@KÄRS@STRÄRNÄODQLHSR�Ä@BBNTMSÄADHMFÄS@JDMÄNEÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄBNMCHSHNMRÄ
NAS@HMHMFÄHMÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄQDFHNMR�
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species of birds referred to in Article 1.

2. The preservation, maintenance and re-establishment of biotopes and habitats shall include primar-
ily the following measures:

�@�ÄBQD@SHNMÄNEÄOQNSDBSDCÄ@QD@R�

(b) upkeep and management in accordance with the ecological needs of habitats inside and outside 
SGDÄOQNSDBSDCÄYNMDR�

�B�ÄQD�DRS@AKHRGLDMSÄNEÄCDRSQNXDCÄAHNSNODR�

(d) creation of biotopes.

Article 4

1. The species mentioned in Annex I shall be the subject of special conservation measures concerning 
their habitat in order to ensure their survival and reproduction in their area of distribution.

In this connection, account shall be taken of:

�@�ÄRODBHDRÄHMÄC@MFDQÄNEÄDWSHMBSHNM�

�A�ÄRODBHDRÄUTKMDQ@AKDÄSNÄRODBHÆBÄBG@MFDRÄHMÄSGDHQÄG@AHS@S�

�B�ÄRODBHDRÄBNMRHCDQDCÄQ@QDÄADB@TRDÄNEÄRL@KKÄONOTK@SHNMRÄNQÄQDRSQHBSDCÄKNB@KÄCHRSQHATSHNM�

�C�ÄNSGDQÄRODBHDRÄQDPTHQHMFÄO@QSHBTK@QÄ@SSDMSHNMÄENQÄQD@RNMRÄNEÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄM@STQDÄNEÄSGDHQÄG@AHS@S

Trends and variations in population levels shall be taken into account as a background for evalua-
tions.

Member States shall classify in particular the most suitable territories in number and size as special 
protection areas for the conservation of these species, taking into account their protection require-
ments in the geographical sea and land area where this Directive applies.

2. Member States shall take similar measures for regularly occurring migratory species not 
listed in Annex I, bearing in mind their need for protection in the geographical sea and 
land area where this Directive applies, as regards their breeding, moulting and wintering 
areas and staging posts along their migration routes. To this end, Member States shall pay 
particular attention to the protection of wetlands and particularly to wetlands of interna-
tional importance.

3. Member States shall send the Commission all relevant information so that it may take appropri-
ate initiatives with a view to the coordination necessary to ensure that the areas provided for in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 above form a coherent whole which meets the protection requirements of these 
species in the geographical sea and land area where this Directive applies.

4. In respect of the protection areas referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above, Member States shall 
take appropriate steps to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affect-
HMFÄSGDÄAHQCR�ÄHMÄRNÄE@QÄ@RÄSGDRDÄVNTKCÄADÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄG@UHMFÄQDF@QCÄSNÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ QSHBKDÄ
Outside these protection areas, Member States shall also strive to avoid pollution or deterioration 
of habitats.

Article 5

Without prejudice to Articles 7 and 9, Member States shall take the requisite measures to establish a 
general system of protection for all species of birds referred to in Article 1, prohibiting in particular:
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Whereas, because of their high population level, geographical distribution and reproductive rate in 
the Community as a whole, certain species may be hunted, which constitutes acceptable exploita-
SHNM�ÄVGDQDÄ BDQS@HMÄ KHLHSRÄ @QDÄ DRS@AKHRGDCÄ @MCÄ QDRODBSDC�Ä RTBGÄ GTMSHMFÄLTRSÄ ADÄ BNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄ
L@HMSDM@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄONOTK@SHNMÄNEÄSGDRDÄRODBHDRÄ@SÄ@ÄR@SHRE@BSNQXÄKDUDK�

Whereas the various means, devices or methods of large-scale or non-selective capture or killing and 
hunting with certain forms of transport must be banned because of the excessive pressure which 
SGDXÄDWDQSÄNQÄL@XÄDWDQSÄNMÄSGDÄMTLADQRÄNEÄSGDÄRODBHDRÄBNMBDQMDC�

6GDQD@R�ÄADB@TRDÄNEÄSGDÄHLONQS@MBDÄVGHBGÄL@XÄADÄ@SS@BGDCÄSNÄBDQS@HMÄRODBHÆBÄRHST@SHNMR�ÄOQNUHRHNMÄ
should be made for the possibility of derogations on certain conditions and subject to monitoring 
AXÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNM�

Whereas the conservation of birds and, in particular, migratory birds still presents problems which 
B@KKÄENQÄRBHDMSHÆBÄQDRD@QBG�ÄVGDQD@RÄRTBGÄQDRD@QBGÄVHKKÄ@KRNÄL@JDÄHSÄONRRHAKDÄSNÄ@RRDRRÄSGDÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄ
NEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄS@JDM�

Whereas care should be taken in consultation with the Commission to see that the introduction of 
any species of wild bird not naturally occurring in the European territory of the Member States does 
MNSÄB@TRDÄG@QLÄSNÄKNB@KÄÇNQ@Ä@MCÄE@TM@�

Whereas the Commission will every three years prepare and transmit to the Member States a com-
posite report based on information submitted by the Member States on the application of national 
OQNUHRHNMRÄHMSQNCTBDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

6GDQD@RÄHSÄHRÄMDBDRR@QXÄSNÄ@C@OSÄBDQS@HMÄ MMDWDRÄQ@OHCKXÄHMÄSGDÄKHFGSÄNEÄSDBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄRBHDMSHÆBÄOQNF-
QDRR�ÄVGDQD@R�ÄSNÄE@BHKHS@SDÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄMDDCDCÄENQÄSGHRÄOTQONRD�ÄOQNUHRHNMÄ
should be made for a procedure establishing close cooperation between the Member States and the 
"NLLHRRHNMÄHMÄ@Ä"NLLHSSDDÄENQÄ C@OS@SHNMÄSNÄ3DBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄ2BHDMSHÆBÄ/QNFQDRR

Article 1

1. This Directive relates to the conservation of all species of naturally occurring birds in the wild state 
in the European territory of the Member States to which the Treaty applies. It covers the protection, 
management and control of these species and lays down rules for their exploitation.

2. It shall apply to birds, their eggs, nests and habitats.

3. This Directive shall not apply to Greenland.

Article 2

Member States shall take the requisite measures to maintain the population of the species referred 
SNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�Ä@SÄ@ÄKDUDKÄVGHBGÄBNQQDRONMCRÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄSNÄDBNKNFHB@K�ÄRBHDMSHÆBÄ@MCÄBTKSTQ@KÄQDPTHQD-
ments, while taking account of economic and recreational requirements, or to adapt the population 
of these species to that level.

Article 3

1. In the light of the requirements referred to in Article 2, Member States shall take the requisite 
LD@RTQDRÄSNÄOQDRDQUD�ÄL@HMS@HMÄNQÄQD�DRS@AKHRGÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄCHUDQRHSXÄ@MCÄ@QD@ÄNEÄG@AHS@SRÄENQÄ@KKÄSGDÄ
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shall ensure that the hunting of these species does not jeopardize conservation efforts in their dis-
tribution area.

2. The species referred to in Annex II/1 may be hunted in the geographical sea and land area where 
this Directive applies.

3. The species referred to in Annex II/2 may be hunted only in the Member States in respect of which 
they are indicated.

4. Member States shall ensure that the practice of hunting, including falconry if practised, as carried 
on in accordance with the national measures in force, complies with the principles of wise use and 
ecologically balanced control of the species of birds concerned and that this practice is compat-
ible as regards the population of these species, in particular migratory species, with the measures 
resulting from Article 2. They shall see in particular that the species to which hunting laws apply are 
not hunted during the rearing season nor during the various stages of reproduction. In the case of 
migratory species, they shall see in particular that the species to which hunting regulations apply 
are not hunted during their period of reproduction or during their return to their rearing grounds. 
Member States shall send the Commission all relevant information on the practical application of 
their hunting regulations.

Article 8

1. In respect of the hunting, capture or killing of birds under this Directive, Member States shall pro-
hibit the use of all means, arrangements or methods used for the large-scale or non-selective capture 
or killing of birds or capable of causing the local disappearance of a species, in particular the use of 
those listed in Annex IV (a).

2. Moreover, Member States shall prohibit any hunting from the modes of transport and under the 
conditions mentioned in Annex IV (b).

Article 9

1. Member States may derogate from the provisions of Articles 5, 6, 7 and 8, where there is no other 
satisfactory solution, for the following reasons:

(a) - in the interests of public health and safety,

- in the interests of air safety,

�ÄSNÄOQDUDMSÄRDQHNTRÄC@L@FDÄSNÄBQNOR�ÄKHUDRSNBJ�ÄENQDRSR�ÄÆRGDQHDRÄ@MCÄV@SDQ�

�ÄENQÄSGDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄNEÄÇNQ@Ä@MCÄE@TM@�

(b) for the purposes of research and teaching, of re-population, of re-introduction and for the breed-
HMFÄMDBDRR@QXÄENQÄSGDRDÄOTQONRDR�

(c) to permit, under strictly supervised conditions and on a selective basis, the capture, keeping or 
other judicious use of certain birds in small numbers.

2. The derogations must specify:

- the species which are subject to the derogations,

- the means, arrangements or methods authorized for capture or killing,

- the conditions of risk and the circumstances of time and place under which such derogations may 
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�@�ÄCDKHADQ@SDÄJHKKHMFÄNQÄB@OSTQDÄAXÄ@MXÄLDSGNC�

�A�ÄCDKHADQ@SDÄCDRSQTBSHNMÄNE�ÄNQÄC@L@FDÄSN�ÄSGDHQÄMDRSRÄ@MCÄDFFRÄNQÄQDLNU@KÄNEÄSGDHQÄMDRSR�

�B�ÄS@JHMFÄSGDHQÄDFFRÄHMÄSGDÄVHKCÄ@MCÄJDDOHMFÄSGDRDÄDFFRÄDUDMÄHEÄDLOSX�

(d) deliberate disturbance of these birds particularly during the period of breeding and rearing, in so 
E@QÄ@RÄCHRSTQA@MBDÄVNTKCÄADÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄG@UHMFÄQDF@QCÄSNÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

(e) keeping birds of species the hunting and capture of which is prohibited.

Article 6

1. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3, Member States shall prohibit, for all 
the bird species referred to in Article 1, the sale, transport for sale, keeping for sale and the offering 
for sale of live or dead birds and of any readily recognizable parts or derivatives of such birds.

2. The activities referred to in paragraph 1 shall not be prohibited in respect of the species referred 
to in Annex III/1, provided that the birds have been legally killed or captured or otherwise legally 
acquired.

3. Member States may, for the species listed in Annex III/2, allow within their territory the activities 
referred to in paragraph 1, making provision for certain restrictions, provided the birds have been 
legally killed or captured or otherwise legally acquired.

,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄVHRGHMFÄSNÄFQ@MSÄRTBGÄ@TSGNQHY@SHNMÄRG@KKÄÆQRSÄNEÄ@KKÄBNMRTKSÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄVHSGÄ@Ä
view to examining jointly with the latter whether the marketing of specimens of such species would 
result or could reasonably be expected to result in the population levels, geographical distribution or 
reproductive rate of the species being endangered throughout the Community. Should this examina-
tion prove that the intended authorization will, in the view of the Commission, result in any one of 
the aforementioned species being thus endangered or in the possibility of their being thus endan-
gered, the Commission shall forward a reasoned recommendation to the Member State concerned 
stating its opposition to the marketing of the species in question. Should the Commission consider 
that no such risk exists, it will inform the Member State concerned accordingly.

3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMiRÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NL-
munities.

Member States granting authorization pursuant to this paragraph shall verify at regular intervals that 
SGDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄFNUDQMHMFÄSGDÄFQ@MSHMFÄNEÄRTBGÄ@TSGNQHY@SHNMÄBNMSHMTDÄSNÄADÄETKÆKKDC

4. The Commission shall carry out studies on the biological status of the species listed in Annex III/3 
and on the effects of marketing on such status.

It shall submit, at the latest four months before the time limit referred to in Article 18 (1) of this Direc-
tive, a report and its proposals to the Committee referred to in Article 16, with a view to a decision 
on the entry of such species in Annex III/2.

Pending this decision, the Member States may apply existing national rules to such species without 
prejudice to paragraph 3 hereof.

Article 7

1. Owing to their population level, geographical distribution and reproductive rate throughout the 
Community, the species listed in Annex II may be hunted under national legislation. Member States 
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Article 15

Such amendments as are necessary for adapting Annexes I and V to this Directive to technical and 
RBHDMSHÆBÄOQNFQDRRÄ@MCÄSGDÄ@LDMCLDMSRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�Ä���ÄRG@KKÄADÄ
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 17.

Article 16

1. For the purposes of the amendments referred to in Article 15 of this Directive, a Committee for 
SGDÄ C@OS@SHNMÄSNÄ3DBGMHB@KÄ@MCÄ2BHDMSHÆBÄ/QNFQDRRÄ�GDQDHM@ESDQÄB@KKDCÄjSGDÄ"NLLHSSDDk��ÄBNMRHRS-
ing of representatives of the Member States and chaired by a representative of the Commission, is 
hereby set up.

2. The Committee shall draw up its rules of procedure.

Article 17

1. Where the procedure laid down in this Article is to be followed, matters shall be referred to the 
Committee by its chairman, either on his own initiative or at the request of the representative of a 
Member State.

2. The Commission representative shall submit to the Committee a draft of the measures to be tak-
en. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a time limit set by the chairman having 
regard to the urgency of the matter. It shall act by a majority of 41 votes, the votes of the Member 
States being weighted as provided in Article 148 (2) of the Treaty. The chairman shall not vote.

3. (a) The Commission shall adopt the measures envisaged where they are in accordance with the 
opinion of the Committee.

(b) Where the measures envisaged are not in accordance with the opinion of the Committee, or if no 
opinion is delivered, the Commission shall without delay submit a proposal to the Council concern-
HMFÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄADÄ@CNOSDCÄ3GDÄ"NTMBHKÄRG@KKÄ@BSÄAXÄ@ÄPT@KHÆDCÄL@INQHSX

(c) If, within three months of the proposal being submitted to it, the Council has not acted, the pro-
posed measures shall be adopted by the Commission.

Article 18

1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions neces-
R@QXÄSNÄBNLOKXÄVHSGÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄVHSGHMÄSVNÄXD@QRÄNEÄHSRÄMNSHÆB@SHNMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄENQSGVHSGÄHMENQLÄSGDÄ
Commission thereof.

2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the main provisions of national 
K@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄFNUDQMDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 19

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
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be granted,

- the authority empowered to declare that the required conditions obtain and to decide what means, 
arrangements or methods may be used, within what limits and by whom,

- the controls which will be carried out.

3. Each year the Member States shall send a report to the Commission on the implementation of 
this Article.

4. On the basis of the information available to it, and in particular the information communicated 
to it pursuant to paragraph 3, the Commission shall at all times ensure that the consequences of 
these derogations are not incompatible with this Directive. It shall take appropriate steps to this end.

Article 10

1. Member States shall encourage research and any work required as a basis for the protection, 
management and use of the population of all species of bird referred to in Article 1.

2. Particular attention shall be paid to research and work on the subjects listed in Annex V. Member 
States shall send the Commission any information required to enable it to take appropriate measures 
for the coordination of the research and work referred to in this Article.

Article 11

Member States shall see that any introduction of species of bird which do not occur naturally in 
SGDÄVHKCÄRS@SDÄHMÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄSDQQHSNQXÄNEÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄCNDRÄMNSÄOQDITCHBDÄSGDÄKNB@KÄÇNQ@Ä@MCÄ
fauna. In this connection they shall consult the Commission.

Article 12

1. Member States shall forward to the Commission every three years, starting from the date of expiry 
of the time limit referred to in Article 18 (1), a report on the implementation of national provisions 
taken thereunder.

2. The Commission shall prepare every three years a composite report based on the information 
referred to in paragraph 1. That part of the draft report covering the information supplied by a 
,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRG@KKÄADÄENQV@QCDCÄSNÄSGDÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄNEÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄHMÄPTDRSHNMÄENQÄUDQHÆB@SHNMÄ
3GDÄÆM@KÄUDQRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄQDONQSÄRG@KKÄADÄENQV@QCDCÄSNÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDR

Article 13

Application of the measures taken pursuant to this Directive may not lead to deterioration in the 
present situation as regards the conservation of species of birds referred to in Article 1.

Article 14

Member States may introduce stricter protective measures than those provided for under this Direc-
tive.
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44. Tetrax tetrax (Otis tetrax) | Little bustard 
45. Otis tarda | Great bustard 
46. Himantopus himantopus | Black-winged stilt 
47. Recurvirostra avosetta | Avocet 
48. Burhinus oedicnemus | Stone curlew 
49. Glareola pratincola | Pratincole 
50. Charadrius morinellus(Endromias morinellus) | Dotterel 
51. Pluvialis apricaria | Golden plover 
52. Gallinago media | Great snipe 
53. Tringa glareola | Wood-sandpiper 
54. Phalaropus lobatus | Red-necked phalarope 
55. Larus genei | Slender-billed gull
56. Larus audouinii | Audouin’s gull 
57. Gelochelidon nilotica | Gull-billed tern 
58. Sterna sandvicensis | Sandwich tern 
59. Sterna dougallii | Roseate tern 
60. Sterna hirundo | Common tern 
61. Sterna paradisaea | Arctic tern 
62. Sterna albifrons | Little tern 
63. Chelidonias niger Black tern 
64. Pterocles alchata | Pin-tailed sandgrouse
65. Bubo bubo | Eagle owl
66. Nyctea scandiaca | Snowy owl
��Ä RHNÄÇ@LLDTRÄ[Ä2GNQS�D@QDCÄNVKÄ
��Ä KBDCNÄ@SSGHRÄ[Ä*HMFÆRGDQÄ
69. Dryocopus martius | Black woodpecker
70. Dendrocopus leucotus | White-backed woodpecker
71. Luscinia svecica | Blue-throat
72. Sylvia undata | Dartford warbler 
73. Sylvia nisoria | Barred warbler
74. Sitta whiteheadi | Corsican nuthatch 
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ANNEX I

1. Gavia immer | Great northern diver 
2. Calonectris diomedea | Cory’s shearwater 
3. Hydrobates pelagicus | Storm petrel 
4. Oceanodroma leucorrhoa | Leach’s petrel  
5. Phalacrocorax carbo sinensis | Cormorant (continental race) 
6. Botaurus stellaris | Bittern  
7. Nycticorax nycticorax | Night heron 
8. Ardeols ralloides | Squacco heron 
9. Egretta garzetta | Little egret
10. Egretta alba | Great white heron
11. Ardea purpurea | Purple heron 
12. Ciconia nigra | Black stork 
13. Ciconia ciconia | White stork 
14. Plegadis falcinellus | Glossy ibis 
15. Platalea leucorodia | Spoonbill 
��Ä/GNDMHBNOSDQTRÄQTADQÄ[Ä&QD@SDQÄÇ@LHMFNÄ
17. Cygnus colombianus bewickii(Cygnus bewickii) | Bewick’s swan 
18. Cygnus cygnus | Whooper swan 
��Ä MRDQÄ@KAHEQNMRÄÇ@UHQNRSQHRÄ[Ä6GHSD�EQNMSDCÄFNNRDÄ�&QDDMK@MCÄQ@BD�Ä
20. Branta leucopsis | Barnacle goose 
21. Aythya nycroca | White-eyed pochard 
22. Oxyura leucicephala | White-headed duck 
23. Pernis apivorus | Honey buzzard 
24. Milvus migrans | Black kite 
25. Milvus milvus | Kite 
26. Haliaaetus albicilla | White-tailed eagle 
27. Gypaetus barbatus | Bearded vulture 
28. Neophron percnopterus | Egyptian vulture 
29. Gyps fulvus | Griffon vulture 
30. Aegypius monachus | Black vulture
31. Circaetus gallicus | Short-toed eagle
32. Circus aeroginosus | Marsh harrier 
33. Circus cyaneus | Hen harrier 
34. Circus pygargus | Montagu’s harrier 
35. Aquila chrysaetus | Golden eagle 
36. Hieraaetus pennatus | Booted eagle
37. Hieraaetus fasciatus | Bonelli’s eagle 
38. Pandion haliaaetus | Osprey 
39. Falco eleonorae | Eleonora’s falcon 
40. Falco biarmicus | Lanner falcon 
41. Falco peregrinus | Peregrine 
42. Porphyrio porphyrio | Purple gallinule 
43. Grus grus | Crane 
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Directive 2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy 
from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Direc-
tives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 on 
the implementation of Council Directive 2009/28/EC and amending Article 20 of the Energy Com-
munity Treaty.

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas: 

(1) The control of European energy consumption and the increased use of energy from renewable 
sources, together with energy savings and increased energy efficiency, constitute important parts of 
the package of measures needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and comply with the Kyoto 
Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, and with further Com-
munity and international greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments beyond 2012. Those 
factors also have an important part to play in promoting the security of energy supply, promoting 
technological development and innovation and providing opportunities for employment and re-
gional development, especially in rural and isolated areas.

(2) In particular, increasing technological improvements, incentives for the use and expansion of 
public transport, the use of energy efficiency technologies and the use of energy from renewable 
sources in transport are some of the most effective tools by which the Community can reduce its 
dependence on imported oil in the transport sector, in which the security of energy supply problem 
is most acute, and influence the fuel market for transport.

(3) The opportunities for establishing economic growth through innovation and a sustainable com-
petitive energy policy have been recognised. Production of energy from renewable sources often de-
pends on local or regional small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The opportunities for growth 
and employment that investment in regional and local production of energy from renewable sources 
bring about in the Member States and their regions are important. The Commission and the Member 
States should therefore support national and regional development measures in those areas, encour-
age the exchange of best practices in production of energy from renewable sources between local 
and regional development initiatives and promote the use of structural funding in this area.

(4) When favouring the development of the market for renewable energy sources, it is necessary 
to take into account the positive impact on regional and local development opportunities, export 
prospects, social cohesion and employment opportunities, in particular as concerns SMEs and inde-
pendent energy producers.

(5) In order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the Community and reduce its dependence 
on energy imports, the development of energy from renewable sources should be closely linked to 
increased energy efficiency.

(6) It is appropriate to support the demonstration and commercialisation phase of decentralised 
renewable energy technologies. The move towards decentralised energy production has many bene-
fits, including the utilisation of local energy sources, increased local security of energy supply, shorter 
transport distances and reduced energy transmission losses. Such decentralisation also fosters com-
munity development and cohesion by providing income sources and creating jobs locally.
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biogas production has, in view of the high greenhouse gas emission saving potential, significant en-
vironmental advantages in terms of heat and power production and its use as biofuel. Biogas instal-
lations can, as a result of their decentralised nature and the regional investment structure, contribute 
significantly to sustainable development in rural areas and offer farmers new income opportunities.

(13) In the light of the positions taken by the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission, 
it is appropriate to establish mandatory national targets consistent with a 20% share of energy from 
renewable sources and a 10% share of energy from renewable sources in transport in Community 
energy consumption by 2020.

(14) The main purpose of mandatory national targets is to provide certainty for investors and to 
encourage continuous development of technologies which generate energy from all types of renew-
able sources. Deferring a decision about whether a target is mandatory until a future event takes 
place is thus not appropriate.

(15) The starting point, the renewable energy potential and the energy mix of each Member State 
vary. It is therefore necessary to translate the Community 20% target into individual targets for each 
Member State, with due regard to a fair and adequate allocation taking account of Member States’ 
different starting points and potentials, including the existing level of energy from renewable sources 
and the energy mix. It is appropriate to do this by sharing the required total increase in the use of 
energy from renewable sources between Member States on the basis of an equal increase in each 
Member State’s share weighted by their GDP, modulated to reflect their starting points, and by ac-
counting in terms of gross final consumption of energy, with account being taken of Member States’ 
past efforts with regard to the use of energy from renewable sources.

(16) By contrast, it is appropriate for the 10% target for energy from renewable sources in transport 
to be set at the same level for each Member State in order to ensure consistency in transport fuel 
specifications and availability. Because transport fuels are traded easily, Member States with low 
endowments of the relevant resources will easily be able to obtain biofuels from elsewhere. While 
it would technically be possible for the Community to meet its target for the use of energy from re-
newable sources in transport solely from domestic production, it is both likely and desirable that the 
target will in fact be met through a combination of domestic production and imports. To this end, 
the Commission should monitor the supply of the Community market for biofuels, and should, as 
appropriate, propose relevant measures to achieve a balanced approach between domestic produc-
tion and imports, taking into account, inter alia, the development of multilateral and bilateral trade 
negotiations, environmental, social and economic considerations, and the security of energy supply.

(17) The improvement of energy efficiency is a key objective of the Community, and the aim is to 
achieve a 20% improvement in energy efficiency by 2020. That aim, together with existing and 
future legislation including Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
16 December 2002 on the energy performance of buildings, Directive 2005/32/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2005 establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign 
requirements for energy-using products, and Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 5 April 2006 on energy end-use efficiency and energy services, has a critical role to 
play in ensuring that the climate and energy objectives are being achieved at least cost, and can also 
provide new opportunities for the European Union’s economy. Energy efficiency and energy saving 
policies are some of the most effective methods by which Member States can increase the percent-
age share of energy from renewable sources, and Member States will thus more easily achieve the 
overall national and transport targets for energy from renewable sources laid down by this Directive.

(7) Directive 2001/77/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 September 2001 on 
the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal electricity mar-
ket and Directive 2003/30/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 May 2003 on the 
promotion of the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport established definitions for 
different types of energy from renewable sources. Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity 
established definitions for the electricity sector in general. In the interests of legal certainty and clarity 
it is appropriate to use the same or similar definitions in this Directive.

(8) The Commission communication of 10 January 2007 entitled "Renewable Energy Roadmap - Re-
newable energies in the 21st century: building a more sustainable future" demonstrated that a 20% 
target for the overall share of energy from renewable sources and a 10% target for energy from re-
newable sources in transport would be appropriate and achievable objectives, and that a framework 
that includes mandatory targets should provide the business community with the long-term stability 
it needs to make rational, sustainable investments in the renewable energy sector which are capable 
of reducing dependence on imported fossil fuels and boosting the use of new energy technologies. 
Those targets exist in the context of the 20% improvement in energy efficiency by 2020 set out in 
the Commission communication of 19 October 2006 entitled "Action Plan for Energy Efficiency: 
Realising the Potential", which was endorsed by the European Council of March 2007, and by the 
European Parliament in its resolution of 31 January 2008 on that Action Plan.

(9) The European Council of March 2007 reaffirmed the Community’s commitment to the Commu-
nity-wide development of energy from renewable sources beyond 2010. It endorsed a mandatory 
target of a 20% share of energy from renewable sources in overall Community energy consumption 
by 2020 and a mandatory 10% minimum target to be achieved by all Member States for the share 
of biofuels in transport petrol and diesel consumption by 2020, to be introduced in a cost-effective 
way. It stated that the binding character of the biofuel target is appropriate, subject to production 
being sustainable, second-generation biofuels becoming commercially available and Directive 98/70/
EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 October 1998 relating to the quality of pet-
rol and diesel fuels being amended to allow for adequate levels of blending. The European Council 
of March 2008 repeated that it is essential to develop and fulfil effective sustainability criteria for 
biofuels and ensure the commercial availability of second-generation biofuels. The European Council 
of June 2008 referred again to the sustainability criteria and the development of second-generation 
biofuels, and underlined the need to assess the possible impacts of biofuel production on agricultural 
food products and to take action, if necessary, to address shortcomings. It also stated that further 
assessment should be made of the environmental and social consequences of the production and 
consumption of biofuels.

(10) In its resolution of 25 September 2007 on the Road Map for Renewable Energy in Europe, the 
European Parliament called on the Commission to present, by the end of 2007, a proposal for a leg-
islative framework for energy from renewable sources, referring to the importance of setting targets 
for the shares of energy from renewable sources at Community and Member State level.

(11) It is necessary to set transparent and unambiguous rules for calculating the share of energy from 
renewable sources and for defining those sources. In this context, the energy present in oceans and 
other water bodies in the form of waves, marine currents, tides, ocean thermal energy gradients or 
salinity gradients should be included.

(12) The use of agricultural material such as manure, slurry and other animal and organic waste for 
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confidence and allow Member States to design effective national measures for target compliance. 
This Directive aims at facilitating cross-border support of energy from renewable sources without af-
fecting national support schemes. It introduces optional cooperation mechanisms between Member 
States which allow them to agree on the extent to which one Member State supports the energy 
production in another and on the extent to which the energy production from renewable sources 
should count towards the national overall target of one or the other. In order to ensure the effective-
ness of both measures of target compliance, i.e. national support schemes and cooperation mecha-
nisms, it is essential that Member States are able to determine if and to what extent their national 
support schemes apply to energy from renewable sources produced in other Member States and to 
agree on this by applying the cooperation mechanisms provided for in this Directive.

(26) It is desirable that energy prices reflect external costs of energy production and consumption, 
including, as appropriate, environmental, social and healthcare costs.

(27) Public support is necessary to reach the Community’s objectives with regard to the expansion 
of electricity produced from renewable energy sources, in particular for as long as electricity prices 
in the internal market do not reflect the full environmental and social costs and benefits of energy 
sources used.

(28) The Community and the Member States should strive to reduce total consumption of energy in 
transport and increase energy efficiency in transport. The principal means of reducing consumption 
of energy in transport include transport planning, support for public transport, increasing the share 
of electric cars in production and producing cars which are more energy efficient and smaller both 
in size and in engine capacity.

(29) Member States should aim to diversify the mix of energy from renewable sources in all transport 
sectors. The Commission should present a report to the European Parliament and the Council by 1 
June 2015 outlining the potential for increasing the use of energy from renewable sources in each 
transport sector.

(30) In calculating the contribution of hydropower and wind power for the purposes of this Directive, 
the effects of climatic variation should be smoothed through the use of a normalisation rule. Further, 
electricity produced in pumped storage units from water that has previously been pumped uphill 
should not be considered to be electricity produced from renewable energy sources.

(31) Heat pumps enabling the use of aerothermal, geothermal or hydrothermal heat at a useful 
temperature level need electricity or other auxiliary energy to function. The energy used to drive heat 
pumps should therefore be deducted from the total usable heat. Only heat pumps with an output 
that significantly exceeds the primary energy needed to drive it should be taken into account.

(32) Passive energy systems use building design to harness energy. This is considered to be saved 
energy. To avoid double counting, energy harnessed in this way should not be taken into account 
for the purposes of this Directive.

(33) Some Member States have a large share of aviation in their gross final consumption of energy. 
In view of the current technological and regulatory constraints that prevent the commercial use of 
biofuels in aviation, it is appropriate to provide a partial exemption for such Member States, by ex-
cluding from the calculation of their gross final consumption of energy in national air transport, the 
amount by which they exceed one-and-a-half times the Community average gross final consumption 
of energy in aviation in 2005, as assessed by Eurostat, i.e. 6.18%. Cyprus and Malta, due to their 
insular and peripheral character, rely on aviation as a mode of transport, which is essential for their 
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(18) It will be incumbent upon Member States to make significant improvements in energy efficiency 
in all sectors in order more easily to achieve their targets for energy from renewable sources, which 
are expressed as a percentage of gross final consumption of energy. The need for energy efficiency in 
the transport sector is imperative because a mandatory percentage target for energy from renewable 
sources is likely to become increasingly difficult to achieve sustainably if overall demand for energy 
for transport continues to rise. The mandatory 10% target for transport to be achieved by all Mem-
ber States should therefore be defined as that share of final energy consumed in transport which is 
to be achieved from renewable sources as a whole, and not from biofuels alone.

(19) To ensure that the mandatory national overall targets are achieved, Member States should 
work towards an indicative trajectory tracing a path towards the achievement of their final manda-
tory targets. They should establish a national renewable energy action plan including information 
on sectoral targets, while having in mind that there are different uses of biomass and therefore it is 
essential to mobilise new biomass resources. In addition, Member States should set out measures 
to achieve those targets. Each Member State should assess, when evaluating its expected gross final 
consumption of energy in its national renewable energy action plan, the contribution which energy 
efficiency and energy saving measures can make to achieving its national targets. Member States 
should take into account the optimal combination of energy efficiency technologies with energy 
from renewable sources.

(20) To permit the benefits of technological progress and economies of scale to be reaped, the 
indicative trajectory should take into account the possibility of a more rapid growth in the use of 
energy from renewable sources in the future. Thus special attention can be given to sectors that 
suffer disproportionately from the absence of technological progress and economies of scale and 
therefore remain under-developed, but which, in future, could significantly contribute to reaching 
the targets for 2020.

(21) The indicative trajectory should take 2005 as its starting point because that is the latest year for 
which reliable data on national shares of energy from renewable sources are available.

(22) The achievement of the objectives of this Directive requires that the Community and Member 
States dedicate a significant amount of financial resources to research and development in relation 
to renewable energy technologies. In particular, the European Institute of Innovation and Technol-
ogy should give high priority to the research and development of renewable energy technologies.

(23) Member States may encourage local and regional authorities to set targets in excess of national 
targets and to involve local and regional authorities in drawing up national renewable energy action 
plans and in raising awareness of the benefits of energy from renewable sources.

(24) In order to exploit the full potential of biomass, the Community and the Member States should 
promote greater mobilisation of existing timber reserves and the development of new forestry sys-
tems.

(25) Member States have different renewable energy potentials and operate different schemes of 
support for energy from renewable sources at the national level. The majority of Member States ap-
ply support schemes that grant benefits solely to energy from renewable sources that is produced 
on their territory. For the proper functioning of national support schemes it is vital that Member 
States can control the effect and costs of their national support schemes according to their different 
potentials. One important means to achieve the aim of this Directive is to guarantee the proper func-
tioning of national support schemes, as under Directive 2001/77/EC, in order to maintain investor 
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joint project. Furthermore, the third country concerned should be encouraged by the Commission 
and Member States to develop a renewable energy policy, including ambitious targets.

(39) Noting that projects of high European interest in third countries, such as the Mediterranean 
Solar Plan, may need a long lead-time before being fully interconnected to the territory of the Com-
munity, it is appropriate to facilitate their development by allowing Member States to take into ac-
count in their national targets a limited amount of electricity produced by such projects during the 
construction of the interconnection.

(40) The procedure used by the administration responsible for supervising the authorisation, certifi-
cation and licensing of renewable energy plants should be objective, transparent, non-discriminatory 
and proportionate when applying the rules to specific projects. In particular, it is appropriate to avoid 
any unnecessary burden that could arise by classifying renewable energy projects under installations 
which represent a high health risk.

(41) The lack of transparent rules and coordination between the different authorisation bodies has 
been shown to hinder the deployment of energy from renewable sources. Therefore the specific 
structure of the renewable energy sector should be taken into account when national, regional and 
local authorities review their administrative procedures for giving permission to construct and oper-
ate plants and associated transmission and distribution network infrastructures for the production 
of electricity, heating and cooling or transport fuels from renewable energy sources. Administrative 
approval procedures should be streamlined with transparent timetables for installations using energy 
from renewable sources. Planning rules and guidelines should be adapted to take into consideration 
cost-effective and environmentally beneficial renewable heating and cooling and electricity equip-
ment.

(42) For the benefit of rapid deployment of energy from renewable sources and in view of their 
overall high sustainable and environmental beneficial quality, Member States should, when applying 
administrative rules, planning structures and legislation which are designed for licensing installations 
with respect to pollution reduction and control for industrial plants, for combating air pollution and 
for the prevention or minimisation of the discharge of dangerous substances in the environment, 
take into account the contribution of renewable energy sources towards meeting environmental 
and climate change objectives, in particular when compared to non-renewable energy installations.

(43) In order to stimulate the contribution by individual citizens to the objectives set out in this Di-
rective, the relevant authorities should consider the possibility of replacing authorisations by simple 
notifications to the competent body when installing small decentralised devices for producing energy 
from renewable sources.

(44) The coherence between the objectives of this Directive and the Community’s other environ-
mental legislation should be ensured. In particular, during the assessment, planning or licensing 
procedures for renewable energy installations, Member States should take account of all Community 
environmental legislation and the contribution made by renewable energy sources towards meet-
ing environmental and climate change objectives, in particular when compared to non-renewable 
energy installations.

(45) National technical specifications and other requirements falling within the scope of Directive 
98/34/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 laying down a procedure 
for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations and rules on 
Information Society services, relating for example to levels of quality, testing methods or conditions 
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citizens and their economy. As a result, Cyprus and Malta have a gross final consumption of energy 
in national air transport which is disproportionally high, i.e. more than three times the Community 
average in 2005, and are thus disproportionately affected by the current technological and regula-
tory constraints. For those Member States it is therefore appropriate to provide that the exemption 
should cover the amount by which they exceed the Community average gross final consumption of 
energy in aviation in 2005 as assessed by Eurostat, i.e. 4.12%.

(34) To obtain an energy model that supports energy from renewable sources there is a need to 
encourage strategic cooperation between Member States, involving, as appropriate, regions and 
local authorities.

(35) Whilst having due regard to the provisions of this Directive, Member States should be encour-
aged to pursue all appropriate forms of cooperation in relation to the objectives set out in this 
Directive. Such cooperation can take place at all levels, bilaterally or multilaterally. Apart from the 
mechanisms with effect on target calculation and target compliance, which are exclusively provided 
for in this Directive, namely statistical transfers between Member States, joint projects and joint sup-
port schemes, cooperation can also take the form of, for example, exchanges of information and 
best practices, as provided for, in particular, in the transparency platform established by this Direc-
tive, and other voluntary coordination between all types of support schemes.

(36) To create opportunities for reducing the cost of achieving the targets laid down in this Direc-
tive, it is appropriate both to facilitate the consumption in Member States of energy produced from 
renewable sources in other Member States, and to enable Member States to count energy from 
renewable sources consumed in other Member States towards their own national targets. For this 
reason, flexibility measures are required, but they remain under Member States’ control in order 
not to affect their ability to reach their national targets. Those flexibility measures take the form of 
statistical transfers, joint projects between Member States or joint support schemes.

(37) It should be possible for imported electricity, produced from renewable energy sources outside 
the Community, to count towards Member States’ targets. However, to avoid a net increase in 
greenhouse gas emissions through the diversion of existing renewable sources and their complete or 
partial replacement by conventional energy sources, only electricity produced by renewable energy 
installations that become operational after the entry into force of this Directive or by the increased 
capacity of an installation that was refurbished after that date should be eligible to be counted. In 
order to guarantee an adequate effect of energy from renewable sources replacing conventional 
energy in the Community as well as in third countries it is appropriate to ensure that such imports 
can be tracked and accounted for in a reliable way. Agreements with third countries concerning 
the organisation of such trade in electricity from renewable energy sources will be considered. If, by 
virtue of a decision taken under the Energy Community Treaty to that effect, the contracting parties 
to that treaty become bound by the relevant provisions of this Directive, the measures of cooperation 
between Member States provided for in this Directive will be applicable to them.

(38) When Member States undertake joint projects with one or more third countries regarding the 
production of electricity from renewable energy sources, it is appropriate that those joint projects 
relate only to newly constructed installations or to installations with newly increased capacity. This 
will help ensure that the proportion of energy from renewable sources in the third country’s total 
energy consumption is not reduced due to the importation of energy from renewable sources into 
the Community. In addition, the Member States concerned should facilitate the domestic use by the 
third country concerned of part of the production of electricity by the installations covered by the 
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(54) It is important to provide information on how the supported electricity is allocated to final 
customers in accordance with Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC. In order to improve the quality 
of that information to consumers, in particular as regards the amount of energy from renewable 
sources produced by new installations, the Commission should assess the effectiveness of the mea-
sures taken by Member States.

(55) Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 February 2004 on 
the promotion of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market [15] 
provides for guarantees of origin for proving the origin of electricity produced from high-efficiency 
cogeneration plants. Such guarantees of origin cannot be used when disclosing the use of energy 
from renewable sources in accordance with Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC as this might result 
in double counting and double disclosure.

(56) Guarantees of origin do not by themselves confer a right to benefit from national support 
schemes.

(57) There is a need to support the integration of energy from renewable sources into the transmis-
sion and distribution grid and the use of energy storage systems for integrated intermittent produc-
tion of energy from renewable sources.

(58) The development of renewable energy projects, including renewable energy projects of Euro-
pean interest under the Trans-European Network for Energy (TEN-E) programme should be acceler-
ated. To that end, the Commission should also analyse how the financing of such projects can be 
improved. Particular attention should be paid to renewable energy projects that will contribute to 
a significant increase in security of energy supply in the Community and neighbouring countries.

(59) Interconnection among countries facilitates integration of electricity from renewable energy 
sources. Besides smoothing out variability, interconnection can reduce balancing costs, encourage 
true competition bringing about lower prices, and support the development of networks. Also, the 
sharing and optimal use of transmission capacity could help avoid excessive need for newly built 
capacity.

(60) Priority access and guaranteed access for electricity from renewable energy sources are im-
portant for integrating renewable energy sources into the internal market in electricity, in line with 
Article 11(2) and developing further Article 11(3) of Directive 2003/54/EC. Requirements relating to 
the maintenance of the reliability and safety of the grid and to the dispatching may differ according 
to the characteristics of the national grid and its secure operation. Priority access to the grid provides 
an assurance given to connected generators of electricity from renewable energy sources that they 
will be able to sell and transmit the electricity from renewable energy sources in accordance with 
connection rules at all times, whenever the source becomes available. In the event that the electricity 
from renewable energy sources is integrated into the spot market, guaranteed access ensures that 
all electricity sold and supported obtains access to the grid, allowing the use of a maximum amount 
of electricity from renewable energy sources from installations connected to the grid. However, this 
does not imply any obligation on the part of Member States to support or introduce purchase ob-
ligations for energy from renewable sources. In other systems, a fixed price is defined for electricity 
from renewable energy sources, usually in combination with a purchase obligation for the system 
operator. In such a case, priority access has already been given.

(61) In certain circumstances it is not possible fully to ensure transmission and distribution of electric-
ity produced from renewable energy sources without affecting the reliability or safety of the grid 
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of use, should not create barriers for trade in renewable energy equipment and systems. Therefore, 
support schemes for energy from renewable sources should not prescribe national technical speci-
fications which deviate from existing Community standards or require the supported equipment or 
systems to be certified or tested in a specified location or by a specified entity.

(46) It is appropriate for Member States to consider mechanisms for the promotion of district heating 
and cooling from energy from renewable sources.

(47) At national and regional level, rules and obligations for minimum requirements for the use of 
energy from renewable sources in new and renovated buildings have led to considerable increases 
in the use of energy from renewable sources. Those measures should be encouraged in a wider 
Community context, while promoting the use of more energy-efficient applications of energy from 
renewable sources through building regulations and codes.

(48) It may be appropriate for Member States, in order to facilitate and accelerate the setting of 
minimum levels for the use of energy from renewable sources in buildings, to provide that such lev-
els are achieved by incorporating a factor for energy from renewable sources in meeting minimum 
energy performance requirements under Directive 2002/91/EC, relating to a cost-optimal reduction 
of carbon emissions per building.

(49) Information and training gaps, especially in the heating and cooling sector, should be removed 
in order to encourage the deployment of energy from renewable sources.

(50) In so far as the access or pursuit of the profession of installer is a regulated profession, the pre-
conditions for the recognition of professional qualifications are laid down in Directive 2005/36/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on the recognition of professional 
qualifications. This Directive therefore applies without prejudice to Directive 2005/36/EC.

(51) While Directive 2005/36/EC lays down requirements for the mutual recognition of professional 
qualifications, including for architects, there is a further need to ensure that architects and plan-
ners properly consider an optimal combination of renewable energy sources and high-efficiency 
technologies in their plans and designs. Member States should therefore provide clear guidance in 
this regard. This should be done without prejudice to the provisions of Directive 2005/36/EC and in 
particular Articles 46 and 49 thereof.

(52) Guarantees of origin issued for the purpose of this Directive have the sole function of proving 
to a final customer that a given share or quantity of energy was produced from renewable sources. 
A guarantee of origin can be transferred, independently of the energy to which it relates, from one 
holder to another. However, with a view to ensuring that a unit of electricity from renewable energy 
sources is disclosed to a customer only once, double counting and double disclosure of guarantees 
of origin should be avoided. Energy from renewable sources in relation to which the accompany-
ing guarantee of origin has been sold separately by the producer should not be disclosed or sold to 
the final customer as energy from renewable sources. It is important to distinguish between green 
certificates used for support schemes and guarantees of origin.

(53) It is appropriate to allow the emerging consumer market for electricity from renewable energy 
sources to contribute to the construction of new installations for energy from renewable sources. 
Member States should therefore be able to require electricity suppliers who disclose their energy mix 
to final customers in accordance with Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC, to include a minimum 
percentage of guarantees of origin from recently constructed installations producing energy from 
renewable sources, provided that such a requirement is in conformity with Community law.
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in this context. Furthermore, the Commission and the competent national authorities should co-
ordinate their activities in the framework of a committee specifically responsible for sustainability 
aspects. The Commission should, in addition, in 2009, review the possible inclusion of other biomass 
applications and the modalities relating thereto.

(69) The increasing worldwide demand for biofuels and bioliquids, and the incentives for their use 
provided for in this Directive, should not have the effect of encouraging the destruction of biodi-
verse lands. Those finite resources, recognised in various international instruments to be of value to 
all mankind, should be preserved. Consumers in the Community would, in addition, find it morally 
unacceptable that their increased use of biofuels and bioliquids could have the effect of destroying 
biodiverse lands. For these reasons, it is necessary to provide sustainability criteria ensuring that 
biofuels and bioliquids can qualify for the incentives only when it can be guaranteed that they do 
not originate in biodiverse areas or, in the case of areas designated for nature protection purposes 
or for the protection of rare, threatened or endangered ecosystems or species, the relevant compe-
tent authority demonstrates that the production of the raw material does not interfere with those 
purposes. The sustainability criteria should consider forest as biodiverse where it is a primary forest 
in accordance with the definition used by the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Na-
tions (FAO) in its Global Forest Resource Assessment, which countries use worldwide to report on 
the extent of primary forest or where it is protected by national nature protection law. Areas where 
collection of non-wood forest products occurs should be included, provided the human impact is 
small. Other types of forests as defined by the FAO, such as modified natural forests, semi-natural 
forests and plantations, should not be considered as primary forests. Having regard, furthermore, 
to the highly biodiverse nature of certain grasslands, both temperate and tropical, including highly 
biodiverse savannahs, steppes, scrublands and prairies, biofuels made from raw materials originating 
in such lands should not qualify for the incentives provided for by this Directive. The Commission 
should establish appropriate criteria and geographical ranges to define such highly biodiverse grass-
lands in accordance with the best available scientific evidence and relevant international standards.

(70) If land with high stocks of carbon in its soil or vegetation is converted for the cultivation of raw 
materials for biofuels or bioliquids, some of the stored carbon will generally be released into the at-
mosphere, leading to the formation of carbon dioxide. The resulting negative greenhouse gas impact 
can offset the positive greenhouse gas impact of the biofuels or bioliquids, in some cases by a wide 
margin. The full carbon effects of such conversion should therefore be accounted for in calculating 
the greenhouse gas emission saving of particular biofuels and bioliquids. This is necessary to ensure 
that the greenhouse gas emission saving calculation takes into account the totality of the carbon 
effects of the use of biofuels and bioliquids.

(71) In calculating the greenhouse gas impact of land conversion, economic operators should be able 
to use actual values for the carbon stocks associated with the reference land use and the land use 
after conversion. They should also be able to use standard values. The work of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change is the appropriate basis for such standard values. That work is not currently 
expressed in a form that is immediately applicable by economic operators. The Commission should 
therefore produce guidance drawing on that work to serve as the basis for the calculation of carbon 
stock changes for the purposes of this Directive, including such changes to forested areas with a 
canopy cover of between 10 to 30%, savannahs, scrublands and prairies.

(72) It is appropriate for the Commission to develop methodologies with a view to assessing the 
impact of the drainage of peatlands on greenhouse gas emissions.
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system. In such circumstances it may be appropriate for financial compensation to be given to those 
producers. Nevertheless, the objectives of this Directive require a sustained increase in the transmis-
sion and distribution of electricity produced from renewable energy sources without affecting the 
reliability or safety of the grid system. To this end, Member States should take appropriate measures 
in order to allow a higher penetration of electricity from renewable energy sources, inter alia, by 
taking into account the specificities of variable resources and resources which are not yet storable. 
To the extent required by the objectives set out in this Directive, the connection of new renewable 
energy installations should be allowed as soon as possible. In order to accelerate grid connection 
procedures, Member States may provide for priority connection or reserved connection capacities for 
new installations producing electricity from renewable energy sources.

(62) The costs of connecting new producers of electricity and gas from renewable energy sources 
to the electricity and gas grids should be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory and due ac-
count should be taken of the benefit that embedded producers of electricity from renewable energy 
sources and local producers of gas from renewable sources bring to the electricity and gas grids.

(63) Electricity producers who want to exploit the potential of energy from renewable sources in the 
peripheral regions of the Community, in particular in island regions and regions of low population 
density, should, whenever feasible, benefit from reasonable connection costs in order to ensure that 
they are not unfairly disadvantaged in comparison with producers situated in more central, more 
industrialised and more densely populated areas.

(64) Directive 2001/77/EC lays down the framework for the integration into the grid of electricity 
from renewable energy sources. However, there is a significant variation between Member States in 
the degree of integration actually achieved. For this reason it is necessary to strengthen the frame-
work and to review its application periodically at national level.

(65) Biofuel production should be sustainable. Biofuels used for compliance with the targets laid 
down in this Directive, and those that benefit from national support schemes, should therefore be 
required to fulfil sustainability criteria.

(66) The Community should take appropriate steps in the context of this Directive, including the 
promotion of sustainability criteria for biofuels and the development of second and third-generation 
biofuels in the Community and worldwide, and to strengthen agricultural research and knowledge 
creation in those areas.

(67) The introduction of sustainability criteria for biofuels will not achieve its objective if those prod-
ucts that do not fulfil the criteria and would otherwise have been used as biofuels are used, instead, 
as bioliquids in the heating or electricity sectors. For this reason, the sustainability criteria should also 
apply to bioliquids in general.

(68) The European Council of March 2007 invited the Commission to propose a comprehensive 
Directive on the use of all renewable energy sources, which could contain criteria and provisions to 
ensure sustainable provision and use of bioenergy. Such sustainability criteria should form a coher-
ent part of a wider scheme covering all bioliquids and not biofuels alone. Such sustainability criteria 
should therefore be included in this Directive. In order to ensure a coherent approach between en-
ergy and environment policies, and to avoid the additional costs to business and the environmental 
incoherence that would be associated with an inconsistent approach, it is essential to provide the 
same sustainability criteria for the use of biofuels for the purposes of this Directive on the one hand, 
and Directive 98/70/EC on the other. For the same reasons, double reporting should be avoided 
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that encourages greater agricultural productivity and the use of degraded land.

(79) It is in the interests of the Community to encourage the development of multilateral and bi-
lateral agreements and voluntary international or national schemes that set standards for the pro-
duction of sustainable biofuels and bioliquids, and that certify that the production of biofuels and 
bioliquids meets those standards. For that reason, provision should be made for such agreements or 
schemes to be recognised as providing reliable evidence and data, provided that they meet adequate 
standards of reliability, transparency and independent auditing.

(80) It is necessary to lay down clear rules for the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions from bio-
fuels and bioliquids and their fossil fuel comparators.

(81) Co-products from the production and use of fuels should be taken into account in the calcula-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions. The substitution method is appropriate for the purposes of policy 
analysis, but not for the regulation of individual economic operators and individual consignments of 
transport fuels. In those cases the energy allocation method is the most appropriate method, as it is 
easy to apply, is predictable over time, minimises counter-productive incentives and produces results 
that are generally comparable with those produced by the substitution method. For the purposes 
of policy analysis the Commission should also, in its reporting, present results using the substitution 
method.

(82) In order to avoid a disproportionate administrative burden, a list of default values should be 
laid down for common biofuel production pathways and that list should be updated and expanded 
when further reliable data is available. Economic operators should always be entitled to claim the 
level of greenhouse gas emission saving for biofuels and bioliquids established by that list. Where the 
default value for greenhouse gas emission saving from a production pathway lies below the required 
minimum level of greenhouse gas emission saving, producers wishing to demonstrate their compli-
ance with this minimum level should be required to show that actual emissions from their production 
process are lower than those that were assumed in the calculation of the default values.

(83) It is appropriate for the data used in the calculation of the default values to be obtained from 
independent, scientifically expert sources and to be updated as appropriate as those sources prog-
ress their work. The Commission should encourage those sources to address, when they update their 
work, emissions from cultivation, the effect of regional and climatological conditions, the effects of 
cultivation using sustainable agricultural and organic farming methods, and the scientific contribu-
tion of producers, within the Community and in third countries, and civil society.

(84) In order to avoid encouraging the cultivation of raw materials for biofuels and bioliquids in 
places where this would lead to high greenhouse gas emissions, the use of default values for cultiva-
tion should be limited to regions where such an effect can reliably be ruled out. However, to avoid a 
disproportionate administrative burden, it is appropriate for Member States to establish national or 
regional averages for emissions from cultivation, including from fertiliser use.

(85) Global demand for agricultural commodities is growing. Part of that increased demand will be 
met through an increase in the amount of land devoted to agriculture. The restoration of land that 
has been severely degraded or heavily contaminated and therefore cannot be used, in its present 
state, for agricultural purposes is a way of increasing the amount of land available for cultivation. 
The sustainability scheme should promote the use of restored degraded land because the promo-
tion of biofuels and bioliquids will contribute to the growth in demand for agricultural commodities. 
Even if biofuels themselves are made using raw materials from land already in arable use, the net 
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(73) Land should not be converted for the production of biofuels if its carbon stock loss upon con-
version could not, within a reasonable period, taking into account the urgency of tackling climate 
change, be compensated by the greenhouse gas emission saving resulting from the production of 
biofuels or bioliquids. This would prevent unnecessary, burdensome research by economic operators 
and the conversion of high-carbon-stock land that would prove to be ineligible for producing raw 
materials for biofuels and bioliquids. Inventories of worldwide carbon stocks indicate that wetlands 
and continuously forested areas with a canopy cover of more than 30% should be included in that 
category. Forested areas with a canopy cover of between 10 and 30% should also be included, un-
less there is evidence demonstrating that their carbon stock is sufficiently low to justify their conver-
sion in accordance with the rules laid down in this Directive. The reference to wetlands should take 
into account the definition laid down in the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, 
especially as Waterfowl Habitat, adopted on 2 February 1971 in Ramsar.

(74) The incentives provided for in this Directive will encourage increased production of biofuels 
and bioliquids worldwide. Where biofuels and bioliquids are made from raw material produced 
within the Community, they should also comply with Community environmental requirements for 
agriculture, including those concerning the protection of groundwater and surface water quality, 
and with social requirements. However, there is a concern that production of biofuels and bioliquids 
in certain third countries might not respect minimum environmental or social requirements. It is 
therefore appropriate to encourage the development of multilateral and bilateral agreements and 
voluntary international or national schemes that cover key environmental and social considerations, 
in order to promote the production of biofuels and bioliquids worldwide in a sustainable manner. In 
the absence of such agreements or schemes, Member States should require economic operators to 
report on those issues.

(75) The requirements for a sustainability scheme for energy uses of biomass, other than bioliquids 
and biofuels, should be analysed by the Commission in 2009, taking into account the need for bio-
mass resources to be managed in a sustainable manner.

(76) Sustainability criteria will be effective only if they lead to changes in the behaviour of market 
actors. Those changes will occur only if biofuels and bioliquids meeting those criteria command a 
price premium compared to those that do not. According to the mass balance method of verifying 
compliance, there is a physical link between the production of biofuels and bioliquids meeting the 
sustainability criteria and the consumption of biofuels and bioliquids in the Community, providing an 
appropriate balance between supply and demand and ensuring a price premium that is greater than 
in systems where there is no such link. To ensure that biofuels and bioliquids meeting the sustain-
ability criteria can be sold at a higher price, the mass balance method should therefore be used to 
verify compliance. This should maintain the integrity of the system while at the same time avoiding 
the imposition of an unreasonable burden on industry. Other verification methods should, however, 
be reviewed.

(77) Where appropriate, the Commission should take due account of the Millennium Ecosystem As-
sessment which contains useful data for the conservation of at least those areas that provide basic 
ecosystem services in critical situations such as watershed protection and erosion control.

(78) It is appropriate to monitor the impact of biomass cultivation, such as through land-use changes, 
including displacement, the introduction of invasive alien species and other effects on biodiversity, 
and effects on food production and local prosperity. The Commission should consider all relevant 
sources of information, including the FAO hunger map. Biofuels should be promoted in a manner 
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and bioliquids, to adapt the energy content of transport fuels to technical and scientific progress, to 
establish criteria and geographic ranges for determining highly biodiverse grassland, and to establish 
detailed definitions for severely degraded or contaminated land. Since those measures are of general 
scope and are designed to amend non-essential elements of this Directive, inter alia, by supplement-
ing it with new non-essential elements, they must be adopted in accordance with the regulatory 
procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 5a of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(93) Those provisions of Directive 2001/77/EC and Directive 2003/30/EC that overlap with the provi-
sions of this Directive should be deleted from the latest possible moment for transposition of this 
Directive. Those that deal with targets and reporting for 2010 should remain in force until the end of 
2011. It is therefore necessary to amend Directive 2001/77/EC and Directive 2003/30/EC accordingly.

(94) Since the measures provided for in Articles 17 to 19 also have an effect on the functioning of 
the internal market by harmonising the sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids for the target 
accounting purposes under this Directive, and thus facilitate, in accordance with Article 17(8), trade 
between Member States in biofuels and bioliquids which comply with those conditions, they are 
based on Article 95 of the Treaty.

(95) The sustainability scheme should not prevent Member States from taking into account, in their 
national support schemes, the higher production cost of biofuels and bioliquids that deliver benefits 
that exceed the minima laid down in the sustainability scheme.

(96) Since the general objectives of this Directive, namely to achieve a 20% share of energy from 
renewable sources in the Community’s gross final consumption of energy and a 10% share of energy 
from renewable sources in each Member State’s transport energy consumption by 2020, cannot be 
sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale of the action, 
be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with 
the principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of 
proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order 
to achieve those objectives.

(97) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional agreement on better law-making [18], 
Member States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Community, 
their own tables illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the trans-
position measures and to make them public.

Article 1

Subject matter and scope

This Directive establishes a common framework for the promotion of energy from renewable sourc-
es. It sets mandatory national targets for the overall share of energy from renewable sources in gross 
final consumption of energy and for the share of energy from renewable sources in transport. It lays 
down rules relating to statistical transfers between Contracting Parties, joint projects between 
Contracting Parties and with third countries, guarantees of origin, administrative procedures, in-
formation and training, and access to the electricity grid for energy from renewable sources. It 
establishes sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids.
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increase in demand for crops caused by the promotion of biofuels could lead to a net increase in 
the cropped area. This could affect high carbon stock land, which would result in damaging carbon 
stock losses. To alleviate that risk, it is appropriate to introduce accompanying measures to encour-
age an increased rate of productivity on land already used for crops, the use of degraded land, and 
the adoption of sustainability requirements, comparable to those laid down in this Directive for 
Community biofuel consumption, in other biofuel-consuming countries. The Commission should 
develop a concrete methodology to minimise greenhouse gas emissions caused by indirect land-
use changes. To this end, the Commission should analyse, on the basis of best available scientific 
evidence, in particular, the inclusion of a factor for indirect land-use changes in the calculation of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the need to incentivise sustainable biofuels which minimise the im-
pacts of land-use change and improve biofuel sustainability with respect to indirect land-use change. 
In developing that methodology, the Commission should address, inter alia, the potential indirect 
land-use changes resulting from biofuels produced from non-food cellulosic material and from ligno-
cellulosic material.

(86) In order to permit the achievement of an adequate market share of biofuels, it is necessary to 
ensure the placing on the market of higher blends of biodiesel in diesel than those envisaged by 
standard EN590/2004.

(87) In order to ensure that biofuels that diversify the range of feedstocks used become commercially 
viable, those biofuels should receive an extra weighting under national biofuel obligations.

(88) Regular reporting is needed to ensure a continuing focus on progress in the development of 
energy from renewable sources at national and Community level. It is appropriate to require the use 
of a harmonised template for national renewable energy action plans which Member States should 
submit. Such plans could include estimated costs and benefits of the measures envisaged, measures 
relating to the necessary extension or reinforcement of the existing grid infrastructure, estimated 
costs and benefits to develop energy from renewable sources in excess of the level required by the 
indicative trajectory, information on national support schemes and information on their use of en-
ergy from renewable sources in new or renovated buildings.

(89) When designing their support systems, Member States may encourage the use of biofuels 
which give additional benefits, including the benefits of diversification offered by biofuels made from 
waste, residues, non-food cellulosic material, ligno-cellulosic material and algae, as well as non-irri-
gated plants grown in arid areas to fight desertification, by taking due account of the different costs 
of producing energy from traditional biofuels on the one hand and of those biofuels that give addi-
tional benefits on the other. Member States may encourage investment in research and development 
in relation to those and other renewable energy technologies that need time to become competitive.

(90) The implementation of this Directive should reflect, where relevant, the provisions of the Con-
vention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in 
Environmental Matters, in particular as implemented through Directive 2003/4/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2003 on public access to environmental information.

(91) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(92) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to adapt the methodological principles and 
values necessary for assessing whether sustainability criteria have been fulfilled in relation to biofuels 
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(m) "actual value" means the greenhouse gas emission saving for some or all of the steps of a spe-
cific biofuel production process calculated in accordance with the methodology laid down in part C 
NEÄ MMDWÄ5�

(n) "typical value" means an estimate of the representative greenhouse gas emission saving for a 
O@QSHBTK@QÄAHNETDKÄOQNCTBSHNMÄO@SGV@X�

(o) "default value" means a value derived from a typical value by the application of pre-determined 
factors and that may, in circumstances specified in this Directive, be used in place of an actual value.

Article 3

Mandatory national overall targets and measures for the use  
of energy from renewable sources

1. Each Contracting Party shall ensure that the share of energy from renewable sources, calculated 
in accordance with Articles 5 to 11, in gross final consumption of energy in 2020 is at least its na-
tional overall target for the share of energy from renewable sources in that year, as set out in the 
third column of the table in part A of Annex I. … In order to achieve the targets laid down in this 
Article more easily, each Contracting Party shall promote and encourage energy efficiency and 
energy saving.

2. Contracting Parties shall introduce measures effectively designed to ensure that the share of 
energy from renewable sources equals or exceeds that shown in the indicative trajectory set out in 
part B of Annex I.

3. In order to reach the targets set in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article Contracting Parties may, 
inter alia, apply the following measures:

�@�ÄRTOONQSÄRBGDLDR�

(b) measures of cooperation between different Contracting Parties and with third countries for 
achieving their national overall targets in accordance with Articles 5 to 11.

Without prejudice to Article 18(1)(c) and 18(2) of the Energy Community Treaty, Contracting 
Parties shall have the right to decide, in accordance with Articles 5 to 11 of this Directive, to which 
extent they support energy from renewable sources which is produced in a different Contracting 
Party.

4. Each Contracting Party shall ensure that the share of energy from renewable sources in all 
forms of transport in 2020 is at least 10% of the final consumption of energy in transport in that 
Contracting Party.

For the purposes of this paragraph, the following provisions shall apply:

(a) for the calculation of the denominator, that is the total amount of energy consumed in transport 
for the purposes of the first subparagraph, only petrol, diesel, biofuels consumed in road and rail 
SQ@MRONQS�Ä@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄRG@KKÄADÄS@JDMÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMS�

(b) for the calculation of the numerator, that is the amount of energy from renewable sources con-
sumed in transport for the purposes of the first subparagraph, all types of energy from renewable 
RNTQBDRÄBNMRTLDCÄHMÄ@KKÄENQLRÄNEÄSQ@MRONQSÄRG@KKÄADÄS@JDMÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMS�

(c) for the calculation of the contribution from electricity produced from renewable sources and con-
sumed in all types of electric vehicles for the purpose of points (a) and (b), Contracting Parties may 
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Article 2

Definitions

For the purposes of this Directive, the definitions in Directive 2003/54/EC apply.

The following definitions also apply:

(a) "energy from renewable sources" means energy from renewable non-fossil sources, namely 
wind, solar, aerothermal, geothermal, hydrothermal and ocean energy, hydropower, biomass, land-
EHKKÄF@R�ÄRDV@FDÄSQD@SLDMSÄOK@MSÄF@RÄ@MCÄAHNF@RDR�

�A�Ä�@DQNSGDQL@KÄDMDQFX�ÄLD@MRÄDMDQFXÄRSNQDCÄHMÄSGDÄENQLÄNEÄGD@SÄHMÄSGDÄ@LAHDMSÄ@HQ�

�B�Ä�FDNSGDQL@KÄDMDQFX�ÄLD@MRÄDMDQFXÄRSNQDCÄHMÄSGDÄENQLÄNEÄGD@SÄADMD@SGÄSGDÄRTQE@BDÄNEÄRNKHCÄD@QSG�

�C�Ä�GXCQNSGDQL@KÄDMDQFX�ÄLD@MRÄDMDQFXÄRSNQDCÄHMÄSGDÄENQLÄNEÄGD@SÄHMÄRTQE@BDÄV@SDQ�

(e) "biomass" means the biodegradable fraction of products, waste and residues from biological 
origin from agriculture (including vegetal and animal substances), forestry and related industries 
including fisheries and aquaculture, as well as the biodegradable fraction of industrial and municipal 
V@RSD�

(f) "gross final consumption of energy" means the energy commodities delivered for energy pur-
poses to industry, transport, households, services including public services, agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries, including the consumption of electricity and heat by the energy branch for electricity and 
GD@SÄOQNCTBSHNMÄ@MCÄHMBKTCHMFÄKNRRDRÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄ@MCÄGD@SÄHMÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ@MCÄSQ@MRLHRRHNM�

(g) "district heating" or "district cooling" means the distribution of thermal energy in the form of 
steam, hot water or chilled liquids, from a central source of production through a network to mul-
SHOKDÄATHKCHMFRÄNQÄRHSDR�ÄENQÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄRO@BDÄNQÄOQNBDRRÄGD@SHMFÄNQÄBNNKHMF�

(h) "bioliquids" means liquid fuel for energy purposes other than for transport, including electricity 
@MCÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMF�ÄOQNCTBDCÄEQNLÄAHNL@RR�

�H�Ä�AHNETDKR�ÄLD@MRÄKHPTHCÄNQÄF@RDNTRÄETDKÄENQÄSQ@MRONQSÄOQNCTBDCÄEQNLÄAHNL@RR�

(j) "guarantee of origin" means an electronic document which has the sole function of providing 
proof to a final customer that a given share or quantity of energy was produced from renewable 
RNTQBDRÄ@RÄQDPTHQDCÄAXÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"�

(k) "support scheme" means any instrument, scheme or mechanism applied by a Contracting Party 
or a group of Contracting Parties, that promotes the use of energy from renewable sources by 
reducing the cost of that energy, increasing the price at which it can be sold, or increasing, by means 
of a renewable energy obligation or otherwise, the volume of such energy purchased. This includes, 
but is not restricted to, investment aid, tax exemptions or reductions, tax refunds, renewable en-
ergy obligation support schemes including those using green certificates, and direct price support 
RBGDLDRÄHMBKTCHMFÄEDDC�HMÄS@QHEERÄ@MCÄOQDLHTLÄO@XLDMSR�

(l) "renewable energy obligation" means a national support scheme requiring energy producers to 
include a given proportion of energy from renewable sources in their production, requiring energy 
suppliers to include a given proportion of energy from renewable sources in their supply, or requir-
ing energy consumers to include a given proportion of energy from renewable sources in their 
consumption. This includes schemes under which such requirements may be fulfilled by using green 
BDQSHEHB@SDR�
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taken by the Contracting Party, propose to the Permanent High Level Group to adopt a de-
cision to release the Contracting Party from the obligation to submit an amended National 
Renewable Energy Action Plan.

5. The Energy Community Secretariat shall evaluate the national renewable energy action plans, 
notably the adequacy of the measures envisaged by the Contracting Party in accordance with 
Article 3(2). In response to a national renewable energy action plan or to an amended national 
renewable energy action plan, the Energy Community Secretariat may issue a recommendation.

Article 5

Calculation of the share of energy from renewable sources

1. The gross final consumption of energy from renewable sources in each Contracting Party shall 
be calculated as the sum of:

�@�ÄFQNRRÄEHM@KÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

�A�ÄFQNRRÄEHM@KÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄENQÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMF�Ä@MC

(c) final consumption of energy from renewable sources in transport.

Gas, electricity and hydrogen from renewable energy sources shall be considered only once in point 
(a), (b), or (c) of the first subparagraph, for calculating the share of gross final consumption of energy 
from renewable sources.

Subject to the second subparagraph of Article 17(1), biofuels and bioliquids that do not fulfil the 
sustainability criteria set out in Article 17(2) to (6) shall not be taken into account.

2. Where a Contracting Party considers that, due to force majeure, it is impossible for it to meet 
its share of energy from renewable sources in gross final consumption of energy in 2020 set out in 
the third column of the table in Annex I, it shall inform the Energy Community Secretariat ac-
cordingly as soon as possible. The Energy Community Secretariat shall issue an opinion on 
whether force majeure has been demonstrated. In the event that the Energy Community 
Secretariat considers that force majeure has been demonstrated, the Permanent High Level 
Group shall decide on whether an adjustment that shall be made to the Contracting Party's 
gross final consumption of energy from renewable sources for the year 2020 and the level 
of that adjustment.2

3. For the purposes of paragraph 1(a), gross final consumption of electricity from renewable energy 
sources shall be calculated as the quantity of electricity produced in a Contracting Party from re-
newable energy sources, excluding the production of electricity in pumped storage units from water 
that has previously been pumped uphill.

In multi-fuel plants using renewable and conventional sources, only the part of electricity produced 
from renewable energy sources shall be taken into account. For the purposes of this calculation, the 
contribution of each energy source shall be calculated on the basis of its energy content.

The electricity generated by hydropower and wind power shall be accounted for in accordance with 
the normalisation rules set out in Annex II.

2  According to Article 12 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC (‘Decisions of the Permanent High Level Group’)
“1. Decisions of the Permanent High Level group taken in application of Directive 2009/28/EC, as adapted by the pres-
ENT�$ECISION��SHALL�BE�ADOPTED�BY�MAJORITY�OF�ITS�MEMBERS��WHICH�MUST�INCLUDE�A�VOTE�IN�FAVOUR�BY�THE�%UROPEAN�5NION��
2. The Permanent High Level Group shall adopt a procedural act on the implementation of the present article.”
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choose to use either the average share of electricity from renewable energy sources in the Energy 
Community or the share of electricity from renewable energy sources in their own country as mea-
sured two years before the year in question. Furthermore, for the calculation of the electricity from 
renewable energy sources consumed by electric road vehicles, that consumption shall be considered 
to be 2.5 times the energy content of the input of electricity from renewable energy sources.

Article 4

National renewable energy action plans

1. Each Contracting Party shall adopt a national renewable energy action plan. The national renew-
able energy action plans shall set out Contracting Parties’ national targets for the share of energy 
from renewable sources consumed in transport, electricity and heating and cooling in 2020, taking 
into account the effects of other policy measures relating to energy efficiency on final consumption 
of energy, and adequate measures to be taken to achieve those national overall targets, including 
cooperation between local, regional and national authorities, planned statistical transfers or joint 
projects, national policies to develop existing biomass resources and mobilise new biomass resources 
for different uses, and the measures to be taken to fulfil the requirements of Articles 13 to 19.

…

Contracting Parties shall present their National Renewable Energy Action Plans in the form 
of the template adopted by the Commission under the second subparagraph of Article 4(1) 
of the Directive.1

2. Contracting Parties shall notify their national renewable energy action plans to the Energy 
Community Secretariat by 30 June 2013.

3. Each Contracting Party shall publish and notify to the Energy Community Secretariat, six 
months before its national renewable energy action plan is due, a forecast document indicating:

(a) its estimated excess production of energy from renewable sources compared to the indicative 
trajectory which could be transferred to other Contracting Parties in accordance with Articles 6 to 
���Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄHSRÄDRSHL@SDCÄONSDMSH@KÄENQÄINHMSÄOQNIDBSR�ÄTMSHKÄ�����Ä@MC

(b) its estimated demand for energy from renewable sources to be satisfied by means other than 
domestic production until 2020.

That information may include elements relating to cost and benefits and financing. That forecast 
shall be updated in the reports of the Contracting Parties as set out in Article 22(1)(l) and (m).

4. A Contracting Party whose share of energy from renewable sources fell below the indicative 
trajectory in the immediately preceding two-year period set out in part B of Annex I, shall submit an 
amended national renewable energy action plan to the Energy Community Secretariat by 30 June 
of the following year, setting out adequate and proportionate measures to rejoin, within a reason-
able timetable, the indicative trajectory in part B of Annex I.

The Energy Community Secretariat may, if the Contracting Party has not met the indicative 
trajectory by a limited margin, and taking due account of the current and future measures 

1 Article 5(2) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, referring to Commission Decision 2009/548/EC of 30 June 2009 establishing 
a template for National Renewable Energy Action Plans under Directive 2009/28/EC.
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Article 6

Statistical transfers between Contracting Parties

1. Contracting Parties may agree on and may make arrangements for the statistical transfer of a 
specified amount of energy from renewable sources from one Contracting Party to another Con-
tracting Party. The transferred quantity shall be:

(a) deducted from the amount of energy from renewable sources that is taken into account in mea-
suring compliance by the Contracting Party making the transfer with the requirements of Article 
����Ä@MCÄ����Ä@MC

(b) added to the amount of energy from renewable sources that is taken into account in measuring 
compliance by another Contracting Party accepting the transfer with the requirements of Article 
3(1) and (2).

A statistical transfer shall not affect the achievement of the national target of the Contracting Party 
making the transfer.

2. The arrangements referred to in paragraph 1 may have a duration of one or more years. They shall 
be notified to the Energy Community Secretariat no later than three months after the end of each 
year in which they have effect. The information sent to the Energy Community Secretariat shall 
include the quantity and price of the energy involved.

3. Transfers shall become effective only after all Contracting Parties involved in the transfer have 
notified the transfer to the Energy Community Secretariat.

Article 8 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC

Statistical transfers from Contracting Parties to Member States of the European Union

1. Upon motivated request from an interested Contracting Party, the Ministerial Council 
may decide4 that this Contracting Party may agree on statistical transfers of a specified 
amount of energy from renewable sources to a Member State of the European Union. The 
Ministerial Council shall ask the Secretariat for an opinion on the request.

2. The transferred quantity shall be deducted from the amount of energy from renewable 
sources that is taken into account in measuring compliance by the Contracting Party mak-
ing the transfer with the requirements of Article 3(1) and (2) of Directive 2009/28/EC, as 
adapted by this decision.

A statistical transfer shall not affect the achievement of the national target of the Contract-
ing Party making the transfer.

3. The arrangements for the statistical transfer to a Member State of the European Union 
4  According to Article 11 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, 
h���4HE�$ECISION�OF�THE�-INISTERIAL�#OUNCIL�REFERRED�TO�IN�!RTICLE���AND���OF�THIS�$ECISION�SHALL�BE�ADOPTED�BY�MAJORITY�OF�THE�
Members of the Ministerial Council, which must include a vote in favour by the European Union. 
2. The Decision shall be positive only if all the following conditions are met: 
a) that the Contracting Party has fully transposed Directive 2009/28/EC, as adapted by this Decision; 
b) that the envisaged statistical transfers or distribution rules (as appropriate) are based on reliable and accurate energy 
statistics that are compiled in accordance with the European Union’s methodology on energy statistics, and 
C	�THAT�THE�#ONTRACTING�0ARTY�IS�EXPECTED�TO�EXCEED�THE�INDICATIVE�TRAJECTORY�AND�BINDING�TARGET�WITHOUT�INCLUDING�POTENTIAL�
CONTRIBUTIONS�FROM�JOINT�PROJECTS�WITH�THIRD�COUNTRIES��
3. The Ministerial Council shall adopt a procedural act on the implementation of the present article.”
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4. For the purposes of paragraph 1(b), the gross final consumption of energy from renewable sourc-
es for heating and cooling shall be calculated as the quantity of district heating and cooling produced 
in a Contracting Party from renewable sources, plus the consumption of other energy from renew-
able sources in industry, households, services, agriculture, forestry and fisheries, for heating, cooling 
and processing purposes.

In multi-fuel plants using renewable and conventional sources, only the part of heating and cooling 
produced from renewable energy sources shall be taken into account. For the purposes of this calcu-
lation, the contribution of each energy source shall be calculated on the basis of its energy content.

Aerothermal, geothermal and hydrothermal heat energy captured by heat pumps shall be taken 
into account for the purposes of paragraph 1(b) provided that the final energy output significantly 
exceeds the primary energy input required to drive the heat pumps. The quantity of heat to be con-
sidered as energy from renewable sources for the purposes of this Directive shall be calculated in 
accordance with the methodology laid down in Annex VII.

Thermal energy generated by passive energy systems, under which lower energy consumption is 
achieved passively through building design or from heat generated by energy from non-renewable 
sources, shall not be taken into account for the purposes of paragraph 1(b).

5. The energy content of the transport fuels listed in Annex III shall be taken to be as set out in that 
Annex. Annex III may be adapted to technical and scientific progress. Those measures, designed to 
amend non-essential elements of this Directive, shall be adopted in accordance with the regulatory 
procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 25(4).

6. The share of energy from renewable sources shall be calculated as the gross final consumption 
of energy from renewable sources divided by the gross final consumption of energy from all energy 
sources, expressed as a percentage.

For the purposes of the first subparagraph, the sum referred to in paragraph 1 shall be adjusted in 
accordance with Articles 6, 8, 10 and 11.

In calculating a Contracting Party’s gross final energy consumption for the purpose of measuring 
its compliance with the targets and indicative trajectory laid down in this Directive, the amount of 
energy consumed in aviation shall, as a proportion of that Contracting Party’s gross final con-
sumption of energy, be considered to be no more than 6.18%. For Cyprus and Malta the amount 
of energy consumed in aviation shall, as a proportion of those Contracting Parties’3 gross final 
consumption of energy, be considered to be no more than 4.12%.

7. The methodology and definitions used in the calculation of the share of energy from renewable 
sources shall be those of Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 22 October 2008 on energy statistics.

Contracting Parties shall ensure coherence of statistical information used in calculating those sec-
toral and overall shares and statistical information reported to the Energy Community Secretariat 
under Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008.

3  Editorial note: Cyprus and Malta are not Contracting Parties of the Energy Community.
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4. The period specified under paragraph 3(d) shall not extend beyond 2020. The duration of a joint 
project may extend beyond 2020.

5. A notification made under this Article shall not be varied or withdrawn without the joint agree-
ment of the Contracting Party making the notification and the Contracting Party identified in 
accordance with paragraph 3(c).

Article 8

Effects of joint projects between Contracting Parties

1. Within three months of the end of each year falling within the period specified under Article 7(3)
(d), the Contracting Party that made the notification under Article 7 shall issue a letter of notifica-
tion stating:

(a) the total amount of electricity or heating or cooling produced during the year from renewable 
DMDQFXÄRNTQBDRÄAXÄSGDÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄVGHBGÄV@RÄSGDÄRTAIDBSÄNEÄSGDÄMNSHEHB@SHNMÄTMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ��Ä@MC

(b) the amount of electricity or heating or cooling produced during the year from renewable energy 
sources by that installation which is to count towards the national overall target of another Con-
tracting Party in accordance with the terms of the notification.

2. The notifying Contracting Party shall send the letter of notification to the Contracting Party in 
whose favour the notification was made and to the Energy Community Secretariat.

3. For the purposes of measuring target compliance with the requirements of this Directive concern-
ing national overall targets, the amount of electricity or heating or cooling from renewable energy 
sources notified in accordance with paragraph 1(b) shall be:

(a) deducted from the amount of electricity or heating or cooling from renewable energy sources 
that is taken into account, in measuring compliance by the Contracting Party issuing the letter of 
MNSHEHB@SHNMÄTMCDQÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä@MC

(b) added to the amount of electricity or heating or cooling from renewable energy sources that is 
taken into account, in measuring compliance by the Contracting Party receiving the letter of noti-
fication in accordance with paragraph 2.

Article 9

Joint projects between Contracting Parties and third countries5

1. One or more Contracting Parties may cooperate with one or more third countries on all types of 
joint projects regarding the production of electricity from renewable energy sources. Such coopera-
tion may involve private operators.

2. Electricity from renewable energy sources produced in a third country shall be taken into account 
only for the purposes of measuring compliance with the requirements of this Directive concerning 
national overall targets if the following conditions are met:

(a) the electricity is consumed in the Energy Community, a requirement that is deemed to be met 
where:

5  According to Recital 6 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, joint projects between Member States and Contracting Parties 
remain possible under Articles 9 and 10 of the Directive. Article 9 of the Directive in its original form thus remains also 
relevant.
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may have a duration of one or more years. They shall be notified by the Contracting Party 
to the Secretariat no later than three months after the end of each year in which they have 
effect. The information sent to the Secretariat shall include the quantity and price of the 
energy involved.

4. Transfers shall become effective only after the Contracting Party involved has notified 
the transfer to the Secretariat.

5. The provisions in this Article are without prejudice to more stringent requirements 
agreed by the parties involved in the statistical transfer.

Article 13 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC 

External Audits

1. The implementation of Article 8 … of this Decision shall be subject to an external audit 
on a biennial basis of which the results shall be sent to the Secretariat. Where the result of 
the audit shows that the conditions laid down in this Decision for applying the cooperation 
mechanisms of the Directive were not met, the involved transfers will be annulled. 

2. The Contracting Party concerned shall arrange for the independent audit referred to 
in paragraph 1. The auditor needs to be accredited by a member of the International Ac-
creditation Body and must have implemented relevant international standards to ensure 
its competence.

Article 7

Joint projects between Contracting Parties

1. Two or more Contracting Parties may cooperate on all types of joint projects relating to the 
production of electricity, heating or cooling from renewable energy sources. That cooperation may 
involve private operators.

2. Contracting Parties shall notify the Energy Community Secretariat of the proportion or 
amount of electricity, heating or cooling from renewable energy sources produced by any joint proj-
ect in their territory, that became operational after 18 December 2012, or by the increased capacity 
of an installation that was refurbished after that date, which is to be regarded as counting towards 
the national overall target of another Contracting Party for the purposes of measuring compliance 
with the requirements of this Directive.

3. The notification referred to in paragraph 2 shall:

�@�ÄCDRBQHADÄSGDÄOQNONRDCÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄNQÄHCDMSHEXÄSGDÄQDETQAHRGDCÄHMRS@KK@SHNM�

(b) specify the proportion or amount of electricity or heating or cooling produced from the installa-
tion which is to be regarded as counting towards the national overall target of another Contracting 
Party�

(c) identify the Contracting PartyÄHMÄVGNRDÄE@UNTQÄSGDÄMNSHEHB@SHNMÄHRÄADHMFÄL@CD�Ä@MC

(d) specify the period, in whole calendar years, during which the electricity or heating or cooling 
produced by the installation from renewable energy sources is to be regarded as counting towards 
the national overall target of the other Contracting Party.
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(c) specify the period, in whole calendar years, during which the electricity is to be regarded as count-
ing towards the national overall target of the Contracting Party�Ä@MC

(d) include a written acknowledgement of points (b) and (c) by the third country in whose territory 
the installation is to become operational and the proportion or amount of electricity produced by the 
installation which will be used domestically by that third country.

6. The period specified under paragraph 5(c) shall not extend beyond 2020. The duration of a joint 
project may extend beyond 2020.

7. A notification made under this Article may not be varied or withdrawn without the joint agree-
ment of the Contracting Party making the notification and the third country that has acknowl-
edged the joint project in accordance with paragraph 5(d).

8. Contracting Parties and the Energy Community shall encourage the relevant bodies of the 
Energy Community Treaty to take, in conformity with the Energy Community Treaty, the mea-
sures which are necessary so that the Contracting Parties to that Treaty can apply the provisions on 
cooperation laid down in this Directive between Contracting Parties.

Article 10

Effects of joint projects between Contracting Parties and third countries6

1. Within three months of the end of each year falling within the period specified under Article 9(5)
(c), the Contracting Party having made the notification under Article 9 shall issue a letter of noti-
fication stating:

(a) the total amount of electricity produced during that year from renewable energy sources by the 
HMRS@KK@SHNMÄVGHBGÄV@RÄSGDÄRTAIDBSÄNEÄSGDÄMNSHEHB@SHNMÄTMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(b) the amount of electricity produced during the year from renewable energy sources by that in-
stallation which is to count towards its national overall target in accordance with the terms of the 
MNSHEHB@SHNMÄTMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ��Ä@MC

(c) proof of compliance with the conditions set out in Article 9(2).

2. The Contracting Party shall send the letter of notification to the third country which has acknowl-
edged the project in accordance with Article 9(5)(d) and to the Energy Community Secretariat.

3. For the purposes of measuring target compliance with the requirements of this Directive con-
cerning national overall targets, the amount of electricity produced from renewable energy sources 
notified in accordance with paragraph 1(b) shall be added to the amount of energy from renewable 
sources that is taken into account, in measuring compliance by the Contracting Party issuing the 
letter of notification.

Article 11

Joint support schemes

1. Without prejudice to the obligations of Contracting Parties under Article 3, two or more Con-
tracting Parties may decide, on a voluntary basis, to join or partly coordinate their national support 

6  According to Recital 6 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, joint projects between Member States and Contracting Parties 
remain possible under Articles 9 and 10 of the Directive. Article 10 of the Directive in its original form thus remains also 
relevant.
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(i) an equivalent amount of electricity to the electricity accounted for has been firmly nominated to 
the allocated interconnection capacity by all responsible transmission system operators in the country 
NEÄNQHFHM�ÄSGDÄBNTMSQXÄNEÄCDRSHM@SHNMÄ@MC�ÄHEÄQDKDU@MS�ÄD@BGÄSGHQCÄBNTMSQXÄNEÄSQ@MRHS�

(ii) an equivalent amount of electricity to the electricity accounted for has been firmly registered in 
the schedule of balance by the responsible transmission system operator on the Energy Commu-
nity RHCDÄNEÄ@MÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQ�Ä@MC

(iii) the nominated capacity and the production of electricity from renewable energy sources by the 
HMRS@KK@SHNMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��A�ÄQDEDQÄSNÄSGDÄR@LDÄODQHNCÄNEÄSHLD�

(b) the electricity is produced by a newly constructed installation that became operational after 18 
December 2012 or by the increased capacity of an installation that was refurbished after that date, 
TMCDQÄ@ÄINHMSÄOQNIDBSÄ@RÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��Ä@MC

(c) the amount of electricity produced and exported has not received support from a support scheme 
of a third country other than investment aid granted to the installation.

3. Contracting Parties may apply to the Energy Community Secretariat, for the purposes of Ar-
ticle 5, for account to be taken of electricity from renewable energy sources produced and consumed 
in a third country, in the context of the construction of an interconnector with a very long lead-time 
between a Contracting Party and a third country if the following conditions are met:

�@�ÄBNMRSQTBSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQÄRS@QSDCÄAXÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����

�A�ÄHSÄHRÄMNSÄONRRHAKDÄENQÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQÄSNÄADBNLDÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄAXÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����

�B�ÄHSÄHRÄONRRHAKDÄENQÄSGDÄHMSDQBNMMDBSNQÄSNÄADBNLDÄNODQ@SHNM@KÄAXÄ��Ä#DBDLADQÄ�����

(d) after it becomes operational, the interconnector will be used for the export to the Energy Com-
munity�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��ÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄFDMDQ@SDCÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

(e) the application relates to a joint project that fulfils the criteria in points (b) and (c) of paragraph 2 
and that will use the interconnector after it becomes operational, and to a quantity of electricity that 
is no greater than the quantity that will be exported to the Energy Community after the intercon-
nector becomes operational.

4. The proportion or amount of electricity produced by any installation in the territory of a third 
country, which is to be regarded as counting towards the national overall target of one or more 
Contracting Parties for the purposes of measuring compliance with Article 3, shall be notified to 
the Energy Community Secretariat. When more than one Contracting Party is concerned, the 
distribution between Contracting Parties of this proportion or amount shall be notified to the 
Energy Community Secretariat. This proportion or amount shall not exceed the proportion or 
amount actually exported to, and consumed in, the Energy Community, corresponding to the 
amount referred to in paragraph 2(a)(i) and (ii) of this Article and meeting the conditions as set out 
in its paragraph (2)(a). The notification shall be made by each Contracting Party towards whose 
overall national target the proportion or amount of electricity is to count.

5. The notification referred to in paragraph 4 shall:

�@�ÄCDRBQHADÄSGDÄOQNONRDCÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄNQÄHCDMSHEXÄSGDÄQDETQAHRGDCÄHMRS@KK@SHNM�

(b) specify the proportion or amount of electricity produced from the installation which is to be 
regarded as counting towards the national target of a Contracting Party as well as, subject to 
BNMEHCDMSH@KHSXÄQDPTHQDLDMSR�ÄSGDÄBNQQDRONMCHMFÄEHM@MBH@KÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSR�
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that this Contracting Party may agree on a joint support scheme with a Member State of 
the European Union. The Ministerial Council shall ask the Secretariat for an opinion on the 
request. 

3. Within three months of the end of each year each Contracting Party having made a noti-
fication under paragraph 1(b) shall issue a letter of notification stating the total amount of 
electricity or heating or cooling from renewable energy sources produced during the year 
which is to be the subject of the distribution rule.

4. For the purposes of measuring compliance with the requirements of this Directive con-
cerning national overall targets, the amount of electricity or heating or cooling from re-
newable energy sources notified in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be reallocated be-
tween the concerned Contracting Party(ies) and Member State(s) in accordance with the 
notified distribution rule.

5. The provisions in this Article are without prejudice to more stringent requirements 
agreed by the parties coordinating their national support schemes.

Article 13 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC 

External Audits

1. The implementation of Article … 9 of this Decision shall be subject to an external audit 
on a biennial basis of which the results shall be sent to the Secretariat. Where the result of 
the audit shows that the conditions laid down in this Decision for applying the cooperation 
mechanisms of the Directive were not met, the involved transfers will be annulled. 

2. The Contracting Party concerned shall arrange for the independent audit referred to 
in paragraph 1. The auditor needs to be accredited by a member of the International Ac-
creditation Body and must have implemented relevant international standards to ensure 
its competence.

Article 12

Capacity increases

For the purpose of Article 7(2) and Article 9(2)(b), units of energy from renewable sources imputable 
to an increase in the capacity of an installation shall be treated as if they were produced by a separate 
installation becoming operational at the moment at which the increase of capacity occurred.
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schemes. In such cases, a certain amount of energy from renewable sources produced in the territory 
of one participating Contracting Party may count towards the national overall target of another 
participating Contracting Party if the Contracting Parties concerned:

(a) make a statistical transfer of specified amounts of energy from renewable sources from one Con-
tracting Party to another Contracting PartyÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄNQ

(b) set up a distribution rule agreed by participating Contracting Parties that allocates amounts of 
energy from renewable sources between the participating Contracting Parties. Such a rule shall 
be notified to the Energy Community Secretariat no later than three months after the end of the 
first year in which it takes effect.

2. Within three months of the end of each year each Contracting Party having made a notification 
under paragraph 1(b) shall issue a letter of notification stating the total amount of electricity or heat-
ing or cooling from renewable energy sources produced during the year which is to be the subject 
of the distribution rule.

3. For the purposes of measuring compliance with the requirements of this Directive concerning na-
tional overall targets, the amount of electricity or heating or cooling from renewable energy sources 
notified in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be reallocated between the concerned Contracting 
Parties in accordance with the notified distribution rule.

Article 9 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC

Joint support schemes between Contracting Parties and Member States of the European Union

1. One or more Contracting Parties and one or more EU Member States may decide, on a 
voluntary basis, to join or partly coordinate their national support schemes. In such cases, a 
certain amount of energy from renewable sources produced in the territory of one partici-
pating Contracting Party or Member State may count towards the national overall target 
of another participating Contracting Party(ies) or Member State(s) if the involved Parties 
concerned: 

(a) make a statistical transfer of specified amounts of energy from renewable sources from 
one Party to another Party in accordance with Article 8 of this Decision; or

(b) set up a distribution rule agreed by the participating Contracting Party and Member 
State that allocates amounts of energy from renewable sources between the participating 
Parties. Such a rule shall be notified to the Secretariat by the Contracting Party no later 
than three months after the end of the first year in which it takes effect.

2. Upon motivated request from an interested Contracting Party, which shall include the 
information referred in Article 7(3) of Directive 2009/28, the Ministerial Council may decide7 

7  According to Article 11 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, 
“���4HE�$ECISION�OF�THE�-INISTERIAL�#OUNCIL�REFERRED�TO�IN�!RTICLE���AND���OF�THIS�$ECISION�SHALL�BE�ADOPTED�BY�MAJORITY�OF�THE�
Members of the Ministerial Council, which must include a vote in favour by the European Union. 
2. The Decision shall be positive only if all the following conditions are met: 
a) that the Contracting Party has fully transposed Directive 2009/28/EC, as adapted by this Decision; 
b) that the envisaged statistical transfers or distribution rules (as appropriate) are based on reliable and accurate energy 
statistics that are compiled in accordance with the European Union’s methodology on energy statistics, and 
C	�THAT�THE�#ONTRACTING�0ARTY�IS�EXPECTED�TO�EXCEED�THE�INDICATIVE�TRAJECTORY�AND�BINDING�TARGET�WITHOUT�INCLUDING�POTENTIAL�
CONTRIBUTIONS�FROM�JOINT�PROJECTS�WITH�THIRD�COUNTRIES��
3. The Ministerial Council shall adopt a procedural act on the implementation of the present article.”
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By 31 December 2014, Contracting Parties shall, in their building regulations and codes or by other 
means with equivalent effect, where appropriate, require the use of minimum levels of energy from 
renewable sources in new buildings and in existing buildings that are subject to major renovation. 
Contracting Parties shall permit those minimum levels to be fulfilled, inter alia, through district 
heating and cooling produced using a significant proportion of renewable energy sources.

The requirements of the first subparagraph shall apply to the armed forces, only to the extent that its 
application does not cause any conflict with the nature and primary aim of the activities of the armed 
forces and with the exception of material used exclusively for military purposes.

5. Contracting Parties shall ensure that new public buildings, and existing public buildings that 
are subject to major renovation, at national, regional and local level fulfil an exemplary role in the 
context of this Directive from 1 January 2012 onwards. Contracting Parties may, inter alia, allow 
that obligation to be fulfilled by complying with standards for zero energy housing, or by providing 
that the roofs of public or mixed private-public buildings are used by third parties for installations 
that produce energy from renewable sources.

6. With respect to their building regulations and codes, Contracting Parties shall promote the use 
of renewable energy heating and cooling systems and equipment that achieve a significant reduc-
tion of energy consumption. Contracting Parties shall use energy or eco-labels or other appropriate 
certificates or standards developed at national or Energy Community level, where these exist, as 
the basis for encouraging such systems and equipment.

In the case of biomass, Contracting Parties shall promote conversion technologies that achieve a 
conversion efficiency of at least 85% for residential and commercial applications and at least 70% 
for industrial applications.

In the case of heat pumps, Contracting Parties shall promote those that fulfil the minimum re-
quirements of eco-labelling established in Commission Decision 2007/742/EC of 9 November 2007 
establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the Community eco-label to electrically driven, 
gas driven or gas absorption heat pumps.

In the case of solar thermal energy, Contracting Parties shall promote certified equipment and sys-
tems based on European standards where these exist, including eco-labels, energy labels and other 
technical reference systems established by the European standardisation bodies.

In assessing the conversion efficiency and input/output ratio of systems and equipment for the pur-
poses of this paragraph, Contracting Parties shall use Energy Community or, in their absence, 
international procedures if such procedures exist.

Article 14

Information and training

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that information on support measures is made available to all 
relevant actors, such as consumers, builders, installers, architects, and suppliers of heating, cool-
ing and electricity equipment and systems and of vehicles compatible with the use of energy from 
renewable sources.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure that information on the net benefits, cost and energy efficiency 
of equipment and systems for the use of heating, cooling and electricity from renewable energy 
sources is made available either by the supplier of the equipment or system or by the national com-
petent authorities.
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Article 13

Administrative procedures, regulations and codes

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that any national rules concerning the authorisation, certifica-
tion and licensing procedures that are applied to plants and associated transmission and distribution 
network infrastructures for the production of electricity, heating or cooling from renewable energy 
sources, and to the process of transformation of biomass into biofuels or other energy products, are 
proportionate and necessary.

Contracting Parties shall, in particular, take the appropriate steps to ensure that:

(a) subject to differences between Contracting Parties in their administrative structures and organ-
isation, the respective responsibilities of national, regional and local administrative bodies for au-
thorisation, certification and licensing procedures including spatial planning are clearly coordinated 
@MCÄCDEHMDC�ÄVHSGÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄSHLDS@AKDRÄENQÄCDSDQLHMHMFÄOK@MMHMFÄ@MCÄATHKCHMFÄ@OOKHB@SHNMR�

(b) comprehensive information on the processing of authorisation, certification and licensing applica-
tions for renewable energy installations and on available assistance to applicants are made available 
@SÄSGDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄKDUDK�

�B�Ä@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄOQNBDCTQDRÄ@QDÄRSQD@LKHMDCÄ@MCÄDWODCHSDCÄ@SÄSGDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÄKDUDK�

(d) rules governing authorisation, certification and licensing are objective, transparent, proportion-
ate, do not discriminate between applicants and take fully into account the particularities of indi-
UHCT@KÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄSDBGMNKNFHDR�

(e) administrative charges paid by consumers, planners, architects, builders and equipment and sys-
SDLÄHMRS@KKDQRÄ@MCÄRTOOKHDQRÄ@QDÄSQ@MRO@QDMSÄ@MCÄBNRS�QDK@SDC�Ä@MC

(f) simplified and less burdensome authorisation procedures, including through simple notification if 
allowed by the applicable regulatory framework, are established for smaller projects and for decen-
tralised devices for producing energy from renewable sources, where appropriate.

2. Contracting Parties shall clearly define any technical specifications which must be met by re-
newable energy equipment and systems in order to benefit from support schemes. Where European 
standards exist, including eco-labels, energy labels and other technical reference systems established 
by the European standardisation bodies, such technical specifications shall be expressed in terms of 
those standards. Such technical specifications shall not prescribe where the equipment and systems 
are to be certified and should not impede the operation of the internal market.

3. Contracting Parties shall recommend to all actors, in particular local and regional administrative 
bodies to ensure equipment and systems are installed for the use of electricity, heating and cooling 
from renewable energy sources and for district heating and cooling when planning, designing, build-
ing and renovating industrial or residential areas. Contracting Parties shall, in particular, encour-
age local and regional administrative bodies to include heating and cooling from renewable energy 
sources in the planning of city infrastructure, where appropriate.

4. Contracting Parties shall introduce in their building regulations and codes appropriate measures 
in order to increase the share of all kinds of energy from renewable sources in the building sector.

In establishing such measures or in their regional support schemes, Contracting Parties may take 
into account national measures relating to substantial increases in energy efficiency and relating to 
cogeneration and to passive, low or zero-energy buildings.
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sponding energy unit. A guarantee of origin shall be cancelled once it has been used.

4. Contracting Parties or designated competent bodies shall supervise the issuance, transfer and 
cancellation of guarantees of origin. The designated competent bodies shall have non-overlapping 
geographical responsibilities, and be independent of production, trade and supply activities.

5. Contracting Parties or the designated competent bodies shall put in place appropriate mecha-
nisms to ensure that guarantees of origin shall be issued, transferred and cancelled electronically and 
are accurate, reliable and fraud-resistant.

6. A guarantee of origin shall specify at least:

(a) the energy source from which the energy was produced and the start and end dates of produc-
SHNM�

(b) whether it relates to:

�H�ÄDKDBSQHBHSX�ÄNQ

�HH�ÄGD@SHMFÄNQÄBNNKHMF�

�B�ÄSGDÄHCDMSHSX�ÄKNB@SHNM�ÄSXODÄ@MCÄB@O@BHSXÄNEÄSGDÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄVGDQDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄV@RÄOQNCTBDC�

(d) whether and to what extent the installation has benefited from investment support, whether and 
to what extent the unit of energy has benefited in any other way from a national support scheme, 
@MCÄSGDÄSXODÄNEÄRTOONQSÄRBGDLD�

�D�ÄSGDÄC@SDÄNMÄVGHBGÄSGDÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄADB@LDÄNODQ@SHNM@K�Ä@MC

(f) the date and country of issue and a unique identification number.

7. Where an electricity supplier is required to prove the share or quantity of energy from renewable 
sources in its energy mix for the purposes of Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC, it may do so by 
using its guarantees of origin.

8. The amount of energy from renewable sources corresponding to guarantees of origin transferred 
by an electricity supplier to a third party shall be deducted from the share of energy from renewable 
sources in its energy mix for the purposes of Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC.

9. Contracting Parties shall recognise guarantees of origin issued by other Contracting Parties 
in accordance with this Directive exclusively as proof of the elements referred to in paragraph 1 and 
paragraph 6(a) to (f). A Contracting Party may refuse to recognise a guarantee of origin only when 
it has well-founded doubts about its accuracy, reliability or veracity. The Contracting Party shall 
notify the Energy Community Secretariat of such a refusal and its justification.

10. If the Energy Community Secretariat finds that a refusal to recognise a guarantee of 
origin is unfounded, the Energy Community Secretariat may issue an opinion inviting the 
Contracting Party in question to recognise it.

11. A Contracting Party may introduce, in conformity with Energy Community law, objective, 
transparent and non-discriminatory criteria for the use of guarantees of origin in complying with the 
obligations laid down in Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC.

12. Where energy suppliers market energy from renewable sources to consumers with a reference 
to environmental or other benefits of energy from renewable sources, Contracting Parties may 
require those energy suppliers to make available, in summary form, information on the amount or 
share of energy from renewable sources that comes from installations or increased capacity that 
became operational after 18 December 2012.
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3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that certification schemes or equivalent qualification schemes 
become or are available by 31 December 2012 for installers of small-scale biomass boilers and stoves, 
solar photovoltaic and solar thermal systems, shallow geothermal systems and heat pumps. Those 
schemes may take into account existing schemes and structures as appropriate, and shall be based 
on the criteria laid down in Annex IV. Each Contracting Party shall recognise certification awarded 
by other Contracting Parties in accordance with those criteria.

4. Contracting Parties shall make available to the public information on certification schemes or 
equivalent qualification schemes as referred to in paragraph 3. Contracting Parties may also make 
available the list of installers who are qualified or certified in accordance with the provisions referred 
to in paragraph 3.

5. Contracting Parties shall ensure that guidance is made available to all relevant actors, notably 
for planners and architects so that they are able properly to consider the optimal combination of 
renewable energy sources, of high-efficiency technologies and of district heating and cooling when 
planning, designing, building and renovating industrial or residential areas.

6. Contracting Parties, with the participation of local and regional authorities, shall develop suit-
able information, awareness-raising, guidance or training programmes in order to inform citizens of 
the benefits and practicalities of developing and using energy from renewable sources.

Article 15

Guarantees of origin of electricity, heating and cooling  
produced from renewable energy sources

1. For the purposes of proving to final customers the share or quantity of energy from renewable 
sources in an energy supplier’s energy mix in accordance with Article 3(6) of Directive 2003/54/EC, 
Contracting Parties shall ensure that the origin of electricity produced from renewable energy 
sources can be guaranteed as such within the meaning of this Directive, in accordance with objec-
tive, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria.

2. To that end, Contracting Parties shall ensure that a guarantee of origin is issued in response to 
a request from a producer of electricity from renewable energy sources. Contracting Parties may 
arrange for guarantees of origin to be issued in response to a request from producers of heating and 
cooling from renewable energy sources. Such an arrangement may be made subject to a minimum 
capacity limit. A guarantee of origin shall be of the standard size of 1 MWh. No more than one 
guarantee of origin shall be issued in respect of each unit of energy produced.

Contracting Parties shall ensure that the same unit of energy from renewable sources is taken into 
account only once.

Contracting Parties may provide that no support be granted to a producer when that producer 
receives a guarantee of origin for the same production of energy from renewable sources.

The guarantee of origin shall have no function in terms of a Contracting Party’s compliance with 
Article 3. Transfers of guarantees of origin, separately or together with the physical transfer of en-
ergy, shall have no effect on the decision of Contracting Parties to use statistical transfers, joint 
projects or joint support schemes for target compliance or on the calculation of the gross final con-
sumption of energy from renewable sources in accordance with Article 5.

3. Any use of a guarantee of origin shall take place within 12 months of production of the corre-
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tors to provide any new producer of energy from renewable sources wishing to be connected to the 
system with the comprehensive and necessary information required, including:

�@�Ä@ÄBNLOQDGDMRHUDÄ@MCÄCDS@HKDCÄDRSHL@SDÄNEÄSGDÄBNRSRÄ@RRNBH@SDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄBNMMDBSHNM�

�A�Ä@ÄQD@RNM@AKDÄ@MCÄOQDBHRDÄSHLDS@AKDÄENQÄQDBDHUHMFÄ@MCÄOQNBDRRHMFÄSGDÄQDPTDRSÄENQÄFQHCÄBNMMDBSHNM�

(c) a reasonable indicative timetable for any proposed grid connection.

Contracting Parties may allow producers of electricity from renewable energy sources wishing to 
be connected to the grid to issue a call for tender for the connection work.

6. The sharing of costs referred in paragraph 3 shall be enforced by a mechanism based on objec-
tive, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria taking into account the benefits which initially and 
subsequently connected producers as well as transmission system operators and distribution system 
operators derive from the connections.

7. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the charging of transmission and distribution tariffs does 
not discriminate against electricity from renewable energy sources, including in particular electricity 
from renewable energy sources produced in peripheral regions, such as island regions, and in regions 
of low population density. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the charging of transmission and 
distribution tariffs does not discriminate against gas from renewable energy sources.

8. Contracting Parties shall ensure that tariffs charged by transmission system operators and dis-
tribution system operators for the transmission and distribution of electricity from plants using re-
newable energy sources reflect realisable cost benefits resulting from the plant’s connection to the 
network. Such cost benefits could arise from the direct use of the low-voltage grid.

9. Where relevant, Contracting Parties shall assess the need to extend existing gas network infra-
structure to facilitate the integration of gas from renewable energy sources.

10. Where relevant, Contracting Parties shall require transmission system operators and distribu-
tion system operators in their territory to publish technical rules in line with Article 6 of Directive 
2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning the com-
mon rules for the internal market in natural gas, in particular regarding network connection rules 
that include gas quality, gas odoration and gas pressure requirements. Contracting Parties shall 
also require transmission and distribution system operators to publish the connection tariffs to con-
nect renewable gas sources based on transparent and non-discriminatory criteria.

11. Contracting Parties in their national renewable energy action plans shall assess the necessity 
to build new infrastructure for district heating and cooling produced from renewable energy sources 
in order to achieve the 2020 national target referred to in Article 3(1). Subject to that assessment, 
Contracting Parties shall, where relevant, take steps with a view to developing a district heating 
infrastructure to accommodate the development of heating and cooling production from large bio-
mass, solar and geothermal facilities.

Article 17

Sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids

1. Irrespective of whether the raw materials were cultivated inside or outside the territory of the En-
ergy Community, energy from biofuels and bioliquids shall be taken into account for the purposes 
referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) only if they fulfil the sustainability criteria set out in paragraphs 
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Article 16

Access to and operation of the grids

1. Contracting Parties shall take the appropriate steps to develop transmission and distribution grid 
infrastructure, intelligent networks, storage facilities and the electricity system, in order to allow the 
secure operation of the electricity system as it accommodates the further development of electricity 
production from renewable energy sources, including interconnection between Contracting Par-
ties and between Contracting Parties and third countries. Contracting Parties shall also take 
appropriate steps to accelerate authorisation procedures for grid infrastructure and to coordinate 
approval of grid infrastructure with administrative and planning procedures.

2. Subject to requirements relating to the maintenance of the reliability and safety of the grid, based 
on transparent and non-discriminatory criteria defined by the competent national authorities:

(a) Contracting Parties shall ensure that transmission system operators and distribution system 
operators in their territory guarantee the transmission and distribution of electricity produced from 
QDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

(b) Contracting Parties shall also provide for either priority access or guaranteed access to the grid-
RXRSDLÄNEÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄOQNCTBDCÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRNTQBDR�

(c) Contracting Parties shall ensure that when dispatching electricity generating installations, 
transmission system operators shall give priority to generating installations using renewable energy 
sources in so far as the secure operation of the national electricity system permits and based on 
transparent and non-discriminatory criteria. Contracting Parties shall ensure that appropriate grid 
and market-related operational measures are taken in order to minimise the curtailment of electricity 
produced from renewable energy sources. If significant measures are taken to curtail the renewable 
energy sources in order to guarantee the security of the national electricity system and security of 
energy supply, Contracting Parties shall ensure that the responsible system operators report to 
the competent regulatory authority on those measures and indicate which corrective measures they 
intend to take in order to prevent inappropriate curtailments.

3. Contracting Parties shall require transmission system operators and distribution system opera-
tors to set up and make public their standard rules relating to the bearing and sharing of costs of 
technical adaptations, such as grid connections and grid reinforcements, improved operation of the 
grid and rules on the non-discriminatory implementation of the grid codes, which are necessary in 
order to integrate new producers feeding electricity produced from renewable energy sources into 
the interconnected grid.

Those rules shall be based on objective, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria taking particular 
account of all the costs and benefits associated with the connection of those producers to the grid 
and of the particular circumstances of producers located in peripheral regions and in regions of low 
population density. Those rules may provide for different types of connection.

4. Where appropriate, Contracting Parties may require transmission system operators and distribu-
tion system operators to bear, in full or in part, the costs referred to in paragraph 3. Contracting 
Parties shall review and take the necessary measures to improve the frameworks and rules for the 
bearing and sharing of costs referred to in paragraph 3 by 30 June 2011 and every two years there-
after to ensure the integration of new producers as referred to in that paragraph.

5. Contracting Parties shall require transmission system operators and distribution system opera-
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4. Biofuels and bioliquids taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of 
paragraph 1 shall not be made from raw material obtained from land with high carbon stock, namely 
land that had one of the following statuses in January 2008 and no longer has that status:

(a) wetlands, namely land that is covered with or saturated by water permanently or for a significant 
O@QSÄNEÄSGDÄXD@Q�

(b) continuously forested areas, namely land spanning more than one hectare with trees higher than 
EHUDÄLDSQDRÄ@MCÄ@ÄB@MNOXÄBNUDQÄNEÄLNQDÄSG@MÄ����ÄNQÄSQDDRÄ@AKDÄSNÄQD@BGÄSGNRDÄSGQDRGNKCRÄHMÄRHST�

(c) land spanning more than one hectare with trees higher than five metres and a canopy cover of 
between 10% and 30%, or trees able to reach those thresholds in situ, unless evidence is provided 
that the carbon stock of the area before and after conversion is such that, when the methodology 
laid down in part C of Annex V is applied, the conditions laid down in paragraph 2 of this Article 
would be fulfilled.

The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply if, at the time the raw material was obtained, the 
land had the same status as it had in January 2008.

5. Biofuels and bioliquids taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of 
paragraph 1 shall not be made from raw material obtained from land that was peatland in January 
2008, unless evidence is provided that the cultivation and harvesting of that raw material does not 
involve drainage of previously undrained soil.

6. Agricultural raw materials cultivated in the Energy Community and used for the production of 
biofuels and bioliquids taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of 
paragraph 1 shall be obtained in accordance with the requirements and standards under the provi-
sions referred to under the heading "Environment" in part A and in point 9 of Annex II to Coun-
cil Regulation (EC) No 73/2009 of 19 January 2009 establishing common rules for direct support 
schemes for farmers under the common agricultural policy and establishing certain support schemes 
for farmers and in accordance with the minimum requirements for good agricultural and environ-
mental condition defined pursuant to Article 6(1) of that Regulation.

7. …

8. For the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 1, Contracting Parties shall 
not refuse to take into account, on other sustainability grounds, biofuels and bioliquids obtained in 
compliance with this Article.

9. …
Article 18

Verification of compliance with the sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids

1. Where biofuels and bioliquids are to be taken into account for the purposes referred to in points 
(a), (b) and (c) of Article 17(1), Contracting Parties shall require economic operators to show that 
the sustainability criteria set out in Article 17(2) to (5) have been fulfilled. For that purpose they shall 
require economic operators to use a mass balance system which:
(a) allows consignments of raw material or biofuel with differing sustainability characteristics to be 
LHWDC�

(b) requires information about the sustainability characteristics and sizes of the consignments re-
EDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄONHMSÄ�@�ÄSNÄQDL@HMÄ@RRHFMDCÄSNÄSGDÄLHWSTQD�Ä@MC
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2 to 6:

�@�ÄLD@RTQHMFÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄBNMBDQMHMFÄM@SHNM@KÄS@QFDSR�

�A�ÄLD@RTQHMFÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄNAKHF@SHNMR�

(c) eligibility for financial support for the consumption of biofuels and bioliquids.

However, biofuels and bioliquids produced from waste and residues, other than agricultural, aqua-
culture, fisheries and forestry residues, need only fulfil the sustainability criteria set out in paragraph 
2 in order to be taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c).

2. The greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels and bioliquids taken into account for 
the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 shall be at least 35%.

With effect from 1 January 2017, the greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels and 
bioliquids taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 
shall be at least 50%. From 1 January 2018 that greenhouse gas emission saving shall be at least 
60% for biofuels and bioliquids produced in installations in which production started on or after 1 
January 2017.

The greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels and bioliquids shall be calculated in 
accordance with Article 19(1).

In the case of biofuels and bioliquids produced by installations that were in operation on 23 January 
2008, the first subparagraph shall apply from 1 April 2013.

3. Biofuels and bioliquids taken into account for the purposes referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of 
paragraph 1 shall not be made from raw material obtained from land with high biodiversity value, 
namely land that had one of the following statuses in or after January 2008, whether or not the land 
continues to have that status:

(a) primary forest and other wooded land, namely forest and other wooded land of native species, 
where there is no clearly visible indication of human activity and the ecological processes are not 
RHFMHEHB@MSKXÄCHRSTQADC�

(b) areas designated:

�H�ÄAXÄK@VÄNQÄAXÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄBNLODSDMSÄ@TSGNQHSXÄENQÄM@STQDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄOTQONRDR�ÄNQ

(ii) for the protection of rare, threatened or endangered ecosystems or species recognised by inter-
national agreements or included in lists drawn up by intergovernmental organisations or the Inter-
national Union for the Conservation of Nature, subject to their recognition in accordance with the 
RDBNMCÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ������8

unless evidence is provided that the production of that raw material did not interfere with those 
M@STQDÄOQNSDBSHNMÄOTQONRDR�

(c) highly biodiverse grassland that is:

(i) natural, namely grassland that would remain grassland in the absence of human intervention and 
VGHBGÄL@HMS@HMRÄSGDÄM@STQ@KÄRODBHDRÄBNLONRHSHNMÄ@MCÄDBNKNFHB@KÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÄ@MCÄOQNBDRRDR�ÄNQ

(ii) non-natural, namely grassland that would cease to be grassland in the absence of human inter-
vention and which is species-rich and not degraded, unless evidence is provided that the harvesting 
of the raw material is necessary to preserve its grassland status.

8 Under Article 3(1)(f) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, the second subparagraph of Article 18(4) of the Directive is not ap-
plicable.
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or scheme that has been the subject of a decision pursuant to paragraph 4,11 to the extent covered 
by that decision, a Contracting Party shall not require the supplier to provide further evidence of 
compliance with the sustainability criteria set out in Article 17(2) to (5) nor information on measures 
referred to in the second subparagraph of paragraph 3 of this Article.

8. ...

9. ...

Article 19

Calculation of the greenhouse gas impact of biofuels and bioliquids

1. For the purposes of Article 17(2), the greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuel and 
bioliquids shall be calculated as follows:

(a) where a default value for greenhouse gas emission saving for the production pathway is laid 
down in part A or B of Annex V and where the el value for those biofuels or bioliquids calculated 
in accordance with point 7 of part C of Annex V is equal to or less than zero, by using that default 
U@KTD�

(b) by using an actual value calculated in accordance with the methodology laid down in part C of 
 MMDWÄ5�ÄNQ

(c) by using a value calculated as the sum of the factors of the formula referred to in point 1 of part 
C of Annex V, where disaggregated default values in part D or E of Annex V may be used for some 
factors, and actual values, calculated in accordance with the methodology laid down in part C of 
Annex V, for all other factors.

2. By 31 March 2010, Contracting Parties shall submit to the Energy Community Secretariat 
a report including a list of those areas on their territory classified as level 2 in the nomenclature 
of territorial units for statistics (NUTS) or as a more disaggregated NUTS level in accordance with 
Regulation (EC) No 1059/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 May 2003 on 
the establishment of a common classification of territorial units for statistics (NUTS) where the typi-
cal greenhouse gas emissions from cultivation of agricultural raw materials can be expected to be 
lower than or equal to the emissions reported under the heading ‘Disaggregated default values for 
cultivation’ in part D of Annex V to this Directive, accompanied by a description of the method and 
data used to establish that list. That method shall take into account soil characteristics, climate and 
expected raw material yields.

3. The default values in part A of Annex V for biofuels, and the disaggregated default values for 
cultivation in part D of Annex V for biofuels and bioliquids, may be used only when their raw materi-
als are:

(a) cultivated outside the Energy Community�

(b) cultivated in the Energy CommunityÄHMÄ@QD@RÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄKHRSRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��ÄNQ

(c) waste or residues other than agricultural, aquaculture and fisheries residues.

For biofuels and bioliquids not falling under points (a), (b) or (c), actual values for cultivation shall 
be used.

4. ...

11  Not displayed here.
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(c) provides for the sum of all consignments withdrawn from the mixture to be described as having 
the same sustainability characteristics, in the same quantities, as the sum of all consignments added 
to the mixture.

2. …

3. Contracting Parties shall take measures to ensure that economic operators submit reliable in-
formation and make available to the Contracting Party, on request, the data that were used to 
develop the information. Contracting Parties shall require economic operators to arrange for an 
adequate standard of independent auditing of the information submitted, and to provide evidence 
that this has been done. The auditing shall verify that the systems used by economic operators are 
accurate, reliable and protected against fraud. It shall evaluate the frequency and methodology of 
sampling and the robustness of the data.

The information referred to in the first subparagraph shall include in particular information on com-
pliance with the sustainability criteria set out in Article 17(2) to (5), appropriate and relevant in-
formation on measures taken for soil, water and air protection, the restoration of degraded land, 
the avoidance of excessive water consumption in areas where water is scarce and appropriate and 
relevant information concerning measures taken in order to take into account the issues referred to 
in the second subparagraph of Article 17(7).

…

The obligations laid down in this paragraph shall apply whether the biofuels or bioliquids are pro-
duced within the Energy Community or imported.

Contracting Parties shall submit to the Energy Community Secretariat, in aggregated form, 
the information referred to in the first subparagraph of this paragraph. The Energy Community 
Secretariat shall publish that information on the transparency platform referred to in Article 24 in 
summary form preserving the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information.

4. The Energy Community shall endeavour to conclude bilateral or multilateral agreements with 
third countries containing provisions on sustainability criteria that correspond to those of this Direc-
tive. … When those agreements are concluded, due consideration shall be given to measures taken 
for the conservation of areas that provide, in critical situations, basic ecosystem services (such as wa-
tershed protection and erosion control), for soil, water and air protection, indirect land-use changes, 
the restoration of degraded land, the avoidance of excessive water consumption in areas where 
water is scarce and to the issues referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 17(7).9

5. [Voluntary national or international schemes setting standards for the production of 
biomass products must meet] adequate standards of reliability, transparency and independent 
auditing. In the case of schemes to measure greenhouse gas emission saving, such schemes shall also 
comply with the methodological requirements in Annex V. Lists of areas of high biodiversity value 
as referred to in Article 17(3)(b)(ii) shall meet adequate standards of objectivity and coherence with 
internationally recognised standards and provide for appropriate appeal procedures.10

6. ...

7. When an economic operator provides proof or data obtained in accordance with an agreement 

9  Under Article 3(1)(f) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC, Article 17(7) of the Directive is not applicable.
10  Article 18(5) of Directive 2009/28/EC relates to decision-making powers of the European Commission. 
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(b) the introduction and functioning of support schemes and other measures to promote energy 
from renewable sources, and any developments in the measures used with respect to those set out 
in the Contracting Party’s national renewable energy action plan, and information on how sup-
ONQSDCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄHRÄ@KKNB@SDCÄSNÄEHM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄENQÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"�

(c) how, where applicable, the Contracting Party has structured its support schemes to take into 
account renewable energy applications that give additional benefits in relation to other, comparable 
applications, but may also have higher costs, including biofuels made from wastes, residues, non-
ENNCÄBDKKTKNRHBÄL@SDQH@K�Ä@MCÄKHFMN�BDKKTKNRHBÄL@SDQH@K�

(d) the functioning of the system of guarantees of origin for electricity and heating and cooling from 
renewable energy sources and the measures taken to ensure the reliability and protection against 
EQ@TCÄNEÄSGDÄRXRSDL�

(e) progress made in evaluating and improving administrative procedures to remove regulatory and 
MNM�QDFTK@SNQXÄA@QQHDQRÄSNÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

(f) measures taken to ensure the transmission and distribution of electricity produced from renew-
able energy sources, and to improve the framework or rules for bearing and sharing of costs referred 
SNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ������

�F�ÄCDUDKNOLDMSRÄHMÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄ@MCÄTRDÄNEÄAHNL@RRÄQDRNTQBDRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄOTQONRDR�

(h) changes in commodity prices and land use within the Contracting Party associated with its 
HMBQD@RDCÄTRDÄNEÄAHNL@RRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄENQLRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

(i) the development and share of biofuels made from wastes, residues, non-food cellulosic material, 
@MCÄKHFMN�BDKKTKNRHBÄL@SDQH@K�

(j) the estimated impact of the production of biofuels and bioliquids on biodiversity, water resources, 
water quality and soil quality within the Contracting Party�

(k) the estimated net greenhouse gas emission saving due to the use of energy from renewable 
RNTQBDR�

(l) the estimated excess production of energy from renewable sources compared to the indicative 
trajectory which could be transferred to other Contracting Parties, as well as the estimated poten-
SH@KÄENQÄINHMSÄOQNIDBSR�ÄTMSHKÄ�����

(m) the estimated demand for energy from renewable sources to be satisfied by means other than 
CNLDRSHBÄOQNCTBSHNMÄTMSHKÄ�����Ä@MC

(n) information on how the share of biodegradable waste in waste used for producing energy has 
been estimated, and what steps have been taken to improve and verify such estimates.

2. In estimating net greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels, the Contracting Party 
may, for the purpose of the reports referred to in paragraph 1, use the typical values given in part A 
and part B of Annex V.

3. In its first report, the Contracting Party shall outline whether it intends to:

(a) establish a single administrative body responsible for processing authorisation, certification and 
KHBDMRHMFÄ@OOKHB@SHNMRÄENQÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄHMRS@KK@SHNMRÄ@MCÄOQNUHCHMFÄ@RRHRS@MBDÄSNÄ@OOKHB@MSR�

(b) provide for automatic approval of planning and permit applications for renewable energy instal-
K@SHNMRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄ@TSGNQHRHMFÄANCXÄG@RÄMNSÄQDRONMCDCÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄRDSÄSHLDÄKHLHSR�ÄNQ

(c) indicate geographical locations suitable for exploitation of energy from renewable sources in 
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5. ...

6. ...

7. Annex V may be adapted to technical and scientific progress, including by the addition of values 
for further biofuel production pathways for the same or for other raw materials and by modifying 
the methodology laid down in part C. ...

8. Detailed definitions, including technical specifications required for the categories set out in point 
9 of part C of Annex V shall be established. ...

Article 20

Implementing measures

The implementing measures referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 17(3), the third sub-
paragraph of Article 18(3), Article 18(6), Article 18(8), Article 19(5), the first subparagraph of Article 
19(7), and Article 19(8) shall also take full account of the purposes of Article 7a of Directive 98/70/
EC.

Article 21

Specific provisions related to energy from renewable sources in transport

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that information is given to the public on the availability and 
environmental benefits of all different renewable sources of energy for transport. When the percent-
ages of biofuels, blended in mineral oil derivatives, exceed 10% by volume, Contracting Parties 
shall require this to be indicated at the sales points.

2. For the purposes of demonstrating compliance with national renewable energy obligations placed 
on operators and the target for the use of energy from renewable sources in all forms of transport 
referred to in Article 3(4), the contribution made by biofuels produced from wastes, residues, non-
food cellulosic material, and ligno-cellulosic material shall be considered to be twice that made by 
other biofuels.

Article 22

Reporting by the Contracting Parties

Contracting Parties shall submit a report to the Secretariat on progress in the promotion 
and use of energy from renewable sources by 31 December 2014 and every two years 
thereafter. This progress report should cover those points referred to in Article 22 of Direc-
tive 2009/28/EC.12 

The report shall detail, in particular:

(a) the sectoral (electricity, heating and cooling, and transport) and overall shares of energy from re-
newable sources in the preceding two calendar years and the measures taken or planned at national 
level to promote the growth of energy from renewable sources taking into account the indicative 
SQ@IDBSNQXÄHMÄO@QSÄ!ÄNEÄ MMDWÄ(�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ��

12  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 15(1) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC.
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RHSXÄU@KTDÄSG@SÄ@QDÄMNSÄBNUDQDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ������

�C�ÄSGDÄHLO@BSÄNEÄHMBQD@RDCÄCDL@MCÄENQÄAHNL@RRÄNMÄAHNL@RRÄTRHMFÄRDBSNQR�

(e) the availability of biofuels made from waste, residues, non-food cellulosic material and ligno-
BDKKTKNRHBÄL@SDQH@K�Ä@MC

(f) indirect land-use changes in relation to all production pathways.

The Energy Community Secretariat shall, if appropriate, propose corrective action.

6. On the basis of the reports submitted by Contracting Parties pursuant to Article 22(3), the 
Energy Community Secretariat shall analyse the effectiveness of measures taken by Contracting 
Parties on establishing a single administrative body responsible for processing authorisation, certifi-
cation and licensing applications and providing assistance to applicants.

7. …

8. For the first time by 30 June 2015, and thereafter every two years15 the Energy Commu-
nity Secretariat shall present a report, addressing, in particular, the following elements:

(a) a review of the minimum greenhouse gas emission saving thresholds to apply from the dates 
referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 17(2), on the basis of an impact assessment taking 
into account, in particular, technological developments, available technologies and the availability of 
EHQRSÄ@MCÄRDBNMC�FDMDQ@SHNMÄAHN�ETDKRÄVHSGÄ@ÄGHFGÄKDUDKÄNEÄFQDDMGNTRDÄF@RÄDLHRRHNMÄR@UHMF�

(b) with respect to the target referred to in Article 3(4), a review of:

�H�ÄSGDÄBNRS�DEEHBHDMBXÄNEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄADÄHLOKDLDMSDCÄSNÄ@BGHDUDÄSGDÄS@QFDS�

(ii) an assessment of the feasibility of reaching the target whilst ensuring the sustainability of biofuels 
production in the Energy Community and in third countries, and considering economic, environ-
mental and social impacts, including indirect effects and impacts on biodiversity, as well as the com-
LDQBH@KÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄRDBNMC�FDMDQ@SHNMÄAHNETDKR�

(iii) the impact of the implementation of the target on the availability of foodstuffs at affordable 
OQHBDR�

(iv) the commercial availability of electric, hybrid and hydrogen powered vehicles, as well as the 
methodology chosen to calculate the share of energy from renewable sources consumed in the 
SQ@MRONQSÄRDBSNQ�

(v) the evaluation of specific market conditions, considering, in particular, markets on which trans-
port fuels represent more than half of the final energy consumption, and markets which are fully 
CDODMCDMSÄNMÄHLONQSDCÄAHNETDKR�

(c) an evaluation of the implementation of this Directive, in particular with regard to cooperation 
mechanisms, in order to ensure that, together with the possibility for the Contracting Parties to 
continue to use national support schemes referred to in Article 3(3), those mechanisms enable Con-
tracting Parties to achieve the national targets defined in Annex I on the best cost-benefit basis, of 
technological developments, ….

…

9. …

10. …

15  Article 15(2) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC.
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land-use planning and for the establishment of district heating and cooling.

4. In each report the Contracting Party may correct the data of the previous reports.

Article 23

Monitoring and reporting by the Energy Community Secretariat

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the application of Directive 2009/28/EC in the 
Contracting Parties. It shall submit an overall progress report to the Ministerial Council for 
the first time by 30 June 2015, and thereafter every two years. This progress report should 
cover those points referred to in Article 23 of Directive 2009/28/EC.13

1. The Energy Community Secretariat shall monitor the origin of biofuels and bioliquids con-
sumed in the Energy Community and the impact of their production, including impact as a result of 
displacement, on land use in the Energy Community and the main third countries of supply. Such 
monitoring shall be based on Contracting Parties’ reports, submitted pursuant to Article 22(1), and 
those of relevant third countries, intergovernmental organisations, scientific studies and any other 
relevant pieces of information. The Energy Community Secretariat shall also monitor the com-
modity price changes associated with the use of biomass for energy and any associated positive and 
negative effects on food security. The Energy Community Secretariat shall monitor all installations 
to which Article 19(6) applies.14

2. The Energy Community Secretariat shall maintain a dialogue and exchange information with 
third countries and biofuel producers, consumer organisations and civil society concerning the gen-
eral implementation of the measures in this Directive relating to biofuels and bioliquids. It shall, 
within that framework, pay particular attention to the impact biofuel production may have on food 
prices.

3. ...

4. In reporting on greenhouse gas emission saving from the use of biofuels, the Energy Community 
Secretariat shall use the values reported by Contracting Parties and shall evaluate whether and 
how the estimate would change if co-products were accounted for using the substitution approach.

5. In its reports, the Energy Community Secretariat shall, in particular, analyse:

(a) the relative environmental benefits and costs of different biofuels, the effects of the Energy 
Community’s import policies thereon, the security of supply implications and the ways of achieving 
@ÄA@K@MBDCÄ@OOQN@BGÄADSVDDMÄCNLDRSHBÄOQNCTBSHNMÄ@MCÄHLONQSR�

(b) the impact of increased demand for biofuel on sustainability in the Energy Community and in 
SGHQCÄBNTMSQHDR�ÄBNMRHCDQHMFÄDBNMNLHBÄ@MCÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄHLO@BSR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄHLO@BSRÄNMÄAHNCHUDQRHSX�

(c) the scope for identifying, in a scientifically objective manner, geographical areas of high biodiver-

13  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 15(2) of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC.
14  The second subparagraph of Article 19(6) of Directive 200/28/EC (not displayed here) reads as follows:
“Such a proposal [by the Commission, related to a methodology for emissions from carbon stock changes caused by indi-
rect land-use changes] shall include the necessary safeguards to provide certainty for investment undertaken before that 
methodology is applied. With respect to installations that produced biofuels before the end of 2013, the application of 
THE�MEASURES�REFERRED�TO�IN�THE�lRST�SUBPARAGRAPH�SHALL�NOT��UNTIL����$ECEMBER�������LEAD�TO�BIOFUELS�PRODUCED�BY�THOSE�
installations being deemed to have failed to comply with the sustainability requirements of this Directive if they would 
otherwise have done so, provided that those biofuels achieve a greenhouse gas emission saving of at least 45%. This shall 
apply to the capacities of the installations of biofuels at the end of 2012.”
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Article 27

Transposition16

1. Without prejudice to Article 4(1), (2) and (3), each Contracting Party shall bring into force the 
laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive, 
as adapted by the present Decision, by 1 January 2014. They shall forthwith inform the 
Energy Community Secretariat thereof.

When Contracting Parties adopt measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or shall 
be accompanied by such a reference on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of 
making such a reference shall be laid down by the Contracting Parties.

2. Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Energy Community Secretariat the text of 
the main provisions of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive.

Article 10 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC 

Guidelines 

1. The Energy Community shall endeavour to adopt Guidelines from the European Commis-
sion under Annexes IV, V and VII of Directive 2009/28/EC. 

2. The relevant Guidelines, which may need to be adapted to the institutional framework 
of the Energy Community, shall be adopted by the Permanent High Level Group, following 
the procedure laid down in Article 79 of the Treaty.

Article 16 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC

Review based on the experience

Based on the experience and progress in compliance with the requirements of EUROSTAT 
methodology for energy statistics, and taking into account the reports presented by the 
Secretariat under Article 15(2), the Ministerial Council, based on a proposal from the Eu-
ropean Commission, may review the scope of the adaptations provided for in the present 
decision. 

The European Commission may make such a proposal upon duly motivated request by a 
Contracting Party.

Articles 28 and 29

Entry into force and Addressees17

This Decision enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the Contracting Par-
ties.

16  Adapted by Article 2 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC.
17  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 17 of Decision 2012/04/MC-EnC.
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Article 24

Transparency platform

1. The Energy Community Secretariat shall establish an online public transparency platform. That 
platform shall serve to increase transparency, and facilitate and promote cooperation between Con-
tracting Parties, in particular concerning statistical transfers referred to in Article 6 and joint proj-
ects referred to in Articles 7 and 9. In addition, the platform may be used to make public relevant 
information which the Energy Community Secretariat or a Contracting Party deems to be of key 
importance to this Directive and to the achievement of its objectives.

2. The Energy Community Secretariat shall make public on the transparency platform the follow-
ing information, where appropriate in aggregated form, preserving the confidentiality of commer-
cially sensitive information:

(a) Contracting Parties’ M@SHNM@KÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄ@BSHNMÄOK@MR�

(b) Contracting Parties’ forecast documents referred to in Article 4(3), complemented as soon as 
possible with the Energy Community Secretariat’s summary of excess production and estimated 
HLONQSÄCDL@MC�

(c) Contracting Parties’ offers to cooperate on statistical transfers or joint projects, upon request of 
the Contracting PartyÄBNMBDQMDC�

(d) the information referred to in Article 6(2) on the statistical transfers between Contracting Par-
ties�

�D�ÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä@MCÄ���Ä@MCÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä@MCÄ���ÄNMÄINHMSÄOQNIDBSR�

(f) Contracting Parties’ M@SHNM@KÄQDONQSRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ���

(g) the Energy Community Secretariat reports referred to in Article 23(3).

However, upon request of the Contracting Party that submitted the information, the Energy Com-
munity Secretariat shall not make public Contracting Parties’ forecast documents referred to in 
Article 4(3), or the information in Contracting Parties’ national reports referred to in Article 22(1)
(l) and (m).

Article 25

Committees
…

Article 26

Amendments and repeal
…
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ANNEX II

NORMALISATION RULE FOR ACCOUNTING FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATED 
FROM HYDROPOWER AND WIND POWER

The following rule shall be applied for the purpose of accounting for electricity generated from hy-
dropower in a given Contracting Party:

QN(norm) = CN × [ ]/ 15 

where:

-Ä�ÄQDEDQDMBDÄXD@Q�

QN(norm) = normalised electricity generated by all hydropower plants of the Contracting Party in year 
-�ÄENQÄ@BBNTMSHMFÄOTQONRDR�

Qi = the quantity of electricity actually generated in year i by all hydropower plants of the Contract-
ing Party measured in GWh, excluding production from pumped storage units using water that has 
OQDUHNTRKXÄADDMÄOTLODCÄTOGHKK�

Ci = the total installed capacity, net of pumped storage, of all hydropower plants of the Contracting 
Party at the end of year i, measured in MW.

The following rule shall be applied for the purpose of accounting for electricity generated from wind 
power in a given Contracting Party:

QN(norm) =  ×  

where:

-Ä�ÄQDEDQDMBDÄXD@Q�

QN(norm) = normalised electricity generated by all wind power plants of the Contracting Party in year 
-�ÄENQÄ@BBNTMSHMFÄOTQONRDR�

Qi = the quantity of electricity actually generated in year i by all wind power plants of the Contract-
ing PartyÄLD@RTQDCÄHMÄ&6G�

Cj = the total installed capacity of all the wind power plants of the Contracting Party at the end of 
XD@QÄI�ÄLD@RTQDCÄHMÄ,6�

n = 4 or the number of years preceding year N for which capacity and production data are available 
for the Contracting Party in question, whichever is lower.
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ANNEX I

NATIONAL OVERALL TARGETS FOR THE SHARE OF ENERGY FROM RENEW-
ABLE SOURCES IN GROSS FINAL CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY IN 2020 [1]

A. National overall targets

Share of energy from renewable 
RNTQBDRÄ HMÄ FQNRRÄ ÆM@KÄ BNMRTLO-
tion of energy, 2009 (S2009)

Target for share of energy from re-
MDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄFQNRRÄÆM@KÄBNM-
sumption of energy, 2020 (S2020)

Albania 31.2% 38%

Bosnia and Herzegovina 34.0% 40%

Croatia 12.6%18 20%

The Former Yugoslav Re-
public of Macedonia

21.9% 28%

Moldova 11.9% 17%

Montenegro 26.3% 33%

Serbia 21.2% 27%

Ukraine 5.5% 11%

Kosovo* 18.9% 25%

B. Indicative trajectory
The indicative trajectory referred to in Article 3(2) shall consist of the following shares of energy from 
renewable sources:

S2009 + 0.20 (S2020 – S2009��Ä@RÄ@MÄ@UDQ@FDÄENQÄSGDÄSVN�XD@QÄODQHNCÄ����ÄSNÄ�����

S2009 + 0.30 (S2020 – S2009��Ä@RÄ@MÄ@UDQ@FDÄENQÄSGDÄSVN�XD@QÄODQHNCÄ����ÄSNÄ�����

S2009 + 0.45 (S2020 – S2009��Ä@RÄ@MÄ@UDQ@FDÄENQÄSGDÄSVN�XD@QÄODQHNCÄ����ÄSNÄ�����Ä@MC

S2009 + 0.65 (S2020 – S2009), as an average for the two-year period 2017 to 2018,

where

S2009 = the share for that Contracting Party in 2009 as indicated in the table in part A,

and

S2020 = the share for that Contracting Party in 2020 as indicated in the table in part A.

[1] In order to be able to achieve the national objectives set out in this Annex, it is underlined that 
the State aid guidelines for environmental protection recognise the continued need for national 
mechanisms of support for the promotion of energy from renewable sources.

18 The base year for Croatia is 2005, not 2009.
* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the 
Kosovo declaration of independence.
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ANNEX IV

CERTIFICATION OF INSTALLERS

The certification schemes or equivalent qualification schemes referred to in Article 14(3) shall be 
based on the following criteria:

1. The certification or qualification process shall be transparent and clearly defined by the Contract-
ing Party or the administrative body they appoint.

2. Biomass, heat pump, shallow geothermal and solar photovoltaic and solar thermal installers shall 
be certified by an accredited training programme or training provider.

3. The accreditation of the training programme or provider shall be effected by Contracting Parties 
or administrative bodies they appoint. The accrediting body shall ensure that the training programme 
offered by the training provider has continuity and regional or national coverage. The training pro-
vider shall have adequate technical facilities to provide practical training, including some laboratory 
equipment or corresponding facilities to provide practical training. The training provider shall also 
offer in addition to the basic training, shorter refresher courses on topical issues, including on new 
technologies, to enable life-long learning in installations. The training provider may be the manufac-
turer of the equipment or system, institutes or associations.

4. The training leading to installer certification or qualification shall include both theoretical and 
practical parts. At the end of the training, the installer must have the skills required to install the 
relevant equipment and systems to meet the performance and reliability needs of the customer, 
incorporate quality craftsmanship, and comply with all applicable codes and standards, including 
energy and eco-labelling.

5. The training course shall end with an examination leading to a certificate or qualification. The 
examination shall include a practical assessment of successfully installing biomass boilers or stoves, 
heat pumps, shallow geothermal installations, solar photovoltaic or solar thermal installations.

6. The certification schemes or equivalent qualification schemes referred to in Article 14(3) shall take 
due account of the following guidelines:

(a) Accredited training programmes should be offered to installers with work experience, who have 
undergone, or are undergoing, the following types of training:

(i) in the case of biomass boiler and stove installers: training as a plumber, pipe fitter, heating engi-
MDDQÄNQÄSDBGMHBH@MÄNEÄR@MHS@QXÄ@MCÄGD@SHMFÄNQÄBNNKHMFÄDPTHOLDMSÄ@RÄ@ÄOQDQDPTHRHSD�

(ii) in the case of heat pump installers: training as a plumber or refrigeration engineer and have basic 
electrical and plumbing skills (cutting pipe, soldering pipe joints, gluing pipe joints, lagging, sealing 
EHSSHMFR�ÄSDRSHMFÄENQÄKD@JRÄ@MCÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄNEÄGD@SHMFÄNQÄBNNKHMFÄRXRSDLR�Ä@RÄ@ÄOQDQDPTHRHSD�

(iii) in the case of a solar photovoltaic or solar thermal installer: training as a plumber or electrician 
and have plumbing, electrical and roofing skills, including knowledge of soldering pipe joints, gluing 
pipe joints, sealing fittings, testing for plumbing leaks, ability to connect wiring, familiar with basic 
QNNEÄL@SDQH@KR�ÄEK@RGHMFÄ@MCÄRD@KHMFÄLDSGNCRÄ@RÄ@ÄOQDQDPTHRHSD�ÄNQ

(iv) a vocational training scheme to provide an installer with adequate skills corresponding to a three 
years education in the skills referred to in point (a), (b) or (c) including both classroom and workplace 
learning.
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ANNEX III

ENERGY CONTENT OF TRANSPORT FUELS

Fuel Energy content by 
weight (lower cal-
NQHÆBÄU@KTD�Ä,)�JF�

Energy content by 
volume
�KNVDÄ B@KNQHÆBÄ U@K-
ue MJ/l)

Bioethanol (ethanol produced from biomass) 27 21

Bio-ETBE (ethyl-tertio-butyl-ether produced on the basis 
of bioethanol)

36 (of which 37% 
from renewable 
sources)

27 (of which 37% 
from renewable 
sources)

Biomethanol (methanol produced from biomass, to be 
used as biofuel)

20 16

Bio-MTBE (methyl-tertio-butyl-ether produced on the 
basis of bio-methanol)

35 (of which 22% 
from renewable 
sources)

26 (of which 22% 
from renewable 
sources)

Bio-DME (dimethylether produced from biomass, to be 
used as biofuel)

28 19

Bio-TAFE (tertiary-amyl-ethyl-ether produced on the ba-
sis of bio-ethanol)

38 (of which 29% 
from renewable 
sources)

29 (of which 29% 
from renewable 
sources)

Biobutanol (butanol produced from biomass, to be 
used as biofuel)

33 27

Biodiesel (methyl-ester produced from vegetable or ani-
mal oil, of diesel quality, to be used as biofuel)

37 33

Fischer-Tropsch diesel (a synthetic hydrocarbon or mix-
ture of synthetic hydrocarbons produced from biomass)

44 34

Hydrotreated vegetable oil (vegetable oil thermochemi-
cally treated with hydrogen)

44 34

Pure vegetable oil (oil produced from oil plants through 
pressing, extraction or comparable procedures, crude 
NQÄQDÆMDCÄATSÄBGDLHB@KKXÄTMLNCHÆDC�ÄVGDMÄBNLO@SHAKDÄ
with the type of engines involved and the correspond-
ing emission requirements)

37 34

Biogas (a fuel gas produced from biomass and/or from 
the biodegradable fraction of waste, that can be pu-
QHÆDCÄ SNÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄPT@KHSX�Ä SNÄADÄTRDCÄ@RÄAHNETDK�ÄNQÄ
wood gas)

50 34

Petrol 43 32

Diesel 43 36
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(iv) for solar photovoltaic systems in particular, the ability to adapt the electrical design, including 
determining design currents, selecting appropriate conductor types and ratings for each electrical 
circuit, determining appropriate size, ratings and locations for all associated equipment and subsys-
tems and selecting an appropriate interconnection point.

(e) The installer certification should be time restricted, so that a refresher seminar or event would be 
necessary for continued certification.
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(b) The theoretical part of the biomass stove and boiler installer training should give an overview of 
the market situation of biomass and cover ecological aspects, biomass fuels, logistics, fire protec-
tion, related subsidies, combustion techniques, firing systems, optimal hydraulic solutions, cost and 
profitability comparison as well as the design, installation, and maintenance of biomass boilers and 
stoves. The training should also provide good knowledge of any European standards for technology 
and biomass fuels, such as pellets, and biomass related national and Energy Community law.

(c) The theoretical part of the heat pump installer training should give an overview of the market 
situation for heat pumps and cover geothermal resources and ground source temperatures of dif-
ferent regions, soil and rock identification for thermal conductivity, regulations on using geothermal 
resources, feasibility of using heat pumps in buildings and determining the most suitable heat pump 
system, and knowledge about their technical requirements, safety, air filtering, connection with the 
heat source and system layout. The training should also provide good knowledge of any European 
standards for heat pumps, and of relevant national and Energy Community law. The installer 
should demonstrate the following key competences:

(i) a basic understanding of the physical and operation principles of a heat pump, including char-
acteristics of the heat pump circle: context between low temperatures of the heat sink, high tem-
peratures of the heat source, and the efficiency of the system, determination of the coefficient of 
ODQENQL@MBDÄ�"./�Ä@MCÄRD@RNM@KÄODQENQL@MBDÄE@BSNQÄ�2/%��

(ii) an understanding of the components and their function within a heat pump circle, including the 
compressor, expansion valve, evaporator, condenser, fixtures and fittings, lubricating oil, refrigerant, 
RTODQGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄRTA�BNNKHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄONRRHAHKHSHDRÄVHSGÄGD@SÄOTLOR�Ä@MC

(iii) the ability to choose and size the components in typical installation situations, including deter-
mining the typical values of the heat load of different buildings and for hot water production based 
on energy consumption, determining the capacity of the heat pump on the heat load for hot water 
OQNCTBSHNM�ÄNMÄSGDÄRSNQ@FDÄL@RRÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄ@MCÄNMÄHMSDQQTOSHAKDÄBTQQDMSÄRTOOKX�ÄCDSDQLHMDÄATE-
fer tank component and its volume and integration of a second heating system.

(d) The theoretical part of the solar photovoltaic and solar thermal installer training should give an 
overview of the market situation of solar products and cost and profitability comparisons, and cover 
ecological aspects, components, characteristics and dimensioning of solar systems, selection of accu-
rate systems and dimensioning of components, determination of the heat demand, fire protection, 
related subsidies, as well as the design, installation, and maintenance of solar photovoltaic and solar 
thermal installations. The training should also provide good knowledge of any European standards 
for technology, and certification such as Solar Keymark, and related national and Energy Commu-
nity law. The installer should demonstrate the following key competences:

(i) the ability to work safely using the required tools and equipment and implementing safety codes 
@MCÄRS@MC@QCRÄ@MCÄHCDMSHEXÄOKTLAHMF�ÄDKDBSQHB@KÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄG@Y@QCRÄ@RRNBH@SDCÄVHSGÄRNK@QÄHMRS@KK@SHNMR�

(ii) the ability to identify systems and their components specific to active and passive systems, in-
cluding the mechanical design, and determine the components’ location and system layout and 
BNMEHFTQ@SHNM�

(iii) the ability to determine the required installation area, orientation and tilt for the solar photovol-
taic and solar water heater, taking account of shading, solar access, structural integrity, the appropri-
ateness of the installation for the building or the climate and identify different installation methods 
RTHS@AKDÄENQÄQNNEÄSXODRÄ@MCÄSGDÄA@K@MBDÄNEÄRXRSDLÄDPTHOLDMSÄQDPTHQDCÄENQÄSGDÄHMRS@KK@SHNM�Ä@MC
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B. Estimated typical and default values for future biofuels that were not on the market or were on 
the market only in negligible quantities in January 2008, if produced with no net carbon emissions 
from land-use change

Biofuel production pathway Typical green-
house gas emis-
sion saving

Default green-
house gas emis-
sion saving

wheat straw ethanol 87% 85%

waste wood ethanol 80% 74%

farmed wood ethanol 76% 70%

waste wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 95% 95%

farmed wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 93% 93%

waste wood dimetylether (DME) 95% 95%

farmed wood DME 92% 92%

waste wood methanol 94% 94%

farmed wood methanol 91% 91%

the part from renewable sources of methyl-tertio-
butyl-ether (MTBE)

Equal to that of methanol production 
pathway used

C. Methodology

1. Greenhouse gas emissions from the production and use of transport fuels, biofuels and bioliquids 
shall be calculated as:

E = eec + el + ep + etd + eu – esca – eccs – eccr – eee,

where

$Ä�ÄSNS@KÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄSGDÄETDK�

DDBÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSGDÄDWSQ@BSHNMÄNQÄBTKSHU@SHNMÄNEÄQ@VÄL@SDQH@KR�

DKÄ�Ä@MMT@KHRDCÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄB@QANMÄRSNBJÄBG@MFDRÄB@TRDCÄAXÄK@MC�TRDÄBG@MFD�

DOÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄOQNBDRRHMF�

DSCÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSQ@MRONQSÄ@MCÄCHRSQHATSHNM�

DTÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSGDÄETDKÄHMÄTRD�

DRB@Ä�ÄDLHRRHNMÄR@UHMFÄEQNLÄRNHKÄB@QANMÄ@BBTLTK@SHNMÄUH@ÄHLOQNUDCÄ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÄL@M@FDLDMS�

DBBRÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMÄR@UHMFÄEQNLÄB@QANMÄB@OSTQDÄ@MCÄFDNKNFHB@KÄRSNQ@FD�

DBBQÄ�ÄDLHRRHNMÄR@UHMFÄEQNLÄB@QANMÄB@OSTQDÄ@MCÄQDOK@BDLDMS�Ä@MC

eee = emission saving from excess electricity from cogeneration.

Emissions from the manufacture of machinery and equipment shall not be taken into account.

2. Greenhouse gas emissions from fuels, E, shall be expressed in terms of grams of CO2 equivalent 
per MJ of fuel, gCO2eq/MJ.

3. By derogation from point 2, for transport fuels, values calculated in terms of gCO2eq/MJ may be 
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ANNEX V

RULES FOR CALCULATING THE GREENHOUSE GAS IMPACT OF BIOFUELS, 
BIOLIQUIDS AND THEIR FOSSIL FUEL COMPARATORS

A. Typical and default values for biofuels if produced with no net carbon emissions from land-use change

Biofuel production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emission saving

Default greehouse 
gas emission saving

sugar beet ethanol 61% 52%

VGD@SÄDSG@MNKÄ�OQNBDRRÄETDKÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 32% 16%

wheat ethanol (lignite as process fuel in CHP plant) 32% 16%

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in conven-
tional boiler)

45% 34%

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in CHP 
plant)

53% 47%

wheat ethanol (straw as process fuel in CHP plant) 69% 69%

corn (maize) ethanol, Community produced (natural 
gas as process fuel in CHP plant)

56% 49%

sugar cane ethanol 71% 71%

the part from renewable sources of ethyl-tertio-butyl-
ether (ETBE)

Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

the part from renewable sources of tertiary-amyl-ethyl-
ether (TAEE)

Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

rape seed biodiesel 45% 38%

RTMÇNVDQÄAHNCHDRDK 58% 51%

soybean biodeisel 40% 31%

O@KLÄNHKÄAHNCDHRDKÄ�OQNBDRRÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 36% 19%

palm oil biodeisel (process with methane capture at oil 
mill)

62% 56%

waste vegetable or animal (*) oil biodiesel 88% 83%

hydrotreated vegetable oil from rape seed 51% 47%

GXCQNSQD@SDCÄUDFDS@AKDÄNHKÄEQNLÄRTMÇNVDQ 65% 62%

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process not 
RODBHÆDC�

40% 26%

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process with 
methane capture at oil mill)

68% 65%

pure vegetable oil from rape seed 58% 57%

biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed 
natural gas

80% 73%

biogas from wet manure as compressed natural gas 84% 81%

biogas from dry manure as compressed natural gas 86% 82%

�	�-NSÄHMBKTCHMFÄ@MHL@KÄNHKÄOQNCTBDCÄEQNLÄ@MHL@KÄAX�OQNCTBSRÄBK@RRHÆDCÄ@RÄB@SDFNQXÄ�ÄL@SDQH@KÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ1DFT-
lation (EC) No 1774/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 October 2002 laying down health rules on 
animal-by products not intended for human consumption.
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8. The bonus of 29 gCO2eq/MJ shall be attributed if evidence is provided that the land:

�@�ÄV@RÄMNSÄHMÄTRDÄENQÄ@FQHBTKSTQDÄNQÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄ@BSHUHSXÄHMÄ)@MT@QXÄ�����Ä@MC

(b) falls into one of the following categories:

�H�ÄRDUDQDKXÄCDFQ@CDCÄK@MC�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄRTBGÄK@MCÄSG@SÄV@RÄENQLDQKXÄHMÄ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÄTRD�

(ii) heavily contaminated land.

The bonus of 29 gCO2eq/MJ shall apply for a period of up to 10 years from the date of conversion 
of the land to agricultural use, provided that a steady increase in carbon stocks as well as a sizable 
reduction in erosion phenomena for land falling under (i) are ensured and that soil contamination 
for land falling under (ii) is reduced.

9. The categories referred to in point 8(b) are defined as follows:

(a) "severely degraded land" means land that, for a significant period of time, has either been signifi-
B@MSKXÄR@KHM@SDCÄNQÄOQDRDMSDCÄRHFMHEHB@MSKXÄKNVÄNQF@MHBÄL@SSDQÄBNMSDMSÄ@MCÄG@RÄADDMÄRDUDQDKXÄDQNCDC�

(b) "heavily contaminated land" means land that is unfit for the cultivation of food and feed due to 
soil contamination.

Such land shall include land that has been the subject of a Commission decision in accordance with 
the fourth subparagraph of Article 18(4).20

10. [The Commission shall adopt, by 31 December 2009, guidelines for the calculation of land car-
bon stocks drawing on the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories - volume 
4.] The Commission guidelines shall serve as the basis for the calculation of land carbon stocks for 
the purposes of this Directive.

��Ä$LHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄOQNBDRRHMF�ÄDO�ÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSGDÄOQNBDRRHMFÄHSRDKE�ÄEQNLÄV@RSDÄ@MCÄ
KD@J@FDR�Ä@MCÄEQNLÄSGDÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄBGDLHB@KRÄNQÄOQNCTBSRÄTRDCÄHMÄOQNBDRRHMF

In accounting for the consumption of electricity not produced within the fuel production plant, the 
greenhouse gas emission intensity of the production and distribution of that electricity shall be as-
sumed to be equal to the average emission intensity of the production and distribution of electricity 
in a defined region. By derogation from this rule, producers may use an average value for an indi-
vidual electricity production plant for electricity produced by that plant, if that plant is not connected 
to the electricity grid.

12. Emissions from transport and distribution, etd, shall include emissions from the transport and 
storage of raw and semi-finished materials and from the storage and distribution of finished materi-
als. Emissions from transport and distribution to be taken into account under point 6 shall not be 
covered by this point.

13. Emissions from the fuel in use, eu, shall be taken to be zero for biofuels and bioliquids.

14. Emission saving from carbon capture and geological storage eccs, that have not already been 
accounted for in ep, shall be limited to emissions avoided through the capture and sequestration of 
emitted CO2 directly related to the extraction, transport, processing and distribution of fuel.

15. Emission saving from carbon capture and replacement, eccr, shall be limited to emissions avoided 
through the capture of CO2 of which the carbon originates from biomass and which is used to re-
place fossil-derived CO2 used in commercial products and services.

20  Under Article 3(1)(f) of Decision D/2012/04/MC-EnC, the fourth subparagraph of Article 18(4) of the Directive is not 
applicable.
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adjusted to take into account differences between fuels in useful work done, expressed in terms of 
km/MJ. Such adjustments shall be made only where evidence of the differences in useful work done 
is provided.

4. Greenhouse gas emission saving from biofuels and bioliquids shall be calculated as:

SAVING = (EF – EB)/EF,

where

$!Ä�ÄSNS@KÄDLHRRHNMRÄEQNLÄSGDÄAHNETDKÄNQÄAHNKHPTHC�Ä@MC

EF = total emissions from the fossil fuel comparator.

5. The greenhouse gases taken into account for the purposes of point 1 shall be CO2, N2O and CH4. 
For the purpose of calculating CO2 equivalence, those gases shall be valued as follows:

CO2 : 1

N2O : 296

CH4 : 23

6. Emissions from the extraction or cultivation of raw materials, eec, shall include emissions from the 
DWSQ@BSHNMÄNQÄBTKSHU@SHNMÄOQNBDRRÄHSRDKE�ÄEQNLÄSGDÄBNKKDBSHNMÄNEÄQ@VÄL@SDQH@KR�ÄEQNLÄV@RSDÄ@MCÄKD@J@FDR�Ä
and from the production of chemicals or products used in extraction or cultivation. Capture of CO2 in 
the cultivation of raw materials shall be excluded. Certified reductions of greenhouse gas emissions 
from flaring at oil production sites anywhere in the world shall be deducted. Estimates of emissions 
from cultivation may be derived from the use of averages calculated for smaller geographical areas 
than those used in the calculation of the default values, as an alternative to using actual values.

7. Annualised emissions from carbon stock changes caused by land-use change, el, shall be calcu-
lated by dividing total emissions equally over 20 years. For the calculation of those emissions the 
following rule shall be applied:

e1 = (CSR - CSA) x 3.664 x 1/20 x 1/P - eB (
1),

where
e1 =   annualised greenhouse gas emissions from carbon stock change due to land-use change 

(measured as mass of CO2�DPTHU@KDMSÄODQÄTMHSÄAHNETDKÄDMDQFX��

CSR =   the carbon stock per unit are associated with the reference land use (measured as mass of 
carbon per unit area, including both soil and vegetation). The reference land use shall be 
the land use in January 2008 or 20 years before the raw material was obtained, whichever 
V@RÄSGDÄK@SDQ�

CSA =   the carbon stock per unit are associated with the actual land use (measured as mass of 
carbon per unit area, including both soil and vegetation). In cases where the carbon stock 
accumulate over more than one year, the value attributed to CSA shall be the estimated 
stock per unit area after 20 years or when the crop reaches maturity, whichever the earlier,

P =   the productivity of the crop (measured as biofuel or bioliquid energy per unit area per 
XD@Q��Ä@MC

eB =   bonus of 29 gCO2eq/MJ biofuel of bioliquid if biomass is obtained from restored degraded 
land under the conditions provided for in point 8.
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D. Disaggregated default values for biofuels and bioliquids

Disaggregated default values for cultivation: "eec" as defined in part C of this Annex

Biofuel production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

sugar beet ethanol 12 12

wheat ethanol 23 23

corn (maize) ethanol, Community produced 20 20

sugar cane ethanol 14 14

the part from renewable sources of ETBE Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

the part from renewable sources of TAEE Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

rape seed biodiesel 29 29

RTMÇNVDQÄAHNCHDRDK 18 18

soybean biodiesel 19 19

palm oil biodiesel 14 14

waste vegetable or animal (*) oil biodiesel 0 0

hydrotreated vegetable oil from rape seed 30 30

GXCQNSQD@SDCÄUDFDS@AKDÄNHKÄEQNLÄRTMÇNVDQ 18 18

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil 15 15

pure vegetable oil from rape seed 30 30

biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed 
natural gas

0 0

biogas from wet manure as compressed natural gas 0 0

biogas from dry manure as compressed natural gas 0 0

�	�-NSÄHMBKTCHMFÄ@MHL@KÄNHKÄOQNCTBDCÄEQNLÄ@MHL@KÄAX�OQNCTBSRÄBK@RRHÆDCÄ@RÄB@SDFNQXÄ�ÄL@SDQH@KÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ
Regulation (EC) No 1774/2002.
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16. Emission saving from excess electricity from cogeneration, eee, shall be taken into account in 
relation to the excess electricity produced by fuel production systems that use cogeneration except 
where the fuel used for the cogeneration is a co-product other than an agricultural crop residue. In 
accounting for that excess electricity, the size of the cogeneration unit shall be assumed to be the 
minimum necessary for the cogeneration unit to supply the heat that is needed to produce the fuel. 
The greenhouse gas emission saving associated with that excess electricity shall be taken to be equal 
to the amount of greenhouse gas that would be emitted when an equal amount of electricity was 
generated in a power plant using the same fuel as the cogeneration unit.

17. Where a fuel production process produces, in combination, the fuel for which emissions are 
being calculated and one or more other products (co-products), greenhouse gas emissions shall 
be divided between the fuel or its intermediate product and the co-products in proportion to their 
energy content (determined by lower heating value in the case of co-products other than electricity).

18. For the purposes of the calculation referred to in point 17, the emissions to be divided shall be 
eec + el + those fractions of ep, etd and eee that take place up to and including the process step 
at which a co-product is produced. If any allocation to co-products has taken place at an earlier 
process step in the life-cycle, the fraction of those emissions assigned in the last such process step to 
the intermediate fuel product shall be used for this purpose instead of the total of those emissions.

In the case of biofuels and bioliquids, all co-products, including electricity that does not fall under 
the scope of point 16, shall be taken into account for the purposes of that calculation, except for ag-
ricultural crop residues, including straw, bagasse, husks, cobs and nut shells. Co-products that have 
a negative energy content shall be considered to have an energy content of zero for the purpose of 
the calculation.

Wastes, agricultural crop residues, including straw, bagasse, husks, cobs and nut shells, and residues 
from processing, including crude glycerine (glycerine that is not refined), shall be considered to have 
zero life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions up to the process of collection of those materials.

In the case of fuels produced in refineries, the unit of analysis for the purposes of the calculation 
referred to in point 17 shall be the refinery.

19. For biofuels, for the purposes of the calculation referred to in point 4, the fossil fuel compara-
tor EF shall be the latest available actual average emissions from the fossil part of petrol and diesel 
consumed in the Energy Community as reported under Directive 98/70/EC. If no such data are 
available, the value used shall be 83.8 gCO2eq/MJ.

For bioliquids used for electricity production, for the purposes of the calculation referred to in point 
4, the fossil fuel comparator EF shall be 91 gCO2eq/MJ.

For bioliquids used for heat production, for the purposes of the calculation referred to in point 4, the 
fossil fuel comparator EF shall be 77 gCO2eq/MJ.

For bioliquids used for cogeneration, for the purposes of the calculation referred to in point 4, the 
fossil fuel comparator EF shall be 85 gCO2eq/MJ.
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Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

sugar beet ethanol 2 2

wheat ethanol 2 2

corn (maize) ethanol, Community produced (natural 
gas as process fuel in CHP plant)

2 2

sugar cane ethanol 9 9

the part from renewable sources of ETBE Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

the part from renewable sources of TAEE Equal to that of ethanol production path-
way used

rape seed biodiesel 1 1

RTMÇNVDQÄAHNCHDRDK 1 1

soybean biodiesel 13 13

palm oil biodeisel 5 5

waste vegetable or animal oil biodiesel 1 1

hydrotreated vegetable oil from rape seed 1 1

GXCQNSQD@SDCÄUDFDS@AKDÄNHKÄEQNLÄRTMÇNVDQ 1 1

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil 5 5

pure vegetable oil from rape seed 1 1

biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed 
natural gas

3 3

biogas from wet manure as compressed natural gas 5 5

biogas from dry manure as compressed natural gas 4 4

Disaggregated default values for transport and distribution: "etd" as defined in part C of this Annex
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Total for cultivation, processing, transport and distribution

Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical green-
house gas emis-
sions (gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

wheat ethanol 1 1

corn (maize) ethanol, Community produced (natural gas 
as process fuel in CHP plant)

15 21

sugar cane ethanol 1 1

the part from renewable sources of ETBE Equal to that of ethanol production 
pathway used

the part from renewable sources of TAEE Equal to that of ethanol production 
pathway used

rape seed biodiesel 16 22

RTMÇNVDQÄAHNCHDRDK 16 22

soybean biodiesel 18 26

O@KLÄNHKÄAHNCDHRDKÄ�OQNBDRRÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 35 49

palm oil biodeisel (process with methane capture at oil 
mill)

13 18

waste vegetable or animal oil biodiesel 9 13

hydrotreated vegetable oil from rape seed 10 13

GXCQNSQD@SDCÄUDFDS@AKDÄNHKÄEQNLÄRTMÇNVDQ 10 13

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process not 
RODBHÆDC�

30 42

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process with 
methane capture at oil mill)

7 9

pure vegetable oil from rape seed 4 5

biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed 
natural gas

14 20

biogas from wet manure as compressed natural gas 8 11

biogas from dry manure as compressed natural gas 8 11
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Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical green-
house gas emis-
sions (gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

sugar beet ethanol 19 26

VGD@SÄDSG@MNKÄ�OQNBDRRÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 32 45

wheat ethanol (lignite as process fuel in CHP plant) 32 45

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in conven-
tional boiler)

21 30

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in CHP plant) 14 19

Disaggregated default values for processing (including excess electricity): "ep – eee" as defined in part 
C of this Annex
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E. Estimated disaggregated default values for future biofuels and bioliquids that were not on the 
market or were only on the market in negligible quantities in January 2008

Disaggregated default values for cultivation: "eec" as defined in part C of this Annex

Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

wheat straw ethanol 3 3

waste wood ethanol 1 1

farmed wood ethanol 6 6

waste wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 1 1

farmed wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 4 4

waste wood DME 1 1

farmed wood DME 5 5

waste wood methanol 1 1

farmed wood methanol 5 5

the part from renewable sources of MTBE Equal to that of methanol production 
pathway

Disaggregated default values for processing (including excess electricity): "ep – eee" as defined in part 
C of this Annex

Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

wheat straw ethanol 5 7

wood ethanol 12 17

wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 0 0

wood DME 0 0

wood methanol 0 0

the part from renewable sources of MTBE Equal to that of methanol production 
pathway
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Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

sugar beet ethanol 33 40

VGD@SÄDSG@MNKÄ�OQNBDRRÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 57 70

wheat ethanol (lignite as process fuel in CHP plant) 57 70

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in conven-
tional boiler)

46 55

wheat ethanol (natural gas as process fuel in CHP 
plant)

39 44

wheat ethanol (straw as process fuel in CHP plant) 26 26

corn (maize) ethanol, Community produced (natural 
gas as process fuel in CHP plant)

37 43

sugar cane ethanol 24 24

the part from renewable sources of ETBE Equal to that of ethanol production 
pathway used

the part from renewable sources of TAEE Equal to that of ethanol production 
pathway used

rape seed biodiesel 46 52

RTMÇNVDQÄAHNCHDRDK 35 41

soybean biodiesel 50 58

O@KLÄNHKÄAHNCDHRDKÄ�OQNBDRRÄMNSÄRODBHÆDC� 54 68

palm oil biodeisel (process with methane capture at 
oil mill)

32 37

waste vegetable or animal oil biodiesel 10 14

hydrotreated vegetable oil from rape seed 41 44

GXCQNSQD@SDCÄUDFDS@AKDÄNHKÄEQNLÄRTMÇNVDQ 29 32

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process not 
RODBHÆDC�

50 62

hydrotreated vegetable oil from palm oil (process 
with methane capture at oil mill)

27 29

pure vegetable oil from rape seed 35 36

biogas from municipal organic waste as compressed 
natural gas

17 23

biogas from wet manure as compressed natural gas 13 16

biogas from dry manure as compressed natural gas 12 15
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ANNEX VI

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE HARMONISED TEMPLATE FOR 
NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY ACTION PLANS

1. Expected final energy consumption:

Gross final energy consumption in electricity, transport and heating and cooling for 2020 taking into 
account the effects of energy efficiency policy measures.

2. National sectoral 2020 targets and estimated shares of energy from renewable sources in electric-
ity, heating and cooling and transport:

�@�ÄS@QFDSÄRG@QDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄHMÄ�����

�A�ÄDRSHL@SDCÄSQ@IDBSNQXÄENQÄSGDÄRG@QDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄDKDBSQHBHSX�

�B�ÄS@QFDSÄRG@QDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄHMÄ�����

�C�ÄDRSHL@SDCÄSQ@IDBSNQXÄENQÄSGDÄRG@QDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMF�

�D�ÄDRSHL@SDCÄSQ@IDBSNQXÄENQÄSGDÄRG@QDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄHMÄSQ@MRONQS�

(f) national indicative trajectory as referred to in Article 3(2) and part B of Annex I.

3. Measures for achieving the targets:

(a) overview of all policies and measures concerning the promotion of the use of energy from renew-
@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

(b) specific measures to fulfil the requirements of Articles 13, 14 and 16, including the need to 
extend or reinforce existing infrastructure to facilitate the integration of the quantities of energy 
from renewable sources needed to achieve the 2020 national target, measures to accelerate the 
authorisation procedures, measures to reduce non-technological barriers and measures concerning 
 QSHBKDRÄ��ÄSNÄ���

(c) support schemes for the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources in electricity 
applied by the Contracting Party or a group of Contracting Parties�

(d) support schemes for the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources in heating and 
cooling applied by the Contracting Party or a group of Contracting Parties�

(e) support schemes for the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources in transport 
applied by the Contracting Party or a group of Contracting Parties�

(f) specific measures on the promotion of the use of energy from biomass, especially for new biomass 
mobilisation taking into account:

�H�ÄAHNL@RRÄ@U@HK@AHKHSX�ÄANSGÄCNLDRSHBÄONSDMSH@KÄ@MCÄHLONQSR�

(ii) measures to increase biomass availability, taking into account other biomass users (agriculture 
@MCÄENQDRS�A@RDCÄRDBSNQR��

(g) planned use of statistical transfers between Contracting Parties and planned participation in 
joint projects with other Contracting Parties and third countries:

(i) the estimated excess production of energy from renewable sources compared to the indicative 
trajectory which could be transferred to other Contracting Parties�

�HH�ÄSGDÄDRSHL@SDCÄONSDMSH@KÄENQÄINHMSÄOQNIDBSR�
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Disaggregated default values for transport and distribution: "etd" as defined in part C of this Annex

Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

wheat straw ethanol 2 2

waste wood ethanol 4 4

farmed wood ethanol 2 2

waste wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 3 3

farmed wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 2 2

waste wood DME 4 4

farmed wood DME 2 2

waste wood methanol 4 4

farmed wood methanol 2 2

the part from renewable sources of MTBE Equal to that of methanol production 
pathway

Total for cultivation, processing, transport and distribution

Biofuel and bioliquid production pathway Typical greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

Default greehouse 
gas emissions 
(gCO2eq/MJ)

wheat straw ethanol 11 13

waste wood ethanol 17 22

farmed wood ethanol 20 25

waste wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 4 4

farmed wood Fischer-Tropsch diesel 6 6

waste wood DME 5 5

farmed wood DME 7 7

waste wood methanol 5 5

farmed wood methanol 7 7

the part from renewable sources of MTBE Equal to that of methanol production 
pathway
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(iii) the estimated demand for energy from renewable sources to be satisfied by means other than 
domestic production.

4. Assessments:

(a) the total contribution expected of each renewable energy technology to meet the mandatory 
2020 targets and the indicative trajectory for the shares of energy from renewable sources in electric-
HSX�ÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄ@MCÄSQ@MRONQS�

(b) the total contribution expected of the energy efficiency and energy saving measures to meet 
the mandatory 2020 targets and the indicative trajectory for the shares of energy from renewable 
sources in electricity, heating and cooling and transport.

ANNEX VII

ACCOUNTING OF ENERGY FROM HEAT PUMPS

The amount of aerothermal, geothermal or hydrothermal energy captured by heat pumps to be con-
sidered energy from renewable sources for the purposes of this Directive, ERES, shall be calculated 
in accordance with the following formula:

ERES = Qusable *(1 - 1/SPF)

where

- QusableÄ�ÄSGDÄDRSHL@SDCÄSNS@KÄTR@AKDÄGD@SÄCDKHUDQDCÄAXÄGD@SÄOTLORÄETKÆKKHMFÄSGDÄBQHSDQH@ÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄ
in Article 5(4), implemented as follows: Only heat pumps for which SPF > 1.15 * 1/! shall be taken 
into account,

- SPF = the estimated average seasonal performance factor for those heat pumps,

- ! is the ratio between total gross production of electricity and the primary energy consumption for 
electricity production and shall be calculated as an EU average based on Eurostat data.
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#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"ÄNEÄ�Ä OQHKÄ����ÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDE×BHDMBXÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄ
services and repealing Directive 93/76/EEC

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC of 18 December 2009 
NMÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄBDQS@HMÄ#HQDBSHUDRÄNMÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBX

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas:

���Ä(MÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄSGDQDÄHRÄ@ÄMDDCÄENQÄHLOQNUDCÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄL@M@FDCÄCDL@MCÄENQÄ
energy and promotion of the production of renewable energy, as there is relatively limited scope for 
@MXÄNSGDQÄHMÇTDMBDÄNMÄDMDQFXÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄBNMCHSHNMRÄHMÄSGDÄRGNQSÄSNÄLDCHTLÄSDQL�ÄDHSGDQÄ
through the building of new capacity or through the improvement of transmission and distribution. 
This Directive thus contributes to improved security of supply.

���Ä(LOQNUDCÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄVHKKÄ@KRNÄBNMSQHATSDÄSNÄSGDÄQDCTBSHNMÄNEÄOQHL@QXÄDMDQFXÄBNM-
sumption, to the mitigation of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions and thereby to the preven-
tion of dangerous climate change. These emissions continue to increase, making it more and more 
CHEÆBTKSÄ SNÄLDDSÄ SGDÄ*XNSNÄBNLLHSLDMSRÄ'TL@MÄ@BSHUHSHDRÄ@SSQHATSDCÄSNÄ SGDÄDMDQFXÄRDBSNQÄB@TRDÄ
as much as 78% of the Community greenhouse gas emissions. The Sixth Community Environment 
Action Programme, laid down by Decision No 1600/2002/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council, envisages that further reductions are required to achieve the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change long-term objective of stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations in 
the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate 
system. Therefore, concrete policies and measures are necessary.

���Ä(LOQNUDCÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄVHKKÄL@JDÄHSÄONRRHAKDÄSNÄDWOKNHSÄONSDMSH@KÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄDMDQFXÄ
R@UHMFRÄHMÄ@MÄDBNMNLHB@KKXÄDEÆBHDMSÄV@XÄ$MDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄBNTKCÄQD@KHRDÄSGDRDÄ
energy savings and thus help the Community reduce its dependence on energy imports. Further-
LNQD�Ä@ÄLNUDÄSNV@QCRÄLNQDÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄSDBGMNKNFHDRÄB@MÄANNRSÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�RÄHMMNU@SHUD-
ness and competitiveness as underlined in the Lisbon strategy.

���Ä3GDÄ"NLLTMHB@SHNMÄEQNLÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄNMÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄÆQRSÄOG@RDÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQN-
pean Climate Change Programme listed a directive on energy demand management as one of the 
priority climate change measures to be taken at Community level.

(5) This Directive is consistent with Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and with 
Directive 2003/55/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning 
common rules for the internal market in natural gas, which provide for the possibility of using energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄCDL@MC�RHCDÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ@RÄ@KSDQM@SHUDRÄSNÄMDVÄRTOOKXÄ@MCÄENQÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄOQN-
tection, allowing Member State authorities, inter alia, to tender for new capacity or to opt for energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄCDL@MC�RHCDÄLD@RTQDR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄRXRSDLRÄENQÄVGHSDÄBDQSHÆB@SDR

(6) This Directive is without prejudice to Article 3 of Directive 2003/54/EC, which requires that Mem-
ber States ensure that all household customers and, where Member States deem it appropriate, 
RL@KKÄDMSDQOQHRDR�ÄDMINXÄTMHUDQR@KÄRDQUHBD�ÄSG@SÄHRÄSGDÄQHFGSÄSNÄADÄRTOOKHDCÄVHSGÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄNEÄ@ÄRODBHÆDCÄ
quality within their territory at reasonable, easily and clearly comparable, and transparent prices.

(7) The aim of this Directive is not only to continue to promote the supply side of energy services, 
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and best practice at all levels, including, in particular, the public sector. Therefore, Member States 
should list measures undertaken in the context of this Directive, and review their effect as far as pos-
RHAKD�ÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@BSHNMÄOK@MR

����Ä6GDMÄRSQHUHMFÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄSDBGMNKNFHB@K�ÄADG@UHNTQ@KÄ@MC�NQÄDBNMNLHBÄ
changes, substantial negative environmental impact should be avoided, and social priorities should 
be respected.

(16) The funding of supply and the costs of the demand side have an important role to play in energy 
RDQUHBDRÄ3GDÄBQD@SHNMÄNEÄETMCRÄSNÄRTARHCHRDÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄ@MCÄ
NSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ@MCÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄ@ÄL@QJDSÄENQÄ
energy services can constitute an appropriate tool for the provision of non-discriminatory start-up 
funding in such a market.

����Ä (LOQNUDCÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄB@MÄADÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄ HMBQD@RHMFÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄ@MCÄCD-
L@MCÄENQÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄNQÄAXÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR

(18) In order to realise the energy savings potential in certain market segments where energy audits 
are generally not sold commercially, such as households, Member States should ensure the avail-
ability of energy audits.

(19) The Council Conclusions of 5 December 2000 list the promotion of energy services through 
SGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄ@Ä"NLLTMHSXÄRSQ@SDFXÄ@RÄ@ÄOQHNQHSXÄ@QD@ÄENQÄ@BSHNMÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX

(20) Energy distributors, distribution system operators and retail energy sales companies can improve 
DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄHEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄSGDXÄL@QJDSÄHMBKTCDÄDEÆBHDMSÄDMC�TRD�ÄRTBGÄ
as indoor thermal comfort, domestic hot water, refrigeration, product manufacturing, illumination 
@MCÄLNSHUDÄONVDQÄ/QNÆSÄL@WHLHR@SHNMÄ ENQÄDMDQFXÄCHRSQHATSNQR�ÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄ@MCÄ
retail energy sales companies thus becomes more closely related to selling energy services to as 
many customers as possible than to selling as much energy as possible to each customer. Member 
States should endeavour to avoid any distortion of competition in this area, in order to guarantee a 
KDUDKÄOK@XHMFÄÆDKCÄADSVDDMÄ@KKÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDÄOQNUHCDQR�ÄSGDXÄB@M�ÄGNVDUDQ�ÄCDKDF@SDÄSGHRÄS@RJÄSNÄSGDÄ
national regulator.

(21) Taking full account of the national organisation of market actors in the energy sector and in 
NQCDQÄSNÄE@UNTQÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆ-
ciency provided for in this Directive, Member States should have the option of making it compulsory 
for energy distributors, distribution system operators or retail energy sales companies or, where ap-
propriate, for two or all of these market actors, to provide such services and to participate in such 
measures.

����Ä3GDÄTRDÄNEÄSGHQC�O@QSXÄÆM@MBHMFÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSRÄHRÄ@MÄHMMNU@SDÄOQ@BSHBDÄSG@SÄRGNTKCÄADÄRSHLTK@SDCÄ
(MÄSGDRD�ÄSGDÄADMDÆBH@QXÄ@UNHCRÄHMUDRSLDMSÄBNRSRÄAXÄTRHMFÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄÆM@MBH@KÄU@KTDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄ
that result from the third party's investment to repay the third party's investment and interest costs.

(23) With a view to making tariffs and other regulations for net-bound energy more conducive to 
DEÆBHDMSÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRD�ÄTMITRSHÆ@AKDÄUNKTLD�CQHUHMFÄHMBDMSHUDRÄRGNTKCÄADÄQDLNUDC

(24) The promotion of the market for energy services can be achieved by a variety of means, includ-
HMFÄMNM�ÆM@MBH@KÄNMDR

����Ä3GDÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDR�ÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
improvement measures put into effect to reach the energy savings target may be supported and/
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but also to create stronger incentives for the demand side. The public sector in each Member State 
should thus set a good example regarding investments, maintenance and other expenditure on ener-
FX�TRHMFÄDPTHOLDMS�ÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ3GDQDENQD�Ä
SGDÄOTAKHBÄRDBSNQÄRGNTKCÄADÄDMBNTQ@FDCÄSNÄHMSDFQ@SDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄBNMRHCDQ@SHNMRÄ
into its investments, depreciation allowances and operating budgets. Furthermore, the public sector 
RGNTKCÄDMCD@UNTQÄSNÄTRDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBQHSDQH@ÄHMÄSDMCDQHMFÄOQNBDCTQDRÄENQÄOTAKHBÄOQNBTQDLDMS�Ä
a practice allowed under Directive 2004/17/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 
March 2004 coordinating the procurement procedures of entities operating in the water, energy, 
transport and postal services sectors, and Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works 
BNMSQ@BSR�ÄOTAKHBÄRTOOKXÄBNMSQ@BSRÄ@MCÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBDÄBNMSQ@BSR�ÄSGDÄOQHMBHOKDÄNEÄVGHBGÄV@RÄBNMÆQLDCÄ
by the judgment of 17 September 2002 of the Court of Justice in Case C-513/99. In view of the fact 
that administrative structures vary widely between Member States, the different types of measures 
which the public sector may take should be taken at the appropriate national, regional and/or local 
level.

���Ä3GDQDÄHRÄ@ÄK@QFDÄU@QHDSXÄNEÄV@XRÄHMÄVGHBGÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄRDBSNQÄB@MÄETKÆKÄHSRÄDWDLOK@QXÄQNKD�ÄADRHCDRÄSGDÄ
applicable measures listed in Annex III and VI, the public sector may, for example, initiate energy-
DEÆBHDMBXÄOHKNSÄOQNIDBSRÄ@MCÄRSHLTK@SDÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄADG@UHNTQÄNEÄDLOKNXDDRÄ(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄ@BGHDUDÄ
the desired multiplier effect, a number of such actions should be communicated in an effective way 
SNÄHMCHUHCT@KÄBHSHYDMRÄ@MC�NQÄSNÄBNLO@MHDR�ÄVGHKRSÄDLOG@RHRHMFÄSGDÄBNRSÄADMDÆSR

���Ä3GDÄ KHADQ@KHR@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄQDS@HKÄL@QJDSRÄENQÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄENQÄDKDBSQHBHSX�ÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄBN@KÄ@MCÄ
lignite, heating, and in some cases even district heating and cooling, has almost exclusively led to 
HLOQNUDCÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄKNVDQÄBNRSRÄNMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄFDMDQ@SHNM�ÄSQ@MRENQL@SHNMÄ@MCÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRHCDÄ
3GHRÄKHADQ@KHR@SHNMÄG@RÄMNSÄKDCÄSNÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄBNLODSHSHNMÄHMÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄRDQUHBDRÄVGHBGÄBNTKCÄG@UDÄ
QDRTKSDCÄHMÄHLOQNUDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNMÄSGDÄCDL@MCÄRHCD

����Ä(MÄHSRÄ1DRNKTSHNMÄNEÄ�Ä#DBDLADQÄ����ÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ:��<�Ä
SGDÄ"NTMBHKÄDMCNQRDCÄ@ÄS@QFDSÄENQÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@RÄ@ÄVGNKDÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄDMDQFXÄHMSDMRHSXÄNEÄÆM@KÄ
consumption by an additional one percentage point per annum up to the year 2010.

����Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRGNTKCÄSGDQDENQDÄ@CNOSÄM@SHNM@KÄHMCHB@SHUDÄS@QFDSRÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDE-
ÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄBNMSHMTDCÄFQNVSGÄ@MCÄUH@AHKHSXÄNEÄSGDÄL@QJDSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDR�Ä@MCÄSGTRÄ
contribute to the implementation of the Lisbon strategy. The adoption of national indicative targets 
SNÄOQNLNSDÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄOQNUHCDRÄDEEDBSHUDÄRXMDQFXÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄ"NLLTMHSXÄKDFHRK@SHNMÄ
that will, when applied, contribute to the achievement of those national targets.

����Ä3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄQDPTHQDRÄ@BSHNMÄSNÄADÄTMCDQS@JDMÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDR�ÄVHSGÄSGDÄETKÆKLDMSÄNEÄ
HSRÄNAIDBSHUDRÄCDODMCHMFÄNMÄSGDÄDEEDBSRÄSG@SÄRTBGÄ@BSHNMÄG@RÄNMÄSGDÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄ3GDÄ
DMCÄQDRTKSÄNEÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRiÄ@BSHNMÄHRÄCDODMCDMSÄNMÄL@MXÄDWSDQM@KÄE@BSNQRÄVGHBGÄHMÇTDMBDÄSGDÄAD-
haviour of consumers as regards their energy use and their willingness to implement energy saving 
methods and use energy saving devices. Therefore, even though Member States commit themselves 
SNÄL@JHMFÄDEENQSRÄSNÄ@BGHDUDÄSGDÄS@QFDSÄÆFTQDÄNEÄ���ÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄS@QFDSÄHRÄHMCHB@SHUDÄ
in nature and entails no legally enforceable obligation for Member States to achieve it.

(13) In aiming to achieve their national indicative target, Member States may set themselves a target 
higher than 9%.

����Ä3GDÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄVHKKÄADMDÆSÄEQNLÄ@MÄDWBG@MFDÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNM�ÄDWODQHDMBDÄ
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CHAPTER I

SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE

Article 1

Purpose

The purpose of this Directive is to enhance the cost-effective improvement of energy end-use ef-
ÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄContracting Parties by:

(a) providing the necessary indicative targets as well as mechanisms, incentives and institutional, 
ÆM@MBH@KÄ@MCÄKDF@KÄEQ@LDVNQJRÄSNÄQDLNUDÄDWHRSHMFÄL@QJDSÄA@QQHDQRÄ@MCÄHLODQEDBSHNMRÄSG@SÄ HLODCDÄ
SGDÄDEÆBHDMSÄDMCÄTRDÄNEÄDMDQFX�

(b) creating the conditions for the development and promotion of a market for energy services and 
ENQÄSGDÄCDKHUDQXÄNEÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQR

Article 2

Scope

This Directive shall apply to:

�@�ÄOQNUHCDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�Ä DMDQFXÄCHRSQHATSNQR�ÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ RXRSDLÄ
operators and retail energy sales companies. However, Contracting Parties may exclude small dis-
tributors, small distribution system operators and small retail energy sales companies from the ap-
OKHB@SHNMÄNEÄ QSHBKDRÄ�Ä@MCÄ���

�A�ÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ'NVDUDQ�Ä SGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄSNÄSGNRDÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄ HMUNKUDCÄ HMÄB@S-
egories of activities listed in Annex I to Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 13 October 2003 establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading 
VHSGHMÄSGDÄ"NLLTMHSX�

�B�ÄSGDÄ@QLDCÄENQBDR�ÄNMKXÄSNÄSGDÄDWSDMSÄSG@SÄHSRÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄCNDRÄMNSÄB@TRDÄ@MXÄBNMÇHBSÄVHSGÄSGDÄM@-
ture and primary aim of the activities of the armed forces and with the exception of material used 
exclusively for military purposes.

Article 3

Definitions

%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄRG@KKÄ@OOKX�

(a) "energy": all forms of commercially available energy, including electricity, natural gas (including 
KHPTDÆDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@R��Ä KHPTDÆDCÄODSQNKDTLÄF@R�Ä@MXÄETDKÄENQÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄ�HMBKTCHMFÄCHRSQHBSÄ
heating and cooling), coal and lignite, peat, transport fuels (excluding aviation and maritime bunker 
ETDKR�Ä@MCÄAHNL@RRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"ÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ/@QKH@LDMSÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄ
of 27 September 2001 on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in 
SGDÄHMSDQM@KÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄL@QJDS�

�A�Ä�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX��Ä@ÄQ@SHNÄADSVDDMÄ@MÄNTSOTSÄNEÄODQENQL@MBD�ÄRDQUHBD�ÄFNNCRÄNQÄDMDQFX�Ä@MCÄ
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or implemented through voluntary agreements between stakeholders and public sector bodies ap-
pointed by the Member States.

(26) The voluntary agreements which are covered by this Directive should be transparent and con-
S@HM�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOKHB@AKD�ÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄ@SÄKD@RSÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄHRRTDR�ÄPT@MSHÆDCÄ@MCÄRS@FDCÄNAIDBSHUDR�Ä
monitoring and reporting.

����Ä3GDÄLNSNQÄETDKÄ@MCÄSQ@MRONQSÄRDBSNQRÄG@UDÄ@MÄHLONQS@MSÄQNKDÄSNÄOK@XÄQDF@QCHMFÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
and energy savings.

����Ä (MÄ CDÆMHMFÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�Ä @BBNTMSÄ RGNTKCÄ ADÄ S@JDMÄNEÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ
gains obtained through the widespread use of cost-effective technological innovations, for instance 
electronic metering. In the context of this Directive, competitively priced individual meters include 
accurate calorimeters.

����Ä(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄDM@AKDÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQRÄSNÄL@JDÄADSSDQ�HMENQLDCÄCDBHRHNMRÄ@RÄQDF@QCRÄSGDHQÄHMCHUHCT@KÄ
energy consumption, they should be provided with a reasonable amount of information thereon 
@MCÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄQDKDU@MSÄHMENQL@SHNM�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄ@U@HK@AKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄ
LD@RTQDR�ÄBNLO@Q@SHUDÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQÄOQNÆKDRÄNQÄNAIDBSHUDÄSDBGMHB@KÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄENQÄDMDQFX�TRHMFÄ
equipment, which may include "Factor Four" or similar equipment. It is recalled that some such 
U@KT@AKDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄRGNTKCÄ@KQD@CXÄADÄL@CDÄ@U@HK@AKDÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄTMCDQÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄNEÄ#HQDB-
tive 2003/54/EC. In addition, consumers should be actively encouraged to check their own meter 
readings regularly.

����Ä KKÄSXODRÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMBXÄRGNTKCÄADÄVHCDKXÄCHRRDLHM@SDCÄHMÄ@MÄ@O-
propriate form, including through billing, to relevant target audiences. This can include information 
NMÄÆM@MBH@KÄ@MCÄKDF@KÄEQ@LDVNQJR�ÄBNLLTMHB@SHNMÄ@MCÄOQNLNSHNMÄB@LO@HFMR�Ä@MCÄSGDÄVHCDROQD@CÄ
exchange of best practice at all levels.

(31) With the adoption of this Directive, all substantive provisions of Council Directive 93/76/EEC 
NEÄ��Ä2DOSDLADQÄ����ÄSNÄKHLHSÄB@QANMÄCHNWHCDÄDLHRRHNMRÄAXÄHLOQNUHMFÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ�2 5$�Ä@QDÄ
covered by other Community legislation and therefore Directive 93/76/EEC should be repealed.

����Ä2HMBDÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄM@LDKXÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSNÄCD-
UDKNOÄ@ÄL@QJDSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDR�ÄB@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@MCÄB@MÄ
be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with 
the principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of 
proportionality, as set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order 
to achieve those objectives.

(33) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.
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(o) "energy distributor": a natural or legal person responsible for transporting energy with a view 
SNÄHSRÄCDKHUDQXÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ@MCÄSNÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRS@SHNMRÄSG@SÄRDKKÄDMDQFXÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ3GHRÄ
CDÆMHSHNMÄDWBKTCDRÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄ@MCÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄRXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQR�ÄBNUDQDCÄHMÄONHMSÄ�O��

(p) "distribution system operator": a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the 
maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the distribution system of electricity or natural gas in a 
given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring the long 
term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity or natural 
F@R�

�P�Ä�QDS@HKÄDMDQFXÄR@KDRÄBNLO@MX��Ä@ÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄSG@SÄRDKKRÄDMDQFXÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�

(r) "small distributor, small distribution system operator and small retail energy sales company": a 
M@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄSG@SÄCHRSQHATSDRÄNQÄRDKKRÄDMDQFXÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MCÄSG@SÄCHRSQHATSDRÄNQÄRDKKRÄ
less than the equivalent of 75 GWh energy per year or employs fewer than 10 persons or whose 
@MMT@KÄSTQMNUDQÄ@MC�NQÄ@MMT@KÄA@K@MBDÄRGDDSÄSNS@KÄCNDRÄMNSÄDWBDDCÄ$41Ä��������

�R�Ä�VGHSDÄBDQSHÆB@SDR��ÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄHRRTDCÄAXÄHMCDODMCDMSÄBDQSHEXHMFÄANCHDRÄBNMÆQLHMFÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄ
R@UHMFRÄBK@HLRÄNEÄL@QJDSÄ@BSNQRÄ@RÄ@ÄBNMRDPTDMBDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR

CHAPTER II

ENERGY SAVINGS TARGETS

Article 4

General target

1. Contracting Parties shall adopt and aim to achieve an overall national indicative energy savings 
target of 9% for the ninth year of application of this Directive, to be reached by way of energy 
RDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄContracting Parties shall take cost-
effective, practicable and reasonable measures designed to contribute towards achieving this target.

This national indicative energy savings target shall be set and calculated in accordance with the 
provisions and methodology set out in Annex I. For purposes of comparison of energy savings and 
for conversion to a comparable unit, the conversion factors set out in Annex II shall apply unless the 
TRDÄNEÄNSGDQÄBNMUDQRHNMÄE@BSNQRÄB@MÄADÄITRSHÆDCÄ$W@LOKDRÄNEÄDKHFHAKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄ
LD@RTQDRÄ@QDÄFHUDMÄHMÄ MMDWÄ(((Ä ÄFDMDQ@KÄEQ@LDVNQJÄENQÄSGDÄLD@RTQDLDMSÄ@MCÄUDQHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄDM-
ergy savings is given in Annex IV. The national energy savings in relation to the national indicative 
energy savings target shall be measured as from 1 January 2008.

�Ä%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ BSHNMÄ/K@MÄ�$$ /�ÄSNÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄ
with Article 14, each Contracting Party shall establish an intermediate national indicative energy 
savings target for the third year of application of this Directive, and provide an overview of its 
strategy for the achievement of the intermediate and overall targets. This intermediate target shall 
be realistic and consistent with the overall national indicative energy savings target referred to in 
paragraph 1.

The Secretariat shall give an opinion on whether the intermediate national indicative target appears 
realistic and consistent with the overall target.
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@MÄHMOTSÄNEÄDMDQFX�

�B�Ä�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMS��Ä@MÄHMBQD@RDÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@RÄ@ÄQDRTKSÄNEÄSDBGMN-
KNFHB@K�ÄADG@UHNTQ@KÄ@MC�NQÄDBNMNLHBÄBG@MFDR�

(d) "energy savings": an amount of saved energy determined by measuring and/or estimating con-
RTLOSHNMÄADENQDÄ@MCÄ@ESDQÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄNMDÄNQÄLNQDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�Ä
VGHKRSÄDMRTQHMFÄMNQL@KHR@SHNMÄENQÄDWSDQM@KÄBNMCHSHNMRÄSG@SÄ@EEDBSÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNM�

�D�Ä�DMDQFXÄRDQUHBD��ÄSGDÄOGXRHB@KÄADMDÆS�ÄTSHKHSXÄNQÄFNNCÄCDQHUDCÄEQNLÄ@ÄBNLAHM@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄVHSGÄ
DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMSÄSDBGMNKNFXÄ@MC�NQÄVHSGÄ@BSHNM�ÄVGHBGÄL@XÄHMBKTCDÄSGDÄNODQ@SHNMR�ÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄ@MCÄ
control necessary to deliver the service, which is delivered on the basis of a contract and in normal 
BHQBTLRS@MBDRÄG@RÄOQNUDMÄSNÄ KD@CÄSNÄUDQHÆ@AKDÄ@MCÄLD@RTQ@AKDÄNQÄDRSHL@AKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HL-
OQNUDLDMSÄ@MC�NQÄOQHL@QXÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFR�

�E�Ä�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLDBG@MHRLR��ÄFDMDQ@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄTRDCÄAXÄFNUDQMLDMSRÄNQÄFNUDQMLDMSÄANC-
ies to create a supportive framework or incentives for market actors to provide and purchase energy 
RDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

�F�Ä�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄOQNFQ@LLDR��Ä@BSHUHSHDRÄSG@SÄENBTRÄNMÄFQNTORÄNEÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ
@MCÄSG@SÄMNQL@KKXÄKD@CÄSNÄUDQHÆ@AKDÄ@MCÄLD@RTQ@AKDÄNQÄDRSHL@AKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMS�

�G�Ä�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR��Ä@KKÄ@BSHNMRÄSG@SÄMNQL@KKXÄKD@CÄSNÄUDQHÆ@AKDÄ@MCÄLD@-
RTQ@AKDÄNQÄDRSHL@AKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMS�

(i) "energy service company" (ESCO): a natural or legal person that delivers energy services and/
NQÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄHMÄ@ÄTRDQ�RÄE@BHKHSXÄNQÄOQDLHRDR�Ä@MCÄ@BBDOSRÄRNLDÄ
CDFQDDÄNEÄÆM@MBH@KÄQHRJÄHMÄRNÄCNHMFÄ3GDÄO@XLDMSÄENQÄSGDÄRDQUHBDRÄCDKHUDQDCÄHRÄA@RDCÄ�DHSGDQÄVGNKKXÄ
NQÄHMÄO@QS�ÄNMÄSGDÄ@BGHDUDLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSRÄ@MCÄNMÄSGDÄLDDSHMFÄNEÄSGDÄNSGDQÄ
@FQDDCÄODQENQL@MBDÄBQHSDQH@�

�I�Ä�DMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBNMSQ@BSHMF��Ä@ÄBNMSQ@BST@KÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄADMDÆBH@QXÄ@MCÄSGDÄ
OQNUHCDQÄ�MNQL@KKXÄ@MÄ$2".�ÄNEÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQD�ÄVGDQDÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄHMÄ
SG@SÄLD@RTQDÄ@QDÄO@HCÄENQÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄ@ÄBNMSQ@BST@KKXÄ@FQDDCÄKDUDKÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUD-
LDMS�

�J�Ä�SGHQC�O@QSXÄÆM@MBHMF��Ä@ÄBNMSQ@BST@KÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSÄ HMUNKUHMFÄ@ÄSGHQCÄO@QSXÄ �Ä HMÄ@CCHSHNMÄSNÄSGDÄ
DMDQFXÄRTOOKHDQÄ@MCÄSGDÄADMDÆBH@QXÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄ�ÄSG@SÄOQNUHCDRÄ
SGDÄB@OHS@KÄENQÄSG@SÄLD@RTQDÄ@MCÄBG@QFDRÄSGDÄADMDÆBH@QXÄ@ÄEDDÄDPTHU@KDMSÄSNÄ@ÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄ
R@UHMFRÄ@BGHDUDCÄ@RÄ@ÄQDRTKSÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄ3G@SÄSGHQCÄO@QSXÄL@XÄNQÄ
L@XÄMNSÄADÄ@MÄ$2".�

(l) "energy audit": a systematic procedure to obtain adequate knowledge of the existing energy 
BNMRTLOSHNMÄOQNÆKDÄNEÄ@ÄATHKCHMFÄNQÄFQNTOÄNEÄATHKCHMFR�ÄNEÄ@MÄHMCTRSQH@KÄNODQ@SHNMÄ@MC�NQÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄ
NQÄNEÄ@ÄOQHU@SDÄNQÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBD�Ä HCDMSHEXÄ@MCÄPT@MSHEXÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄNOONQSTMHSHDR�Ä
@MCÄQDONQSÄSGDÄÆMCHMFR�

�L�Ä�ÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFR��Ä@KKÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄRTBGÄ@RÄETMCR�ÄRTARHCHDR�ÄS@WÄ
QDA@SDR�ÄKN@MR�ÄSGHQC�O@QSXÄÆM@MBHMF�ÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBNMSQ@BSHMF�ÄFT@Q@MSDDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄ
contracts, energy outsourcing and other related contracts that are made available to the market 
place by public or private bodies in order to cover partly or totally the initial project cost for imple-
LDMSHMFÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

�M�Ä�ÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQ��Ä@ÄM@STQ@KÄNQÄKDF@KÄODQRNMÄSG@SÄOTQBG@RDRÄDMDQFXÄENQÄGHRÄNVMÄDMCÄTRD�
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CHAPTER III

PROMOTION OF ENERGY END-USE EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY SERVICES

Article 6

Energy distributors, distribution system operators and retail energy sales companies

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that energy distributors, distribution system operators and/or 
retail energy sales companies:

�@�ÄOQNUHCDÄNMÄQDPTDRS�ÄATSÄMNSÄLNQDÄSG@MÄNMBDÄ@ÄXD@Q�Ä@FFQDF@SDCÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄSGDHQÄÆ-
nal customers to the authorities or agencies referred to in Article 4(4) or to another designated body, 
provided that the latter in turn transmits to the former the information received. This information 
LTRSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSÄSNÄOQNODQKXÄCDRHFMÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄOQNFQ@LLDR�Ä
@MCÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄ@MCÄLNMHSNQÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ
It may include historical information and must include current information on end-user consump-
SHNM�ÄHMBKTCHMF�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOKHB@AKD�ÄKN@CÄOQNÆKDR�ÄBTRSNLDQÄRDFLDMS@SHNMÄ@MCÄFDNFQ@OGHB@KÄKNB@SHNMÄNEÄ
BTRSNLDQR�ÄVGHKDÄOQDRDQUHMFÄSGDÄHMSDFQHSXÄ@MCÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSG@SÄHRÄDHSGDQÄNEÄOQHU@SDÄ
BG@Q@BSDQÄNQÄBNLLDQBH@KKXÄRDMRHSHUD�ÄHMÄBNLOKH@MBDÄVHSGÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄKDFHRK@SHNM�

(b) refrain from any activities that might impede the demand for and delivery of energy services and 
NSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�ÄNQÄGHMCDQÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄL@QJDSRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄ
RDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ3GDÄContracting Party concerned shall 
take the necessary measures to bring such activities to an end where they occur.

2. Contracting Parties shall:

(a) choose one or more of the following requirements to be complied with by energy distributors, 
distribution system operators and/or retail energy sales companies, directly and/or indirectly through 
NSGDQÄOQNUHCDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄNQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

�H�ÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄNEEDQÄSNÄSGDHQÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MCÄSGDÄOQNLNSHNM�ÄNEÄBNLODSHSHUDKXÄOQHBDCÄDMDQFXÄRDQ-
UHBDR�ÄNQ

�HH�ÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄSNÄSGDHQÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQR�Ä@MCÄSGDÄOQNLNSHNM�ÄNEÄBNLODSHSHUDKX�OQHBDCÄDMDQFXÄ
@TCHSRÄBNMCTBSDCÄHMÄ@MÄHMCDODMCDMSÄL@MMDQÄ@MC�NQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�ÄHMÄ@B-
BNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ����Ä@MCÄ QSHBKDÄ���ÄNQ

(iii) contribute to the funds and funding mechanisms referred to in Article 11. The level of such 
contributions shall as a minimum correspond to the estimated costs of offering any of the activities 
referred to in this paragraph and shall be agreed with the authorities or agencies referred to in Article 
�����Ä@MC�NQ

�A�ÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄUNKTMS@QXÄ@FQDDLDMSRÄ@MC�NQÄNSGDQÄL@QJDS�NQHDMSDCÄRBGDLDR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄVGHSDÄBDQSHÆ-
cates, with an effect equivalent to one or more of the requirements referred to in point (a) exist or 
are set up. Voluntary agreements shall be assessed, supervised and followed up by the Contracting 
Party in order to ensure that they have in practice an effect equivalent to one or more of the require-
ments referred to in point (a).

To that end, the voluntary agreements shall have clear and unambiguous objectives, and monitoring 
and reporting requirements linked to procedures that can lead to revised and/or additional mea-
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3. Each Contracting Party RG@KKÄCQ@VÄTOÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄ@MCÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX

4. Contracting Parties shall assign to one or more new or existing authorities or agencies the overall 
control and responsibility for overseeing the framework set up in relation to the target mentioned 
in paragraph 1. These bodies shall thereafter verify the energy savings as a result of energy services 
@MCÄNSGDQÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄ DWHRSHMFÄ M@SHNM@KÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ
improvement measures, and report the results.

�Ä ESDQÄG@UHMFÄQDUHDVDCÄ@MCÄQDONQSDCÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄSGQDDÄXD@QRÄNEÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄ
Commission shall examine whether it is appropriate to come forward with a proposal for a direc-
SHUDÄSNÄETQSGDQÄCDUDKNOÄSGDÄL@QJDSÄ@OOQN@BGÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄAXÄLD@MRÄNEÄVGHSDÄ
BDQSHÆB@SDR

Article 5

Energy end-use efficiency in the public sector

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDÄOTAKHBÄRDBSNQÄETKÆKRÄ@MÄDWDLOK@QXÄQNKDÄHMÄSGDÄBNMSDWSÄNEÄ
this Directive. To this end, they shall communicate effectively the exemplary role and actions of the 
public sector to citizens and/or companies, as appropriate.

Contracting PartiesÄ RG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ@QDÄS@JDMÄAXÄSGDÄ
public sector, focusing on cost-effective measures which generate the largest energy savings in the 
shortest span of time. Such measures shall be taken at the appropriate national, regional and/or local 
level, and may consist of legislative initiatives and/or voluntary agreements, as referred to in Article 
6(2)(b), or other schemes with an equivalent effect. Without prejudice to national and Community 
public procurement legislation:

�Ä@SÄKD@RSÄSVNÄLD@RTQDRÄRG@KKÄADÄTRDCÄEQNLÄSGDÄKHRSÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ MMDWÄ5(�

- Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄE@BHKHS@SDÄSGHRÄOQNBDRRÄAXÄOTAKHRGHMFÄFTHCDKHMDRÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄ
energy savings as a possible assessment criterion in competitive tendering for public contracts.

Contracting Parties shall facilitate and enable the exchange of best practices between public sec-
SNQÄANCHDR�ÄENQÄDW@LOKDÄNMÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄOTAKHBÄOQNBTQDLDMSÄOQ@BSHBDR�ÄANSGÄ@SÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄ@MCÄ
HMSDQM@SHNM@KÄKDUDK�ÄSNÄSGHRÄDMC�ÄSGDÄNQF@MHR@SHNMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄRG@KKÄBNNODQ@SDÄVHSGÄSGDÄ
Secretariat with regard to the exchange of best practice as referred to in Article 7(3).

2. Contracting Parties shall assign to a new or existing organisation or organisations the admin-
HRSQ@SHUD�ÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSHMFÄQDRONMRHAHKHSXÄENQÄSGDÄHMSDFQ@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHL-
provement requirements as set out in paragraph 1. These may be the same authorities or agencies 
as those referred to in Article 4(4).
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2. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄL@JDÄLNCDKÄBNMSQ@BSRÄENQÄSGNRDÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄ@U@HK@AKDÄSNÄDWHRS-
HMFÄ@MCÄONSDMSH@KÄOTQBG@RDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ
in the public and private sectors. These may be issued by the authority or agency referred to in Article 
4(4).

Article 10

Energy efficient tariffs and other regulations for net-bound energy

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure the removal of those incentives in transmission and distribution 
tariffs that unnecessarily increase the volume of distributed or transmitted energy. In this respect, in 
accordance with Article 3(2) of Directive 2003/54/EC and with Article 3(2) of Directive 2003/55/EC, 
Contracting PartiesÄL@XÄHLONRDÄOTAKHBÄRDQUHBDÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNMÄTMCDQ-
takings operating in the electricity and gas sectors respectively.

2. Contracting Parties may permit components of schemes and tariff structures with a social aim, 
provided that any disruptive effects on the transmission and distribution system are kept to the mini-
mum necessary and are not disproportionate to the social aim.

Article 11

Funds and funding mechanisms

1. Without prejudice to Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty, Contracting Parties may establish a fund 
NQÄETMCRÄSNÄRTARHCHRDÄSGDÄCDKHUDQXÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄ
DEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ@MCÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄ@ÄL@QJDSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ2TBGÄLD@RTQDRÄ RG@KKÄ HMBKTCDÄ SGDÄOQNLNSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄ@TCHSHMF�ÄÆM@MBH@KÄ
instruments for energy savings and, where appropriate, improved metering and informative billing. 
The funds shall also target end-use sectors with higher transaction costs and higher risks.

�Ä(EÄDRS@AKHRGDC�ÄSGDÄETMCRÄL@XÄOQNUHCDÄENQÄFQ@MSR�ÄKN@MR�ÄÆM@MBH@KÄFT@Q@MSDDRÄ@MC�NQÄNSGDQÄSXODRÄNEÄ
ÆM@MBHMFÄSG@SÄFT@Q@MSDDÄQDRTKSR

�Ä3GDÄETMCRÄRG@KKÄADÄNODMÄSNÄ@KKÄOQNUHCDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄ$2-
COs, independent energy advisors, energy distributors, distribution system operators, retail energy 
sales companies and installers. Contracting PartiesÄL@XÄCDBHCDÄSNÄNODMÄSGDÄETMCRÄSNÄ@KKÄÆM@KÄBTR-
tomers. Tendering or equivalent methods which ensure complete transparency shall be carried out 
in full compliance with applicable public procurement regulations. Contracting Parties shall ensure 
SG@SÄRTBGÄETMCRÄBNLOKDLDMS�Ä@MCÄCNÄMNSÄBNLODSDÄVHSG�ÄBNLLDQBH@KKX�ÆM@MBDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
improvement measures.

Article 12

Energy audits

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄDEÆBHDMS�ÄGHFG�PT@KHSXÄDMDQFXÄ@TCHSÄRBGDLDRÄ
VGHBGÄ@QDÄCDRHFMDCÄSNÄHCDMSHEXÄONSDMSH@KÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ@MCÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄB@Q-
QHDCÄNTSÄHMÄ@MÄHMCDODMCDMSÄL@MMDQ�ÄSNÄ@KKÄÆM@KÄBNMRTLDQR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄRL@KKDQÄCNLDRSHB�ÄBNLLDQBH@KÄ
and small and medium-sized industrial customers.
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sures when the objectives are not achieved or are not likely to be achieved. With a view to ensuring 
transparency, the voluntary agreements shall be made available to the public and published prior to 
@OOKHB@SHNMÄSNÄSGDÄDWSDMSÄSG@SÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄOQNUHRHNMRÄ@KKNV�Ä@MCÄBNMS@HMÄ@MÄHMUHS@SHNMÄ
for stakeholders to comment.

3. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDQDÄ@QDÄRTEÆBHDMSÄHMBDMSHUDR�ÄDPT@KÄBNLODSHSHNMÄ@MCÄKDUDKÄ
OK@XHMFÄÆDKCRÄ ENQÄL@QJDSÄ@BSNQRÄNSGDQÄ SG@MÄDMDQFXÄCHRSQHATSNQR�ÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ RXRSDLÄNODQ@SNQRÄ@MCÄ
retail energy sales companies, such as ESCOs, installers, energy advisors and energy consultants, 
SNÄHMCDODMCDMSKXÄNEEDQÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDR�ÄDMDQFXÄ@TCHSRÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHL-
provement measures described in paragraph 2(a)(i) and (ii).

4. Under paragraphs 2 and 3, Contracting Parties may place responsibilities on distribution system 
operators only if this is consistent with the requirements relating to the unbundling of accounts laid 
down in Article 19(3) of Directive 2003/54/EC and in Article 17(3) of Directive 2003/55/EC.

5. The implementation of this Article shall be without prejudice to derogations or exemptions grant-
ed under Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC.

Article 7

Availability of information

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLDBG@MHRLRÄ@MCÄÆM@MBH@KÄ
and legal frameworks adopted with the aim of reaching the national indicative energy savings target 
is transparent and widely disseminated to the relevant market actors.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure that greater efforts are made to promote energy end-use ef-
ÆBHDMBXÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄDRS@AKHRGÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄBNMCHSHNMRÄ@MCÄHMBDMSHUDRÄENQÄL@QJDSÄNODQ@SNQRÄSNÄOQNUHCDÄ
LNQDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ@MCÄ@CUHBDÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBX

3. The Secretariat shall ensure that information on best energy-saving practices in Contracting 
Parties is exchanged and widely disseminated.

Article 8

Availability of qualification, accreditation and certification schemes

With a view to achieving a high level of technical competence, objectivity and reliability, Contract-
ing Parties RG@KKÄDMRTQD�ÄVGDQDÄSGDXÄCDDLÄHSÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄPT@KHÆB@SHNM�Ä
@BBQDCHS@SHNMÄ@MC�NQÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄRBGDLDRÄENQÄOQNUHCDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDR�ÄDMDQFXÄ@TCHSRÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄ
DEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ@RÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����@�Ä�H�Ä@MCÄ�HH�

Article 9

Financial instruments for energy savings

1. Contracting Parties shall repeal or amend national legislation and regulations, other than those 
NEÄ@ÄBKD@QKXÄÆRB@KÄM@STQD�ÄSG@SÄTMMDBDRR@QHKXÄNQÄCHROQNONQSHNM@SDKXÄ HLODCDÄNQÄQDRSQHBSÄ SGDÄTRDÄNEÄÆ-
M@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄHMÄSGDÄL@QJDSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄNQÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
improvement measures.
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VDARHSDÄ@CCQDRRDR�ÄEQNLÄVGHBGÄHMENQL@SHNMÄL@XÄADÄNAS@HMDCÄNMÄ@U@HK@AKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUD-
LDMSÄLD@RTQDR�ÄBNLO@Q@SHUDÄDMC�TRDQÄOQNÆKDRÄ@MC�NQÄNAIDBSHUDÄSDBGMHB@KÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄENQÄDMDQFX�
using equipment.

CHAPTER IV

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 14

Reports

1. Contracting Parties that already use, for whatever purpose, calculation methods for measuring 
energy savings similar to those described in Annex IV at the time of the entry into force of this Direc-
tive may submit information at the appropriate level of detail to the Secretariat. Such submissions 
shall take place as soon as possible, preferably not later than 30 June 2010. This information will 
enable the Secretariat to take due account of existing practices.

2. Contracting Parties shall submit to the Secretariat the following EEAPs:

�Ä@ÄÆQRSÄ$$ /ÄMNSÄK@SDQÄSG@M 30 June 2010�

- a second EEAP not later than 30 June 2013�

- a third EEAP not later than 30 June 2016.

 KKÄ$$ /RÄRG@KKÄCDRBQHADÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄOK@MMDCÄSNÄQD@BGÄSGDÄS@QFDSRÄ
set out in Article 4(1) and (2), as well as to comply with the provisions on the exemplary role of the 
OTAKHBÄRDBSNQÄ@MCÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ@MCÄ@CUHBDÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ QSHBKDRÄ����Ä@MCÄ
7(2) respectively.

The second and third EEAPs shall:

�ÄHMBKTCDÄ@ÄSGNQNTFGÄ@M@KXRHRÄ@MCÄDU@KT@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQDBDCHMFÄ$$ /�

�ÄHMBKTCDÄSGDÄÆM@KÄQDRTKSRÄVHSGÄQDF@QCÄSNÄSGDÄETKÆKLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄS@QFDSRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ
����Ä@MCÄ����

- include plans for - and information on the anticipated effects of - additional measures which ad-
CQDRRÄ@MXÄDWHRSHMFÄNQÄDWODBSDCÄRGNQSE@KKÄUHR�§�UHRÄSGDÄS@QFDS�

�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ������ÄTRDÄ@MCÄFQ@CT@KKXÄHMBQD@RDÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄG@QLNMHRDCÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMCH-
cators and benchmarks, both for the evaluation of past measures and estimated effects of planned 
ETSTQDÄLD@RTQDR�

- be based on available data, supplemented with estimates.

�Ä-NSÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄ��Ä,@XÄ�����ÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄOTAKHRGÄ@ÄBNRS�ADMDÆSÄHLO@BSÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄDW-
@LHMHMFÄSGDÄKHMJ@FDRÄADSVDDMÄ$4ÄRS@MC@QCR�ÄQDFTK@SHNMR�ÄONKHBHDRÄ@MCÄLD@RTQDRÄNMÄDMC�TRDÄDMDQFXÄ
DEÆBHDMBX

4. The EEAPs shall be assessed by the Secretariat:

�ÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ$$ /RÄRG@KKÄADÄQDUHDVDCÄADENQDÄ1 January 2011�

- the second EEAPs shall be reviewed before 1 January 2014�

- the third EEAPs shall be reviewed before 1 January 2017.
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2. Market segments that have higher transaction costs and non-complex facilities may be reached by 
other measures such as questionnaires and computer programmes made available on the Internet 
and/or sent to customers by mail. Contracting Parties shall ensure the availability of energy audits 
for market segments where they are not sold commercially, taking into account Article 11(1).

�Ä"DQSHÆB@SHNMÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"ÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ/@QKH@LDMSÄ@MCÄ
of the Council of 16 December 2002 on the energy performance of buildings [15] shall be regarded 
as equivalent to an energy audit meeting the requirements set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Ar-
ticle and as equivalent to an energy audit as referred to in Annex VI(e) to this Directive. Furthermore, 
audits resulting from schemes based on voluntary agreements between organisations of stakehold-
ers and an appointed body, supervised and followed up by the Contracting Party concerned in 
@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ�����A�ÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄRG@KKÄKHJDVHRDÄADÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@RÄG@UHMFÄETKÆKKDCÄSGDÄ
requirements set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article.

Article 13

Metering and informative billing of energy consumption

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@S�ÄHMÄRNÄE@QÄ@RÄHSÄHRÄSDBGMHB@KKXÄONRRHAKD�ÄÆM@MBH@KKXÄQD@RNM@AKDÄ
@MCÄOQNONQSHNM@SDÄHMÄQDK@SHNMÄSNÄSGDÄONSDMSH@KÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFR�ÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄENQÄDKDBSQHBHSX�ÄM@STQ@KÄ
gas, district heating and/or cooling and domestic hot water are provided with competitively priced 
HMCHUHCT@KÄLDSDQRÄ SG@SÄ@BBTQ@SDKXÄ QDÇDBSÄ SGDÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQ�RÄ@BST@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄ@MCÄSG@SÄ
provide information on actual time of use.

When an existing meter is replaced, such competitively priced individual meters shall always be pro-
vided, unless this is technically impossible or not cost-effective in relation to the estimated potential 
savings in the long term. When a new connection is made in a new building or a building undergoes 
major renovations, as set out in Directive 2002/91/EC, such competitively priced individual meters 
shall always be provided.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure that, where appropriate, billing performed by energy distribu-
tors, distribution system operators and retail energy sales companies is based on actual energy con-
sumption, and is presented in clear and understandable terms. Appropriate information shall be 
L@CDÄ@U@HK@AKDÄVHSGÄ SGDÄAHKKÄ SNÄOQNUHCDÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄVHSGÄ@ÄBNLOQDGDMRHUDÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄBTQQDMSÄ
energy costs. Billing on the basis of actual consumption shall be performed frequently enough to 
enable customers to regulate their own energy consumption.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that, where appropriate, the following information is made 
@U@HK@AKDÄSNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄ HMÄBKD@QÄ@MCÄTMCDQRS@MC@AKDÄSDQLRÄAXÄDMDQFXÄCHRSQHATSNQR�ÄCHRSQHATSHNMÄ
system operators or retail energy sales companies in or with their bills, contracts, transactions, and/
or receipts at distribution stations:

�@�ÄBTQQDMSÄ@BST@KÄOQHBDRÄ@MCÄ@BST@KÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFX�

�A�ÄBNLO@QHRNMRÄNEÄSGDÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQ�RÄBTQQDMSÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄVHSGÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄENQÄSGDÄR@LDÄ
ODQHNCÄHMÄSGDÄOQDUHNTRÄXD@Q�ÄOQDEDQ@AKXÄHMÄFQ@OGHBÄENQL�

(c) wherever possible and useful, comparisons with an average normalised or benchmarked user of 
DMDQFXÄHMÄSGDÄR@LDÄTRDQÄB@SDFNQX�

(d) contact information for consumers’ organisations, energy agencies or similar bodies, including 
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data included in their EEAPs as referred to in Article 14, and use them as one of the tools at their 
disposal to decide on future priority areas in the EEAPs.

Not later than 17 May 2011, the Commission shall present to the European Parliament and the 
Council a report on the progress in setting indicators and benchmarks.

Article 16

Committee

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a Committee.

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Articles 5 and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, 
having regard to the provisions of Article 8 thereof.

The period laid down in Article 5(6) of Decision 1999/468/EC shall be set at three months.

3. The Committee shall adopt its rules of procedure.

Article 17

Repeal

Directive 93/76/EEC is hereby repealed.

Article 18

Transposition

1. Contracting Parties shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to comply with this Directive not later than 31 December 2011, with the exception of the 
provisions of Article 14(1), (2) and (4), for which the date of transposition shall be, at the latest 31 
December 2009. They shall forthwith inform the Secretariat thereof.

When Contracting Parties adopt these measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or 
RG@KKÄADÄ@BBNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄQDEDQDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄNBB@RHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDÄLDSGNCRÄNEÄ
making such reference shall be laid down by Contracting Parties.

2. Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Secretariat the text of the main provisions of 
M@SHNM@KÄK@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Articles 19 and 20

Entry into force and Addressees2

This Decision enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the Contracting Parties.

2  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC.
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5. On the basis of the EEAPs, the Secretariat shall assess the extent to which Contracting Parties 
have made progress towards achieving their national indicative energy savings targets. The Secre-
tariat shall publish reports with its conclusions:

�ÄNMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ$$ /RÄADENQDÄ1 January 2011�

- on the second EEAPs before 1 January 2014�

- on the third EEAPs before 1 January 2017.

These reports shall include information on related action at Community level, including legislation 
currently in force and future legislation. The reports shall take into account the benchmarking system 
referred to in Article 15(4), identify best practices, identify cases where Contracting Parties are not 
making enough progress, and may contain recommendations.

The second report shall be followed, as appropriate and where necessary, by proposals to the Min-
isterial Council for additional measures including a possible extension of the period of application 
NEÄS@QFDSRÄ(EÄSGDÄQDONQSÄBNMBKTCDRÄSG@SÄHMRTEÆBHDMSÄOQNFQDRRÄG@RÄADDMÄL@CDÄSNV@QCRÄ@BGHDUHMFÄSGDÄ
national indicative targets, these proposals shall address the level and nature of the targets.

%TQSGDQÄSNÄSGDÄRODBH×BÄLNMHSNQHMFÄCTSHDRÄBNMEDQQDCÄNMÄHSÄAXÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä@RÄ@C@OS-
ed, the Secretariat shall monitor and review the implementation of Directive 2006/32/EC 
in the Contracting Parties and shall submit a progress report to the Permanent High Level 
Group by 30 June 2012.1

Article 15

Review and adaptation of the framework

1. The values and calculation methods referred to in Annexes II, III, IV and V shall be adapted to 
technical progress in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16(2).

2. Before 1 January 2008, the Commission, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 
������ÄRG@KKÄETQSGDQÄQDÆMDÄ@MCÄBNLOKDLDMSÄ@RÄQDPTHQDCÄONHMSRÄ�ÄSNÄ�ÄNEÄ MMDWÄ(5�ÄVGHKRSÄQDRODBSHMFÄ
the general framework set out in Annex IV.

3. Before 1 January 2012, the Commission, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 
16(2), shall raise the percentage of harmonised bottom-up calculations used in the harmonised 
calculation model referred to in point 1 of Annex IV, without prejudice to those Contracting Party 
schemes that already use a higher percentage. The new harmonised calculation model with a sig-
MHÆB@MSKXÄGHFGDQÄODQBDMS@FDÄNEÄANSSNL�TOÄB@KBTK@SHNMRÄRG@KKÄÆQRSÄADÄTRDCÄ@RÄEQNLÄ�Ä)@MT@QXÄ����

Wherever practicable and possible, the measurement of total savings over the total period of ap-
plication of the Directive shall use this harmonised calculation model, without prejudice to those 
Contracting Party schemes that use a higher percentage of bottom-up calculations.

4. Not later than 30 June 2008, the Commission, in accordance with the procedure set out in Article 
������ÄRG@KKÄCDUDKNOÄ@ÄRDSÄNEÄG@QLNMHRDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMCHB@SNQRÄ@MCÄADMBGL@QJRÄA@RDCÄTONMÄ
them, taking into account available data or data that can be collected in a cost-effective manner 
for each Contracting PartyÄ%NQÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄSGDRDÄG@QLNMHRDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMCHB@SNQRÄ
and benchmarks the Commission shall use as a reference guide the indicative list set out in Annex 
V. Contracting Parties shall gradually integrate these indicators and benchmarks into the statistical 

1  Article 1(4) of Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC.
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ANNEX II

ENERGY CONTENT OF SELECTED FUELS FOR END USE - CONVERSION TABLE3

Energy Community kJ (NCV) kgoe (NCV) kWh (NCV)

1 kg coke 28500 0.676 7.917

1 kg hard coal 1720 – 30700 0.411 – 0.733 4.778 – 8.528

1 kg brown coal briquettes 20000 0.478 5.556

1 kg black lignite 10500 – 21000 0.251 – 0.502 2.917 – 5.833

1 kg brown coal 5600 – 10500 0.134 – 0.251 1.556 – 2.917

1 kg oil shale 8000 – 9000 0.191 – 0.215 2.222 – 2.500

1 kg peat 7800 – 13800 0.186 – 0.330 2.167 – 3.833

1 kg peat briquettes 16000 – 16800 0.382 – 0.401 4.444 – 4.667

1 kg residual fuel (heavy oil) 40000 0.955 11.111

1 kg light fuel oil 42300 1.010 11.750

1 kg motor spirit (petrol) 44000 1.051 12.222

�ÄJFÄO@Q@EÆM 40000 0.955 11.111

�ÄJFÄKHPTDÆDCÄODSQNKDTLÄF@R 46000 1.099 12.778

1 kg natural gas (1) 47200 1.126 13.10

�ÄJFÄKHPTDÆDCÄM@STQ@KÄF@R 45190 1.079 12.553

1 kg wood (25% humidity) (2) 13800 0.330 3.833

1 kg pellets/wood bricks 16800 0.401 4.667

1 kg waste 7400 – 10700 0.177 – 0.256 2.056 – 2.972

1 kg MJ derived heat 1000 0.024 0.278

1 kWh electrical energy 3600 0.086 1 (3)

Source: Eurostat

[1] 93% methane.

[2] Contracting Parties may apply other values depending on the type of wood most used in the 
respective Contracting Party.

[3] For savings in kWh electricity Contracting PartiesÄL@XÄ@OOKXÄ@ÄCDE@TKSÄBN�DEÆBHDMSÄNEÄ��ÄQDÇDBS-
HMFÄ SGDÄ DRSHL@SDCÄ���Ä@UDQ@FDÄ $4ÄFDMDQ@SHNMÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ CTQHMFÄ SGDÄ S@QFDSÄ ODQHNCÄContracting 
PartiesÄL@XÄ@OOKXÄ@ÄCHEEDQDMSÄBN�DEÆBHDMSÄOQNUHCDCÄSGDXÄB@MÄITRSHEXÄHS

3 Contracting PartiesÄL@XÄ@OOKXÄCHEEDQDMSÄBNMUDQRHNMÄE@BSNQRÄHEÄSGDRDÄB@MÄADÄITRSHÆDC
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ANNEX I

METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING THE NATIONAL 
INDICATIVE ENERGY SAVINGS TARGET

The methodology used for calculating the national indicative energy savings target set out in Article 
4 shall be the following:

1. Contracting Parties RG@KKÄTRDÄ SGDÄ@MMT@KÄÆM@KÄ HMK@MCÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄ@KKÄDMDQFXÄTRDQRÄ
VHSGHMÄSGDÄRBNODÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄENQÄSGDÄLNRSÄQDBDMSÄÆUD�XD@QÄODQHNCÄOQDUHNTRÄSNÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@-
SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄENQÄVGHBGÄNEÆBH@KÄC@S@Ä@QDÄ@U@HK@AKD�ÄSNÄB@KBTK@SDÄ@MÄ@MMT@KÄ@UDQ@FDÄ@LNTMSÄ
NEÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄ3GHRÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄSGDÄ@LNTMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄCHRSQHATSDCÄNQÄRNKCÄ
SNÄÆM@KÄBTRSNLDQRÄCTQHMFÄSGDÄÆUD�XD@QÄODQHNC�ÄMNSÄ@CITRSDCÄENQÄCDFQDDÄC@XR�ÄRSQTBSTQ@KÄBG@MFDRÄNQÄ
production changes.

On the basis of this annual average amount of consumption, the national indicative energy savings 
target shall be calculated once and the resulting absolute amount of energy to be saved applied for 
the total duration of this Directive.

The national indicative energy savings target shall:

�@�ÄBNMRHRSÄNEÄ��ÄNEÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄ@UDQ@FDÄ@LNTMSÄNEÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄ@ANUD�

�A�ÄADÄLD@RTQDCÄ@ESDQÄSGDÄMHMSGÄXD@QÄNEÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

(c) be the result of cumulative annual energy savings achieved throughout the nine-year application 
ODQHNCÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

�C�ÄADÄQD@BGDCÄAXÄV@XÄNEÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR

This methodology for measuring energy savings ensures that the total energy savings prescribed by 
SGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@QDÄ@ÄÆWDCÄ@LNTMS�Ä@MCÄSGTRÄHMCDODMCDMSÄNEÄETSTQDÄ&#/ÄFQNVSGÄ@MCÄNEÄ@MXÄETSTQDÄ
increase in energy consumption.

2. The national indicative energy savings target shall be expressed in absolute terms in GWh, or 
equivalent, calculated in accordance with Annex II.

3. Energy savings in a particular year following the entry into force of this Directive that result from 
DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄHMHSH@SDCÄHMÄ@ÄOQDUHNTRÄXD@QÄMNSÄD@QKHDQÄSG@MÄ����Ä@MCÄSG@SÄ
have a lasting effect may be taken into account in the calculation of the annual energy savings. In 
certain cases, where circumstances can justify it, measures initiated before 1995 but not earlier than 
1991 may be taken into account. Measures of a technological nature should either have been up-
dated to take account of technological progress, or be assessed in relation to the benchmark for such 
LD@RTQDRÄ3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄOQNUHCDÄFTHCDKHMDRÄNMÄGNVÄSGDÄDEEDBSÄNEÄ@KKÄRTBGÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
improving measures should be measured or estimated, based, wherever possible, on existing Com-
munity legislation, such as Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
11 February 2004 on the promotion of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal 
energy market [1] and Directive 2002/91/EC.

(MÄ@KKÄB@RDR�ÄSGDÄQDRTKSHMFÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄLTRSÄRSHKKÄADÄUDQHÆ@AKDÄ@MCÄLD@RTQ@AKDÄNQÄDRSHL@AKD�ÄHMÄ@B-
cordance with the general framework in Annex IV.
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�M�ÄLNC@KÄRGHESRÄNEÄSQ@UDKÄ�DFÄB@QÄEQDDÄGNLD�NEÆBDÄSQ@MRONQS@SHNMÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSR�ÄB@QÄRG@QHMF�ÄLNC@KÄ
shifts from more energy-consuming modes of transport to less energy-consuming ones, per passen-
FDQ�JLÄNQÄSNMMD�JL��

�N�ÄB@Q�EQDDÄC@XR�

Cross-sectoral measures

�O�ÄRS@MC@QCRÄ@MCÄMNQLRÄSG@SÄ@HLÄOQHL@QHKXÄ@SÄHLOQNUHMFÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄRDQ-
UHBDR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄATHKCHMFR�

�P�ÄDMDQFXÄK@ADKKHMFÄRBGDLDR�

(r) metering, intelligent metering systems such as individual metering instruments managed by re-
LNSD�Ä@MCÄHMENQL@SHUDÄAHKKHMF�

�R�ÄSQ@HMHMFÄ@MCÄDCTB@SHNMÄSG@SÄKD@CÄSNÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄSDBGMNKNFXÄ@MC�NQÄSDBGMHPTDR�

Horizontal measures

�S�ÄQDFTK@SHNMR�ÄS@WDRÄDSBÄSG@SÄG@UDÄSGDÄDEEDBSÄNEÄQDCTBHMFÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄBNMRTLOSHNM�

�T�Ä ENBTRDCÄ HMENQL@SHNMÄ B@LO@HFMRÄ SG@SÄ OQNLNSDÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄ @MCÄ DMDQFXÄ DE-
ÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR

ANNEX IV

GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR MEASUREMENT AND 
VERIFICATION OF ENERGY SAVINGS

1. Energy savings measurements and calculations and their normalisation

1.1. Measuring energy savings

General

In measuring the realised energy savings as set out in Article 4 with a view to capturing the overall 
HLOQNUDLDMSÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSNÄ@RBDQS@HMHMFÄSGDÄHLO@BSÄNEÄHMCHUHCT@KÄLD@RTQDR�Ä@ÄG@QLNM-
ised calculation model which uses a combination of top-down and bottom-up calculation methods 
RG@KKÄADÄTRDCÄSNÄLD@RTQDÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄHLOQNUDLDMSRÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄENQÄSGDÄ$$ /RÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ
Article 14.

In developing the harmonised calculation model in accordance with Article 15(2), the Committee 
shall aim to use, to the extent possible, data which are already routinely provided by Eurostat and/
or the national statistical agencies.

Top-down calculations

A top-down calculation method means that the amount of energy savings is calculated using the na-
tional or larger-scale aggregated sectoral levels of energy savings as the starting point. Adjustments 
of the annual data are then made for extraneous factors such as degree days, structural changes, 
OQNCTBSÄLHW�ÄDSBÄSNÄCDQHUDÄ@ÄLD@RTQDÄSG@SÄFHUDRÄ@ÄE@HQÄHMCHB@SHNMÄNEÄSNS@KÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUD-
ment, as described in point 1.2. This method does not provide exact measurements at a detailed level 
nor does it show cause and effect relationships between measures and their resulting energy savings. 
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ANNEX III

INDICATIVE LIST OF EXAMPLES OF ELIGIBLE ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

3GHRÄ MMDWÄOQNUHCDRÄDW@LOKDRÄNEÄ@QD@RÄ HMÄVGHBGÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄ@MCÄ
NSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄL@XÄADÄCDUDKNODCÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSDCÄHMÄSGDÄBNMSDWSÄ
of Article 4.

3NÄADÄS@JDMÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMS�ÄSGDRDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄLTRSÄQDRTKSÄHMÄDMDQFXÄR@U-
HMFRÄSG@SÄB@MÄADÄBKD@QKXÄLD@RTQDCÄ@MCÄUDQHÆDCÄNQÄDRSHL@SDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄFTHCDKHMDRÄHMÄ M-
MDWÄ(5�Ä@MCÄSGDHQÄHLO@BSRÄNMÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄLTRSÄMNSÄ@KQD@CXÄADÄBNTMSDCÄHMÄNSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄLD@RTQDRÄ
The following lists are not exhaustive but are intended to provide guidance.

$W@LOKDRÄNEÄDKHFHAKDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

Residential and tertiary sectors

�@�ÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄ�DFÄGD@SÄOTLOR�ÄMDVÄDEÆBHDMSÄANHKDQR�ÄHMRS@KK@SHNM�DEÆBHDMSÄTOC@SDÄNEÄCHRSQHBSÄ
GD@SHMF�BNNKHMFÄRXRSDLR��

(b) insulation and ventilation (e.g. wall cavity and roof insulation, double/triple glazing of windows, 
O@RRHUDÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMF��

�B�ÄGNSÄV@SDQÄ �DFÄ HMRS@KK@SHNMÄNEÄMDVÄCDUHBDR�ÄCHQDBSÄ@MCÄDEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄ HMÄRO@BDÄGD@SHMF�ÄV@RGHMFÄ
L@BGHMDR��

�C�ÄKHFGSHMFÄ�DFÄMDVÄDEÆBHDMSÄATKARÄ@MCÄA@KK@RSR�ÄCHFHS@KÄBNMSQNKÄRXRSDLR�ÄTRDÄNEÄLNSHNMÄCDSDBSNQRÄENQÄ
KHFGSHMFÄRXRSDLRÄHMÄBNLLDQBH@KÄATHKCHMFR��

�D�ÄBNNJHMFÄ@MCÄQDEQHFDQ@SHNMÄ�DFÄMDVÄDEÆBHDMSÄCDUHBDR�ÄGD@SÄQDBNUDQXÄRXRSDLR��

�E�ÄNSGDQÄDPTHOLDMSÄ@MCÄ@OOKH@MBDRÄ�DFÄBNLAHMDCÄGD@SÄ@MCÄONVDQÄ@OOKH@MBDR�ÄMDVÄDEÆBHDMSÄCD-
vices, time control for optimised energy use, stand-by loss reduction, installation of capacitors to 
QDCTBDÄQD@BSHUDÄONVDQ�ÄSQ@MRENQLDQRÄVHSGÄKNVÄKNRRDR��

(g) domestic generation of renewable energy sources, whereby the amount of purchased energy is 
reduced (e.g. solar thermal applications, domestic hot water, solar-assisted space heating and cool-
HMF��

Industry sector

�G�ÄOQNCTBSÄL@MTE@BSTQHMFÄOQNBDRRDRÄ �DFÄLNQDÄDEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄ BNLOQDRRDCÄ@HQ�Ä BNMCDMR@SDÄ@MCÄ
RVHSBGDRÄ@MCÄU@KUDR�ÄTRDÄNEÄ@TSNL@SHBÄ@MCÄHMSDFQ@SDCÄRXRSDLR�ÄDEÆBHDMSÄRS@MC�AXÄLNCDR��

(i) motors and drives (e.g. increase in the use of electronic controls, variable speed drives, integrated 
@OOKHB@SHNMÄOQNFQ@LLHMF�ÄEQDPTDMBXÄBNMUDQRHNM�ÄDKDBSQHB@KÄLNSNQÄVHSGÄGHFGÄDEÆBHDMBX��

�I�ÄE@MR�ÄU@QH@AKDÄRODDCÄCQHUDRÄ@MCÄUDMSHK@SHNMÄ�DFÄMDVÄCDUHBDR�RXRSDLR�ÄTRDÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄUDMSHK@SHNM��

�J�ÄCDL@MCÄQDRONMRDÄL@M@FDLDMSÄ�DFÄKN@CÄL@M@FDLDMS�ÄOD@JÄRG@UHMFÄBNMSQNKÄRXRSDLR��

�K�ÄGHFG�DEÆBHDMBXÄBNFDMDQ@SHNMÄ�DFÄBNLAHMDCÄGD@SÄ@MCÄONVDQÄ@OOKH@MBDR��

Transport sector

�L�ÄLNCDÄNEÄSQ@UDKÄTRDCÄ�DFÄOQNLNSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄUDGHBKDR�ÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄUDGHBKDRÄ
HMBKTCHMFÄSXQDÄOQDRRTQDÄ@CITRSLDMSÄRBGDLDR�ÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄCDUHBDRÄ@MCÄ@CC�NMÄCDUHBDRÄENQÄUD-
GHBKDR�ÄETDKÄ@CCHSHUDRÄVGHBGÄHLOQNUDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄGHFG�KTAQHBHSXÄNHKRÄ@MCÄKNV�QDRHRS@MBDÄSXQDR��
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1.2. How energy savings measurements should be normalised

Energy savings shall be determined by measuring and/or estimating consumption, before and after 
the implementation of the measure, while ensuring adjustment and normalisation for external con-
ditions commonly affecting energy use. Conditions commonly affecting energy use may also differ 
over time. Such conditions may be the likely impact of one or several plausible factors, such as:

�@�ÄVD@SGDQÄBNMCHSHNMR�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄCDFQDDÄC@XR�

�A�ÄNBBTO@MBXÄKDUDKR�

�B�ÄNODMHMFÄGNTQRÄENQÄMNM�CNLDRSHBÄATHKCHMFR�

�C�ÄHMRS@KKDCÄDPTHOLDMSÄHMSDMRHSXÄ�OK@MSÄSGQNTFGOTS��ÄOQNCTBSÄLHW�

�D�ÄOK@MSÄSGQNTFGOTS�ÄKDUDKÄNEÄOQNCTBSHNM�ÄUNKTLDÄNQÄ@CCDCÄU@KTD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄBG@MFDRÄHMÄ&#/ÄKDUDK�

�E�ÄRBGDCTKDRÄENQÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄ@MCÄUDGHBKDR�

(g) relationship with other units.

2. Data and methods that may be used (measurability)

Several methods for collecting data to measure and/or estimate energy savings exist. At the time of 
SGDÄDU@KT@SHNMÄNEÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDÄNQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQD�ÄHSÄVHKKÄNESDMÄADÄHLONR-
sible to rely only on measurements. A distinction is therefore made between methods measuring en-
ergy savings and methods estimating energy savings, where the latter is the more common practice.

2.1. Data and methods based on measurements

Bills from distribution companies or retailers

Metered energy bills may form the basis for measurement for a representative period before the in-
SQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄ3GDRDÄL@XÄSGDMÄADÄBNLO@QDCÄSNÄLDSDQDCÄ
bills for the period after the introduction and use of the measure, also for a representative period of 
SHLDÄ3GDÄÆMCHMFRÄRGNTKCÄADÄBNLO@QDCÄSNÄ@ÄBNMSQNKÄFQNTOÄ�MNM�O@QSHBHO@SHNMÄFQNTO�ÄHEÄONRRHAKDÄNQ�Ä
alternatively, normalised as described in point 1.2.

Energy sales data

The consumption of different types of energy (e.g. electricity, gas, heating oil) may be measured by 
comparing the sales data from the retailer or distributor obtained before the introduction of the en-
DQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄVHSGÄSGDÄR@KDRÄC@S@ÄEQNLÄSGDÄSHLDÄ@ESDQÄSGDÄLD@RTQDÄ ÄBNMSQNKÄ
group may be used or the data normalised.

Equipment and appliance sales data

Performance of equipment and appliances may be calculated on the basis of information obtained 
directly from the manufacturer. Data on equipment and appliance sales can generally be obtained 
from the retailers. Special surveys and measurements may also be carried out. The accessible data 
B@MÄADÄBGDBJDCÄ@F@HMRSÄR@KDRÄÆFTQDRÄSNÄCDSDQLHMDÄSGDÄRHYDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄ6GDMÄTRHMFÄSGHRÄLDSG-
od, adjustment should be made for changes in the use of the equipment or appliance.

End-use load data

Energy use of a building or facility can be fully monitored to record energy demand before and after 
SGDÄHMSQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄ(LONQS@MSÄQDKDU@MSÄE@BSNQRÄ�DFÄOQN-
duction process, special equipment, heating installations) may be metered more closely.
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'NVDUDQ�ÄHSÄHRÄTRT@KKXÄRHLOKDQÄ@MCÄKDRRÄBNRSKXÄ@MCÄHRÄNESDMÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄ@RÄ�DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMCHB@SNQR�Ä
because it gives an indication of developments.

In developing the top-down calculation method used in this harmonised calculation model, the 
Committee shall base its work, to the extent possible, on existing methodologies such as the ODEX 
model4.

Bottom-up calculations

A bottom-up calculation method means that energy savings obtained through the implementation 
NEÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄ@QDÄLD@RTQDCÄHMÄJHKNV@SS�GNTQRÄ�J6G��ÄHMÄ)NTKDRÄ
�)�ÄNQÄHMÄJHKNFQ@LÄNHKÄDPTHU@KDMSÄ�JFND�Ä@MCÄ@CCDCÄSNÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄQDRTKSRÄEQNLÄNSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄDMDQFXÄ
DEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ3GDÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄNQÄ@FDMBHDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ����ÄVHKKÄDMRTQDÄ
SG@SÄCNTAKDÄBNTMSHMFÄNEÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFR�ÄVGHBGÄQDRTKSRÄEQNLÄ@ÄBNLAHM@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHL-
provement measures (including mechanisms), is avoided. For the bottom-up calculation method, 
data and methods referred to in points 2.1 and 2.2 may be used.

Before 1 January 2008, the Commission shall develop a harmonised bottom-up model. This model 
RG@KKÄBNUDQÄ@ÄKDUDKÄADSVDDMÄ��Ä@MCÄ���ÄNEÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄÆM@KÄHMK@MCÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄENQÄRDBSNQRÄ
falling within the scope of this Directive, subject to due consideration of the factors referred to in 
points (a), (b) and (c) below.

Until 1 January 2012, the Commission shall continue to develop this harmonised bottom-up model, 
VGHBGÄRG@KKÄBNUDQÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄGHFGDQÄKDUDKÄNEÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄÆM@KÄHMK@MCÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄENQÄRDB-
tors falling within the scope of this Directive, subject to due consideration of the factors referred to 
in points (a), (b) and (c) below.

In the development of the harmonised bottom-up model, the Commission shall take the following 
factors into account and justify its decision accordingly:

�@�ÄDWODQHDMBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄG@QLNMHRDCÄB@KBTK@SHNMÄLNCDKÄCTQHMFÄHSRÄÆQRSÄXD@QRÄNEÄ@OOKHB@SHNM�

�A�ÄDWODBSDCÄONSDMSH@KÄHMBQD@RDÄHMÄ@BBTQ@BXÄ@RÄ@ÄQDRTKSÄNEÄ@ÄK@QFDQÄRG@QDÄNEÄANSSNL�TOÄB@KBTK@SHNMR�

(c) estimated potential added cost and/or administrative burden.

In developing this harmonised bottom-up model in accordance with Article 15(2), the Committee 
shall aim to use standardised methods which entail a minimum of administrative burden and cost, 
notably by using the measurement methods referred to in points 2.1 and 2.2 and by focusing on 
SGNRDÄRDBSNQRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄG@QLNMHRDCÄANSSNL�TOÄLNCDKÄB@MÄADÄLNRSÄBNRSÄDEÆBHDMSKXÄ@OOKHDC

Contracting Parties that so wish may use further bottom-up measurements in addition to the 
part prescribed by the harmonised bottom-up model subject to the agreement of the Commission, 
in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16(2), on the basis of a description of the 
methodology presented by the Contracting Party concerned.

If bottom-up calculations are not available for certain sectors, top-down indicators or mixtures of 
top-down and bottom-up calculations shall be used in the reports to the Commission, subject to the 
agreement of the Commission, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 16(2). In par-
SHBTK@Q�ÄVGDMÄ@RRDRRHMFÄQDPTDRSRÄSNÄSGHRÄDEEDBSÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄBNMSDWSÄNEÄSGDÄÆQRSÄ$$ /ÄCDRBQHADCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ
������ÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄCDLNMRSQ@SDÄSGDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄÇDWHAHKHSXÄ2NLDÄSNO�CNVMÄB@KBTK@SHNMRÄVHKKÄ
be necessary to measure the impact of measures implemented after 1995 (and in certain cases as 
early as 1991) that continue to have impact.

4 ODYSSEE-MURE Project, SAVE Programme. Commission 2005.
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�Ä'@QLNMHRDCÄKHEDSHLDRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDE×BHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄHMÄANSSNL�TOÄB@KBTK@-
tions

2NLDÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ HLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄ K@RSÄ ENQÄ CDB@CDRÄVGHKDÄ NSGDQÄLD@RTQDRÄ K@RSÄ ENQÄ @Ä
shorter period of time. The list below gives some examples of the average lifetime of energy ef-
ÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

Loft insulation of private dwellings 30 years

Cavity wall insulation of private dwellings 40 years

Glazing E to C (in m2) 20 years

Boilers B to A rated 15 years

Heating controls - upgrade with boiler replacement 15 years

CFLs - retail 16 years

2NTQBD�Ä$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ"NLLHSLDMSÄ����Ä�Ä�����Ä4*Ä

To ensure that all Contracting Parties apply the same lifetimes for similar measures, these lifetimes 
will be harmonised on a European level. The Commission, assisted by the Committee established 
under Article 16, shall therefore replace the above list with an agreed preliminary list of the average 
KHEDSHLDÄNEÄCHEEDQDMSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDRÄMNSÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄ��Ä-NUDLADQÄ����

5. How to deal with multiplier effects of energy savings and how to avoid double counting 
in mixed top-down and bottom-up calculation methods

3GDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄNMDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQD�ÄDFÄGNSÄV@SDQÄS@MJÄ@MCÄOHODÄ
insulation in a building, or another measure with equivalent effect, may have future multiplier effects 
in the market, meaning that the market will implement a measure automatically without any further 
involvement from the authorities or agencies referred to in Article 4(4) or any private-sector energy 
services provider. A measure with multiplier potential would in most cases be more cost-effective 
than measures that need to be repeated on a regular basis. Contracting Parties shall estimate the 
energy savings potential of such measures including their multiplier effects and verify the total ef-
fects in an ex-post evaluation using indicators when appropriate.

6HSGÄ QDF@QCÄ SNÄ SGDÄDU@KT@SHNMÄNEÄGNQHYNMS@KÄLD@RTQDR�Ä DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ HMCHB@SNQRÄL@XÄADÄTRDC�Ä
provided that the way in which they would have developed without the horizontal measures can 
be determined. However, it must be possible to rule out, as far as possible, double counting with 
R@UHMFRÄ@BGHDUDCÄSGQNTFGÄS@QFDSDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄOQNFQ@LLDR�ÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄONKHBXÄ
instruments. This applies particularly to energy or CO2 taxes and information campaigns.

Corrections shall be made for double counting of energy savings. The use of matrices that enable the 
summation of impacts of measures is encouraged.

Potential energy savings resulting after the target period shall not be taken into account when 
Contracting Parties report on the overall target set out in Article 4. Measures that promote long-
term market effects should in any case be encouraged and measures that have already resulted in 
multiplier energy savings effects should be taken into account when reporting on the targets set 
NTSÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ��ÄOQNUHCDCÄSGDXÄB@MÄADÄLD@RTQDCÄ@MCÄUDQHÆDCÄTRHMFÄSGDÄFTHC@MBDÄFHUDMÄHMÄSGHRÄ MMDW
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2.2. Data and methods based on estimates

Simple engineering estimated data: Non-inspection

Simple engineering estimated data calculation without on-site inspection is the most common meth-
od for obtaining data for measuring deemed energy savings. Data may be estimated using engineer-
HMFÄOQHMBHOKDR�ÄVHSGNTSÄTRHMFÄNM�RHSDÄC@S@�ÄATSÄVHSGÄ@RRTLOSHNMRÄA@RDCÄNMÄDPTHOLDMSÄRODBHÆB@SHNMR�Ä
ODQENQL@MBDÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR�ÄNODQ@SHNMÄOQNÆKDRÄNEÄLD@RTQDRÄHMRS@KKDCÄ@MCÄRS@SHRSHBR�ÄDSB

Enhanced engineering estimated data: Inspection

Energy data may be calculated on the basis of information obtained by an external expert during 
an audit of, or other type of visit to, one or several targeted sites. On this basis, more sophisticated 
algorithms/simulation models could be developed and be applied to a larger population of sites (e.g. 
buildings, facilities, vehicles). This type of measurement can often be used to complement and cali-
brate simple engineering estimated data.

3. How to deal with uncertainty

All the methods listed in point 2 may entail some degree of uncertainty. Uncertainty may derive 
from5:

�@�ÄHMRSQTLDMS@SHNMÄDQQNQR�ÄSGDRDÄSXOHB@KKXÄNBBTQÄADB@TRDÄNEÄDQQNQRÄHMÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄFHUDMÄAXÄSGDÄOQNC-
TBSÄL@MTE@BSTQDQ�

(b) modelling errors: these typically refer to errors in the model used to estimate parameters for the 
C@S@ÄBNKKDBSDC�

(c) sampling errors: these typically refer to errors resulting from the fact that a sample of units was 
observed rather than the entire set of units under study.

4MBDQS@HMSXÄL@XÄ@KRNÄCDQHUDÄEQNLÄOK@MMDCÄ@MCÄTMOK@MMDCÄ@RRTLOSHNMR�ÄSGDRDÄ@QDÄSXOHB@KKXÄ@RRNBH-
ated with estimates, stipulations and/or the use of engineering data. The occurrence of errors is 
also related to the chosen system of data collection that is outlined in points 2.1 and 2.2. A further 
RODBHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄTMBDQS@HMSXÄHRÄ@CUHRDC

Contracting Parties L@XÄBGNNRDÄSNÄTRDÄSGDÄLDSGNCÄNEÄPT@MSHÆDCÄTMBDQS@HMSXÄVGDMÄQDONQSHMFÄNMÄ
SGDÄS@QFDSRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ0T@MSHÆDCÄTMBDQS@HMSXÄRG@KKÄSGDMÄADÄDWOQDRRDCÄHMÄ@ÄRS@SHRSHB@KKXÄ
LD@MHMFETKÄV@X�ÄCDBK@QHMFÄANSGÄ@BBTQ@BXÄ@MCÄBNMÆCDMBDÄKDUDKÄ%NQÄDW@LOKD�Ä�SGDÄPT@MSHÆ@AKDÄDQQNQÄ
HRÄENTMCÄVHSGÄ���ÄBNMÆCDMBDÄSNÄADÄ�Ä����

(EÄSGDÄLDSGNCÄNEÄPT@MSHÆDCÄTMBDQS@HMSXÄHRÄTRDC�ÄContracting Parties are also to take into account 
that the acceptable level of uncertainty required in energy savings calculations is a function of the 
level of savings and the cost-effectiveness of decreasing uncertainty.

5  ÄLNCDKÄENQÄDRS@AKHRGHMFÄ@ÄKDUDKÄNEÄPT@MSHÆ@AKDÄTMBDQS@HMSXÄA@RDCÄNMÄSGDRDÄSGQDDÄDQQNQRÄHRÄFHUDMÄHMÄ OODMCHWÄ!ÄHMÄSGDÄ
(MSDQM@SHNM@KÄ/DQENQL@MBDÄ,D@RTQDLDMSÄ�Ä5DQHÆB@SHNMÄ/QNSNBNKÄ�(/,5/�
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ANNEX VI

LIST OF ELIGIBLE ENERGY EFFICIENT PUBLIC PROCUREMENT MEASURES

Without prejudice to national and Community public procurement legislation, Contracting Parties 
shall ensure that the public sector applies at least two requirements from the following list in the 
context of the exemplary role of the public sector as referred to in Article 5:
�@�ÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄBNMBDQMHMFÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄÆM@MBH@KÄ HMRSQTLDMSRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFR�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄDMDQFXÄ
performance contracting, that stipulate the delivery of measurable and pre-determined energy sav-
HMFRÄ�HMBKTCHMFÄVGDMDUDQÄOTAKHBÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHNMRÄG@UDÄNTSRNTQBDCÄQDRONMRHAHKHSHDR��
�A�Ä QDPTHQDLDMSRÄ SNÄ OTQBG@RDÄ DPTHOLDMSÄ @MCÄ UDGHBKDRÄ A@RDCÄ NMÄ KHRSRÄ NEÄ DMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄ OQNCTBSÄ
RODBHÆB@SHNMRÄNEÄCHEEDQDMSÄB@SDFNQHDRÄNEÄDPTHOLDMSÄ@MCÄUDGHBKDRÄSNÄADÄCQ@VMÄTOÄAXÄSGDÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄ
or agencies referred to in Article 4(4), using, where applicable, minimised life-cycle cost analysis or 
BNLO@Q@AKDÄLDSGNCRÄSNÄDMRTQDÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDMDRR�
�B�Ä QDPTHQDLDMSRÄ SNÄ OTQBG@RDÄ DPTHOLDMSÄ SG@SÄ G@RÄ DEÆBHDMSÄ DMDQFXÄ BNMRTLOSHNMÄ HMÄ @KKÄLNCDR�Ä HM-
cluding in standby mode, using, where applicable, minimised life-cycle cost analysis or comparable 
LDSGNCRÄSNÄDMRTQDÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDMDRR�
�C�ÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄSNÄQDOK@BDÄNQÄQDSQNÆSÄDWHRSHMFÄDPTHOLDMSÄ@MCÄUDGHBKDRÄVHSGÄSGDÄDPTHOLDMSÄKHRSDCÄHMÄ
ONHMSRÄ�A�Ä@MCÄ�B��
�D�ÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄSNÄTRDÄDMDQFXÄ@TCHSRÄ@MCÄHLOKDLDMSÄSGDÄQDRTKSHMFÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMR�
�E�Ä QDPTHQDLDMSRÄ SNÄ OTQBG@RDÄ NQÄ QDMSÄ DMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄ ATHKCHMFRÄ NQÄ O@QSRÄ SGDQDNE�Ä NQÄ QDPTHQDLDMSRÄ
SNÄQDOK@BDÄNQÄQDSQNÆSÄOTQBG@RDCÄNQÄQDMSDCÄATHKCHMFRÄNQÄO@QSRÄSGDQDNEÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄQDMCDQÄSGDLÄLNQDÄ
DMDQFX�DEÆBHDMS
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6. How to verify energy savings

(EÄCDDLDCÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄ@MCÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄNAS@HMDCÄSGQNTFGÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄDMDQFXÄRDQ-
UHBDÄNQÄNSGDQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHLOQNUDLDMSÄLD@RTQDÄRG@KKÄADÄUDQHÆDCÄAXÄ@ÄSGHQCÄO@QSXÄ3GHRÄL@XÄADÄ
done by independent consultants, ESCOs or other market actors. The appropriate Contracting Par-
ty authorities or agencies referred to in Article 4(4) may provide further instructions on this matter.

2NTQBDR�Ä Ä$TQNOD@MÄ$W�ONRSÄ$U@KT@SHNMÄ&THCDANNJÄENQÄ#2,Ä@MCÄ$$Ä2DQUHBDÄ/QNFQ@LLDR�Ä($ �Ä(--
#$$/ÄC@S@A@RD�Ä(/,5/�Ä5NKTLDÄ�Ä�5DQRHNMÄ,@QBGÄ�����

ANNEX V

INDICATIVE LIST OF ENERGY CONVERSION MARKETS AND SUB-MARKETS 
FOR WHICH BENCHMARKS CAN BE WORKED OUT:

1. The market for household appliances/information technology and lighting:
��Ä*HSBGDMÄ@OOKH@MBDRÄ�VGHSDÄFNNCR��
��Ä$MSDQS@HMLDMS�HMENQL@SHNMÄSDBGMNKNFX�
1.3. Lighting.
2. The market for domestic heating technology:
��Ä'D@SHMF�
��Ä'NS�V@SDQÄOQNUHRHNM�
��Ä HQÄBNMCHSHNMHMF�
��Ä5DMSHK@SHNM�
��Ä'D@SÄHMRTK@SHNM�
2.6. Windows.
3. The market for industrial ovens.
4. The market for motorised power in industry.
5. The market for public-sector institutions:
��Ä2BGNNKR�OTAKHBÄ@CLHMHRSQ@SHNM�
��Ä'NROHS@KR�
��Ä2VHLLHMFÄONNKR�
5.4. Street lighting.
6. The market for transport services.
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Directive 2010/30/EU of 19 May 2010 on the indication by labelling and stand-
ard product information of the consumption of energy and other resources 
by energy-related products

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC of 24 September 2010 
amending Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC of 18 December 2009 on the implementation of certain Direc-
SHUDRÄNMÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBX

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas:

(1) Council Directive 92/75/EEC of 22 September 1992 on the indication by labelling and standard 
product information of the consumption of energy and other resources by household appliances has 
been substantially amended. Since further amendments have to be made, it should be recast in the 
interests of clarity.

(2) The scope of Directive 92/75/EEC is restricted to household appliances. The Commission Commu-
nication of 16 July 2008 on the Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial 
Policy Action Plan has shown that the extension of the scope of Directive 92/75/EEC to energy-
QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄCHQDBSÄNQÄHMCHQDBSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄCTQHMFÄ
use could reinforce potential synergies between existing legislative measures, and in particular Direc-
tive 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009 establishing 
a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy related products. This Directive 
should not prejudice the application of Directive 2009/125/EC. Together with that Directive and 
other Union instruments, this Directive forms part of a broader legal framework and, in the context 
of a holistic approach, brings about additional energy savings and environmental gains.

(3) The Presidency conclusions of the European Council of 8 and 9 March 2007 emphasised the need 
SNÄHMBQD@RDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄ4MHNMÄRNÄ@RÄSNÄ@BGHDUDÄSGDÄNAIDBSHUDÄNEÄR@UHMFÄ���ÄNEÄSGDÄ4MHNMiRÄ
energy consumption by 2020, set targets for the EU-wide development of renewable energies and 
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and called for a thorough and rapid implementation of 
SGDÄJDXÄ@QD@RÄ HCDMSHÆDCÄ HMÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ"NLLTMHB@SHNMÄNEÄ��Ä.BSNADQÄ����ÄDMSHSKDCÄ� BSHNMÄ
/K@MÄENQÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBX�Ä1D@KHRHMFÄSGDÄ/NSDMSH@K�Ä3GDÄ@BSHNMÄOK@MÄGHFGKHFGSDCÄSGDÄDMNQLNTRÄDMDQFXÄ
savings opportunities in the products sector.

���Ä(LOQNUHMFÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄDMDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄSGQNTFGÄHMENQLDCÄBNMRTLDQÄBGNHBDÄADMDÆSRÄ
the EU economy overall.

���Ä3GDÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄ@BBTQ@SD�ÄQDKDU@MSÄ@MCÄBNLO@Q@AKDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLO-
SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄRGNTKCÄHMÇTDMBDÄSGDÄDMC�TRDQiRÄBGNHBDÄHMÄE@UNTQÄNEÄSGNRDÄOQNCTBSRÄ
which consume or indirectly result in consuming less energy and other essential resources during 
use, thus prompting manufacturers to take steps to reduce the consumption of energy and other 
essential resources of the products which they manufacture. It should also, indirectly, encourage the 
DEÆBHDMSÄTRDÄNEÄSGDRDÄOQNCTBSRÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄBNMSQHATSDÄSNÄSGDÄ$4iRÄ���ÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄS@QFDSÄ(MÄSGDÄ
absence of this information, the operation of market forces alone will fail to promote the rational 
use of energy and other essential resources for these products.

(6) It should be recalled that Union and national legislation exists which gives certain rights to con-
sumers with respect to purchased products, including compensation or exchange of the product.
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HMÄOK@BDÄ HMBDMSHUDRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSRÄ3GDÄBQHSDQH@ÄENQÄOQNCTBSRÄSNÄADÄDKHFHAKDÄENQÄOTAKHBÄ
procurement or incentives can substantially differ from one Member State to another. To refer to 
performance classes as levels for particular products, as set out in delegated acts under this Direc-
tive, may reduce fragmentation of public procurement and incentives and facilitate the uptake of 
DEÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSR

����Ä (MBDMSHUDRÄVGHBGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄL@XÄOQNUHCDÄ ENQÄ SGDÄOQNLNSHNMÄNEÄDEÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSRÄLHFGSÄ
constitute State aid. This Directive does not prejudice the outcome of any future State aid procedure 
that may be undertaken in accordance with Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
NEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄ�3%$4�ÄHMÄQDRODBSÄNEÄRTBGÄHMBDMSHUDRÄ@MCÄRGNTKCÄMNSÄBNUDQÄS@W@SHNMÄ@MCÄÆRB@KÄ
matters. Member States are free to decide on the nature of such incentives.

����Ä3GDÄOQNLNSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSRÄSGQNTFGÄK@ADKKHMF�ÄOTAKHBÄOQNBTQDLDMSÄ@MCÄHMBDM-
tives should not be to the detriment of the overall environmental performance and the functioning 
of such products.

(19) The Commission should be empowered to adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 290 
TFEU in respect of labelling and standard product information of the consumption of energy and 
other essential resources by energy-related products during use. It is of particular importance that 
the Commission carry out appropriate consultations during its preparatory work, including at expert 
level.

(20) The Commission should regularly submit to the European Parliament and the Council a synthe-
sis, covering the EU and each Member State separately, of the reports on enforcement activities and 
the level of compliance submitted by Member States under this Directive.

����Ä3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRGNTKCÄADÄ QDRONMRHAKDÄ ENQÄ@C@OSHMFÄSGDÄ K@ADKÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMRÄVHSGÄ SGDÄ@HLÄNEÄ
ensuring predictability for the industry and comprehension for consumers.

(22) To a varying extent according to the product concerned, technological development and the po-
SDMSH@KÄENQÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄBNTKCÄL@JDÄETQSGDQÄOQNCTBSÄCHEEDQDMSH@SHNMÄMDBDRR@QXÄ
@MCÄITRSHEXÄ@ÄQDUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄ2TBGÄQDUHDVÄRGNTKCÄHMBKTCDÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄSGDÄONRRHAHKHSXÄNEÄ
rescaling. This review should be carried out as expeditiously as possible in the case of products which, 
CTDÄSNÄSGDHQÄUDQXÄHMMNU@SHUDÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR�ÄB@MÄL@JDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄSNÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX

(23) When the Commission reviews progress and reports on the implementation of the Sustain-
able Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan in 2012, it will in 
particular analyse whether further action to improve the energy and environmental performance of 
products is needed, including, inter alia the possibility to provide consumers with information on the 
carbon footprint of products or the products’ environmental impact during their life cycle.

����Ä3GDÄNAKHF@SHNMÄSNÄSQ@MRONRDÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄHMSNÄM@SHNM@KÄK@VÄRGNTKCÄADÄBNMÆMDCÄSNÄSGNRDÄOQNUH-
sions which represent a substantive change as compared with Directive 92/75/EEC. The obligation to 
transpose the provisions which are unchanged arises under the Directive 92/75/EEC.

(25) When Member States implement the provisions of this Directive, they should endeavour to 
refrain from adopting measures that could impose unnecessarily bureaucratic and unwieldy obliga-
tions on the market participants concerned, in particular small and medium-sized enterprises.

(26) This Directive should be without prejudice to the obligations of the Member States relating to 
the time-limits for transposition into national law and application of Directive 92/75/EEC.

(27) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making, Member 
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(7) The Commission should provide a priority list of energy-related products that could be covered 
by a delegated act under this Directive. Such a list could be included in the Working Plan referred to 
in Directive 2009/125/EC.

(8) Information plays a key role in the operation of market forces and it is therefore necessary to 
introduce a uniform label for all products of the same type, to provide potential purchasers with 
supplementary standardised information on those products’ costs in terms of energy and the con-
sumption of other essential resources and to take measures to ensure that potential end-users who 
do not see the product displayed, and thus have no opportunity to see the label, are also supplied 
VHSGÄSGHRÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄADÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@MCÄRTBBDRRETK�ÄSGDÄK@ADKÄRGNTKCÄADÄD@RHKXÄQDBNFMHR@AKDÄ
to end-users, simple and concise. To this end the existing layout of the label should be retained as 
SGDÄA@RHRÄSNÄHMENQLÄDMC�TRDQRÄ@ANTSÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄ$MDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄ@MCÄ
other information concerning the products should be measured in accordance with harmonised 
standards and methods.

(9) As pointed out in the Commission’s Impact Assessment accompanying its proposal for this Direc-
tive, the energy labelling scheme has been followed as a model in different countries around the 
world.

(10) Member States should regularly monitor compliance with this Directive, and include the relevant 
information in the report that they are obliged to submit every four years to the Commission under 
this Directive, with special regard to the responsibilities of suppliers and dealers.

(11) Regulation (EC) No 765/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 July 2008 
setting out the requirements for accreditation and market surveillance relating to the marketing of 
products contains general provisions on market surveillance relating to the marketing of products. 
In order to achieve its aims, this Directive provides for more detailed provisions in this respect. Those 
provisions are consistent with Regulation (EC) No 765/2008.

(12) A completely voluntary scheme would lead to only some products being labelled, or supplied 
with standard product information, with the risk that this might result in confusion or even misin-
formation for some end-users. The present scheme should therefore ensure that for all the products 
concerned, the consumption of energy and other essential resources is indicated by labelling and 
RS@MC@QCÄOQNCTBSÄÆBGDR

(13) Energy-related products have a direct or indirect impact on the consumption of a wide variety 
of forms of energy during use, electricity and gas being the most important. This Directive should 
therefore cover energy-related products having a direct or indirect impact on the consumption of 
any form of energy during use.

����Ä$MDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄCHQDBSÄNQÄHMCHQDBSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄ
energy or, where relevant, of essential resources during use and which afford adequate scope for 
HMBQD@RDCÄDEÆBHDMBXÄRGNTKCÄADÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄ@ÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�ÄVGDMÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄSGQNTFGÄ
K@ADKKHMFÄL@XÄRSHLTK@SDÄDMC�TRDQRÄSNÄOTQBG@RDÄLNQDÄDEÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSR

(15) In order to meet the Union climate change and energy security objectives, and given that the 
total energy consumed by products is expected to continue to rise in the longer term, the delegated 
acts under this Directive could, where relevant, also highlight on the label the high total energy 
consumption of the product.

(16) A number of Member States have public procurement policies in place which require contract-
HMFÄ @TSGNQHSHDRÄ SNÄ OQNBTQDÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMSÄ OQNCTBSRÄ ÄMTLADQÄ NEÄ,DLADQÄ 2S@SDRÄ @KRNÄ G@UDÄOTSÄ
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their absence, any natural or legal person who places on the market or puts into service products 
BNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄADÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@ÄRTOOKHDQ�Ä

�H�Ä�OK@BHMFÄNMÄSGDÄL@QJDS�ÄLD@MRÄL@JHMFÄ@ÄOQNCTBSÄ@U@HK@AKDÄENQÄSGDÄÆQRSÄSHLDÄNMÄSGDÄEnergy Com-
munity market with a view to its distribution or use within the Energy Community, whether for 
QDV@QCÄNQÄEQDDÄNEÄBG@QFDÄ@MCÄHQQDRODBSHUDÄNEÄSGDÄRDKKHMFÄSDBGMHPTD�Ä

�I�Ä�OTSSHMFÄHMSNÄRDQUHBD�ÄLD@MRÄSGDÄÆQRSÄTRDÄNEÄ@ÄOQNCTBSÄENQÄHSRÄHMSDMCDCÄOTQONRDÄHMÄSGDÄEnergy 
Community�

(k) "unauthorised use of the label" means the use of the label, other than by Contracting Party 
authorities or EU institutions, in a manner not provided for in this Directive or a delegated act.

Article 3

Responsibilities of Contracting Parties

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

�@�Ä@KKÄRTOOKHDQRÄ@MCÄCD@KDQRÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDHQÄSDQQHSNQXÄETKÆKÄSGDÄNAKHF@SHNMRÄK@HCÄCNVMÄHMÄ QSHBKDRÄ�Ä
@MCÄ��

(b) with respect to products covered by this Directive, the display of other labels, marks, symbols or 
inscriptions which do not comply with the requirements of this Directive and of the relevant del-
egated acts is prohibited, if such display is likely to mislead or confuse end-users with respect to the 
BNMRTLOSHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄNQ�ÄVGDQDÄQDKDU@MS�ÄNSGDQÄDRRDMSH@KÄQDRNTQBDRÄCTQHMFÄTRD�

�B�ÄSGDÄHMSQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄRXRSDLÄNEÄK@ADKRÄ@MCÄÆBGDRÄBNMBDQMHMFÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄNQÄBNMRDQU@-
tion is accompanied by educational and promotional information campaigns aimed at promoting 
DMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄLNQDÄQDRONMRHAKDÄTRDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄAXÄDMC�TRDQR�

(d) appropriate measures are taken in order to encourage the relevant national or regional au-
thorities responsible for implementing this Directive to cooperate and provide each other and the 
Secretariat with information in order to assist the application of this Directive. The administrative 
cooperation and exchange of information shall take the utmost advantage of electronic means of 
communication, shall be cost-effective and may be supported by relevant EU programmes. Such 
BNNODQ@SHNMÄ RG@KKÄ FT@Q@MSDDÄ SGDÄ RDBTQHSXÄ @MCÄ BNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄ NEÄ OQNBDRRHMFÄ @MCÄ SGDÄ OQNSDBSHNMÄ NEÄ
sensitive information provided during that procedure, where necessary. The Secretariat shall take 
appropriate measures in order to encourage and contribute to the cooperation between Contract-
ing Parties referred to in this point.

2. Where a Contracting Party ascertains that a product does not comply with all the relevant re-
PTHQDLDMSRÄRDSÄNTSÄHMÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MCÄHSRÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSRÄENQÄSGDÄK@ADKÄ@MCÄSGDÄÆBGD�ÄSGDÄRTOOKHDQÄ
shall be obliged to make the product compliant with those requirements under effective and propor-
tionate conditions imposed by the Contracting Party.

6GDQDÄSGDQDÄ HRÄRTEÆBHDMSÄDUHCDMBDÄSG@SÄ@ÄOQNCTBSÄL@XÄADÄMNM�BNLOKH@MS�ÄSGDÄContracting Party 
concerned shall take the necessary preventive measures and measures aimed at ensuring compliance 
within a precise time-frame, taking into account the damage caused.

Where non-compliance continues, the Contracting Party concerned shall take a decision restricting 
or prohibiting the placing on the market and/or putting into service of the product in question or en-
suring that it is withdrawn from the market. In cases of withdrawal of the product from the market 
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States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Union, their own tables 
illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the transposition measures, 
and to make them public.

Article 1

Scope

1. This Directive establishes a framework for the harmonisation of national measures on end-user 
information, particularly by means of labelling and standard product information, on the consump-
tion of energy and where relevant of other essential resources during use, and supplementary in-
ENQL@SHNMÄBNMBDQMHMFÄDMDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSR�ÄSGDQDAXÄ@KKNVHMFÄDMC�TRDQRÄSNÄBGNNRDÄLNQDÄDEÆBHDMSÄ
products.

�Ä3GHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄRG@KKÄ@OOKXÄ SNÄDMDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄVGHBGÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄCHQDBSÄNQÄ HMCHQDBSÄ
impact on the consumption of energy and, where relevant, on other essential resources during use.

3. This Directive shall not apply to:

�@�ÄRDBNMC�G@MCÄOQNCTBSR�

�A�Ä@MXÄLD@MRÄNEÄSQ@MRONQSÄENQÄODQRNMRÄNQÄFNNCR�

�B�ÄSGDÄQ@SHMFÄOK@SDÄNQÄHSRÄDPTHU@KDMSÄ@EÆWDCÄENQÄR@EDSXÄOTQONRDRÄSNÄOQNCTBSR

Article 2

Definitions

For the purpose of this Directive:

(a) "energy-related product" or "product" means any good having an impact on energy consump-
tion during use, which is placed on the market and/or put into service in the Energy Community, 
including parts intended to be incorporated into energy-related products covered by this Directive 
which are placed on the market and/or put into service as individual parts for end-users and of which 
SGDÄDMUHQNMLDMS@KÄODQENQL@MBDÄB@MÄADÄ@RRDRRDCÄHMCDODMCDMSKX�

�A�Ä�ÆBGD�ÄLD@MRÄ@ÄRS@MC@QCÄS@AKDÄNEÄHMENQL@SHNMÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄ@ÄOQNCTBS�

(c) "other essential resources" means water, chemicals or any other substance consumed by a prod-
TBSÄHMÄMNQL@KÄTRD�

(d) "supplementary information" means other information concerning the performance and fea-
tures of a product which relate to, or are helpful in evaluating, its use of energy or other essential 
QDRNTQBDRÄA@RDCÄNMÄLD@RTQ@AKDÄC@S@�

�D�Ä�CHQDBSÄHLO@BS�ÄLD@MRÄSGDÄHLO@BSÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄSG@SÄ@BST@KKXÄBNMRTLDÄDMDQFXÄCTQHMFÄTRD�

(f) "indirect impact" means the impact of products that do not consume energy, but contribute to 
DMDQFXÄBNMRDQU@SHNMÄCTQHMFÄTRD�

(g) "dealer" means a retailer or other person who sells, hires, offers for hire-purchase or displays 
OQNCTBSRÄSNÄDMC�TRDQR�

(h) "supplier" means the manufacturer or its authorised representative in the Energy Community 
or the importer who places or puts into service the product on the Energy Community market. In 
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�HU�ÄVGDQDÄU@KTDRÄ@QDÄTRDCÄENQÄRHLHK@QÄLNCDKR�ÄSGDÄQDEDQDMBDRÄ@KKNVHMFÄHCDMSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGNRDÄLNCDKR

To this end suppliers may use documentation already established in accordance with requirements 
K@HCÄCNVMÄHMÄQDKDU@MSÄ4MHNMÄKDFHRK@SHNM�

(c) suppliers make the technical documentation available for inspection purposes for a period ending 
ÆUDÄXD@QRÄ@ESDQÄSGDÄK@RSÄOQNCTBSÄBNMBDQMDCÄV@RÄL@MTE@BSTQDC

Suppliers make available an electronic version of the technical documentation on request to the mar-
ket surveillance authorities of the Contracting Parties and to the Secretariat within 10 working 
days on receipt of a request by the competent authority of a Contracting Party or the Secretariat�

(d) in respect of labelling and product information, suppliers provide the necessary labels free of 
charge to dealers.

Without prejudice to the suppliers’ choice of system for delivery of labels, suppliers promptly deliver 
K@ADKRÄNMÄQDPTDRSÄEQNLÄCD@KDQR�

�D�ÄHMÄ@CCHSHNMÄSNÄSGDÄK@ADKR�ÄRTOOKHDQRÄOQNUHCDÄ@ÄOQNCTBSÄÆBGD�

�E�ÄRTOOKHDQRÄHMBKTCDÄ@ÄOQNCTBSÄÆBGDÄHMÄ@KKÄOQNCTBSÄAQNBGTQDRÄ6GDQDÄOQNCTBSÄAQNBGTQDRÄ@QDÄMNSÄOQN-
UHCDCÄAXÄSGDÄRTOOKHDQ�ÄSGDÄRTOOKHDQÄOQNUHCDRÄÆBGDRÄVHSGÄNSGDQÄKHSDQ@STQDÄOQNUHCDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄOQNCTBS�

�F�ÄRTOOKHDQRÄ@QDÄQDRONMRHAKDÄENQÄSGDÄ@BBTQ@BXÄNEÄSGDÄK@ADKRÄ@MCÄÆBGDRÄSG@SÄSGDXÄRTOOKX�

(h) suppliers are considered to have given consent to the publication of the information provided on 
SGDÄK@ADKÄNQÄHMÄSGDÄÆBGD

Article 6

Responsibilities of dealers

Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

�@�ÄCD@KDQRÄCHROK@XÄK@ADKRÄOQNODQKX�ÄHMÄ@ÄUHRHAKDÄ@MCÄKDFHAKDÄL@MMDQ�Ä@MCÄL@JDÄSGDÄÆBGDÄ@U@HK@AKDÄHMÄSGDÄ
OQNCTBSÄAQNBGTQDÄNQÄNSGDQÄKHSDQ@STQDÄSG@SÄ@BBNLO@MHDRÄOQNCTBSRÄVGDMÄRNKCÄSNÄDMC�TRDQR�

(b) whenever a product covered by a delegated act is displayed, dealers attach an appropriate label, 
HMÄSGDÄBKD@QKXÄUHRHAKDÄONRHSHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�Ä@MCÄHMÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄK@MFT@FDÄ
version.

Article 7

Distance selling and other forms of selling

Where products are offered for sale, hire or hire-purchase by mail order, by catalogue, through the 
Internet, telemarketing or by any other means which imply that the potential end-user cannot be 
expected to see the product displayed, delegated acts shall make provision to ensure that potential 
DMC�TRDQRÄ@QDÄOQNUHCDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄNMÄSGDÄK@ADKÄENQÄSGDÄOQNCTBSÄ@MCÄHMÄSGDÄÆBGDÄ
before buying the product. Delegated acts shall, where appropriate, specify the way in which the 
K@ADKÄNQÄSGDÄÆBGDÄNQÄSGDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄNMÄSGDÄK@ADKÄNQÄHMÄSGDÄÆBGDÄRG@KKÄADÄCHROK@XDCÄNQÄOQN-
vided to the potential end-user.
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or prohibition on placing the product on the market, the Secretariat and the other Contracting 
Parties shall be immediately informed.

3. Every four years, the Contracting Parties shall submit a report to the Secretariat including de-
tails about their enforcement activities and the level of compliance in their territory.

The Secretariat may specify the details of the common content of these reports, through the setting 
of guidelines.

4. The Secretariat shall regularly provide a synthesis of those reports to the Ministerial Council 
for information.

Article 4

Information requirements

Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

(a) information relating to the consumption of electric energy, other forms of energy and where 
relevant other essential resources during use, and supplementary information is, in accordance with 
CDKDF@SDCÄ@BSRÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄAQNTFGSÄSNÄSGDÄ@SSDMSHNMÄNEÄDMC�TRDQRÄAXÄLD@MRÄNEÄ@ÄÆBGDÄ@MCÄ
a label related to products offered for sale, hire, hire-purchase or displayed to end-users directly or 
HMCHQDBSKXÄAXÄ@MXÄLD@MRÄNEÄCHRS@MBDÄRDKKHMF�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄ(MSDQMDS�

(b) the information referred to in point (a) is provided in respect of built-in or installed products only 
VGDQDÄQDPTHQDCÄAXÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�

�B�Ä@MXÄ@CUDQSHRDLDMSÄENQÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄLNCDKÄNEÄDMDQFX�QDK@SDCÄOQNCTBSRÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄ@ÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSÄ
under this Directive includes, where energy-related or price information is disclosed, a reference to 
SGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBS�

(d) any technical promotional material concerning energy-related products which describes the spe-
BHÆBÄSDBGMHB@KÄO@Q@LDSDQRÄNEÄ@ÄOQNCTBS�ÄM@LDKX�ÄSDBGMHB@KÄL@MT@KRÄ@MCÄL@MTE@BSTQDQRiÄAQNBGTQDR�Ä
whether printed or online, is provided to end-users with the necessary information regarding energy 
BNMRTLOSHNMÄNQÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄ@ÄQDEDQDMBDÄSNÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBS

Article 5

Responsibilities of suppliers

Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

(a) suppliers placing on the market or putting into service products covered by a delegated act supply 
@ÄK@ADKÄ@MCÄ@ÄÆBGDÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MCÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�

�A�Ä RTOOKHDQRÄ OQNCTBDÄ SDBGMHB@KÄ CNBTLDMS@SHNMÄVGHBGÄ HRÄ RTEÆBHDMSÄ SNÄ DM@AKDÄ SGDÄ @BBTQ@BXÄ NEÄ SGDÄ
HMENQL@SHNMÄBNMS@HMDCÄHMÄSGDÄK@ADKÄ@MCÄSGDÄÆBGDÄSNÄADÄ@RRDRRDCÄ3G@SÄSDBGMHB@KÄCNBTLDMS@SHNMÄRG@KKÄ
include:

�H�Ä@ÄFDMDQ@KÄCDRBQHOSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBS�

�HH�ÄVGDQDÄQDKDU@MS�ÄSGDÄQDRTKSRÄNEÄCDRHFMÄB@KBTK@SHNMRÄB@QQHDCÄNTS�

�HHH�Ä SDRSÄ QDONQSR�ÄVGDQDÄ@U@HK@AKD�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄSGNRDÄB@QQHDCÄNTSÄAXÄQDKDU@MSÄMNSHÆDCÄNQF@MHR@SHNMRÄ@RÄ
CDÆMDCÄTMCDQÄNSGDQÄ4MHNMÄKDFHRK@SHNM�
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Article.

Where a product meets the criteria listed in paragraph 2, it shall be covered by a delegated act in 
accordance with paragraph 4.

/QNUHRHNMRÄ HMÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSRÄ QDF@QCHMFÄ HMENQL@SHNMÄOQNUHCDCÄNMÄ SGDÄ K@ADKÄ@MCÄ HMÄ SGDÄÆBGDÄNMÄ SGDÄ
consumption of energy and other essential resources during use shall enable end-users to make bet-
ter informed purchasing decisions and shall enable market surveillance authorities to verify whether 
products comply with the information provided.

6GDQDÄ@ÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSÄK@XRÄCNVMÄOQNUHRHNMRÄVHSGÄQDRODBSÄSNÄANSGÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄ
of essential resources of a product, the design and content of the label shall emphasise the energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄSGDÄOQNCTBS

2. The criteria referred to in paragraph 1 are the following:

�@�Ä@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄLNRSÄQDBDMSKXÄ@U@HK@AKDÄÆFTQDRÄ@MCÄBNMRHCDQHMFÄSGDÄPT@MSHSHDRÄOK@BDCÄNMÄSGDÄ4MHNMÄ
L@QJDS�ÄSGDÄOQNCTBSRÄRG@KKÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄONSDMSH@KÄENQÄR@UHMFÄDMDQFXÄ@MC�ÄVGDQDÄQDKDU@MS�ÄNSGDQÄ
DRRDMSH@KÄQDRNTQBDR�

(b) products with equivalent functionality available on the market shall have a wide disparity in the 
QDKDU@MSÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKR�

(c) the Commission shall take into account relevant Union legislation and self-regulation, such as 
voluntary agreements, which are expected to achieve the policy objectives more quickly or at lesser 
expense than mandatory requirements.

3. In preparing a draft delegated act, the Commission shall:

(a) take into account those environmental parameters set out in Annex I, Part 1, to Directive 2009/125/
$"ÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄHCDMSHÆDCÄ@RÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄHMÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄHLOKDLDMSHMFÄLD@RTQDÄ@CNOSDCÄTMCDQÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ
���������$"Ä@MCÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄQDKDU@MSÄENQÄSGDÄDMC�TRDQÄCTQHMFÄTRD�

(b) assess the impact of the act on the environment, end-users and manufacturers, including small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), in terms of competitiveness including on markets outside the 
4MHNM�ÄHMMNU@SHNM�ÄL@QJDSÄ@BBDRRÄ@MCÄBNRSRÄ@MCÄADMDÆSR�

�B�ÄB@QQXÄNTSÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄBNMRTKS@SHNMÄVHSGÄRS@JDGNKCDQR�

(d) set implementing date(s), any staged or transitional measures or periods, taking into account in 
O@QSHBTK@QÄONRRHAKDÄHLO@BSRÄNMÄ2,$RÄNQÄNMÄRODBHÆBÄOQNCTBSÄFQNTORÄL@MTE@BSTQDCÄOQHL@QHKXÄAXÄ2,$R

4. The delegated acts shall specify in particular:

�@�ÄSGDÄDW@BSÄCDÆMHSHNMÄNEÄSGDÄSXODÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄSNÄADÄHMBKTCDC�

(b) the measurement standards and methods to be used in obtaining the information referred to in 
 QSHBKDÄ�����

�B�ÄSGDÄCDS@HKRÄNEÄSGDÄSDBGMHB@KÄCNBTLDMS@SHNMÄQDPTHQDCÄOTQRT@MSÄSNÄ QSHBKDÄ��

(d) the design and content of the label referred to in Article 4, which as far as possible shall have 
uniform design characteristics across product groups and shall in all cases be clearly visible and leg-
HAKDÄ3GDÄENQL@SÄNEÄSGDÄK@ADKÄRG@KKÄQDS@HMÄ@RÄ@ÄA@RHRÄSGDÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄTRHMFÄKDSSDQRÄEQNLÄ ÄSNÄ&�ÄSGDÄ
RSDORÄNEÄSGDÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄBNQQDRONMCÄSNÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDMDQFXÄ@MCÄBNRSÄR@UHMFRÄEQNLÄSGDÄDMC�TRDQÄ
perspective.

3GQDDÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄ BK@RRDRÄL@XÄADÄ@CCDCÄ SNÄ SGDÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄ HEÄ QDPTHQDCÄAXÄ SDBGMNKNFHB@KÄOQNFQDRRÄ
3GNRDÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄBK@RRDRÄVHKKÄADÄ 
�Ä 

�Ä@MCÄ 


ÄENQÄSGDÄLNRSÄDEÆBHDMSÄBK@RRÄ(MÄOQHMBHOKDÄSGDÄSNS@KÄ
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Article 8

Free movement

1. Contracting Parties shall not prohibit, restrict or impede the placing on the market or putting 
into service, within their territories, of products which are covered by and comply with this Directive 
and the applicable delegated act.

2. Unless they have evidence to the contrary, Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄBNMRHCDQÄK@ADKRÄ@MCÄÆBGDRÄ
as complying with the provisions of this Directive and the delegated acts. Contracting Parties shall 
require suppliers to provide evidence within the meaning of Article 5 concerning the accuracy of the 
HMENQL@SHNMÄRTOOKHDCÄNMÄSGDHQÄK@ADKRÄNQÄÆBGDRÄVGDMÄSGDXÄG@UDÄQD@RNMÄSNÄRTRODBSÄSG@SÄRTBGÄHMENQL@-
tion is incorrect.

Article 9

Public procurement and incentives

1. Where a product is covered by a delegated act, contracting authorities which conclude public 
works, supply or service contracts as referred to in Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public 
works contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts, which are not excluded by 
virtue of Articles 12 to 18 thereof, shall endeavour to procure only such products which comply with 
SGDÄBQHSDQH@ÄNEÄG@UHMFÄSGDÄGHFGDRSÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKRÄ@MCÄADKNMFHMFÄSNÄSGDÄGHFGDRSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
class. Contracting Parties may also require the contracting authorities to procure only products 
ETKÆKKHMFÄSGNRDÄBQHSDQH@ÄContracting Parties may make the application of those criteria subject to 
BNRS�DEEDBSHUDMDRR�ÄDBNMNLHB@KÄED@RHAHKHSXÄ@MCÄSDBGMHB@KÄRTHS@AHKHSXÄ@MCÄRTEÆBHDMSÄBNLODSHSHNM

2. Paragraph 1 shall apply to contracts having a value equal to or greater than the thresholds laid 
down in Article 7 of Directive 2004/18/EC.

3. Where Contracting Parties provide any incentives for a product covered by a delegated act they 
RG@KKÄ@HLÄ@SÄSGDÄGHFGDRSÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKRÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄGHFGDRSÄBK@RRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄK@HCÄCNVMÄ
HMÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSÄ3@W@SHNMÄ@MCÄÆRB@KÄLD@RTQDRÄCNÄMNSÄBNMRSHSTSDÄ HMBDMSHUDRÄENQÄSGDÄ
purpose of this Directive.

4. Where Contracting Parties provide incentives for products, both for end-users using highly ef-
ÆBHDMSÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄENQÄHMCTRSQHDRÄVGHBGÄOQNLNSDÄ@MCÄOQNCTBDÄRTBGÄOQNCTBSR�ÄSGDXÄRG@KKÄDWOQDRRÄSGDÄ
ODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKRÄHMÄSDQLRÄNEÄBK@RRDRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�ÄDWBDOSÄVGDQDÄSGDXÄ
HLONRDÄGHFGDQÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKRÄSG@MÄSGDÄSGQDRGNKCÄENQÄSGDÄGHFGDRSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRÄHMÄSGDÄ
delegated act. Contracting Parties may impose higher performance levels than the threshold for 
SGDÄGHFGDRSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRÄHMÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS

Article 10

Delegated acts

�Ä3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄK@XÄCNVMÄCDS@HKRÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄSGDÄK@ADKÄ@MCÄSGDÄÆBGDÄAXÄLD@MRÄNEÄCDKDF@SDCÄ
acts in accordance with Articles 11 to 13, relating to each type of product in accordance with this 
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Article 12

Revocation of the delegation

1. The delegation of powers referred to in Article 10 may be revoked by the European Parliament 
or by the Council.

2. The institution which has commenced an internal procedure for deciding whether to revoke the 
delegation of powers shall endeavour to inform the other institution and the Commission within a 
QD@RNM@AKDÄSHLDÄADENQDÄSGDÄÆM@KÄCDBHRHNMÄHRÄS@JDM�ÄHMCHB@SHMFÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄONVDQRÄVGHBGÄBNTKCÄADÄ
subject to revocation and possible reasons for a revocation.

�Ä3GDÄCDBHRHNMÄNEÄQDUNB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄOTSÄ@MÄDMCÄSNÄSGDÄCDKDF@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄONVDQRÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSG@SÄCDBH-
RHNMÄ(SÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄDEEDBSÄHLLDCH@SDKXÄNQÄ@SÄ@ÄK@SDQÄC@SDÄRODBHÆDCÄSGDQDHMÄ(SÄRG@KKÄMNSÄ@EEDBSÄSGDÄU@KHCHSXÄ
NEÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSRÄ@KQD@CXÄHMÄENQBDÄ(SÄRG@KKÄADÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ
Union.

Article 13

Objections to delegated acts

The Ministerial Council may object to the application of a delegated act to the Contracting 
/@QSHDRÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@SÄSGDÄLDDSHMFÄENKKNVHMFÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄ(E�Ä@SÄSG@SÄLDDSHMF�Ä
the Ministerial Council has not objected to the delegated act, it shall become binding on 
the Contracting Parties, subject to possible adaptation. If the Ministerial Council objects to 
a delegated act, it shall not be applicable in the Energy Community. The Ministerial Council 
shall state the reasons for objecting to the delegated act.

Article 14

Evaluation

Not later than 31 December 2014, the Commission shall review the effectiveness of this Directive 
and of its delegated acts and submit a report to the European Parliament and the Council.

On that occasion, the Commission shall also assess:

�@�ÄSGDÄBNMSQHATSHNMÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ��B�ÄSNÄSGDÄ@HLÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�

�A�ÄSGDÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�����

(c) in the light of technical evolution and the understanding by consumers of the label layout, the 
need for amending Article 10(4)(d).

Article 15

Penalties

Contracting Parties shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the national 
provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and its delegated acts, including unauthorised use of 
the label, and shall take the necessary measures to ensure that they are implemented. The penalties 
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number of classes will be limited to seven, unless more classes are still populated.

The colour scale shall consist of no more than seven different colours from dark green to red. The 
colour code of only the highest class shall always be dark green. If there are more than seven classes, 
only the red colour can be duplicated.

3GDÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄQDUHDVDCÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄVGDMÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄOQNONQSHNMÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄNMÄSGDÄ
HMSDQM@KÄL@QJDSÄ@BGHDUDRÄSGDÄSVNÄGHFGDRSÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRDRÄ@MCÄVGDMÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄR@UHMFRÄL@XÄ
be achieved by further differentiating products.

#DS@HKDCÄBQHSDQH@ÄENQÄ@ÄONRRHAKDÄQDBK@RRHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄOQNCTBSRÄ@QD�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄSNÄADÄCDSDQLHMDCÄ
NMÄ@ÄB@RD�AX�B@RDÄA@RHRÄHMÄSGDÄQDKDU@MSÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BS�

�D�ÄSGDÄKNB@SHNMÄVGDQDÄSGDÄK@ADKÄRG@KKÄADÄÆWDCÄSNÄSGDÄOQNCTBSÄCHROK@XDCÄ@MCÄSGDÄL@MMDQÄHMÄVGHBGÄSGDÄ
label and/or information are to be provided in the case of offers for sale as covered by Article 7. 
Where appropriate, the delegated acts may provide for the label to be attached to the product or 
printed on the packaging, or for the details of the labelling requirements for printing in catalogues, 
ENQÄCHRS@MBDÄRDKKHMFÄ@MCÄ(MSDQMDSÄR@KDR�

�E�ÄSGDÄBNMSDMSÄ@MC�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄSGDÄENQL@SÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄCDS@HKRÄBNMBDQMHMFÄSGDÄÆBGDÄNQÄETQSGDQÄ
HMENQL@SHNMÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�Ä@MCÄ QSHBKDÄ��B�Ä3GDÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄSGDÄK@ADKÄRG@KKÄ@KRNÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄ
NMÄSGDÄÆBGD�

�F�ÄSGDÄRODBHÆBÄBNMSDMSÄNEÄSGDÄK@ADKÄENQÄ@CUDQSHRHMF�ÄHMBKTCHMF�Ä@RÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄBK@RRÄ@MCÄ
NSGDQÄQDKDU@MSÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDK�R�ÄNEÄSGDÄFHUDMÄOQNCTBSÄHMÄ@ÄKDFHAKDÄ@MCÄUHRHAKDÄENQL�

�G�ÄSGDÄCTQ@SHNMÄNEÄK@ADKÄBK@RRHÆB@SHNM�R��ÄVGDQDÄ@OOQNOQH@SD�ÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄONHMSÄ�C��

�H�ÄSGDÄKDUDKÄNEÄ@BBTQ@BXÄHMÄSGDÄCDBK@Q@SHNMRÄNMÄSGDÄK@ADKÄ@MCÄÆBGDR�

(j) the date for the evaluation and possible revision of the delegated act, taking into account the 
speed of technological progress.

Article 11

Exercise of the delegation

1. The powers to adopt the delegated acts referred to in Article 10 shall be conferred on the Com-
LHRRHNMÄENQÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄÆUDÄXD@QRÄADFHMMHMFÄNMÄ��Ä)TMDÄ����Ä3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄL@JDÄ@ÄQDONQSÄ
HMÄQDRODBSÄNEÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄONVDQRÄMNSÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄRHWÄLNMSGRÄADENQDÄSGDÄDMCÄNEÄSGDÄÆUD�XD@QÄODQHNCÄ
The delegation of powers shall be automatically extended for periods of an identical duration, unless 
the European Parliament or the Council revokes it in accordance with Article 12.

2. As soon as it adopts a delegated act, the Commission shall notify it simultaneously to the Ministe-
rial Council, who shall put it on the agenda of its next meeting.

3. The powers to adopt delegated acts are conferred on the Commission subject to the conditions 
laid down in Articles 12 and 13.
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By its Decisions 2010/02 MC-EnC of 24 September 2010 and 2011/03 Mc-EnC of 6 October 2011, 
the Ministerial Council incorporated and adapted the following Delegated Regulations, which are 
not displayed here due to space restrictions:

Directive 95/13/EC of 23 May 1995 implementing Directive 92/75/EEC  
with regard to energy labelling of household electric tumble driers

Directive 96/60/EC of 19 September 1996 implementing Directive 92/75/EEC  
with regard to energy labelling of household combined washer-driers

Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998 implementing  
Directive 92/75/EEC with regard to energy labelling of household lamps

Directive 2002/40/EC of 8 May 2002 implementing Directive 92/75/EEC  
with regard to energy labelling of household electric ovens

Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1059/2010 of 28 September 2010 supplementing  
Directive 2010/30/EU with regard to energy labelling of household dishwashers

Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1060/2010 of 28 September 2010  
supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU with regard to energy labelling of  
household refrigerating appliances

Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1061/2010 of 28 September 2010  
supplementing Directive 2010/30/EU with regard to energy labelling of  
household washing machines 

Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1062/2010 of 28 September 2010 supplementing  
Directive 2010/30/EU with regard to energy labelling of televisions

Delegated Regulation (EU) No 626/2011 of 4 May 2011 supplementing  
Directive 2010/30/EU with regard to energy labelling of air conditioners

provided for shall be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. The Contracting Parties shall notify 
these provisions to the Secretariat by 31 December 2011 and shall notify the Secretariat without 
delay of any subsequent amendment affecting those provisions.

Article 161

Transposition

1. Contracting Parties shall bring into force, by 31 December 2011 at the latest, the laws, regu-
lations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive. They shall forthwith 
communicate to the Secretariat the text of those provisions.

They shall apply those provisions from 31 December 2011.

When Contracting Parties adopt those provisions, they shall contain a reference to this Directive 
NQÄADÄ@BBNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄ@ÄQDEDQDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄNBB@RHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄ@KRNÄ
include a statement to the effect that references in existing laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions to Directive 92/75/EEC shall be construed as references to this Directive. Contracting Par-
ties shall determine how such reference is to be made and how that statement is to be formulated.

2. Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Secretariat the text of the main provisions of 
M@SHNM@KÄK@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 17

Repeal

Directive 92/75/EEC, as amended by the Regulation indicated in Annex I, Part A, is repealed with ef-
fect from 21 July 2011, without prejudice to the obligations of the Contracting Parties relating to 
the time-limits for transposition into national law and application of that Directive set out in Annex 
I, Part B.

References to Directive 92/75/EEC shall be construed as references to this Directive and shall be read 
in accordance with the correlation table in Annex II.

Articles 18 and 19

Entry into force and Addressees

This Decision [2010/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Points (d), (g) and (h) of Article 5 shall apply from 31 December 2011.

Article 2(5) of Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the implementation of [this] Directive … in the 
Contracting Parties and shall submit a progress report to the Permanent High Level Group 
by 30 June 2012.

1  Adapted by Articles 2(2)(b) and 2(3)(a)(ii) of the Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC.
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Directive 2010/31/EU of 19 May 2010 on the energy performance of buildings

Incorporated and adapted by Ministerial Council Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC of 24 September 2010 
amending Decision 2009/05/MC-EnC of 18 December 2009 on the implementation of certain Direc-
SHUDRÄNMÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBX

The adaptations made by Ministerial Council Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC are highlighted in bold and blue.

Whereas:

(1) Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2002 on 
the energy performance of buildings has been amended. Since further substantive amendments are 
to be made, it should be recast in the interests of clarity.

���Ä MÄDEÆBHDMS�ÄOQTCDMS�ÄQ@SHNM@KÄ@MCÄRTRS@HM@AKDÄTSHKHR@SHNMÄNEÄDMDQFXÄ@OOKHDR�ÄHMSDQÄ@KH@�ÄSNÄNHKÄOQNC-
ucts, natural gas and solid fuels, which are essential sources of energy, but also the leading sources 
of carbon dioxide emissions.

(3) Buildings account for 40% of total energy consumption in the Union. The sector is expanding, 
which is bound to increase its energy consumption. Therefore, reduction of energy consumption 
and the use of energy from renewable sources in the buildings sector constitute important measures 
needed to reduce the Union’s energy dependency and greenhouse gas emissions. Together with an 
increased use of energy from renewable sources, measures taken to reduce energy consumption in 
the Union would allow the Union to comply with the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and to honour both its long term commitment to 
L@HMS@HMÄSGDÄFKNA@KÄSDLODQ@STQDÄQHRDÄADKNVÄ�Ä�"�Ä@MCÄHSRÄBNLLHSLDMSÄSNÄQDCTBD�ÄAXÄ�����ÄNUDQ@KKÄ
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20% below 1990 levels, and by 30% in the event of an inter-
national agreement being reached. Reduced energy consumption and an increased use of energy 
from renewable sources also have an important part to play in promoting security of energy supply, 
technological developments and in creating opportunities for employment and regional develop-
ment, in particular in rural areas.

���Ä,@M@FDLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFXÄCDL@MCÄHRÄ@MÄHLONQS@MSÄSNNKÄDM@AKHMFÄSGDÄ4MHNMÄSNÄHMÇTDMBDÄSGDÄFKNA@KÄ
energy market and hence the security of energy supply in the medium and long term.

���Ä3GDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄ,@QBGÄ����ÄDLOG@RHRDCÄSGDÄMDDCÄSNÄHMBQD@RDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄ
Union so as to achieve the objective of reducing by 20% the Union’s energy consumption by 2020 
and called for a thorough and rapid implementation of the priorities established in the Commission 
"NLLTMHB@SHNMÄ DMSHSKDCÄ � BSHNMÄ OK@MÄ ENQÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBX�Ä QD@KHRHMFÄ SGDÄ ONSDMSH@K�Ä 3G@SÄ @BSHNMÄ
OK@MÄHCDMSHÆDCÄSGDÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄONSDMSH@KÄENQÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFRÄHMÄSGDÄATHKCHMFRÄRDBSNQÄ3GDÄ
European Parliament, in its resolution of 31 January 2008, called for the strengthening of the provi-
sions of Directive 2002/91/EC, and has called at various times, on the latest occasion in its resolution 
NEÄ�Ä%DAQT@QXÄ����ÄNMÄSGDÄ2DBNMCÄ2SQ@SDFHBÄ$MDQFXÄ1DUHDV�ÄENQÄSGDÄ���ÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄS@QFDSÄHMÄ
2020 to be made binding. Moreover, Decision No 406/2009/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 23 April 2009 on the effort of Member States to reduce their greenhouse gas emis-
sions to meet the Community’s greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments up to 2020, sets 
national binding targets for CO2ÄQDCTBSHNMÄENQÄVGHBGÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄRDBSNQÄVHKKÄADÄ
crucial, and Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 
on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources provides for the promotion of energy 
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of the European Union (TFEU). The term "incentive" used in this Directive should not therefore be 
interpreted as constituting State aid.

(14) The Commission should lay down a comparative methodology framework for calculating cost-
optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements. Member States should use this frame-
work to compare the results with the minimum energy performance requirements which they have 
@CNOSDCÄ2GNTKCÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄCHRBQDO@MBHDR�Ä HDÄDWBDDCHMFÄ����ÄDWHRSÄADSVDDMÄSGDÄB@KBTK@SDCÄBNRS�
optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements and the minimum energy performance 
requirements in force, Member States should justify the difference or plan appropriate steps to 
reduce the discrepancy. The estimated economic lifecycle of a building or building element should 
ADÄCDSDQLHMDCÄAXÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDR�ÄS@JHMFÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMSÄBTQQDMSÄOQ@BSHBDRÄ@MCÄDWODQHDMBDÄHMÄCDÆMHMFÄ
typical economic lifecycles. The results of this comparison and the data used to reach these results 
should be regularly reported to the Commission. These reports should enable the Commission to as-
sess and report on the progress of Member States in reaching cost-optimal levels of minimum energy 
performance requirements.

(15) Buildings have an impact on long-term energy consumption. Given the long renovation cycle for 
existing buildings, new, and existing buildings that are subject to major renovation, should therefore 
meet minimum energy performance requirements adapted to the local climate. As the application 
of alternative energy supply systems is not generally explored to its full potential, alternative energy 
supply systems should be considered for new buildings, regardless of their size, pursuant to the prin-
BHOKDÄNEÄÆQRSÄDMRTQHMFÄSG@SÄDMDQFXÄMDDCRÄENQÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄ@QDÄQDCTBDCÄSNÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄKDUDKR

(16) Major renovations of existing buildings, regardless of their size, provide an opportunity to take 
cost-effective measures to enhance energy performance. For reasons of cost-effectiveness, it should 
be possible to limit the minimum energy performance requirements to the renovated parts that are 
most relevant for the energy performance of the building. Member States should be able to choose 
SNÄCDÆMDÄ@Ä�L@INQÄQDMNU@SHNM�ÄDHSGDQÄHMÄSDQLRÄNEÄ@ÄODQBDMS@FDÄNEÄSGDÄRTQE@BDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUD-
KNODÄNQÄHMÄSDQLRÄNEÄSGDÄU@KTDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄ(EÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄCDBHCDRÄSNÄCDÆMDÄ@ÄL@INQÄQDMNU@SHNMÄ
in terms of the value of the building, values such as the actuarial value, or the current value based 
on the cost of reconstruction, excluding the value of the land upon which the building is situated, 
could be used.

����Ä,D@RTQDRÄ@QDÄMDDCDCÄSNÄHMBQD@RDÄSGDÄMTLADQÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄVGHBGÄMNSÄNMKXÄETKÆKÄBTQQDMSÄLHMH-
LTLÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄQDPTHQDLDMSR�ÄATSÄ@QDÄ@KRNÄLNQDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMS�ÄSGDQDAXÄQDCTBHMFÄANSGÄ
energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions. For this purpose Member States should draw up 
national plans for increasing the number of nearly zero-energy buildings and regularly report such 
plans to the Commission.

����Ä4MHNMÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄLD@RTQDRÄ@QDÄADHMFÄOTSÄHMSNÄOK@BDÄNQÄ@C@OSDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄ
@HLÄ NEÄ RSHLTK@SHMFÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBX�QDK@SDCÄLD@RTQDRÄ 2TBGÄ ÆM@MBH@KÄ HMRSQTLDMSRÄ @SÄ 4MHNMÄ KDUDKÄ
include, inter alia, Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
5 July 2006 on the European Regional Development Fund [10], amended to allow increased invest-
LDMSRÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄGNTRHMF�ÄSGDÄOTAKHB�OQHU@SDÄO@QSMDQRGHOÄNMÄ@Ä�$TQNOD@MÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄ
ATHKCHMFR�ÄHMHSH@SHUDÄSNÄOQNLNSDÄFQDDMÄSDBGMNKNFHDRÄ@MCÄSGDÄCDUDKNOLDMSÄNEÄDMDQFX�DEÆBHDMSÄRXRSDLRÄ
@MCÄL@SDQH@KRÄHMÄMDVÄ@MCÄQDMNU@SDCÄATHKCHMFR�ÄSGDÄ$"�$TQNOD@MÄ(MUDRSLDMSÄ!@MJÄ�$(!�ÄHMHSH@SHUDÄ�$4Ä
RTRS@HM@AKDÄDMDQFXÄÆM@MBHMFÄHMHSH@SHUD�ÄVGHBGÄ@HLRÄSNÄDM@AKD�ÄHMSDQÄ@KH@�ÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDE-
ÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSGDÄ$(!�KDCÄ�,@QFTDQHSDÄ%TMC��ÄSGDÄ����Ä$TQNOD@MÄ%TMCÄENQÄ$MDQFX�Ä"KHL@SDÄ"G@MFDÄ
@MCÄ(MEQ@RSQTBSTQD�Ä"NTMBHKÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"ÄNEÄ�Ä,@XÄ����Ä@LDMCHMFÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ���������$"Ä
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DEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄSGDÄBNMSDWSÄNEÄ@ÄAHMCHMFÄS@QFDSÄENQÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄ@BBNTMSHMFÄENQÄ���Ä
of total Union energy consumption by 2020.

���Ä3GDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄ,@QBGÄ����ÄQD@EÆQLDCÄSGDÄ4MHNMiRÄBNLLHSLDMSÄSNÄSGDÄ4MHNM�VHCDÄ
development of energy from renewable sources by endorsing a mandatory target of a 20% share of 
energy from renewable sources by 2020. Directive 2009/28/EC establishes a common framework for 
the promotion of energy from renewable sources.

(7) It is necessary to lay down more concrete actions with a view to achieving the great unrealised 
potential for energy savings in buildings and reducing the large differences between Member States’ 
results in this sector.

(8) Measures to improve further the energy performance of buildings should take into account 
climatic and local conditions as well as indoor climate environment and cost-effectiveness. These 
measures should not affect other requirements concerning buildings such as accessibility, safety and 
the intended use of the building.

(9) The energy performance of buildings should be calculated on the basis of a methodology, which 
may be differentiated at national and regional level. That includes, in addition to thermal charac-
teristics, other factors that play an increasingly important role such as heating and air-conditioning 
installations, application of energy from renewable sources, passive heating and cooling elements, 
shading, indoor air-quality, adequate natural light and design of the building. The methodology for 
calculating energy performance should be based not only on the season in which heating is required, 
but should cover the annual energy performance of a building. That methodology should take into 
account existing European standards.

(10) It is the sole responsibility of Member States to set minimum requirements for the energy 
performance of buildings and building elements. Those requirements should be set with a view to 
achieving the cost-optimal balance between the investments involved and the energy costs saved 
throughout the lifecycle of the building, without prejudice to the right of Member States to set 
LHMHLTLÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄLNQDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMSÄSG@MÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄKDUDKRÄ
Provision should be made for the possibility for Member States to review regularly their minimum 
energy performance requirements for buildings in the light of technical progress.

����Ä3GDÄNAIDBSHUDÄNEÄBNRS�DEEDBSHUDÄNQÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄKDUDKRÄL@X�ÄHMÄBDQS@HMÄBHQBTL-
stances, for example in the light of climatic differences, justify the setting by Member States of 
cost-effective or cost-optimal requirements for building elements that would in practice limit the 
installation of building products that comply with standards set by Union legislation, provided that 
RTBGÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄCNÄMNSÄBNMRSHSTSDÄ@MÄTMITRSHÆ@AKDÄL@QJDSÄA@QQHDQ

(12) When setting energy performance requirements for technical building systems, Member States 
should use, where available and appropriate, harmonised instruments, in particular testing and cal-
BTK@SHNMÄLDSGNCRÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄBK@RRDRÄCDUDKNODCÄTMCDQÄLD@RTQDRÄHLOKDLDMSHMFÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ
2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009 establishing a 
framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-related products [8] and Directive 
2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the indication by 
labelling and standard product information of the consumption of energy and other resources by 
energy-related products [9], with a view to ensuring coherence with related initiatives and minimise, 
to the extent possible, potential fragmentation of the market.

(13) This Directive is without prejudice to Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
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HLOQNUDLDMSRÄ@MCÄSNÄHLOKDLDMSÄSGDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆ-
cate as soon as feasible.

(24) Buildings occupied by public authorities and buildings frequently visited by the public should 
set an example by showing that environmental and energy considerations are being taken into ac-
BNTMSÄ@MCÄSGDQDENQDÄSGNRDÄATHKCHMFRÄRGNTKCÄADÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄDMDQFXÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄNMÄ@ÄQDFTK@QÄA@RHRÄ3GDÄ
dissemination to the public of information on energy performance should be enhanced by clearly 
CHROK@XHMFÄSGDRDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDR�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄHMÄATHKCHMFRÄNEÄ@ÄBDQS@HMÄRHYDÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄ
occupied by public authorities or which are frequently visited by the public, such as shops and shop-
ping centres, supermarkets, restaurants, theatres, banks and hotels.

(25) Recent years have seen a rise in the number of air-conditioning systems in European countries. 
This creates considerable problems at peak load times, increasing the cost of electricity and disrupt-
ing the energy balance. Priority should be given to strategies which enhance the thermal perfor-
mance of buildings during the summer period. To that end, there should be focus on measures 
VGHBGÄ@UNHCÄNUDQGD@SHMF�ÄRTBGÄ@RÄRG@CHMFÄ@MCÄRTEÆBHDMSÄSGDQL@KÄB@O@BHSXÄHMÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄBNMRSQTB-
tion, and further development and application of passive cooling techniques, primarily those that 
improve indoor climatic conditions and the micro-climate around buildings.

����Ä1DFTK@QÄL@HMSDM@MBDÄ@MCÄHMRODBSHNMÄNEÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLRÄAXÄPT@KHÆDCÄODQ-
RNMMDKÄBNMSQHATSDRÄSNÄL@HMS@HMHMFÄSGDHQÄBNQQDBSÄ@CITRSLDMSÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄOQNCTBSÄRODBHÆB@-
tion and in that way ensures optimal performance from an environmental, safety and energy point 
of view. An independent assessment of the entire heating and air-conditioning system should occur 
at regular intervals during its lifecycle in particular before its replacement or upgrading. In order to 
minimise the administrative burden on building owners and tenants, Member States should endeav-
NTQÄSNÄBNLAHMDÄHMRODBSHNMRÄ@MCÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMRÄ@RÄE@QÄ@RÄONRRHAKD

����Ä ÄBNLLNMÄ@OOQN@BGÄSNÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄ@MCÄSNÄSGDÄHMRODBSHNMÄ
NEÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLR�ÄB@QQHDCÄNTSÄAXÄPT@KHÆDCÄ@MC�NQÄ@BBQDCHSDCÄDWODQSR�ÄVGNRDÄ
independence is to be guaranteed on the basis of objective criteria, will contribute to a level play-
HMFÄÆDKCÄ@RÄQDF@QCRÄDEENQSRÄL@CDÄHMÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄSNÄDMDQFXÄR@UHMFÄHMÄSGDÄATHKCHMFRÄRDBSNQÄ@MCÄVHKKÄ
introduce transparency for prospective owners or users with regard to energy performance in the 
4MHNMÄOQNODQSXÄL@QJDSÄ(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSGDÄPT@KHSXÄNEÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄ
inspection of heating and air-conditioning systems throughout the Union, an independent control 
mechanism should be established in each Member State.

(28) Since local and regional authorities are critical for the successful implementation of this Direc-
tive, they should be consulted and involved, as and when appropriate in accordance with applicable 
national legislation, on planning issues, the development of programmes to provide information, 
training and awareness-raising, and on the implementation of this Directive at national or regional 
level. Such consultations may also serve to promote the provision of adequate guidance to local plan-
ners and building inspectors to carry out the necessary tasks. Furthermore, Member States should 
enable and encourage architects and planners to properly consider the optimal combination of im-
OQNUDLDMSRÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄTRDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄTRDÄNEÄCHRSQHBSÄGD@SHMFÄ
and cooling when planning, designing, building and renovating industrial or residential areas.

(29) Installers and builders are critical for the successful implementation of this Directive. Therefore, 
an adequate number of installers and builders should, through training and other measures, have 
SGDÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄKDUDKÄNEÄBNLODSDMBDÄENQÄSGDÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄ@MCÄHMSDFQ@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMSÄ@MCÄ
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as regards reduced rates of value added tax, structural and cohesion funds instrument Jeremie (Joint 
$TQNOD@MÄ1DRNTQBDRÄ ENQÄLHBQNÄ SNÄLDCHTLÄDMSDQOQHRDR��Ä SGDÄ $MDQFXÄ $EÆBHDMBXÄ %HM@MBDÄ %@BHKHSX�Ä SGDÄ
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme including the Intelligent Energy Europe II 
/QNFQ@LLDÄENBTRDCÄRODBHÆB@KKXÄNMÄQDLNUHMFÄL@QJDSÄA@QQHDQRÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄ
from renewable sources through for example the technical assistance facility ELENA (European Local 
$MDQFXÄ RRHRS@MBD��ÄSGDÄ"NUDM@MSÄNEÄ,@XNQR�ÄSGDÄ$MSQDOQDMDTQRGHOÄ@MCÄ(MMNU@SHNMÄOQNFQ@LLD�ÄSGDÄ
ICT Policy Support Programme 2010, and the Seventh Research Framework Programme. The Euro-
pean Bank for Reconstruction and Development also provides funding with the aim of stimulating 
DMDQFX�DEÆBHDMBX�QDK@SDCÄLD@RTQDR

����Ä4MHNMÄÆM@MBH@KÄ HMRSQTLDMSRÄ RGNTKCÄADÄTRDCÄ SNÄFHUDÄ OQ@BSHB@KÄ DEEDBSÄ SNÄ SGDÄNAIDBSHUDRÄ NEÄ SGHRÄ
Directive, without however substituting national measures. In particular, they should be used for 
OQNUHCHMFÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ@MCÄHMMNU@SHUDÄLD@MRÄNEÄÆM@MBHMFÄSNÄB@S@KXRDÄHMUDRSLDMSÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
measures. They could play an important role in the development of national, regional and local ener-
FXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄETMCR�ÄHMRSQTLDMSR�ÄNQÄLDBG@MHRLR�ÄVGHBGÄCDKHUDQÄRTBGÄÆM@MBHMFÄONRRHAHKHSHDRÄSNÄOQHU@SDÄ
OQNODQSXÄNVMDQR�ÄSNÄRL@KKÄ@MCÄLDCHTL�RHYDCÄDMSDQOQHRDRÄ@MCÄSNÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄRDQUHBDÄBNLO@MHDR

(20) In order to provide the Commission with adequate information, Member States should draw 
TOÄKHRSRÄNEÄDWHRSHMFÄ@MCÄOQNONRDCÄLD@RTQDR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGNRDÄNEÄ@ÄÆM@MBH@KÄM@STQD�ÄNSGDQÄSG@MÄSGNRDÄ
required by this Directive, which promote the objectives of this Directive. The existing and proposed 
measures listed by Member States may include, in particular, measures that aim to reduce existing 
legal and market barriers and encourage investments and/or other activities to increase the energy 
DEÆBHDMBXÄNEÄMDVÄ@MCÄDWHRSHMFÄATHKCHMFR�ÄSGTRÄONSDMSH@KKXÄBNMSQHATSHMFÄSNÄQDCTBHMFÄDMDQFXÄONUDQSXÄ
Such measures could include, but should not be limited to, free or subsidised technical assistance 
and advice, direct subsidies, subsidised loan schemes or low interest loans, grant schemes and loan 
guarantee schemes. The public authorities and other institutions which provide those measures of 
@ÄÆM@MBH@KÄM@STQDÄBNTKCÄKHMJÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄNEÄRTBGÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄSGDÄHMCHB@SDCÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄ
@MCÄSGDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄEQNLÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDR

(21) In order to limit the reporting burden on Member States it should be possible to integrate the 
QDONQSRÄQDPTHQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄHMSNÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ BSHNMÄ/K@MRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����Ä
of Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on energy 
DMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ3GDÄOTAKHBÄRDBSNQÄHMÄD@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄRGNTKCÄKD@CÄSGDÄV@XÄ
HMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄNEÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄATHKCHMFR�Ä@MCÄSGDQDENQDÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄOK@MRÄRGNTKCÄRDSÄLNQDÄ
ambitious targets for the buildings occupied by public authorities.

(22) The prospective buyer and tenant of a building or building unit should, in the energy perfor-
L@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�ÄADÄFHUDMÄBNQQDBSÄHMENQL@SHNMÄ@ANTSÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄ@MCÄ
practical advice on improving such performance. Information campaigns may serve to further en-
courage owners and tenants to improve the energy performance of their building or building unit. 
Owners and tenants of commercial buildings should also be encouraged to exchange information 
regarding actual energy consumption, in order to ensure that all the data are available to make 
HMENQLDCÄCDBHRHNMRÄ@ANTSÄMDBDRR@QXÄHLOQNUDLDMSRÄ3GDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRGNTKCÄ@KRNÄ
provide information about the actual impact of heating and cooling on the energy needs of the 
building, on its primary energy consumption and on its carbon dioxide emissions.

(23) Public authorities should lead by example and should endeavour to implement the recommen-
C@SHNMRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRGNTKCÄHMBKTCDÄVHSGHMÄSGDHQÄ
M@SHNM@KÄOK@MRÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄRTOONQSÄOTAKHBÄ@TSGNQHSHDRÄSNÄADBNLDÄD@QKXÄ@CNOSDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
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Article 1

Subject matter

1. This Directive promotes the improvement of the energy performance of buildings within the 
Energy Community, taking into account outdoor climatic and local conditions, as well as indoor 
climate requirements and cost-effectiveness.

2. This Directive lays down requirements as regards:

(a) the common general framework for a methodology for calculating the integrated energy perfor-
L@MBDÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄ@MCÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSR�

(b) the application of minimum requirements to the energy performance of new buildings and new 
ATHKCHMFÄTMHSR�

(c) the application of minimum requirements to the energy performance of:

�H�ÄDWHRSHMFÄATHKCHMFR�ÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSRÄ@MCÄATHKCHMFÄDKDLDMSRÄSG@SÄ@QDÄRTAIDBSÄSNÄL@INQÄQDMNU@SHNM�

�HH�ÄATHKCHMFÄDKDLDMSRÄSG@SÄENQLÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNODÄ@MCÄSG@SÄG@UDÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄ
SGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNODÄVGDMÄSGDXÄ@QDÄQDSQNÆSSDCÄNQÄQDOK@BDC�Ä@MC

�HHH�ÄSDBGMHB@KÄATHKCHMFÄRXRSDLRÄVGDMDUDQÄSGDXÄ@QDÄHMRS@KKDC�ÄQDOK@BDCÄNQÄTOFQ@CDC�

�C�ÄM@SHNM@KÄOK@MRÄENQÄHMBQD@RHMFÄSGDÄMTLADQÄNEÄMD@QKXÄYDQN�DMDQFXÄATHKCHMFR�

�D�ÄDMDQFXÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄNQÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSR�

�E�ÄQDFTK@QÄHMRODBSHNMÄNEÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLRÄHMÄATHKCHMFR�Ä@MC

�F�ÄHMCDODMCDMSÄBNMSQNKÄRXRSDLRÄENQÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄHMRODBSHNMÄQDONQSR

3. The requirements laid down in this Directive are minimum requirements and shall not prevent any 
Contracting Party from maintaining or introducing more stringent measures. Such measures shall 
ADÄBNLO@SHAKDÄVHSGÄSGDÄ3QD@SXÄNMÄSGDÄ%TMBSHNMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄADÄMNSHÆDCÄSNÄ
the Secretariat.

Article 2

Definitions

%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD�ÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄRG@KKÄ@OOKX�

1. "building" means a roofed construction having walls, for which energy is used to condition the 
HMCNNQÄBKHL@SD�

2. "nearly zero-energy building" means a building that has a very high energy performance, as de-
termined in accordance with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required should 
ADÄBNUDQDCÄSNÄ@ÄUDQXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄDWSDMSÄAXÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�Ä HMBKTCHMFÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄ
QDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄOQNCTBDCÄNM�RHSDÄNQÄMD@QAX�

3. "technical building system" means technical equipment for the heating, cooling, ventilation, hot 
V@SDQ�ÄKHFGSHMFÄNQÄENQÄ@ÄBNLAHM@SHNMÄSGDQDNE�ÄNEÄ@ÄATHKCHMFÄNQÄATHKCHMFÄTMHS�

4. "energy performance of a building" means the calculated or measured amount of energy needed 
to meet the energy demand associated with a typical use of the building, which includes, inter alia, 
DMDQFXÄTRDCÄENQÄGD@SHMF�ÄBNNKHMF�ÄUDMSHK@SHNM�ÄGNSÄV@SDQÄ@MCÄKHFGSHMF�
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renewable energy technology required.

(30) Member States should take account of Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of 
SGDÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄ�Ä2DOSDLADQÄ����ÄNMÄSGDÄQDBNFMHSHNMÄNEÄOQNEDRRHNM@KÄPT@KHÆB@SHNMRÄVHSGÄQDF@QCÄSNÄSGDÄ
mutual recognition of professional experts which are addressed by this Directive, and the Commis-
sion should continue its activities under the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme on guidelines and 
recommendations for standards for the training of such professional experts.

(31) In order to enhance the transparency of energy performance in the Union’s non-residential 
OQNODQSXÄL@QJDS�ÄTMHENQLÄBNMCHSHNMRÄENQÄ@ÄUNKTMS@QXÄBNLLNMÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄRBGDLDÄENQÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄ
performance of non-residential buildings should be established. In accordance with Article 291 TFEU, 
rules and general principles concerning mechanisms for control by Member States of the Commis-
sion’s exercise of implementing powers shall be laid down in advance by a regulation adopted in 
accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure. Pending the adoption of that new regulation, 
Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the exercise of 
implementing powers conferred on the Commission continues to apply, with the exception of the 
regulatory procedure with scrutiny, which is not applicable.

(32) The Commission should be empowered to adopt delegated acts in accordance with Article 290 
TFEU in respect of the adaptation to technical progress of certain parts of the general framework 
set out in Annex I, and in respect of the establishment of a methodology framework for calculating 
cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements. It is of particular importance that 
the Commission carry out appropriate consultations during its preparatory work, including at expert 
level.

(33) Since the objective of this Directive, namely of enhancing the energy performance of buildings, 
B@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDR�ÄCTDÄSNÄSGDÄBNLOKDWHSXÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFRÄRDBSNQÄ
and the inability of the national housing markets to adequately address the challenges of energy ef-
ÆBHDMBX�Ä@MCÄB@MÄAXÄSGDÄQD@RNMÄNEÄSGDÄRB@KDÄ@MCÄSGDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄSGDÄ@BSHNMÄADÄADSSDQÄ@BGHDUDCÄ@SÄ4MHNMÄ
level, the Union may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as set out in 
Article 5 of the Treaty on European Union. In accordance with the principles of proportionality, as 
set out in that Article, this Directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that 
objective.

����Ä3GDÄNAKHF@SHNMÄSNÄSQ@MRONRDÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄHMSNÄM@SHNM@KÄK@VÄRGNTKCÄADÄBNMÆMDCÄSNÄSGNRDÄOQNUH-
sions which represent a substantive change as compared with Directive 2002/91/EC. The obligation 
to transpose the provisions which are unchanged arises under that Directive.

(35) This Directive should be without prejudice to the obligations of the Member States relating to 
the time limits for transposition into national law and application of the Directive 2002/91/EC.

(36) In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional Agreement on better law-making, Member 
States are encouraged to draw up, for themselves and in the interest of the Union, their own tables, 
illustrating, as far as possible, the correlation between this Directive and the transposition measures, 
and to make them public.
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VHSGÄSGDÄTRDETKÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMCHB@SDCÄAXÄSGDÄL@MTE@BSTQDQ�

18. "heat pump" means a machine, a device or installation that transfers heat from natural sur-
roundings such as air, water or ground to buildings or industrial applications by reversing the natural 
ÇNVÄNEÄGD@SÄRTBGÄSG@SÄHSÄÇNVRÄEQNLÄ@ÄKNVDQÄSNÄ@ÄGHFGDQÄSDLODQ@STQDÄ%NQÄQDUDQRHAKDÄGD@SÄOTLOR�ÄHSÄ
L@XÄ@KRNÄLNUDÄGD@SÄEQNLÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄSNÄSGDÄM@STQ@KÄRTQQNTMCHMFR�

19. "district heating" or "district cooling" means the distribution of thermal energy in the form of 
steam, hot water or chilled liquids, from a central source of production through a network to mul-
tiple buildings or sites, for the use of space or process heating or cooling.

Article 3

Adoption of a methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings

Contracting Parties shall apply a methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings 
in accordance with the common general framework set out in Annex I.

This methodology shall be adopted at national or regional level.

Article 4

Setting of minimum energy performance requirements

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that minimum energy perfor-
mance requirements for buildings or building units are set with a view to achieving cost-optimal 
levels. The energy performance shall be calculated in accordance with the methodology referred to 
in Article 3. Cost-optimal levels shall be calculated in accordance with the comparative methodology 
framework referred to in Article 5 once the framework is in place.

Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that minimum energy performance 
requirements are set for building elements that form part of the building envelope and that have a 
RHFMHÆB@MSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNODÄVGDMÄSGDXÄ@QDÄQDOK@BDCÄNQÄ
QDSQNÆSSDC�ÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄ@BGHDUHMFÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄKDUDKR

When setting requirements, Contracting Parties may differentiate between new and existing build-
ings and between different categories of buildings.

These requirements shall take account of general indoor climate conditions, in order to avoid pos-
sible negative effects such as inadequate ventilation, as well as local conditions and the designated 
function and the age of the building.

A Contracting Party shall not be required to set minimum energy performance requirements which 
are not cost-effective over the estimated economic lifecycle.

Minimum energy performance requirements shall be reviewed at regular intervals which shall not 
ADÄKNMFDQÄSG@MÄÆUDÄXD@QRÄ@MC�ÄHEÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄRG@KKÄADÄTOC@SDCÄHMÄNQCDQÄSNÄQDÇDBSÄSDBGMHB@KÄOQNFQDRRÄHMÄ
the building sector.

2. Contracting Parties may decide not to set or apply the requirements referred to in paragraph 1 
to the following categories of buildings:

�@�Ä ATHKCHMFRÄNEÆBH@KKXÄ OQNSDBSDCÄ @RÄ O@QSÄ NEÄ @Ä CDRHFM@SDCÄ DMUHQNMLDMSÄNQÄ ADB@TRDÄNEÄ SGDHQÄ RODBH@KÄ
architectural or historical merit, in so far as compliance with certain minimum energy performance 
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5. "primary energy" means energy from renewable and non-renewable sources which has not un-
CDQFNMDÄ@MXÄBNMUDQRHNMÄNQÄSQ@MRENQL@SHNMÄOQNBDRR�

6. "energy from renewable sources" means energy from renewable non-fossil sources, namely wind, 
RNK@Q�Ä@DQNSGDQL@K�ÄFDNSGDQL@K�ÄGXCQNSGDQL@KÄ@MCÄNBD@MÄDMDQFX�ÄGXCQNONVDQ�ÄAHNL@RR�ÄK@MCÆKKÄF@R�Ä
RDV@FDÄSQD@SLDMSÄOK@MSÄF@RÄ@MCÄAHNF@RDR�

7. "building envelope" means the integrated elements of a building which separate its interior from 
SGDÄNTSCNNQÄDMUHQNMLDMS�

�Ä�ATHKCHMFÄTMHS�ÄLD@MRÄ@ÄRDBSHNM�ÄÇNNQÄNQÄ@O@QSLDMSÄVHSGHMÄ@ÄATHKCHMFÄVGHBGÄHRÄCDRHFMDCÄNQÄ@KSDQDCÄ
SNÄADÄTRDCÄRDO@Q@SDKX�

�Ä�ATHKCHMFÄDKDLDMS�ÄLD@MRÄ@ÄSDBGMHB@KÄATHKCHMFÄRXRSDLÄNQÄ@MÄDKDLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNOD�

10. "major renovation" means the renovation of a building where:

(a) the total cost of the renovation relating to the building envelope or the technical building systems 
is higher than 25% of the value of the building, excluding the value of the land upon which the 
ATHKCHMFÄHRÄRHST@SDC�ÄNQ

�A�ÄLNQDÄSG@MÄ���ÄNEÄSGDÄRTQE@BDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNODÄTMCDQFNDRÄQDMNU@SHNM�

Contracting Parties may choose to apply option (a) or (b).

11. "European standard" means a standard adopted by the European Committee for Standardisa-
tion, the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation or the European Telecommunica-
SHNMRÄ2S@MC@QCRÄ(MRSHSTSDÄ@MCÄL@CDÄ@U@HK@AKDÄENQÄOTAKHBÄTRD�

��Ä�DMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�ÄLD@MRÄ@ÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄQDBNFMHRDCÄAXÄ@ÄContracting Party or by a 
legal person designated by it, which indicates the energy performance of a building or building unit, 
B@KBTK@SDCÄ@BBNQCHMFÄSNÄ@ÄLDSGNCNKNFXÄ@CNOSDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ��

13. "cogeneration" means simultaneous generation in one process of thermal energy and electrical 
@MC�NQÄLDBG@MHB@KÄDMDQFX�

14. "cost-optimal level" means the energy performance level which leads to the lowest cost during 
the estimated economic lifecycle, where:

(a) the lowest cost is determined taking into account energy-related investment costs, maintenance 
and operating costs (including energy costs and savings, the category of building concerned, earn-
HMFRÄEQNLÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBDC��ÄVGDQDÄ@OOKHB@AKD�Ä@MCÄCHRONR@KÄBNRSR�ÄVGDQDÄ@OOKHB@AKD�Ä@MC

(b) the estimated economic lifecycle is determined by each Contracting Party. It refers to the re-
maining estimated economic lifecycle of a building where energy performance requirements are 
set for the building as a whole, or to the estimated economic lifecycle of a building element where 
energy performance requirements are set for building elements.

3GDÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄKDUDKÄRG@KKÄKHDÄVHSGHMÄSGDÄQ@MFDÄNEÄODQENQL@MBDÄKDUDKRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄBNRSÄADMDÆSÄ@M@KXRHRÄ
B@KBTK@SDCÄNUDQÄSGDÄDRSHL@SDCÄDBNMNLHBÄKHEDBXBKDÄHRÄONRHSHUD�

15. "air-conditioning system" means a combination of the components required to provide a form 
NEÄHMCNNQÄ@HQÄSQD@SLDMS�ÄAXÄVGHBGÄSDLODQ@STQDÄHRÄBNMSQNKKDCÄNQÄB@MÄADÄKNVDQDC�

��Ä�ANHKDQ�ÄLD@MRÄSGDÄBNLAHMDCÄANHKDQÄANCX�ATQMDQÄTMHS�ÄCDRHFMDCÄSNÄSQ@MRLHSÄSNÄÇTHCRÄSGDÄGD@SÄ
QDKD@RDCÄEQNLÄATQMHMF�

��Ä�DEEDBSHUDÄQ@SDCÄNTSOTS�ÄLD@MRÄSGDÄL@WHLTLÄB@KNQHÆBÄNTSOTS�ÄDWOQDRRDCÄHMÄJ6�ÄRODBHÆDCÄ@MCÄ
guaranteed by the manufacturer as being deliverable during continuous operation while complying 
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Article 6

New buildings

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that new buildings meet the 
minimum energy performance requirements set in accordance with Article 4.

For new buildings, Contracting Parties shall ensure that, before construction starts, the technical, 
DMUHQNMLDMS@KÄ@MCÄDBNMNLHBÄ ED@RHAHKHSXÄNEÄGHFG�DEÆBHDMBXÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄ RXRSDLRÄ RTBGÄ@RÄ SGNRDÄ KHRSDCÄ
below, if available, is considered and taken into account:

�@�ÄCDBDMSQ@KHRDCÄDMDQFXÄRTOOKXÄRXRSDLRÄA@RDCÄNMÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

�A�ÄBNFDMDQ@SHNM�

(c) district or block heating or cooling, particularly where it is based entirely or partially on energy 
EQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

(d) heat pumps.

2. Contracting Parties shall ensure that the analysis of alternative systems referred to in paragraph 
�ÄHRÄCNBTLDMSDCÄ@MCÄ@U@HK@AKDÄENQÄUDQHÆB@SHNMÄOTQONRDR

3. That analysis of alternative systems may be carried out for individual buildings or for groups of 
similar buildings or for common typologies of buildings in the same area. As far as collective heating 
and cooling systems are concerned, the analysis may be carried out for all buildings connected to 
the system in the same area.

Article 7

Existing buildings

Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to ensure that when buildings undergo ma-
jor renovation, the energy performance of the building or the renovated part thereof is upgraded in 
order to meet minimum energy performance requirements set in accordance with Article 4 in so far 
as this is technically, functionally and economically feasible.

Those requirements shall be applied to the renovated building or building unit as a whole. Addition-
ally or alternatively, requirements may be applied to the renovated building elements.

Contracting Parties shall in addition take the necessary measures to ensure that when a building 
DKDLDMSÄSG@SÄENQLRÄO@QSÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNODÄ@MCÄG@RÄ@ÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄHLO@BSÄNMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQ-
L@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄDMUDKNOD�ÄHRÄQDSQNÆSSDCÄNQÄQDOK@BDC�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄ
element meets minimum energy performance requirements in so far as this is technically, function-
ally and economically feasible.

Contracting Parties shall determine these minimum energy performance requirements in accor-
dance with Article 4.

Contracting Parties shall encourage, in relation to buildings undergoing major renovation, the 
BNMRHCDQ@SHNMÄ@MCÄS@JHMFÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄGHFG�DEÆBHDMBXÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄRXRSDLR�Ä@RÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ
6(1), in so far as this is technically, functionally and economically feasible.
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QDPTHQDLDMSRÄVNTKCÄTM@BBDOS@AKXÄ@KSDQÄSGDHQÄBG@Q@BSDQÄNQÄ@OOD@Q@MBD�

�A�ÄATHKCHMFRÄTRDCÄ@RÄOK@BDRÄNEÄVNQRGHOÄ@MCÄENQÄQDKHFHNTRÄ@BSHUHSHDR�

(c) temporary buildings with a time of use of two years or less, industrial sites, workshops and non-
residential agricultural buildings with low energy demand and non-residential agricultural buildings 
VGHBGÄ@QDÄHMÄTRDÄAXÄ@ÄRDBSNQÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄ@ÄM@SHNM@KÄRDBSNQ@KÄ@FQDDLDMSÄNMÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBD�

(d) residential buildings which are used or intended to be used for either less than four months of 
the year or, alternatively, for a limited annual time of use and with an expected energy consumption 
NEÄKDRRÄSG@MÄ���ÄNEÄVG@SÄVNTKCÄADÄSGDÄQDRTKSÄNEÄ@KK�XD@QÄTRD�

�D�ÄRS@MC�@KNMDÄATHKCHMFRÄVHSGÄ@ÄSNS@KÄTRDETKÄÇNNQÄ@QD@ÄNEÄKDRRÄSG@MÄ��ÄL2.

Article 5

Calculation of cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements

1. The Commission shall establish by means of delegated acts in accordance with Articles 23, 24 and 
25 by 30 June 2011 a comparative methodology framework for calculating cost-optimal levels of 
minimum energy performance requirements for buildings and building elements.

The comparative methodology framework shall be established in accordance with Annex III and shall 
differentiate between new and existing buildings and between different categories of buildings.

2. Contracting Parties shall calculate cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance require-
ments using the comparative methodology framework established in accordance with paragraph 
1 and relevant parameters, such as climatic conditions and the practical accessibility of energy in-
frastructure, and compare the results of this calculation with the minimum energy performance 
requirements in force.

Contracting Parties shall report to the Secretariat all input data and assumptions used for those 
B@KBTK@SHNMRÄ@MCÄSGDÄQDRTKSRÄNEÄSGNRDÄB@KBTK@SHNMRÄ3GDÄQDONQSÄL@XÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ
Action Plans referred to in Article 14(2) of Directive 2006/32/EC. Contracting Parties shall submit 
those reports to the SecretariatÄ@SÄQDFTK@QÄHMSDQU@KR�ÄVGHBGÄRG@KKÄMNSÄADÄKNMFDQÄSG@MÄÆUDÄXD@QRÄ3GDÄ
ÆQRSÄQDONQSÄRG@KKÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄAXÄ30 June 2013.

3. If the result of the comparison performed in accordance with paragraph 2 shows that the mini-
LTLÄDMDQFXÄ ODQENQL@MBDÄ QDPTHQDLDMSRÄ HMÄ ENQBDÄ @QDÄ RHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ KDRRÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMSÄ SG@MÄ BNRS�
optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements, the Contracting Party concerned 
shall justify this difference in writing to the Secretariat in the report referred to in paragraph 2, 
@BBNLO@MHDC�ÄSNÄSGDÄDWSDMSÄSG@SÄSGDÄF@OÄB@MMNSÄADÄITRSHÆDC�ÄAXÄ@ÄOK@MÄNTSKHMHMFÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄRSDORÄSNÄ
RHFMHÆB@MSKXÄQDCTBDÄSGDÄF@OÄAXÄSGDÄMDWSÄQDUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄQDPTHQDLDMSRÄ@RÄQDEDQQDCÄ
to in Article 4(1).

4. The Secretariat shall publish a report on the progress of the Contracting Parties in reaching 
cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements.
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tion of the primary energy use may be based on national or regional yearly average values and may 
S@JDÄHMSNÄ@BBNTMSÄQDKDU@MSÄ$TQNOD@MÄRS@MC@QCR�

(b) intermediate targets for improving the energy performance of new buildings, by 2015, with a 
UHDVÄSNÄOQDO@QHMFÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ��

�B�ÄHMENQL@SHNMÄNMÄSGDÄONKHBHDRÄ@MCÄÆM@MBH@KÄNQÄNSGDQÄLD@RTQDRÄ@CNOSDCÄHMÄSGDÄBNMSDWSÄNEÄO@Q@FQ@OGRÄ
1 and 2 for the promotion of nearly zero-energy buildings, including details of national requirements 
and measures concerning the use of energy from renewable sources in new buildings and existing 
buildings undergoing major renovation in the context of Article 13(4) of Directive 2009/28/EC and 
Articles 6 and 7 of this Directive.

4. The Secretariat shall evaluate the national plans referred to in paragraph 1, notably the adequacy 
of the measures envisaged by the Contracting Party in relation to the objectives of this Directive. 
The Secretariat�Ä S@JHMFÄCTDÄ@BBNTMSÄNEÄ SGDÄOQHMBHOKDÄNEÄ RTARHCH@QHSX�ÄL@XÄ QDPTDRSÄ ETQSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄ
information regarding the requirements set out in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3. In that case, the Contract-
ing Party concerned shall submit the requested information or propose amendments within nine 
months following the request from the Secretariat. Following its evaluation, the Secretariat may 
propose a recommendation to the Ministerial Council.

5. The Secretariat shall by 31 December 2013 and every three years thereafter publish a report 
on the progress of Contracting Parties in increasing the number of nearly zero-energy buildings. 
On the basis of that report the Secretariat shall develop an action plan and, if necessary, propose 
measures to increase the number of those buildings and encourage best practices as regards the 
cost-effective transformation of existing buildings into nearly zero-energy buildings.

6. Contracting Parties may decide not to apply the requirements set out in points (a) and (b) of 
O@Q@FQ@OGÄ�ÄHMÄRODBHÆBÄ@MCÄITRSHÆ@AKDÄB@RDRÄVGDQDÄSGDÄBNRS�ADMDÆSÄ@M@KXRHRÄNUDQÄSGDÄDBNMNLHBÄKHED-
cycle of the building in question is negative. Contracting Parties shall inform the Secretariat of the 
principles of the relevant legislative regimes.

Article 10

Financial incentives and market barriers

�Ä(MÄUHDVÄNEÄSGDÄHLONQS@MBDÄNEÄOQNUHCHMFÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄÆM@MBHMFÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄSNÄB@S@KXRDÄ
the energy performance of buildings and the transition to nearly zero-energy buildings, Contracting 
Parties shall take appropriate steps to consider the most relevant such instruments in the light of 
national circumstances.

2. Contracting Parties shall draw up, by 30 June 2013, a list of existing and, if appropriate, pro-
ONRDCÄLD@RTQDRÄ@MCÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGNRDÄNEÄ@ÄÆM@MBH@KÄM@STQD�ÄNSGDQÄSG@MÄSGNRDÄQDPTHQDCÄAXÄ
this Directive, which promote the objectives of this Directive.

Contracting Parties shall update this list every three years. Contracting Parties shall communicate 
these lists to the Secretariat�ÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄL@XÄCNÄAXÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDLÄHMÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ BSHNMÄ
Plans referred to in Article 14(2) of Directive 2006/32/EC.

3. The Secretariat shall examine the effectiveness of the listed existing and proposed measures re-
ferred to in paragraph 2 as well as of relevant Union instruments, in supporting the implementation 
of this Directive. On the basis of that examination, and taking due account of the principle of subsid-
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Article 8

Technical building systems

1. Contracting Parties shall, for the purpose of optimising the energy use of technical building sys-
tems, set system requirements in respect of the overall energy performance, the proper installation, 
and the appropriate dimensioning, adjustment and control of the technical building systems which 
are installed in existing buildings. Contracting Parties may also apply these system requirements 
to new buildings.

System requirements shall be set for new, replacement and upgrading of technical building systems 
and shall be applied in so far as they are technically, economically and functionally feasible.

The system requirements shall cover at least the following:

�@�ÄGD@SHMFÄRXRSDLR�

�A�ÄGNSÄV@SDQÄRXRSDLR�

�B�Ä@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLR�

�C�ÄK@QFDÄUDMSHK@SHNMÄRXRSDLR�

or a combination of such systems.

2. Contracting Parties shall encourage the introduction of intelligent metering systems whenever a 
building is constructed or undergoes major renovation, whilst ensuring that this encouragement is in 
line with point 2 of Annex I to Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity. Contracting Parties 
may furthermore encourage, where appropriate, the installation of active control systems such as 
automation, control and monitoring systems that aim to save energy.

Article 9

Nearly zero-energy buildings

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that:

(a) by 30 June 2021�Ä@KKÄMDVÄATHKCHMFRÄ@QDÄMD@QKXÄYDQN�DMDQFXÄATHKCHMFR�Ä@MC

(b) after 30 June 2019, new buildings occupied and owned by public authorities are nearly zero-
energy buildings.

Contracting Parties shall draw up national plans for increasing the number of nearly zero-energy 
buildings. These national plans may include targets differentiated according to the category of build-
ing.

2. Contracting Parties shall furthermore, following the leading example of the public sector, de-
velop policies and take measures such as the setting of targets in order to stimulate the transforma-
tion of buildings that are refurbished into nearly zero-energy buildings, and inform the Secretariat 
thereof in their national plans referred to in paragraph 1.

3. The national plans shall include, inter alia, the following elements:

(a) the Contracting Party’sÄCDS@HKDCÄ@OOKHB@SHNMÄHMÄOQ@BSHBDÄNEÄSGDÄCDÆMHSHNMÄNEÄMD@QKXÄYDQN�DMDQFXÄ
ATHKCHMFR�ÄQDÇDBSHMFÄSGDHQÄM@SHNM@K�ÄQDFHNM@KÄNQÄKNB@KÄBNMCHSHNMR�Ä@MCÄHMBKTCHMFÄ@ÄMTLDQHB@KÄHMCHB@SNQÄ
of primary energy use expressed in kWh/m2 per year. Primary energy factors used for the determina-
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(a) measures carried out in connection with a major renovation of the building envelope or technical 
ATHKCHMFÄRXRSDL�R��Ä@MC

(b) measures for individual building elements independent of a major renovation of the building 
envelope or technical building system(s).

�Ä3GDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄADÄSDBGMHB@KKXÄED@RHAKDÄ
ENQÄ SGDÄ RODBHÆBÄATHKCHMFÄ@MCÄL@XÄOQNUHCDÄ@MÄDRSHL@SDÄ ENQÄ SGDÄ Q@MFDÄNEÄO@XA@BJÄODQHNCRÄNQÄ BNRS�
ADMDÆSRÄNUDQÄHSRÄDBNMNLHBÄKHEDBXBKD

�Ä3GDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄOQNUHCDÄ@MÄHMCHB@SHNMÄ@RÄSNÄVGDQDÄSGDÄNVMDQÄNQÄSDM@MSÄ
can receive more detailed information, including as regards the cost-effectiveness of the recom-
LDMC@SHNMRÄL@CDÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄ3GDÄDU@KT@SHNMÄNEÄBNRSÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄRG@KKÄ
be based on a set of standard conditions, such as the assessment of energy savings and underlying 
energy prices and a preliminary cost forecast. In addition, it shall contain information on the steps to 
be taken to implement the recommendations. Other information on related topics, such as energy 
@TCHSRÄNQÄHMBDMSHUDRÄNEÄ@ÄÆM@MBH@KÄNQÄNSGDQÄM@STQDÄ@MCÄÆM@MBHMFÄONRRHAHKHSHDRÄL@XÄ@KRNÄADÄOQNUHCDCÄSNÄ
the owner or tenant.

5. Subject to national rules, Contracting Parties shall encourage public authorities to take into ac-
BNTMSÄSGDÄKD@CHMFÄQNKDÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄRGNTKCÄOK@XÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄNEÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄATHKCHMFR�ÄHMSDQÄ
@KH@�ÄAXÄHLOKDLDMSHMFÄSGDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄHRRTDCÄ
for buildings owned by them within its validity period.

�Ä"DQSHÆB@SHNMÄENQÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSRÄL@XÄADÄA@RDC�

�@�ÄNMÄ@ÄBNLLNMÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄVGNKDÄATHKCHMF�ÄNQ

(b) on the assessment of another representative building unit with the same energy-relevant charac-
teristics in the same building.

�Ä"DQSHÆB@SHNMÄENQÄRHMFKD�E@LHKXÄGNTRDRÄL@XÄADÄA@RDCÄNMÄSGDÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄNEÄ@MNSGDQÄQDOQDRDMS@SHUDÄ
building of similar design and size with a similar actual energy performance quality if such correspon-
CDMBDÄB@MÄADÄFT@Q@MSDDCÄAXÄSGDÄDWODQSÄHRRTHMFÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD

�Ä3GDÄU@KHCHSXÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄMNSÄDWBDDCÄ��ÄXD@QR

9. The Commission shall, by 2011, in consultation with the relevant sectors, adopt a voluntary com-
LNMÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄRBGDLDÄENQÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄMNM�QDRHCDMSH@KÄATHKCHMFRÄ
That measure shall be adopted in accordance with the advisory procedure referred to in Article 26(2). 
Contracting Parties are encouraged to recognise or use the scheme, or use part thereof by adapt-
ing it to national circumstances.

Article 12

Issue of energy performance certificates

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄHRÄHRRTDCÄENQ�
�@�ÄATHKCHMFRÄNQÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄBNMRSQTBSDC�ÄRNKCÄNQÄQDMSDCÄNTSÄSNÄ@ÄMDVÄSDM@MS�Ä@MC
�A�ÄATHKCHMFRÄVGDQDÄ@ÄSNS@KÄTRDETKÄÇNNQÄ@QD@ÄNUDQÄ���ÄL2 is occupied by a public authority and fre-
quently visited by the public. On 30 September 2015, this threshold of 500 m2 shall be lowered to 
250 m2.

3GDÄQDPTHQDLDMSÄSNÄHRRTDÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄCNDRÄMNSÄ@OOKXÄVGDQDÄ@ÄBDQSHÆB@SD�ÄHRRTDCÄ
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iarity, the SecretariatÄL@XÄOQNUHCDÄ@CUHBDÄaÄ@RÄQDF@QCRÄRODBHÆBÄM@SHNM@KÄRBGDLDRÄ@MCÄBNNQCHM@SHNMÄ
VHSGÄ4MHNMÄ@MCÄHMSDQM@SHNM@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSHSTSHNMRÄ3GDÄSecretariat may include its examination and 
ONRRHAKDÄ@CUHBDÄNQÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄHMÄHSRÄQDONQSÄNMÄSGDÄ-@SHNM@KÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ/K@MRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄ
in Article 14(5) of Directive 2006/32/EC.

4. The Secretariat shall, where appropriate, assist upon request Contracting Parties in setting up 
M@SHNM@KÄNQÄQDFHNM@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄRTOONQSÄOQNFQ@LLDRÄVHSGÄSGDÄ@HLÄNEÄHMBQD@RHMFÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄ
buildings, especially of existing buildings, by supporting the exchange of best practice between the 
responsible national or regional authorities or bodies.

�Ä(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄÆM@MBHMFÄHMÄRTOONQSÄNEÄSGDÄHLOKDLDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ@MCÄS@JHMFÄCTDÄ
account of the principle of subsidiarity, the Commission shall, preferably by 2011, present an analysis 
on, in particular:

(a) the effectiveness, the appropriateness of the level, and the actual amount used, of structural 
ETMCRÄ @MCÄ EQ@LDVNQJÄ OQNFQ@LLDRÄ SG@SÄVDQDÄ TRDCÄ ENQÄ HMBQD@RHMFÄ DMDQFXÄ DEÆBHDMBXÄ HMÄ ATHKCHMFR�Ä
DRODBH@KKXÄHMÄGNTRHMF�

�A�ÄSGDÄDEEDBSHUDMDRRÄNEÄSGDÄTRDÄNEÄETMCRÄEQNLÄSGDÄ$(!Ä@MCÄNSGDQÄOTAKHBÄÆM@MBDÄHMRSHSTSHNMR�

(c) the coordination of Union and national funding and other forms of support that can act as a lever-
@FDÄENQÄRSHLTK@SHMFÄHMUDRSLDMSRÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSGDÄ@CDPT@BXÄNEÄRTBGÄETMCRÄENQÄ@BGHDUHMFÄ
Union objectives.

.MÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄSG@SÄ@M@KXRHR�Ä@MCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄLTKSH@MMT@KÄÆM@MBH@KÄEQ@LDVNQJ�ÄSGDÄ"NL-
mission may subsequently submit, if it considers this appropriate, proposals with respect to Union 
instruments to the European Parliament and the Council.

6. Contracting Parties shall take account of the cost-optimal levels of energy performance when 
providing incentives for the construction or major renovation of buildings.

7. The provisions of this Directive shall not prevent Contracting Parties from providing incentives 
for new buildings, renovations or building elements which go beyond the cost-optimal levels.

Article 11

Energy performance certificates

1. Contracting Parties RG@KKÄK@XÄCNVMÄSGDÄMDBDRR@QXÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄDRS@AKHRGÄ@ÄRXRSDLÄNEÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄ
NEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄ3GDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄ
performance of a building and reference values such as minimum energy performance requirements 
in order to make it possible for owners or tenants of the building or building unit to compare and 
assess its energy performance.

3GDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄL@XÄHMBKTCDÄ@CCHSHNM@KÄHMENQL@SHNMÄRTBGÄ@RÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄDMDQFXÄ
consumption for non-residential buildings and the percentage of energy from renewable sources in 
the total energy consumption.

�Ä3GDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄENQÄSGDÄBNRS�NOSHL@KÄNQÄBNRS�
effective improvement of the energy performance of a building or building unit, unless there is no 
reasonable potential for such improvement compared to the energy performance requirements in 
force.

3GDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄBNUDQ�
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Article 14

Inspection of heating systems

1. Contracting Parties shall lay down the necessary measures to establish a regular inspection of 
the accessible parts of systems used for heating buildings, such as the heat generator, control system 
and circulation pump(s), with boilers of an effective rated output for space heating purposes of more 
SG@MÄ��ÄJ6Ä3G@SÄHMRODBSHNMÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄ@MÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄANHKDQÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSGDÄANHKDQÄRHYHMFÄ
compared with the heating requirements of the building. The assessment of the boiler sizing does 
not have to be repeated as long as no changes were made to the heating system or as regards the 
heating requirements of the building in the meantime.

Contracting Parties may reduce the frequency of such inspections or lighten them as appropriate, 
where an electronic monitoring and control system is in place.

2. Contracting Parties may set different inspection frequencies depending on the type and effec-
tive rated output of the heating system whilst taking into account the costs of the inspection of the 
heating system and the estimated energy cost savings that may result from the inspection.

3. Heating systems with boilers of an effective rated output of more than 100 kW shall be inspected 
at least every two years.

For gas boilers, this period may be extended to four years.

4. As an alternative to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 Contracting Parties may opt to take measures to 
DMRTQDÄSGDÄOQNUHRHNMÄNEÄ@CUHBDÄSNÄTRDQRÄBNMBDQMHMFÄSGDÄQDOK@BDLDMSÄNEÄANHKDQR�ÄNSGDQÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄ
SNÄSGDÄGD@SHMFÄRXRSDLÄ@MCÄ@KSDQM@SHUDÄRNKTSHNMRÄSNÄ@RRDRRÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄRHYDÄNEÄSGDÄ
boiler. The overall impact of this approach shall be equivalent to that arising from the provisions set 
out in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

Where Contracting Parties BGNNRDÄSNÄ@OOKXÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OG�ÄSGDXÄ
shall submit to the Secretariat a report on the equivalence of those measures to measures referred 
to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this Article by 30 June 2013 at the latest. Contracting Parties shall 
submit these reports to the Secretariat every three years. The reports may be included in the Energy 
$EÆBHDMBXÄ BSHNMÄ/K@MRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�����ÄNEÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"

5. After receiving the national report from a Contracting Party about the application of the option 
as described in paragraph 4, the SecretariatÄL@XÄQDPTDRSÄETQSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄHMENQL@SHNMÄQDF@QCHMFÄSGDÄ
requirements and equivalence of the measures set out in that paragraph. In that case, the Contract-
ing Party concerned shall present the requested information or propose amendments within nine 
months.

Article 15

Inspection of air-conditioning systems

1. Contracting Parties shall lay down the necessary measures to establish a regular inspection of 
the accessible parts of air-conditioning systems of an effective rated output of more than 12 kW. The 
HMRODBSHNMÄRG@KKÄHMBKTCDÄ@MÄ@RRDRRLDMSÄNEÄSGDÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄSGDÄRHYHMFÄBNLO@QDCÄSNÄ
the cooling requirements of the building. The assessment of the sizing does not have to be repeated 
as long as no changes were made to this air-conditioning system or as regards the cooling require-
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in accordance with either Directive 2002/91/EC or this Directive, for the building or building unit 
concerned is available and valid.

2. Contracting Parties shall require that, when buildings or building units are constructed, sold or 
QDMSDCÄNTS�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄNQÄ@ÄBNOXÄSGDQDNEÄHRÄRGNVMÄSNÄSGDÄOQNRODBSHUDÄMDVÄ
tenant or buyer and handed over to the buyer or new tenant.

3. Where a building is sold or rented out in advance of construction, Contracting Parties may 
require the seller to provide an assessment of its future energy performance, as a derogation from 
O@Q@FQ@OGRÄ�Ä@MCÄ��ÄHMÄSGHRÄB@RD�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄRG@KKÄADÄHRRTDCÄ@SÄSGDÄK@SDRSÄNMBDÄ
the building has been constructed.

4. Contracting Parties shall require that when:

�ÄATHKCHMFRÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�

�ÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSRÄHMÄ@ÄATHKCHMFÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�Ä@MC

�ÄATHKCHMFÄTMHSRÄG@UHMFÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�

@QDÄNEEDQDCÄENQÄR@KDÄNQÄENQÄQDMS�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄHMCHB@SNQÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆ-
cate of the building or the building unit, as applicable, is stated in the advertisements in commercial 
media.

5. The provisions of this Article shall be implemented in accordance with applicable national rules on 
joint ownership or common property.

6. Contracting Parties may exclude the categories of buildings referred to in Article 4(2) from the 
application of paragraphs 1, 2, 4 and 5 of this Article.

�Ä3GDÄONRRHAKDÄDEEDBSRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄHMÄSDQLRÄNEÄKDF@KÄOQNBDDCHMFR�ÄHEÄ@MX�ÄRG@KKÄ
be decided in accordance with national rules.

Article 13

Display of energy performance certificates

1. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄS@JDÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄVGDQDÄ@ÄSNS@KÄTRDETKÄÇNNQÄ@QD@ÄNUDQÄ���Ä
m2 NEÄ@ÄATHKCHMFÄENQÄVGHBGÄ@MÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄG@RÄADDMÄHRRTDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ
Article 12(1) is occupied by public authorities and frequently visited by the public, the energy perfor-
L@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄHRÄCHROK@XDCÄHMÄ@ÄOQNLHMDMSÄOK@BDÄBKD@QKXÄUHRHAKDÄSNÄSGDÄOTAKHB

On 30 September 2015, this threshold of 500 m2 shall be lowered to 250 m2.

2. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄQDPTHQDÄSG@SÄVGDQDÄ@ÄSNS@KÄTRDETKÄÇNNQÄ@QD@ÄNUDQÄ���ÄL2 of a building 
ENQÄVGHBGÄ @MÄ DMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄ BDQSHÆB@SDÄG@RÄADDMÄ HRRTDCÄ HMÄ @BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄ QSHBKDÄ �����Ä HRÄ
EQDPTDMSKXÄUHRHSDCÄAXÄSGDÄOTAKHB�ÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄHRÄCHROK@XDCÄHMÄ@ÄOQNLHMDMSÄOK@BDÄ
clearly visible to the public.

3. The provisions of this Article do not include an obligation to display the recommendations in-
BKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD
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Article 17

Independent experts

Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄATHKCHMFRÄ@MCÄSGDÄHM-
spection of heating systems and air-conditioning systems are carried out in an independent manner 
AXÄPT@KHÆDCÄ@MC�NQÄ@BBQDCHSDCÄDWODQSR�ÄVGDSGDQÄNODQ@SHMFÄHMÄ@ÄRDKE�DLOKNXDCÄB@O@BHSXÄNQÄDLOKNXDCÄ
by public bodies or private enterprises.

Experts shall be accredited taking into account their competence.

Contracting Parties shall make available to the public information on training and accreditations. 
Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄDHSGDQÄQDFTK@QKXÄTOC@SDCÄKHRSRÄNEÄPT@KHÆDCÄ@MC�NQÄ@BBQDCHSDCÄ
experts or regularly updated lists of accredited companies which offer the services of such experts 
are made available to the public.

Article 18

Independent control system

1. Contracting Parties shall ensure that independent control systems for energy performance cer-
SHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄ QDONQSRÄNMÄ SGDÄ HMRODBSHNMÄNEÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLRÄ@QDÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄ HMÄ
accordance with Annex II. Contracting Parties may establish separate systems for the control of 
DMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄENQÄSGDÄBNMSQNKÄNEÄQDONQSRÄNMÄSGDÄHMRODBSHNMÄNEÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄ@HQ�
conditioning systems.

2. The Contracting Parties may delegate the responsibilities for implementing the independent 
control systems.

Where the Contracting Parties decide to do so, they shall ensure that the independent control 
systems are implemented in compliance with Annex II.

3. Contracting PartiesÄRG@KKÄQDPTHQDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄSGDÄHMRODBSHNMÄQDONQSRÄ
referred to in paragraph 1 to be made available to the competent authorities or bodies on request.

Article 19

Review

The Commission, assisted by the Committee established by Article 26, shall evaluate this Directive 
by 1 January 2017 at the latest, in the light of the experience gained and progress made during its 
application, and, if necessary, make proposals.

Article 20

Information

1. Contracting Parties shall take the necessary measures to inform the owners or tenants of build-
ings or building units of the different methods and practices that serve to enhance energy perfor-
mance.

2. Contracting Parties shall in particular provide information to the owners or tenants of build-
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ments of the building in the meantime.

Contracting Parties may reduce the frequency of such inspections or lighten them, as appropriate, 
where an electronic monitoring and control system is in place.

2. The Contracting Parties may set different inspection frequencies depending on the type and 
effective rated output of the air-conditioning system, whilst taking into account the costs of the 
inspection of the air-conditioning system and the estimated energy cost savings that may result from 
the inspection.

3. In laying down the measures referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, Contracting Par-
ties shall, as far as is economically and technically feasible, ensure that inspections are carried out in 
accordance with the inspection of heating systems and other technical systems referred to in Article 
14 of this Directive and the inspection of leakages referred to in Regulation (EC) No 842/2006 of the 
$TQNOD@MÄ/@QKH@LDMSÄ@MCÄNEÄSGDÄ"NTMBHKÄNEÄ��Ä,@XÄ����ÄNMÄBDQS@HMÄÇTNQHM@SDCÄFQDDMGNTRDÄF@RDR

4. As an alternative to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 Contracting Parties may opt to take measures to 
ensure the provision of advice to users on the replacement of air-conditioning systems or on other 
LNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄ@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄRXRSDLÄVGHBGÄL@XÄHMBKTCDÄHMRODBSHNMRÄSNÄ@RRDRRÄSGDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ
and appropriate size of the air-conditioning system. The overall impact of this approach shall be 
equivalent to that arising from the provisions set out in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

Where Contracting PartiesÄ@OOKXÄSGDÄLD@RTQDRÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OG�ÄSGDXÄRG@KK�ÄAXÄ
30 June 2013 at the latest, submit to the Secretariat a report on the equivalence of those measures 
to the measures referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this Article. Contracting Parties shall submit 
SGDRDÄQDONQSRÄSNÄSGDÄ2DBQDS@QH@SÄDUDQXÄSGQDDÄXD@QRÄ3GDÄQDONQSRÄL@XÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄHMÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆ-
ciency Action Plans referred to in Article 14(2) of Directive 2006/32/EC.

5. After receiving the national report from a Contracting Party about the application of the option 
as described in paragraph 4, the SecretariatÄL@XÄQDPTDRSÄETQSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄHMENQL@SHNMÄQDF@QCHMFÄSGDÄ
requirements and equivalence of the measures set in that paragraph. In this case, the Contract-
ing Party concerned shall present the requested information or propose amendments within nine 
months.

Article 16

Reports on the inspection of heating and air-conditioning systems

1. An inspection report shall be issued after each inspection of a heating or air-conditioning system. 
The inspection report shall contain the result of the inspection performed in accordance with Article 
14 or 15 and include recommendations for the cost-effective improvement of the energy perfor-
mance of the inspected system.

The recommendations may be based on a comparison of the energy performance of the system 
inspected with that of the best available feasible system and a system of similar type for which all 
relevant components achieve the level of energy performance required by the applicable legislation.

2. The inspection report shall be handed over to the owner or tenant of the building.
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delegation of powers shall be automatically extended for periods of an identical duration, unless the 
European Parliament or the Council revokes it in accordance with Article 24.

2. Without prejudice to the deadline referred to in Article 5(1), the powers to adopt the delegated 
acts referred to in Article 5 shall be conferred on the Commission until 30 June 2012.

3. As soon as it adopts a delegated act, the Commission shall notify it simultaneously to the Ministe-
rial Council, who shall put it on the agenda of its next meeting.

4. The powers to adopt delegated acts are conferred on the Commission subject to the conditions 
laid down in Articles 24 and 25.

Article 24

Revocation of the delegation

The Ministerial Council may object to the application of a delegated act to the Contracting 
/@QSHDRÄNEÄSGDÄ$MDQFXÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ@SÄSGDÄLDDSHMFÄENKKNVHMFÄMNSH×B@SHNMÄ(E�Ä@SÄSG@SÄLDDSHMF�Ä
the Ministerial Council has not objected to the delegated act, it shall become binding on 
the Contracting Parties, subject to possible adaptation. In the Ministerial Council objects to 
a delegated act, it shall not be applicable in the Energy Community. The Ministerial Council 
shall state the reasons for objecting to the delegated act.

Article 25

Objections to delegated acts

1. The European Parliament or the Council may object to a delegated act within a period of two 
LNMSGRÄEQNLÄSGDÄC@SDÄNEÄMNSHÆB@SHNM
At the initiative of the European Parliament or the Council that period shall be extended by two 
months.

2. If, on expiry of that period, neither the European Parliament nor the Council has objected to the 
CDKDF@SDCÄ@BSÄHSÄRG@KKÄADÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄ
force on the date stated therein.

3GDÄCDKDF@SDCÄ@BSÄL@XÄADÄOTAKHRGDCÄHMÄSGDÄ.EÆBH@KÄ)NTQM@KÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ4MHNMÄ@MCÄDMSDQÄHMSNÄ
force before the expiry of that period, if the European Parliament and the Council have both in-
formed the Commission of their intention not to raise objections.

3. If the European Parliament or the Council objects to a delegated act, it shall not enter into force. 
The institution which objects shall state the reasons for objecting to the delegated act.

Article 26

Committee procedure

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a Committee.

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Articles 3 and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, 
having regard to the provisions of Article 8 thereof.
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HMFRÄNMÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄ BDQSHÆB@SDRÄ@MCÄ HMRODBSHNMÄ QDONQSR�Ä SGDHQÄOTQONRDÄ@MCÄNAIDBSHUDR�ÄNMÄ
cost-effective ways to improve the energy performance of the building and, where appropriate, on 
ÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSRÄ@U@HK@AKDÄSNÄHLOQNUDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMF

At the request of the Contracting Parties, the Secretariat shall assist Contracting Parties in 
RS@FHMFÄHMENQL@SHNMÄB@LO@HFMRÄENQÄSGDÄOTQONRDRÄNEÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄ�Ä@MCÄSGDÄÆQRSÄRTAO@Q@FQ@OGÄNEÄSGHRÄ
paragraph, which may be dealt with in Union programmes.

3. Contracting Parties shall ensure that guidance and training are made available for those re-
sponsible for implementing this Directive. Such guidance and training shall address the importance 
of improving energy performance, and shall enable consideration of the optimal combination of 
HLOQNUDLDMSRÄHMÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄTRDÄNEÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDRÄ@MCÄTRDÄNEÄCHRSQHBSÄGD@SHMFÄ
and cooling when planning, designing, building and renovating industrial or residential areas.

4. The Commission is invited to continuously improve its information services, in particular the web-
RHSDÄSG@SÄG@RÄADDMÄRDSÄTOÄ@RÄ@Ä$TQNOD@MÄONQS@KÄENQÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄHMÄATHKCHMFRÄCHQDBSDCÄSNV@QCRÄ
citizens, professionals and authorities, in order to assist Contracting Parties in their information 
and awareness-raising efforts. Information displayed on this website might include links to relevant 
European Union and national, regional and local legislation, links to Europa websites that display 
SGDÄ-@SHNM@KÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ BSHNMÄ/K@MR�ÄKHMJRÄSNÄ@U@HK@AKDÄÆM@MBH@KÄHMRSQTLDMSR�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄADRSÄ
practice examples at national, regional and local level. In the context of the European Regional De-
velopment Fund, the Commission shall continue and further intensify its information services with 
the aim of facilitating the use of available funds by providing assistance and information to interested 
stakeholders, including national, regional and local authorities, on funding possibilities, taking into 
account the latest changes in the regulatory framework.

Article 21

Consultation

In order to facilitate the effective implementation of the Directive, Contracting Parties shall consult 
the stakeholders involved, including local and regional authorities, in accordance with the national 
legislation applicable and as relevant. Such consultation is of particular importance for the applica-
tion of Articles 9 and 20.

Article 22

Adaptation of Annex I to technical progress

The Commission shall adapt points 3 and 4 of Annex I to technical progress by means of delegated 
acts in accordance with Articles 23, 24 and 25.

Article 23

Exercise of delegation

1. The powers to adopt the delegated acts referred to in Article 22 shall be conferred on the Com-
LHRRHNMÄENQÄ@ÄODQHNCÄNEÄÆUDÄXD@QRÄADFHMMHMFÄNMÄ�Ä)TKXÄ����Ä3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄRG@KKÄL@JDÄ@ÄQDONQSÄHMÄ
QDRODBSÄNEÄSGDÄCDKDF@SDCÄONVDQRÄMNSÄK@SDQÄSG@MÄRHWÄLNMSGRÄADENQDÄSGDÄDMCÄNEÄSGDÄÆUD�XD@QÄODQHNCÄ3GDÄ
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Articles 30 and 31

Entry into force and Addressees1

This Decision [2010/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Article 1(4) of Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the implementation of Directive 2010/31/EU in 
the Contracting Parties and shall submit a progress report to the Permanent High Level 
Group by 31 March 2013.

1  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 3 of Decision 2010/02/MC-EnC.
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Article 27

Penalties

Contracting Parties shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the national 
provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that 
they are implemented. The penalties provided for must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. 
Contracting Parties shall communicate those provisions to the Secretariat by 31 March 2013 at 
the latest and shall notify it without delay of any subsequent amendment affecting them.

Article 28

Transposition

1. Contracting Parties shall adopt and publish, by 30 September 2012 at the latest, the laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with Articles 2 to 18, and with Articles 
20 and 27.

They shall apply those provisions as far as Articles 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20 and 27 are con-
cerned, from 31 March 2013 at the latest.

They shall apply those provisions as far as Articles 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15 and 16 are concerned, to 
buildings occupied by the public authorities from 31 March 2013 at the latest and to other buildings 
from 30 September 2013 at the latest.

They may defer the application of Article 12(1) and (2) to single building units that are rented out, 
until 31 March 2016Ä3GHRÄRG@KKÄGNVDUDQÄMNSÄQDRTKSÄ HMÄEDVDQÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄADHMFÄHRRTDCÄSG@MÄVNTKCÄ
have been the case under the application of the Directive 2002/91/EC in the Contracting Party 
concerned.

When Contracting Parties adopt measures, they shall contain a reference to this Directive or be 
@BBNLO@MHDCÄAXÄRTBGÄ@ÄQDEDQDMBDÄNMÄSGDÄNBB@RHNMÄNEÄSGDHQÄNEÆBH@KÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄ3GDXÄRG@KKÄ@KRNÄHMBKTCDÄ
a statement that references in existing laws, regulations and administrative provisions to Directive 
2002/91/EC shall be construed as references to this Directive. Contracting Parties shall determine 
how such reference is to be made and how that statement is to be formulated.

2. Contracting Parties shall communicate to the Secretariat the text of the main provisions of 
M@SHNM@KÄK@VÄVGHBGÄSGDXÄ@CNOSÄHMÄSGDÄÆDKCÄBNUDQDCÄAXÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUD

Article 29

Repeal

Directive 2002/91/EC, as amended by the Regulation indicated in Annex IV, Part A, is hereby re-
pealed with effect from 1 February 2012, without prejudice to the obligations of the Contracting 
Parties relating to the time limit for transposition into national law and application of the Directive 
set out in Annex IV, Part B.

References to Directive 2002/91/EC shall be construed as references to this Directive and shall be 
read in accordance with the correlation table in Annex V.
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�Ä%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄSGDÄB@KBTK@SHNMÄATHKCHMFRÄRGNTKCÄADÄ@CDPT@SDKXÄBK@RRHÆDCÄ HMSNÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄ
categories:

�@�ÄRHMFKD�E@LHKXÄGNTRDRÄNEÄCHEEDQDMSÄSXODR�

�A�Ä@O@QSLDMSÄAKNBJR�

�B�ÄNEÆBDR�

�C�ÄDCTB@SHNM@KÄATHKCHMFR�

�D�ÄGNROHS@KR�

�E�ÄGNSDKRÄ@MCÄQDRS@TQ@MSR�

�F�ÄRONQSRÄE@BHKHSHDR�

�G�ÄVGNKDR@KDÄ@MCÄQDS@HKÄSQ@CDÄRDQUHBDRÄATHKCHMFR�

(i) other types of energy-consuming buildings.

ANNEX II

INDEPENDENT CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR ENERGY PERFORMANCE 
CERTIFICATES AND INSPECTION REPORTS

1. The competent authorities or bodies to which the competent authorities have delegated the 
responsibility for implementing the independent control system shall make a random selection of at 
KD@RSÄ@ÄRS@SHRSHB@KKXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄODQBDMS@FDÄNEÄ@KKÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄHRRTDCÄ@MMT@KKXÄ
@MCÄRTAIDBSÄSGNRDÄBDQSHÆB@SDRÄSNÄUDQHÆB@SHNM

3GDÄUDQHÆB@SHNMÄRG@KKÄADÄA@RDCÄNMÄSGDÄNOSHNMRÄHMCHB@SDCÄADKNVÄNQÄNMÄDPTHU@KDMSÄLD@RTQDR�

�@�ÄU@KHCHSXÄBGDBJÄNEÄSGDÄHMOTSÄC@S@ÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄTRDCÄSNÄHRRTDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄ
@MCÄSGDÄQDRTKSRÄRS@SDCÄHMÄSGDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�

�A�Ä BGDBJÄNEÄ SGDÄ HMOTSÄC@S@Ä@MCÄ UDQHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄ SGDÄ QDRTKSRÄNEÄ SGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄ BDQSHÆB@SD�Ä
HMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄL@CD�

�B�ÄETKKÄBGDBJÄNEÄSGDÄHMOTSÄC@S@ÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄTRDCÄSNÄHRRTDÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�ÄETKKÄ
UDQHÆB@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄQDRTKSRÄRS@SDCÄHMÄSGDÄBDQSHÆB@SD�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄQDBNLLDMC@SHNMRÄL@CD�Ä@MCÄNM�RHSDÄ
UHRHSÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMF�ÄHEÄONRRHAKD�ÄSNÄBGDBJÄBNQQDRONMCDMBDÄADSVDDMÄRODBHÆB@SHNMRÄFHUDMÄHMÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄ
ODQENQL@MBDÄBDQSHÆB@SDÄ@MCÄSGDÄATHKCHMFÄBDQSHÆDC

2. The competent authorities or bodies to which the competent authorities have delegated the 
responsibility for implementing the independent control system shall make a random selection of 
@SÄKD@RSÄ@ÄRS@SHRSHB@KKXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄODQBDMS@FDÄNEÄ@KKÄSGDÄHMRODBSHNMÄQDONQSRÄHRRTDCÄ@MMT@KKXÄ@MCÄRTAIDBSÄ
SGNRDÄQDONQSRÄSNÄUDQHÆB@SHNM
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ANNEX I

COMMON GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE CALCULATION OF 
ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF BUILDINGS

(referred to in Article 3)

1. The energy performance of a building shall be determined on the basis of the calculated or ac-
tual annual energy that is consumed in order to meet the different needs associated with its typical 
TRDÄ@MCÄRG@KKÄQDÇDBSÄSGDÄGD@SHMFÄDMDQFXÄMDDCRÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄDMDQFXÄMDDCRÄ�DMDQFXÄMDDCDCÄSNÄ@UNHCÄ
overheating) to maintain the envisaged temperature conditions of the building, and domestic hot 
water needs.

2. The energy performance of a building shall be expressed in a transparent manner and shall include 
an energy performance indicator and a numeric indicator of primary energy use, based on primary 
energy factors per energy carrier, which may be based on national or regional annual weighted aver-
@FDRÄNQÄ@ÄRODBHÆBÄU@KTDÄENQÄNM�RHSDÄOQNCTBSHNM

The methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings should take into account Euro-
pean standards and shall be consistent with relevant Union legislation, including Directive 2009/28/
EC.

3. The methodology shall be laid down taking into consideration at least the following aspects:

(a) the following actual thermal characteristics of the building including its internal partitions:

�H�ÄSGDQL@KÄB@O@BHSX�

�HH�ÄHMRTK@SHNM�

�HHH�ÄO@RRHUDÄGD@SHMF�

�HU�ÄBNNKHMFÄDKDLDMSR�Ä@MC

�U�ÄSGDQL@KÄAQHCFDR�

�A�ÄGD@SHMFÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄ@MCÄGNSÄV@SDQÄRTOOKX�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDHQÄHMRTK@SHNMÄBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR�

�B�Ä@HQ�BNMCHSHNMHMFÄHMRS@KK@SHNMR�

�C�ÄM@STQ@KÄ@MCÄLDBG@MHB@KÄUDMSHK@SHNMÄVGHBGÄL@XÄHMBKTCDÄ@HQ�SHFGSMDRR�

�D�ÄATHKS�HMÄKHFGSHMFÄHMRS@KK@SHNMÄ�L@HMKXÄHMÄSGDÄMNM�QDRHCDMSH@KÄRDBSNQ��

�E�ÄSGDÄCDRHFM�ÄONRHSHNMHMFÄ@MCÄNQHDMS@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄATHKCHMF�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄNTSCNNQÄBKHL@SD�

�F�ÄO@RRHUDÄRNK@QÄRXRSDLRÄ@MCÄRNK@QÄOQNSDBSHNM�

�G�ÄHMCNNQÄBKHL@SHBÄBNMCHSHNMR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄSGDÄCDRHFMDCÄHMCNNQÄBKHL@SD�

(i) internal loads.

�Ä3GDÄONRHSHUDÄHMÇTDMBDÄNEÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄ@RODBSRÄRG@KK�ÄVGDQDÄQDKDU@MSÄHMÄSGDÄB@KBTK@SHNM�ÄADÄS@JDMÄ
into account:

(a) local solar exposure conditions, active solar systems and other heating and electricity systems 
A@RDCÄNMÄDMDQFXÄEQNLÄQDMDV@AKDÄRNTQBDR�

�A�ÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄOQNCTBDCÄAXÄBNFDMDQ@SHNM�

�B�ÄCHRSQHBSÄNQÄAKNBJÄGD@SHMFÄ@MCÄBNNKHMFÄRXRSDLR�

(d) natural lighting.
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ANNEX III

COMPARATIVE METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY 
COST-OPTIMAL LEVELS OF ENERGY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

FOR BUILDINGS AND BUILDING ELEMENTS

The comparative methodology framework shall enable Contracting Parties to determine the en-
ergy performance of buildings and building elements and the economic aspects of measures relating 
to the energy performance, and to link them with a view to identifying the cost-optimal level.
The comparative methodology framework shall be accompanied by guidelines outlining how to ap-
ply this framework in the calculation of cost-optimal performance levels.

The comparative methodology framework shall allow for taking into account use patterns, outdoor 
climate conditions, investment costs, building category, maintenance and operating costs (including 
energy costs and savings), earnings from energy produced, where applicable, and disposal costs, 
where applicable. It should be based on relevant European standards relating to this Directive.

The Commission shall also provide:

�ÄFTHCDKHMDRÄSNÄ@BBNLO@MXÄSGDÄBNLO@Q@SHUDÄLDSGNCNKNFXÄEQ@LDVNQJ�ÄSGDRDÄFTHCDKHMDRÄVHKKÄRDQUDÄSNÄ
enable the Contracting Parties to undertake the steps listed below,

- information on estimated long-term energy price developments.

For the application of the comparative methodology framework by Contracting Parties, general 
conditions, expressed by parameters, shall be laid down at Contracting Party level.

The comparative methodology framework shall require Contracting Parties to:

�ÄCDÆMDÄQDEDQDMBDÄATHKCHMFRÄSG@SÄ@QDÄBG@Q@BSDQHRDCÄAXÄ@MCÄQDOQDRDMS@SHUDÄNEÄSGDHQÄETMBSHNM@KHSXÄ@MCÄ
geographic location, including indoor and outdoor climate conditions. The reference buildings shall 
cover residential and non-residential buildings, both new and existing ones,

�ÄCDÆMDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLD@RTQDRÄSNÄADÄ@RRDRRDCÄENQÄSGDÄQDEDQDMBDÄATHKCHMFRÄ3GDRDÄL@XÄADÄLD@-
sures for individual buildings as a whole, for individual building elements, or for a combination of 
building elements,

�Ä@RRDRRÄSGDÄÆM@KÄ@MCÄOQHL@QXÄDMDQFXÄMDDCÄNEÄSGDÄQDEDQDMBDÄATHKCHMFRÄ@MCÄSGDÄQDEDQDMBDÄATHKCHMFRÄVHSGÄ
SGDÄCDÆMDCÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLD@RTQDRÄ@OOKHDC�

�ÄB@KBTK@SDÄSGDÄBNRSRÄ�HDÄSGDÄMDSÄOQDRDMSÄU@KTD�ÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLD@RTQDRÄ�@RÄQDEDQQDCÄSNÄHMÄSGDÄ
second indent) during the expected economic lifecycle applied to the reference buildings (as referred 
SNÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄHMCDMS�ÄAXÄ@OOKXHMFÄSGDÄBNLO@Q@SHUDÄLDSGNCNKNFXÄEQ@LDVNQJÄOQHMBHOKDR

!XÄB@KBTK@SHMFÄSGDÄBNRSRÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBXÄLD@RTQDRÄCTQHMFÄSGDÄDWODBSDCÄDBNMNLHBÄKHEDBXBKD�Ä
the cost-effectiveness of different levels of minimum energy performance requirements is assessed 
by the Contracting Parties. This will allow the determination of cost-optimal levels of energy per-
formance requirements.
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / STATISTICS / Directive 2008/92/EC

Directive 2008/92/EC of 22 October 2008 concerning a Community procedure 
to improve the transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to industrial 
end-users (recast) 

Incorporated by Ministerial Council Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 concerning the 
implementation of the rules of energy statistics in the Energy Community

Whereas:

(1) Council Directive 90/377/EEC of 29 June 1990 concerning a Community procedure to improve 
SGDÄSQ@MRO@QDMBXÄNEÄF@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄOQHBDRÄBG@QFDCÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄDMC�TRDQRÄ:�<ÄG@RÄADDMÄRHFMHÆB@MSKXÄ
amended on several occasions [3]. Now that new amendments are being made to the said Directive, 
it is desirable, for reasons of clarity, that the provisions in question should be recast.

(2) Energy price transparency, to the extent that it reinforces the conditions ensuring that competi-
tion is not distorted in the common market, is essential to the achievement and smooth functioning 
of the internal energy market.

(3) Transparency can help to obviate discrimination against users by increasing their freedom to 
choose between different energy sources and different suppliers.

(4) At present, the degree of transparency varies from one energy source and one Member State or 
one Community region to another, thus calling into question the achievement of an internal energy 
market.

(5) However, the price paid by industry in the Community for the energy which it uses is one of the 
E@BSNQRÄVGHBGÄHMÇTDMBDÄHSRÄBNLODSHSHUDMDRRÄ@MCÄRGNTKCÄSGDQDENQDÄQDL@HMÄBNMÆCDMSH@K

���Ä3GDÄRXRSDLÄNEÄRS@MC@QCÄBNMRTLDQRÄTRDCÄAXÄSGDÄ2S@SHRSHB@KÄ.EÆBDÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSHDRÄ
(Eurostat) in its price publications and the price system introduced for major industrial electricity users 
DMRTQDÄSG@SÄSQ@MRO@QDMBXÄHRÄMNSÄ@MÄNARS@BKDÄSNÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSX

(7) It is necessary to extend the consumer categories used by Eurostat up to the limits at which the 
consumers remain representative.

(8) In this way end-users price transparency would be achieved without endangering the necessary 
BNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄNEÄBNMSQ@BSRÄ(MÄNQCDQÄSNÄQDRODBSÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄSGDQDÄLTRSÄADÄ@SÄKD@RSÄSGQDDÄBNMRTLDQRÄ
in a given consumption category for a price to be published.

(9) This information, which concerns gas and electricity consumed by industry for energy end-users, 
will also enable comparisons to be drawn with other energy sources (oil, coal, fossil and renewable 
energy sources) and other consumers.

(10) Undertakings which supply gas and electricity as well as industrial gas and electricity consumers 
remain, independently of the application of this Directive, subject to the Treaty’s competition rules 
and consequently the Commission can require communication of prices and conditions of sale.

(11) Knowledge of the price systems in force forms part of price transparency.

(12) Knowledge of the breakdown of consumers by category and their respective market shares also 
forms part of price transparency.

(13) The communication to Eurostat of prices and conditions of sale to consumers and price systems 
in operation as well as the breakdown of consumers by consumption category should inform the 
"NLLHRRHNMÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄENQÄHSÄSNÄCDBHCD�Ä@RÄMDBDRR@QX�ÄNMÄ@OOQNOQH@SDÄ@BSHNMÄNQÄOQNONR@KRÄHMÄSGDÄKHFGSÄ
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Article 2

1. The undertakings referred to in Article 1 shall assemble the data provided for in Article 1(1) and 
(2) on 1 January and 1 July of each year.

These data, drawn up in conformity with the provisions referred to in Article 3, shall be sent to Euro-
stat and the competent authorities of the Member States within two months.

2. On the basis of the data referred to in paragraph 1, Eurostat shall publish each May and each 
November, in an appropriate form, the prices of gas and electricity for industrial users in the Member 
States and the pricing systems used to that end.

3. The information provided for in Article 1(3) shall be sent every two years to Eurostat and to the 
Member States’ competent authorities.

This information shall not be published.

Article 3

The implementing provisions concerning the form, content and all other features of the information 
provided for in Article 1 are set out in Annexes I and II.

Article 4

Eurostat shall not disclose data supplied to it pursuant to Article 1 which might, by their nature, be 
RTAIDBSÄSNÄBNLLDQBH@KÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄ2TBGÄBNMÆCDMSH@KÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄC@S@ÄSQ@MRLHSSDCÄSNÄ$TQNRS@SÄRG@KKÄ
ADÄ@BBDRRHAKDÄNMKXÄSNÄNEÆBH@KRÄNEÄ$TQNRS@SÄ@MCÄL@XÄADÄTRDCÄNMKXÄENQÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄOTQONRDR

3GDÄÆQRSÄO@Q@FQ@OGÄRG@KKÄMNS�ÄGNVDUDQ�ÄOQDUDMSÄSGDÄOTAKHB@SHNMÄNEÄRTBGÄC@S@ÄHMÄ@MÄ@FFQDF@SDCÄENQLÄ
VGHBGÄCNDRÄMNSÄDM@AKDÄHMCHUHCT@KÄBNLLDQBH@KÄSQ@MR@BSHNMRÄSNÄADÄHCDMSHÆDC

Article 5

6GDQDÄ$TQNRS@SÄMNSDRÄRS@SHRSHB@KKXÄRHFMHÆB@MSÄ@MNL@KHDRÄNQÄHMBNMRHRSDMBHDRÄHMÄC@S@ÄSQ@MRLHSSDCÄTMCDQÄ
this Directive, it may ask the national bodies to allow it to inspect the appropriate disaggregated data 
as well as the methods of calculation or evaluation upon which the aggregated data are based, in 
order to assess, or even amend, any information deemed irregular.

Article 6

Where appropriate, the Commission shall make the necessary changes to Annexes I and II in the 
KHFGSÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄOQNAKDLRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄ3GNRDÄLD@RTQDR�ÄCDRHFMDCÄSNÄ@LDMCÄMNM�DRRDMSH@KÄDKDLDMSRÄNEÄ
this Directive, shall be adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred 
to in Article 7(2).

Such changes shall, however, cover only the technical features of Annexes I and II and shall not be 
of a nature such as to alter the general structure of the system.
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of the situation of the internal energy market.

(14) The data supplied to Eurostat will be more reliable if the undertakings themselves compile these 
data.

����Ä%@LHKH@QHSXÄVHSGÄSGDÄS@W@SHNMÄ@MCÄO@Q@ÆRB@KÄBG@QFDRÄDWHRSHMFÄHMÄD@BGÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄHRÄHLONQS@MSÄ
to ensure price transparency.

(16) It must be possible to check the reliability of the data supplied to Eurostat.

(17) The achievement of transparency presupposes the publication and circulation of prices and price 
systems as widely as possible among consumers.

(18) To implement energy price transparency the system should be based on the proven expertise 
and methods developed and applied by Eurostat regarding the processing, checking and publication 
of data.

(19) With the prospect of the achievement of the internal market in energy, the system of price 
transparency should be rendered operational as soon as possible.

(20) The uniform implementation of this Directive can only take place in all the Member States when 
SGDÄM@STQ@KÄF@RÄL@QJDS�ÄHMÄO@QSHBTK@QÄVHSGÄQDF@QCÄSNÄHMEQ@RSQTBSTQD�ÄG@RÄQD@BGDCÄ@ÄRTEÆBHDMSÄKDUDKÄNEÄ
development.

(21) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Directive should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(22) In particular, the Commission should be empowered to make the necessary changes to Annexes 
(Ä@MCÄ((ÄHMÄSGDÄKHFGSÄNEÄRODBHÆBÄOQNAKDLRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄ2HMBDÄSGNRDÄLD@RTQDRÄ@QDÄNEÄFDMDQ@KÄRBNODÄ@MCÄ
are designed to amend non-essential elements of this Directive, they must be adopted in accordance 
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article 5a of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(23) Since the new elements introduced into this Directive concern committee procedure only, they 
do not need to be transposed by the Member States.

(24) This Directive should be without prejudice to the obligations of the Member States relating to 
the time limits for transposition into national law of the Directives set out in Annex III, Part B.

Article 1

Member States shall take the steps necessary to ensure that undertakings which supply gas or elec-
SQHBHSXÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄDMC�TRDQR�Ä@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄ MMDWDRÄ(Ä@MCÄ((�ÄBNLLTMHB@SDÄSNÄSGDÄ2S@SHRSHB@KÄ.EÆBDÄNEÄ
the European Communities (Eurostat) in the form provided for in Article 3:

�ÄSGDÄOQHBDRÄ@MCÄSDQLRÄNEÄR@KDÄNEÄF@RÄ@MCÄDKDBSQHBHSXÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄDMC�TRDQR�

�ÄSGDÄOQHBDÄRXRSDLRÄHMÄTRD�

3. the breakdown of consumers and the corresponding volumes by category of consumption to 
ensure the representativeness of these categories at national level.
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ANNEX I

GAS PRICES

Gas prices for industrial end-users [1] to be collected and compiled according to the following meth-
odology.

(a) Prices to be reported are prices paid by industrial end-users buying natural gas distributed through 
mains for their own use.

(b) All industrial uses of gas are considered. However, the system excludes consumers who use gas:

- for electricity generation in power plants or in CHP plants,

- in non-energy uses (e.g. in the chemical industry),

- above 4000000 gigajoule (GJ) per year.

�B�Ä/QHBDRÄQDBNQCDCÄSNÄADÄA@RDCÄNMÄ@ÄRXRSDLÄNEÄRS@MC@QCÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄA@MCRÄCDÆMDCÄAXÄ@ÄQ@MFDÄNEÄ
annual gas consumption.

(d) Prices will be collected twice per year, at the beginning of each six-month period (January and 
July) and will refer to the average prices paid by industrial end-users for gas over the previous six 
LNMSGRÄ3GDÄÆQRSÄBNLLTMHB@SHNMÄNEÄOQHBDÄC@S@ÄSNÄSGDÄ2S@SHRSHB@KÄ.EÆBDÄNEÄSGDÄ$TQNOD@MÄ"NLLTMHSHDRÄ
(Eurostat) will refer to the situation on 1 January 2008.

(e) Prices must be expressed in national currency per gigajoule. The unit of energy used is measured 
NMÄSGDÄA@RHRÄNEÄSGDÄFQNRRÄB@KNQHÆBÄU@KTDÄ�&"5�

(f) Prices must include all charges payable: network charges plus energy consumed minus any rebates 
or premiums, plus other charges (meter rental, standing charges, etc.). Initial connection charges are 
not to be included.

(g) Prices are to be recorded as national average prices.

(h) The Member States develop and implement cost-effective procedures to ensure a representative 
data compilation system based on the following rules:

- prices will represent weighted average prices, using the market shares of the gas supply undertak-
HMFRÄRTQUDXDCÄ@RÄVDHFGSHMFÄE@BSNQR�Ä@QHSGLDSHBÄ@UDQ@FDÄOQHBDRÄVHKKÄADÄOQNUHCDCÄNMKXÄVGDMÄVDHFGSDCÄ
ÆFTQDRÄB@MMNSÄADÄB@KBTK@SDCÄ(MÄDHSGDQÄB@RD�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄVHKKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄ@ÄQDOQDRDMS@SHUDÄRG@QDÄNEÄ
the national market is covered by the survey,

- market shares should be based on the quantity of gas invoiced by the gas supply undertakings 
to industrial end-users. If possible, the market shares will be calculated separately for each band. 
The information used for calculating weighted average prices will be managed by Member States, 
QDRODBSHMFÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄQTKDR�

�ÄHMÄSGDÄHMSDQDRSÄNEÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSX�ÄC@S@ÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄOQHBDRÄVHKKÄADÄBNLLTMHB@SDCÄNMKXÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄ@QD�Ä
in the Member State concerned, at least three end-users in each of the categories referred to under 
point (j).

(i) Three levels of prices are to be provided:

- prices excluding taxes and levies,

- prices excluding VAT and other recoverable taxes,

- prices including all taxes, levies and VAT.
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Article 7

1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee.

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Article 5a(1) to (4) and Article 7 of Decision 1999/468/
EC shall apply, having regard to the provisions of Article 8 thereof.

Article 81

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the preparation of the implementation … of Di-
rective 2008/92/EC in the Contracting Parties and shall submit an annual progress report to 
SGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�ÄSGDÄ×QRSÄNEÄVGHBGÄRG@KKÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄHMÄ����

Article 9

(MÄSGDÄB@RDÄNEÄM@STQ@KÄF@R�ÄSGHRÄ#HQDBSHUDÄVHKKÄMNSÄADÄHLOKDLDMSDCÄHMÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDÄTMSHKÄÆUDÄXD@QRÄ
after the introduction of that form of energy on the market in question.
The date of introduction of that energy source on a national market shall be explicitly reported to the 
Commission by the Member State concerned without delay.

Article 10

Directive 90/377/EEC, as amended by the acts listed in Annex III, Part A, is repealed without prejudice 
to the obligations of the Member States relating to the time limits for transposition into national law 
of the Directives set out in Annex III, Part B.
References to the repealed Directive shall be construed as references to this Directive and shall be 
read in accordance with the correlation table set out in Annex IV.

Articles 11 and 12

Entry into force and Addressees2

This Decision [2012/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Article 1 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC

Each Contracting Party shall implement … Directive 2008/92/EC of 22 October 2008 con-
cerning a Community procedure to improve the transparency of electricity and gas prices 
charged to industrial end-users not later than 31 December 2013.

1  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 3 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC.
2  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC.
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also to other industries or activities.

(n) In Member States where one company covers all the industrial sales, the information may be 
communicated by that company. In Member States where more than one company operates, the 
information should be communicated by an independent statistical body.

[1] Industrial end-user may include other non-residential users.

ANNEX II

ELECTRICITY PRICES

Electricity prices for industrial end-users [1] to be collected and compiled according to the following 
methodology:

(a) Prices to be reported are prices paid by industrial end-users buying electricity for their own use.

(b) All industrial uses of electricity are considered.

�B�Ä/QHBDRÄQDBNQCDCÄSNÄADÄA@RDCÄNMÄ@ÄRXRSDLÄNEÄRS@MC@QCÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄA@MCRÄCDÆMDCÄAXÄ@ÄQ@MFDÄNEÄ
annual electricity consumption.

(d) Prices will be collected twice per year, at the beginning of each six-month period (January and 
July) and will refer to the average prices paid by the industrial end-user for electricity over the previ-
NTRÄRHWÄLNMSGRÄ3GDÄÆQRSÄBNLLTMHB@SHNMÄNEÄOQHBDÄC@S@ÄSNÄ$TQNRS@SÄVHKKÄQDEDQÄSNÄSGDÄRHST@SHNMÄNMÄ�Ä
January 2008.

(e) Prices must be expressed in national currency per kWh.

(f) Prices must include all charges payable: network charges plus energy consumed minus any rebates 
or premiums, plus other charges (capacity charges, commercialisation, meter rental, etc.). Initial con-
nection charges are not to be included.

(g) Prices are to be recorded as national average prices.

(h) The Member States develop and implement cost-effective procedures to ensure a representative 
data compilation system based on the following rules:

- prices will represent weighted average prices, using the market share of the electricity supply 
undertakings surveyed as weighting factors. Arithmetic average prices will be provided only when 
VDHFGSDCÄÆFTQDRÄB@MMNSÄADÄB@KBTK@SDCÄ(MÄDHSGDQÄB@RD�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄVHKKÄDMRTQDÄSG@SÄ@ÄQDOQDRDMS@-
tive share of the national market is covered in the survey,

- market shares should be based on the quantity of electricity invoiced by electricity supply undertak-
ings to industrial end-users. If possible, the market shares will be calculated separately for each band. 
The information used for calculating weighted average prices will be managed by Member States, 
QDRODBSHMFÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSXÄQTKDR�

�ÄHMÄSGDÄHMSDQDRSÄNEÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSX�ÄC@S@ÄQDK@SHMFÄSNÄOQHBDRÄVHKKÄADÄBNLLTMHB@SDCÄNMKXÄVGDQDÄSGDQDÄ@QD�Ä
in the Member State concerned, at least three end-users in each of the categories referred to under 
point (j).

(i) Three levels of prices are to be provided:

- prices excluding taxes and levies,
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(j) Gas prices will be surveyed for the following categories of industrial end-user:

(k) Once every two years, together with the January price reporting, information about the compila-
tion system applied will be communicated to Eurostat and particularly: a description of the survey 
and its scope (number of supply undertakings surveyed, aggregated percentage of the market rep-
resented, etc.) and the criteria used to calculate weighted average prices as well as the aggregated 
BNMRTLOSHNMÄUNKTLDRÄQDOQDRDMSDCÄAXÄD@BGÄA@MCÄ3GDÄÆQRSÄBNLLTMHB@SHNMÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄSGDÄBNLOHK@SHNMÄ
system will concern the situation on 1 January 2008.

(l) Once per year, together with the January price reporting, information about the main average 
characteristics and factors affecting the prices reported for each consumption band will be com-
municated to Eurostat.

The information will include:

- average load factors for industrial end-users corresponding to each consumption band calculated 
on the basis of the total energy supplied and average maximum demand,

- a description on discounts given for interruptible supplies,

- a description of standing charges, meter rentals or any other charges relevant at national level.

(m) Once per year, together with the January reporting, the rates and method of calculation as well 
as a description of the taxes levied on gas sales to industrial end-users should also be reported. The 
description must include any non-tax levy covering system costs and public service obligations.

The description of taxes to be provided will include three clearly separated sections:

�ÄS@WDR�ÄKDUHDR�ÄMNM�S@WÄKDUHDR�ÄEDDRÄ@MCÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄÆRB@KÄBG@QFDRÄMNSÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄ
to industrial end-users. The items described under this point will be included under the reported 
ÆFTQDRÄENQÄSGDÄOQHBDÄKDUDK�Äj/QHBDRÄDWBKTCHMFÄS@WDRÄ@MCÄKDUHDRk�

�ÄS@WDRÄ@MCÄKDUHDRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄDMC�TRDQRÄ@MCÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@RÄMNM�
recoverable. The items described under this point will therefore be included under the reported 
ÆFTQDRÄENQÄSGDÄOQHBDÄKDUDK�Äj/QHBDRÄDWBKTCHMFÄ5 3Ä@MCÄNSGDQÄQDBNUDQ@AKDÄS@WDRk�

�ÄU@KTDÄ@CCDCÄS@WÄ�5 3�Ä@MCÄNSGDQÄQDBNUDQ@AKDÄS@WDRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄ
DMC�TRDQRÄ3GDÄHSDLRÄCDRBQHADCÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄONHMSÄVHKKÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄTMCDQÄSGDÄQDONQSDCÄÆFTQDRÄENQÄSGDÄ
price level: “Prices including all taxes, levies and VAT”.

 MÄNTSKHMDÄNEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄS@WDR�ÄKDUHDR�ÄMNM�S@WÄKDUHDR�ÄEDDRÄ@MCÄÆRB@KÄBG@QFDRÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄ@QD�

- value added tax,

- concession fees. This usually refers to licences and fees for the occupation of land and public or 
private property by networks or other gas devices,

- environmental taxes or levies. This usually refers either to the promotion of renewable energy 
sources or CHP or as a burden for CO2, SO2 or another agent emissions related to climate change,

- other taxes or levies linked with the energy sector: public service obligations/charges, levies to 
ÆM@MBHMFÄDMDQFXÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDR�ÄDSB�

�ÄNSGDQÄS@WDRÄNQÄKDUHDRÄMNSÄKHMJDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRDBSNQ�ÄM@SHNM@K�ÄKNB@KÄNQÄQDFHNM@KÄÆRB@KÄS@WDRÄNMÄ
energy consumed, taxes on gas distribution, etc.

Taxes on income, property-related taxes, oil for motor cars, road taxes, taxes on licences for telecom, 
radio, advertising, fees for licences, taxes on waste, etc. will not be taken into consideration and are 
excluded from this description, because they are undoubtedly part of the operators’ costs and apply 
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 MÄNTSKHMDÄNEÄSGDÄCHEEDQDMSÄS@WDR�ÄKDUHDR�ÄMNM�S@WÄKDUHDR�ÄEDDRÄ@MCÄÆRB@KÄBG@QFDRÄSG@SÄB@MÄADÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄ
are:

- value added tax,

- concession fees. This usually refers to licences and fees for the occupation of land and public or 
private property by networks or other electricity devices,

- environmental taxes or levies. This usually refers either to the promotion of renewable energy 
sources or CHP, or as a burden for CO2, SO2 or another agents emissions related with the climate 
change,

- nuclear and other inspection taxes: nuclear decommissioning charges, inspection and fees for 
nuclear installations, etc.,

- other taxes or levies linked with the energy sector: public service obligations/charges, levies to 
ÆM@MBHMFÄDMDQFXÄQDFTK@SNQXÄ@TSGNQHSHDR�ÄDSB�

�ÄNSGDQÄS@WDRÄNQÄKDUHDRÄMNSÄKHMJDCÄVHSGÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRDBSNQ�ÄM@SHNM@K�ÄKNB@KÄNQÄQDFHNM@KÄÆRB@KÄS@WDRÄNMÄ
energy consumed, taxes on electricity distribution, etc.

Taxes on income, property-related taxes, excise duties on oil products and fuels other than for elec-
tricity generation, oil for motor cars, road taxes, taxes on licences for telecom, radio, advertising, fees 
for licences, taxes on waste, etc., will not be taken into consideration and are excluded from this 
description, because they are undoubtedly part of the operators’ costs and apply to other industries 
or activities.

(n) Once per year, together with the January price reporting, a breakdown of electricity prices into 
their main components will be communicated to Eurostat. This breakdown of electricity prices into 
their main components will be based on the following methodology.

The complete price for electricity per consumption band can be considered as the global sum of 
“network” prices, “energy and supply” prices (i.e. from generation to commercialisation, except 
networks) and all taxes and levies.

- “network” price is the ratio between the revenue related to transmission and distribution tariffs 
and (if possible) the corresponding volume of kWh per consumption band. If separate volumes of 
kWh per band are not available, estimates should be provided,

- “energy and supply” price is the total price minus the “network” price and minus all taxes and 
levies,

- taxes and levies. For this component an additional breakdown will be provided:

- taxes and levies on “network” prices,

- taxes and levies on “energy and supply” prices,

- VAT and other recoverable taxes.

-!�Ä(EÄBNLOKDLDMS@QXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@QDÄHCDMSHÆDCÄRDO@Q@SDKX�ÄSGDMÄSGDXÄB@MÄADÄ@KKNB@SDCÄHMSNÄNMDÄNEÄSGDÄ
two main components as follows:

- “network” price will include the following costs: transmission and distribution tariffs, transmission 
and distribution losses, network costs, after-sale services, system service costs and meter rental,

- “energy and supply” price will include the following costs: generation, aggregation, balancing 
energy, supplied energy costs, customer services, after-sales management, metering, and other sup-
ply costs,
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- prices excluding VAT and other recoverable taxes,

- prices including all taxes, levies and VAT.

(j) Electricity prices will be surveyed for the following categories of industrial end-user:

Industrial end-user Annual electricity consumption (MW/h)

Lowest Highest

Band 1A < 20

Band 1B 20 < 500

Band 1C 500 < 2000

Band 1D 2000 < 20000

Band 1E 20000 < 70000

Band 1F 70000 <  150000

 (k) Once every two years, together with the January price reporting, information about the compila-
tion system applied will be communicated to Eurostat and particularly: a description of the survey 
and its scope (number of supply undertakings surveyed, aggregated percentage of the market repre-
sented, etc.) and the criteria used to calculate the weighted average prices as well as the aggregated 
BNMRTLOSHNMÄUNKTLDRÄQDOQDRDMSDCÄAXÄD@BGÄA@MCÄ3GDÄÆQRSÄBNLLTMHB@SHNMÄQDK@SDCÄSNÄSGDÄBNLOHK@SHNMÄ
system will concern the situation on 1 January 2008.

(l) Once per year, together with the January price reporting, information about the main average 
characteristics and factors affecting the prices reported for each consumption band will be com-
municated to Eurostat.

The information to be provided will include:

- average load factors for industrial end-users corresponding to each consumption band calculated 
on the basis of the total energy supplied and average maximum demand,

- a table indicating the voltage limits per country,

- a description of standing charges, meter rentals or any other charges relevant at national level.

(m) Once per year, together with the January price reporting, the rates and method of calculation as 
well as a description of the taxes levied on electricity sales to industrial end-users should be reported. 
The description must include any non-tax levy covering system costs and public service obligations.

The description on taxes to be provided will include three clearly separated sections:

�ÄS@WDR�ÄKDUHDR�ÄMNM�S@WÄKDUHDR�ÄEDDRÄ@MCÄ@MXÄNSGDQÄÆRB@KÄBG@QFDRÄMNSÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄ
to industrial end-users. The items described under this point will be included under the reported 
ÆFTQDÄENQÄSGDÄOQHBDÄKDUDK�Äj/QHBDRÄDWBKTCHMFÄS@WDRÄ@MCÄKDUHDRk�

�ÄS@WDRÄ@MCÄKDUHDRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄDMC�TRDQRÄ@MCÄBNMRHCDQDCÄ@RÄMNM�
QDBNUDQ@AKDÄ3GDÄHSDLRÄCDRBQHADCÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄONHMSÄVHKKÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄTMCDQÄSGDÄQDONQSDCÄÆFTQDRÄENQÄSGDÄ
price level: “Prices excluding VAT and other recoverable taxes”,

�ÄU@KTDÄ@CCDCÄS@WÄ�5 3�Ä@MCÄNSGDQÄQDBNUDQ@AKDÄS@WDRÄHCDMSHÆDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMUNHBDRÄOQNUHCDCÄSNÄHMCTRSQH@KÄ
DMC�TRDQRÄ3GDÄHSDLRÄCDRBQHADCÄTMCDQÄSGHRÄONHMSÄVHKKÄADÄHMBKTCDCÄTMCDQÄSGDÄQDONQSDCÄÆFTQDRÄENQÄSGDÄ
price level: “Prices including all taxes, levies and VAT”.
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�ÄNSGDQÄRODBHÆBÄBNRSRÄ3GHRÄHSDLÄQDOQDRDMSRÄBNRSRÄVGHBGÄ@QDÄMDHSGDQÄMDSVNQJÄBNRSRÄMNQÄDMDQFXÄ@MCÄRTO-
ply costs nor taxes. If this kind of costs exists, they will be reported separately.

(o) In Member States where one company covers all the industrial sales, the information may be 
communicated by that company. In Member States where more than one company operates, the 
information should be communicated by an independent statistical body.

[1] Industrial end-user may include other non-residential user.
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PART II ACQUIS COMMUNAUTAIRE / STATISTICS / Regulation 1099/2008

Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008 of 22 October 2008 on energy statistics

Incorporated by Ministerial Council Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC of 18 October 2012 concerning the 
implementation of the rules of energy statistics in the Energy Community

Whereas:

(1) The Community needs to have precise and timely data on energy quantities, their forms, sources, 
generation, supply, transformation and consumption, for the purpose of monitoring the impact and 
consequences of its policy work on energy.

(2) Energy statistics have traditionally been focused on energy supply and on fossil energies. In the 
BNLHMFÄXD@QR�ÄFQD@SDQÄENBTRÄHRÄMDDCDCÄNMÄHMBQD@RDCÄJMNVKDCFDÄ@MCÄLNMHSNQHMFÄNEÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNM-
sumption, renewable energy and nuclear energy.

(3) The availability of accurate, up-to-date information on energy is essential for assessing the impact 
of energy consumption on the environment, in particular in relation to the emission of greenhouse 
gasses. This information is required by Decision No 280/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 11 February 2004 concerning a mechanism for monitoring Community greenhouse 
gas emissions and for implementing the Kyoto Protocol.

(4) Directive 2001/77/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 September 2001 
on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal electricity 
market and Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 February 2004 
on the promotion of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market 
require Member States to report quantitative energy data. In order to monitor progress towards the 
achievement of the objectives set in those Directives, detailed, up-to-date energy data are required.

(5) Directive 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2002 on 
the energy performance of buildings, Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
"NTMBHKÄNEÄ�Ä OQHKÄ����ÄNMÄDMDQFXÄDMC�TRDÄDEÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄDMDQFXÄRDQUHBDRÄ@MCÄ#HQDBSHUDÄ��������$"Ä
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2005 establishing a framework for the set-
ting of ecodesign requirements for energy-using products require Member States to report quantita-
tive energy consumption data. To monitor progress towards the achievement of the objectives set in 
those Directives, detailed, up-to-date energy data, as well as a better interface between these energy 
data and related statistical surveys such as the population and housing censuses and transportation 
data, are required.

���Ä3GDÄ&QDDMÄ/@ODQRÄNEÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄNEÄ��Ä)TMDÄ����ÄNMÄ$MDQFXÄ$EÆBHDMBXÄ@MCÄNEÄ�Ä,@QBGÄ����Ä
on a European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy discuss EU energy policies 
for which the availability of EU energy statistics are required, including for the purpose of establish-
ing a European Energy Market Observatory.

(7) The establishment of a public domain energy forecast model, as called for by the European Parlia-
ment in its Resolution of 14 December 2006 on a European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive 
and Secure Energy requires detailed, up-to-date energy data.

(8) In the coming years, greater attention should be paid to the security of supply of the most impor-
tant fuels and more timely and more accurate data at EU level is needed to anticipate and coordinate 
EU solutions to possible supply crises.

���Ä3GDÄKHADQ@KHR@SHNMÄNEÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄL@QJDSÄ@MCÄHSRÄFQNVHMFÄBNLOKDWHSXÄL@JDÄHSÄHMBQD@RHMFKXÄCHEÆBTKSÄ
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Article 1

Subject matter and scope

1. This Regulation establishes a common framework for the production, transmission, evaluation and 
dissemination of comparable energy statistics in the Community.

2. This Regulation shall apply to statistical data concerning energy products and their aggregates in 
the Community.

Article 2

Definitions

%NQÄSGDÄOTQONRDÄNEÄSGHRÄ1DFTK@SHNM�ÄSGDÄENKKNVHMFÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄRG@KKÄ@OOKX�

�@�Äj"NLLTMHSXÄRS@SHRSHBRkÄLD@MÄ"NLLTMHSXÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄSGDÄÆQRSÄHMCDMSÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄNEÄ
1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ�������

�A�ÄjOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄRS@SHRSHBRkÄLD@MRÄOQNCTBSHNMÄNEÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ@RÄCDÆMDCÄHMÄSGDÄRDBNMCÄHMCDMSÄNEÄ QSHBKDÄ
�ÄNEÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ�������

�B�Ä j"NLLHRRHNMÄ �$TQNRS@S�kÄLD@MRÄ SGDÄ"NLLTMHSXÄ @TSGNQHSXÄ @RÄ CDÆMDCÄ HMÄ SGDÄ ENTQSGÄ HMCDMSÄ NEÄ
 QSHBKDÄ�ÄNEÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄ�$"�Ä-NÄ�������

(d) “energy products” mean combustible fuels, heat, renewable energy, electricity, or any other form 
NEÄDMDQFX�

(e) “aggregates” mean data aggregated at national level on the treatment or use of energy prod-
ucts, namely production, trade, stocks, transformation, consumption, and structural characteristics 
of the energy system such as installed capacities for electricity generation or production capacities 
ENQÄNHKÄOQNCTBSR�

(f) “quality of data” means the following aspects of statistical quality: relevance, accuracy, timeliness 
and punctuality, accessibility and clarity, comparability, coherence and completeness.

Article 3

Data sources

1. While applying the principles of maintaining a reduced burden on respondents and of administra-
SHUDÄRHLOKHÆB@SHNM�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRG@KKÄBNLOHKDÄC@S@ÄBNMBDQMHMFÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBSRÄ@MCÄSGDHQÄ@FFQD-
gates in the Community from the following sources:

�@�ÄRODBHÆBÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄRTQUDXRÄ@CCQDRRDCÄSNÄSGDÄOQHL@QXÄ@MCÄSQ@MRENQLDCÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBDQRÄ@MCÄSQ@C-
DQR�ÄCHRSQHATSNQRÄ@MCÄSQ@MRONQSDQR�ÄHLONQSDQRÄ@MCÄDWONQSDQRÄNEÄDMDQFXÄOQNCTBSR�

�A�ÄNSGDQÄRS@SHRSHB@KÄRTQUDXRÄ@CCQDRRDCÄSNÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄTRDQRÄHMÄSGDÄRDBSNQRÄNEÄL@MTE@BSTQHMFÄHMCTRSQX�Ä
SQ@MRONQS�Ä@MCÄNSGDQÄRDBSNQR�ÄHMBKTCHMFÄGNTRDGNKCR�

(c) other statistical estimation procedures or other sources, including administrative sources, such as 
regulators of the electricity and gas markets.

2. Member States shall lay down the detailed rules concerning the reporting of the data needed for 
SGDÄM@SHNM@KÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ@RÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄ QSHBKDÄ�ÄAXÄTMCDQS@JHMFRÄ@MCÄNSGDQÄRNTQBDR
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to obtain reliable, timely energy data in the absence, in particular, of a legal basis concerning the 
provision of such data.

(10) In order for the energy statistics system to assist political decision-making by the European Union 
and its Member States and promote public debate which includes citizens, it must afford guarantees 
NEÄBNLO@Q@AHKHSX�ÄSQ@MRO@QDMBX�ÄÇDWHAHKHSXÄ@MCÄ@AHKHSXÄSNÄDUNKUDÄ3GTR�ÄHMÄSGDÄMD@QÄETSTQD�ÄRS@SHRSHBRÄNMÄ
nuclear energy should be incorporated and relevant data concerning renewable energy should be 
CDUDKNODCÄLNQDÄ2HLHK@QKX�ÄVHSGÄQDF@QCÄSNÄDMDQFXÄDEÆBHDMBX�ÄSGDÄ@U@HK@AHKHSXÄNEÄCDS@HKDCÄRS@SHRSHBRÄNMÄ
habitat and transport would be extremely useful.

(11) The production of Community statistics is governed by the rules set out in Council Regulation 
(EC) No 322/97 of 17 February 1997 on Community Statistics.

(12) Since the objective of this Regulation, namely establishing a common framework for the produc-
tion, transmission, evaluation and dissemination of comparable energy statistics in the Community 
B@MMNSÄADÄRTEÆBHDMSKXÄ@BGHDUDCÄAXÄSGDÄ,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄ@MCÄB@MÄSGDQDENQDÄADÄADSSDQÄ@BGHDUDCÄ@SÄ"NL-
munity level, the Community may adopt measures, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as 
set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle of proportionality, as set out in that 
Article, this Regulation does not go beyond what is necessary to achieve that objective.

(13) In the production and dissemination of Community statistics under this Regulation, the national 
and Community statistical authorities should take account of the principles set out in the European 
Statistics Code of Practice, which was adopted on 24 February 2005 by the Statistical Programme 
Committee, established by Council Decision 89/382/EEC, Euratom and attached to the Recommen-
dation of the Commission on the independence, integrity and accountability of the national and 
Community statistical authorities.

(14) The measures necessary for the implementation of this Regulation should be adopted in ac-
cordance with Council Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 laying down the procedures for the 
exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission.

(15) In particular, power should be conferred on the Commission to modify the list of data sources, 
SGDÄM@SHNM@KÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ@MCÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄBK@QHÆB@SHNMRÄNQÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄ@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ@Q-
rangements and to establish and modify the annual nuclear statistics, once incorporated, to modify 
SGDÄ QDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄ RS@SHRSHBR�ÄNMBDÄ HMBNQONQ@SDC�Ä@MCÄ SNÄDRS@AKHRGÄ@MCÄLNCHEXÄ SGDÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄ
consumption statistics. Since those measures are of general scope and are designed to amend non-
essential elements of this Regulation, inter alia, by supplementing it with new non-essential ele-
ments, they must be adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny provided 
for in Article 5(a) of Decision 1999/468/EC.

(16) It is necessary to provide that the Commission may grant exemptions or derogations to Member 
States from those aspects of the energy data collection that would lead to an excessive burden on 
respondents. The exemptions or derogations should be granted only upon receipt of a proper justi-
ÆB@SHNMÄVGHBGÄHMCHB@SDRÄSGDÄOQDRDMSÄRHST@SHNMÄ@MCÄSGDÄDWBDRRHUDÄATQCDMÄSQ@MRO@QDMSKXÄ3GDÄODQHNCÄENQÄ
which they remain in force should be limited to the shortest time necessary.

(17) The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Statistical 
Programme Committee.
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3. For the purposes of this Regulation, the following quality assessment dimensions shall apply to 
the data to be transmitted:

(a) “relevance” shall refer to the degree to which statistics meet current and potential needs of the 
TRDQR�

�A�Äj@BBTQ@BXkÄRG@KKÄQDEDQÄSNÄSGDÄBKNRDMDRRÄNEÄDRSHL@SDRÄSNÄSGDÄTMJMNVMÄSQTDÄU@KTDR�

(c) “timeliness” shall refer to the delay between the availability of the information and the event or 
OGDMNLDMNMÄHSÄCDRBQHADR�

(d) “punctuality” shall refer to the delay between the date of the release of the data and the target 
C@SDÄVGDMÄHSÄRGNTKCÄG@UDÄADDMÄCDKHUDQDC�

(e) “accessibility” and “clarity” shall refer to the conditions and modalities by which users can obtain, 
TRDÄ@MCÄHMSDQOQDSÄC@S@�

(f) “comparability” shall refer to the measurement of the impact of differences in applied statistical 
concepts and measurement tools and procedures where statistics are compared between geographi-
B@KÄ@QD@R�ÄRDBSNQ@KÄCNL@HMRÄNQÄNUDQÄSHLD�

(g) “coherence” shall refer to the adequacy of the data to be reliably combined in different ways 
and for various uses.

�Ä$UDQXÄÆUDÄXD@QR�Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRG@KKÄOQNUHCDÄSGDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ�$TQNRS@S�ÄVHSGÄ@ÄQDONQSÄNMÄSGDÄPT@K-
ity of the data transmitted as well as on any methodological changes that have been made.

5. Within six months of receipt of a request from the Commission (Eurostat), and in order to allow it 
to assess the quality of the data transmitted, Member States shall send to the Commission (Eurostat) 
a report containing any relevant information concerning the implementation of this Regulation.

Article 7

Time reference and frequency

,DLADQÄ2S@SDRÄRG@KKÄBNLOHKDÄ@KKÄC@S@ÄRODBHÆDCÄHMÄSGHRÄ1DFTK@SHNMÄEQNLÄSGDÄADFHMMHMFÄNEÄSGDÄB@KDMC@QÄ
year following the adoption of this Regulation, and shall transmit them from then onwards with the 
frequencies laid down in Article 4(1).

Article 8

Annual nuclear statistics

3GDÄ"NLLHRRHNMÄ�$TQNRS@S�ÄRG@KK�ÄHMÄBNNODQ@SHNMÄVHSGÄSGDÄMTBKD@QÄDMDQFXÄRDBSNQÄHMÄSGDÄ$4�ÄCDÆMDÄ@Ä
set of annual nuclear statistics which shall be reported and disseminated from 2009 onwards, that 
XD@QÄADHMFÄSGDÄÆQRSÄQDONQSDCÄODQHNC�ÄVHSGNTSÄOQDITCHBDÄSNÄBNMÆCDMSH@KHSX�ÄVGDQDÄHSÄHRÄMDBDRR@QX�Ä@MCÄ
avoiding any duplication of data collection, while at the same time keeping production costs low and 
the reporting burden reasonable.

3GDÄRDSÄNEÄ@MMT@KÄMTBKD@QÄRS@SHRSHBRÄRG@KKÄADÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄ@MCÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄ
regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 11(2).
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�Ä3GDÄKHRSÄNEÄC@S@ÄRNTQBDRÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄOQNBDCTQDÄVHSGÄRBQT-
tiny referred to in Article 11(2).

Article 4

Aggregates, energy products and the transmission frequency of national statistics

1. The national statistics to be reported shall be as set out in the Annexes. They shall be transmitted 
with the following frequencies:

�@�Ä@MMT@K�ÄENQÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRS@SHRSHBRÄHMÄ MMDWÄ!�

�A�ÄLNMSGKX�ÄENQÄSGDÄDMDQFXÄRS@SHRSHBRÄHMÄ MMDWÄ"�

(c) short-term monthly, for the energy statistics in Annex D.

�Ä OOKHB@AKDÄBK@QHÆB@SHNMRÄNQÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄNEÄSGDÄSDBGMHB@KÄSDQLRÄTRDCÄ@QDÄOQNUHCDCÄHMÄSGDÄHMCHUHCT@KÄ
 MMDWDRÄ@MCÄ@KRNÄHMÄ MMDWÄ Ä�"K@QHÆB@SHNMRÄNEÄSDQLHMNKNFX�

�Ä3GDÄC@S@ÄSNÄADÄENQV@QCDCÄ@MCÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄBK@QHÆB@SHNMRÄNQÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@B-
cordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 11(2).

Article 5

Transmission and dissemination

1. Member States shall transmit to the Commission (Eurostat) the national statistics referred to in 
Article 4.

2. The arrangements for their transmission, including the applicable time limits, derogations and 
exemptions therefrom, shall be as set out in the Annexes.

�Ä3GDÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSRÄENQÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄNEÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄRS@SHRSHBRÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄ
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred in Article 11(2).

�Ä SÄSGDÄCTKXÄ ITRSHÆDCÄQDPTDRSÄNEÄ@Ä,DLADQÄ2S@SD�Ä@CCHSHNM@KÄDWDLOSHNMRÄNQÄCDQNF@SHNMRÄL@XÄADÄ
granted by the Commission in accordance with the regulatory procedure referred to in Article 11(3), 
for those parts of the national statistics for which the collection would lead to an excessive burden 
on respondents.

5. The Commission (Eurostat) shall disseminate yearly energy statistics by 31 January of the second 
year following the reported period.

Article 6

Quality assessment and reports

1. Member States shall ensure the quality of the data transmitted.

2. Every reasonable effort shall be undertaken to ensure coherence between energy data declared 
in accordance with Annex B and data declared in accordance with Commission Decision 2005/166/
EC of 10 February 2005 laying down the rules for implementing Decision No 280/2004/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council concerning a mechanism for monitoring Community green-
house gas emissions and for implementing the Kyoto Protocol.
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Article 11

Committee

1. The Commission shall be assisted by the Statistical Programme Committee.

2. Where reference is made to this paragraph, Article 5a(1) to (4) and Article 7 of Decision 1999/468/
EC shall apply, having regard to the provisions of Article 8 thereof.

3. Where reference is made to this paragraph Articles 5 and 7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, 
having regard to the provisions of Article 8 thereof.

The period provided for in Article 5(6) of Decision 1999/468/EC shall be three months.

Article 12

Entry into force and Addressees1

This Decision [2012/02/MC-EnC] enters into force upon its adoption and is addressed to the 
Contracting Parties.

Article 1 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC

Each Contracting Party shall implement Regulation (EC) 1099/2008 of 22 October 2008 on 
energy statistics … Directive not later than 31 December 2013.

Article 3 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC

The Secretariat shall monitor and review the preparation of the implementation of Regula-
tion (EC) 1099/2008 … in the Contracting Parties and shall submit an annual progress report 
SNÄSGDÄ,HMHRSDQH@KÄ"NTMBHK�ÄSGDÄ×QRSÄNEÄVGHBGÄRG@KKÄADÄRTALHSSDCÄHMÄ����

1  The text displayed here corresponds to Article 4 of Decision 2012/02/MC-EnC.
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Article 9

Renewable energy statistics and final energy consumption statistics

�Ä6HSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄHLOQNUHMFÄSGDÄPT@KHSXÄNEÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄ@MCÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄRS@SHRSHBR�Ä
the Commission (Eurostat), in collaboration with the Member States, shall make sure that these 
RS@SHRSHBRÄ@QDÄBNLO@Q@AKD�ÄSQ@MRO@QDMS�ÄCDS@HKDCÄ@MCÄÇDWHAKDÄAX�

(a) reviewing the methodology used to generate renewable energy statistics in order to make avail-
able additional, pertinent, detailed statistics on each renewable energy source, annually and in a 
cost-effective manner. The Commission (Eurostat) shall present and disseminate the statistics gener-
@SDCÄEQNLÄ����Ä�QDEDQDMBDÄXD@Q�ÄNMV@QCR�

(b) reviewing and determining the methodology used at national and Community level to generate 
ÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ�RNTQBDR�ÄU@QH@AKDR�ÄPT@KHSX�ÄBNRSR�ÄA@RDCÄNMÄSGDÄBTQQDMSÄRHST@SHNM�Ä
DWHRSHMFÄRSTCHDRÄ@MCÄ ED@RHAHKHSXÄOHKNSÄ RSTCHDR�Ä@RÄVDKKÄ@RÄBNRS�ADMDÆSÄ@M@KXRDRÄXDSÄ SNÄADÄBNMCTBSDC�Ä
@MCÄDU@KT@SHMFÄSGDÄÆMCHMFRÄNEÄSGDÄOHKNSÄRSTCHDRÄ@MCÄBNRS�ADMDÆSÄ@M@KXRDRÄVHSGÄ@ÄUHDVÄSNÄDRS@AKHRG-
HMFÄAQD@JCNVMÄJDXRÄENQÄÆM@KÄDMDQFHDRÄAXÄRDBSNQÄ@MCÄL@HMÄDMDQFXÄTRDRÄ@MCÄFQ@CT@KKXÄHMSDFQ@SHMFÄSGDÄ
resulting elements into the statistics from 2012 (reference year) onwards.

�Ä3GDÄRDSÄNEÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRS@SHRSHBRÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@BBNQC@MBDÄVHSGÄSGDÄQDFTK@SNQXÄOQNBD-
dure with scrutiny referred to in Article 11(2).

�Ä3GDÄRDSÄNEÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄRS@SHRSHBRÄRG@KKÄADÄDRS@AKHRGDCÄ@MCÄL@XÄADÄLNCHÆDCÄHMÄ@BBNQ-
dance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 11(2).

Article 10

Implementing measures

1. The following measures necessary for implementation of this Regulation, designed to amend non-
essential elements of this Regulation, inter alia, by supplementing it, shall be adopted in accordance 
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 11(2):

�@�ÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄKHRSÄNEÄC@S@ÄRNTQBDRÄ� QSHBKDÄ������

�A�ÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄM@SHNM@KÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ@MCÄSNÄSGDÄ@OOKHB@AKDÄBK@QHÆB@SHNMRÄNQÄCDÆMHSHNMRÄ� QSHBKDÄ
������

�B�ÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄSQ@MRLHRRHNMÄ@QQ@MFDLDMSRÄ� QSHBKDÄ������

�C�ÄDRS@AKHRGLDMSÄNEÄ@MCÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄ@MMT@KÄMTBKD@QÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ� QSHBKDÄ������

�D�ÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄQDMDV@AKDÄDMDQFXÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ� QSHBKDÄ������

�E�ÄDRS@AKHRGLDMSÄNEÄ@MCÄLNCHÆB@SHNMRÄSNÄSGDÄÆM@KÄDMDQFXÄBNMRTLOSHNMÄRS@SHRSHBRÄ� QSHBKDÄ�����

2. Additional exemptions or derogations (Article 5(4)) shall be granted in accordance with the regula-
tory procedure referred to in Article 11(3).

3. Consideration is to be given to the principle that additional costs and the reporting burden remain 
within reasonable limits.
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PROCEDURAL ACT No 2008/01/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of the Energy 
Community of 27 June 2008 on the Rules of Procedure for Dispute Settlement under 
the Treaty
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PROCEDURAL ACT No 2008/02/MC-EnC of the Ministerial Council of the Energy 
Community of 11 December 2008 on the Establishment of a Security of Supply 
Coordination Group
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PROCEDURAL ACT No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy 
Community of 21 June 2012 laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines 
and Network Codes in the Energy Community

The Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Energy Community (“the Treaty”), and in
particular Articles 87 and 82 thereof,

Having regard to Articles 27 and 28 of Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC on the implementation of Di-
rective 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 and Regulation (EC) No 
715/2009 and amending Articles 11 and 59 of the Energy Community Treaty (“Decision D/2011/02/
MC-EnC”), providing for the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes by the Permanent High 
Level Group upon proposal from the European Commission based on Article 79 of the Treaty,

Following up on the task assigned to the Permanent High Level Group in Articles 27(3) and 28(3) of 
Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC to prepare a Procedural Act laying down the procedure for the incor-
poration of Guidelines and Network Codes adopted within the European Union,

Recognizing the importance of a synchronous evolution of the Energy Community acquis commu-
nautaire for the creation of an interconnected internal market throughout the Energy Community,

Acknowledging the necessity to transpose Guidelines and Network Codes into domestic legal orders 
as timely and truly to the original as possible, and to implement and enforce them vigorously,

Having regard to the Secretariat’s proposal,

Taking into account the discussions at the meetings of 14 December 2011, 23 March 2012 and 21 
June 2012,

HAS ADOPTED THIS PROCEDURAL ACT:

Article 1

Subject-Matter

These rules lay down the procedures for the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes by Decision 
of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community upon proposal of the European Com-
mission, as required by Articles 27 and 28 of Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC.
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Article 4

Addressees and entry into force

This Procedural Act is addressed to the Parties and institutions of the Treaty. lt shall enter into force 
upon adoption.

Article 5

Availability of these rules

The Secretariat shall make this ProceduralAct available to all Parties within seven days of its adoption.

Done in Vienna on 21 June 2012

For the Permanent High Level Group:

(Presidency)

PART III MEASURES BY ENERGY COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS / Procedural Act No 01/2012 PHLG-EnC

Article 2

Definitions

For the purpose of this Procedural Act

- The term “Guidelines” means Guidelines adopted and/or amended by the European Commission 
under Directive 2009/72/EC, Directive 2009/73/EC, Regulation 714/2009, and Regulation 715/2009,

- The term “Network Code” means the codes adopted and/or amended under Regulation 714/2009 
or Regulation 715/2009.

Article 3

Procedure

(1) The Presidency and the Vice-Presidencies shall include the European Commission’s proposal on 
the adoption of Guidelines or Network Codes in the agenda of the next possible meeting of the 
Permanent High Level Group. The text of the proposal shall be circulated by the Secretariat to all 
members at least 30 days before the relevant meeting.

(2) lf the next possible meeting of the Permanent High Level Group is to take place later than two 
months following the receipt of the above-mentioned proposal of the European Commission by the 
Secretariat, or later than three months, where it concerns the adoption of Network Codes, the Presi-
dency, after consultation and in agreement with the Vice-Presidencies, may opt for decision-making 
by correspondence in line with the Rules of Procedure of the Permanent High Level Group.

(3) Where the European Commission’s proposal concerns the adoption of Network Codes, the Sec-
retariat shall fonruard it to the President of the Regulatory Board and request the opinion of this 
institution within an appropriate timeframe not exceeding 30 days. The President of the Regulatory 
!N@QCÄRG@KKÄSQ@MRLHSÄHSRÄNOHMHNMÄNEÆBH@KKXÄSNÄSGDÄ2DBQDS@QH@S�ÄVGNÄRG@KKÄMNSHEXÄHSÄSNÄSGDÄLDLADQRÄNEÄSGDÄ
Permanent High Level Group without delay. Where the Regulatory Board fails to submit an opinion 
VHSGHMÄSGDÄRODBHÆDCÄSHLDEQ@LD�ÄSGDÄ/DQL@MDMSÄ'HFGÄ+DUDKÄ&QNTOÄRG@KKÄOQNBDDCÄVHSGNTSÄRTBGÄNOHMHNM

(4) The Permanent High Level Group shall take its Decisions under this Procedural Act in accordance 
with Articles 78 to 81 of the Treaty.

(5) Decisions of the Permanent High Level Group shall:

a. Specify the period within which the Contracting Parties shalltranspose Guidelines and Network 
Codes, as adopted by the Permanent High Level Group’s Decision, into their domestic legislation and 
require that the Guidelines and Network Codes be transposed without changes to their text or their 
structure of the Decision, other than translation.

b. Require the Contracting Parties to ensure that the Guidelines and Network Codes, as adopted 
by the Permanent High Level Group’s Decision, are binding on market participants, and task the 
national regulatory authorities with monitoring and enforcing compliance.

c. Require the Contracting Parties to notify the Secretariat of the measures transposing the Perma-
nent High Level Group’s Decision, and of any subsequent changes made to those measures, within 
two weeks of the adoption of such measures.

(6) The Secretariat shall make Decisions available to all Parties within seven days of their adoption.
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this publication by the Energy Community Secretariat compiles the key legislation governing the 

Energy Community. in particular, this includes the treaty establishing the Energy Community itself, 

the acquis communautaire pursuant to title ii of the treaty, and a selection of secondary legislation 

adopted by the Energy Community Ministerial Council so far. The compilation reflects the situation 

as of 1 July 2013.
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